Rude Awakening



It's Thursday afternoon. You do know what this means don't you? The worst day of the week. It's more than likely just another weekday for you, a day closer to the weekend. You're probably wondering what's so terrible about Thursday afternoons, but you, my friend, don't have to spend it with my mother.

Every Thursday we meet at a local café to catch up.

I use those terms loosely, due to the fact I answer all the questions which usually centre around one thing and one thing only; my love life, or lack of, my mother likes to say.

Speaking of Mommy dearest, I notice she's been gone for a while ordering our coffee. Glancing over to the counter I spot her talking to a pretty blonde, she's laughing obnoxiously loud while the girl barely manages a polite smile before pointing to a jock over by the door and makes a hasty exit.

You don't have to be a genius to figure out what happened there, and trust me, I'm less than thrilled about it. Her car is so being keyed tonight.

Great, she's on her way back to the table. Smile -twitch- smile damnit! An almost there smile appears on my face as she plonks herself in the seat across from me.

Grinning, "So, when is the big day?" she asks in a tone suggesting that I'm supposed to have a clue what she's talking about.

Suppressing an eye roll, "What big day is that, mother?" I say as I reach for the sugar to add to my drink. Maybe if I put enough in I can make myself sick and go home early...

"The day I get to meet my daughter's girlfriend, of course"

Ahh of course, why didn't I think of that, she's been obsessed ever since I came out last year. Too bad I don't remember her initial reaction.

* * *

Tripping up the stairs giggling and shushing myself, I reach my bedroom and push the door open, a little too hard perhaps, as the door connects with the wall, making a harsh sound, cutting through the silence. 

"You're drunk," she tells me pointedly.

And waking my mother. Fantastic.

Feigning innocence I reply, "What? No, never!"

Wow, that was almost convincing, I take a moment to congratulate myself on a job well done.

"You're lying."

Moment over.

"Okay, I had one drink, just one. I'm fine, I'll prove it to you!" I attempt to touch my index finger to my nose, successfully poking myself in the eye.

Irritated, she asks me, "I trust you had more than a good time"

A grin appears on my face instantly. "Yeah, I had a pretty good time."

She was about to reply when I flopped down onto the bed and slurred "Lesbian sex is so hot," before promptly falling asleep. 

* * *

I snap out of the memory as a hand waves past my eyes.

Groaning, "We have this conversation every week Mom, I'm not seeing anybody, just accept it," the last three words said firmly.

Frowning slightly as she replies "I don't understand sweetheart, you're beautiful and smart, why aren't you in a relationship?"

She's right, I am beautiful and I am smart, however, relationships are not for me. Luckily so many girls don't care how long I use them for, one night usually does the trick.

Taking a sip of my coffee, I answer honestly "Because I don't want to be."

A smile appears on her face, this cannot be good. "Oh honey, I see what this is.'' She raises her arm and gestures around the room. "Ladies and Gentlemen, meet my daughter, Shane McCutcheon."

Sputtering out my coffee, "You watch The L Word?!" I ask with wide eyes.

"Sometimes I'll catch and episode or two, yes. Alice and Dana were such a kick," she says with a chuckle.

There are often times where I question my mother's sexual orientation, this moment right here, is one of them.

I stand. "I'm just going to get a refill and then we can continue our discussion about your 'not so secret' secret girlfriend.'' A knowing smile appears on her face as she leaves the table to join the queue.

Acceptance Mother, acceptance.

Thinking of the next hour that promises to be filled with 'asked a thousand times' questions, I decide to take a different approach.

My mother is relentless in a task until completed, meeting my 'girlfriend' just once would accomplish that.

I see her ordering and dash outside to grab a girl, any girl.

I don't look at her for more than a second, boobs, check. She'll do. before I pull her back inside to my table.

"What the hell are you doing?!"

Ugh, I'm so not in the mood for dramatics right now

I chance a look towards the counter and see my mom on her way back, shit.

I turn to her quickly. "You're my girlfriend for the next hour, make a scene and I'll kick your ass," I say before pressing my lips to hers.

"And just who might this be?" a sickeningly sweet voice asks

Kill me now.

The brunette I pulled in here appears to be part fish as she opens and closes her mouth repeatedly.

"Mom... meet my girlfriend."



I'm Spencer Carlin, welcome to my life. 

--------------------


Chapter 2.

_ _ 

The words have barely left my lips as she jumps out of her chair and attempts to squeeze the life out of the girl next to me. “I'm so happy to finally meet you!” She looks a step away from bouncing up and down. “Spencer here hasn't shut up about you for days. All I've heard is...Uhm…” she trails off and looks toward me for what I assume is a name.

How am I supposed to know her name? I just met the girl for God's sake. I decide to guess her name. Looking at her quickly, I notice how bad her clothes are. Nice pick, Carlin, next time why don't you head straight for the woman who sleeps on the bench. I roll my eyes, more than bored.

“Henrietta,” I suddenly throw out there, no emotion in my voice. My mother couldn't be more relieved.

“Henrietta, Henrietta, Henrietta, it's like a broken record, you have no idea how much I've wanted to use the tranquilliser gun on her.” Another loud and obnoxious laugh cuts through the palpable tension.

Oh mother, if only.

Fashion reject suddenly pipes up. “Actually, my name is Ashley…” she's looking at me like I have two heads and my barely there patience begins to waver.

“Henrietta is more of a nickname, Mom.” Plausible; nice one Spence.

Apparently ignoring my last comment, she stares intently at fish girl next to me. “So Ashley, how did you and Spencer meet?” her smile never faltering.

I feel a headache coming on and there's no way in hell I'm letting 'what's-her-name' ruin this, we only have thirty minutes to get through before I never have to see her again. Opening my mouth, I'm shocked to hear the brunette's voice before my own.

“Actually, Spencer and I don't-” I cut her off immediately.

“Don't know how we lived without each other.” Glancing over to her doing yet another fish impression, I smirk. “Right baby?”

She stops for a moment before sitting up a little straighter and smiling at me. “Right.”

My mom is practically foaming at the mouth from hearing our exchange. 

Now, this isn't so bad, keep up the good work, Carlin. My celebration was cut short.

Smirking, “I'd love to tell you about the first time I knew your daughter was special.”
Paula flashes her a grin before letting out a squee. What did I tell you? Total 'mo. 

I'm suddenly interested to hear what lame scenario she's thought up.

“We go to school together, I had a free period before lunch a few weeks ago and I was on my way to the parking lot when I hear somebody singing…”

My stomach nearly drops out of my ass. Oh shit.

“..walk towards the music room to discover our Spencer here, one of the most unapproachable girls in the school, belting out an Olivia Newton John classic!”

I don't need a mirror to know how red I am. That bitch is going down.

Laughing, “Oh yes, Spencer does love those oldies. No matter how humiliating they are.” She takes a long sip of her drink and focuses her attention on a face pulling contest with a boy who looks about six. It takes everything I have inside not to kick her underneath the table.

My attention is suddenly pulled back to the girl next to me. “No, I thought it was cute," she says without a trace of malice. She's smiling at me. 

I smile back. 

Whoa, where the hell did that come from? Indifferent expression back in place.

Apparently my mother also has the attention span of a six year old. She re-focuses her attention on us.

“Ashley, what exactly are your intentions with my daughter?”

Unless of course it comes to my personal life.

I decide to save her from that question. “You know what? I just realised that…Ashley here doesn't have a drink.” I look at my mom intently. "Mom, do you mind?" Nodding toward the counter.

“Of course not sweetheart.” She gets up from the table. thank god. “I'll just give you two girls a moment alone.”

I'm surprised my eyeballs are intact, rolling them so much can't be good. Paula should come with a health warning.

Letting out a relieved sigh I pat my pockets, searching for my cigarettes.

“You want to tell me what the hell you think you're doing?!” she growls at me as soon as my mom is out of earshot.

Who does she think she is, talking to me like that!

“I don't remember saying you could speak,” I snap. Already knowing I don't have a leg to stand on. Pride (non rainbow variety) getting in the way.

Gasping, she replies, “Oh no, I'm so sorry Princess Spencer. Please don't deport me back to my native land, I promise I'll be good!”

Wait for it…yep, there it is. The sarcasm is now dripping off the table and onto the floor.

“You're pissed?” I ask her incredulously. “If anybody should be pissed here, it's me!” I turn away from her and take a deep breath to calm myself, suddenly wishing I hadn't as the unmistakable stench of baby poo reaches my nose. Hey lady, your 'precious angel' needs a diaper change. Or perhaps a colon detox. What the hell is in baby food these days?

“Oh of course, because everything else is revolved around you, right?” She doesn't let me interrupt. “You were dragged in here by a complete stranger to play happy families. To be bitched at for being nothing but nice to you. To have the person who should be thanking you yell and then sulk like a child!” I notice she's getting a little red from shouting back at me. I almost laugh.

“To sit here yelling at you while all I can smell is baby shit! To sit across from a woman who looks more into me than our ‘relationship.’ She actually air quotes that one. "To have someone threaten you before assaulting your mouth.” Oh please, it was just a peck, like I'd want to kiss that again.

“Exactly what I thought,” is her response.

I let her outburst sink in for a while before answering. "We aren't complete strangers... we go to school together, right?" I try sheepishly.

She scoffs at me. “Whatever sweetie, you owe me.”

Yeah right, over my dead body.

“Forget about it.”

“Okay, but when your mom gets back she's going to know everything.” The last word more sung than spoke. She's getting on my last nerve. 

“Fine, I don't care. Think about it and get back to me whenever.”

I finally turn around and see the biggest smile on her face, it makes her nose crinkle up at the top. Oh my god.

Look somewhere else, anywhere else... her rack! that'll do. Hmm, not bad.

I find myself wondering what colour her eyes are, taking note of her seemingly flawless skin, I let my eyes lock onto hers.

I can't look away.

The air changes and it's not because 'Demon Diaper' has left. I decide to break the silence that surrounds us.

“I hate your clothes,” I reply, my gaze never leaving hers.

“You sound like Barney when you sing.” She's trying not to laugh, I break our stare and see her biting her lower lip. I imitate her earlier fish face.

Noticing my mom who apparently got held up talking to a friend, she turns to me and taps her watch. Hour over. Time up.

I stand and grab my jacket off the empty seat at the table, she does the same. “I guess a thank you is in order&” I trail off.

Amused, “Thank you from Spencer -stick-up-her-butt- Carlin?” she teases.

I pick at a loose thread. “Yeah, only a small thank you though. I mean anybody would have done the same thing, you're no saint.”

She's smiling at me, and she decides to put me out of my misery. “You're welcome.”

I wonder of my mom is watching us, I look in her direction; of course she is.

Awkwardly leaning in to hug her she gives me a quick kiss which I can't quite believe. “Because your mom is watching,” she explains quickly. 
Yeah... still awkward.

She's looking toward my mom now. “Nice to meet you”

“Nice to meet you too, Ashen.” Cracking up from her lame attempt at humour. I roll my eyes, again with the health warning! deciding it be best to just sigh.

Ashley turns to look at me one last time before leaving. “See you at school, Barney.”

And we're back with the eye roll. Lovely.

_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 3.


Groaning as I switch the TV off and throw the remote to the other end of the couch in frustration, bored out of my mind from the loan commercials and unoriginal storylines that center around most series. The only reason I sat through the full forty-five minutes of the show whose name I've already forgotten was down to my fascination of a female supporting character. She had the strangest laugh I've ever seen, no audible sound left her lips, her body just shook with the force of her silent cackle. She looked more like a human vibrator than a woman with the giggles.

I'm brought out of my thoughts by the incessant shrill of the phone, I roll my eyes and ignore it. if it's important they can just leave a message.

I look at the time and notice how late Paula is -again-, she should have been home an hour ago. I decide to wait for her, not wanting to eat alone.

I have a love/hate thing for her job, on one hand I love that she's out all the time, I'd rather be left alone without her constant prying, but on the other it would be nice if she was around a little more, I stress a little. Anyway, that's the reason for our weekly lunch/coffee dates.

Most of her free time is spent with my dad though, he's the only one in the family I can tolerate 100% of the time. Glen is just a big ass, and Clay? Clay seriously needs to get laid; might bring out a personality. 

I hear the front door open and close. “Spencer, you there?”

It's Paula. Be nice I tell myself.

"Living room, mom."

I vaguely take note of the answering machine beeping, alerting us to a new message, whatever. She breezes into the room and sits down next to me. I want to ask her to move, her hospital scrubs make me a little nauseous, or maybe it's just her…

"How was your Sunday, sweetheart?"

Picking at my nails, "Awesome, Kat came over and we braided each others hair," I say with a straight face.

The sarcasm from that comment completely passing her by, as does the fact my hair is straight today. "That's nice. I like Kat, Spencer," she tells me sincerely.
 
Of course she likes Kat, she's the biggest prude this side of hell.

I grunt in acknowledgment that I heard what she said.

She pats my knee in a rapid beat and I try not to kick her and blame it on the knee jerk response. "I spoke to your dad today, he'll be home tomorrow and he said to tell you I'd probably have wanted a monkey." She's confused. "Whatever that means."

I love that man, I really do.

Another beep alerts my mother that there's still an unheard message. She sighs and goes over to the machine to press play.

Taking a sip of my soda, briefly wondering who could choose Coke over Pepsi. Coke is Pepsi's bitch.

An excited scream takes me by surprise and I spill my drink a little. Cursing under my breath I wipe away what I can and then pick at the hole in my socks.

She's still screaming but she's moved into the kitchen to pace up and down. Curious, I go to join her. She's pouring herself a glass of wine now, hand unsteady, pausing only to take a sip and then resumes her wailing. 

"You're happy," I comment dryly.

"No sweetheart, I'm... I'm...ecstatic!" She can barely speak.

I wonder if Grandpa finally kicked it, I need a break from school anyways..

Rolling my eyes, "Why are you ecstatic, mother?" 

She raises her glass quickly, spilling half of the contents on the floor, she's oblivious. "Peaches!" she suddenly squeaks.

"Clay bought you another fruit basket?"

This is just like him, surprising mom with gifts every now and then; fucking loser.

"I have two Peaches tickets and a backstage pass!" Biting back every possible reply for that, I just smile like I care. She's shaking her head back and forth, "I ca-... I can't believe this." She shoots up, "I have to call your father!" leaving me alone in the kitchen.

What next mother, Gay Pride?

She shouts from the living room, "Spencer, is there anything you'd like me to tell your dad?"

Yes there is.

"Tell him he's definitely right about the monkey."


We had pizza for dinner. I was scared 'Mo would burn the house down in her euphoric state. She left a while ago to tell some of her friends at work her latest news and I'm alone again. I can't say I mind though, tonight calls for some serious music therapy.

I reach under my bed and pull out a box of CDs I keep hidden. 

I can hear the phone ringing again, I bet it's an Olivia Cruise rep calling to confirm Paula's reservation. I ignore it and place my cd inside the stereo, turning the volume up a little to block out the noise.

''I'm all out of love, I'm so lost without you, I know you were right believing for so lo-'' Interrupted yet again by the constant ringing downstairs.

Doesn't anybody take a hint these days?!

I take my time walking down the stairs, that is until the phone rings again.

Enraged, I pick up the receiver, "What?!"

"Finally," the voice on the other end drags out. "What are you, deaf, Barney?" 

Great, it's Ashley.

"Suddenly that doesn't sound so bad." I pause. "And how the hell did you get this number?" I demand of her.

"Jeez, calm down. It's not like I dragged you into a coffee shop to meet my mother-" she stops for a second before continuing. "No.. that I believe, was you." I think she's smirking.

"You're a funny one, Kelly."

"Ashley," she emphasizes.

Whatever.

"Whatever, I'm busy, what do you want?"

"To tell you that your little stunt the other day gave me a cold sore, you gave me herpes, bitch!" Her tone suggests amusement.

I scoff. "Nice try, but I don't have herpes, Henrietta."

I hear an irritated sigh and I smirk in triumph. She's too easy.

"It's Ashley, you retard."

"What…do…you…want?" Each word is said slowly.

"I wanted to tell you I've thought about how you can repay me for last week."

I scoff slightly. "Yeah, that doesn't really work for me. Besides, kissing you was punishment enough, don't you think?"

"You aren't getting away from this. A deal is a deal. Meet me at school tomorrow morning." She waits a little, to let it sink in I'm guessing. "Oh, and Spencer?" she asks sweetly.

Irritated, I crack my neck. "What?"

"If you're late, it's going to be double."

This time I can feel her smirking. 

"Bye Holley," I manage to say through clenched teeth.

"See you tomorrow, Barney." The phone clicks off.

- 

I go to sleep looking forward to making Ashley's day hell


_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 4.




I woke up the next day and like every morning, I curse the unreasonably warm weather, because god forbid it actually rained around here, and the birds that continue to chirp outside my bedroom window, no matter what I throw at them.

I continue to lie there and blink dumbly, trying to push the last remnants of sleep away. Suddenly wide awake as I realize what's going to happen today.

After my shower I go into the kitchen and to my surprise Paula is sitting at the breakfast bar, eating cereal.

Keeping the convincing smile on my face. "Aren't you going to be late for work, mom?"

After realizing she's no longer alone she jumps out of her seat and skids into the kitchen, I see her mood hasn't changed she reappears with a bowl and the jug of milk.

Almost blinding me with her smile, she greets me. "Good morning, sunshine."

Sigh.

Grinning, "Morning mom, I see you're still happy," My smile drops as soon as she looks away.

"I didn't sleep a wink last night, Spence! I keep thinking it's a dream and any second now I'm just going to wake up."

Welcome to my life. I smile sympathetically as she pours milk over my cereal.

Taking a closer look I see we have the same cereal - Lucky Charms. -

"And to answer your earlier question no, I won't be late for work. I took the day off to go shopping." I wonder if she realizes she spits when she talks. "I can't look bad in front of Merril now can I?" 

She actually knows her real name. Big shocker.

"No of course not."

"And how are my beautiful girls doing today?" A voice interrupts.

Score, it's Clay. 

I yawn, already bored of him.

"Morning honey, do you want breakfast?" Paula raises from her chair before Clay jumps in, "No I can't, I have a test first period and I'm going to the library to check my notes one more time." He smiles at me and I refrain from throwing an orange that's in arms reach at him. "Have a good day, guys."

God, I hate him. 

"You too," I shout to his retreating form.

"I'm going to get ready now, Spence. I'll see you later." 

'"Yeah..."

Walking into the kitchen to put my bowl in the sink, something catches my eye. Taking a closer look I see there's something on the calendar.

'Peaches concert : D !!!!' I don't try to suppress this eye roll.

Arriving at school on time, definitely a first, I wonder where Ashley is, previously checking everywhere I could think of. 

We'll see who gets the last laugh, convinced she pranked me.

On my way to class I notice Madison and Sherry coming out of the girls bathroom, Madison's eyes lingering on her friends rear a little longer than would be deemed 'friendly'.


I didn't see Ashley all day and I couldn't have been in a worse mood, not even seeing Clay do a face plant brought me out of my sour mood.

My dad got home and I couldn't even speak to him, focusing all my attention on the trick I was sure Ashley had played on me.

* *

Sitting in my English class a few days later I roll my eyes at Madison and Sherry who are currently pointing inside a catalogue screeching "That is fierce!"

If it doesn't work for Tyra, it sure as hell ain't gonna work for you.

"Hi Spencer!" A shrill voice from behind me exclaims.

Who the hell is speaking to me?! 

I turn around to see Kat attempting yet another conversation with me. I flip her off just as the teacher walks in. Not being able to stand the class any longer than five minutes, I stand up. "Bathroom pass!"

Strolling towards the parking lot I hear laughter, walking closer I notice Ashley is in the fray. "Hey dyke Davies." One of the jocks shout "Catch" before pushing a girl into her. Ashley tumbles to the floor, not being able to keep them both upright under the sudden weight.

I wait for Ashley to make a smart ass comment before flooring the guy who just inflicted public humiliation onto her.

She doesn't say anything. 

What's that about? The crowd laughing as they leave Ashley on the floor.

Wow, I have to say…I didn't see that one coming.

I offer a hand to help her up. She smacks it away. "I don't need your help, I'm fine." She continues to pick up the contents of her bag that must have fallen out before I came.

I smirk. "Oh so you can speak? I wondered if someone had cut out your tongue."

"What do you want, Spencer?" She sounds tired and I can't help feel a little bad for her.

Shaking my head, "Nothing." She looks at me. "Nothing..." I repeat before she scurries off towards the bathroom, leaving me to wonder why I was so nice to her after her stunt earlier in the week.

My phone alerts me to my new picture message, cringing as I see who it's from. Forever burned into my retinas is my mom sitting on Merrill’s lap, her hands all over her, sporting the biggest grin I've ever seen. Ugh. I roll my eyes and decide to follow Ashley into the bathroom.

It's empty besides the stall on the far left. Knowing she's hiding in here I impersonate a bad Southern accent. "Timmy, oh my, Timmy! Did you fall in again?"

"Ashley," she emphasizes. "And no, I didn't."

"Okay Ashley, are you ever going to leave the stall? Should I bring lunch in there? Maybe dinner?" She's smiling, I know it.

"That won't be necessary."

"Are you sure because I don't mind, we can break out some classics over Mac ‘n’ Cheese," I tell her, slightly amused.

"No thanks, I'll pass. Besides...your music sucks." Her voice echoes slightly off the empty walls.

Ignoring her last comment I ask her, "Why do you speak to me?"

"What?" she's confused.

"I mean those guys earlier, you just let them humiliate you and you didn't even say anything, but when you're with me there doesn't seem to be an off switch," I say, partly serious.

"Children's characters don't intimidate me, sorry," she teases. I roll my eyes.

"Whatever." I try to bite back the smile that threatens to break out. Continuing on, "Come out here, I want to show you something." I open my phone ready to give her.

"Can't."

"Why?"

"Comfy."

"Get out here or I'll kick your ass," I say, briefly remembering the first time I threatened her.

Maybe I should enrol in Anger Management..

She opens the door and peeks her head out, looking cautious. "You aren't going to kiss me again are you?" Her face serious.

Scoffing, "You wish, Henry." I pause. "Anyway, here.. this might make you feel better."

Her eyes widen as she erupts into a fit of giggles. "Oh my god, that's your mom!" she takes a breath, "And she's frisking Peaches!" cracking up yet again. I laugh along with her, unable to help myself.

* *

After being quiet for what seems like forever she points out the window. "Hey isn't that your brother?"

I look out the window to see Clay walking around with toilet paper trailing behind, stuck to his foot. What a loser. "He's adopted," I say firmly.

"Duh."

She's suddenly quiet again and I notice her eyes are duller. Unable to help myself I ask her what's wrong.

She doesn't answer me.

Knowing what's wrong with her I continue talking. "Don't think about those guys, they're all going to end up bald and fat anyway."

She sighs, remaining silent.

I keep my voice quiet. "Have you ever had one of those days, Ashley, that are just…perfect?" She turns to look at me, "I have. This isn't it, this so isn't it, but you just have to remember that there's always tomorrow."

Where the hell did that come from?

"Thank you," she tells me sincerely.

Feeling awkward after my little outburst, my tone turning cold. "Whatever, my 'debt' is paid now, don't even think of asking me for anything else."

"We'll see, Barney. We'll see." She's smirking and I want to wipe it off her smug little face.

Irritated, "My name is Spencer. Maybe you're the one who is hearing impaired."

If she heard my last comment before walking towards the door, she didn't let on.

God, I hate her.

_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 5.



If somebody was to walk in here at this precise moment, they would see me with my legs hanging off the back end of the couch, moaning.

Get your mind out of the gutter, perv. I'm upside down watching a Grey's Anatomy rerun, whenever I see Meredith or Derek pop up the screen or hear the ever populating ''Mcdreamy'' reference I throw my legs off the end of the couch, the blood rushing to my head blocks out most of their dialogue. It hurts after a while though, hence the moaning. Plus it's easier to see who has the best ass, it's a toss up between Izzy and Addison.

I hear a car pull up to the driveway, not bothering to move to greet whoever is home. I could care less. I continue to let the blood rush to my head. The front door opens and Paula is the first to speak, "Spencer, are you there?"

Still not wanting to verbally communicate with anybody I wave a foot around in the air to confirm my presence in the house.

Is that... peppermint?

"Spencey Wencey!"

Oh dear god, no. I'll do anything!

Flipping myself upright my suspicions are confirmed, Grandpa Carlin is really here.

"Grandpa!" I screech, faux smile in place.

Holding my hand, "You've grown up so much since the last time I saw you!" He pauses to look around the room, probably forgot where he was for a moment - again - . I already know his next sentence. "Turn around for me Spencer, I want to take a good look at you." I oblige graciously.

"You look more like your Grandmother every goddamn time I see you." He smiles at me.

Thinking of Grandma's saggy tits, I frown. Harsh bastard.

Continuing on, "You must fight the boys off with sticks!"

Naturally.

I laugh politely at the cliché remark. "Grandpa..."


* *

There's only one thing I hate more than family time, and that's the fact Glen can get out of it any time he wishes. Fucker.

I'm currently sitting in a Seafood restaurant, squished into the corner of the smallest 'family booth' I've ever seen, everybody forgetting the fact I don't like seafood. What's the big deal about sushi anyway? raw fish? I'll pass.

"Spence, do you know what you want?" my dad asks from beside me bringing me out of my sushi musings.

"I'm not really all that hungry, just get me a salad."

After being in the same company as Grandpa and Clay for too long, my hunger goes right out the window, along with my patience. Bye guys… I sigh.

"He'll be gone soon, Spence." He leans closer. "And if he doesn't, you can rob his wallet." Knowing Grandpa is loaded I smile. "Good plan."

He gets up with everybody else to choose the lobster they'll be ingesting tonight, obviously trying to make the poor thing suffer even more. They're in a tank, in a restaurant. They can probably hear every mouth water.

Looking around I notice a man in the corner eating the biggest meal I have ever seen. Colossal squid apparently on the menu, I look on disgusted as he digs in like he hasn't eaten in days. 

"Shall I get a bucket for that face?"

Fantastic.

"I guess they're hiring anybody these days, huh?"

Pointing to the left. "Children's entertainment is that way."

Rolling my eyes, "Whatever, Susan. Get me a salad." I look around the room, bored.

Ashley looks on, unfazed. "I see you still have that memory lapse."

"Oh, and if you spit in it, I'll-"

"Kick my ass?" She says, eyebrows raised.

"Nice to know you aren't as dumb as you look."

"Wish I could say the same for you." She walks away in the direction of the kitchen.

* *

Back to being squished in between 'the fam', I sit sipping my Long Island Iced Tea, thank you dad. pulling a face as I see Ashley bringing out our food.

"Ashley!" Paula squeals, raising her arm and knocking my drink all over me. Ugh! you moron!

Ashley hurries over with a pile of napkins. "Here," she says, trying to keep the amusement out of her voice, failing miserably. 

I snatch them out of her hands. "Whatever."

Paula decides to introduce Ashley. Smiling proudly. "Albert, this Spencer's special friend, Ashley."

Kill me. Please, just get it over with.

Looking up at her and true to his age, the real meaning of that statement going right over his bald head. "Lovely to meet you, dear. It's nice to know Spencer has such responsible friends." Looking in my direction, "This one here has never worked a day in her life. I keep telling her mother to crack the whip but no, she can't," he laughs mockingly.

I'm momentarily stunned by Grandpa's 'greeting'.

Ashley smiles and glances over to me. "Yeah, she definitely needs a whipping."

"I need to use the bathroom." I say suddenly.


* *

After everybody sliding out of the booth, one by one to let me out, I slam the restroom doors behind me, cursing my family and her.

"You should consider taking drum lessons, I hear it helps with rage," she smirks.

"Does this look like a kitchen to you? Get back to work," I snap.

Her gaze travels to my ass and doesn't appear to be moving anytime soon.

"Hey!.. my face is this way," I point up. She still doesn't avert her gaze. "What the hell are you looking at?!"

"I'm just trying to see if I can pull that stick out..."

I turn around so she can no longer look. "You are unbelievable!" I seethe. "What the hell do you want?"

"To see if you needed any more help drying off your pants," She teases.

"Whatever, get back to waiting tables, that is after all what you're paid for."

* *

Not being able to help herself, "Spencer, have you and Ashley had a fight?" Paula asks.

Not Ashley again...

"No, why do you ask?"

"I sense tension between you two, that's all."

Before I get a chance to reply, "Maybe I'm wrong, ... maybe it's the other tension." She winks at me.

Oh my god!

"Mom!" I clench my jaw, disgusted with the fact my mother just suggested such a thing, and with Ashley.

Still smiling. "I was young once too Spence, I understand about all of those urges." She nudges me.

Apart from wanting to beat her senseless, Ashley brings out no other 'urge' of mine.

I roll my eyes, ignoring Paula's last comment.

After finishing my salad a while ago, I'm forced to wait on everybody else.

Looking over to the hostess area I spot Ashley who is staring right at me. She smiles, and for a reason unknown to myself...I smile back.


_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 6.


I'm laying down on my bedroom floor listening to the radio, Nelly, Justin and Timbaland are currently playing. I can't help but laugh over Justin's tone on 'Give it to me, give it to me, give it to me.' come out already, Justin, what's the worst that could happen? Thinking of my mom and her current lesbian obsession, I reconsider. Or maybe just stay safely inside.

Grandpa still hasn't left, he wanted to stay an extra week to spend some more 'quality time' with me.

Thus the reason I've been faking stomach flu for the past three days in an attempt to get rid of him, but he insists to stay until I'm well again. I roll my eyes, fairly sure in an alternate universe I would think that was sweet.

Having 'stomach flu' has made sure somebody is watching my every move. It's hard to sneak downstairs and get something to hold myself over until the next time everybody else is busy. Doesn't mean I can't try though. 

Walking towards the top of the staircase I miss every creaky floorboard, having done this a thousand times before under different circumstances, I'm a pro.

Listening closely to determine whether or not it's safe, I hear Paula coming out of the downstairs bathroom and drag her feet back to the living room where I assume she and everybody else were having a 'movie night'.

Deciding it's safe, I creep downstairs and into the kitchen, but not before I hear Paula ask if everybody is comfy to resume watching the DVD, 'Prepare for total domination...domination.' I sigh quietly. She's watching Bring It On, yet again. She insists it's because Eliza Dushku is such a 'great actress'. Sure it is, mother.

I fix myself a sandwich as quick as I can and stealthily make my way to the staircase.

"Baby sis!"

Throw a party, Glen's home.

Turning around, I put what I hope to be a weak expression on my face. "What?"

He's about to say something when he notices the food in my hand. '"Got the munchies, Spence?" he does his trademark half smirk that I hate so much.

I scowl. "I haven't eaten in days, I've had stomach flu in case you haven't noticed."

Taking the sandwich from my hands, "Well you won't mind if I take this then will you? I wouldn't want you to puke again."

I reluctantly hand over my snack, knowing if I don't let him have it he will tell mom about the last few days. Prick.

As I reach the top of the stairs I hear a strange sound coming from Clay's room. Walking into his bedroom I see him sitting on his window ledge, cooing with one of the pigeons. Fucking freak.

* *

The next afternoon I decide to end the stomach flu illusion due to my starvation. Walking downstairs to fill up on everything I possibly can, I hear the phone ring, Paula is the first to get to it. Answering in her 'telephone voice' "Carlin residence," her tone becomes less professional as she hears who it is. "Oh...hi, honey. Is everything okay?" sounding concerned. "That sounds like fun! I'll let everyone know. See you tonight!"

Ugh, not another family outing...

"Spence!...Ooh, looks like someone is feeling better."

If it wasn't for the food I practically inhaled just now, I would have denied everything and head back to my room. Seeing no possible way out of it I smile. "Much better, mom."

"Good. That was just Glen calling from school, he invited us all to watch his game tonight."

I don't think so.

"I don't think that's such a good idea, Mom. I still have the virus in my system and I don't want to risk giving it to anybody at school..."

"Don't be silly, Spencer. Besides, your Grandfather will be there too," she grins.

Parents, Grandparents, *Clay*, and a school function? Why not just throw me to the lions?

Smiling, "Sounds like fun."

* *

Grandpa, Clay, Paula and my Dad are sitting holding a 'Gooooo Glen!!' sign in the air, cheering him on at every given opportunity. Scoffing as he shoots yet another perfect basket I look around the gym to see who actually attends these things voluntarily. I laugh as I see Kat sitting with the rest of the alternates in her cheerleading uniform, trying to pull it down so to cover herself a little more. Such a prude…

I get up to make my way outside, Paula stops me. "Honey, you okay?" she looks at me slightly concerned. 

I'm just great.

"Yeah, just need some water and air," I say, waving my water bottle in the air a little.

"Okay, don't do anything I wouldn't do!" she laughs.

Of course not.

I put my head to the side a little as I do every time I want to appear innocent. "Like I would!" I laugh politely.

* *

I throw my water bottle to the side as soon as I get outdoors and sigh in relief, smiling as I find what I was looking for. Lighting my cigarette I close my eyes and enjoy the nicotine running through my veins.

Ahh…silence.

"Can't you read, Barney?"

Choking on my current drag as I'm startled. I scowl at her.

She walks over to pick up my smokes. Reading off the packet, "Smoking increases the risk of lung cancer. Smoking seriously harms your health. Smoking -" I stop her.

"What do you want? shouldn't you be running up and down at the restaurant or something?"

"It's my day off."

I look at her disbelievingly. "And you want to spend it here?"

She smiles. "I'm just supporting my friend."

"I'm not your friend," I point out.

She looks momentarily hurt but she recovers quickly. "My friend Kat just got on the cheerleading team..."

Of course they're friends...

"I didn't know you two were friends."

Nodding slightly. "We aren't best friends or anything, but she asked me and I couldn't say no."

I take another drag of my cigarette. "Ahh."

"Besides, she actually remembers my name," she teases

I remember your name, I just decide not to use it.

"If you're here supporting Kat then why are you out here?" 

She's looking at me like she was a few days ago in the restaurant. "I heard you've been sick and when I saw you come outside I wondered if something was wrong." 

I don't quite know how to respond to that properly so I answer the only way I can. "I wouldn't do the same for you."

She smiles at me and it doesn't take long to figure out why. I already did the same for her.

Finishing my cigarette I flick it over to a bush, hoping to maybe start a fire. No such luck.

I climb up onto a crate to look at 'The Addams Family' and roll my eyes.

"You roll your eyes too much, you know that?"

Nodding. "You would if you had a family like that." I point to them. Clay and Grandpa bopping in unison.

She looks like she's thinking about something. "Let's get out of here."

Curious, I answer, "And go where?''

"Anywhere," she tells me simply before walking over to her car. Looking back, "Are you coming?"

I glance back to the game before getting up to follow her.


_ _ _ 


Chapter 7.

*

We've been driving for about an hour, spontaneity is awesome, but not when there isn't a single place you can think of going. Ashley has been driving me insane, constantly asking I know where I want to go and to let her know 'as soon as'

Yes Ashley, of course.

I've had six missed calls from Paula and one hysterical voicemail begging me to let her know I was safe and that she loves me, I roll my eyes and wonder what state she'd be in if I were to stay out all night without a single phone call. I smile, knowing she'd be a wreck.

Ashley does have a nice car though, I have to admit. Though I never would have guessed she'd pick this model, she can't even pick a decent outfit so the fact I'd cut off an arm to own this says a lot.

Ashley interrupts my current chain of thought with another pointless question. "Know where you want to go yet?"

Ugh.

"Don't you think I'd tell you if I had?" I didn't keep the frustrated tone out of my voice and she definitely picked up on it.

"I'm doing all the heavy lifting here, all you have to do is pick the damn place you want to go!"

Oh please.

Scoffing slightly, "Heavy lifting? All you're doing is driving a Porsche and asking pointless questions that I don't have the answers to!"

She takes her eyes off the road for a second to look at me. "I'm doing more than you. All you've managed to do for an hour is roll your eyes!" Anger seeping out of her tone.

"Whatever, I'm thirsty. Pull over." I unbuckle my seatbelt, ready to get out of the car.

She sneers, "Gonna drink from the battery?" apparently not noticing our surroundings.

I point to the store that's just in view. "No, freak. I'm going inside to get a Pepsi." I pause. “And I'm not buying you anything either, so get out of the car.”

* * *

Clutching my dear, dear Pepsi and an armful of chips, I peer around the corner of what I have renamed 'grease aisle' just in time to see Ashley reaching for a bottle of Coca Cola.

Not on my watch, Davies.

I march right on up to her and take the enemy right out of her hands. 

She snatches it back. "Uhm, excuse me, that's mine. Get your own."

I take it from her again. "This is Coke," I point out.

"Congratulations, you can read. Give it back."

I hold it up in the air so she can't reach it. "Nobody chooses Coke over Pepsi when they're around me, I'm sorry. It's my main rule."

She doesn't look impressed. "Well it's going to be broken today because I'm not leaving without my Coke."

All about the drama.

"Why would you choose Coke over Pepsi? Don't you have taste buds?"

"Why would you choose Pepsi over Coke? Don't you have taste buds?" she challenges me.

"Coke is too sweet, it's like liquefied cotton candy," I say simply as she walks towards the counter to pay.

"You're a weird one, Carlin."

I shout after her, "I could say the same for you!" Only just noticing she picked up a Pepsi instead.

* * *

I left my phone in the car and by the time we had gotten back I had a further two missed calls and one voicemail. It was from Clay, he sounded so worried that something had happened to me. I turned my phone off halfway through it, bored of the frantic tone in his voice.

"It's going to be dark soon, Barney. Do you know where you want to go yet?"

I'm just about to berate her for asking me that question yet again when I notice the looming sunset. "Yeah, I know where I want to go."

* * * 

"Could you maybe climb a bit faster? My view isn't all that great from here."

Turning around, I look down a little to where Ashley is currently trying to balance her Pepsi and not fall down.

Like I want her this close to my ass.

"Look, we're almost halfway, alright? I told you there'd be a little climbing involved, I don't know why you're acting like it's a shock," I say as a matter of fact before resuming to my previous task of getting up the small embankment to the gate.

"Yes, climbing. You however failed to mention ditching my car about a quarter mile before your 'fortress of solitude'" 

Is she mocking me?!

"I already told you why we needed to do that," I point out.

"No, you really didn't," she tells me, expression un-amused.

Waving my arm around a little, "It's a restricted access area, if the cops see any kind of car, especially a Porsche, outside then they'll come bursting in here. I figured I'd save you from that experience."

"Oh...thanks then, I guess." 

We reach the top of and climb over the small gate.

"More climbing?" she asks, looking past me.

I roll my eyes in mock annoyance. "Yes, but it's all downhill from here. You'll be fine."

She fixes her gaze back to me and smirks. "Fine, but if I fall, you're so coming down with me."

I can't help but smile. "Okay drama queen, if your clumsy ass falls you can pull me down with you."

_ 

Aside from a skid near the bottom, Ashley did just fine.

We're sitting at my usual spot, on a high ledge in the far corner, just in front of the trees. Our legs swinging slightly off the edge.

Ashley has been silent so far, the only sound came from her Pepsi bottle.

From the corner of my eye, I see her turn to face me. "Can I ask you something, Spencer?"

Deciding not to be rude, I turn to face her, also. "Depends what it is."

"Why are we here?" She gestures around to the small half knocked down building, various beer bottles, weeds, mud and graffiti covered walls that are currently in view from our location.

I take a good look at the place that has come to be my haven and decide to answer her honestly. "Because it's beautiful here."

She looks like she's trying to see what I do. I decide to explain myself.

"Look up to the sky Ashley, look how beautiful the sunlight shines. Now look around where we are, look how it casts off everything ugly to make it beautiful." I pause to let her take it in. "Now, close your eyes an-" She interrupts me.

"So you can run off with the keys and leave me here alone? I don't think so, Spence."

Not a bad idea, Davies.

I smile, not being able to help myself. "I wouldn't steal your keys, Ashley. Your Pepsi however..." I trail off.

She shakes her head and obliges to my earlier request.

I keep my voice quiet, "You hear that?"

She doesn't reply verbally, she just shakes her head. 

"Silence," I say, simply.

After enjoying the quiet for five minutes, Ashley cuts in, her voice low. "You're not what I expected you to be, you know." Her eyes remaining shut.

I imitate her and close my eyes, keeping my voice quiet. "I know what you mean."

_ _ _ _ _ 



Chapter 8.

Contrary to popular belief, I love a lot of things - hot girls, good food, setting Clay up for public humiliation, Pepsi.. that sort of thing; but I've come to find that most people like to put others in boxes because they're afraid of the unknown. I'm not, I love the unknown. It's exciting. Plus, I know that sometimes, no matter how you come to perceive something or somebody, they just defy all logic. 

You'll see what I mean.

Another love of mine is sleep. Really, I'm like a bear; or at least I try to be, which is why when my phone rings at two a.m. I'm just about ready to rip somebody a new one.

-

I growl into the receiver. "I don't care who you are. I'm going to kill you." 

"My my, such hostility from such a young girl. Don't they make pills for this sort of behaviour?"

Ashley.

"Who the hell is this? And you better start saying goodbye to your loved ones."

"You can't just say hello, can you?" She's amused. "There's what?! and then there's death threats, but no simple hello."

It's 2AM, I'm perfectly within my rights to dish out a few threats.

"Hello," I answer, stiffly. Carrying on, "Why are you calling me, or anybody else for that matter, at two in the freakin' morning?"

"Well hello there, sleeping beauty. And to answer your question, I have insomnia. You came to mind."

I run a hand through my unruly locks. "Sorry to burst your bubble but I'm not one for late night talks and pillow fights."

"Sorry to burst your bubble but that isn't why I called you. I called you because I knew you would bore me to sleep."

She's got a pair, this one.

I'm fast losing what little patience I have. "Listen Henrietta, it's two in the morning and to be honest, trading insults with you isn't really a top priority. Count your ceiling tiles or something."

"Done that, already."

I briefly chew on my bottom lip in thought. "Count backwards from a thousand."

"Done that, too."

I hear her moving around a little. "Where are you moving to?"

"My bed is uncomfortable, I was getting more pillows."

"Oh, okay." Getting an idea I speak again, "Or you could always just watch Glitter. Trust me, that brings fatigue to the best of us."

I don't hear a reply and wonder if she's fallen asleep.

Whispering, "Ashley? Are you awake?"

"I'm here, Spence. It's just..." she trails off.

"It's just?"

Sighing a little, "I like Glitter," she tells me, quietly.

Blackmail material, finally!

My eyes widen in shock and I laugh - loudly.

"A coke, Glitter loving lesbian. Who woulda thought?"

"Shut up, Pepsi loving freak." She laughs too and then there's a brief silence.

"I think I can sleep now, Spencer. Thanks for the uh... insults." She laughs slightly and I smile.

"See you around, Sandy."

* * *


Grandpa left last week, two days after the basketball game. He wanted to get back to Grandma and I couldn't have been happier. Don't get me wrong, I love Gramps to death. Our weekly phone calls are what I look forward to. Phone calls. Surprise visits however tend to throw me a little.

I hear a knock at the door and before I open my mouth to either let them in or tell them to stay out, Paula walks in. I hate that, a knock and then opening the door. I always want to shout at whoever it is to just knock and wait or don't knock at all.

I should really get a lock in here…

"Hey Spence, you okay?"

"I'm fine." 

"Because you're locked away in here when it's such a beautiful day outside."

Because it's such horrendous weather, usually.

"I know, I'll be going out later," I smile.

"Going anywhere nice with anybody I know?" Her eyes lighting up.

"No." I continue flicking through my magazine.

"Maybe you'd like to invite Ashley with you?" She suggests.

I want to get away from Ashley, for the past few weeks she's been popping up everywhere.

"Maybe..."

She grins. "That's great honey, you two need to spend more time together."

I mumble a reply and she leaves.

* * 

I just came out of English, Madison constantly trying to make anybody's life hell. Which is why seeing her get a bucket full of water thrown over her head and looking like a drowned rat was the highlight of my day. I smirk as she fights back the tears, Sherry fawning all over her.

But everybody knows with every high...

"Hey Spencer."

Comes a low.

Turning around I see Ashley, also amused over the latest events.

"Glitter girl, to what do I owe this pleasure?" 

"I need a favour."

No way.

Faking a cough. "I'm sick."

"Is this where I'm supposed to say 'Boo, you whore?'" Her eyebrows raised.

"Whatever. Tell me what it is and I'll tell you if I suddenly have an incurable thirst and need lots of bed rest."

"My cousin has tickets for some show and she needs a babysit-"

Cutting in, "You know what? I am feeling a little thirsty.. I'll just be on my way." I try to move past her, her arm blocking my way.

She hands me a water bottle. "Well drink on up, because I already said yes."

Rolling my eyes. "Have fun with that."

"For both of us." She starts to smirk.

"You think this is funny? I don't do babies. I hate babies. You signed up for that, I didn't."

"Come on, Spence. I had to endure the same torture with your mom, plus I had to kiss you," she points out, pulling a face.

"I thought we had this discussion already. My debt was paid," I say firmly.

"I didn't say that, you did."

"I'm not going, Ashley. I hate babies.”

* * * 

We're at Ashley's house, she thought it would be better for us both considering her cousin lives quite a while away. Currently in my view is the biggest living room I have ever seen, a bare butt - Not Ashley's, and more toys than Toys R Us. Ashley is changing 'Chucky's' diaper, which previously smelt like something has crawled up his ass and died. Now she's applying the powder and making weird baby noises which he seems to enjoy.

- 

She's swinging baby Kris around in the air making aeroplane noises and I can't help but roll my eyes.

"Why don't you just give him a toy to play with or something?" I ask.

"Because babies need human interaction as well as anything else. You can't just let them sit there with a toy all the time." She stops, "here, I think he likes you." She holds Kris out toward me.

"I don't think so, he looks a little green."

She raises her eyebrows. "You said that as soon as you saw him, he's cute, admit it."

"He's evil."

"He's not evil, he's the cutest thing in the entire world." Turning him back around to face her, "Aren't you, huh? Aren't you?"

My tone is dry, "I don't think he's going to reply Ashley, unless you speak spit bubble." 

She's unfazed. "I'm going to order pizza, hold him."

"Take him with you."

"No, hold him."

I reluctantly take 'Chucky' and hold him at arms length and Ashley goes off to order the pizza. He's staring at me and I stare right back, indifferent expression on my face when suddenly... he smiles at me.

Okay.. so he's not 'Chucky'.

Chancing a look to where Ashley skipped off to and then back to Kris, I smile quickly and he soon laughs. I move over towards Ashley's couch and pat his back awkwardly for a few moments.

Ashley is apparently done on the phone. "Okay, pizza is on it's way," she smiles, stopping to look at Kris. "Spencer, I think you should maybe-"

- 

I hate babies.

After changing into one of Ashley's tops after Chucky decided to throw up the contents of his stomach, we sit down to eat pizza and Ashley is trying to decide on a suitable DVD for Kris to watch. I sigh and go over to her impressive collection.

Grabbing a random DVD off the shelf, "Here, this will do."

Ashley looks at me incredulously. "Somehow I don't think The Texas Chainsaw Massacre will go over very well." She puts it back.

"Okay fine, you pick one."

I resume eating my pizza and watch as Ashley puts a DVD in the machine, bringing Kris over to sit in between us on the floor.

After seeing the choice of film, I turn to her. "And seeing your mother die is any better?"

"Bambi is a classic. Plus, it's an animation, it's perfect for him."

I smile at her. "If you say so."

* * 

After an unwanted phone call from my mother asking how everything was going, I return to the living room to see Ashley asleep holding Kris who is also asleep, nestled safely under her chin.

I walk over to them and cover them both with a blanket.

Aww, she looks cute.

My eyes widen in disbelief and after writing Ashley a note which simply read "Had to leave, keep my money," I left.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 9.


*

Have you ever wanted to sit in a room that's so dark, so dark it isn't even black? Just to see how long you can stand it - seeing nothing.

I don't mean just covering your eyes with your hands, or a blindfold. I mean having your eyes wide open and seeing absolutely nothing.

I have. I am

It's raining, a storm is finally breaking out after god knows how long. Our power and everybody else’s, went out about an hour ago which is why I am currently sat in 'the dark room' alone.

I can't make out anything in this place, yet I know with perfect clarity where everything is. I know that the remote for the TV is three paces forward and two to the right. I know my mom's emergency medical bag is nine paces forward and one to the left. I know that a book of Clay's is two paces to the left. And I know that the freshly washed shirt of Ashley's from the other night, is right in arms reach.


-


This past week has been weird, weirder than usual I mean. Clay hasn't been annoying me, Glen has actually been nice and Paula hasn't made a single lesbian reference. Dad has been his usual awesome self. 

Grandma and Grandpa sent me a hundred bucks. fifty from Grandma to say sorry she couldn't make it down here with Grandpa and fifty from Gramps, thanking me for being 'such a treat' to spend time with. It was all pretty strange, I mean they're okay for old people I guess, but sending out money in the post? That's definitely a rare occasion. I haven't spent it yet.

Clay finally got a date, she was kind of hot. If it weren't for her Mutley-esque laugh, I would have considered Clay the competition. No, he can have her.

School has been very uneventful. It's like everyone burned out. Even the teachers.

-

I've been avoiding her for the most part, she caught me outside my arts class yesterday though, which went like this:

* *


Grabbing my bag as I make my way to the door, a little annoyed by how fast this class always seems to go. My favourite class.

History couldn't just whiz past instead?

Deep in thought, I bump into someone just outside the doorway. "Watch where you're going, hobbit." I pick up a book that apparently fell out during the collision.

"Maybe you should open your eyes a little more before walking around a corner."

It's Ashley.

'"Or maybe you should transfer to a special school, instead. A hobbit school."

I hear her let out a small laugh. "We're the same height, dumbass."

Rolling my eyes, I carry on walking towards my next class to which she follows. "I'm taller than you."

"No you're not." Her face set in determination.

"Yes. I am." I fold my arms over my chest. "One whole inch as a matter of fact." I smirk as she puts the back of her hand to her forehead in faux shock.

"Wow, a whole inch. You're just towering over me now, aren't you?" 

I take a step towards her, invading her personal space slightly. "Yeah, I am. So you better watch out."

She walks even closer and stands on her tiptoes, leaning in to speak into my ear, "Or maybe you're the one who should watch out." Her voice lower, husky.

Pulling away, our eyes lock, and for a second I'm transported back to our first meeting in the café that seems like a lifetime ago.

The bell rings, breaking whatever 'spell' I was under.

I roll my eyes. "I'll sleep with an eye open, Betty." My face appearing indifferent.

She smirks at me. "You should."

"I'm going to be late for Bio, what do you want?" I ask, wanting to get away from the tension that surrounds us.

"Since when do you care about tardiness or leaving in the middle of something?"

She's talking about the other night when I left her alone with Chucky.

"I left a note," I remind her.

Pursing her lips together slightly before she answers me, "Ahh yes, the note." She pauses. "Had to leave, keep my money. I remember that lame excuse for a note, explaining why you just had to leave so suddenly without waking me up."

"My mom needed my help with something." I stop for a second to think about what she just said. "And since when do I need to explain my actions to you?" I frown at her.

"You don't. Common courtesy is all I expected from you. God knows why."

This is too much to deal with right now.

"Whatever, I don't want to speak to you. I'm leaving."

I don't look back as I head in the direction of my next class.

* * * 

Yeah, I was a bitch. You don't need to remind me.

- 

If I were smarter, I would know that the last week has literally been the calm before the storm. 


I love the sound of rain pelting against the window, it's one of things I miss most from back home. The calming effect it has on me, I feel like the rain washes everything bad away, but not completely, the moist earth left in it's wake is a reminder. There's something other than the rain now, I think someone is at the door. Not that I can see anything. Mom keeps just about a hundred candles around the house but I don't feel like lighting any of them, content to just sit in the darkness, searching for clarity on something I don't understand yet.


It's raining harder now and the incessant pounding at the door is still present. I get up to answer it, having lived here for a while allowing me to get around without stubbing a toe. With the front door open I can just make out a silhouette in front of me, the moon granting me sight for a moment. Not quite enough to know who it is though, that is until a damp body presses itself against me and soft lips meet my own. 


_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 10.

*

It's still raining, the power is still out, and I'm still being kissed in my doorway.

I know who it is immediately, the shape of her body and the taste of her lips already having been permanently stored away in the back of my mind. 

She brings a hand up to the back of my neck, pulling me closer and kissing me deeper.

I currently have one thought running through my mind and that's I hope to God the neighbours see this.

Wanting more contact I turn and press her against the thick heavy door, it's not soft and it's not gentle - it's hard and it's rough, she doesn't complain, judging by her moan I think she liked it. My eyes are open - having not yet closed during our kisses. With the darkness that continues to surround us I trail hot open mouthed kisses from her jaw line to her throat; I can hear her breathing, it's deep and it's fast. 

She pushes us off the door and inside the house, kicking the door shut behind us. Her hands are all over me, leaving a trail of fire in their wake.

I don't remember where anything is anymore, Clay's book and Paula's emergency medical bag totally forgotten as her mouth is back on mine, hot and insistent.

She's shivering. I don't know whether it's from the storm or our current activity. 

I trip over something, I don't know what. All I know is she falls on top of me, touching, tugging, pulling me closer. My eyes close. Too far gone now, I'm lost. Lost in her. 

Running my hands up her sides, her shirt pulls up a little and with the movement I take the opportunity to touch her skin. It's soft, warm, and I can't get enough. I tug at the garment and she takes the hint, pulling it over her head to reveal smooth skin and a black lace bra.

I can feel her everywhere, on my skin, under my skin and in the air. She smells amazing, even after previously taking a stroll in the rain. I wonder if she knows that. I'll make sure to tell her.

I feel her moving down my body, stopping to pull up my shirt and pressing wet kisses to my stomach. She's so good at that. I moan, not being able to hold it back any longer and flip her over. 

Looking down at her I can feel her eyes unintentionally blazing into mine through the darkness. She tugs at my shirt and I take it off without a second thought, leaning down to capture her mouth in another deep kiss. Her hands moving to my hips to pull me closer. I revel in the sensation of our skin touching for the first time.

Pulling away I hear her groan in frustration. I smile as I search for her hand, finding it not far from mine. I pull her up to a standing position. We try and catch our breath, leaning onto each other for support.

It's been too long, too long since she last kissed me. I cup her face and lean in to kiss her, this time softly. It quickly escalates into something more, something deeper. Always deeper.

I pull her towards the stairs, not wanting to do this in the foyer. I hear her let out a small groan before she pushes me and I lose my balance. Falling onto the stairs with her on top, she puts her legs either side of me and settles down on my lap, reaching around to my back for the clasp of my bra.

With my bra off she trails hot kisses from my collar bone to the top of my breast, repeating her actions on the other side. My breathing is laboured and my heart is pounding harder than ever, she must have felt it underneath her lips because she's now tracing the skin where her mouth has just been.

I wrap my arms around her and pull the top half of her body against mine. Leaning up I brush my cheek against hers lightly and close my eyes, breathing her in. The only sound being our harsh breaths mixing in with the steady stream of water that continues to fall.

I don't have time to think as she takes her legs that were previously around me and stands up, pulling me upstairs.

We burst through my bedroom door, I'm not sure if the plaster from the wall came away as the doorknob connected with the wall, I don't care, nothing is more important than her right now. The little self control I have is fast becoming non existent as I feel her hands running all over me. Scalding me. Marking me.


She moans as I unfasten her front clasped bra and touch her for the first time. I lean down a little, tasting her skin, her heartbeat strong and fast underneath my wandering mouth. I mirror her earlier action and trace the patch of skin which bobs from the force underneath the soft pads of my fingers.

I can't stand up for much longer, my legs turned to jello long before now. 

Her hands tangle in my hair as her mouth searches for mine, I propel us forward towards the bed where we both groan as our bodies lie pressed together.

Her mouth seems to be everywhere, on my neck, on my jaw, on my chest. It's currently on my right ear, her breaths turning ragged.

We lie there for just a moment, taking in the serious nature of the situation. With her chest pressed flush against mine I can feel our hearts, pounding in unison.

It's not long before my lips touch hers again, I'm already addicted. 

I'm getting hotter now, she's touching me lower. I don't know when or how my pants were taken off, but they're gone and I couldn't care less.

Her lips leave mine as she crawls down the bed a little, starting from my ankle she caresses her way up to my knees, stopping to run her fingers up and down each thigh. I want to tell her to stop teasing me, to tell her how good it feels to be this close, anything. But I can't speak. Too overwhelmed with the sensations she's evoked within me.

She kisses me again, this time softly, brushing some hair away from my face which I know is flushed and a little sweaty. 

My hips move upwards in an attempt to find hers, needing pressure. She pushes down and I can't describe how good it feels.

As much as I need her touch, I need to touch her too. I flip her underneath me, kissing her deeper still. I taste her neck, trailing my tongue towards her ear and biting softly, both moaning as we press into each other. She's digging her nails into my back and it feels oh so good.

We enter each other at the same time, taking a moment to find a rhythm that's perfect for us and us alone. It's slow and deep, fast and rough, gentle and sweet. She's getting tighter now, her moans are becoming more frequent and her breathing is uneven and ragged. I kiss her deeply as we swallow each others moans.

It's stronger now, we're working harder, faster. She comes first, me not far behind. Our screams echoing off the walls.

I'm about to fall down next to her when the power turns back on, bathing us in light. 

I focus my attention back on the still panting body. Ashley's eyes burning right back into mine.


_ _ _ 


Chapter 11.

*

Everything has changed.

Whatever spell Ashley was under during the blackout, it was broken. I can see the panic building in her brown orbs, I don't want her to leave, I want her to stay here with me. She's trying to get up off the bed now, I can't let that happen.

"Move, Spencer."

I don't move from my spot, shaking my head. "No, you can't just run away from this, we need to talk, Ashley."

She lets out a short mocking laugh. "Such the example setter, aren't we? Not running away from things."

I reach for her hand, my fingers barely brush against the skin before she rapidly pulls it back, her eyes burning into mine. Nothing like five minutes ago, this time it's full of something else, something bad.

"I'm sorry, okay? I'm sorry. It's just that I saw you asleep an-"

She puts her hand up, stopping my explanation. "I don't want to know. I don't care. Move."

I stay put. "No! God, what the hell is wrong with you?"

"You're breaking my legs for one thing!"

I shift off her legs a little, still making sure she can't get away from me. 

"Please, just stay here and we can talk. We need to talk, Ashley."

"Stop saying my name, Jesus."

"I thought you wanted me to say your name more often."

"Well I don't, so stop it." She pauses. "Are you deaf? Get off me!" She struggles to get her legs free and starts to search my room for her clothes, taking one of the sheets with her.

I move to the end of the bed to get a better look at her face. "What are you doing? You aren't leaving," I say firmly.

"Yes. I am." Her tone matching mine.

She has her back to me, putting her bra back on. She's now searching for the next item of clothing she shed not long ago.

I walk over to the chair in the corner of my room, putting on my robe. "I know why you don't want to stay here with me, and I really am sorry for how I've acted towards you but you can't leave, not after what just happened." I walk closer.

She looks into my eyes and for a second I think I've finally gotten through to her.

"Nothing happened. This?" She waves a hand around the room, "was a mistake. A big mistake."

No, it was not a mistake.

"No, it was not a mistake. And it did happen, unless the clothes fairy stole your clothes in exchange for an orgasm."

I notice her lips are slightly bruised from our earlier kisses, it makes me want to kiss them again.

She's found her pants now, buttoning them up while frowning. "Ugh, shut up. I was faking."

That's amusing.

I raise an eyebrow. "Sure you were."

She's heading out of the room now, I follow her.

I'm getting frustrated now. "Will you just stop? God!"

"No! I'm leaving and I dare you to try and stop me." She looks around frantically. I know what she's looking for.

"No you're not, and it's in the living room, next to the couch." 

She briefly shakes her head before hurrying over to the couch to pick up her shirt. 

I carry on after her lack of response, getting angry. "Why the hell did you come over here then, huh? For cheese and crackers?"

"Whatever, this is done."

She's walking towards the foyer now, fully dressed as she almost reaches the door. She can't leave like this, we need to just calm down and talk.

Before I know what's happening I grab hold of her arm, pulling her around to face me and push her against the wall, kissing her deeply. She resists at first, seconds later melting into it.

I pull away slowly, resting my forehead against hers, I open my eyes to see hers still closed. Her chest moves in and out rapidly, she's trying not to cry. It doesn't matter, I can tell anyway. I'm about to apologize when she opens her tear ridden eyes, pushing me away so hard I stumble and almost fall.

She leaves the door open. 

It's still raining, the power is now on, and I'm not being kissed in my doorway.

* * *

I haven't seen Ashley for three days. Nobody has. I even willingly spoke to Kat to ask if Ashley had been in touch with her but she hadn't. I'm going out of my mind, I feel like I'm spinning and I can't stop. 

It doesn't help that all I can hear coming from Clay's room is him singing Shaggy's 'I like to move it move it.' I can't even roll my eyes at him.

- 

It's just after dinner and it's my turn to do the dishes, mom is drying things as I wash them. She's also perky and relentless in her quest to find out what's wrong with me and why she hasn't heard of Ashley lately. The phone rings, saving me from another question. I send up a silent thank you to whoever is on the other end as Paula walks over to the phone, plate in hand.

I can't stop thinking about the other night and Ashley, wondering if she's okay, if I should stop by her house again. A plate shattering against the cold tiles of the kitchen floor brings me out of my thoughts.

"Mom?" Looking to her distraught face I step closer to her. "What's wrong?" I wait patiently for an answer.

She's crying now, her piercing blue eyes now red rimmed and luminous. She isn't answering me and I'm getting increasingly worried, my thoughts turning ugly as I effortlessly list a million possible reasons for her current state.

"Spencer," her voice breaking at the end. "I'm so sorry."

I'm next to her now, my heart beating furiously. "Why are you sorry, mom?" She wraps her arms around me and I rub her back slightly, trying to calm us both down. 

She whispers her next sentence, obviously still in shock.

"He's gone Spencer, your Grandfather, he-"

My heart stops beating for the second time this week. I don't hear anything after that. He's gone. Dead? No. He can't, people don't just die.

I space out for a moment, not being able to comprehend what my mother has just told me when I think back to a thought I had weeks ago, my eyes widening as the memory emerges.

* I wonder if Grandpa finally kicked it, I need a break from school anyways.. *

Oh god...no.

- 

I left the house. I'm at my 'fortress' as Ashley would call it, at my usual spot in the far corner on the high ledge. It's dark now. The sun went down hours ago.

It's storming again and I can't help but think how it fits perfectly for the last week of events. I don't move to cover my face from the onslaught of water that is now pelting against me, I can't feel it, having been numb for the last four hours. 

I'm laying down. I don't care about what I could catch off the filthy floor, nothing matters now. 

Nothing except for the body that has just silently lay down beside me, interlacing our fingers together and squeezing.

I squeeze back, finally feeling something.

_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 12.


*

We've been laying on the ground for a while, I'm not sure how much time has passed exactly, all I know is Ashley is still here, still holding onto my hand.

We're drenched, having been out in the storm for a long time. No words have left our lips, we haven't turned to look at each other, content to let the silence speak for itself.

I decided I liked seeing the rain from this point of view, from underneath. I know when each drop is going to hit my body. I don't like the unknown anymore.

There's movement from the body next to me, she's standing up. I don't move, I just look up to her - our eyes locking. She reaches down for my hand that the water is now pooling in, having left Ashley's only seconds ago. I grab onto her, letting her pull me up.

It doesn't take long to reach the embankment, it's slippery because of the rain. I don't care.

I don't know how many times I almost fell but Ashley held onto me each time, pulling me closer to her.

We reached her car and she opened my door for me. Once I was safely inside she hurried back with a blanket from the trunk, wrapping it around my shoulders and pulling the hair away from my face.

-

We're still sitting in her car, she put on a CD a little while ago, I don't know who it is but I like it, it's soothing.

She takes my hand again and I must be shaking because she leans over to put the warm air on.

- 


It took longer to get to her house this time, the rain obscuring her view for the most part. She didn't complain, she just held onto my hand.

Her house is dark, everybody is either in bed or out. I don't know if she has any siblings or if she only lives with one parent, I'll ask her another time.

She leaves the lights off, she knows where she's going. I follow close behind, blanket still attached to my shoulders.

She pulls me inside a big room, twice the size of mine. If it were any other day I'm sure I'd say something about it, but I can't. Not today.

Ashley leaves the room for a second and I just stand there - in her room, breathing.

The moon is brighter than I can remember seeing it in LA, it lights up her room just enough so I can see that Ashley has come back. She pulls me down the corridor and stops at a door not far from her own. 

We're in her bathroom. It's pretty big. 

The shower is on, the steam accumulating on the mirrors. I can still see her. I can always see her. 

She walks over to me and peels the now wet blanket off my shoulders, throwing it in the corner of the room. She's facing me again, motioning for me to lift up my arms. I oblige to her request and lift them up. She pulls my shirt over my head and reaches behind to undo the clasp of my bra. I let her take it off.

Her hands are undoing my zipper now, pulling my soaked jeans off with a little difficulty. I only just notice that she's lit a few candles, it's still dark but it's just enough to see.

I look back to her to find she's also void of clothing. Her eyes are intense as she pulls me inside the steaming shower. She's standing behind me.

The water feels good, it's hot. I close my eyes and let it wash over me.

Something cold has just been put on my hair, I don't open my eyes, I know it's just Ashley. She's washing my hair, being careful not to get any shampoo in my eyes. It feels good, she's massaging my scalp. It's soothing. After a little while she turns me around gently, leaning closer to tilt my head back, carefully washing the suds out of my hair. 


Her hands are touching me, she's washing my body that is dirty from laying on the floor earlier. She's gentle but firm.

I'm tired now.

I must have had some dirt on my earlobe because she pulls it lightly between her thumb and index finger, massaging it gently with soap. 



-


Ashley showered quickly, we're back in her room now, the lights are still off. I prefer it that way. She's drying my hair, having already dried my body in the bathroom. 

She walks away from me, around the corner. I stay put. She comes back and takes the towel from around my body, replacing it with an oversized hoodie. Her eyes never leaving mine. 

We hold each others gaze until Ashley looks over to her bed, motioning for me to go lay down. I don't object, I'd do whatever she told me to do tonight.

Her bed isn't uncomfortable, she was lying that time when she rang me at 2AM.

The bed dips a little, Ashley is back with another thick blanket, she covers me with it and lies down next to me, reaching for my hand. Our legs resting against each other.

The rain pelting off her window is the only audible sound.

She lets go of my hand and wraps an arm around my stomach instead. She looks up to meet my eyes, hers are once again intense. I wonder if they're always like that and I never really noticed, or if it's because of how close we're lying.

-

There's moments our eyes meet and then there's moments where we can't even look at each other, but it's like we know everything without saying a word. I can feel it in her eyes that things have changed, oh how they've changed. We have a lot to talk about but right now, right now I just want to hold onto her.


_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 13.

*


Two weeks have passed since that night, the night where everything fell apart and in some strange way…came together. I'm alone now, I'm outside in the backyard. It's almost sunset and I can feel warm air brushing over my skin. I haven't been alone much this past fortnight, if I'm not with my family, I'm with Ashley. 

Speaking of Ashley, she's been amazing. She knows just the right thing to say with the least amount of words possible and if she doesn't verbally voice her words of reassurance, her eyes do.

The night she took care of me and the morning after definitely stand out, I'll tell you why.

- 


I wake up slowly, not knowing where I am for a moment or why I'm here, then with the blink of an eye, everything comes rushing back; hearing the news, feeling all those emotions, Ashley taking care of me. It all comes back. Everything. I can feel the pressure building in my chest, I start to panic slightly and my breathing picks up until I feel a soft thumb brushing across my hand in a calming motion. It's Ashley, she must have been watching me sleep, making sure I was okay, safe.


We lay there for a while, she continued to brush her thumb across my hand and I continued to look deep into her eyes, they spoke volumes.


-


She made sure I ate something and then she drove me home, I was expecting her to drop me off and leave but she didn't, she walked me inside and went over to Paula, she thanked her for letting her know the situation and she's glad she could have helped.

On her way out, she walked over to me and squeezed my hand again, I looked into her eyes, they were saying It's going to be okay, I'm going to take care of you.

I nodded to let her know I'd heard her silent promise, holding onto her hand for as long as possible as she walked out the door. 


* * *


There's music playing now, I can hear it coming through from a neighbours window, they're playing 'Nickel Creek - Hanging By A Thread' it's pretty fitting, but then you always find that, don't you? It's usually when you're at a low point. I like these lyrics.

There's a certain kind of pain that can numb you, there's a type of freedom that can tie you down. Sometimes the unexplained can define you and sometimes... silence is the only sound

He's right, he's so right. 

I think those lyrics over for a while, the ending, the silence. That's what Ashley and I have done best so far, silence. 

I know that sometimes silence speaks more profound than any philosopher, but I want to be able to talk to Ashley... without getting angry and saying things I don't mean, without all the unnecessary hostility.

We haven't had our 'talk' yet. I'm glad, I wouldn't have been able to handle it before. I know she's here for me right now. She may have run off initially but she came back and more than made up for it. 

I don't think she'll ever know how much that night meant to me, but I think there's a lot we need to talk about before anything else can progress.


-


The funeral service was okay, I didn't really have an opinion on it, we shouldn't have been there, not this soon. Ashley insisted on getting a flight back to Ohio with us, to take care of me but she didn't come. I didn't want her to. I needed to do that on my own. I knew she was only a phone call away if I needed her.

I rang her afterwards, during the wake. She picked up on the second ring.

She's been amazing throughout these past two weeks, she knew just when to hold onto me, when to let go, when to speak, when not to speak. She always knew the perfect moment to leave me alone, when I needed to be alone.

I've been spending time with my family too. It's strange how it takes something like a death to make me realize how much I love our dysfunctionality.

It's almost dark now.

I can feel Ashley, I don't need to turn around to know she's approaching, I can just tell.

She sits down on the grass in front of me, she's looking at me so hard I have to gulp.

"Are you alright?"

That's the first time she's asked me that. 

"I'm better now you're here."

She nods slightly to acknowledge my reply.

I want to lay down, I pull on Ashley's sleeve slightly as I lean back, she opens her left arm wider and I place my head on her shoulder. 

She smells good. I still haven't told her how good she smells. I want to now but I hardly feel like talking, I decide to go halfway and whisper. "You smell good."

She doesn't answer me, it doesn't matter, I can feel her smiling. It makes me smile too.

I lift my head up to look at her, her eyes are closed. I've only seen her with her eyes closed once, she still looks cute. I take this moment to retrace the contours of her face. It's still perfect. 

Even just laying down on the floor with her, my heart rate has picked up significantly. I think back to the first storm, our first time together and I want to remember the sound of her heart beating.

I lift my hands up towards the zipper on her jacket and look up to see if she opened her eyes in curiosity - she hasn't. I pull the material apart a little more and lean my head down on her chest, closing my eyes, listening to her heartbeat. Wanting reassurance she's still here, still alive.

Her heart is beating faster than mine.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 14.

*

Another week has passed and things are gradually getting back to normal, whatever that means, right?

They say with any loss that it gets easier as time goes on. Two weeks ago I would probably have smacked you upside the head and called you out for speaking bullshit. Now I would agree with you, not a verbal agreement, I would probably just give you a slight nod. It still hurts and it's still almost inconceivable to think of him as gone, I can't use any other word yet. Gone is my limit. 

Sometimes I think even that's too much because he'll never be completely gone, he'll always remain alive in the depths of my memories.

I thought this time last week, I'd have at least attempted to talk to Ashley by now, but I haven't. I'm not putting it off or avoiding it, not at all. I just want to get everything in order first, I need everything to come out perfectly. Something that seems to come with an unimaginable ease to Ashley. 

She was invited over for dinner the other day, she'll be here in about an hour. I'm hoping I have the courage to ask if she wants to stay over, for sleep of course. I just like going to sleep and waking up with her, I always sleep well. 

I don't need to get ready, I'm already done, I started a while ago.. I guess I'm just a little nervous.


- 


Walking into the kitchen I see my Mom and Dad cooking, I was originally going to ask if I could help but they seem to have everything under control, I decide to set the table instead. I can't decide if I want Ashley next to me or straight across from me.

I mull it over for a while and apparently space out because I didn't hear Paula walk into the dining room, she's waving a hand in front of my face and asking me if I'm okay.

"Yeah I'm okay, I just can't decide where to sit people..."

She smiles at me and I know one of her 'past' comments are coming. "Just make sure Ashley is in perfect reach for inappropriate footsie-ing." She adds on a wink to the end of it. 

I laugh slightly and shake my head as she walks back into the kitchen.

She's right though, I mean I do want to, it's just that we haven't kissed since that night and I don't know if she will think it's too soon or something.

We have to talk tonight. 

-


There's a knock at the door, it's her. I haven't seen her car in the driveway and she didn't call to say she was on her way, it's just that she knocked on the door instead of ringing the doorbell, she has a distinctive knock. I find that with most people though. 

I make my way over to the door, opening it to reveal Ashley. She looks as beautiful as always.

We walk into the living room and I announce that Ashley is here which seems to be the magic words as Glen and Clay finally drag themselves out of their rooms, joining us.


-


I decided to sit Ashley across from me, not for the inappropriate footsie-ing, but because I wanted to be able to see her eyes without breaking my neck to do so.

My dad and Glen are keeping up conversation, Paula and Clay joining in to either laugh or add something onto whatever is being discussed.

Ashley is talking to Glen now, I'm listening so hard, he's laughing. I can see him from the corner of my eye, he's sitting next to Ashley. I didn't hear a word either of them said, I was trying too hard. I can see her though, I can see her perfectly. She looks...happy. 

It makes me smile knowing she's happy here, with me, with my family.

She looks up to catch me smiling and I suddenly find my peas fascinating. She doesn't look away, I can feel her stare all over me. It's not an uncomfortable feeling, I like it.


-

Dinner had been finished for about fifteen minutes when Dad asked if we wanted dessert, I was pretty rude when I practically screamed no. 

I didn't mean it, I just wanted to go somewhere private with Ashley and talk. I'd gotten everything in order and perfect at the dinner table, being quiet allowed me to do that. I need everything to be perfect. I don't want to screw this up.

Ashley is here now.

She walks over to where I'm currently situated and places her hand on my forehead. Pursing her lips together slightly

"Hmm, you don't feel warm."

I pull her hand away from my head, not letting go just yet. "Why would I be warm?" I can't keep the smile off my face.

"Uh, maybe because you refused dessert?"

I open my mouth in faux shock. "I've refused dessert plenty of times, thank you/"

"Sure you have." She's rolling her eyes and I want to kiss her.

I can't though, not yet. Not until we've talked.

She throws herself down on my bed next to me, she's telling me she thinks she's going to burst and no I can't have everything she owns. 

It makes me smile.

This can't last though, I feel like I'm going to burst unless we talk.

"We need to talk, Ashley."

She sits up, apparently forgetting her 'bursting' issue. "For future reference Spence, never start a conversation off like that."

"Deal." I hesitate slightly, "About the past month..." I felt her stiffen immediately.

"What about this past month?"

I'm playing with a ring on my left hand. Yeah... I'm pretty nervous.

"Us." I say, calmer than I feel.

I see her swallow. "Alright..." She trails off.

"I want to know what you think you're doing."

Shit, that came out wrong.

She raises her eyebrows, "What I think I'm doing? I think I'm taking care of you. What else would I be doing?" Her tone suggests she's upset I asked that. 

"I don't know, looking after you and trying to make yourself feel good."

What the hell are you saying? Shut up!

She lets go of my hand.

"What?" She shifts her body away from mine a little so she can look at me properly.

"I mean-" She cuts me off.

"Believe it or not, I can actually do something without an ulterior motive, unlike some people."

I frown at that. "What's that supposed to mean?"

"Just that you were a complete bitch to me until we slept together. You've been different ever since." She retorts.

I can't believe she just said that, that she thought that. Everything is just coming out all wrong.

I can't help raise my voice, she has upset me. "Oh wow, so it really did happen? You've finally decided to say it out loud huh? How's it feel?" 

She gets up off the bed, everything about her suggesting she's pissed. 

"God! you can be such an ass."

I stand up on my knees, still on the bed. "Wait, what the hell was that supposed to mean?"

"Uh…that you're an ass," she reiterates.

I wave my hand around a little. "No... before, about me being different. What did you mean by that?"

She sneers. "Come on. I'm not stupid, Spencer."

"Well you obviously are!"

She has her hand in a loose fist, uncurling fingers she starts to count, "Okay so I'm doing all this for myself, I'm stupid, I'm-" I stop her there, her raised voice unnerving me.

"Why don't you just shut up? Jesus!"

I don't know why I even bothered today, everything has been going perfect and then I decide to screw it up. Good job, Spencer.

Her eyes are full of anger and betrayal as she shakes her head and walks towards my bedroom door. My legs get caught in the sheets as I try and follow her. 


-


By the time I got myself free she'd left the house, I ran outside to the sidewalk to see she was just unlocking her car.

It's dark again.

"Ashley, wait."

She doesn't appear to have heard me, either that or she's totally ignoring me. It's probably the latter, I know I would if I were her.

I open the passenger door and get in and she's looking at me like I have a death wish. 

Before I can stop to think about what I want to say, words just pour out of me, "I'm sorry, I didn't mean for everything to come out like it did, I wanted to talk to you about the past few weeks, yes, but I said it all wrong. I'm not good with words, Ashley. Which I guess isn't a huge shock to you." I pause and she looks away.

"I didn't mean for things to get so out of control, you know...or to get as close as I have, but it happened. The first time I saw you, I wasn't even looking at your face, I saw your rack and thought 'she'll do'." I pause again. ''I didn't know things would turn out like this. I was never supposed to have a girlfriend, even for that one hour so my Mom would shut up. I was never supposed to look back on the past few months and notice how different I was. I was never supposed to lose a family member."

She opens her mouth to respond but I interrupt. My voice so quiet even I can barely hear it, "And I'm not supposed to love you.... but I do, I can't help it."

She stops all movement and turns her head around so fast I'm surprised it's still attached. 

Oh yeah, .... she heard me. She so heard me.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 15.


*


We're back to the silence.

It's deafening.

I have to admit, I am a little shocked at how tonight turned out. I mean, I only wanted to talk about the past month, I never intended to blurt out 'The L Word.' like that, so suddenly. I didn't want to tell her as an attempt to make her stay, even if it is the truth.

I've noticed a lot of Ashley and I's moments are born in the darkness, I don't know what that means yet but I can't wait to find out.


The sound of heels connecting with the concrete breaks the silence. I like that; walking on my own at night and hearing my footsteps on the floor, echoing.

I notice it's Ashley, she's gotten out of the car and I follow suit.

I don't know where she's heading, it certainly isn't back inside my house where I want her to be. I wonder why she didn't just drive, she had a better chance at getting rid of me that way, she could have just pushed me out of the moving vehicle and had done with it, but no...she's walking away from me.

There's no way I'm not going to follow her, not now, not after…everything. 

I pick up my pace, wanting to get rid of the distance that currently separates us. She moves her legs faster, I keep up with my current pace until I see she's broke out into a full sprint.

She's not getting away from me, not again. I remember the last time I tried to talk and she left, I don't want a repeat performance.

I match her pace, following her into the darkness.

* *


I followed her until my lungs burned and my legs wouldn't carry me any further. I sit down on a curb, trying to get air to my starving lungs and vowing to stop smoking.

I lay back on the sidewalk, not really caring if it's dirty, and close my eyes.

I can hear something.

I know where I am.

I shoot up and run to where I'm sure Ashley is.


* *


I can't see all that well, the lamps on the pier help though. I know she's here. I'm going to find her.

I spot her not long afterwards, she has her back to me and now I'm here, now I've found her... I'm scared. I don't want her to run away again.

I sit down next to her, not daring to break the silence just yet. We just sit there, existing, together.

"I didn't think you'd find me." Her voice barely audible over the sound of the waves that are currently crashing against the pier.

"I'm sorry." I don't waste time, I need her to know that above everything else, I'm sorry.

I never want her to feel like she has to run away from me. I never want to scare her.

"You don't have to be sorry, Spencer." She's playing with the sand now, picking up a small handful and watching as it slips through between her fingers. 

I can't help but think how that's my life lately, everything falling through my grasp, unable to control anything.

It doesn't mean I can't try though.

"Yes I do, I didn't mean to just throw all that on you, Ashley. I didn't mean to scare you."

"You didn't scare me." I know she's lying.

"You just felt like an Olympic sprint?" I tease.

She smiles. "Something like that."

I want to keep talking, to find out why she keeps running away. Is it a test or something? I stay quiet, afraid if I open my mouth it will all come out wrong like earlier in my room. 

She lays back on her elbows, I stay in my current position, content to just watch the waves. You can see the moonlight reflecting off the water, it's beautiful.

I don't come to the beach that often, it's not that I hate it, I just prefer to come here alone when hardly anybody is here. 

To say it's a difficult task to accomplish in LA is an understatement.


I could fall asleep on the beach at night, no matter how stressed I get, the waves always relax me so much I end up falling asleep. If it's not the waves that soothe me, it's the ghosts. Casper excluded of course, I just mean that the beach always seems to be a happy place, children laughing, people screaming as somebody has thrown cold water on them, the end of a good date. I can hear all of it, and in some strange way, I can see it. Kind of like when you've been at a theme park all day, at night when you're in bed you feel yourself on a certain ride. 

I get that with Ashley. On the days we spend together I lie in bed, waiting for sleep to claim me and I can feel her everywhere. I feel her watching me as if she was actually in my room. I feel her hand in mine. I feel her warmth, surrounding me.

In a second I know that something is different, the usually calm air has something else to it, something thick, deep. It's hard to breathe. I turn to look at Ashley who has been quiet during my musings. I expect her to be asleep, or at the very least have her eyes closed.

They're open.

They almost incinerate me.

She doesn't move, she stays leaning on her elbows, burning me from me the inside out with the power of her stare.

If it wasn't for the fact I was staring at her lips, I would have missed her next demand. My heart beating so fast I have to bring a hand up to my chest, making sure it doesn't jump out.

"Kiss me."

_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 16.


* 


"Kiss me."

I can't believe she just told me to kiss her. I can't believe all it took were two words and a smouldering stare to basically say everything I've been trying to find the words for this past week. All those hours of going over and over what I wanted to say, in which order, what tone of voice I'd use, how she would react and reply, everything. And it all came out wrong, we had a fight which resulted in her leaving my house and me literally running after her.

All she did was look at me and say two words.

Two words that said everything.


-


She's still leaning back on her elbows, still giving me that look, the look that I'm sure will kill me.


I'm going to kiss her, I just don't know how yet. I mean, obviously we've kissed before, but that was before... everything. This is going to mean everything, it's going to say everything - at least that's what I hope. What I want. What I need.


I scooch back a little, her leaning back resting on her arms creating a slight distance.

I'm awkward now and it definitely shows in my movements. I fret over where to put my hands, if I should lean over her or lay down next to her. I carry on fretting until I see her arm reaching for my own, I stop what I'm doing, which is clumsily hovering over her until she pulls at my arm from my elbow - causing the top half of my body to fall and press against hers, tightly.


Even with just that, no kissing, no touching, just leaning on her, fully clothed has made my eyes slam shut and I have to tell myself not to cry.


It may sound silly to you, but it's how I feel, how she makes me feel. Overwhelmed. Everyday.


I must not have been doing a very good job at keeping the waterworks at bay because she's rubbing circles on my back, reassuring me that everything is okay.


I believe her.


-


The tension is back and she repeats her earlier demand, this time it was whispered into my ear, just for me to hear. Her words to me. For me.

This time there is no hesitation, she wants me to kiss her then I'm going to kiss her.

I don't have far to move, our current position allowing me perfect access to her perfect mouth.

My lips have barely brushed against hers before she groans and pulls me closer, deepening our kiss. I don't mind though, not at all.

Her kisses alternate from bruising and fast to slow and deep, and I love every one of them.

She has her hands tangled in my hair now, scraping her nails on my scalp that appears to be over sensitive, sending jolts of electricity through me, through us. Reminding us we're both still here, alive, together.

I place delicate kisses from her jaw line to the shell of each ear. I think she likes that.


She flips me over and I'm laying down on the sand, I look up to Ashley, the moon creating a soft glow that surrounds her before she lays down on top of me, tangling our legs together and kissing me.

My stomach is a little cold, she's pulled up my shirt, kissing my stomach, touching me, burning me. She decides she doesn't like the garment, it's getting in the way of her plans. She pulls on it and I lean up towards her, letting her take it off and seeing more of me, the still shining moon and the lights from around the pier granting us light.


I don't want to be the only shirtless person, so I reach up and pull hers over her head.


- 



We're sitting up now, she's in my lap with her legs wrapped around my waist and we're breathing like we haven't just been kissing, we're breathing as though we've just ran a mile in five minutes flat.


I can feel her exhaled breath on my lips, our faces only inches apart.


She slowly reaches up to pull a piece of hair behind my ear before running her soft hand to the crook of my neck, gently stroking until she leans in and kisses me so softly I barely feel it.


- 



We're back on the sand now, laying down. I am anyway, she's on top of me giving me the hottest, deepest kiss of my life.

With both of our shirts previously being taken off and not long after, our bras, I can feel her heartbeat pulsating rapidly against my flesh that mirrors her own.


I flip her over again, kissing every bit of skin I can see, find. She's moaning now, loudly. I smile, suddenly finding it slightly amusing how tonight has turned out. That is until I look down to her, her stare once again penetrating me.


Suddenly everything isn't so amusing, suddenly it's serious and it's real


With that realization, my body - every patch of skin, every nerve ending is aching, aching for her. I can barely wait, I groan as I undo her zipper so fast it gets stuck halfway. I don't care though, I'll rip them off if I have to. I need to feel her, I need her to feel me, feel us.

She's shaking again, this time I'm positive it's because of our current activity, no storm to cloud my judgement. I whisper that it's okay and pull her jeans from her legs.


-


Her hands are lower now, she's digging her nails into the backs of my thighs, it doesn't hurt. It will leave a mark though.

I notice my pants are also gone and briefly wonder if she didn't realize her pants were being taken off either, if she was too lost in me.

We're trying to kiss, every time we get near one of us presses into the other, bringing a gasp from both mouths and two sets of eyes close so tightly, we can see stars.


-


My mouth is on her inner thigh, I've been placing wet kisses here for a while now, her moans getting louder as time goes on. She moans one last time before sitting upright and wrapping her hands around the back of my neck, crashing our lips together once more in a bruising kiss. 

She stops to breathe for a moment, her face is resting on mine next to my mouth and I can't help but close my eyes at the intensity of it all.

With my eyes closed I didn't see her hand reach down between us, entering me. 

Gasping, my eyes widen with the sudden but welcome intrusion. I keep my eyes open for as long as I can, looking deep into hers.

I want it to be like last time, when we came together. I position my arm just right and reach down between us once more, entering her with ease.

She lets out a long moan and stills her movements inside me. I lean my forehead against hers, both revelling at the sensation of being inside each other again.

It isn't long before she kisses me, moving inside me so deep I have to stop again for a moment.

I've never felt anything like this, nobody has made me feel like she does. Nobody.

I match her pace the best I can, each stopping when we absolutely have to, when we're too far gone inside each other.

It doesn't take long before I can feel it and I know she can too, our movements become frantic, our breaths turning erratic, still.

Unlike last time, we come together, our screams muffled by the waves crashing.


-


This time there is no power to switch back on, shocking us, scaring us.


This time it's just me and her, together.


_ _ _ 


Chapter 17.

*


That night at the beach was an awakening, for both of us.

A week isn't really a long time to most people or for certain situations, but when you're finally with the one person you need and want to be with, a week is a lifetime.

At least that's how it is for me.

I haven't actually said 'I love you' to her yet, I told her I wasn't supposed to love her but I do, I want to say I love you.

She hasn't said anything with the word love in yet, I don't mind, I can wait. I already know how she feels about me.

She told me how sorry she was that she kept running away from me, she was just scared.

-


When I got home from the beach the next morning I had a few questions to answer from my worried parents, I told them the truth though, that Ashley was frustrated over something and I'd been helping her feel better.

What? It's not a total lie.

Dad was satisfied with the answer, Paula was a different story, she waited until Dad was out of earshot before grinning and asking me how having sex on the beach was. 

I was pretty mortified to say the least.


-


Yesterday I was pleasantly surprised to find out that Ashley and I have English Lit together. 

I wonder how I could have missed her, how I didn't know who Ashley Davies was. 

She knew who I was though, right from the beginning.

Of course Ashley and I being in the same class meant us sitting next to each other, and Kat being Ashley's friend and being in the class also meant she would be sitting next to me.

She's more tolerable now though, when she said hi and I acknowledged she existed I swear I was nearly blinded with her smile. 


-


By the time lunch rolled around I was more than ready to go anywhere with just Ashley and have some alone time, she had other plans though, bigger plans. 


* * *


I look on disgusted as she digs into the slop this school is trying to pass off as Mac n Cheese, 

''Mmmmm.'' 

I roll my eyes, ''Mmm, indeed.'' I'm not sincere.

She brings her fork towards me, ''Want some?''

''No thanks.''

''Come on Spence, it's good! just eat some. Please?'' She's giving me her innocent look and pursing her lips together slightly.

''It looks like somebody has already eaten it.'' She apparently isn't finished with her attempts at making me taste her lunch, as she puts a full fork out in front of me.

''Pleeeease.''

I hesitate slightly and pull a face as I grudgingly open my mouth for her to put the fork into.

Oh ... my ... god!

I have to swallow my saliva over and over again to keep from vomiting all over the table and Ashley.

She smiles encouragingly, ''Good, huh?'' 

''The best.'' I lie, reaching for my water bottle.


* * *


The things you do for love, eh?


-


My mom invited Ashley over for dinner again tonight and I finally found the courage to ask her to stay over, I don't know why I was so worried, she looked so happy I'd asked.

She said yes, in case you're wondering. She'll be here any minute.


-


My mom set the table this time, she of course sat Ashley directly opposite me. It was pretty sweet though, I mean even though Paula is a little too accepting.. it's good she isn't like so many other mom's out there. 

With food being presented and drinks topped up we sit down to eat. 

I've barely dug into my chicken when I feel a soft foot sliding up and down my calf. I look over to Ashley who is talking to Clay about some book, looking completely innocent until she picks up her glass, looking over the rim to me. 

My dad has noticed I'm not eating anything, “Everything okay, Spence? You've hardly touched your food.”

Everybody turns to look at me, including Ashley and I stumble over my next sentence, “I'm fine, it's...delicious.” 

Ashley is smirking into her glass and I can't help but smile as she raises her eyebrows at me.

Paula isn't so easily fooled, she knows exactly what's going on. “So Ashley, I heard that Spencer took really good care of you last week. Are you feeling less frustrated now?”

Oh my god.

Ashley chokes on her current mouthful of water and drops her foot from my leg, squeaking out “Much better, thank you.”


_



We're lying on my bed now, she has her head on my shoulder, legs entwined. She's playing with my fingers, running one of her fingers up and down each of mine, tracing a lazy pattern on my palm. It tickles but I don't pull away.

She breaks the comfortable silence, “Spencer?”

“Ashley.”

“Remember the storm?”

“Which one?”

“The first one.” She emphasizes the second word.

“Of course I remember.” I pause. ''Why? Do you want a repeat performance? My mom has a Thunder Storm CD somewhere.”

I'm not totally serious but come on, I'm only human. My girlfriend is gorgeous.

I notice she hasn't answered me and I wonder why she brought it up in the first place.

“Ash?” I've never called her that before, I've stuck to just Ashley. I like 'Ash', I might start using it more.

“It was my first time, Spence.”

What?

“What?” I sit up slightly to look at her.

“Uh...it was my-” I interrupt.

“No, I heard you but…wow, I... I don't know what to say.”

She shrugs it off like it's no big deal “It's okay, you don't have to say anything, I just wanted you to know the reason I got scared that's all.”

I open my mouth to speak but she interrupts, “I don't regret it if that's what you're thinking, it was amazing. Everything with you is amazing, I got a little overwhelmed I guess.”

I'm truly at a loss for words, so I lean over and kiss her, hoping to say everything that way. 

She heard every word.

“Ooh!, close your eyes.” She jumps off the bed, suddenly a little giddy.

“Blindfolds this early in the relationship?” I tease, closing my eyes.

Her laughter makes its way to my ears.

“Not quite, Spence. Not quite.”

I hear her walk over to the bed, leaning on the floor next to it. 

“Okay, sit up and open your eyes.”

I'm suddenly nervous, shy.

“Can't.”

“Why?”

“Comfy.”

We've had this conversation before and I know she remembers it too.

“Open your eyes or I'll kick your ass.”

Only she could say that and make me want to kiss her until I can't breathe.

I grin and slowly open my eyes to be met with the ugliest purple face I have ever seen.

Is that what I think it is?

''Ta-da!''

In front of me is Ashley, holding in her hands a medium sized Barney.

“Ashley! I can't believe the first gift you bought me is...that.” I pout slightly.

“Come on, Spence. I had to. I couldn't resist.”

If she didn't look adorable right now I'm sure I'd have a different reaction.

“Thank you, it's ... sweet of you, baby.”

She grins, leaning in and kissing me for my 'you're welcome.'


-


A little while later my mom knocks on the door, yes knocks, with Ashley here she's been very polite.

I don't know if it's okay if Ashley stays in here with me tonight so I decide to confirm.

“Mom, is Ashley staying in here tonight or are you making up the couch?”

She looks insulted I would even ask.

“She's staying in here Spencer, what kind of mother do you think I am?”

-

It's official, my mom rocks.

_ _ _


Chapter 18.


*


4 days, 12 hours and 48 minutes.

That's how long I've been nicotine free.

I'm not a nice person to be around today, I feel like the old me, the old Spencer. The one who would get pissed off at anyone for just about everything.

I can't keep still, I've cleaned my room so good a forensic team could come in here and they wouldn't find a thing. I'm currently tapping a pen on my desk. I like the noise but if anybody else were doing it I know it would annoy me to no end. And it's only 1pm. Usually I'm still asleep at this time on a weekend.

I can be around Ashley and not snap though, after all she's the one I'm doing this for; should there be another time where I need to run after her, I'll be ready. She won't get far.

Speaking of my baby, I wonder what she's doing right now.

I can't help but smile as I think of her, I'm not imagining her doing anything particularly special, just being herself talking, smiling, laughing.

God, she's beautiful.

And wow, I'm whipped.

Damnit.


-


Okay you got me, I'm at Ashley's house. I missed her, I wanted to see her.

I didn't tell her I was coming over, I wanted to surprise her. I know she's in because her car is in the driveway, along with one I don't recognize.

Her house is quiet, I still haven't asked her who she lives with, must do that soon.

I can hear something now and I'm not quite sure I can say what it is unless I see it with my own eyes.


-


I open Ashley's door as quietly as I can, looking over to her bed - nothing could have prepared me for this.


Ashley is asleep with her reading glasses hanging off her face, iPod still on. I can hear what she's listening to, or what's on her play list anyway, I don't know how long she's been asleep. She's listening to Anna Nalik. She's got a nice voice...

And my god Ashley looks cute.

I make my over to her bed, kneeling next to her. I study her face for a moment, smiling as I take off her glasses and tuck a curl behind her ear.

With her eyes still closed, I'm startled as her arm suddenly shoots out, grabbing my wrist in a death grip flipping me over and pinning me underneath. Her knees either side of my ribs, making sure the 'intruder' can't get away.

She's hurting my wrist though, she's got a damn good grip.

“If you wanted me this much then why didn't you just call me?”

Her eyes shoot open when she realizes it's just me, letting go of my wrist immediately, looking concerned as she gently rubs the red marks, “Oh my god, I'm so sorry. Are you okay?”

I'm momentarily distracted by her current sleepy state. Her voice is lower, her eyes are darker and she's on top of me.

Yeah, give me a break. You'd be like this too.

“Uh...no, I mean yes, I'm okay you just-” She cuts me off

“I hurt you didn't I? God! I'm so stupid. I'm sorry, Spence…”

She's on top of me and she wants to talk? Who raised this girl, wolves?

I only hear part of her apology, the rest I can just see in her eyes as she looks into mine, she looks adorable.

I lean up a little and brush my lips over hers, half letting her know it's okay and half letting her know I don't want to talk right now. 

She settles down on top of me, kissing me hard.

It's not long before I'm lost.


-


After an hour of making out, yes I said making out, we head into her living room to just hang out, she's getting us a drink.

After hearing Ashley has only ever been with me I've been careful in that department. I want to wait a while. I want her to know it's not the only reason I'm with her.

She's back and I frown as I see what's in her hand. 

“Ashley?”

“Yeah?”

I point to her hands “Mind telling me why you have a Coke?”

She looks down to the hand with the Coca Cola in, smiling as she sits down next to me. “This my dear, is for you.”

“Well my dear, we've had this conversation before. I can't drink that stuff.” I pull a face, remembering the taste of it.

“It wasn't so much a conversation, it was more you talking and telling me I couldn't have it,” she points out.

“That's because I only want the best for you.”

She scoffs. “Nice try, drink it. Please.”

I shake my head. “I'm sorry but I can't. I'll throw up.”

She's pretty stubborn, I know she won't let this go for a while. Luckily I am too.

“Come on, Spence. I do everything you ask me to do.”

She's right about that, she really does do anything I ask but come on, this is Coke we're talking about.

“You attacked me earlier.”

“I spent an hour making it up to you.”

“I listened to Akon for you.”

“I didn't say a word when you threatened me and introduced me as your girlfriend.”

She's never gonna let that go.

“Are you ever gonna let that go?”

She's grinning at me now, being annoyingly cute. “Nope.”

“I keep Barney in my room even though he freaks me out.”

I'm trying the whole scared routine, I hope it goes over well.

She's smirking at me. “I gave you my virginity.”

Guess she didn't buy it. Damnit, I can't beat that one.

She puts the can in front of me, “Drink up.''

I take a sip and silently curse the fact I don't have a cold to take away my taste buds.

I don't think I said that out loud but Ashley is laughing at me now. “God, you're such a baby Spencer.”


_



After hanging out at her house for most of the afternoon, I decided to invite her over here tonight, she's in the living room with Paula, I can't hear everything they say, all I can hear is laughter and aww's. 

If you're wondering why I'm up here and she's downstairs, it's because Clay bumped into me with his Iced Cappuccino, spilling it all over me. Moron.

God, I need a smoke.

I resist temptation and join Ashley in the living room.


_


I'm almost at the bottom of the stairs when I hear Paula talking.

“...and this is Spencer right after she was born, you'll have to excuse the nakedness...although I'm sure you've seen it all before!” She's laughing hysterically.

No. please, no.

I race towards the couch where they're currently situated and rip the picture from Paula's outstretched hand, not giving Ashley a chance to see it.

Why do parents take pictures of their newborn's? Especially considering I was premature, I looked like an alien and there's no way Ashley is seeing that.

“Spence! I was going to look at that.”

I quickly flash the picture to her, not giving her or anybody else the chance to see anything other than a blur.


_


Paula went out somewhere with my dad, I don't know where they've gone, just that they'll be out until 11.

Ashley and I are in the living room, she's laying with her head on my lap. She's just finished eating some chocolate and she has it all over her hands. I lift her hand up to my mouth, fully prepared to lick it off when she pulls it back, “No! I was saving that, I neeeed it.”

She's such a drama queen

Before I can reply she sucks the end of each chocolaty finger. It leaves her fingers faster than...I don't know what.

“I didn't know I was dating Curly Sue,” I tease.

She looks pretty smug, I don't know if it's from finishing her chocolate or something else...

“I didn't know I was dating an Alien.”

Yep, definitely something else.

_


I'm going to kill Paula.


_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 19.


*


I'm getting used to not smoking now, it's not as difficult as it was say, two weeks ago. I still have the occasional craving though, especially at this time of the month when I'm prone to the occasional fit.

My current bodily functions have made it nearly impossible to keep a lid on some of the less tactful phrases that have poured from my mouth.

Yeah, I've been a bitch. 

I snapped at Ashley yesterday, too. I don't even remember why, all I remember is the look on her face and I apologized immediately and profusely.

Oh and the gross heat wave we have goin' on at the moment doesn't help. Don't get me wrong, it's hot most of the time in LA but lately I feel like I'm a turkey at Thanksgiving.

Not fun.

Especially when it's like the biggest oven ever at school, it's an oven full of turkey's and Turkey Spencer is feeling most of the heat!

Look at me, I'm comparing myself to a freakin' turkey now. 


_



I'm in turkey oven 101, everybody is pretty much sweating like a pig, me included. My hair is thrown up in a messy bun, I don't want anything on my neck right now.

It wouldn't be so bad if Ashley was sitting next to me, but she was moved, we were paying too much attention to each other and not enough to our 'studies'

Whatever.

I did a face plant onto my desk about five minutes ago, I'm tired, the heat makes it difficult to sleep at night.

I feel the blissful pull of sleep when suddenly something cold and wet splashes against my neck.

My eyes shoot open and I look at everyone in the room, wondering who the guilty party is. 

Most of them are in my previous position of 'face plant', including Ashley.

Aww.

With that sight I pretty much forget what I looked up for in the first place and close my eyes again.


_



I don't know how it's possible, but my house is hotter inside than it is out here. 

We hardly have any shade at all, I haven't felt a breeze in over three hours.

Even turkey's feel the breeze of the oven door opening every couple of hours. It's not too much to ask, is it?

And I really need to stop with the turkey talk.

Ashley is laying on the floor next to me, a little more distance between us than usual because of the weather. I notice that she's about to fall asleep, her voice is quiet and her body is relaxed.

“What are you thinking about?”

“Turkey's.”

A brief smile graces her lips before whispering, “Cool” and falling asleep.


_


I let her sleep for a little bit, I sat up and watched her while she slept. She sleeps really peaceful.

If you're wondering why I sat up then it was just because that way my body was in the way of the direct light onto her face and chest, I didn't want her to burn just because I kept her up all night last night.

No dirty thoughts, people. I couldn't sleep so I rang her for a late night talk.

I know I said I didn't do that kind of thing…but desperate times call for desperate measures and all that jazz.

Sadly the pillow fight was left out.

Maybe next time.


_


She hasn't been awake for long, maybe fifteen minutes and I decide to ask her a couple of  questions that I've been meaning to.

“Ash?”

Her eyes are still closed but I know she's awake, her breathing is different. 

“Yeah?”

I don't want to sit in the sun anymore, my shoulders are sunburnt, I can feel my skin stinging so I lay down next to her once more.

“Who do you live with?”

She's open with her reply. “My mom.”

“Oh, cool.” I lift my shoulders up a little for a moment, the ground aggravating the already delicate skin. “Is she nice?”

Confirming, “She's nice.”

That's good.

“That's good.”

We lie in a comfortable silence when apparently Ashley has a question for me too.

“Spence?”

“Yeah?”

I think I need some lotion on my shoulders, poor things.

“When you have a coffee, why do you have a glass of water too?”

Aww, she noticed. Cute.

“I like the sensation of the hot and cold in my mouth right after each other”

Remember a while ago I said I could feel her smiling? Well I can feel it again. ''Shut up, perv.''

She's laughing now.

“I didn't say a word.”

_


I open my locker and I find an unusual object in there.

It's an Olivia Newton John cd. It has a little note with it. 'Noticed you stopped smoking, just wanted to do something nice for you too. See you in class, Barney. x'

Ashleyyyy! awww!


I rush to English to find Ashley wasn't in the seat next to me, 'teach' doesn't want us sitting next to each other until next week. Fucker.

I look to Ashley and mouth a 'thank you' to her, she looks embarrassed and shy all of a sudden, mouthing back a 'you're welcome'.

I'm not going to tell her I already have this CD. I don't want the other copy. I'll keep this one.

_


I'm just about to fall asleep again when I feel another splash of cold water, this time on my shoulders.

It's a welcome feeling but damnit, who is making me all wet?!...Not that wet. Wet wet, not wet wet.

I know what I mean.

I look around the class for the second time this week, trying to figure out who it is. I still can't tell though, everyone looks busy or asleep.


_ 


I'm in Ashley's backyard now, we haven't been home from school long, she insisted I take a swim in her pool, that the cool water will feel good. She's upstairs changing.

I walk into her kitchen to get some ice when something catches my eye.

I make my way over to Ashley's purse and see the smallest water gun I have ever seen.

It was her! Oh…she's going down.


_


After my little 'discovery' I made my way back outside to the pool, Ashley joined me not long later with some lotion for my still red shoulders.

“These look sore, Spence.”

“They aren't that bad.”

I'm so lying. I'm in agony.

“Good.”

She smiles at me as she stands up and I so can't wait for her reaction.

I wait a moment before running up to her and pushing her in the pool, the last thing I see before she plunges under is the look of pure shock on her face.

Okay...don't think I'll ever forget that one. 

I'm caught up in my laughter when suddenly I realize she hasn't emerged.

Shit.

“Ash?” I walk over to the steps leading into the water. “This isn't funny.” I scan the entire area of her pool, Ashley nowhere in sight. “If you're not dead already, I'm going to kill you!”

I was too busy looking around for her that I didn't see her hiding underneath the water, right in front of me.

She reaches up for my hand so fast I didn't realize it was even her.

The last thing I see before plunging underneath the water is Ashley's wet but smirking face.

-

Oh well, at least this turkey is cooling off now. 

_ _ _ _ 


Chapter 20.


*


The heat wave has finally gone and I finally had a good nights rest last night, the only downside being I had gotten used to my naps in class, I hope I can stay awake today. I don't need to give Mr Tight-Ass another reason to keep Ashley and I apart.

My once lobster red shoulders are now very nicely tanned, Ashley loves it, and if Ashley loves it then so do I. 

Oh, except for the fact she keeps touching them. Now, usually I wouldn't admit this to anybody but I'm extremely ticklish, especially on my shoulders so when she tries to give me a shoulder massage .. let's just say it isn't pretty.

I actually giggled. Me... giggled. I giggled.

At least Ashley thought it was the cutest thing ever, she said it even topped baby Kris in the 'cute scale' ... I took it as a compliment.


_



Ashley and I only have one class together so we try and make the most of it, which is why when I don't see her in the seat next to mine…or anywhere in the class I wanted to go look for her, I knew she was in school because she came to pick me up early for some alone time before class.

I raise my hand to get Mr Tightass' attention, “Mr Tighta-....Hughes?”

I hear him sigh before he answers me, “Yes?”

I know the only way I can get out of class is to get the bathroom pass, he knows I'm not the type of person to run an errand for someone real quick, I'd just leave and go home.

“Bathroom pass?”

He's been in a mood so far today, I can see his mouth forming 'no' and I decide not to give him the chance, I clutch my stomach, “Mr Hughes, I really need to use the bathroom, that time of the month you know?”

He's a little flustered. ''Oh...oh well yes, yes that's fine, hurry back Spencer.''

Works like a charm.

With one hand on my lower abdomen for dramatic effect, I weakly thank him and hurry off towards 'the bathroom'.

I'm twirling the pass around on my finger when I hear some guy shouting not far away. 

I follow the voice and end up near the parking lot.

_



I can't believe this is happening, again.


Some jock has Ashley backed up near the wall, he's towering over her and invading her personal space, ''Hey, dyke...have you actually ever been with a man?'' He stops to look down at her, laughing. ''Maybe you need to before you dry up down there.''

He's leaning even closer to her now and I've so had enough, that fuck wit thinks he can say and do whatever he wants to Ash then he has another think coming.

“Hey!” I run over to them and pull on his arm so he turns to face me instead, “If you ever, ever touch her again I'll fucking kill you.”

I position myself in front of Ashley.

He apparently didn't get it. “Hey baby, I like the whole aggressive domineering thing you got goin' on... wanna go somewhere?”

What a dick.

“Sure, I'll go grab the shovel.”

''What?''

I try and stand a little taller considering he's a lot bigger than me. “If you ever touch her again, I'll cut it off.”

He starts to smirk and that really pisses me off, ''You think I won't? My mom is a surgeon, I know a thing or two so trust me when I say can and I will.'' 

That worked, he's walking away now, mumbling about something I can't understand. I don't care.

I turn around to Ashley and pull her into a hug. “Are you okay? Did he hurt you?”

“No, I'm okay.”

Hearing those words make me visibly relax.

“Good.” I push her off me. “Now…do you want to tell me what the hell you were thinking?”

She looks confused and a little pissed off I pushed her away like that. “What are you talking about, Spencer?”

Oh please.

“Don't try the confused routine, Ashley. You know what I'm talking about.”

“Uh no... I really don't.”

“I'll spell it out for you then. Whenever I see you around those guys you're like a fucking mute. Tell them to fuck off or at least defend yourself when they have you backed into a corner!'' 

I've never been this angry with her, it's definitely a new feeling and I don't think I like it. No... I know I don't.

“Just because you talk to everybody like shit doesn't mean we all do!”

I furrow my eyebrows at that one. “What the hell is that supposed to mean?”

“You can be a complete bitch at times.”

“Maybe so, but at least I don't just lie there when somebody kicks me.”

“Whatever, I didn't ask for your help and I don't want you around me. Leave.” That's the first time she's spoke to me like that since we've been 'official'. 

I don't like it.

“Why, is all this talking making you sleepy? Should I go get that guy again? I'll make sure to tell him to bring a few friends.”

“Fuck you, Spencer.”

“Fuck me? How about fuck you.”

She gets closer to me. “You know what? I'm sick of explaining myself to you, I didn't sign up for this.”

Excuse me?

“And I didn't sign up for a part time mute but I apparently got one!”

She pushes her way past me, she doesn't look back and I don't follow her.


_



I haven't heard from Ashley all day and I don't particularly care, I'm still pissed off about earlier and I'm sure she is too.

Clay and I are the only ones in tonight, Dad is out with an old friend, Mom is working and Glen... I don't actually know where Glen is.

We're eating dinner and he's talking to me about the girl he's dating. I'm partially paying attention when I suddenly go cold and my chest tightens.

Ashley.

There's something wrong.

I don't know she's hurt, if her world has been turned upside down or any of the other possibilities but I need to find out. 


_ 


I've called her cell just about a hundred times, each time getting her voicemail. I've called her house, I've called Kat, I can't a straight answer out of anybody and I'm worried.

I'm just about ready to scream when the phone rings, I pretty much dive for it, “Ash?”

“Hi! We're just wondering, are you happy with your current phone plan?”

Ugh!

“I would be if you didn't keep calling!” I slam the phone down and I see something out the corner of my eye.

I know where she is and berate myself for not figuring it out sooner.


_



She's in my usual spot, she's not laying down, her legs are just dangling off the edge. From this angle she looks so small and fragile, I can't believe how I spoke to her earlier. Just thinking about it makes me cringe.

Walking closer to her I notice she's been crying.

I sit down next to her and reach for her hand, she doesn't pull away and I take that as a good sign.

She looks like she'll break if I speak at a normal volume so I keep it quiet and whisper, “I'm sorry.”

She looks like she's going to cry again. “I'm sorry, too.”

I reach up and pull her face so it's facing mine, wiping away her earlier tears and gently brushing my lips over hers. That's what sets her off again, she's not sobbing, she's crying silently, the tears are running down her face and I catch each one.

_


My eyes are closed now and I know hers are too. “Spence?”

“Yeah?”

Her voice almost seems to float away with the breeze. “I love you.”

I have to repeat that over and over in my head, making sure I really did hear it.

I don't open my eyes, I can't. If I look at her I know I'll cry. I clear my throat a little, knowing my voice will break if I don't and match her earlier volume. “I love you, too.”


_


I don't know what made her come here, I'm not going to ask yet, I just want to stay here with her in the silence. Hoping to make her feel like she made me the last time we were here.

Safe.

_ _ _ 

Chapter 21.


*


We've been here for a while, we haven't said anything else since but I don't mind, it's not an uncomfortable silence. It never is.

I feel like those three words are kind of floating around us but again, it's not uncomfortable. I like it. 

I opened my eyes not long ago for the first time since our confession and everything looks different. You know when you've been sunbathing for a while and you open your eyes and everything is sort of blue? It's a little like that. I wonder if it's really because I've had my eyes closed for an extended period of time or if it's because I'm seeing things differently now.

Time will only tell.

She still hasn't moved or opened her eyes. I turn to look at her and I see the tear tracks that have yet to be wiped clean. It makes me think of the rain, how the earth is left moist to remind you of all the bad things that have just been washed away making a clean slate, to remind you not to make the same mistake twice.

I can't promise that. Ashley is the first person I've ever had or wanted to take care of more than myself, I still have a way to go but I'm going to try my best. Hoping she forgives the mistakes I'm sure to accumulate on the way. Hoping it will get easier as time goes on.

With us being silent I haven't had the chance to ask her what's wrong, what made her come here, if it was a sudden realization or a sudden catastrophe.

I'll ask soon but not yet, I don't want to push her.

I've never just known something before. Like earlier when I just knew that Ashley needed me, it's a new experience. Everything with Ashley is a new experience and I can't wait to go even further.

I'm still holding her hand, still giving her that rope to hold onto. To pull her back up if she falls.

The same one she gave me.

The same one I know she'll always give me.

The same one I know I'll always give to her.

I let go of her hand briefly to stand up and look down to her, she opens her eyes and blinks a few times. I wonder if she's seeing what I see, the different shade. And I wonder if she's wondering what it means, too.

It's not raining this time and it's not dark yet, it will be soon enough though. I reach down to help her up and our eyes lock, reminding me again of the last time we were here, when our positions were reversed. When all I needed was her.

She lets me pull her up and I just stand there for a moment letting her lean on me, taking whatever she needs from me. 


_



I don't want to ask Ashley to drive so I walk in the direction of my house, knowing it's a lot closer than Ashley's. It will only take fifteen minutes to get there, I timed it once. When I had nothing better to do or think about. Before Ashley.

I'm kind of nervous, I'm not sure I know how to do this. I mean I want to. God, I want to so much, but what if I mess up? Ashley didn't seem to bat an eyelid with me, everything seemed to flow with her, everything was perfect and she knew right away what to do to make me feel safe and looked after.

I don't think I know how to do that, I don't think I know how to save a life.


_


It's almost dark now.

We're approaching my house and I notice everybody still seems to be out, I know Clay isn't in because he's the one who drove me to Ashley, I couldn't wait long enough to walk. He said he would be going out too and to call him if I needed him.

I open the door for Ashley and again our eyes lock. I hope mine are telling her that it's going to be okay, that I'm going to take care of her, just like hers told me.

I grab hold of her hand and pull her upstairs to my room.


I put the light on as she sits down on my bed and I notice the tear tracks again. I can't take her into the bathroom and shower with her, it's too small. I can barely fit in it so two people is a definite no. But that isn't my only option. 

I leave the room for a moment to run downstairs for a bowl and then back up to the bathroom getting a wash cloth and some hot but bearable water. It's not the best, but it's all I can do with my limited resources.

She's still sitting on my bed, she had her eyes on the doorway, waiting for my return.

I kneel down on the floor next to the bed and dip the clean material into the water, letting it soak up for a moment. Reaching one hand up to her face, stroking it gently I trace her tears before bringing the cloth up to her face.

Her eyes closed as soon as I made contact with her, before the material touched her skin.

I take my time to gently wipe away her pain, trying to make a clean slate. 

I took off what make-up she had left on her face, she looks different but in a good way. She looks younger, too.

I press a kiss to her forehead, letting her know I've finished and it's okay to open her eyes.

She keeps them closed and I'm rubbing circles on her hand, reassuring her that it's okay, that she doesn't need to be embarrassed about anything. For needing me. For finally being vulnerable.

I take note of her clothes and I want to go get her something else to wear. They aren't soaked through, they aren't even wet. But have you ever had a moment where something happens, something important, good or bad and you take note of everything?

What you're wearing, what you can see around you, what you can smell et cetera. And then with the days, weeks and months that follow you acknowledge the first everything’s, the first shower since, the first time you had to go to work, the first time you've been sick, the first time you were able to take a breath and not feel as though you're suffocating. 

Well I had that and I didn't want to be wearing the outfit where everything changed, so when Ashley gave me something else to wear I was grateful.

Her eyes opened at some point during my musings, she's looking at me so deeply and so intent that I almost look away. 

Almost.


_



We communicate through our eyes for a while, until my knees hurt and I can't kneel anymore.

I just went to find Ashley something to wear, I can feel her eyes on me from across the room.

I can't decide what to give her when I spot something in the corner.

I walk back over to her and start to pull her shirt up when her gentle but firm grasp on my wrist stops me. I don't think she wants me to see her with the lights on, without at least some darkness around us. I need her to know that it's okay so I stop my ministrations to look into her eyes once more, hoping they convey everything without having to open my mouth and risk screwing anything up.

Her grip loosens and I wait a moment before pulling it up over her head, replacing it with the oversized hoodie she gave me almost two months ago.

Two months that seem a lifetime ago.

I smooth out the bunched up material the best I can, leaving my hands resting on her forearms.

She looks tired and I motion for her to lay down, she doesn't argue, doesn't open her mouth to say anything. She just does what I told her.

I dim the lights a little, enough to still see but enough so it's comfortable for her to fall asleep when she needs to.

I get into bed next to her, wrapping a blanket around us much like she did for me. 

She lifts her head up a little to look at me and I decide that her eyes are always intense, granted some times more than others, but they're still always intense.

I wrap my arm around her and she moves closer, putting her head on my chest.

I don't know if she was originally trying to listen to my heartbeat, or just trying to get comfortable. But I do know that my heart is racing and I know she can hear it, feel it.

I know it's just another rope for her.

Pulling her up.

Saving her life.

_ _ _ 



Chapter 22.


*


I held Ashley for a long time, she didn't move once from her spot on my chest, her even breaths told me she fell asleep before I did.

I just woke up. I had weird dreams. Not uber weird like cheese man dreams but they were still weird.

I've already forgotten what they were about, movement from the body next to mine erases them almost immediately.

It's dark, it's the middle of the night and Ashley is getting up off the bed.

I originally thought she was just getting up to pee but an outfit change isn't really necessary for that. She's putting her earlier top back on, discarding the hoodie across the room somewhere. I don't know why she's putting that top back on, I don't know where she's planning on going this time of night and without waking me up.

I think back to the time I left her without saying a word, when I saw her sleeping with Kris on her chest. I understand now why she was upset. I can't help but take it personally.

I lean up a little, propping my head up with my hand, “Ash, are you okay?”

She doesn't answer me, she's looking around for something. What, I don't know. I don't really care. I just want to know why she's out of bed and getting dressed.

I try again. “What are you doing?”

“I'm leaving.”

I don't raise or change the tone in my voice like I want to, I keep it low. “Why?”

She doesn't answer me, she hasn't even turned around to face me.

I get up off the bed and walk over to her. As soon as my hand made contact with her shoulder she shrugged out of it and turned to face me.

That's when I noticed the fresh tear tracks that mar her perfect skin.

That's when I notice my top is a little damp.

I can't believe I didn't wake up when she was crying.

I reach out to wipe away her tears but she turns her head away from me. She doesn't want me to touch her and I don't know why. I wonder if I did something wrong last night. 

I'm replaying the events over in my head when I realize this is one of the times where the silence is an issue. She can't keep ignoring me.

“Ashley, why have you been crying? Why are you leaving?” I wait a moment for her to answer me and when it becomes apparent she won't, I carry on. “Did something happen to your Mom?”

God, I hope not. 

She looks confused.

“Is...is she in the hospital?”

I don't get a verbal response but I do get a shake of the head, that's something at least.

Another thought pops into my head and I can barely wait to ask.

“Did that guy follow you when you left?” I swear to god if he did...

''No, Jesus. No.” She sounds pretty sure about that and I'm satisfied with her answer, but it still doesn't explain why she was crying earlier and why I found her where I did.

“Why have you been crying?” I ask her again.

She still doesn't answer and it's starting to frustrate me.

“Look, I can't try and fix it if you don't tell me what it is. I won't get angry, okay? I'll be sane Spencer.” I try and make light of the situation but she's having none of it.

She's shaking her head, crying again. “Stop it.”

I want to move closer, to hold her, wipe away the tears - anything. But she won't let me.

“Stop what? I'm not doing anything. I just want to help. I don't want to fight.”

She looks up to meet my eyes and I don't know how but I just seem to upset her more. 

“Spencer. Stop.”

What is she talking about? Stop what?

“Stop what?”

“Looking at me like that. Doing .... that.”

I didn't realize I was looking at her differently but I look away for a second, hoping when I return my gaze to hers I would have lost whatever it is that's making her cry.

It didn't work, when I looked back she closed her eyes, more tears escaping through the corners. It's killing me.

“Ashley, please tell me what I'm doing that's upsetting you so much, I don't know what it is. I don't know how to stop it.”

Her eyes are still closed, her voice is barely audible. “Stop making me fall in love with you.”

-

I don't know what to say to that. The pleading edge in her voice has made me cry. We're just standing in front of each other now, breaking.

She's first to talk. Her voice is still low. “I woke up and you were just holding me. I hadn't even spoke to you, not in hours but you were there, you were taking care of me and you weren't asking for anything. Last night, you didn't ask for anything. You just took care of me.”

“I don't want anything from you, Ashley. I just want you to feel better. I want to make you feel like I did when you took care of me.”

She's still crying when I suddenly realize what's wrong with her. 

I carry on. “That's why you're crying, isn't it? Because I love you. Because I finally said it without any other words getting in the way. Because we had a fight. Because I didn't follow you.”

She doesn't answer me but it doesn't matter. That's all the confirmation I need.

“It's okay, you're just.. incredibly overwhelmed.” I wait to see if that evokes a response from her before continuing, “Did you even mean it when you said it to me?”

“Of course I meant it.” Her tone is firm.

“Then why are you crying? Is it because of how dependent we've become? Because I didn't mean for that to happen, Ashley. I told you before that I didn't know that I would end up feeling this way, I didn't know I was going to fall in love with you.”

She's quiet but not for long. 

''I did.''

''You did, what?''

“I knew.”

I don't know what to say to that so I stay quiet, hoping she'll carry on.

“I knew that I would fall in love with you. I knew that we would end up close. I knew things would get out of control. And I did nothing to stop it, Spencer. I did nothing. Not until it was too late, not until we slept together. And then your Mom called me to say you were missing, that your Grandfather had died, and nothing else mattered to me, all I wanted to do was find you and make sure you were okay, that you'd be okay.”

I open my mouth to speak but she carries on, regardless.

“Y'know, I was so scared when I saw you laying on the floor, it was storming and you didn't look like you even knew. I didn't know what to do to make you feel better, I wasn't sure if I could do or say the right things without screwing anything up. I wasn't sure I could take care of you like that.”

I can't keep quiet any longer.

“Ashley, you have no idea what that night meant to me.” I stop to wipe my face, the almost dry tears don't feel good. “I think somehow you saved me. If you hadn't shown up, if you would have stopped talking to me... I wouldn't be me. The Spencer I am now I mean.”

She nods to acknowledge that she heard me, that she understands. And I decide to try and break the palpable tension. “The Spencer who is completely in love with a hobbit.”

She laughs, not her usual laugh, but I know it's real. “Shut up.”

I smile and reach out for her hand, she doesn't flinch or run away, she squeezes back.

“You have to promise me something, Ashley.”

“Okay.”

“When you feel like this, you need to tell me. Avoiding me or running away? It won't help. But I will...okay?”

“Okay.”

“I didn't hear the word promise in there…” I tease.

She's smiling. “I promise.”

I'm about to reach past her and open the door but her grip on my arm stops me. I was going to make us a coffee or something, I doubt we'll be going back to sleep for a while.

“Spence?” She seems kind of nervous and I brush some of her hair behind her ears, hoping to calm her down a little.

“Yeah?”

“I love you.”

She was nervous to say it again, without the wind almost carrying her words away. I can't help but think she's fucking cute.

I put my head to the side a little, grinning. “Really? I had no idea.”

That relaxes her, I can tell already. Her posture is different.

“Well no, not really. I'm in love with Barney.”

I can't help but laugh at that, she's so crazy. “Well in that case, Barney loves you too.”

“That's good, The hobbit and Barney are pretty good for each other, don't you think?”

Confirming. “I think.”

She actually nods like she's serious and it makes me want to kiss her.

“Hobbit?”

“Yeah, Barney?”

“Kiss me.”

“I don't think I can reach. Do you have stepladders or something, I mean I don't want you to break your back or dislocate anything.”

God, she's adorable.

I decide to just kiss her instead. I wasn't planning on a deep kiss I don't think, I don't know.. I just wanted to feel her. But it escalates fast and we end up back in bed, she's touching me everywhere, kissing me everywhere. Her touch still almost incinerates me.

I know I'll feel this for the rest of my life, I know I'll never forget her, that she'll always be a part of me - should we ever lose each other. My invisible scars will never fade, not to me. Every time I look into a mirror they'll be staring right back at me as prominent as the rest of my reflection.

They'll pull me up.

And they'll save my life.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 23.


*


Have you ever woke up and thought it was a day later or a day earlier? I did that this morning, I thought it was Friday but it's not, it's Thursday. I didn't think I could make it through another day at school only to go back again the next day, I'd had enough. Ashley made it as bearable as she could but we only have one class together so I was on my own for the most part. I don't mind though, I've never needed many people around me or in my life. As long as I have Ashley and my family I'm fine. 

My mom is a lot more lenient with her weekly meetings, now. Ever since Ashley ...of course.

Speaking of Ashley, we got home from school about an hour ago, she's laying on her side on my bedroom floor sniffing a little tub of something, I have no idea what it is, but she's been doing that for at least five minutes.

“Ashley?”

Silence.

“Earth to Ashley…”

She still doesn't answer me. Wow, she's pretty focused in her...sniffing.

“This is Barney to Hobbit 1, do you copy? I repeat, do you copy?”

“What?”

Ahh, there we go.

“Are you going to tell me what you're doing?”

''I'm sniffing...whatever this is..'' She resumes her previous task and I get up off my bed to join her on the floor.

I take one look at the label and rip it of out of her hands.

“That's enough.”

“Spencer, what the hell is that stuff? It's amazing!”

I roll my eyes. “It's glue Ashley. Perhaps you've heard of it before?” I purse my lips together in mock thought. “How can I explain this? ... when you want something to stick together with another object...like Clay's shoes and the floor for example, you carefully open the lid and pou-”

“Oh my god, that's glue?!”

“Yes.”

“Wow.”

I laugh slightly at her apparent fascination. “You're so weird.”

“Says you?” She teases.

“What's that supposed to mean?”

“Nothing...nothing.”

“No, I don't see 'nothing' with that face.”

She smirks before changing her position so she's laying on her back, I briefly consider getting on top of her until she closes her eyes and starts making the loudest snore impression I have ever heard.

Oh god, she heard me?!

I play it off like I'm not at all embarrassed, “Oh please, at least I don't sleep like you.”

“And how exactly do I sleep, Spencer?” She looks so smug right now and I can't wait for the tables to be turned.

I lay on my back and take a second to think how I need to sound before I start grunting and smacking my lips together.

“Whatever. I do not sleep like that. You're just embarrassed because you snore like a train.”

“You're just embarrassed because you sleep like a pig.”

She doesn't answer me but I can tell she's embarrassed, the pink tint to her cheeks giving it away immediately.

We're pretty caught up in our impressions when Paula walks into the room.

I look up and she has her hands over her eyes. “It's okay, I can't see anything. Carry on.”

Oh yeah, those are really the sounds of lesbian foreplay...pig grunts and snores.

I fight back an eye roll. “You can look mom, we're decent.”

She waits a second before pulling her hand away from her face and grinning, “Hi Ashley.” 

I think she likes Ashley better than she likes me...

“Hey Paula, how are things?”

“They're busy but good.” She pauses briefly. “The life of a scrubber, huh?”

Yeah, I don't think she meant to say that but Ashley knows what she means.

She sounds like she actually has experience in that area, “Totally.”

I break in. “So, you're home early. Everything okay?”

“Yes, I just came home to run something by you.”

Colour me intrigued.

“Okay…”

She sits down on my bed. “This weekend is your Grandmother's birthday, and it's the first one without... and I just thought it would be nice if we went to see her. A long weekend maybe?”

I hadn't forgot about Grandma's birthday and it hadn't slipped my mind that it would be her first one without Grandpa.

“That sounds good mom. But what abou-”

She puts her hand up, stopping me. “I've already spoke to your Father, you'll all be excused from school tomorrow and of course Ashley is welcome to join us.” She leaves the room, apparently only needing to say that one thing.

Oh my god, I love my mom!

“I don't think your Grandma would want me there, Spence.”

“Don't be ridiculous, you're welcome anywhere I go. And besides, you can't leave me for a whole weekend.”

She's smiling at me now, “Aww you'd miss me, how cute. I'd miss you too.”

“I wasn't going to say that, I was going to say that you couldn't possibly leave me alone to go back to Ohio. Do you know how many people would hit on me? You'd be lucky if I didn't come back with half of the Ohio phone book.”

She sticks her hand out towards mine. “Hello Miss Conceited, I don't believe we've met.”

I grab her hand and pull her closer to me. “Want to get to know me?”

Her lips are so close to mine they brush against them with her words, “I already know your kind, only in it for one th-”

I shut her up by firmly pressing my lips to hers and reaching a hand around to her neck, pulling her closer.


_



My mom didn't give us a lot of time to prepare, we had twelve hours to pack and wash the clothes in my case, before we had to leave.

Ashley helped me with mine, making frequent comments on how messy I am. It's true, I'm not at all tidy. Must be a gene defect or something. And now I'm at her place, she's packing so much stuff...stuff she won't even need.

“Ashley?”

She doesn't answer me, her face is full of concentration as she starts shifting things around in her case.

I throw a pair of socks at her head with perfect aim.

“What?”

“So.... I can sit back and keep quiet with all the gloves, hats and scarves you've packed, but really, a lantern?” I laugh. “Why do you need that?”

'“For this.” She pulls out a weird looking object.

Furrowing my eyebrows, “And that is?”

“A solar powered toaster. You know...just in case.”

She's so insane, I swear.

'“Just because I lived in the country, Ashley, does not mean that I was Amish.” She stops what she's currently doing, which is trying to squeeze everything into her case. 

“Really?...wow, okay. But I'm keeping the rest.” She's pointing to the mass of hats, gloves and scarves.

I know she won't need them but I agree anyway. “Okay.”

_


Thankfully our plane isn't delayed because I hate waiting around in airports, it's so boring, the chairs are really uncomfortable, even if I was sat in Ashley's lap half the time.

I can't believe she doesn't think they're 'that bad'.

We're boarding, the almost robotic air steward directing everyone to their seats. With it being a last minute flight we didn't get to pre-book any of the seats so I grab Ashley's hand and make a beeline for an empty row in an almost full section, knowing Clay, Glen and my parents will have to sit somewhere else.

_

I'm gripping the armrest and shaking my leg up and down, Ashley has just won the fight with her packet of peanuts, finally getting them open. “Want some?”

“No, I'm good. Do you need some water or a Pepsi or something?” My leg is still bouncing up and down.

“Coke and no, I'm fine thanks.” She stops to look down at my leg. “Maybe your leg would like some Pepsi, it seems to have gone into withdrawal...'“

I stop it from shaking and try assuring her that everything is fine. She doesn't buy it.

''Of course you are.'' She looks down to my hands, “Apart from being scared to death, you mean.”

“I'm not scared, Ashley.”

She takes the hand closest to her and rubs circles on it. “Don't be embarrassed, it's okay.” She's looking around for something to distract me. “And hey, there's a movie on soon, it'll take your mind off everything.”

''What's the movie?''

“There's two. You can choose either, Red Eye or Final Destination 1.”

Oh Jesus

“What?” I squeak out.

“Right, okay. Movies are a no. But we still have music, I put your Olivia CD on my Ipod.”

Aww.

“Aww, baby you're so sweet.” I lean sideways, placing quick kisses onto her cheek.

_


We're about an hour or so into the flight when my bladder feels like it's going to explode. I get up to use the bathroom and Ashley asks where I'm going.

“Bathroom.”

“Oh okay.” She looks busy scrolling through her current play list.

The bathroom closest to our seats smelt like someone had died in there so I make way backwards to use a different one, and of course walking right past Paula.

I saw her arm first, she spilled some of her drink over the woman in front but she didn't apologize. “Spencer, over here!”

Fantastic.

“Mom, hey. Sorry we couldn't sit together, Ashley and I are kinda bored without you all.”

I'm lying through my teeth. We're not bored, we're freakin' ecstatic.

“Aww honey, maybe on the flight home.”

No thanks.

“Hopefully!”

She looks like she has something to tell me, something that will take up at least ten minutes, “Well, I better be going, nature calls.”

''Of course, you go on ahead sweetheart, we'll see you later.”

I said bye and made my way to the nearest free and clean toilet, I'm currently checking my reflection in the mirror to see if I have plane hair yet, - I don't.

A knock interrupts me, 

“When the door says occupied, that usually means somebody is in here.”

Another knock.

“You're looking for the word vacant. Wait two minutes and that's what you'll see.”

More knocking.

I've had enough, I open the door, fully prepared to scream at what I assumed would either be a deaf old person or an annoying kid, it wasn't either of those, it was a total hottie.

My total hottie.

I close and lock the door behind her, “Hey hot stuff, haven't seen you around here before.”

She pushes me against the door before telling me to shut up.

“Ooh, dirty talk. I li-” She shuts me up by pressing her lips against mine, barely giving me a chance to respond before I feel her tongue on my lips. I don't hesitate in letting her deepen it.

If I knew this would be happening then my initial apprehension wouldn't have been an issue.

She has her hand under my shirt now and she's trying to figure out how to undo my pants with just one hand, I decide to help her out and undo them for her. 

She barely has her hand past the waistband before a knock at the door startles me.

“It's occupied!” I scream before reattaching my lips to her neck.

“Spencer?”

Oh fuck.

“Mom?”

Ashley is trying not to laugh now, failing miserably.

“Is that Ashley in there with you?”

My eyes widen a little before answering, ''No, no...that's just the water, it's spitting out or something, why don't you go back to your seat or use a different bathroom?''

“It's okay, I can wait.”

This is going to be something I will never live down.

I make sure my hair is fixed and my clothes are straight and zipped up before opening the door and sheepishly smiling at Paula before opening the door wider to reveal Ashley.

She smiles knowingly. “Ashley, what a surprise.”

“Yeah…that damn Coke, just goes right through me. I couldn't wait.”

She turns to look at me. “I'll bet you couldn't.”

Oh god...

“Well, we better be going, come on Ash.” I pull on her hand and we make our way back to our seats, Ashley trying not to laugh the entire way.

_


With the plane ride from hell over, we made our way to Grandma's and got the first meeting out the way, she loves Ashley, just like I knew she would, and now we're at the Cabin where Ashley and I will be staying, by Paula's weird request. She told us there wasn't enough rooms for us to all stay in at Grandma's and this is perfect as it's only ten minutes away.

Dad drove us here, he just dropped us off and made sure everything was in order before going back to Grandma's.

Ashley took one look at the place and decided she hated it. “Spencer, I cannot stay here.”

I look around the room. “Aww, is Ashley scared of being all alone out here?” I tease.

“Ashley is scared of the million bugs that are sure to crawl up her nose while she's sleeping.”

I laugh and walk closer to her. “God, you're such a baby, Ashley.”

She smiles for a second before looking at my head, her face turns serious. “Spencer.. Spencer don't move.”

“Oh my god, get it out, get it out!”

She smacks my head - hard - before saying, “Oh, oh no. My bad. Nothin' there.”

I can't believe she just scared the crap out of me and hit me. She's so dead. I push her onto the bed, wrestling for a while until I remember the earlier bathroom session that we were so rudely interrupted by. I waste no time in taking off my shirt and crashing our lips together.
_

I was enjoying myself but apparently Ashley just wasn't feelin' it. She pushed me off, suddenly wanting to know where I used to hang out and can we go there.

I'm not one to disappoint a girl, so I got dressed again and we're on our way to another one of my favourite 'thinking places' when I remember something I saw years ago.

“Oh my god, hurry up. I need to show you something.”

What is it?”

“Your birthplace.''

''Strangely enough, I wasn't born in Ohio.”

I smile but I don't answer her as I drag her around the corner to reveal her 'birthplace'.

I don't need to look at it, I have my eyes on Ashley, needing to see her reaction. 

I can't help but burst out laughing at the look of shock and amazement on her face.

“Oh my god, who the hell lives there?!”

“Your kind, Ashley.”

We're outside the smallest house I have ever seen. A dwarf must live there or something...

-

It took me a while to pull Ashley away from the house, she was truly amazed and I can't blame her. It is pretty impressive.

We're on our way to the second location now and I can't help but look forward to the rest of the weekend, it's going to be insane.


_ _ _ 


Chapter 24.


*


After showing Ashley her origins we headed to our second and last location for the day, there's absolutely no way I'm going out tonight, after the plane and this afternoon all I want to do is stay in with Ashley...and whipped cream. 

What? Don't pretend you'd be any different.

Ashley is pretty easily impressed, she's still in awe that we have fields in sight. She's so LA. 

I actually don't know if she was born in LA or moved there when she was little - I'll have to remember to ask.

I brought a jacket out with me this afternoon, I put it on but it's not cold yet. I thought it might get cool later and I don't know how long we'll be laying out here.

Ashley won't keep still and it's kind of making me antsy too. ''Sit down, Ashley.''

''I can't, Spence.''

“The grass will still be there when you sit, I promise.”

“No I mean if I stop moving, if I sit down, I'll freeze.”

She isn't serious...

“Are you kidding? it's not cold.”

She stops for a second to look at me wearily. “You really are an alien, aren't you?”

I pout for dramatic effect. “I can't believe you just said that, jerk.” 

I notice her teeth are chattering and I suppress a squee. God, she's fucking cute.

I get up and walk over to where she's currently wearing a patch in the grass. “Want my jacket?”

“Yes! Take it off!”

Raising my eyebrows a little, “Just the jacket or.…” I trail off, teasing.

She doesn't get it, “The jacket, hurry up or your girlfriend is going to be a Popsicle.”

I think about her comment. “So you don't care if I freeze? Ashley! that's not being a good girlfriend.”

She quickly puts on my jacket and rubs her arms in an attempt to warm up, “You were the one who brought me to the North Pole, Spencer. God you poor thing, growing up here - must have been hell, huh?”

I roll my eyes. “Yeah but it's okay. Our igloo was the best in the neighbourhood.”

“Huh?”

“Nothing…”

_


We've only been out here for an hour or so and Ashley is sat between my legs with her knees up to her chest, still insisting she's going to freeze.

I've been trying to think of something to get her mind off the apparent freezing conditions, and you know what they say about being cold and body heat...

“I have an idea.”

“That's swell, Spence. Just when I'm almost totally frozen.”

“Stop being a baby. And anyway...it's a great idea..”

She moves closer to me. “Well let's hear it then, I'm not getting any warmer here.”

“Let's go back to your house and see if anybody is there…”

She turns around to face me and her nose is a little red. I have to fight back the urge to laugh or kiss her to death, I'm not sure which one I'd pick.

“And then what? Ask if we can go in for a Teddy Bear picnic and tea?”

I laugh a little before answering her. “No…we can check to see if anybody is in. You can stand on my shoulders and look through the window.” I got a slap for that one. “And then we can sneak in and use the couch or the floor... or the bed...or the wall...or the shower or-”

“Oh my god, breaking in to have sex in a dwarf house? Spencer! We can't do that.”

Damnit. Can you imagine how awesome that would be to blurt out at a Christmas party? 'Oh yeah, the weirdest place I ever had sex was in a dwarf house, we broke in and went at it like rabbits until Sneezy came back and chased us across town.'

“Well you figure out something to do then.”

“Okay…” She's quiet for a second. “What was the first movie you went to the theatre to see?”

Aww, cute question baby.

“It was like the twentieth re-release of Bambi but I don't remember seeing it, my mom just told me about it.”

She still hasn't turned back around so I can see her break out into a full and cute grin. “Me too! my mom took me but I don't remember either.”

I smile before teasing her, “Yeah...you probably couldn't see the screen from two inches off the floor, huh?”

“Shut up, ass.”

I bring her cold hand up to my mouth and kiss each knuckle. “What was the first one you remember?”

“Power Rangers.”

Me too!

“Me too! my mom took me and Glen. I only went 'cause the Pink Ranger was the love of my life back then.”

She's looking at me like she wants to burst out laughing. “Why are you looking at me like that?”

“Because you're so gay. I love it! and yeah…Kimberly was a hottie I totally agree.”

I'm trying to warm her hands up now. “Can you imagine if I moved to LA sooner and we were at the same theatre? Love.At.First.Sight.” I poke her with each word.

“Oh yeah, I can see it now: fighting for the same seat, shy glances on my part, death glares on yours-”

I cut in quickly. “And then total make out action on Row R ... which would have been completely appropriate, don't you think?”

Rolling her eyes, “Yes because most six year olds make out in movie theatres while watching Power Rangers. Freak.” She laughs briefly. “Besides, I'd have my work cut out for me, pulling that stick out took forever.”

'“Whatever.” I change the subject slightly. “So who was your least favourite ranger?”

Yes I'm talking about power rangers. They were Gods when I was growing up.

“Boring Billy.”

“Oh yeah...I hated Billy too. And Zordon, I mean god, get out of the incubator already.”

She's giving me that weird look again. “You are so weird... Oh! Alpha! I loved him, he was so cute.”

Midway through an eye roll she starts impersonating the 'aye aye aye aye aye aye'. On anybody else I would have kicked their ass and told them to shut up. With Ashley? I can't help but laugh and think it's fucking cute.

“I love you.”

“Aye ay-.. I love you too, Spence.”

_ 


We were in the middle of a make out session when my phone vibrated, making me jump and completely ruining the mood, I checked the caller ID and sighed before opening it.

“Hi sweetheart, everything okay?”

It was.

“Everything's fine, what's up?”

“Well we thought it would be nice if we went to the fair tonight with your Grandmother, so be ready for seven okay?”

Uh no.. I have big, huge, gigantic plans with Ashley and the cream tonight.

'“Isn't it on tomorrow? I'm kind of tired, might get an early night y'know?” I fake a yawn for good measure.

“You can have your 'big night' with Ashley when you get back, we won't be out late.”

Oh god, how the hell does she *do* that?

I hurried the rest of the conversation up and reluctantly agreed to meet them at the fair at seven.

_



We're at the cabin getting ready, Ashley is wrapped up like nobody's business, she has her hat scarf and gloves on. Oh and she went out to buy a parka, too.

Me? I have my thin jacket.

“Ashley, you really won't need all that, you'll get really hot after a while.”

“Whatever Miss Antarctica, I can't leave unless I wear this.”

I'm ready now, just waiting for her to finishing covering every patch of skin below her chin right down to her ankles. “You're pathetic.”

She looks at my watch and pulls on my hand. “We're gonna be late, come on.”

Into the fray we go...

_


I saw them all first, they were all standing around by the ghost train, minus Glen. He of course got out of it to spend time with some old friends. 

Paula is the first to spot me and Eskimo Ashley, “Over here Spencer!”

“Hey guys…”

“Hi.”

I think that was Ashley, it was pretty muffled due to her coat being pulled up over her mouth. Paula isn't quite sure either. “Ashley, is that you?”

''In the freezing flesh.'' 

“Spencer why don't you take her on the ghost train? It'll get the blood pumping.” She adds on a wink.

I can think of a few other things that would get the job done better.

“Uh…”

She walks forward, pushing us towards the ticket stand. “Don't be silly Spencer, Ashley can hold your hand.”

I don't know why she thinks I'm scared of this stupid ride, it's so annoyingly fake and so not worth the time.

“Come on Spence, unless you're scared.”

I roll my eyes and let her pull me towards an empty cart. With the tickets all sorted the ride - with just us on it I might add - starts up, sounding like it's coughing and going to blow up.

Paula is still in view, giving me the thumbs up and making ghost noises until the cart starts moving and now she's winking at us.

I can only imagine what Ashley must think. That shit is scarier than the ride.

I look around bored as we submerge into the darkness, Ashley's hand held tightly in my own.

_


Well so far I have seen fake cobwebs, a plastic skeleton, a 'cauldron', two green lights and some guy with a white sheet pretending to be a ghost. As soon as his hand made contact I slapped it off and hoped I was glaring in the right direction

It's dark, the cart is moving slower than Clay walks and we're all alone. Why the hell didn't I think of this sooner?

I try and stealthily snake my hand around Ashley's neck, but with her 100 layers it just made a very unfortunate sound which resulted in me defending myself for the next five minutes, she still doesn't believe it was the leather.
_

I'm almost asleep on the longest ghost train known to man when Ashley almost gives me a heart attack by screaming and practically jumping into my lap.

“Something wrong?” I tease.

“Something just touched me!”

What a baby.

“Aww it's okay, I'll fight off the monsters for you.”

I can't see her face with it being dark, but I can tell she isn't amused.

“It's not funny Spencer, I hate these rides.”

I can't believe she pulled me towards it when she doesn't even like them. What logic, huh?

“I'll be Tommy okay?'' I pause for a second, clearing my throat. “Kimberly! I'll save you, huah!”

She goes back to her own seat, still having a death grip on my hand. “What the hell are you talking about?”

I roll my eyes already knowing she won't see it but I can't help myself. “Power Rangers.”

“I hate to burst your fantasy bubble but they aren't here and there could be another arm lurking around the corner, what are you going to do about it?”

I can hear the cart squeaking around said corner. “Nothing, I couldn't even if I wanted to.“

“Whatever.”

'“Booooooo!”

“Shut up!”

Ashley is pretty on edge so I wasn't too surprised it pissed her off. “What?!”

“I wasn't talking to you.” 

“Of course you weren't.”

She doesn't believe me.

I'm fully aware of how stupid this is. “I'm not arguing with you on the ghost train, Ashley.”

She's quiet and I can't help but feel bad, even if it's not totally my fault. “Okay I'm sorry, next time I see a hand that isn't mine anywhere near you I'll slap it away.”

I almost jumped when I felt her lips on my cheek. “Thank you, baby.”

I can't wait to get back to the cabin.


_


We finally finished the 'sleepy' train and I wanted to just ditch everybody for tonight and go back to the cabin, fully prepared to spend time with Grandma tomorrow.

“We're not ditching your Grandmother, Spencer. How will that look?”

“Like we have a life?”

“Shut up, she's awesome.” She points over to Paula and Grandma singing by the cotton candy, “My grandmother doesn't even know who the Pussycat Dolls are.”

Yes, they're *both* singing Dont'cha. Understand why I want to leave now?

_


Per Ashley's request we're staying around a little longer, she told me she'll make it up to me and she better. It better be worth an evening with The Addams Family.

Ashley is walking weird because of her layers but I think she's trying to walk in the direction of Paula.

I can't help but dread the rest of the night, it's going to suck.


_ _ _ 


Chapter 25.

*


Have you ever internally cursed because you don't have a camera to capture a certain moment for eternity? I just have; I never want to forget the image of Ashley waddling over to Paula, slowly turning her whole body, - instead of just her neck - around to tell me to keep up.

I obliged and hurried my pace to meet her, I tried to hold her hand but she's put another pair of gloves on so I had to squeeze my fingers through hers just to keep our hands in place. I think that's pair number three. 

She's so pathetic.

But I love her.

Dad and Clay aren't standing with Paula and Grandma, I don't know where they are. Paula is the first to speak, as always.

“You girls were in there a long time. Have fun?”

She scares me.

I don't voice my thoughts, I stay in nice Spencer mode for Grandma's sake. I've never been able to be myself around Grandma and I don't mean that how it sounds but I just feel I have to act a certain way around her and everybody else. I guess everybody does, engaging in small talk with old friends you don't want to see, calling an old friend of the families to say 'thank you for the birthday card', kissing your bosses ass, etc. 

I laugh slightly before answering, “Yeah, apart from Ashley jumping into my lap because something touched her.”

I was surprised to hear Paula just say 'aww' but then I saw her hand make the not so subtle universal o-kay! sign by her side.

I look towards grandma and notice she's been pretty quiet aside from her singing with Paula, “You okay Grandma?”

She brightened up with that, “Yes dear, I'm fine thank you.” I think she just wanted me to talk to her and I should, Ashley is right, this weekend is for her after all. She deserves atl east one night. “Would you girls like a drink?” She opens her purse to pull out a few dollars, “Spencer, I think I saw some Pepsi over by the claw machines, go and get yourself and Ashley one.”

Ashley who has been quiet during this whole exchange pipes up, sounding amused, “Yeah... I don't think Spencer needs anymore gas, you should have heard her on the ghost train, she did the biggest f-”

“That's great Grandma, thank you!”

I push Ashley away from them, waiting until they're out of earshot, “How many times do I have to tell you it was the leather?” 

“Whatever, fartass.”


_



We have our drinks and Paula told us to wander around for a little while, they'd find us later. I didn't complain, so right at this moment Ashley and I are walking around aimlessly, trying to find something to do. I'm holding her hand again, well I'm trying to, it's so difficult to pry my fingers through hers. I told her to take off a pair of gloves and she told me if I said that again she'd put another pair on.

I'm gonna keep quiet about them now but Jesus, how many did she pack?

My hands feel like they're cramping so I put my arm around her slightly bigger than usual waist, I can't be sure but I think she tried turning around to smile at me, the coat pulling tight against her throat halfway, causing her to cough a little.

“Oh my god, I love these!”

The claw machines.

“I hate them, I never win anything.”

She mumbles something and I smile, gently pulling the scarf away from her mouth to hear her speak, “What was that? I didn't hear you underneath all those layers.”

She smiles and repeats her earlier words. “I said help me take my gloves off, I'll win you a teddy or something.”

Aww.

I took off two pairs of gloves, leaving her with two so she doesn't 'totally freeze'.

She's looking through the glass now at different angles, trying to see what some of the hidden objects are. “Okay, which one do you want?”

I mirror Ashley's earlier movements and crane my neck at a different angle trying to see what teddy I want, “Uh...the one with its ass sticking up in the air.” I point to a grey teddy with it's head buried in a pretty compromising position with another that appears akin to oral sex.

She looked bemused for a moment. “Okay…whore teddy is yours.”

_


With just one attempt Ashley won 'Barney's Bitch.'

She doesn't like the name.

I love it.

It took six attempts for me to almost win her the smallest teddy in there, I got it secure in the claw and it fell out just before the collection drop...thing.

By that point I was pretty pissed and a few choice words left my mouth. I just wanted to get her something for gods sake.

We're standing in line now, she wanted to go on the Ferris Wheel.

I haven't told her I don't like heights. 

Well, I don't mind some heights of course but when I'm not the one in charge of how high I go or how fast, I get scared. I don't think this is going to be pretty. 

I swear, the things I do for this girl...

“Come on, Spence. They have two free seats.”

I take a deep but unsteady breath and follow her to be 'securely fastened' in with the loose metal bar, willing my heart to slow down in case Ashley actually hears it.

_


ohmygodohmygodohmygodohmygod--

“This is great, you can see everything! come on, let's look for Paula.” Ashley leans right over the edge and I have to fight back a scream.

It's wobbling slightly and I'm starting to sweat. “Oh yeah, there she is.” I can't really see her, I just want her to think I'm fine.

She leans out even further, making it sway even more “Where?”

This is it. Goodbye cruel world.

I change the subject in an attempt to divert her attention away from Paula. “So, still cold?”

It worked. “I'm freezing, Spence. I can't believe you're half naked.”

I want to be....with you.

I look down to my attire, rolling my eyes, “Yeah, I should charge people to see this shouldn't I?”

She doesn't answer me, she takes off all four pairs of gloves, reaching to hold my hand, I'm about to say something when she cuts in, her voice dramatically unsteady. “Don't you do that, don't say your goodbyes.”

It takes me a second to figure out what she's talking about and I smile despite my terror, joining in with the quotes. “I'm so cold.”

“Y-you're gonna die an old lady ... warm in her bed.” She adds a cough onto the end of that, making me laugh.

“I can't feel my body.”

“Never let go, Rose.”

“I'll never let go, Jack.”

She laughs at our silly antics, stretching and making us sway slightly, this time I couldn't hide my gasp.

“Oh my god, you're scared! you big baby.”

Rolling my eyes, I wave my arms in the air. “Oh my god, Spencer! something just touched me! Ahh!”

“I so did not scream like that.”

The look on her face is so funny and cute. “Whatever, baby.” I think for a moment. “And what's with the Titanic talk? We're so more Allie and Noah.”

“Right! I'm Noah because I'm totally sweet all the time and you're Allie because you can be a bitch and she was rude when they first met.” She clears her throat. “Will you go out with me?”

She's so cute.

“No.”

''Why not?''

“Because I don't want to.”

Yeah, I've seen this movie a lot..

She skips forward a little. “Well then you leave me no other choice.” She starts to stand up and I pull her back down.

“Leave that part out.”

She shrugs, carrying on. “I'm gonna ask you one more time, will you or will you not go out with me?”

“Fine, I'll go out with you.”

“No, don't do me any favours.”

I can't believe we're doing this..

“No, I want to.”

She leans into me a little. “Say it.”

“I wanna go out with you.”

“Say it again.”

I raise my voice for this one. “I wanna go out with you!”

We stopped there, someone shouted at us to shut the fuck up, Ashley just laughed and kissed me.


_


When we finally reached the ground again I had to wait a couple minutes for my legs to stop shaking, not actually sure if it was from the height or Ashley's kiss.

I hope she knows that me wanting to get back to the cabin isn't the only reason I invited her to tag along this weekend. I have been mentioning it a lot. I should tell her.

“Ash?”

“Yeah?”

“Me wanting to get back...that's not the reason I invited you this weekend, okay?”

She turns her body to look at me. “I know, Spence.” 

I bring her gloved hand up to my mouth, kissing it. “Good.”

_


We bumped into 'The Addams Family.' on our way back around, Paula smiling at Ashley and I's linked hands, I squeezed Ash's hand quickly, it's my little way of saying 'look, there she goes again.' and she squeezed back which is her way of saying 'shut up'.

Clay and Dad have been at one of those rifle stands, Clay won something, I don't know what and I don't care to find out.

I want to ask Grandma what she wants to do now, she's probably bored. I turn to face her, “So...what do you wanna do?”

She looks deep in thought before smiling. “Do you know what I really want to try? Those bumping cars. Come on, we can all go.”

Bumper Cars with the 'fam? This should be....interesting.

_


I tried getting Ashley to sit in with me but she was adamant she'd get her own car, Clay and Dad are in one and Paula and Grandma are sitting together, also.

I can just hear that weird static-y buzzing sound, letting me know I can 'drive'.

I can see Ashley, she's got her back to me apparently chasing my Dad and Clay, I make sure I don't accidentally have my tongue between my teeth and plough into her, making us both jolt forward, her laughing.

One down.

She knows it was me, my celebratory 'ha!' giving it away immediately. “Spencer you are so dead.”

I steer away from her smirking. “Save the sweet talk for the bedroom!”

Okay Paula, where are you?

I'm busy looking around when somebody crashes into me, I turn around ready to give whoever it is a piece of my mind when I see it's Paula and Grandma, steering away laughing hysterically and waving their hands in the air.

They're toast!

I steer in their direction, quickly gaining speed and bumping right into them, sending my car spinning to the left a little, only to get crashed into by Ashley.

I let out a rather 'unladylike' 'fuck!'

By this time Paula realized it was me. “Spencer you devil!”

Ugh.

Ashley of course finds that funny. “Yeah Spencer, you devil.” Laughing as she drives away from me.

Where the hell is Clay? I need some amusement.

I stay near the sides, making sure nobody can crash into me when I notice them chasing Ashley. If I do this right...I can get all three of them.

I weave in and out of a few people, slowing down at the right parts not to draw attention to myself, I'm in direct line of them now, I press the pedal as far as it will go, happy I made it this far when Paula ruins the surprise, “Arthur watch out, our little devil is on your trail!”

Mom!

I don't have time to stop as they move out of the way, my car crashing against the 'wall', right next to a bad painting of Wonder Woman.

_


I thought tonight would suck, too bad I was wrong, huh?

_ _ _ 


Chapter 26.

*

After realizing I'd crashed at an impressive speed against the side of the Bumper Cars area and the cars being switched off, Ashley ran over to me asking me if I was alright, she looked so cute. Worried and cute, what more could I want?

Grandma loved the ride, she said it was the 'highlight of her night' which bless her, I bet it was.

You'd think after all that it would be time to go, right?

Wrong.

We have to stay a little while longer and I have actually warmed up to the idea of spending time with Grandma but after the Ghost Train 'fart', the Ferris Wheel scare and the Bumper Cars crash, I just want to leave.

You can't really blame me.

Dad rang Glen just a minute ago, he's at a party. Big surprise. I hope he catches something off the whores he sleeps with.

Ashley has asked if I'm sure I'm okay at least four times.

“You okay, Spence?”

And now we have five.

“Ash, I just got the wind knocked out of me, I'm fine honestly.”

I sense a smartass comment coming up...

''Don't you think you did enough of that on the Ghost Train?''

There we go.

I give her a look, rolling my eyes. ''Yeah I should probably stop releasing my monstrous gas everywhere, huh?''

Aww, she's laughing.

''Totally, although if you carry on, maybe it'll travel home to Madison. Wanna go get something spicy?''

''I can't believe you just said that, jerk. It.wasn't.me.''

She won't let me forget this trip. Ever.

Sometimes I don't care if we all walk together but don't you hate it when you're walking around with the fam' and everybody is looking at you as you walk past in a group of like ten or something? It's like a circus attraction.

Anyway, that's what we're currently doing. Ashley of course is right next to me, adjusting her scarf.

I see it first, I try and divert everybody's attention to something else but it's too late; Ashley has seen it, and if Ashley has seen it there's no way people won't know about it.

''Oh my god! I love the inflatable castles! Come on, Spencer!''

Like I said, only a matter of time.

Before I get a chance to answer, Paula cuts in. ''Oh Arthur! let's join the girls!''

Wha-

''I'm not one for those kinds of things, sweetheart, I'll stay here with your mother. Clay will go with you, won't you son?''

''Yeah! Come on Mom!''

I'm not too fond of Miss Davies right now.

The tickets and coupons are sorted, Clay, Paula, Ashley and I at the foot of the large inflatable castle. Paula is the first one to dive in, bouncing around like a ferret on speed.

''This.is.so.much.fun!'' 

Ashley is pretty amused, she's telling me how hilarious Paula is and are we going to jump in yet.

''You first.''

''No, you.''

I grab her hand. ''Okay, together and not for long okay? I don't wanna get nauseous or fall into mom or Clay.''

We jumped in together, bouncing up and apart as soon as we landed. 

Paula and Clay are jumping near each other, both laughing hysterically. Clay is making a weird sound like the air is getting caught in the back of his throat as he chuckles. 

I must have it written all over my face because Ashley is laughing at me, trying to bounce in my direction to say something. I can tell because she keeps opening her mouth to say something and then falling over. It's all very cute.

''Come on Tigger! you go left and I go right. We'll meet in the middle okay?''

She nods from her spot at the wall of the castle.

I briefly thank God that I don't have anything other than a B cup. Paula looks like she'll get a black eye any second.

It's taking a while to get to Ashley, we keep falling over and she keeps laughing. I love her laugh.

I decide to just dive in her direction and it totally worked in the best way possible. I ploughed right into her, knocking us both over, sending us to the floor. With our arms around each other we bounce up and down on top of each other. 

Ashley found it absolutely hilarious and I...didn't. It made me want to go back to the cabin again.

I know, I know. Shut up. I got it.

Paula didn't miss this. ''Hey now, none of that until you get back home girls.''


_



We stopped 'for a break'. We all have either a burger or a hotdog, Ashley using a knife and fork to cut into and eat her burger. I know, it's weird. She said she didn't want to take off her gloves.

Paula of course keeps asking the same question after every bite.

''Spence, your food okay?''

I smile, ''Same as two seconds ago mom.''

''Ashley, your food okay?''

She nods with a mouthful.

''Clay, your food okay?''

''It's great, Mom.''

I thought maybe, just maybe she would stop there.

''Arthur, how's your hotdog?''

''It's good, honey.''

I can't take anymore of this, I stand up and inform everybody that I needed to pee, giving Ashley a look that hopefully says 'you better follow me in there.'

_


I don't think I've ever been more pleased to see the inside of a public bathroom before, really. 

Just as I had hoped, Ashley just walked through the door and I practically jumped into her arms. ''Oh my god. Will tonight ever end, baby? I'm dying out there.''

''I don't know why you think it's so terrible, Paula is hilarious and tonight has been awesome.''

It's been awesome for *her* but maybe she's right…maybe I should try and lighten up. It can't be much longer before we can leave without looking rude.

I know she's sort of right but I pout anyway, ''I guess.''

''Want a kiss?''

Genius.

I grin before leaning in towards her. ''Yeah, don't mind if I do, Davies.''

She smirks and moves her face away a little so I get her cheek again. I take this moment to blow a raspberry on her face.

''You have to do me a favour then.''

''Anything.''

''Come on two rides of my choice and then you'll get whatever you want.''

I like the sound of that.

''That's it?'' I'm pretty surprised that's all she wants but agree anyway, ''I'm in. Totally.''

I walk out of the bathroom, not knowing what expression Ashley wore at my reply.

''Mom, Ashley and I are gonna walk around for a bit, okay? We'll see you soon.'' I walk towards Grandma. ''We'll be back in a little bit Grandma, okay?'' I give her a kiss on her cheek.

''Okay Spence, we'll see you around. Be careful.''

Aww, she's a sweetie isn't she?

''We will.''

I let Ashley pull me in the direction of ride one.

_


I look on bemused as we reach The Carousel. ''This is your big ride?''

She smiles and walks over to the ticket guy. ''Yes.''

Easy enough so far.

I can't believe she brought me to this one though, I feel like such a tool on one of these things. Paula is sure to walk by and see, too.

We sit in one of those double things...the chariots. It's pretty cosy. And not just because of Ashley being next to me with her 100 layers, I mean it's kind of cute.

It was surprisingly fun, Ashley was being pretty funny and Paula hadn't even walked by.

''Spashley!''

Oh my god

I can just see Paula doubled over in laughter at our name merge, I look to Ashley who can't hide her laughter very well, ''Ashley, do not encourage her.''

She's still laughing, ''I can't help it.''

I didn't know Paula had a camera until I vaguely heard 'cheese!' and was almost blinded with the flash on the way back around.

Ride one better be over soon.

_


Thankfully right after that it was indeed over, Ashley had to help me down, I was still seeing the flash and couldn't really see that good.

''Okay Spence, last one.'' She pauses for what I assume is dramatic effect, ''Are you ready?'' Her voice going a little lower.

I smirk and lean towards her ear, ''I was born ready.''

''Please, the only thing you were born with was bug eyes and a large head.''

Ashley thinks I'm bug eyed?!

''What?''

She's quick to back pedal, ''I don't mean now, you know you're beautiful, but you have to admit when you were first born it looked touch and go with whether or not you'd turn out normal.''

''Wow…that was almost sweet.'' 

''I thought so.'' She pulls on my hand. ''Okay, second ride here we come.''

I nod even though she didn't ask me a question/ ''I'm ready.''

''One condition.''

''All right?''

She pulls off one of her two scarves. ''Wear this over your eyes until we're on it.''

I'm about to say no when she says, ''Remember I said I'd do anything for you? Well that has to go both ways tonight or the deal is off.''

I guess I don't have a choice then...

I let her tie it around my eyes and lead me onto Ride 2.

_


''Can I open my eyes now, Ash?''

She took the scarf from around my eyes, she said she wouldn't be able to take it off once we were on the ride and made me promise to keep my eyes closed.

''Wait a sec.''

I can hear the ride starting up and suddenly my stomach nearly drops out of my ass.

''Ashley please tell me we're on the teacups.''

''Okay, we're on the teacups.''

She's lying through her teeth!

''Ashley I swear to god if this isn't the teacups when I open my eyes I'm going to kick your ass.''

Her laughter meets my ears and I open my eyes when I hear the 'ping' of each bulb going out, signalling our impending 'start'

Oh my fucking god.

''Ashley!'' I try and steady my breathing, ''What part of 'I don't like heights' are you failing to understand? I'll die!''

We aren't back on the Ferris Wheel, oh no, that would have been expected right? Right. We're on 'Spin Out'

She's trying to assure me that it's going to be okay but I can't really hear her, I'm so fucking scared.

We're moving slowly and I'm trying to remain calm despite the circumstances. I'm not doing a very good job if you were wondering.

We're picking up speed now, my hair is blowing in my face and my heart is pounding.

At my first 'upside down' I nearly threw up on the crowd below.

On my second, I got the saliva in my mouth, you know the mouthful you get before vomiting? 

On my third I tried to swallow it.

On my fourth I lost the battle.


_


Home now, please? Thank you.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 27.

*

Fortunately or unfortunately, I've yet to decide which, the contents of my stomach didn't land on anybody. I guess it's fortunately because even though Ashley did bring me on here for reasons still unknown, I wouldn't want to throw up on her. 

The ride just stopped and I'm thankful they at least fasten you in tight on this ride, I don't feel like I have a spine. I'm jello. Jello Spencer. I can barely hold my head up, it's kind of lolling around at the moment while I try and take deep breaths to solve my current state of vertigo.


I can see Ashley pulling up her front safety...thing. I know the word, I just can't think of it at the moment, sue me. She's in front of me now.

''I'm so sorry, are you okay?''

She genuinely looks remorseful and there's no way I can be mad at her, I'm kind of just mad at myself that I can't handle a stupid ride.

I still can't speak, I just nod slightly to say 'no but don't ask me here in front of everybody'. I don't know why I always do that, nod instead of saying no or shaking my head.

She helps me out of the seat and we walk down the few steps to exit the ride, I'm walking kind of close to Ashley, I feel like my legs are gonna give way any second.

Everybody is staring, I want to glare at them or say something entirely inappropriate but I can't.

Paula of course, can.

She comes barging through the crowd with water and a brown paper bag, ''Okay that's enough, nothing to see here. What, haven't you ever seen a lesbian throw up before?''

I look towards the floor. Please open up.

She practically pushes the bottle of water into my face, Ashley takes it from her and opens it for me asking if I want some and I so do.

As soon as the bottle left my lips Paula thrust a paper bag over my mouth, telling me to just 'breathe'.

Ashley leans close to my ear, whispering that she's sorry and I tell her again that it's okay.

I have a headache now, all that spinning and throwing up has caused it and I really want to leave now, ''Mom, is it okay if Ashley and I go now?''

''Of course sweetheart, your dad will drive you and Ashley and I'll drive your Grandmother and Clay.''

-

We all said our goodbyes, agreeing to meet at noon tomorrow to spend the day with Grandma. Dad is driving and the road to the cabin is a little bumpy, bringing back bad memories. I open my window a little and breathe in the air. It smells different out here than it does back in LA, hardly surprising I know but it makes me feel a little better.

The journey is over, I can finally leave the car where the car freshener wasn't making things better. 

Dad hugged me and told me to feel better and get some rest, I definitely will. I'm not in the mood for anything else now.

I think it's just this whole 24 hours, this whole night, the plane ride which seems like a lifetime ago, everything. I'm just tired and feeling sorry for myself, I always get like this after throwing up, I can't help it. 

Ashley told me I'd feel better if I took a hot shower, so that's where I am right now - in the shower. Alone I might add, part of me is bothered and part of me isn't.

I just want to wash away this whole evening and this mood I've gotten myself into with no apparent route of escape.

I take my time in the shower but not too much, I don't want Ashley to think I'm avoiding her and I don't want her to notice my not so great mood. 

_

When I exited the bathroom I saw that Ashley had laid out some flannel pj's with teddies on them, bed socks resting on top with a thick robe and slippers not far away.

It brings a small smile to my face despite my state of mind. She's so cute.

I put them all on even though I knew I'll get hot soon.

Paula didn't spare any cost this weekend, our cabin is pretty nice. It has two levels anyway and lots of room with it just being me and Ashley, something I'm grateful for. 

I make my way downstairs to see Ashley has just finished making us some tea, I hardly ever drink tea but I appreciate it, I think it'll make me feel better.

I know what you're thinking, 'get over it, you big baby' but I can't, when I feel like this it takes a while for me to snap out of it.

I sit down on the couch and she puts the tea on the small table next to us, sitting down next to me.

''Feel better?''

I don't want to be honest with her now, so I lie. ''Yeah I feel better.''

She knows I'm lying, I can tell. She just nods and brings her legs up to rest on the couch, raising her arm a little so I can lean onto her.

I don't have my head quite on her shoulder but it's near enough. It's quiet so I can hear her heart beating. It's not fast this time, it's steady but strong, she's completely comfortable right now and I like that, I like she can be relaxed around me.

Have I ever mentioned that I can always feel her? I think I have and it's true but something I didn't say was that, as weird as it probably sounds, sometimes I can feel her heartbeat even when I'm nowhere near her. Sometimes I feel it stronger than my own. Sometimes if I think hard enough I can hear it from when I unzipped her jacket and lay my head on her chest. When it was beating faster than my own.

She has her mouth resting on my temple, the spot just before my hairline. She's running her fingers through my damp hair, occasionally pressing light kisses to my skin closest to her mouth.

She has all her layers off now, in case you were wondering, she's either warm for the moment or she's ignoring it. I don't really care which it is, I'm just glad I can feel her again.
 
I always like being able to feel her skin, I don't mind if it's warm or cold, just as long as I can feel her.

With her heartbeat and soothing ministrations to my scalp, I'm falling asleep. I tell her and she agrees it's probably time to go to bed, a lot of time had passed since we got back here, two hours to be exact. It's just after midnight.

_


We've both finished in the bathroom now, we just got in bed and Ashley has the covers up to her chin, she must have been ignoring it downstairs.

From locking up, setting the alarm and the hygiene routine, I'm not as tired. It woke me up a little bit, not enough to do that but it's enough so I'm awake...thinking.

And that's really not a good thing when I'm in this state of mind.

I think about the reason we're here for the weekend: Grandma's birthday. And then I think about her other birthday's that I remember, where grandpa was alive.

Even though months have passed, this is still new for me, it's still at that stage where I have my 'firsts'. This is the first time he hasn't been alive for a birthday of someone in the family. His family.

With my thoughts and just generally feeling like crap tonight it doesn't surprise me that I have started to tear up a little.

As usual, Ashley knows me well enough to know that and she brings me closer to her, ''It's okay if you want to cry, this weekend is probably just all new for you and you're tired, it's been a long day, huh?''

I don't want to talk so I nod onto her shoulder, feeling pretty stupid I'm acting like this, I don't want to bring her mood down with mine.

''You'll feel better in the morning, I promise.'' She pauses. ''And if you don't I'll push Glen's face in some cake for you.''

That makes me laugh a little. ''You're sweet.''

She knows I feel stupid and guilty over the past few hours, ''And you…Miss Olivia loving, Barney sounding, roll my eyes at everything, I love you; so don't be embarrassed about anything, not with me. I've seen you at your worst and I'm still here.'' She moves closer to me and puts her mouth by my ear, ''Just let me love you.''


-

That's what I did, I let her warmth surround me. Listening to her silent words, letting her love me.

I know tomorrow will be better.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 28.

*

Last night with Ashley, with her just loving me, with me just letting her, it was exactly what I needed. I mentioned before about how I'm new to all of this and I'm going to make mistakes along the way, last night not thinking Ashley would want to be there or listen to how I was feeling, that was a mistake. I know that now.

I woke up just a minute ago, I haven't moved yet but I'm sure of three things, 1) It's raining. 2) Ashley is doing that grunting mouth smacking thing again. and 3) I really, really need to pee.

I turn over slowly, not wanting to move too quickly in case I wake her without having the chance to just look at her.

I'm usually not a morning person but seeing her with the covers pulled up to her chin, having bed hair and ..grunting, I can't help but completely fall in love with her all over again.

I look towards the clock and notice it's almost ten, the alarm will be going off soon so we need to get up.

When I turned over I put my arm across her stomach so I use that to wake her up, I lightly rub the skin with the pad of my index finger, hoping to stir her.

It works but she doesn't wake up, she just grabs my finger in a loose fist and turns away from me a little, sighing in her sleep.

I smile and use my other hand to repeat the earlier action, causing her to grab the other offending finger in another loose fist.

Aww.

With both hands out for the duration I scooch down the bed a little and lean my head on her stomach between her arms that hold my fingers, her moving around in the night has pulled her shirt up a little and I use that to my advantage. I start placing kisses on the exposed tanned skin.

I thought I was doing a pretty good job but Ashley doesn't seem to think so, she's still out cold.

I decide to just speak now. ''Ash, wake up.''

She still has my fingers in her hands so I can't really move that much and she still hasn't stirred.

''Pigzilla, open your eyes.''

I don't know why she's still asleep, I'm not whispering and I'm right next to her.

Suddenly I remember last night on 'Spin Out' and decide on a plan to wake her up.

I carefully pull my fingers from her grasp and smirk briefly in triumph at her still slumbering state, I get out of bed and open the window as wide as it will go, waiting a minute for the air to drift in, dropping the already cool temperature. I love the smell of the rain sometimes and take a second to enjoy it before looking back over to sleeping beauty.

I let my gaze travel over her content face before walking to the bottom of the bed and gathering the covers into my now closed fists.

She's going to kill me.

Even with that thought I couldn't help myself, this is revenge and you know what they say, it's best served cold.

I pull them off the bed in one quick motion, her eyes snapping open instantly and I burst out laughing, not being able to keep it inside.

''Oh my god!''

She dives to the bottom of the bed, knocking us both down and wrapping herself back up.

''Spencer! That was completely uncalled for.''

''Hey, I'm not the one who sleeps like the dead.'' I can barely see her from the covers being pulled up so high. ''And you were smacking your mouth again.''

''Yeah and you were snoring.''

I ignore that and get up to pee, I can't hold it in any longer. I go to stand and Ashley grabs my wrist in a death grip. ''You can't move, we'll both die.''

''You're over reacting, it's cool this morning but it's not cold. Besides, I really need to pee.''

''Hold it in.''

''I can't.''

''Spence...''

''Unless you want to be covered in pee you'll let go of my wrist and let me get up.''

She let's go before wrapping up even more, ''Okay you can go, but hurry up and don't pull the covers up with you.''

I obliged to her request and spared her the extra 'torture'. I just took a shower and brushed my teeth, I was in there 30 minutes, I like long showers. Ashley is still on the floor wrapped up. I walk closer to the mass at the foot of the bed and notice she's sleeping again.

''Ashley!''

She jumps and her eyes shoot open, ''I'm awake.''

''If you don't get up right now and have a record time shower we'll be late.'' I nudge her with my foot, ''Come on, quick. It's warm in the bathroom.'' I said the last bit to coax her out of there.

She's fallen asleep again and I decide enough is enough, I'm not going to be late. I pull the covers off again.

She ran into the bathroom.

_


I told her after I'd finished my hair and applied a little makeup, I'd get breakfast ready, so here I am trying to figure out how to turn the stove on. It's not working very well, it doesn't like me and to be honest, I'm not too fond of it either, the piece of crap just keeps sparking at me, it won't light up.

I ditch the stove, that relationship is well and truly over, maybe I'll have better luck with the toaster.

_


I didn't have better luck, the dial was weird and I ended up with a black slab of bread. How mouth watering.

And that of course filled the room with smoke so I had to open every window and door. The smoke is gradually clearing.

It's enough to see that Ashley has finished with her shower and is standing halfway up the stairs with her mouth hanging open.

I'm about to ask her what's wrong when she skids right past me closing each and every window faster than it took for me to open just one.

I think I'm in trouble...

She looks pissed. ''Spencer, I know last night wasn't fun for you but really, was all of this necessary? I told you I was sorry like a thousand times and-'' She looks around the room. ''And why is there smoke in here?''

''Because I tried to cook and this kitchen is cursed, I'm sorry we'll have to get breakfast on the way or get Paula to make us some when we get to Grandma's.''

''It doesn't matter, it'll be lunch soon, I can wait.''

I do not like the sound of that, I'm starving.

''That doesn't work for me, I'm starving.''

She walks over to the counter and pokes at the black bread. ''Well this sure looks delicious.''

I roll my eyes. ''Oh yeah, almost a shame to eat it.''

''Well there's not much in, let's just wait until lunch.''

I am starving but, I have a snickers in my bag. I know I know, hardly breakfast food but let's be realistic, if I don't have it I'll keel over.

I look over to Ashley who looks cute stretching and yawning. I need to kiss her.

''Kiss me.''

She raises her eyebrows, ''After the stunt you pulled this morning? You'll be lucky if I hold your hand.''

I know she'll keep on about that for a long time and the next thing I'm about to say won't go over very well, either.

''I hid all your gloves, hats and scarves when you were in the shower, kiss me and I'll give them all back.''

I'm not lying, I totally did.

She doesn't look like she believes me. ''You're lying.''

''Wanna go check? I think you'll find they've gone.'' I smirk at the expression on her face before watching her hurry to the bedroom.

I can hear her rummaging through all the drawers.

''Spencer!''

I grin as I put my shoes on. ''Yes, Ashley?''

She's at the bottom of the stairs now, looking entirely hopeful. ''Please tell me where you've put them.''

Like I'll fall for that.

''All you have to do is kiss me and they're yours.''

She's sarcastic, ''Yeah because this mornings little stunts have made me crave you.''

I don't take my eyes off her as I stand up and walk over to her, pressing my body right up against hers. I lean in so close to her mouth that my lips brush against her as I speak. ''Kiss me.''

Her lips brush against mine with her reply, ''Nope.''

Our eyes are locked onto each others and our mouths continue to connect with my request. ''Ashley, kiss me.''

I can see she's amused now and I have to fight to keep the smile off my face.

''No.''

I lean back slightly to run my tongue over my bottom lip before leaning in again. ''Kiss me bitch.''

She's almost breaking, her eyes are giving her away completely. ''No.''

''Kiss me or I'll kick your-''

I don't finish that sentence, she puts her hand to the back of my neck, pulling me in for a deep kiss.

This is so much better than toast.

When she kisses me like this, so deep and so slow, I can't stand up. I fall into her and she topples over, landing on the stairs. I don't think she notices, she's too busy tugging at my shirt. I pull it off and look down, her eyes are darker and there's no way I can wait to get to the bedroom.

With one look she can make me forget my name.

If you were to ask me my name right now, I'd tell you it was 'Uh...' 

One of her hands is tangled in my hair and the other is on the inside of my thigh, I can't help but moan as she moves it closer.

And just like that, she gets up and walks over to the kitchen.

No way

I have to take a minute to catch my breath and wrap my head around what just occurred. ''Uh...kinda wasn't finished there.''

She's drinking a glass of water, apparently needing that more than me.

''My gloves, Spencer?''

Great, while I'm hotter than the Sahara, she wants to wrap up. 

Typical.

I sigh, knowing she's won. ''Under the sink.''

_ 

We're on our way to meet Paula and everybody now, Ashley is holding my hand despite this mornings 'stunt' and I'm still shaky from the earlier stair session. 

I hope Glen has a hangover.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 29.


*


Ashley and I arrived about forty minutes ago.

That's forty minutes of pure torture.

Glen doesn't have a hangover, Clay is even more cheerful than usual and Paula is...Paula.

When we got here she opened the door, apparently seeing us approaching from the street and came to greet us. The first words out of her mouth were 'Ooh, somebody was up until all hours!'

Yes, we were up until just after two but it was totally innocent and does she have to announce it? Jesus.

I'm sitting on the couch sipping a Pepsi, I'm on my own. Ashley is in the kitchen with everybody else, I think they're trying to fix lunch and that is such a good idea. With my morning 'activity' I forgot to have that Snickers on the way here so when I pulled it out of my bag ten minutes after I got here, just to have Glen snatch it out of my hands, opening it and practically inhaling it - I was pissed.

I grabbed an empty vase next to me, fully prepared to launch it when Ashley grabbed my hand, telling me to let it go, it was my grandmother's birthday and we can get him later.

I'm looking forward to that.

Grandma went next door for something, I don't know what. Probably just inviting her to join us later. The woman who lives next door is Miss Collins, I don't think she's ever been married, I'm not sure though, I'll ask Grandma when she gets back, it'll bug me otherwise. They're pretty good friends anyway.

Don't you hate buying gifts for people, especially family and then trying to hide it from them when you show up to their house? I do, I have two gifts for her and one is neatly wrapped, thanks to Ashley. I didn't think it was that bad but she said it looked like I'd wrapped it with my feet, so she took care of that and I have it hidden in my purse. I have the second gift hidden behind the sofa. I hope she doesn't see it.

Ashley actually got her a gift too, I didn't know until I saw she was carrying something on the way here. I asked her what it was but she wouldn't tell me, she said it's a surprise.

And how sweet is she? Buying gifts for my grandma, aww.

I'm pretty curious anyway.

''Hey, are you okay?''

It's Ashley, she's standing by the door.

''Yeah, what's up?''

She walks closer and sits down next to me, that's when I notice she has her hand behind her back. ''Aww, did Paula chop off your hand?''

She smirks at that one, ''I wish, she just keeps going on about how happy she is we're together.''

Ugh.

I keep on with the hand talk, ''You know I'd still love you even if you were disabled so come on, show me how bad it is.'' I wince for dramatic effect.

''Really want me to show you?''

''Totally, in fact shove it right in my face so I can see how bad it is. I want a good look at it.''

I see her trying not to smirk but I don't say anything, I'm too busy thinking how good she looks when suddenly I have a face full of cupcake.

Let's recap shall we?

Turkey Spencer.
Jello Spencer.
And now, Cupcake Spencer.

With all of those Spencer's being food of some sort, I'm not exactly being consumed...if you know what I mean.

''Ashley!''

She's laughing so hard right now and if I were in her position I probably would too but wow…she is so dead.

''Spence, heads up!''

It's Paula, she must have seen the exchange and ran to get me a cupcake.

Have I said how awesome she is? No? Well she is.

I break the cupcake in half and throw myself on top of Ashley, rubbing half of it in her face, the frosting smears over the left side and her mouth is wide open.

It's fucking hilarious.

''Spencer!''

''You started it, bad ass!''

I'm still on top of her when I hear Glen making some kind of crude comment. I don't think it would have pissed me off so much if it wasn't for him stealing my snickers earlier.

I get up off Ashley and throw the other half of the cupcake right at his face.

I have perfect aim, it bounced off his nose and left a mark on his shirt.

With that he ran upstairs to change, muttering something about having a brother instead when Ashley came up behind me, turning me around so fast I get dizzy and crashing our lips together.

I taste Ashley *and* cupcake. Mmm

She's laughing and trying to kiss me at the same time, it's cute but it's not working very well, it's totally distracting and I didn't see the small coffee table in the middle of the room which sent us both to the floor.

I'm so going to have a bruise later.

_


When grandma got back a little while ago, she apologized she didn't help with lunch and then went upstairs to change. Not that I would have let her anywhere near the kitchen anyway, not on her birthday.

And why do people change into their best clothes for just a small family get together at home? It baffles me.

Anyway, lunch was uneventful except for Clay choking on a piece of chicken. I was about to burst out laughing when Ashley kicked me underneath the table.

We're in the living room now, it's present giving time.

She's already opened a few of her gifts, Clay got her a book, I don't know which one but she was really happy when she saw what it was. 
Mom and Dad got her an expensive gift certificate to some spa.
Glen got her some gross smelling perfume, and now, now it's my turn.

I'm nervous though, I hate buying gifts in case people don't really like them, they just say they do to your face and when you've gone they throw it out.

I don't usually like my gifts on my birthday. When I was 12 I got a gold dolphin necklace from Glen. Long story short, I hated it and threw it to the back of my closet.

Then come Christmas I totally forgot to buy Clay a gift and just wrapped something I found in the corner of my closet.

When he opened it and saw what it was he was pretty confused and tried to keep the look of disdain off his face. He didn't do a very good job the ungrateful...anyway, I had a lot of explaining to do which resulted in me saying the guy at the store must have got the wrong one. 

Paula caught wind of that and had the guy fired.

I was amused.

Anyway, I'm getting off track, gifts and grandma, right.

She's opening the gift Ashley wrapped now and my heart is beating just that little bit faster in anticipation of her reaction.

''Oh, Spence! it's beautiful. Thank you.'' She gets up to kiss my cheek and I do the kissing air thing...you know when your mouth isn't on their face so you make a kissing sound in the air? .. that one.

I'm so glad she liked it, it was pretty expensive. It's a white gold bracelet from a really good jewellers in LA, not exactly what I'd call 'bling' but it's still nice, and she likes it. Score.

''You're welcome and oh, I have something else.'' I reach behind the couch to retrieve the bouquet of lilies and tulips. 

She loved them and said that she's lucky she had a free vase in the house to put them in.

It's a good job I didn't throw that at Glen, I guess.

It's Ashley's turn now and I'm really excited to see what she's got her. 

''Okay so first I'd like to say happy birthday, you so don't look a day over 65.'' She coughs nervously but I can tell it amused Grandma, ''And I got you something too, I hope you like it and if you don't then blame Spence, it was her idea.''

I don't know what she's talking about, I didn't even know until we were on our way here.

''Don't be silly, Ashley. I'm sure I'll love it.''

She proceeds to carefully unwrap the layers of pretty tissue paper and the expression on her face is... I've never seen her look like that before.

She doesn't speak for like two minutes. Two minutes of silence.

Ashley is nervous and starts to explain, ''I saw this in some pictures Paula was showing me once, it was in with some of Spencer's baby pictures and I thought it was beautiful so I got it restored and changed to colour.''

I don't know what she's talking about so I move closer to see what her gift is.

It's amazing.

I've seen that picture before, it's of Grandma and Grandpa when they first started dating, they're on a beach, they must have been on vacation or something. She's sitting in his lap and they're both looking at each other with so much love in their eyes. I've secretly always loved this picture. It was a little torn, black & white and faded the last time I saw it. 

Now, now it's flawless, coloured and clear.

I can't believe how thoughtful she can be. Wow.

She's tearing up a little, ''I don't know what to say, Ashley.'' 

''Say you like it.'' She laughs nervously.

''I love it. Thank you so much, sweetheart.''

Ashley just grinned ear to ear, trying to hide a blush.

_


After the presents were out the way we seem to have gone down memory lane.

That happens all the time doesn't it? And then you have to sit there listening to told a thousand time stories.

I don't mind today though. I'll let grandma have a good day.

She went upstairs to get a box a little while ago, it's full of pictures.

Ashley and I are going through some together, I'm telling her the stories behind some when I see a picture she most definitely can not see. Ever.

I try and shuffle past it as fast as I can but she notices we missed one. ''Hey go back, I missed that one.''

''It doesn't matter, it's a boring photo, no story there.'' I start telling her about the current one when she tries to get the pile of photographs out of my hands. ''Ashley stop it, it's nothing, it's just a picture of Glen naked.'' I hoped to make her let it go with that, but she's relentless.

''You are such a bad liar, it's one of you. I know it.'' She's still trying to pry the pictures from my hands. ''Come on Spence, I've seen alien you before, what's one more?''

''I said no, accept it.'' I put my hands on my stomach and lean over a little so she can't get to them.

''Okay fine, we'll skip that one.''

I eye her suspiciously. ''Really?''

''Yeah, come on tell me about this one.'' She points to a picture she just got out of a folder.

_


They're talking about Grandpa now and I don't have a sarcastic thought in mind, not one. I'm just listening.

Well, I was. I've gone off in thought.

I look over to Grandma talking about him so fondly and I wonder how she does that: be strong. I look towards Ashley and I see how in love I am with her and if something was to happen, even from the short amount of time we've been together - I don't know what I'd do. And then I see my Grandma who just lost her soul mate, her life partner. The guy she met when she was 19 before he joined the navy and five years later when they met again, he remembered right away.
The guy she left her rich but arrogant husband for.

I asked her how she's doing and if she really is alright, and she said she was holding up. The reason she went to see her friend next door was because she lost her husband 15 years ago. My earlier uncertainty over that question was gone, and she told her that today would be difficult but as long as she has us here, she knows she will be fine.

I was about to ask something else when she told me she could feel him around her all the time, she said she can feel him watching her sometimes and it's the most comforting feeling in the world.

She dreams about him. Almost every night.

She told me her friend still dreams about her husband. He's been dead for 15 years and she still dreams about him. It made my throat a little tight.

I think she noticed, she held my hand and told me she wanted to show me something.

_

We're in her bedroom now, it's immaculate as always. She's never messy.

She's reaching inside her closet for a little shoebox and I'm sitting on her bed.

She walks over to me and hands me a card, I must have shown my confusion because she smiles and tells me to look at it.

I look at her for a second before reading the card. It's old, it looks delicate. It's an old anniversary card, a first anniversary and I smile knowing it's from Grandpa.

I thought the card was sweet, but when I looked inside...I couldn't speak. 

It was an old rose, it was dead but it still had that red tone to some parts.

''He gave me that on our first anniversary together, right before he proposed.''

That lump...it's back and it brought a few friends. I honestly can't speak.

''I've been looking at that a lot lately, and I know he'll always be with me. With that rose, his stare across an empty room, my memories, my dreams; they're all keeping him alive.'' She stops to rub my arm a little. ''I'm going to be okay, dear. Just you see.''

_


After having five minutes to myself when Grandma left the room, Ashley came up to see if I was okay.

We've been in here for ten minutes.

''So, Paula said that we can hang out until eight and then meet back here. She made reservations at some restaurant.''

I think yesterday I would have made a fuss about going out again today, but after the card just now...I don't mind at all.

''Okay sure.''

I'm playing with the fingers on her left hand now and I can see she's smirking as she reaches for something behind her back. ''I swear to god, if that's another cupcake Ashley..''

It's not a cupcake.

It's worse.

So much worse.

She's biting her bottom lip trying not to laugh as she holds out the picture I wouldn't show her earlier, ''So... what's the story behind this picture?''

It's me from when I was 13.

I was chubby.

I had bangs.

I had chocolate on my chin.

And I had braces.

I laugh slightly. ''That's not me.''

''Oh please, this has Spencer Carlin written all over it.''

I don't have to guess who found this picture for her. Paula is toast.

''I...''

I don't know what to say, I'm so unbelievably embarrassed.

''Don't be embarrassed, this picture is totally cute.'' 

I know she's serious because she just brought it up to her mouth and placed a kiss on my fat face.

_ 

God, I love her.

_ _ _ 
Chapter 30.

*

We've been in here for a while now, almost an hour, we're just sitting here comfortably. I think we should leave soon though because it's coming up to 4:30 and I don't want to rush to get ready, I just want to spend some time with Ash.

I turn to look at her and she's looking at that hideous photograph yet again. If she wasn't smiling I would have told her to stop, but she is smiling so I can't.

''Are you ready to go?''

She focuses her attention away from my picture to look at me, she's looking at me like she does when I surprise her with something nice or kiss her just because I can. She's looking at me like she loves me.

''Yeah, sure.'' She brings the picture up in the air a little. ''Hey, is it alright if I keep this?''

''Why would you want to?''

She doesn't answer that question. ''Can I?''

''If you really want to keep it then yeah, it's yours.''

''Thanks.''

_


Everybody is still in the living room going through old pictures. ''Hey guys, we're leaving for a couple hours, okay? We'll meet you back here at 8.''

Paula answers me. ''Okay, I'll walk you out.''

Ugh.

We walk the ten feet to the front door with Paula behind us as if we would get lost or something.

''Okay so we'll just meet back here later okay?''

''Yeah, sure. Bye.''

I step out of the house and Ashley pulls me back.

''This afternoon was awesome Paula, we had fun.'' She nudges me, ''Didn't we Spence?''

''Yeah I had a .... blast.''

''I'm glad sweetheart. Now don't do anything strenuous this afternoon. We can't be late tonight.''

Did she really just say that?

''Uh...''

Ashley saves me, ''Bye Mrs C!''


_


We're walking the short distance back to the cabin when Ashley startles me by suddenly pulling on my arm, ''Oh my god! we need to go to the store. I have such a chocolate chip cookie craving since I saw your unbelievably cute picture.''

''Ashley! don't shout like that, you scared me.''

She holds my hand a little tighter, ''Everything scares you.''

I roll my eyes and start walking towards a store that isn't too far away.

I can stock up on Pepsi when I'm there...

_


''Get a cart.''

''We don't need a cart, Ashley, we're getting cookies and Pepsi. You can carry it, lazy ass.''

''I'm not eating the ready made ones, I meant I want to make some.''

She walks off to get the cart, leaving me standing here alone.

Ew, I don't want to cook.

She's back now. 

''The ready made ones are just as good.''

''I want to make them, Spence.''

She *has* been with me all afternoon, I should do something she wants to do, shouldn't I? 

''Okay, let's go get the ingredients.''

I hate supermarkets, they're always full of screaming babies or white trash. This particular store is baby and trash free.

Must be my lucky day.

_


''Okay so we have chocolate chips, flour, eggs, butter, milk....what are we forgetting?''

''Well, I assume you actually want to eat them when they're done baking, right?''

She raises her eyebrows a little at that, ''Duh.''

''Well I'm no expert but I think sugar would be pretty good in there.''

-

Ashley hurried off to find the sugar and I went off to get my Pepsi, we just finished at the checkouts and finally on our way home when I spot something in the corner by the entrance.

''Let's go get our picture took.''

She pulls a face at my suggestion, ''I don't really like getting my picture taken.''

''Why? You're beautiful. Come on it won't be that bad. I'll let you sit on my lap.'' I grin at her.

''I don't know...''

''It'll be over in like five minutes and if you don't like the pictures I'll throw them out.''

I'm lying. I wouldn't throw away pictures of Ashley, I'd just hide them so she wouldn't see.

''Really? Okay...but if they're bad we throw them out.''

I agree, knowing I won't.

_


I get in first, sitting down on the seat. Ashley is still standing outside looking kind of awkward.

I pat my legs a little, ''Come on, sit on Santa's knee.''

She relaxes a little with that, smiling and stepping inside, closing the curtain. She sits down on my lap and looks around a little. ''Pretty cosy in here, huh?''

I lean towards her in the confined space we're currently in. ''Very.''

She doesn't get the hint, she just puts the money in and asks if I want funny pictures of normal ones.

I want normal ones. I don't want anything in the way of Ashley's face.

She sits back and gets comfy before pressing a button. ''Okay we have like 15 seconds before it goes off, how's my hair?''

Her hair is fine but I don't answer her, it's going to be messy by the time I'm done anyway.

I lean up to her and wrap my arms around her neck, pulling her closer and capturing her lips in a soft kiss.

She responds, deepening it a little before pulling away, ''Spence the pictu-''

I nod quickly, not hearing half of it and not really caring, pulling her back to me and crashing our lips together again.

*flash*

Ashley pulls away quickly, still looking at me. ''Spencer, the picture!''

I place my hand on top of her head and turn it towards the screen, faking a grin just as the second flash goes off.

''That's one picture.'' I mumble as I turn her back around to face me.

She had the same idea, her legs are wrapped around my waist, she has one hand just under my shirt rubbing the small of my back and one hand on the wall behind me, kissing my neck.

I'm jello again.

To say she was an amazing kisser would be the understatement of the year.

Decade.

Century.

Millennium.

*flash*

That must have startled her or something because she falls into me causing me to lose balance and I fall sideways out of the booth, pulling the curtain with us.


_


Nobody actually noticed our destruction of property at the store, everybody looked kind of dead in there.

We got our pictures and left, we're back at the cabin now and Ashley is looking at our pictures, ''These are practically pornographic, Spencer. We can't keep these incase somebody finds them.'' She stops for a second to inspect them again, ''Oh no, we can keep the second one, that one is fine.''

I think about those two pictures and get an idea, ''We should make Christmas cards from those two, I'm sure Paula would love them.''

That brings out a laugh from Ashley, ''Totally, or maybe one of those picture birthday cakes.''

I laugh with her, ''Or a T-shirt, 'my daughter came out and all I got was this lame t-shirt....oh and a picture of them making out, look to my breasts for the image'.''

''Because naturally you'd read the text before looking at hot lesbians kissing.''

''Oh yeah..''

She smiles at me and goes over to the bag of ingredients from a little earlier. ''Go and get changed, we're making these now.''


_


I'm in our bedroom, I just got changed into something completely casual in case I get flour or something on me, and of course because Ashley told me to.

I think back to this morning when she was wrapped up on the floor underneath the covers, it makes me smile.

Walking downstairs I see Ashley standing at the counter reading the flour packet, wearing her 'Kiss the cook' apron. She looks fucking cute.

Walking up behind her I snake my arms around her waist, letting her lean back on me a little, enjoying her weight.

Remembering her apron I kiss her on the cheek and remove my arms for a second to walk over to the fridge. I need a drink.

When we got back I specifically unloaded my bag full of Pepsi into the fridge to keep cool.
Now, from that time to the present, it's either sprouted legs and ran for the hills, or Ashley has hidden it when I was changing. Probably to pay me back from this morning with her gloves.

I try and keep calm. ''Ash?''

She's busy trying to find the measuring cup so it takes a minute for her to answer me. ''Yeah?''

Walking closer to her. ''Do you happen to know where my Pepsi is?''

I can see her trying not to smirk, she's not doing a very good job.

She shrugs. ''Maybe I do, maybe I don't.''

''Maybe you could decide which it is?''

She sets down the now located measuring cup. ''I do.''

''Could you please tell me where it is?'' I have what I hope is an innocent smile on my face.

''Kiss me.''

''Huh?''

She's doing my whole routine from this morning.

Yeah...it's cute, but damnit, Pepsi? Internal pout.

''All you have to do is kiss me and I'll give it all back.''

I keep up the part of 'Ashley'. ''Oh yeah because this little stunt has made me crave you.''

She walks over to where I'm standing, leaning in so our lips brush as she speaks. ''Kiss me.''

My lips brush against hers with my reply. ''Nope.''

Once again our eyes lock onto each others and our lips continue to connect with her request. ''Spencer, kiss me.''

I'm trying not to smile now, and I can tell she is too.

''No.''

She leans back to run her tongue over her bottom lip before leaning back into me. ''Kiss me bitch.''

She sounds so cute and I'm trying so hard not to laugh, not to ruin it before the last line. ''No.''

''Kiss me or I'll kick your-''

I stop her there, kissing her like she kissed me this morning: deep and slow.

I know she likes it, the moan that just left her throat let's me know right away. It's difficult to be doing this and remembering to follow through on 'the plan'

I push her towards the counter, trailing hot open mouthed kisses to her throat, one hand is tangled in her hair and the other is between her legs, not quite there when she moans and pulls me back up for another deep kiss.

And then with strength I didn't know I possessed - I stopped kissing her and moved away.

She apparently feels the same way I did. ''Uh...wasn't quite finished there.''

''My Pepsi, Ashley?''

I hear her sigh before pointing to a cupboard next to me.

Ashley 1 - Spencer 1

_

We didn't bake the cookies.

Mr Stove hates Ashley too.

So we're on the couch and Ashley is eating the mixture from the bowl, she keeps making these guttural moans every time she has some in her mouth.

''Are you sure you're it's just cookie ingredients in there? No aphrodisiac added?''

She smiles a little. ''I'm sure.'' She dips her finger back in the bowl, bringing up a finger full of mixture. ''Want some?''

''No thanks.''

''Okay.''

I carry on reading when Ashley speaks. ''Spence?''

I look up and before I can stop her she rubs the finger full of mixture onto my face.

''Ashley!''

She's laughing now, just like she was at Grandma's and I reach out to the bowl, getting a big blob of the mixture onto the three fingers I put in there, smearing it all over her face.

''Spencer!''

''As I said before, you started it!''

She just pouts and I lean onto her. ''Okay, I'll try some.''

That earns me a big smile and she reaches into the bowl, I stop her. ''I'll get it.''

I lean down to her cheek and lick some off.

She's laughing. ''That was so gross.''

I laugh with her, leaning down again to taste the cookie dough. ''Mmm.''

She squirms a little. ''Stop, it tickles.''

I oblige, getting back up off her when she pushes me backwards and settles down on top of me. ''I want to try some too.''

I bet she does.

''I'm all yours, eat me.''

Yes, I'm aware of the not so subtle innuendo but come on, that moment was begging for it.

She leans down and licks the side of my face, laughing before she's even pulled back.

''Mmm, this is good. I like it better this way.''

I'm halfway to a grin when she smears a whole spoonful onto my face.

My expression isn't a grin right now.

''Ashley! I can't believe you just did that.''

''What? I'm hungry.'' Is her only explanation, leaning back down to 'taste me'

_ 

She's right, it does tickle.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 31.


*


After the cookie dough was finished Ashley wrapped up and went outside to get some fresh air, probably an attempt to keep it in her stomach.

She ate so much, I don't know how she'll manage dinner in oh.... less than an hour. Great. Time flies when your girlfriend is on top of you, huh?

I've just finished washing my face and making sure I don't have any mixture in my hair. I don't, just in case you wondered, and it's good because I really don't have time for a shower. Not with how long it usually takes me anyway.

Finishing the light touch-ups of my makeup and hair, I make my way downstairs to tell Ashley she better hurry up because I'm not going to be late. Paula will never let me live it down.

-

She's sitting out by a tree, with her eyes closed. I can see her taking deep breaths and making sure her hands aren't resting anywhere near her stomach.

With the rain this morning it makes me wonder why she would sit down voluntarily.

I walk over to her, ''Why are you sitting on the floor? You're gonna get a cold and wet ass.''

She doesn't look up or open her eyes but she is smiling. ''I'm sitting on a coat.''

That explains it.

''Ahh.'' I crouch down a little so I'm almost level with her. ''You need to hurry up and get ready, we only have like thirty minutes until we have to leave.''

That makes her open her eyes. ''Okay, help me up and no sudden movements, I think I'll burst.''

Aww

I stand up a little straighter and grab her hand and forearm. ''Okay, on three?''

She nods, ''One.''

I don't count to three, three is expected. I pull her straight up, suddenly. Just like she told me not to.

Gotta be cruel to be kind.

''Spence!''

She looks a little green and I gently place my hand on her stomach, rubbing it slightly, ''I'm sorry but it's for the best, it's like…shock therapy or something.''

She's giving me a weird look and is about to say something when I interrupt, ''Tell me later, hurry up and change, okay?'' 

_

She didn't hurry, or maybe she did but it wasn't enough, we're a whole two minutes late so far. We aren't too far away but I don't want to ruin dinner plans for everybody.

I walk a little faster, Ashley trailing just behind. She's over her cookie dough now, she said me pulling her up fast actually worked. I look over to her adjusting her gloves and fight back a smile at how adorable she is.

''Ashley hurry up.''

''Stop telling me to hurry up, I'm walking as fast as I can.''

''Oh I'm sorry, I forgot we have bigger legs than your people. I'll slow down.'' I start shuffling my feet, 'walking'. It earns me a smack to the arm.

''Hey if anybody should be mad Ashley, it's me. You totally trumped my gift this afternoon.''

I was joking with that and I wasn't sure if she would take it that way or if it would start a fight. I was just about to tell her that when she beat me to it.

She's laughing and hurries to catch up, grabbing my hand, ''Aww, I'm sorry Spence. Next year I'll buy her something cheap and thoughtless.'' 

We're almost there now, the house is in view.

With what she just said, I can't help but smile. She can really see us together next year?

I of course can't say anything in response so I do what I do best.

I break the moment.

I hook my foot around her ankle, making her stumble and almost fall, I pull her back upright before she hits the pavement.

Don't worry, with me holding her hand she wouldn't have fallen, I grabbed her before she hit the floor.

''I can't believe you just did that!'' She tries to hook her foot around my ankle but I'm prepared so it's more a weird game of footsie.

I can't help but laugh at her apparent determination, ''Stop it, Ashley. It was just a joke. I'm sorry.''

''Oh yeah you sound sorry.'' She stops for a second to carry on with her mission, ''I'm not stopping until you're on the floor.''

''You mean until you get me on my back? Why didn't you just say so?'' I tease.

She laughs and moves her leg around at different angles trying to trip me up, it's not working. Not until she changes her leg and we both fall onto the sidewalk, laughing.

No matter how hard I try, I can't be angry with her, I find it as hilarious as she does.

She's pretty much on top of me and I alternate between blowing raspberries and placing kisses onto her neck.

''Nice of you girls to join us.'' a voice cuts in.

Paula.

She doesn't look angry, she has a knowing smile on her face and I push back the upcoming eye roll.

We pull ourselves away from each other and Ashley is the first to speak, ''Yeah sorry we're late, Spencer took forever getting ready.''

I look to her, ''Excuse me, that was you. I practically had to put your clothes on for you.''

That didn't help the situation, Paula has broke out into a full grin. Fantastic.

I don't give her the chance to say anything, I just suggest that we get going.


_


We arrive to the restaurant and we're waiting to be seated. Everybody keeps looking over to us, it's really annoying.

Finally the annoyingly perky hostess walks over to us, ''Okay guys! table seven is all yours. Let me show you where it is.''

On my way to the table I notice three things. 1) We're really late, it's 8:30 already. 2) There are children around. and 3) A sign saying there's going to be a special guest for them tonight.

Mom couldn't have picked a better restaurant?

Hostess Perky seats us and asks what we would like to drink, I asked for a rum and coke but Paula said no so I have my usual, it begins with a p and ends with epsi. Familiar?

I look over to Grandma sitting next to Clay and notice that she looks really nice, ''You look really nice Grandma.''

She breaks out into a genuine smile, ''Aww thank you Spencer, and look,'' She holds up her wrist. ''It fits perfectly.''

She's wearing her bracelet I got her.

I smile at her, ''Oh yeah, I see. That's great.''

_


We all have our drinks and everybody except for Ashley is talking about something or other, I don't know what. I just know Ashley is quiet. I'm trying to figure out if she's quiet because she's just listening, or if she's quiet for something else.

She looks okay, she doesn't look miserable or like something is wrong. I think she's just listening. 

I reach forward a little and grab her hand, she looks up and she isn't smiling with her mouth, it's more of a smile in her eyes...it's hard to explain but I know what I mean. 

_



We all have our food, Glen looks like he's ingesting an entire cow, his steak is fucking huge.

I take note that Ashley and I both have peas and take a sip of my drink before picking one up and placing it onto the table next to my plate. I look around to make sure nobody is watching before moving my hand to the pea, putting my thumb on the table directly behind it, index finger resting on top ... and launching it right over to Ashley.

She flinches as it bounces off her chin and I hide my laughter pretty well considering.

She knows it was me right away, nobody else at the table would do that to her. Nobody but her loving girlfriend.

I watch as she puts one of her peas on the table next to her plate and repeats the process of getting it in the right spot so it doesn't hit anybody else and launching it across to the table to me.

I don't try and block it as it flies across the table, hitting me right in the face.

This time she's laughing.

Neither of us were laughing very loud, we didn't want anybody to say anything, we just wanted to be goofy. 

I notice Clay looks sleepy and glance towards the big clock above the bar.

9:31

Loser.

_

Paula is tapping the most annoying beat onto the table with one of her nails. I can't really shout or anything so I just nudge the hand that's tapping, making her stop and asking if she's having a nice time.

It worked, she didn't start up again after she answered me.

And now I really need to pee.

''I need to pee.'' I look towards Ashley. ''Do you need to go, too?''

Glen pipes up, with half a mouthful of steak, ''Why do women go to the bathroom together? What, you don't know how to wipe your own ass or something?''

Prick.

Paula jumps in before I get a chance. ''Shut up Glen.''

Okay, wouldn't have worded that quite the same but it's near enough...

Ashley has gotten up. ''Yeah I'll go with you.''

I purposefully bump into Glen on my way, making him choke as he tried to curse at me. 

_


We're both finished, we're washing our hands and Ashley is telling me the soap smells gross and it so does. It's the cheap soap that smells like mouldy ass.

I start laughing, thinking about that specific scene in The Sweetest Thing when Ashley laughs a little, asking what I'm laughing at. I tell her what movie and she knows what scene I'm talking about, ''Oh my god, you'd be Christine who doesn't know what a glory hole is!'' 

''It's a good job you just washed your hands then, I bet you peed all over yourself didn't you?''

''Oh yeah, all over my right hand. I wasn't going to wash it either.''

I think for a second, ''Kat can be Jane.''

She's laughing now, ''The one who got stuck giving her boyfriend a blowjob?''

I can't help but laugh at the image of the total 180 of Kat's personality, ''Yeah and then we can sing with her to get her free.''

Raising her eyebrows, ''Not with your voice.'' 

I smack her lightly and we have a small make out session before a little girl interrupted.

Damn her.

_


Everybody has finished with their meals and are now on dessert, Ashley and I don't have anything because of our earlier cookie dough. I told her we could pick something up on the way home if she really wanted to.

I'm sipping my drink when I hear all the kids scream and shout an enthusiastic 'Yay!!'

I don't find out why until about ten minutes later when the scariest creature known to man walks up to our table.

''Hello!''

It's a clown.

With bad makeup.

And the biggest, grossest red nose I have ever seen. It takes everything I have inside not to run away screaming.

Why the hell is he here? It's not like there's anybody under 10 at this table.

He's doing some weird sniffing thing with everybody now and he's at Paula's shoulder.

I'm next.

Everybody is laughing, finding his antics amusing.

My heart is pounding and I force myself not to grab the fork from Clay's hand and stab Mr Clown with it.

I look to Ashley quickly, hoping I don't have to actually speak, hoping my eyes say that she better help me.

He leans over me and starts sniffing me, ''Somebody smells nice.'' he tells me in his weird nasal voice and if I wasn't so scared I would probably hit him.

''Yeah, she does. Now move away from her.''

Oh my god Ashley! That was so hot.

I'm swooning.

He doesn't move to sniff Glen, he just shrugs and walks away from the table.

I look towards Ashley and whisper that she is so going to be 'thanked' later, she just did this sort of shy smile thing and took a sip of her drink.

-

My hero.

_ _ _


Chapter 33.

*

Oh my god, I'm alive!

That was my first thought this morning, can you really blame me? I think not.

I haven't turned over to face Ashley yet, I know she's awake and she knows I'm awake. She has an arm across my stomach and I'm playing with her fingers.

I'm thinking about this whole trip and how great she's been, I have a surprise for her later. If I can get away from Paula this afternoon that is.

It's just after 11, usually that's early for me on a weekend but this particular one with it being our last day here before school tomorrow, I don't want to waste it sleeping.

I start to sit up to get out of bed when Ashley pushes me back down, ''Don't move.''

I turn to look at her, she has her eyes closed, ''Why?''

''Because it's freezing and I'm naked, talk about frost bite in places I'd rather not think about.''

That makes me smile, ''You're such a baby and I'm sorry but I have to, we have things to do today and I really need to pee.''

''No really, you can't move.''

''Unless you pulled a Kathy Bates, I think I can.'' I stop to rotate my ankles, ''Yep, still there.''

She moves closer to me, her face half buried in my pillow and half in my shoulder, ''God, I can't wait to get back to civilization.''

I don't answer her, I just smile and sit up again, ''I'm going to shower, try not to fall asleep again okay? We can just hang out before we leave.''

She mumbles an agreement into my pillow but I'm pretty sure I'll find her sleeping when I've finished showering.

_


I couldn't help the satisfactory sigh that escaped my lips after what must have been the longest pee in history left my body, I'm brushing my teeth now, being glad that Ashley doesn't squeeze from the middle or top of the tube. I can't stand that and Glen does it all the time at home.

I finish up and catch a glimpse of myself in the mirror, I have toothpaste dribbling down to my chin. I know right, how attractive. I can't help it though, how can people brush their teeth properly and have any remaining dignity when they look into a mirror? I know I don't.

The shower has steamed the room up during the past few minutes and I step into the wide cubicle, moving forward a little to be directly underneath the powerful spray of hot water, letting it cleanse my body. I close my eyes and take a deep breath, letting the steam fill my lungs before exhaling and repeating the process a few times.

Being under the shower and lost in thought, I didn't hear Ashley walk into the bathroom, brush her teeth and get inside the cubicle with me...not until I felt cold hands touch my sides.

My eyes snapped open, I nearly fell over and if Ashley hadn't have caught me when she did, I would have.

''Jesus! you scared me.'' I breathe for a second, letting my heart rate come down before realizing she actually joined me in the shower. 

I had a busy night, give me a break.

''Miss me?'' I tease.

''No, it's just warmer in here.''

''Whatever, you missed me.''

She smiles at me, ''I missed you and it's warm in here. Win-win, right?''

''Right.'' I lean in to give her a kiss but she pulls away.

''Okay so...shampoo?'' She reaches down to pick up the bottle of shampoo from the corner.

''Yeah…shampoo.'' I hold my hand out for her to give it to me so I can 'wash her hair'. She hands it over and turns around, leaning her head back slightly for easy access to the top of her head.

I raise my eyebrows and stare at the bottle for a second before dropping it to the floor, the sudden noise making her turn around.

''Want me to pick it up?''

''Uh...no.''

She furrows her eyebrows, ''How are we going to wash our hair?''

This time I furrow my eyebrows before pulling her body flush against mine, fighting back a groan at the blissful sensation of her body being so close, ''Ashley.''

''Yeah, Spence?''

''Shut up.'' Is all I say before pressing her against the wall.

_


We washed our hair....eventually.

Most memorable shower ever.

Ashley is getting dressed and I'm here in the kitchen trying to find something to cook, I'm optimistic Mr Stove will be co-operative today. He got a free show last night so he better be.

''You're not trying to cook again are you?''

It's Ashley, she was fast getting dressed.

''Excuse me, at least I know that you need sugar to make cookies.''

''I knew that, I just forgot at that particular moment in time.''

I put on the apron she got yesterday, the 'kiss the cook' one and she notices, ''Aww, you look cute.'' She walks over to give me a chaste kiss.

I grin and tell her we're making pancakes because it's the only thing we have the ingredients for.

_


We managed to light Mr Stove again but found that unless you're actually leaning against the counter caught up in a kiss that it doesn't work.

I was smart enough to know that, of course and didn't hesitate on having another make out session.

Her lips are dangerous.

Ashley is waiting for 'Bob' to cook.

Don't worry, she didn't win a fish on Friday at the carnival, she just named her pancakes and I've yet to ask her why.

''Ashley, why did you name your pancakes?''

She shrugs and I see she's got flour on her face...not that I mention it. ''Why not?''

''Why...do?''

She smirks, ''Why not?''

I laugh at how crazy she is. ''Forget it.''

I turn away from her, walking over to the sink wanting to get a glass of water. When I turn around Ashley walks right up to me with her hands behind her back.

I thought she was going to throw flour in my face so I ducked my head.

I didn't need to bother, she just placed both of her hands over my breasts, making me more than happy, ''Round four, already?'' I thank god for my good luck and lean in towards her mouth, ''I'm in.''

She's smirking. Why is she smirking?

I look down as she pulls her hands away.

She put her hands in the flour bag, I have Ashley's flour hand prints across my chest.

I can't help but pout. ''Tease.''

''Gotta keep you on your toes.''

_


With my pancakes and Bob cooked, we're on the couch digging in. Ashley keeps flicking through the channels though and it's kinda bugging me, ''Stop doing that, just leave the next channel on and eat...Bob.''

She obliges to my request which actually saddens me when I see what's on.

''I used to love Dawson's Creek!''

I'm not surprised Ashley likes it.

''Ew.'' Is all I say before focusing my attention on the piece of pancake that keeps dropping off my fork, pissing me off.

''You can't say you hated this, Spence. You must have at least liked Pacey and Joey.''

I vaguely know who she's talking about, having watched a few episodes of the earlier seasons before I couldn't stand looking at James Van Der Beek any longer, his permanent smug smile pissed me off.

''I guess.'' 

''I loved them together. He was an ass to her and then they fell in love, becoming like...best friends.''

''How original.'' I say but knowing it's like Ashley and I.

She stopped talking, she's just eating now and I know I've offended her, that was kind of insensitive and I'd be pissed if she said that to me so I decide to break the slight tension, reaching across to rub her leg, ''You're my best friend, Ashley. You know that.''

I said the right thing, she just broke out into the biggest grin, making her nose crinkle in that more than adorable way, ''You're my best friend too, Spence.''


_


I hate packing.

First you pack to go away, then you unpack to stay, then you pack to go back and then you unpack to stay again. It's so annoying. Anyway, that's what I'm doing. I don't have too much but it's still annoying to find everything and fit it all in again. Ashley has already finished and it makes me wonder how considering she packed double the amount I did.

I find Barney's Bitch and smile, remembering how cute Ashley looked with her scarf pulled up over her face before she told me she would get it for me.

I put him into my case and walk over to the drawers, opening them to reveal the 'pornographic' pictures from yesterday. I'm definitely keeping those. 

I don't put them into the case, I put them into my pocket.

That's everything from the bedroom, I walk into the bathroom and check for any toiletries left behind, there isn't any and on my way back out I say a silent goodbye to the 'trusty' shower.

_


We're on our way to my grandma's now, Dad offered to come pick us up but I declined his offer, wanting to spend an extra ten minutes alone with Ash.

''Wanna go say goodbye to your house?''

She laughs at that, ''No thanks.''

''Sure?''

''I'm sure.''


_


Ashley just rang the doorbell and I'm dreading seeing Paula this afternoon, I bet she'll answer the door.

The door opens to reveal a smiling Paula, ''Girls.''

''....Woman.''

Ashley nudges me, ''Hey Paula, sleep well?''

That was the worst thing Ashley could have asked.

''Yes I did and I can see you two didn't.'' She grins, taking our bags off us and walking into the house.

''You couldn't have just said hello?''

She smiles apologetically, ''Sorry.''

I nod and reach for her hand, pulling her inside with me.

_


I think thirty minutes or something have passed and I really need to get going so I have enough time to follow through with my stupid little surprise for Ashley.

I tell grandma to excuse me for a second and walk into the kitchen to see Paula laughing hysterically at something on the laptop.

I walk closer to see what site she's on.

I roll my eyes seeing that she's on lol Jesus dot com, ''Mom?''

She's wiping some tears away, ''Yeah?''

''Can you stall for me? I have something I need to do and I don't want anybody to know.''

''Of course sweetheart but don't be too long okay? We need to leave at seven and you need to spend time with your grandmother before we go.''

I nod, ''I know, I'll be back soon. Thanks mom.''

_



I was longer than expected, first the place wasn't open so I had to bribe some guy with twenty dollars to let me through, and then I spent god knows how much on the actual 'surprise'

I sneak through the back door and Paula is at the table again, this time with Ashley who is laughing along with her at some Jesus fag cartoon.

''There you are! I've been looking for you.''

I look towards Paula and hopefully tell her with my eyes that she needs to leave. She gets the message, nodding and walking into the front room to show my grandma the earlier fag picture.

''Yeah sorry, I had to go out for something.''

She pulls a face, ''You didn't put an offer in for that house did you?''

I laugh, ''Not quite.''

''Then what were you doing?''

I pull the hand from behind my back, revealing her stupid 'surprise', ''I was getting this.''

Yeah... I went back to the fair and spent a fortune trying to win her a teddy, eventually getting one. Stupid thing.

She takes it off me slowly, smiling. ''I can't believe you did that.''

''It was nothing...it's no house.'' I laugh. ''And hey.. Barney's Bitch has another playmate.''

She doesn't answer me, she pushes me against the counter, making sure we're away from any stoves and kissing me with such a force I have to hold onto her.

She pulls back slowly. ''Thank you.''

I clear my throat. ''No...thank you.''

She laughs slightly and I pull her towards the living room, knowing someone will call us in there if we don't go now. My heart still beating fast from her reaction and kiss.

-

Yeah...I'm definitely alive.

_ _ _


Chapter 34.


*


Ashley and I have just came into the living room, there's not many seats so I let her have the seat and I'm on the floor sitting in front of her legs. Paula is sat next to Grandma with the laptop, waiting a moment for her to put on her glasses before clicking on the appropriate window to pull up the gay Jesus picture.

Grandma laughed.

And laughed.

...and then laughed some more.

She laughed so much her false teeth dropped down a little, scarring me for life.

I tried to keep the look of disgust off my face, really I did but I either didn't hide it very well or Ashley just knows me that well because I got a less than subtle knee in the back, telling me to stop I presume.

It kinda hurt, I think I have a bruise there from yesterday. To prevent her from doing that again I grab both of her legs and wrap them around me, putting her feet onto my legs so they're resting on my thighs and then placing my hands on top of them so they don't get cold. It feels nice.

Paula and my grandma are still laughing, not a lot... it's more like the last few chuckles that escape your lips after something exceptionally hilarious and then a little later you think of it again and have to try not to laugh.

I should be pretty thankful I have family as accepting as they are, I know I should and if Paula was some overly religious mother I know I'd complain just as much...or probably even more.

It wasn't too difficult to come out to grandma, I'd hardly even thought about it to be honest, call me naive or stupid or whatever, but I just thought about coming out to my mom and then she would 'spread the word' so to speak.

And while she did proudly tell her friends, she told me it was up to me to tell any other family members. 

When it was time to tell Grandma and Grandpa I wasn't that nervous I mean they were never homophobic towards anybody else and this is me, they were either going to accept it or they weren't. Thankfully though...they were fine, they said they already knew from my lack of boyfriends from a certain age and old pictures.

I know right, pictures?. I asked them what they meant by pictures and grandma went upstairs to get an old album.

We skipped past ones I'd seen before and then there was a few I hadn't seen for some reason, or just never really noticed.

There was one of my walking and holding hands with a boy, him looking over the moon and me looking like I would murder anybody who dare speak to me.

Another one with us still walking but me suddenly having a smile on my face, looking towards a cute redhead.

And the last one was me standing next to the aforementioned redhead, handing her my ice cream cone and sporting the biggest smirk in history. My 'date' in the background looking like his puppy had died.

Good times.

I'm brought out of my reverie by Paula suddenly bursting into another fit of giggles, grandma not far behind.

Halfway through an eye roll I catch a glimpse of the clock and notice that it's already 6:30. It took so long to win that teddy and now we don't have much time left.


_


I usually find that when you visit family and it's almost time to leave, conversation drops in the last hour and then the last twenty minutes it's a huge case of remember when's and you can't shut anybody up, making it that much harder to leave.

That's what it's been like for the last ten minutes anyway, Paula is speaking now.

''Remember when Spencer got kicked out of McDonalds when she was six, for starting a fight in the ball pit?''

Everybody except Ashley of course, remembers and starts laughing, agreeing it was 'classic' and it so was. 

She leans closer to me, laughing. ''How the hell do you get yourself into those kinds of situations, Spencer?''

I turn around to face her, still holding onto her feet to keep them warm, ''I didn't start it, some jerk stepped on my foot and who am I to let somebody get away with something like that? I picked up the nearest plastic ball and threw it as hard as I could. I had fantastic aim, even back then. It bounced off his left eye socket and looked like it came pretty sharp.. it was quiet for like two seconds until he burst into tears.'' 

She looks mildly amused, ''And then what? Or is that the whole story?''

''Well I wasn't with anybody except for my mom, she was in the restaurant, or so I thought and I was in the ball pit, anyway the guy is crying for his mom and then like four guys started throwing balls at me. Most of them had really bad aim so they flew past me, until one hit my right on my mouth.''

''Uh oh.''

''I know, right? Anyway that was it y'know; it was war. I moved even closer to them and took out all four within fifteen seconds. I hardly had time to bask in my glory before a worker there told me to get out.''

She laughing and after a while, ''If you were six, how do you remember it all so well?''

''Well remember I said I thought Paula was in the restaurant?'' 

A nod.

''She wasn't, she caught it all on tape. She was in the corner of the room filming the entire time telling everyone 'that's my daughter' before we were told to leave the building.''

''I have to see that video when we get back.''

''Sure, we have tons you can see. But if I show you my home videos then you have to show me some of yours.''

''Okay.''

Everybody starts talking about Clay and I zone out, thinking about how cute Ashley must have been as a kid and how I can't wait to see some pictures or something.

-

It's time to leave now and I'm really not looking forward to leaving her alone again. It's just me and Ashley to say our goodbye's now, I walk up to her and hug her, ''Are you sure you'll be okay?''

''What did I tell you yesterday?''

''That you'd be fine but I-''

''I'm going to be fine, I have good friends Spencer, friends who have been through this before and are helping me through it now. Plus we still have our weekly phone calls.''

I think about what she's said and nod, letting her know I'll call in the week some time.

She pulls me back in for another hug and I hug back, ''I'm gonna miss you y'know.''

I hear her laugh slightly, ''I'll miss you too, Spencer.''

-

After that she practically squeezed the life out of Ashley, telling her she's welcome there any time and thanking her again for the gift. We're on the way to the airport now, Ashley and I are driving Paula's rental car and Dad is driving everybody back in his.

I'm glad they didn't get one of those people carriers, Ashley and I wouldn't have had any privacy and knowing my luck Clay would be in the seat in front, making conversation.

Ashley has a rock radio station on and I switch it to one I like, smiling as old school Mariah starts up.

''You pretend to be such a badass, Spencer, but listening to music like this doesn't really scream danger.''

I turn to face her, ''I never said I was a badass.''

''I didn't say you said you were a badass. I said you pretend you're a badass.'' She pauses and moves a hand off the steering wheel to poke me in the stomach, ''You're just a softie.''

I smile and roll my eyes, looking out the window.

We pull up to a red light and I start laughing.

''Why are you laughing?''

I point to a guy walking down the street looking like he has a shit in his pants, causing her to burst out laughing and telling me I'm 'so weird'


_


Our plane is delayed.

Thirty fucking minutes of sitting here...doing nothing. Absolutely nothing.

My ass hurts, they really need to invest in some new seating. I get up and take the one step to reach Ashley, picking up her magazine off her legs and sitting down, smiling at how much more comfortable it is and then re-opening her magazine for her, putting it on my lap so she can read it.

She doesn't say anything, she just looks up and smiles at me. It's really cute and I lean down a little to kiss her cheek.

With Ashley focused on her magazine I look up to see Clay doing his 'happy dance' at winning yet another sudoku game.

Definitely adopted.

Paula has just come back from Starbucks with a coffee for herself, I don't remember her asking me if I wanted one...not that I do but it would have been nice to have been offered.

She stops walking and picks up something off the floor, spitting out her coffee as she sees what it is.

I look closely and notice the length of the object in her hand.

No...I would have felt it.

I quickly feel inside my pockets and close my eyes, cringing.

Shit.

I don't dare look in Paula's direction. I know what she's holding and I can only imagine what she's going to say.

Ashley shifts in her seat. ''I need to pee, can you move for a sec?''

''No.''

''Why not?''

''Paula knows and if you leave she'll come over here.''

She looks confused and I don't want her to ask what Paula knows so I stand up and tell her if she isn't back in two minutes I'll rip her ticket in half.

Okay so...I wouldn't really do that but I'm desperate here.

I'm pretending to be engrossed in Ashley's magazine when Paula sits down in the seat next to me.

Three, two, one.

''Hey Spence.''

''...Hi.''

''How are you doing?''

''I'm okay.... Are you?''

''Oh I'm fine sweetheart, I have my coffee.'' She waves her cup around a little.

''That's ..great.'' I clear my throat and pull my magazine up towards my face a little more, shrinking down into my seat.

''Have fun this weekend?''

''Yeah, it was y'know...fun.'' I finish lamely.

Where the hell is Ashley?!

''I thought you might say that.''

I swallow thickly. ''Oh?''

She pulls out her earlier 'finding' ''Well yes I mean, you don't have pictures like this and say you had a bad time.'' She laughs, inspecting them again.

Ashley!

I can't speak, I'm so embarrassed. 

She points to the last picture with Ashley practically on top of me. ''I like your hair in the third one.''

Ew.

''Uh, thanks.''

Please go away, please go away.

''Hey Spence.''

''Ash! Hey! Here…come sit.'' I pat my legs rapidly and Paula moves to go sit next to my dad, taking the pictures with her, still smiling at them.

She sits down and I wait a second. ''What the hell took you so long?''

''I was washing my hands.''

''With what? Did you leave the airport and get water from the river? You took forever, Ashley.''

''Jeez, I'm sorry.''

I sigh, knowing it wasn't her fault, Paula would have caught up with me eventually, ''No it's okay, it's me I'm sorry. Paula found our pictures.''

''What pic-'' Her eyes go wide. ''Please tell me you're joking Spencer.''

''She isn't angry, if anything she loves you more now.''

She doesn't answer me, she gets up off my legs and sits on the chair next to me.

''Why are you sitting there? Come back.''

She turns away from me.

Great, the silent treatment. Thank you Paula.

-

Maybe she'll cheer up on the plane.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 35.

*


We're boarding, thank god. I can't feel my ass anymore, I'd ask Ashley to y'know...feel and check if everything is still in working order back there but I don't think I would like her reply. She hasn't even been glaring at me, she won't even look at me, well...unless you count before...

I made the mistake of touching her arm about five minutes ago and she spun around so fast with a look that basically said 'don’t fucking touch me.'

I get that she's upset Paula saw the pictures but come on, I bet she's seen worse, this is Paula we're talking about.

And it's not exactly my fault, I didn't purposely drop them onto the floor, I just wanted them close by so I could look at them whenever I wanted. 

I should probably ask Paula to give them back, I'll probably have to look at them for a while to remember her kiss, I doubt we'll be exchanging any for a while.

The possibility of her telling me to kiss her ass is pretty high, though.

I was looking forward to finishing off in the bathroom but now? Now I'm looking forward to her looking at me like she doesn't want to kill me.

Just like last time, we don't have our seats pre-booked and I don't dare touch Ashley again in case she kills me, I'm about to open my mouth to tell her about some seats in the next section but Paula interrupts, ''Spence! there's seats here. How lucky to get six altogether?''

Icing on the cake.

Trying to keep a warm smile on my face and not the scowl that so desperately wants to break free, ''That's great mom.''

I chance a look in Ashley's direction and reach towards her bag to put in the overhead compartment for her, ''I'll get this for you Ash.''

''I got it.''

She spoke to you! is probably what you're thinking right now, yes? Well... the tone of her voice would make you think different.

Ice.Cold.

_


We're seated now. It's Ashley and I, of course. Paula and Dad, and then Clay and Glen. Us being right at the front. We have no privacy and it's hard to have a 'discussion' being surrounded by the fam' and like fifty other people, so I try and keep my voice low, making sure nobody hears, ''Why are you so mad at me, Ashley?''

I see her run her tongue over her teeth, take a deep breath...and then turn to face the window.

I lean towards her, whispering, ''I didn't exactly drop them on purpose yeknow.''

She actually gets out the vomit bag and starts to read.

''You're being stupid. I've said I'm sorry, what more do you want?''

She's looks at her nails and I turn away from her, giving up for the time being, at least till we're up in the air.

The engine starts up and I'm shaking my legs, gripping the armrest when Ashley takes my hand, rubbing it slightly with her thumb. I don't fight back the grin and turn to face her.

She's not looking at me, she's still facing the window. Still looking like she hates me, her hand giving her away that she doesn't. I know she's still pissed off with me but she doesn't want me to be scared. I squeeze her hand, grateful she at least gave me that.

I'm still smiling when Paula squeals ''LA here we come!'' into the otherwise quiet cabin, wiping it off my face immediately and replacing it with an eye roll.

_


Ashley let go of my hand as soon as we were 'upright' and is now trying to open a bag of peanuts.

''Want me to open them for you?''

''No.''

Again, don't get excited. Ice.

I should have got the memo but I didn't. I lean in towards her a little, ''Are you sure?''

''Yes, I'm sure. Do I look like I'm not sure?''

I look at her very scary when pissed off face and shake my head.

I should have stopped there, damnit why didn't somebody stop me?

''But if you want... I can still open them for y-''

''Spencer! I got it. Jesus.''

She got them open... ripping the packet in half and the peanuts flying down the aisle. Excuse the pun.

I'd probably laugh or at least smirk on a normal day...but now I'm terrified of what she'll do in her foul mood.

I clear my throat and timidly offer her my peanuts. She snatches them off me and opens the packet with ease. I breathe a sigh of relief and take a sip of my drink.

I smack my lips together, relishing in the taste of my diet Pepsi when Ashley shoots me another death glare. I smile sheepishly, ''Sorry.''

_


Two hours and thirty five minutes is the length of time we've been on here, she still won't talk to me properly, ''Want some more peanuts?''

She turns to look at me, ''Do I look like a squirrel?''

I swallow and think of the right answer. ''Uh... no I can't say that you do.''

''Well then, no I don't want anymore peanuts.''

I'm quiet for a second, trying to think of something to say, I look out the small window next to Ashley, ''Nice clouds huh? ... Fluffy.'' 

She just presses play on her iPod, turning the volume up so she can't hear me.

_


After our 'food' Ashley stands up, ''Where are you going?''

Her answer is short. ''Nowhere.''

''Felt like a stretch?''

''Need to pee.''

I brighten up with that and start to stand, ''Want me to come with you?''

''No.''

I've been trying for coming up to three hours now. I'm pissed off. I don't care if she's angry anymore. It's not my fault.

I sit back down and pick up her Ipod. ''Whatever. Bye.''

''Whatever.''

''Fine, whatever. Go.''

She snatches her Ipod out of my hands, ''Whatever, I'm going.''

''I don't care, whatever you want.''

I know, how eloquent are we?

She shakes her head and storms off towards the bathroom. I take a deep breath to calm myself down when Paula pops her head over the seats, ''Are you two okay?''

''No, we're not.''

''Why?''

''She's angry about...her peanuts.''

She looks at me, totally knowing I'm lying, ''Well I can give you back the...peanuts, if you like. That might make her feel better.''

I smile slightly and nod, ''Thanks.''

_


Ashley has been in the bathroom for coming up to ten minutes and I frown, wondering where she could have got to.

She probably jumped.

I unbuckle my seatbelt and walk off in the direction she left.

It doesn't take long to get to the small cubicle, noticing it says occupied I knock.

''It's occupied.''

And that's Ashley.

I knock again.

''Are you deaf? It's occupied.''

I roll my eyes, ''Hey Miss Tact, open the door.''

Not a second later I hear the lock and the door slams into my head. I can see stars and I blink rapidly, trying to get rid of them.

Ashley wraps an arm around me, steadying me, ''I'm so sorry, Spence! Are you okay?''

Aww.

The stars have gone and I glance around before pushing her into the stall, locking the door behind us.

_


I look into the mirror and see I have a bruise forming. 

Paula is so going to mention that.

''I'm really sorry Spencer. I didn't know you were right outside the door.''

I turn around to face her, leaning against the sink but still being close to her in the confined space, ''Oh, you're speaking to me now?''

She looks down and then back up, ''Yeah, I'm sorry about before, it's just your Mom seeing those, y'know. I didn't like it.''

''I know, I'm sorry too. She gave them back though.'' I pull them out of my pocket to show her.

She takes them off me, smiling. ''These are pretty hot.''

''Well duh, why do you think I kept them on me?'' I tease.

She laughs quietly and shakes her head.

''So...makeup sex?'' I stretch exaggeratingly, making my chest protrude out.

She gestures around the small space, ''Here?''

I pull her towards me, ''Here.''

''What if Paula interrupts?''

I lift a hand up to cup her face, ''If she knows what's good for her she'll stay glued to her seat.''

She doesn't answer me, not verbally. She takes the half step towards me, shoving me against the sink and kissing me like we're going to die.

I respond fully, my tongue duelling with hers, our heavy breaths already making each other hot.

We have to be quick, someone will need to use the bathroom soon.

I don't take her shirt off, I don't take her pants off. I don't have time. I push us forward to the other wall and laugh slightly as it makes a loud thud. 

Her leg is between mine, she's putting pressure there and it's difficult to kiss her when she does that. I pull back, moaning and pressing back into her, in turn making her form the same sound I was just a second ago.

The thrill of getting caught making things that much more heated.

I undo the button on her ripped jeans, reaching down and entering her quickly. Her groan and bite into my shoulder making me have to fight back a loud moan.

I don't waste too much time on penetration, knowing the rubbing stimulation will get her off faster.

She's gasping but being really quiet considering how vocal she usually is and I know her eyes are squeezed shut because I can feel her eyelashes on my neck.

I kiss her, swallowing her loud moan as I enter her again, suddenly feeling her walls clamp down on my fingers.

She pulls away from the kiss, resting her head on my shoulder, her exhaled breaths heating my already scorched skin.

''Are you okay?'' 

''Mmm.''

I smile, feeling pretty proud of myself when Ashley switches our positions, pushing me against the wall, her hand finding it's way past the waistband of my pants, entering me with ease.

I forget where we are for a second and moan - loudly.

''Shh.'' 

I can't speak as she continues to thrust her fingers inside of me, kissing my neck. I grit my teeth together, trying to keep any vocal 'outburst' inside.

I push my hips to meet her hand, that makes all the difference, I can feel it now. We both move faster and I come much like I did last night - with the loudest moan that has ever left my lips.

I didn't notice at first, neither did Ashley. We just leant onto each other, breathing heavily when there was a pounding at the door.

''It's occupied!'' I scream and remember last time I said that on the way here. I thank god we weren't interrupted any sooner and move away from Ash to wash my hands, her following suit.

''This is a crew member, you will open this door immediately or I'll be forced to open it myself.''

I smirk at her 'threat' and give Ashley one more heart stopping kiss...y'know, for being such a good 'sport' and open the door, glaring at Miss Needs to get Laid.

''It's vacant.'' I smile before leading Ashley back to our seats.

_


Paula apparently saw us coming back, ''What happened to your forehead, sweetheart?''

I look up to see the lady who caught us approaching, ''That stewardess wasn't looking where she was going, opened the door right in front of me. I didn't have a chance to move out of the way.''

I see the anger flash in her eyes and fight back a smirk. 

Paula doesn't shout or raise her voice, she stands up just as she gets in front of her seat, ''Excuse me your daughter-''

She didn't finish that.

Paula threw her tonic water in her face.

''Next time you open a door, make sure it isn't in front of my daughter. Look at the bruise on her perfect little head!''

I don't listen to anything else, I don't need to. I sit down next to Ashley.

She leans closer, ''You're going to hell, Carlin.''

I grin and grab hold of her hand, ''You're coming with me.''

_


Hmm, this wasn't so bad.


_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 36.


*

The past couple hours have been pretty uneventful, we both slept a little bit and who can blame us? We've had a busy day. We're waiting for Ashley's bags now, everybody else took a case small enough to fit in the overhead compartment. Everybody except for Ashley, she has three cases and one bag. She's definitely insane.

And I definitely need to pee.

I turn to face Ashley who is staring intently at every case that goes by on the conveyor belt, ''I'm just going to the bathroom, okay?''

She doesn't take her eyes off a black case that looks familiar, ''Yeah okay.''

I walk away seeing her trying to lift her case onto the trolley, dad having to help.

She kissed the floor when we left the plane.

Actually pressed her lips to the disgusting, filthy, disease ridden concrete. Who knows what she caught from that.

No kisses from me until she's thoroughly washed her mouth and lips.


_



After using the restroom I start to make my way to the 'gang' who are patiently waiting for me. Walking closer I notice there's a new addition to the group, a black haired, hardly even hot girl talking to Ashley. My Ashley.

I quicken my pace, getting closer to hear her speak, ''So, can I get your number or something?''

My blood is boiling, who the hell hits on a girl when their girlfriend is merely steps away from them?!

Before I have a chance to scratch her eyes out, Paula speaks, ''No you most certainly can not! Ashley is more than happy with my daughter. Look at her!'' She points a finger in my direction, ''She may be a little disfigured at the moment, having a little bruise but trust me, you can't compete. They're meant for each other!'' She takes a breath, ''Now ... I suggest you leave before my wrist gets a mind of it's own ... again.''

I smirk, remembering the look on the woman’s face when Paula threw her water in her face, and then frowning when I realize she called me disfigured. Gee, thanks mom.

Black haired girl who I still hate has her eyebrows raised so far I can hardly tell she has them, they've almost disappeared into her hairline.

Still having that smug smile on my face, I make my way to Ashley and wrap my arms around her waist. I look towards the unmoving girl, ''Bye.'' I state, rudely.

She leaves, actually looking like the beating she just got. 

Ha! take that, bitch.

Ashley turns around a little to face me, laughing slightly, ''Spencer.''

I smile at her expression, ''Yeah?''

''You have the weirdest family... Ever.''

Finally she notices!

I lean in to place a noisy kiss to her cheek, ''I know.''

With my lips pressed against her skin, I can feel her smile and with that, I smile.

''I love you.'' She moves her head sideways to press her lips against mine.

I respond and then pull away, realizing what she just did and don't tell her that I love her too.

''Ashley!'' I wipe at my mouth frantically. ''You probably just gave me some weird disease! I'm going to die because of you.''

''We can die together, it'll be like a Juliet and Juliet kinda thing.''

I take a desperate sip of my water and look for somewhere to spit it out, seeing Clay's open backpack I seize the opportunity.

''As swell as that sounds, I don't want my head to drop off overnight.''

''Why not? It'll shut you up, making my life a lot more peaceful.''

I move closer to her, ''Got a death wish, Davies?''

She gets that I was only joking, that I'm not mad, ''Please, I'll outlive you by years.''

''Sure you will. You'll be a special ant. The kind that can side step a giant foot smushing you into ant paste...or something.''

''Whatever dinosaur, you're getting on now, I give you another 50 years tops.''

Somebody clearing their throat gets our attention, ''Girls... ready to go?''

''Sure dad.''


_



We got home late yesterday, or this morning technically. I didn't sleep, I knew I wouldn't get up for school again otherwise and had to endure a torturous day at school with no sleep. I didn't have fun.

Ashley drove me home and didn't leave right away, she wants to just hang out at mine for a little while.

I just ran up to my room and threw myself onto my bed. 

I love going away for a while and then coming back to my own comfortable bed. There's really nothing like it.

Ash has just walked into the room, ''Move over, Spence. I want to lay down with you.''

The awkward position I'm in not allowing her the space to, but not even an earthquake could move me from my current spot. I try and stop the laugh, really but I couldn't.

''What's so funny?''

With every passing second I find it more hilarious, ''I'm comfy.'' 

''I can't believe that I'm in a relationship with someone who obviously belongs in a psych ward.''

I give up trying to keep it all inside, it's just making it worse so I carry on laughing, breathing out an 'ahh' and then laughing again.

She's amused but she's not laughing, ''Move over, crazy.''

I still can't speak, not because I'm laughing anymore but because I really am just that comfortable. I can whisper though. ''Can't. Get on top of me.''

She apparently doesn't need to be told twice, she kneels onto the bed next to me and lowers herself down to rest her full weight on top of me.

I close my eyes, both at the sensation of her being so close and the pressure of her body on mine.

We're not kissing, our hands aren't exploring, we're just resting. My heart is still beating fast though, as it always seems to do whenever Ashley is around.

Her head is on my chest, I know she can hear it.

She breaks the comfortable silence with a whisper, ''Your heart is always beating fast, Spence.''

I keep my voice quiet, ''Only when I'm around you.''

Ashley doesn't answer me verbally, she just tries to get even closer to me which is difficult seeing as we're both already as close as we're going to get. That tells me she loves me.

I answer her silent confession, ''I love you too.''


_



I can't believe we have school again tomorrow. It's absolutely not something I'm looking forward to.

Ashley and I are at her house now, her mom called ask if she was alright because she hadn't heard from her and to come back soon, she'll order pizza for us before she leaves for work.

Christine is pretty cool, she works too much though.

Anyway, she left for work and we're eating pizza.

I pick off the bits I don't like, throwing them into the cardboard box.

Ashley has seen that and is giving me one of her 'you're weird' looks, ''I can't believe you don't like pineapple, Spencer.''

''I like pineapple but not when it's on pizza.''

''What's the difference?''

I continue to inspect my current slice for any bits that are hiding, ''One is hot and one is cold.''

She has her mouth full, her cheeks protruding slightly, ''So?''

''I don't like my fruit hot, Ashley.'' 

After chewing the biggest mouthful of pizza I have ever seen, she answers me, ''Whatever.''

''Are you still hungry? Shall I go heat up an orange for you?''

She smiles into her drink, ''Shut up.'' She brings the glass of water away from her lips, apparently remembering something, ''And I can't believe you spat your water into Clay's bag, he didn't know what happened. He just said his history paper was ruined and he had to start all over again to finish by tomorrow morning.''

I shrug, ''It shouldn't have been open and who the hell does homework on a weekend anyway?''

''You're evil.''

I don't answer her, I look around her living room and think of the rest of the house, ''Ash, if you live in a house like this and have a Porsche, why do you work?''

She shrugs, ''I like to make some of my own money occasionally. The job at the restaurant was just temporary.''

Aww.

''You surprise me sometimes.''

She looks down a little, looking kind of shy, ''You surprise me too, Spence.''

I smile and reach down to the pizza box to get the last slice, Ashley apparently having the same idea, both grabbing an edge of the crust and bringing it up in midair.

I don't let go of my bit, ''You've had more than me already, this one is so mine.''

She doesn't let go either, ''Please, you ate like a pig this entire weekend. I'm having the last slice.''

No way.

''I don't think so.''

''I do.''

I lean down quickly, licking it, claiming it as my own.

It doesn't bring out the reaction I hoped for, ''Do you really think after everything we've done this weekend I would hand over the pizza because you licked it?''

''Uh...yeah?''

She leans down to lick it, also and I scoff, ''I'll still eat it.''

Ashley doesn't back down, ''So will I.''

I roll my eyes, ''Fine, we can share, pig.''

''Whatever, your stomach is like a never-ending black hole.''

She gets up, ''I'll get a knife.''

I can't believe she left me alone with the pizza. She must trust me sooo much. Eh, too bad for her.

I smirk and lean back against the couch, opening my mouth and lowering the bottom of the pizza into it.

''Spencer!''

I can't believe she would shout at me like that, especially when I have food in my mouth, lets just say it didn't stay in there. I choked. Ashley laughed.

Ashley ate the pizza.

The last slice and she didn't even offer me any, she said I was about to do the same to her so I couldn't say anything.

Damn it.

_


We're in her room now, Paula said it was fine to stay over and I wasn't going to pass up the chance to sleep next to Ashley again. 

She's getting changed for bed, ''I'm so glad to be back here, Spence. I've never missed the sun as much as I have this weekend.''

I can't help but smile as I remember her countless shivers from the 'cold' in Ohio, ''You're pathetic.''

She switches the light off, joining me in bed, ''You love me.''

I shrug in the darkness, ''I guess.'' I tease.

She moves closer to me in her gigantic bed, ''I knew it. It's my killer legs isn't it?''

''No, it's your killer rack.''

She laughs and pulls on my hand to put over her stomach, ''I love you.''

Even though she's said it countless times before, it still surprises me when she tells me that.

''I love you too.''

My eyes have grown accustom to the darkness, allowing me to see that she's smiling.

I smile at how cute she is, ''That's a pretty big smile you're wearing, Davies.''

''I could say the same for you.''

''Maybe it's just gas.'' I tease, thinking about the ghost train.

She pushes me away, ''Where's the air purifier?''

I pull her back to me, ''Shut up.''

I'm tired, really tired. I mean I know I slept through a few classes but a solid desk to Ashley's warm comfortable bed? No comparison.

I can feel my breaths begin to even out and breathe out a 'goodnight' to Ashley, her doing the same and fall asleep with her right next to me.

-

'Night, baby.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 37.


*


I was over tired last night, I did fall asleep but I keep waking up for some reason. I don't know why but I'm worrying about something. I get up and check Ashley set her alarm. It's set - far too early, I might add.

I leave the room and put the hallway light on, closing Ashley's bedroom door so I don't wake her up and make my way down the never-ending staircase to check her front door is locked and the house alarm is good to go.

It's locked and the alarm is set.

I make my way through numerous doors to check the cars are still in the garage. 

Ashley's Porsche and Christine's SUV and Aston Martin occupying the large space.

What the hell is wrong then?

I walk to where I put my bag, checking I have all my books for later in the day. I take everything out and go through each book one by one and then double checking. Everything is there but it doesn't put my mind at ease. 

I walk back upstairs and get back into bed with Ashley, she asked where I'd been, I just told her I needed some water and she accepted that, wrapping her arms back around me and falling back asleep almost immediately.

I lie awake for a little longer, wondering what is making me feel this way when sleep finally claims me.


_


I'm wet.

No... really. I'm wet.

I roll over to smush my wet face into Ashley's pillow, ''Ashley ... jerk.''

She squirted me with the water gun again.

She jumps onto the edge of her bed. ''God, I almost called 911. I thought you were dead.''

I remove my face from her pillow and roll back over to my side of the bed, ''You didn't think to check my pulse?''

''Oh yeah.'' She smiles sheepishly, ''Whoops?'' 

I snatch the 'gun' from her hands and squirt her too.

''Spencer!'' 

''Spencer!'' I echo, mockingly.

I put the gun on the small table next to her bed and she gets back under the covers, not really caring I got her with the gun too, ''I so don't want to go to school today.''

''Me either.'' I think for a second, ''Do you wanna ditch? We can just....stay in bed all day.'' 

She smiles at my suggestion and I grin, thinking she's convinced.

''We can't.''

My grin has gone.

Pleeeease?

''Please, Ash. I'm tired and we went to school yesterday.''

''I know but we should go, we missed last Friday.''

I don't like the sound of that, I turn over and wrap myself under her covers, burying my face into my pillow, ''I'm not going.'' Is my muffled response.

''Yes you are.''

''No Mom, I'm not.''

I hear her laugh slightly, ''You are the most unsociable person in the entire world, you know that right?''

I grunt into my pillow.

She pokes me, ''Come on. Up.''

I start to snore.

''You snore louder than that, now get up.''

What did I do to deserve this, big guy?

''No.'' I drag the word out.

''Yes.''

''I'm not going Ashley. I didn't say you had to stay here, you can go and I'll be here when you get back. I'll be right in this spot, drooling. You won't be able to miss me.''


_



I'm at school.

Ashley made me.

Ashley's not my favourite person right now. 

Okay that's a lie, she's always my favourite person but still... school. Ew.

I'm in my Math class. I'm doodling a tiny Ashley, smirking when I think of how she's going to react when I show her.

I hear my phone alert me to a new message so I pull it out of my pocket, smiling when I see who it's from.

**God, do you ever smile?**

What?

**What are you talking about? crazy.**

I carry on with my 'sketch' until I see another new message.

**Oh no, my bad. I just saw you smile and yet your face is still intact. I'm impressed, Carlin.**

If she just saw me smile then where the hell is she? I look out of each window, not spotting Ashley anywhere.

**Where are you? Jerk.**

As embarrassing as this is to admit, I'm kind of blushing. I know she's staring at me but I can't see her. I put my head down so she doesn't notice and start drawing little hearts around Ashley's 'sketch'.

**You're totally blushing and I can't tell you how cute that is. Look to the door.**

I blush an even deeper shade of red and look towards the door, laughing as I see Ashley's grinning face in the glass square. She laughs too and brings her arm up, tapping her watch and walking away so she doesn't get caught.

I look towards Mr ...whatever his name is to see him busy reading through another student's paper, I stand in front of his desk and look towards the chalkboard to see his name is Mr Ferguson. I grimace ''Mr Ferguson, I need the bathroom pass.''

He looks up towards me, his expression turning sympathetic, ''What's wrong Spencer?''

He's an okay kinda guy.

I don't cover anything up this time, I need to leave this place, ''I'm on a heavy period.''

_ 


He practically threw the pass at me, telling me to take my time and feel better. 

I definitely will, thank you.

I drop the pass near the bathroom so somebody will find it and make my way to Ashley who I can see is waiting in her car for me.

I lean over to press my lips to hers in greeting, ''Hey, stalker.''

She kisses back, and we both pull away, ''Hey, stalkee.''

''I'm so glad you changed your mind, Ash. I know it was only third period but oh my god, I'm so exhausted.''

''I'm not really that tired.''

I can't believe that, she's done just as much as I have the past five days. What is she taking and please get me some.

I'm about to reply when I get that feeling again, the same one I got last night.

I furrow my eyebrows, ''Did you remember to put your books in your locker?''

She nods, ''Yeah.''

I put my bag on my legs and start going through them again, forgetting about Ashley's sketch for now. 

All my books are there, my keys, my gum, my lip gloss, - everything.

Ashley notices, ''What do you keep looking for? I know you weren't getting a drink last night.''

Even half asleep she knows when I'm lying. 

I put my bag back down, ''I just have this feeling I've forgotten something really important, or not important.. I don't know. I just can't shake it and it's frustrating me.''

She purses her lips in thought, ''Did you feed your fish?''

That makes me laugh, ''I don't have a fish, Ashley.''

She smiles, ''I know.'' She's quiet again, probably thinking about what I could have forgotten, ''Well we can like…brainstorm or something when we get back to your house, okay?''

I nod and tell her to drive, not wanting to get caught leaving campus.


_ 


Ashley's hand smacks mine away as I try and switch the radio station, the weather announcer's voice pissing me off.

''Stop it.''

''He's pissing me off.''

She takes her eyes off the road for a second to look at me incredulously, ''How can he be pissing you off? He's just announcing the weather.''

''Exactly.'' 

She focuses her attention back on the road, blindly reaching for her half eaten Snickers.

I remember last night with the pizza and snatch it out of her hands, taking a big bite.

''Mmm.''

''Spencer!''

I see her gawking at me and turn to look at her, also. ''This is pizza revenge.''

''Give it back.''

I hold up the snickers bar in the air a little, ''This?''

She brings a hand towards me, briefly looking back to the road, ''Yes, that.''

I look at it for a second, ''Huh.'' I say before leaning my head back to drop it into my wide open mouth.

She swerves the car trying to reach it, scaring the shit out of me and making me drop what I've nicknamed 'snick', ''Ashley! you're going to kill us.''

''I have an airbag, I'll be fine. You on the other hand?... It doesn't look good. You won't survive.''

I roll my eyes, knowing there's a passenger airbag. ''Whatever.''

_


Ashley let me switch the radio over, bless her. It was for the best, I would only be in a bad mood if I had to listen to Mr Monotone for a second longer.

We're about ten minutes away from my house now, and that feeling is back yet again. 

I take a deep breath and start to think of anything I could have missed, forgotten. I lean forward a little to reach my bag at my feet again when Ashley slams on the breaks, throwing me forward making my head connect with the dashboard before the airbag explodes.

Have you ever heard a sound so disturbing, so sickening, that you stop breathing for a second and go cold? 

You get goose bumps, your heart pounds, you can't speak or scream, all you can do is try and breathe.

I don't know if my already bruised head is bleeding.

I don't know if Ashley is okay.

I know what I forgot now.

I forgot to tell Paula that I loved her.

In front of us, ten yards away, is Paula.

Her car laying on its side.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 38.


* 


I still haven't moved.

I can't.

I can hardly breathe.

Ashley isn't hurt, she unbuckled her seatbelt and practically jumped out of the car, running towards Paula's overturned car.

I think I'm going to throw up.

I have to put my head between my knees.

In, out, in, out.

I follow my own silent instructions.

This isn't happening, just think of something else. Think of the weekend, think of…anything.

I am bleeding. I can't feel it but it has just ran onto my leg, marring my skin. I just stare at it. 

I can vaguely hear Ashley shouting my name, everything is muffled and everything is blending in together, I think I'm going to pass out.

My chest moves in and out rapidly, I can feel the blood pounding in my ears and the vomit rise in my throat, I swallow a few times, trying to get rid of it.

I shake my head to the side, half because I can't believe what's happening and half in an attempt to clear my vision, the movement helping neither.

I grit my teeth together and realize my hands are shaking, my legs are shaking... I think even my eyebrows are shaking.

Ashley is shouting me again but I can't really see her, I think she's still by the car.

The car with Paula in.

The car which probably has my dead mother inside.

I fumble to unbuckle my seatbelt, leaning over the door just in time to release the contents of my stomach.


_



I practically crawled the rest of the way out of the car after that, I crawled away from it. I think I'm on the sidewalk.

I can hear car horns beeping, people on their cell phones and Ashley shouting for me to help her.

I can't.

I can't look at her.

I don't want to see her body.

Not ever.

A guy in a black SUV gets out of his car with something in his hand and goes over to help Ashley. I see him trying to pry open the door and I squeeze my eyes shut, already imagining him pulling Paula's…body from the car.

I want to scream at him, tell him to leave her alone. Not to touch her, let her be still but I can't... I can't do anything.

I don't know what to do here, they don't exactly teach a class on this.

I can hear the sirens now, they're getting closer and I don't try and stop the waterfall of tears that cascade down my face, mixing with the blood that has previously ran free. 

They're closer.

It's closer to them telling me they're 'sorry for my loss' that they 'did everything they could'

I can't listen, I can't be here. 

I get up to run, falling back down before I even stand.

I try and scream for him to stop, all that escapes my lips is a hoarse groan. 

I cry even harder at not being able to speak.

I pull my legs up to my chest, squeezing my eyes shut and put my hands over my ears, not wanting to hear anything. The action weirdly causing me to hear even better.

I thought you were supposed to leave the body alone when it's...dead, unconscious, hurt...whatever, so why is that jerk trying to move her?

I open my eyes to see a group of men trying to push her car upright again, to be able to open her door I assume. 

Should they really be doing that?

They eventually succeed between the four of them and Ashley steps forward again, almost rips the door off it's hinges to get to her, taking something out of some guy's hand.

I think it's a gauze or something. I don't know.

I'm not looking anymore. I meant it when I said I'm not going to see her body.

The ambulance is here. I can hear the paramedics speaking their different language. Their medical language.

I feel Ashley, she's right next to me now, she's wiping the blood away and trying to clean my wound.

It still doesn't hurt. 

I'm looking at her with a frown, I don't mean to look at her like this but I just ... I can't believe any of this is happening. What the hell happened to water gun fights and skipping school?

I want to ask her if she recognizes me, if she knows who I am ... I hardly remember.

I'd rather listen to Mr Monotone on loop for a year than be here…doing this.

I think she just asked me if I'm okay, her eyes closing as she realizes what a stupid question that is. 

An apology.

A blank stare.

A loving caress to an arm.

An unmoving limb.

A gentle kiss next to a wound.

An unresponsive body.

A dead body.

I think she's dead. Every emotion I feel right now backs up my theory. 

My more than accepting, mostly embarrassing, throwing water in a stewardesses face mother is....

I can't seem to breathe enough, I think I'm starting to panic when I feel Ashley rubbing my back, gently telling me to just breathe, that she's there, that she's not leaving and that everything will be okay.

I don't believe her words but I believe her touch, letting it soothe me for the time being.


_



My face feels weird, I feel like I have a permanent look of horror on my face or something, even though I know I don't. It's blank. I rub at it, trying to make it go away but it doesn't help.

I'm trying to think of the last time I told Paula that I loved her.

You'd think it would have been when my grandpa died, right? Well it wasn't and now I'll probably never have the chance.

It's strange how suddenly when things like this happen, you think of a million things you need to say to them, a million things you skip over everyday, telling yourself you can just 'do it later'.

I wish I'd have hit my head harder, maybe then I'd be unconscious. Oblivious to all of this.

It's hot, the midday sun blinding me as I look up towards the sky.

I don't think I'm tired now, or maybe I am. I can't tell.

I turn to Ashley, I open my mouth to tell her that I'm scared. 

She told me she knows. Before I even said anything. She knew. Her arms are wrapped around me and I try and squeeze back but I can't, being this close to...everything. It's different than a phone call. 

This time it's a heart attack right in front of you.

This time it's a ... car wreck. Right in front of me.

I suddenly find my voice and can stand, ''We need to go.'' 

I walk towards her car that is still in the middle of the road, both doors left open.

''Spencer, stop.''

I shake my head and quicken my pace to the car.

''Spencer.'' Her tone is gentle and it's making me cry again.

I don't acknowledge that I hear her, I just carry on until she grabs my arm and turns me around, ''Spencer, stop.'' Her tone even softer than before.

I don't fight against her, what would be the point? 

I stand there, having absolutely no idea where to go or what to do. 

I do the only thing I can, I hold onto her. I squeeze her so tight I think she'll have bruises, I let her take care of me.

I let her love me.

_ _ _


Chapter 39.


*


Ashley has pulled into a parking lot.

We're at the hospital.

I don't think I've ever hated this place as much as I do now.

I bet they've called Dad by now.

He's probably gone to get Glen and Clay from school.

She stops the car, the engine dying down to less than a whisper before turning to face me, taking my hand in hers, ''Are you ready to go in?''

''No.'' 

I don't recognize my voice.

She nods understandingly, keeping her hand in mine.


-


I don't know how much time has passed, I have a headache. A headache that makes me want to cry and throw up at the same time.

Ashley apparently being an Empath reaches her free hand to my forehead, gently rubbing my temple, making my eyes close.

It feels nice, makes me feel better.

''Are you ready?''

I suck on my bottom lip for a second before biting down hard, repeating the process a few times, thinking about her question.

I need to go inside, I need to find out the situation. 

But I don't want to go inside, I don't want to find out the situation. 

I nod regardless and get out of the car. Closing the door and leaning against it, thinking again of this morning, when I asked god why he was doing something to me..I don't remember why I even asked but now I ask him why he's doing this.

I won't forget this.

We cross the large parking lot, walking into the hospital where I'll find out if she's alive or not.

''We need to get your forehead looked at, Spence.'' her voice is still soft, gentle.

I forgot about that, that's why I have a headache. I still don't care though, I shake my head, ''No, I don't care.''

''You could have a concussion, we need to get it checked out, we need to know.''

That annoyed me.

I let go of her hand and look at her like she was the one driving the other car, ''No, we don't need to do anything. I need to find out if my mother is dead.''

I didn't mean to say that. I didn't mean to speak to her like that.

She knows, ''Let's go find out what's going on then.''

I'm still looking at her with that look in my eyes, making me hate myself all that much more.

I'm breathing heavier now and I take a few deep breaths to clear my fuzzy surroundings.

It works and I push away the hand Ashley was offering me. I can't be here, I'm not ready, ''I need to get some air. Don't follow me.''

I don't look back, I walk in the same direction I arrived.

I hear Ashley call my name.


_


I walked past the parking lot, I'm in the garden area. I don't know if I'm allowed to be here unless I'm a patient but I don't think I could care less if I tried.

Every flower, every blade of grass, every tree is in full bloom. 

Everything is alive.

Everything except maybe Paula.

I sit down on an available bench, leaning back against the hard surface, closing my eyes and trying to calm down. Try to wrap my seventeen year old head around today's events.

''It's really not as bad as you think, you know.'' A voice states, startling me.

I recover quickly, ''How would you know?''

The old man sits down next to me, apparently wanting to engage in conversation.

''I know lots of things. Older and wiser, dear.''

I don't look at him, I'm looking straight ahead to a room across the yard, ''Right.''

''Why are you here?''

I don't turn to look at him as I probably should, ''I'm trying to breathe.''

I hear him say 'Ahh.' before being quiet.

I'm intrigued why he's here in the hospital and why he's here talking to me, ''Why are you here?''

He shrugs, ''Same as you.''

With that I turn to face him, ''Why are you talking to me?''

''I was you once. Ten years ago I thought I lost somebody close to me. I couldn't find out if she was okay or not. I came and sat...well, not there where you are now because this wasn't here then, but I went to the hospital garden and I tried to do the same. I tried to breathe.''

''Did you?''

''Did I what?''

I swallow, ''Did you breathe?''

''Yeah.''

I furrow my eyebrows in confusion, he's a cryptic one, ''How?''

''I took what was being offered to me.''

I shake my head slightly, and turn back to my earlier position of facing the room across the yard, ''I don't understand, wha-''

I stop.

He's not there anymore.

He's back in the room.

He's dead.

_


I've been sat on this bench for I don't even know how long, I've been stunned for the second time today. I'm wondering if I spaced out and imagined the whole thing. Certainty isn't something I possess right now.

Ashley finds me, even when I said for her not to follow me. She came looking and she found me.

She just sits down where that man was, ''I'm sorry, Spencer. I didn't mean to push you.''

She shouldn't be apologizing to me right now. It should be me.

''No, I'm sorry. It's not your fault, I know you're just trying to help.'' Even though I meant every word, it hardly sounded like it.

She runs her tongue over her lips, ''Yeah...''

I know she accepts my apology, she just doesn't know what to say, I think she's scared of saying the wrong thing again, just like I know I would be.

I see her stand up and reach her hand out towards me to help me up.

She's done that a thousand times before but something about that act is familiar.

''What?'' Ashley asks upon seeing my apparent confusion.

I don't say anything, I just shake my head and reach out, taking the hand she offers me. Taking the cryptic advice from a dead old man.


_


I get to the front desk and open my mouth, finally having the courage to ask about Paula's condition when somebody calls my name.

It's my dad, he's behind me, Clay and Glen are standing by Ashley.

I don't think twice when he opens his arms for me to fall into. I lean into his embrace and hug him back.

He doesn't ask if I'm okay, he knew it would be a pointless question but he apparently has another one, ''Were you in the car too, Spence? What happened to your head?'' He reaches out to gingerly inspect the cut, it hurts and I gently pull his hand away.

''No, Ashley and I were ...a little behind, I was leaning forward to reach for something and she had to slam the.. well you know.''

He nods understandingly and looks towards Ashley, ''Are you okay? No bruises or anything?''

''I'm fine.'' She doesn't look it.

Even in my web of confusion over today's events I know that she's lying, I walk over to her and grab her hand silently. Suddenly being glad I did as my vision blurs and I have to close my eyes to get rid of it.

Dad has just asked about Paula, where she is and what her condition is.

They can't tell us anything yet and I'm not surprised. It always takes an eternity, even if it's for something small like a marble up the nose.

Not that I can say I've ever had a marble up there but…whatever.

We're directed to the waiting area, the chairs much like those damned airport seats. I don't really care right now, though. Between Paula, my persistent headache and my blurred vision, it's not something I particularly care about. I wouldn't have anything to say if we were sat on a bed of nails.

I'd prefer that than having to be here. Uninformed.

My face still has that 'horror' feel to it and I rub at it again, accidentally catching my cut and making it bleed again. I can't believe I just did that, Ashley spent time fixing it and I just went and ruined her efforts.

It's bleeding quite a lot but I'm not surprised, Paula told me head wounds bleed a lot, making them seem worse than they are.

Ashley of course has noticed the blood, ''Spencer we really need to get your cut checked out, okay?''

Sitting here waiting or doing something that will no doubt pass the time quicker?

I'm on my way.

I stand up quickly, suddenly wishing I hadn't as another bout of dizziness takes over. Ashley and Clay steady me.

When it's passed I look up to him, his expression pretty much matching mine and I do something I haven't done in years.

I hug him.

_


Ashley and I are alone in a room, I'm laying on the bed waiting for the doctor to examine me, any other day I'd at least attempt a less than PG act on here before he came back, now I'm just laying here following his instructions and not breaking any rules.

She isn't saying anything, she's just sitting in the chair next to the bed, holding my hand. 

I'm surprised I haven't heard any bones crack, I'm squeezing pretty hard.

He's back now, I gave up trying to pronounce his name halfway through him telling me. It has like twelve syllables.

He looks at a piece of paper before lifting up his head, meeting my blank face, ''Miss Carlin, I see you have a nasty cut, mind if I take a look at it?''

I don't say anything, I just nod my permission as he prods around the area. I try not to kick him and don't give a second thought as to why I'm so irritable.

He's apparently done looking at it, ''It's not too bad, I think you'll live.'' He laughs.

I don't.

Not a good thing to say to me right now, doc.

''Great.'' My tone indifferent.

He starts to walk towards a cupboard in the corner, ''I'll need to clean it and you'll need a couple of stitches but it shouldn't hurt too much, you can handle it can't you?'' He laughs again.

And again, I don't.

''Sure, whatever.''

He doesn't look like my behaviour surprises him, he cleans up my cut and gets the sutures. I don't like getting stitches, I hate the feeling of my skin being pulled back together, it's disgusting. I don't say anything, though.


-


When he's finished I start to lift myself up off the bed, needing to get back to dad to find out or...at least have the information there when I'm ready to hear it, he stops me.

''Can you do something for me?''

I want to get out of her as fast as I can so I respond exactly like before, ''What?''

''Stay still.''

Before I ask why, he shines a light into my eyes, making me feel like somebody jammed a rail rode spike through my skull.

I don't say anything, I don't pull back. I let it hurt, welcoming the physical pain.

He pulls it back and after the few seconds he allows me to see properly again, asks me to smile.

Before I can tell him to fuck off, Ashley interrupts, ''I don't think you should ask her that.'' Upon seeing his reaction, ''I mean we aren't exactly here for just this reason alone, aren't you supposed to be asking her how she got the cut and if she's been drinking or something?''

He does as Ashley asks, ''Have you been drinking? Using drugs?''

''Do I look like a junkie?'' My tone again, not pleasant.

And again he isn't fazed by my rude reply, he just stares at me for an appropriate answer.

Ash answers for me, ''Sir, the only drug of Spencer's is Pepsi.''

He smiles at her reply, ''That's all I need to know.''

_


He went through the rest of the procedure, he tested my sense of smell, my arms and hands, tilted my head around and carried out all of the other annoying but I guess necessary tests. 

I have a mild concussion apparently, and an egg on my head.

He was about to ask me to stay overnight when I said no, I have painkillers and he told Ashley to make sure I do everything he said previously.

We're on our way back to the waiting area now to see the rest of the family, minus Paula of course.

-

We find them where we left them almost ninety minutes ago, Glen has a coffee and I see him gritting his teeth together at either the bad taste or being worried about mom. 

I'll go for both. 

Most hospital coffee sucks, it's a rare occasion and treat when I don't feel like spitting it back out.

Ash and I sit down, it hasn't escaped my notice she's been walking even closer than usual, looking at me more than usual.

I see an African American woman walk up to us and my heart starts to pound for the umpteenth time today, ''Mr Carlin?''

I squeeze Ashley's hand tight. So tight.

I want to run again.

I don't want to hear this.

But I can't move, I feel like I'm drowning.

I can barely see or feel Ashley's rope anymore, I know it's there but I think my hands are wet, they're going to slip right off it and I'm going to fall.

I hope she doesn't let go.

I hope I can get back up.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 40.

*

I'm at the cemetery.

Ashley is with me, she hasn't left my side. Something I'm grateful for.

I don't think I can cry any more. I have an 'out of order' sign over my tear ducts.

At least for now, anyway.

I constantly feel like I'm shaking, I don't think I am, really. I'm just all jittery on the inside. 

I don't know how that's possible though, my insides are dead. They died when Ashley slammed on her breaks.

They say there are three crashes in a car accident, don't they? I think it's something told to people younger than me. I don't care though, this is my story.

The first obviously being the collision with the other car or object, the second is us: we're thrown forward. And the third is our organs, they're like...shook around inside your body. I don't think it matters what speed you're going but surely it's more extensive if you're speeding.

We didn't crash, we halted. I was thrown forward, I got a concussion. The force of the car stopping didn't affect me internally, seeing Paula's car did. I feel like we were driving 90 miles per hour and crashed into a wall. Everything still hurts.

I don't know if it's weird that I feel like this, I still feel scared. I still don't know how to react.

I thought being here at the cemetery would help but now that Ashley and I are here - it seems pointless.

I wonder how many people are here. Not people like you and me, people like them. I wonder if they sit over their graves and stay watch here in the wasteland or if they go out and see everything they missed when they were alive. I wonder if they can do that.

The coffin is nearing the group, I can see the pretty and alive flowers decorating the top shaped as 'Mom'. I can see a lot of people crying, I see people trying to hold it together to cry in private. I think that's what I'm going to do now, crying in public has never been something I enjoy.

I'm thankful I don't know the person in the coffin.

I'm thankful it isn't my mom in there.

I bet you're wondering just how hard I hit my head if I'm here when nobody I know is dead. Well, when they told us Paula's condition, when they told us that given a few months for things to heal properly she would be fine...I wanted to come here.

I don't really know why, I guess I just wanted to see how close everything came to falling apart forever. I wanted to see what I still had.

I haven't seen her yet. When they told us...I still felt like I couldn't breathe. I was overwhelmed and I left, I told dad that I couldn't, not yet and he understood. 

He understands that I'm a coward.

''Spencer, come on.'' 

It's Ashley, she's pulling on my hand.

She carries on, ''Let's give them their privacy.''

I nod, knowing I would want the same and we leave.


_


We're back at the hospital, we're on the parking lot and I'm thinking about Grandma, how close she was to losing her husband and daughter with less than six months apart. How close I was to losing my grandfather and mother in less than six months.

We didn't call her, not yet. In a few weeks when I imagine a lot of the bruising and swelling has gone down, that's probably when we'll tell her. I know it might seem bad, she's her mother she should know but she's still fragile and I respect that. I understand that.

I suddenly have an overwhelming need to feel Ashley, I don't ask her permission, I just unbuckle my seatbelt and move the short distance over to her, settling myself down on her lap. She doesn't look too surprised by my sudden action, she looks like she was expecting it.

I'm looking into her eyes so deeply, I think I'm searching for reassurance, for certainty. I see everything. I see that she believes things will be okay, I see her certainty that I'm going to be okay. I see her love for me.

I can only hope she sees mine for her as I lean down to press my lips to hers.

It's not rushed, it's slow, almost lazy in pace. But it's deep, it's deep enough to know my insides aren't dead anymore.

After I pull back again I keep my eyes closed, feeling a little overwhelmed again. I think if somebody just smiled at me right now I'd be overwhelmed. 

''Are you ready to go in?'' She repeats a question she asked me yesterday.

I came back to the hospital three times during the night, each time turning right back and exiting the way I arrived. I couldn't do it, I couldn't see her alive.

I don't know why, I mean this is exactly what I wanted, needed ..and now that I have it... I'm scared.

My legs disagree with my head and move on their own accord, making me get out of the car and walk towards the entrance, Ashley right next to me holding my hand.

_


I went back to the car twice.

This is my third attempt, now.

I take a deep but unsteady breath, ''I'm here to see Paula Carlin, can you tell me her room number?''

The woman behind the desk takes a look at Ashley, ''I'm sorry, only family members allowed.''

Bitch.

''Ashley is family. What's her room number?'' I ask again, praying she gives me a number, I won't be able to ask again.

After typing annoyingly slow onto her keyboard, she looks up, ''257.''

-

The only thing worse than sitting in the waiting room is walking to the room or ward where your loved one is resting, you see so many sick people and it doesn't exactly lift your mood. 

We're getting closer, we just passed room 250, I can see 251 in front of me and suddenly it's all too close again. I don't want to see her like that but I keep walking.

252.

253.

254.

255.

256.

Ashley squeezes my hand and she stops in front of some seats which makes me confused, ''Why are you sitting down?''

She looks up to me and I see her take a breath before answering, ''I'm not going in there with you, Spencer.''

Upon hearing that I sit down on the seat next to her, ''Yes you are, I need you in there.''

''I'm not doing this to be mean or because I don't want to go in, I just think this is something you need to do by yourself, okay?''

''Whatever.'' My voice doesn't have the comforting tone that Ashley's had, I was harsh...mean. I start to stand up and she grabs my wrist.

''Spencer, did you hear what I said? I said it wasn't because I didn't want to go in, I want you to go in alone because I really think you need to, I think you need to talk to her by yourself...without me or anybody else. You need this and if you still don't understand now then wait until you're in there, that's when you'll understand.''

I relax my tense body a little, reaching an arm around to pull her close before walking the few paces forward to Paula's room.

I called Dad a little while ago, they went home to get some rest and a shower, they'll be back later.

I stop right outside the door, I didn't look through the window because if I saw her then I know I wouldn't have been able to go in. I still can't go in.

I keep reaching for the handle but pull back at the last second and draw my hand into a fist.

I draw in a breath so deep I can feel it pull by my stomach and then release it, opening the thick door to her room.

The first thing I hear is the beeping of the various machines needed to monitor her for the time being and the second is her breathing. It's not loud but I'd know it anywhere, I know she's not awake, she was sedated for the pain I think.

I clench my jaw together slightly at the sound, trying not to cry again. I haven't looked at her yet, I can't. 

I'm still standing in front of the now closed door, my eyes are closed and my head is tilted towards the floor. I lift my head up slowly and open my eyes. I can see her hand now and it makes my chest tight, even just seeing that.

I tap the sides of my legs in a rapid beat before pushing myself off the door, keeping my head ducked and sitting down on a chair next to her bed, still not daring to look at her face. 

I go to reach for the hand I'm currently staring at and pull back before I make contact, half afraid of hurting her and half because I'm still scared.

I settle for resting mine next to hers, hoping the warmth of it will let her know I'm here, that I care, that I love her.

I think I'm going to tell her now, I think I'm going to tell her a couple of things I've been thinking about lately.

I know my voice will break if I try speaking at a normal volume so I keep it to a whisper, ''Mom?''

My hands are shaking again and I move the one next to hers away a fraction, not wanting to potentially disturb her. I clear my throat and try again, this time my voice is a little stronger, ''I'm glad you're asleep, it makes this so much easier. I can't have any interruptions so even if you can hear me, do me a favour and stay quiet, okay?'' 

I don't know why I asked her a question because I know she won't wake up, Dad told me so.

My throat is dry so I swallow before thinking how to word what I want to say.

''I don't know how to say this eloquently, I can still hardly think y'know?'' I stop for a second to take another breath, ''You weren't alone yesterday, I just want you to know that. Ash and I were right there with you, or Ashley was anyway but I was nearby. I don't know if you were conscious for that or..'' I have to stop again, remembering the events that brought us here and effectively bringing those emotions back out.

''It's weird, I kept waking up on Monday night at Ashley's, I had this feeling that I'd forgotten something so I kept getting up to check things. I had it at school too and then when we left, when we were on our way home just before... I had it again. Five seconds later I remembered what it was. Almost five seconds too late, huh?''

My eyes are still just looking at her hand, I can't look up yet.

''I can't remember the last time I said this and I don't even know why.'' I'm nervous again, I feel like crying again. I wait a few minutes before whispering, ''I love you.''

I have that feeling in my throat where you have so much emotion that you're trying to keep in check that it makes it constrict, makes it kind of painful. I move my hand slowly, inching it next to hers so I feel her skin.

I can't stop them and I don't try to, the tears just flow freely. I can feel her, I have proof she's alive.

I carry on before I lose my nerve, ''It wasn't even weeks ago, it was days, when I was thinking about how embarrassing you are and can be, but now I love how you're like..the gayest straight woman. I love that you know who I am and you accepted it right away, no coaxing, no sermons...you just accepted it, accepted me.''

I can see a small cut on her hand and make sure I avoid that so I don't cause her any pain and rub my thumb across the skin nearest to it. 

''I'm sorry I was such a bitch, I know you'd probably ask what I'm talking about but I had this like...permanent sarcastic narration going on before, before this I mean. I was just waiting for you to tell me that you changed your mind y'know? That you didn't accept it anymore...I was just preparing myself for that but I know now that it's just you.''

I bring up my other hand to be able to hold Paula's between them both.

''When you get out of here we can have a movie marathon or something. I'll bring all my best DVDs downstairs, I know you've been wanting to see DEBS again.'' I almost smile with that.

I think about Ashley.

''I should probably tell you all of this when you're awake but I need to get it out now...I can't keep it inside anymore.'' I take another deep breath, breathing in the notorious hospital smell and exhaling before I throw up, ''You're the reason I'm as happy as I am right now. Well... not right now obviously but you know what I mean.''

I clear my throat, ''The only reason Ashley and I are together is because of you. Do you remember that day in the coffee shop when I first introduced you two? .. I think I called her Henrietta or something.'' I smile this time. ''Well I didn't know her, I ran outside and grabbed her, I pulled her to our table and threatened her to keep her mouth shut. I thought it would only be for the hour y'know... I didn't think I'd see her again but I guess it was fate.''

I shift in my seat, ''You're the reason somebody is in love with me and you're the reason I'm in love with somebody. You have no idea how happy I've been these past few months with Ashley and I guess I just wanted you to know that... I want you to know that I love you and that you're the main reason I got the chance to experience what I have with Ashley.''

I understand why Ashley wanted me to come in here alone now.

I feel better at getting that out, I think I want to look at her face now.

I don't slowly run my eyes up to her face, I close them and lift my head upright and take a deep breath before opening them.

-


I don't need Ashley to recognize me anymore, I know who I am. I'm Spencer Carlin and my more than awesome mom is alive.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 41.


*


Paula had to stay in hospital for a few days, she's being released today and I couldn't be happier, it's been so quiet without her constant chatter and 'knowing looks' that always say a thousand words.
With her injuries she can't drive so somebody will have to take her where she wants to go and this week it's Ashley's turn. I told her she didn't need to, that it wasn't her responsibility, Glen, Clay or my dad could do it...but she wouldn't take no for an answer.

Ash and I are at her house, in her room. I'm laying in a normal position, head on the pillow, legs at the foot of the bed. Ashley threw herself onto the bed sideways, elbowing me in the stomach which turned into a tickle war, which then turned into a make out session. She has her head by my feet now.

''Your feet stink, tramp.''

I know they don't, ''Whatever, bitch.'' I try and poke her in the face with my toe but she catches it and pulls it to the side, hurting me, ''Ashley, stop. You're hurting me!'' Those last three words were said with a laugh so I don't expect her to take me seriously.

She lets go of my toe and puts her hand in the air, showing me her rapidly moving 'spirit fingers' ''Spencer I can't move my fingers, look!''

I laugh at her sarcasm and smack her hand back down, ''Shut up.''

She swivels herself around so she has her head next to mine, she's smiling and I can't help but smile too.

I move my foot so it's resting right next to hers, so I can feel her skin, ''Why are you smiling?''

She shrugs, ''No reason.''

I change the subject, ''Ash?''

''Yeah?''

''I know this is going to sound stupid, considering everything but.. I just want you to know how much the past few days have meant to me. I don't know how you're so calm in situations that would usually warrant a freak out...but you do it anyway and if you hadn't have given me that kick up the butt then I know I would still be sitting there stunned so....thanks.'' I finish, lamely.

I thought my lame 'thanks' bored her to sleep for a second, until she looks up to me and spoke again, so quietly, ''Do you have any idea how much I love you, Spencer?''

The look in her eye...the tone of her voice.. let's just say I won't be able to speak now, so I just nod my confirmation.

''No.. you don't, you can't.''

What the hell do you say to somebody who says that to you? 'Gee, thanks?'. I don't think so...

I grab her hand and place it over my rapidly beating heart, ''Nobody makes it beat like this Ashley, nobody but you. Do you have any idea how much I love you? How much I'll always love you. I know people say that without meaning it but really...I mean it.'' 

She nods and whispers out a 'me too'

I can't wait any longer, I lean the short distance down to capture her lips in a soft kiss to which she responds immediately, deepening it and forcing me back down so she's half on top of me.


-


We arrive at the hospital a little earlier than expected, Ash had to borrow one of her mom's cars so we could all fit in, I doubt the trunk would go over very well with Paula's two broken ribs and I want to go to the hospital and buy Paula something tacky and cheap to cheer her up.

We walk through the main entrance and I throw a dirty look at the woman behind the desk who was rude to Ashley the other day.

Ashley squeezes my hand, laughing slightly, ''Don't think I didn't see that, Spencer. And she totally saw too.''

Whoops, I thought it was subtle....apparently not, eh?

''I thought I was being discreet.'' I grin.

She rolls her eyes, ''I so need to give you lessons on subtlety.''

I can't help but roll my eyes at that, ''Because you just set a fine example?'' I tease.

I see her trying not to smile, ''What are you talking about?''

''Your eyes did a three sixty.''

''Just now?''

I look at her like she just grew a second head, ''No, last week. Of course just now.''

She's smiling, ''Oh.''

''Oh.'' I mock.

She stops walking and turns to me in the empty hallway, trying not to look amused but failing miserably, ''Oh.''

I pull her hands up and firmly place them on my breasts and try not to laugh at her shocked expression, ''Oh.''

She tries to pull them back but I have a good grip which just makes it feel better and makes me laugh even more, ''I didn't know you had a wild side, Davies.''

''I have many sides, Carlin. You'll get to see my murderous one if you don't let go.'' 

I laugh at her idle threat, still holding her hands in place, ''I think my ankles can stand a scratch or two from your tiny swords.''

She laughs at my mockery and places a firm chaste kiss to my lips before pulling away again, ''I really don't want to be caught feeling up my girlfriend in the hospital, Spence.''

I nod and lean forward to kiss her quickly and then I release her hands, ''Happy?''

''Always.''


-


We're at the hospital store now and I see so many gross things I want to buy Paula.

''Oh my god, Ash! this place rocks!''

She focuses her attention away from the book she's looking at to smile at me, ''I don't think this is really Paula.''

I pick up an old teddy that has obviously just been badly hand washed, it's faded and it had a bad re-stitching, ''You aren't seeing the full potential of Mr Old, he's had a full interesting life with lots of stories to tell, battle scars…the whole works. Paula will love him, trust me.''

''Mr Old? that's some creative mind you have there, Spencer.''

I raise my eyebrows and look at him once again before looking back to Ashley, ''Well what would you call him?''

She shrugs, ''I don't know but Mr Old?''

''It's my gift, I get to name him.''

She changes the direction of the conversation, ''Okay, he's Paula's. What else?'' She looks around the room.

''You think they've got Wild Things 3 in here?'' I tease but I'm actually half serious.

''You think Paula would watch that?''

I again look at her like she's grown a second head.

''Yeah you're right, my bad.''

We continue to walk around the store, I picked up a few things with potential and Ashley bought her a balloon.

_


''I can't believe you got her a balloon, Ashley.'' I'm smiling at her, I'm not being mean, ''She's a grown woman, aren't those for the kids?''

She's rotating her wrist around in the air, making the balloon glide through the air at different angles and motions, ''She'll like it, who doesn't like balloons? Especially these kind, they're full of helium, when Paula is knocked out from her meds later we can go upstairs and have some fun with it.''

I'm trying not to be immature...but I can't help but laugh.

She follows suit, ''You're so immature, Spencer.''

I point at her still laughing face, ''So are you!''

She changes the subject slightly, ''And I love balloons, if I'm ever in the hospital you better buy me a room full or I'll hurt you.''

''Yeah, I can imagine the beating you'd give me, what with you being unconscious or at least hurt in some way and being three feet tall.''

''Ooh, a foot taller this month. Awesome.''

I don't answer her, I just slow my pace and lightly kick her on her ass.


_


I burst through her door, already seeing she was decent through the blinds to her room being open, ''Hey wonder woman.''

Paula smiles, she's sitting up in bed, ''Hi sweetheart.'' She looks at Ashley and I's linked hands and throws us a big smile, I of course smile back, being glad she's getting back to her old self.

''Hey Paula.''

''Hey Ashley, here...come sit.'' She pats her bed.

What did I tell you? .. Ashley is totally her favourite.

''I'll just sit on the rock then..'' I sit down on the chair next to her bed, pouting.

Ashley looks on amused before turning back to Paula, ''This is for you.'' She says before pointing to the balloon Paula must have missed when we walked in.

''Aww, thank you. I love balloons!''

I didn't actually know that so how the hell did Ashley? Hmmm..

''I knew you would.'' She throws a pointed look at me which says 'told you so.' and I stick my tongue out at her.

''I spent my money on something that won't deflate after a couple days.'' I throw a look at Ashley, trying not to smile as I see her mockingly flinch.

I pull out Mr ... no name. and place him on the bed next to Paula.

''Oh he's beautiful Spence, and look.. now we have a mascot.''

I'm confused.

''Mascot? For what?''

She stands him up slowly and moves him to stand in front of Ashley and I, ''Go, Spashley!''

I laugh and stand up to lean over the bed, putting a palm over her forehead, ''Are you sure you're okay to go home today, mom? You didn't hit your head harder than what you told me did you?'' I tease.

She smiles and her still black eye looks more painful up close, I don't remember the last time I did this either but I lean down a little and kiss her cheek.

''The doctor will be along shortly so you won't have to hang out here all afternoon, I know you probably have other things you'd rather be doing.''

I grab her nearest hand, ''Don't be silly, we want to be here.''


_


We're at home, dad, Glen and Clay are downstairs with mom and I'm upstairs, alone. Christine called Ashley about an hour after we got back from the hospital wanting to see her before she had to leave for work again and I couldn't exactly keep her hostage so... 

I'm totally bored, though and Christine should have left for work by now...or at least soon. I pick up my phone and dial Ashley's familiar number. It's already stored and on speed dial but I like dialling it.

After a few rings she picks up, ''Hello.''

I put on my best 'sex line' voice, ''Where do you want me?''

She knows it's me, she's laughing. ''Hey crazy, what's up?''

''I'm dying of boredom. Come over.''

''What if I don't want to?'' She's teasing.

''Then I'll come over to yours and kick your ass before dragging it back here.''

I hear her laugh again before answering me, ''I'll be there soon.'' 

Before I have a chance to reply she hangs up.

And I call right back.

''I said I'll be right there, Spence.''

I'm not mad at all, I'm just teasing, ''I don't deserve a goodbye?''

''What?''

I smile at her confusion, ''You just hung up, say goodbye.''

''Goodbye Spencer.''

I grin, ''Goodbye Ashley.''

-

God, she's perfect.


_ _ _ _


Chapter 42.


*


Paula is getting better, a lot of her bruising has gone and her meds dosage has been decreased. She's still not one hundred percent though so she can't go grocery shopping. Dad can't go because he's swamped at work with a big case, Glen is practicing or whatever the hell he does when he says he's practicing, and Clay... he needs to 'study'.

Okay I'm done, sorry. I said I'd try and be nicer about him. It's an adjustment but I'm doing better. Or at least not worse which is always a good sign.

Anyway, Ashley and I got roped into doing it, or I did anyway but I'm dragging Ashley along just for the heck of it, I'll thank her later.

I'm upstairs in my room, I came up here to find a sock, I was wearing odd ones. I found it and sat down on my bed to put it on and you know how it is, you get comfy and then can't move again so I'm just waiting here listening for Ash's car to pull up.

I hear my phone ringing and check the caller ID to see if it's someone I want to talk to or avoid...it's Ashley.

I flip open my phone but I don't say hello. I love doing this.. the person on the other end always sounds so funny saying hello and asking if you're there.

''Hello? Spence are you there?''

I fight back a laugh, ''Yeah, sorry. Bad reception.''

''You're such a liar, you were doing the silent thing again weren't you?''

Busted.

''God, how do you do that?''

''It's a gift.'' I heard the smile in her voice with that and it makes me smile too.

''So...where the hell are you? You're so late.''

''I'm five minutes away from your house and fifteen minutes early.''

I think about what she says when something clicks, ''You're on the phone and driving?''

''Duh.''

''You know I hate it when you do that, I'll just speak to you in a few minutes, Ash.'' I hang up before she has a chance to reply.

No more than a few seconds later my phone rings again and I see it's Ashley, ''I said I'll speak to you when you get here, Ashley.''

''You didn't say bye.''

We have this thing now where if one of us doesn't say bye, we call each other on it.

''Bye Hobbit.''

''Bye Barney.''


_


I heard Ashley pull up a second ago and I dragged myself up off my bed and make my way downstairs to see Paula asleep on the couch, I walk over and pull her blanket up to cover her so she doesn't get cold and lean down to kiss her cheek lightly, not wanting to wake her up I whisper, ''Love you.'' and pick up the list I see on the coffee table before leaving the house.

I see a hottie in a Porsche in front of my house and almost smirk as I get into the car. I notice her hair is straight today, it looks different, good different, ''Love the do.''

I lift an arm up and ruffle her hair.

''Spencer!''

I fake shock at her outburst, ''What? It's my way of saying you look beautiful.''

Her attention is on the mirror in front of her, ''By ruining my forty minutes of hard work it took to straighten it?''

Her hair is back to being perfect but I lick my fingers in a motherly fashion, ''Come here, you missed a bit.''

She grabs my wrist, ''Do not do that, Spencer.''

''What, this?'' I lick my other hand and reach up to rub it across her hair before she grabs my other 'offending' hand.

''You really, really don't want to try that again.''

She's hot when she's assertive.

''I don't?'' I'm smirking now. I'm such a smart ass.

''No, you don't.'' 

I like the pressure of her squeezing my wrists, it's not too tight, it doesn't hurt...it just feels nice. I twist my wrists out of her grasp and I'm about to rub the now only damp fingers over her hair when I see her reach down for something, distracting me.

She pulls up her 'gun'

''I can't believe you bought that to go grocery shopping, Ashley.'' 

I see it's loaded and put my hands up in surrender, faking a tremble, ''Okay...let's just talk about this.''

''It's too late for that.''

I hold my hand out towards the gun, ''Why don't you hand it over, son?''

''Son?'' 

I shrug, bringing the tremble back to my voice, ''What about the kids?''

''I'll take them out too.''

I nod and close my eyes, ''Make it quick.''

I take a deep breath and choke as Ashley apparently had the gun aimed at my mouth when she pulled the trigger.

I splutter out my lungful of water and smack her on the arm, ''Ashley!''

She was laughing until she saw my watery eyes from the sudden cough, ''Aww I'm sorry, here. Shoot me.'' She hands over her gun and closes her eyes, repeating my earlier comment of 'make it quick.'

She's going to kill me, like... really kill me if I do this. 

But I can't help myself.

I push the gun to her forehead, ''Ready to die, Davies?'' 

''Ready as I'll ever be.''

I take the gun away from her forehead and aim it down to her lap, looking up to see if she still has her eyes closed and pulling the trigger.

I burst out laughing as I see her reaction.

''Spencer!''

''Do you need to go potty?''

She smacks me on the arm, ''I can't believe you just did that, I look like I've peed myself.''

She actually looks upset and I feel bad, ''I'm sorry baby, I'll clean it up.'' I reach for a small pack of tissues and pull a few out, opening them up and take great pleasure in 'cleaning her up'

''Spencer! watch where your hands are going, I don't want anybody to think you're doing me in the car in broad daylight.''

I scoff, still focused on my 'cleaning', ''Oh please, they'd only be so lucky to have front row seats for that.''

She laughs and I just listen to her, I love hearing her laugh because of something I've said.

''Okay, you're as dry as you're gonna get from these tissues, and don't worry, it'll dry before we get there...it was only a double shot, I didn't pull on it more than that.''

Her eyes widen in shock, ''I only shot you once!''

''You shouldn't be shooting me, period. I always follow through on payback, you know that.''

She grunts in acknowledgment before looking down to her lap, ''Spence?''

''Yeah?''

''You can move your hand now.''

I look down to see that my hand is indeed still in a very nice resting spot and grin, ''Whoops.''

She laughs and rolls her eyes before pulling away from the house.


_


We have a huge cart, I can't believe Paula listed so many things and that we need this many things. 

I got more annoyed as I saw the length of it so I gave it to Ashley so she can just tell me what we need and I won't have to look at the stupid thing.

''What does this say? I can't read her handwriting very well.''

I lean closer to her so I can read and scan my eyes down to where she's pointing to.

Ew ew ew. Who the hell puts butt cream on a grocery list? And who the hell *needs* it? Probably Clay. ... I'm done.

''Popcorn, let's go.''

She doesn't look convinced, ''Are you sure it's popcorn?''

''Yeah, totally. You'll get used to her writing after a while but it definitely says popcorn.''

She follows me in the direction of the popcorn, ''You're so lying but whatever, popcorn it is.''


_


We have the popcorn and over half of the store in the cart, my back is going to break, this thing is so heavy. I grin as I see the only thing I came for is on special offer.

''Load me up, princess.''

She bows, ''Yes ma'am.'' before placing the Pepsi into the cart.

-

We're done now, I'm walking wherever the cart takes me..it has a weird wheel. 

''Anything you want, Ash?''

''Uh... gum?''

If Ashley wants gum then she'll have some, ''Grab the end of the cart, Ash. It's being a fucker.''

''How can a cart be a fucker?''

''I don't know but he's a smug fuck, he's probably doing some weird cart laugh that I can't push it properly.''

She starts laughing and I smile along with her, ''You're worse than the rest of your family.''

I pull a face at her before almost breaking my back to go around a corner with Mr Smug Fuck.


-


We got back and unloaded everything. 

It took forever.

I'm tired.

And eating the 'butt cream' ... in other words popcorn.

Paula is awake and Dad is downstairs with her, they've been alot closer than usual which I guess is only normal and I have too, I've spent time with Paula voluntarily and actually enjoyed myself.

We have a movie night tomorrow which I'm looking forward to, I think Ash was invited over, too.

Speaking of Miss Perfect, I look over to where she's laying on the floor and frown as I see what she's doing, ''Ashley, stop sniffing the glue. It's not exactly good for you.''

She takes in a huge sniff before exhaling with an 'ahhh', ''God, I love that stuff.''

''Whatever, don't blame me when your nose drops off.''

''Your nose can't drop off from sniffing glue.'' She pauses, reaching up to touch her cute nose, ''Can it?''

I smile at her cute behaviour, ''I don't know...probably not but don't keep sniffing it, it's not good for you.''

''Okay. No more glue for me, I'll give it up cold turkey.''

''Glad to hear it, now open your mouth.''

She's confused, ''Why?''

I hold up the bag of popcorn and she closes her eyes, opening her mouth wide so I can throw pieces into it.

I have good aim but it's difficult with popcorn.

I throw a piece and it bounces off her chin, making her flinch and laugh which of course makes me laugh.

Her mouth is still open and I try again, getting her in the eye.

''Spence, what the hell was that?''

''Give me a break, it's the popcorn, not me.''

She shakes her head and opens her mouth again, keeping her eyes closed and I close my right eye, squinting and aiming it just right, I do a practice throw and then pull back, launching it the small space over and getting it in the 'goal'.

Ashley was surprised, she almost choked but recovered pretty quickly, ''Nice one, Spence.''

I shrug, pretending to be bashful, ''It was nothing.''

She laughs and leans over to kiss me, ''Loser.''

I smile into the kiss before pulling away, ''Loser's bitch.''

-

Yeah... I could do this forever.

_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 43.


*


Have you ever been dreaming the best dream ever...and then something wakes you up? 

I was just having a dream, a good dream.. about Ashley, and then my phone rang, effectively bringing me out of my almost state of bliss. 

I don't need to check the caller ID, only one person in this world would dare to wake me up before noon on a Saturday.

I don't open my eyes, I blindly reach for my phone which I know is next to my pillow. I always keep it there in case Ash needs me for anything in the middle of the night and I'll hear it ringing right away.

I'm still almost annoyed that I'm awake at this ungodly hour though.

My eyes are still closed, I skip right past the hello, ''Ashley, do you want me to die? Is that what this is about? Because you know I can't function unless I have more than ten hours.''

She skips past the hello too, ''That's exactly my point, Spence. You sleep too much, that's why you're tired all the time.''

''It's not all the time, just when my insane girlfriend tries to get me out of bed. You should be encouraging me to stay here and then be joining me.''

''Maybe I will later.'' Her voice has a flirtatious tone to it and I smile lazily, opening my eyes to see that it's only.. 9:30!

''Ashley! it's 9:30!.''

''Yes...what's your point?''

''That it's 9:30. What the hell are you doing up at this time in the morning?''

''Okay...don't be mad.'' She warns me and I scoff.

''Nice opening.''

She ignores that, ''I kinda said you'd help me with something today...and I forgot to ask you about it.'' 

I think about the last time she did that, ''Ashley, I love you. I mean really love you, but there's no way I'm looking after demon spawn again.''

I know she's smiling and it makes me smile too as I stretch in my bed, kicking the covers around so I can rest a leg on top of them.

''It's nothing like that, Mary Poppins.''

''So what is it?'' 

I hear her take a breath, ''Well, it involves us getting changed into something a little more...comfortable, for one thing.'' 

I grin upon hearing her choice of words, ''A home movie of our own?'' I ask with high hopes.

''No...but we can video it if you want, I mean I don't know why you'd want to but if it's what you want then that's cool.''

I'm tired of her being cryptic, I'm sleepy and impatient, ''Ash, please tell me what you're talking about.'' I pause. ''And in English.''

''We're painting one of my guest rooms today.''

They say it's best to count to ten, right? 

''Yay.'' I hear Ashley say, timidly.

''Are you sure you aren't from another planet? Who the hell likes painting? And in the middle of the night, at that.''

''Come on Spence, do it for me. Please?''

I think back to my interrupted dream and mumble ''I'd rather do you, instead.'' under my breath.

''Stop mumbling, I can never understand you.''

I turn over, getting comfortable again, ''I said I'd do anything for you, Ash.''

''Aww, you're sweet, Spence.'' She pauses, ''Okay great so, I'll pick you up in fifteen minutes.''

Fifteen...*minutes*?

''What? No, there's no way I can be ready in fifteen minutes. If I get up now you'll be lucky if I'm ready in six hours. I'm so tired.'' I add on a little whimper for dramatic effect.

''You just need to have a quick shower and then get dressed in some old clothes, it'll take twenty minutes, tops.''

''In the alternate universe where you're average height, you mean?''

''Spencer.'' 

I sigh, knowing I have to get up, ''Okay, I'll try and be ready.''

''Did I tell you that I love you, today?''

I smile, ''No, you just attempted to kill me. I don't recall hearing a 'Spencer I looove you' in there at all.''

''Spencer I looove you.''

How am I supposed to stay *almost* angry with her when she acts like this?

I imitate a fan girl, ''Oh my god, I ... I love you too!'' 

I can hear her laughing and I smile, biting my lip, ''Bye, Ash.''

''Bye Spence.''

_


So.fucking.tired.

I showered and I think I'm dressed. I'm waiting for Ash on the bench outside my house, she's a few minutes late and I have my eyes closed, my head propped up with my hand.

I think I'm drooling.

Do I care?

No.

I must have fallen asleep because a car honking its horn startles me.

You can guess who it is ... and she looks wide awake... perky, jolly, happy. What kind of people are morning people, anyway? That's what I want to know.

Probably murderers.


-


I pretty much fall into her car and she leans over to pull my door closed, pressing right into me. 

''Well good morning to you too, if I would have known I'd get this kind of treatment then I'd have rushed a little more.''

She smiles and I close the small amount of distance separating us, softly kissing her. It escalates fast and a loud cough interrupts us.

Looking up I see someone practically hanging out the window, coughing to make their presence known. 

It's Paula.

''Morning girls!''

Great, *another* morning person.

Ashley answers for us, raising her voice slightly so Paula can hear from her bedroom, ''Hey Paula, feeling better?''

''Much better thank you. And I see you two are in full health!''

I smile a little at her, ''You know it.''

''Where are you off to?''

''Just Ashley's, we're going to paint one of her guest rooms.''

''Oh I see, well have fun painting, girls.'' I see Paula smile and wink on the word 'painting'.

''No really, we're going to paint, mom.'' 

She leans back into the house, ''Of course you are sweetheart.'' and closes the window, waving with a grin.


_


I step into the room we'll be painting and try not to freak out.

''Ashley, what's your idea of a guest room? This is the size of my entire house, we'll be here forever.'' 

I doubt Ashley would have moved the furniture out of here by herself, Christine must have helped or they must have hired somebody or something.

''It won't take that long Spence, and we have all day.''

She has the hundred gallons of paint in the corner and I don't see any brushes.

''Where are the brushes, Ash? Or are we going to use our hands?'' I tease.

''Oh I forgot them, sorry. Can you do me a favour and go get them out of the garage? They should be on one of the shelves at the back wall.''

Dark. Garage. Alone.

''Why, what will you be doing?''

She's trying to open a tin of paint, ''I'll be getting this all set up.''

I kneel down next to her, ''I can do this for you, why don't you go get the brushes?''

''No you big baby, you go.''


_


I hate her garage, it's so big and dark.

I talk to myself, ''Okay Spencer, grab the brushes and then you can leave. You'll be out of here in no time.''

I switch on my small flashlight and shine it around, trying to find the brushes this way. It doesn't help.

I walk forwards slowly and listen for any 'foreign' sounds.

I hear a rustle and spin around, hitting the flashlight against something that sounded expensive, the loud noise startling me once again.

''Fuck.'' 

I walk forwards a little and try not to scream when something brushes against my face, I think it's a spider web or something. I push it away from my face and feel that the texture is different.

Usually I'd have more sense, I've seen Home Alone 2, something hanging from a ceiling never equals any good but I'm curious, I pull on it and suddenly I'm bathed in light.

I smile at being able to see.

That is until I see what the sound was earlier.

I walk over to Christine's Aston Martin and cringe, ''Shit.'' 

There's a scratch.

I'm so going to jail.

I decide to just leave it and possibly mention it to Ashley later. She won't be too mad, right? .. She loves me.

I spot the brushes and hurry over to them, getting the hell out of her garage and any other expensive cars I could potentially damage.


_


I walk back into the room and Ashley is sitting on the floor against the wall, ''You were a long time, Spence.''

Shit... okay just play it cool.

''Yeah sorry I...got lost.''

You loser.

''You got lost?''

I'm trying not to look guilty but I'm pretty sure I have 'I scratched your moms quarter million dollar car' sticker on my forehead.

I nod, ''Yep.''

She's stands up and smirks. I'm still looking guilty.

''You broke something didn't you?''

''No of course not!''

She raises her eyebrows and I practically throw myself at her feet, wrapping my arms around her legs, ''I'm so sorry.''

''What did you break?''

''I scratched your mom's car.'' I close my eyes, bracing myself for an outburst.

She's silent and I slowly look up to her.

''Did you do it on purpose?''

I can't believe she just said that, ''What? No!''

She shrugs, ''Then don't worry about it.''

I stand up so I can talk to her properly, ''Have the paint fumes got to you already? Let's open a window and talk about this in a few minutes.'' I walk over to the window and open it, turning around to see her smiling.

''The fumes haven't got to me, no. But if you didn't do it on purpose then why would I be angry?''

''Want to scratch my car?'' I offer.

''You don't have a car.''

She's right, I don't.

''Want to scratch Clay's car?''

She laughs, ''No thanks.''

I have no idea how she's still calm about this, ''Ashley, I scratched your mom's car.'' I tell her again, putting emphasis on scratched.

She picks up two brushes and hands me one, ''So I heard.''

''And you aren't screaming at me.''

''I know.''

''It's a pretty big scratch.''

''Alright.''

She really *is* the one from another planet.

''Ashley...''

''Just paint, Spence. I'll tell my mom later but trust me, I've scratched it before and admittedly she wasn't happy, but she didn't go into a blind rage. And It's not like we don't have the money to fix it.''

I still feel terrible but I nod and start painting alongside the most level headed person in the entire world.

The paint is a different colour to the old one, I write 'I love you, I'm sorry.' on my side of the wall and smile as she writes 'I love you too and I know.' with a cute smiley face next to it.

We're both smiling like idiots but we don't say anything to each other, we just carry on painting.

_

I think I'll bring my 'dream' to life after we're done here.

_ _ _


Chapter 44.


*


It took forever to paint that room, I had to go over there earlier to do that last little touch ups before it was finished. It was Ashley's fault, she had a little spot of paint on her cheek and I reached to wipe it off, accidentally taking off her shirt in the process and one thing lead to another...you know how it is.

She took the blame for the car, too.

When Christine came home last night, Ashley said that she'd accidentally tripped and fell into the car when she was holding a flashlight, I opened my mouth to 'fess up myself but she gave me a look that basically said 'don't you dare.'

Christine wasn't angry either, she just said that she'll have to call some guy again and then asked how the painting was going. I couldn't believe two things, 1) Ashley taking the blame for me, and 2) Chris' not hitting the roof. If somebody scratched my car, be it accidental or intentional, I would go ape shit.

After she left I asked Ashley why she did that, I mean it was really nice and everything but there was no point, it was my mistake and I would have took the consequences. This is pretty much how it went:


-


We're in the guest room spread out on the floor in exhaustion from finally finishing the painting, I know I'll have to come back tomorrow to go over the bits we missed but overall...awesome job, Spence.

I turn my head to the right to look at Ashley, her eyes are closed. 

We have been here a while so I don't know if she's sleeping or not, the radio is on so I can't hear her breathing as well as I'd like.

''Ashley?'' I whisper, not wanting to wake her if she's asleep.

She turns her head towards mine, keeping her eyes closed, ''Yeah?''

''Why did you tell your mom that it was you who scratched her car?''

I see her do a half shrug, ''I dunno.''

I don't really believe her.

''Yes you do.''

She turns her head away from me with that, ''I wouldn't want to tell Paula that I scratched her car, I was just doing you a favor.'' 

I still press on, ''That's not the point though, you took full responsibility for something that you weren't even there for. I mean it's really nice that you did that, Ash. I just wish you would have atleast said I was there with you instead of you saying I was in here.''

''It's done now, get over it.''

I keep quiet and bite my tongue, not wanting to start an argument with her.


-


She's definitely an enigma at times. Every time I try and figure her out she changes. 

It's frustrating because I should know her, I mean I do but she seems to know me more. I get nervous when I have to ask her something about herself, I don't know why because she answers me, granted it's always cryptic and it leaves me guessing for a few days but she does answer me. The past few weeks though, every time I've tried to press on an issue with her she shuts me down and makes me want to leave it at that, never ask her again. I know I can't do that though so that's why I carry on and ask.

She's not much more experienced than me in the relationship department so I definitely know she has mistakes of her own to make, just like people who have been together for years do. I think I'm going to call her on this soon, I mean it's not unbearable so we can't spend time together, that's not the case at all. I love spending time with her and we usually have an awesome time doing absolutely nothing…it's just those little questions about sticking up for herself that does it. I just don't want anything to happen to her when I'm not around, it's just going to get worse and I need to know she can stick up for herself.

She doesn't do it, she sticks up for me but not herself and that was my problem yesterday.

I went over this afternoon for not even an hour, I only had a few spots to go over and then silly me, I brought up the car again and she gave me the silent treatment.

I thought about standing in front of a door again so she could hit me with it and then 'make up' ...but it didn't work and I was tired so I kissed her on the cheek and left. I knew if I'd have stayed I would have said something I didn't mean and I never want to make her cry again, unless it's the good kind of crying.

I intended to sleep when I got home but I can't...I'm just thinking about Ashley and I can't stop.

I'm not in pj's, I'm just laying on top of my bed in my normal clothes, thinking.

Until a knock at my door brings me out of my reverie, that is.

I'm about to say that I'm busy but I know that knock... it's Ashley.

''It's open.''

She opens the door a little and sticks her arm through the small space created, waving a bottle of Pepsi, ''I come in peace.''

I can't help but smile at her, I get up and take the bottle out of her outstretched hand and pull her inside the room, closing the door.

''I'm sorry about earlier, Spence.''

I know she is, too. Her eyes always give her away. 

''I know, me too.''

I think about the past couple of days, ''We keep doing this, don't we?''

''Doing what?''

''Saying sorry.''

We're sitting on my bed now, we aren't laying down we're sitting up Indian style when she answers me, ''Is that your way of saying it was all my fault?''

Her tone isn't like a minute ago and I can sense a not so pleasant 'discussion' coming up.

I try and keep the irritation out of my voice, ''When did I say that, Ash?''

''You don't need to say it, it's written all over your face.''

I shake my head at her accusation, ''Well I don't know whose face you're looking at Ashley, but it isn't mine.'' I pause as I see her getting annoyed, ''And can I just ask you something?'' I don't wait for a reply, ''Why won't you stick up for yourself with anybody but me? And no... it's not even with me, not really. You have the occasional comeback, sure, but for the most part you don't answer me or don't take the bait when I want to piss you off and I want to know why. Every time I bring it up lately you've turned into Miss Avoidance.''

She gets up off the bed, ''I didn't come here to argue with you Spencer.'' 

I lean forward and grab her wrist, pulling her back onto the bed. My voice is calm, soft, ''Well you're here now and we're talking about it.''

She's not so nice about it, ''No, you are. I'm not.''

I scoff, ''Gonna stay quiet again? Be a good girl?''

I know I shouldn't speak to her like this...but I don't know how else to get a rise from her, I want to get the fight over with so we can move on.

I pissed her off, ''Shut up, Spencer.''

See, even when she's pissed off she doesn't express it and it's not right, I could maybe understand with other people, strangers ... but not me. 

''Why? You're shutting up enough for the both of us.''

She just sighs and I grow more frustrated by the second. I already feel bad about what I'm going to say and I briefly consider keeping it to myself but I know this will get her to speak so I voice my harsh words.

''You're pathetic, Ashley. You just let people walk all over you, you practically say thanks when they wipe their shoes on you. Do you know how bad it will get if you don't start and say something?'' I softened my tone with the last question and I harden it with my next words, ''Sometimes I wonder what kind of person you are if you continue to let people treat and talk to you like crap.''

Her eyes have darkened, ''At least I'm not like you, Spencer.''

''And what exactly am I like, Ashley?'' I ask, wanting her to actually say it.

''A fucking bitch.''

I tap my chin, ''A bitch or a limp noodle, hmm. Decisions decisions.'' I wait a second, pretending to be thinking, ''Is that really the best you got Ashley? Because a few words compared to someone pushing you on the floor or against a wall...which will only get worse by the way, ... they aren't really going to stand a chance. For gods sake, you can't even retaliate when it's justifiable!''

She clenches her jaw and throws me a look that makes me want to die, I hurt her and I really am sorry but damnit, this has to stop. She gets up off the bed and I follow suit, walking in front of her.

''Move.''

My heart is beating rapidly and my breaths have picked up with where this could potentially lead. I don't answer her, I swallow and force myself to push her back.

She stumbles back and manages to steady herself before she falls onto the floor. I'm pretty sure the entire neighbourhood can hear my heart beating. My stomach is in knots and I force myself not to apologize profusely. Not yet. Later.

''Do not do that again, Spencer.'' 

I scoff, ''Why, did you bring the water gun with you?''

She's looking at me like she hates me and I understand that, I would probably feel the same way but I want her to just stick up for herself at least once so I know she has it in her.

I push her again, this time a little harder and she falls onto the floor.

I took that too far, I want her to toughen up, yes. But that doesn't mean I want to physically hurt her, I hurry over to her so I can help her up when she lashes out and catches my mouth, splitting my lip open.

I snake my tongue out, tasting the iron of my blood and drawing it back inside my mouth. It was a pretty hard hit, I know it's going to bruise and it will bleed for a little while, I can feel the blood just underneath my lip now. 

She looks just as shocked as I am and this can either be us making up and apologizing (mostly me), or I can carry this on so we don't have to have this conversation again.

I choose the latter.

I'm bleeding quite a lot and I don't wipe it away, ''That wasn't so hard, was it?''

She gets up and pushes past me ''Fuck you, Spencer. God…just fuck you.''

I don't turn around to watch her walk away from me, I hear her slam my bedroom door and hurry down the stairs.

I know how much I suck for tonight but I didn't want it to end up like this.. I was only trying to help her.

I decide to go after her, I hurry to my door and almost KO myself by opening it into my face. I hurry down the stairs and see Paula walking back from the kitchen, she must have seen my cut, ''Rough round, Spence?'' She smirks.

I don't stop, ''Not the time, mom!''

I swing open the door to see her sitting in her car, she's crying and for the first time in my life, I cry solely at the sight of somebody else crying.

I walk over to her car and get in, remembering the last time I did this, the time when everything came out wrong and she ran away from me.

I don't say anything, I just reach out and go to touch her shoulder, hovering just before her skin wondering if I should bother.

She lets out a sound with her sob that I've never heard her make before, that I made her make.

I should have thought it out more, I could have avoided all of this. 

I don't know what else to do, she's leaning against her steering wheel and we're both crying, I lean sideways and place a shaky kiss to her exposed shoulder, whispering 'I'm sorry' over and over again.


-


After a while I stopped saying sorry, I'm resting my mouth on her skin now, occasionally pressing light kisses to it. My lip hurts but it doesn’t matter. She lifts her head up and I do too. I almost start crying again at the look on her face, I lift my hand up to wipe away her tears and she's just staring at my mouth. I can feel the dried blood and her breath hitches like she's going to cry again, ''It's okay, don't cry alright? It was my fault, I know you didn't mean to.'' I see her bottom lip tremble before nodding. 

“I'm so sorry, Ashley. I didn't mean to push you over. I didn’t mean to make you cry. '' She’s trying not to cry again but when I move right over and pull her into a hug she starts up. She’s not crying loud, I can just feel her stomach muscles contracting every couple of seconds. I continue my hopefully soothing ministrations of rubbing her back.

Her breathing starts to regulate and I keep my hold on her, I feel her move her head a little bit and start to press short, delicate kisses to the crook of my neck. They start to linger, start to get wetter; I can’t help but close my eyes and lean into her, letting her kiss me.

She’s making her way to my lips slowly, she stops as she gets to them, frowning. I briefly wonder why she’s doing that when I feel the dried blood, before I can do anything about it she reaches for her purse and pulls out the water gun, squirting it onto some tissue. If that’s not the cutest thing ever, I don’t know what is.

She looks up to me, meeting my eyes and gently cupping my face, bringing the dampened tissue to my mouth carefully wiping away the blood. She pulls it away and stares at it, she looks disgusted with herself and I take it off her, discarding it so she doesn’t have to see it, I’ll pick it up later.

I run my tongue over my lip and feel that it’s starting to swell, but the cut has closed I think, so that’s a good thing. I look up slightly to meet her stare, her eyes darken and I’m sure mine do, too. After my behaviour tonight I let Ashley set the pace, I don’t know what she wants to do and I don’t intend on crossing a line again. I don’t have to wait long before I feel her trembling lips press into mine.

I kiss back and deepen it, pulling her into me almost painfully, moaning the second I feel her tongue on mine. It escalates more, her kisses turning fast and rough and then back to slow and deep, it’s too much though, I feel my cut re-open and have to pull away, breathing heavily.

I quickly run my tongue over the crimson liquid, not wanting Ashley to see it and wanting her to think I pulled back for my need of air.

Her eyes are burning into mine and she doesn’t need to speak, I know what she’s going to say, she’s going to ask if I want to go to hers and I really, honestly do, I nod and she kisses next to my mouth before I move back into my own seat, watching her put the car into drive.

-

I’m sorry, baby. I’m sorry. 

_ _ _


Chapter 45.


*


We just pulled into her empty driveway, Christine’s car not taking up space on the driveway and the lights are off, telling me that she’s out and that we’ll be alone. The engine barely has a chance to die down to a whisper before Ashley is kissing me again, I respond but not quite as enthusiastically as I want to, my lip is seriously sore but I need to kiss her, I need to love her tonight, I need to make up for my earlier actions, no matter how much I thought I was helping.

I pull out of the kiss, resting my forehead against hers and provide my lungs with the oxygen they require. “Let’s go inside.” Her voice is different, it’s thicker. I don’t answer her, I can’t, I just nod my agreement and step out of the car. She was quicker and is already at my side, lacing our fingers together and bringing the hand up to her mouth to kiss. Our eyes lock and again, it’s not long before I feel her lips on mine, I have nothing apart from the car to lean against so I let myself fall back onto it, Ashley pushing into me. 

I don’t want to do this out here, I want it to be just us without any potential viewers, so I gently push her off me before it gets too far and I can’t stop. “Let‘s go inside.” I repeat her earlier words. She opens her eyes and takes a second to breathe before nodding, pulling me towards the door.

She can’t open the door, her hands are shaking and I’m not quite sure why, we’ve done this before, lots of times and in lots of different ways. She doesn’t need to be nervous. Not around me. I place a hand over hers and take the keys from them, opening the door with ease and letting it swing right open as we continue to stand in the doorway, unmoving. 

I lift my hands up, running them from the curve of her shoulder to just underneath her ears and leaning in to capture her lips in another kiss that will surely hurt me, I just need her to feel how much I love her and how much I would never intentionally do anything to hurt her. Her kiss is hot and insistent, and it hurts so good. I lean right into her, pressing her against the doorframe as we explore familiar mouths and hear familiar sounds of pleasure emitting from our throats.

I briefly think about just lowering her to the floor here, but I can’t, I need this to just be about us. About her. I stop kissing her, my lip throbbing in protest, “Upstairs.” is all I manage to say before she pushes us inside the house, closing the door behind her. I can still see her tear tracks, it makes my chest tight thinking about earlier so I try and forget it for a second, not wanting to get upset again. She must have tripped on something because she falls into me and I fall on the floor, holding onto her.

“I’m sorry.” She’s quick to apologize.

“Don’t be.” I’m quick to reassure.

She lifts her hand up to my mouth, her thumb running just underneath the cut, “This looks really bad, Spence.”

I pull it away gently, “It’s nothing, Ash. I’ve gotten worse in a fight with Glen, trust me.”

She seems to have relaxed with those words, some of the tension has left her body. I stand up and reach down to pull her up, also. Pulling her body tight against mine, making my breathing increase and my eyes darken. I forget about the pain and just kiss her, I kiss her like I’ll never have the chance again and I don’t ever want to stop. Our lips part loudly and I see her trying not to cry again. I don’t say anything, I just take her hand and lead us towards her bedroom.

I wait to kiss her, touch her. I want her to stop trembling and looking so fragile, I want to love her like she deserves… so I wait. I switched the light on when we entered the room, too. I want to see everything tonight, I want her to see everything. Feel everything.

I walk us over to her bed and she sits down on the edge, looking up to me with intense eyes. I kiss her lightly before lowering my slightly trembling hands to her shirt, undoing her buttons slowly and grazing the revealed skin of her abs, feeling her tremble as I do so. I have the buttons undone now, she’s just sitting there with her swollen lips looking at me intensely, shirt open and her bra showing. I run my hands over her breasts and up to her collar bone, moving them sideways and underneath her shirt at her shoulder, dragging my hands down her arms to remove her shirt fully.

I look at her for a minute, I'm looking for any marks I could have potentially left when she fell on the floor. She doesn't have any but that doesn't make me feel better.

I can hear and I can see how fast her heart is beating, her breaths coming out in rapid successions and her chest moving in and out at the same speed. I’m hot now, the air is sticky today and we’re probably going to set each other on fire. 

I hook my arms underneath hers and push her backwards onto the bed, getting on top of her and being close enough to feel her skin, it’s not enough though, so I remove my own shirt, not being able to wait for Ashley to do it. I lean back down and bury my head in the crook of her neck, closing my eyes at how soft her skin is, how delicate she seems to be. I really never meant to take it as far as I did earlier, I'm just going to take care of her now, she doesn't need to stick up for herself, I'll be there to do it for her. I'll take care of her, I promise.

She makes a noise of protest at my mouth not being on hers and I quickly solve that, moulding our lips together once more and groaning as she pushes her tongue past my lips and searches for my own. I let her take the lead with this kiss and she’s gone back to her deep, languid kiss, lifting her leg up and pressing it between my own, making me pull away to squeeze my eyes shut even further, “God.”

I wait for her to move to the top of the bed so we have more than enough room, and crawl up to her, putting a leg either side of her when she sits up to kiss me and switches our positions so she’s the one on top, legs either side of my body. She lowers the top half of her body down to mine, pushing right into me as she does so, making me lift up and press into her, wanting more pressure there. She stops pressing into me and reaches a hand down to apply pressure over my jeans for a few blissful seconds and then leans down to my ear whispering, “I love you so much.” 

Her tongue is on my earlobe now and I’m crying silently. The way she said that was just so honest and loaded with emotion. I turn my head a little so my face is resting against hers and whisper as near to her ear that I can, “I love you”

I know without a doubt that I would die for her.

My tears are cool against my scorched skin, as she kisses me again I can feel her own tears against my face and I can taste them as our kisses grow deeper and wetter. 

She's moving against me now and it changes our kiss, it's grown in ferocity and I have to pull away to run my tongue over the cut in an attempt to soothe the pain. I was hoping to be subtle but she sees and I'm quick to reassure her, ''It's okay, I just got carried away.''

''It's not okay if we can't kiss without it hurting you.''

She's right in a way but there are ways around that, we'll just have to have one last kiss. ''One last kiss, okay?''

I see her nod and I lean up for it, capturing her lips between my own. I don't think I've ever kissed her this slow, this deeply before. I just want it to last, I love kissing her. We both have the same idea and press into each other, drinking in each others moans in our never ending kiss.

I'm not breaking this kiss, I won't be able to pull away and not kiss her again tonight. I sit up and reach down, silently thanking her for changing into a skirt before leaving the house today. I was going to just lift it up but decide against it, not breaking the kiss I undo the small button and even smaller zipper, reaching an arm around her back to steady her and pushing her into it so I can remove her skirt without removing my lips from hers. She helps me remove it, our hands bumping into each other as we frantically try not to break the kiss by opening our eyes and looking down.

It's off and I would smile but my lips are otherwise occupied, our breaths are heavy as expected and I have to pull away just slightly as does Ashley, we don't move far, our lips are still touching and we're breathing into each other's mouth. ''I'm sorry.'' I tell her again before I lean the non existent space forward and kiss her again.

She's on her back now in just her underwear, one of my legs is pressed up between hers, applying pressure and making her squirm and moan into my mouth. I have to fight back a moan of my own at the sound. 

I can't tease her with my mouth like I want to, I can't lean down to taste her breasts. One of my arms is underneath her neck, propping her head up slightly, and one is just on the curve of her hip, trying to push her into my leg more. I'm still kissing her, our lips are swollen, bruised. And mine isn't just from the cut.

She tries to lift her own leg up but I make a noise of protest, wanting tonight to just be about her.

I sit up and pull her with me, not breaking our still hot kiss and removing her bra with ease before lowering back down to the soft bed.

She stops but doesn't pull away, her mouth is still on mine as she tries to get air to her starving lungs. I'm glad she pulled away then, I thought I was going to pass out. She doesn't give me much time to catch my breath before her lips are back on mine. I wonder if she's trying to kill me.

Some 'last' kiss huh? 

When I was catching my breath I moved so I'm resting completely between her legs instead of just one of my legs pressing there. She has her hands digging into my scalp painfully, trying to pull me closer to her. It doesn't seem to be working for her and she reaches one hand down to the small of my back and pushes my body into hers even more. 

I take that as a sign to heat things up and start moving against her again, pressing down hard and slow until she stops kissing me and lets out a long groan into my mouth, lifting her hips up to meet mine in a faster pace.

My cut is open but it's not bleeding, I can't taste blood anyway, all I can taste is the unique flavor of Ashley. That doesn't mean to say it doesn't still hurt though because it does, my baby packs a punch that's for sure. 

And that's oddly hot to me right now.

I capture her still resting lips once more, not interrupting the pace of my movements. I'm about ready to burst so I know she must be too. I reach a hand up to her breasts and she moans but pushes my hand back down to her legs where she needs it.

I don't remove her underwear, that would require too much effort on both parts and I don't want to stop kissing her. I shift over a little and place my hand palm down to her abs, slowly snaking my hands to the waistline of her underwear. I can feel and smell how hot I've made her, and I can definitely feel how hot she's made me by just kissing me.

I don't enter her right away, I'm taking my time slowly rubbing the spot I know will make her squirm. Her thighs are occasionally tightening and relaxing, and her kisses keep stopping and starting up again. I decide to stop teasing and enter her, immediately setting a fast pace until I feel her walls tightening. I still all movement and Ashley breaks the kiss again, exhaling heavily against my lips, ''God, Spence.'' Is all I let her say before reattaching our lips and entering her again, this time slowly. Her inner walls are again starting to contract and I still my fingers, not breaking the slightly sloppy kiss we're currently in.

Ashley does, though. ''Spence..'' It was only a whisper but I know she's desperate. I start up a steady pace before suddenly curling my fingers inside of Ashley, making her bite down on my lip before releasing it to let out the loudest and longest moan I've ever heard her make.

It was my cut lip but thankfully not on the same spot.

I alternate between rubbing with the heel of my palm and curling my fingers inside of Ashley, I feel her come almost immediately and feel the vibrations of her moan inside my mouth.

I remove my fingers and hand from her underwear and move up off her, laying down next to her in the bed, wrapping a leg around her waist and stroking some hair away from her damp face as she catches her breath. I don't take my eyes off her, her face is flushed and when she opens her eyes they're full of latent pleasure. They're beautiful.

Her lips are so swollen, as I'm sure mine are. I can't help leaning back into her for a soft kiss though.

I pull away and rest my forehead near to hers as I run my tongue over my lip once again and opening my eyes to see her staring at me intently, the air is thick, I don't know if it's just from intensity or if it's from tension but I tell her what's on my mind anyway.

''I'm sorry. I love you.''

-

Forgive me, baby.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 46.


*


As expected, I didn't sleep well last night. Every time that Ashley moved away from me in her sleep I would wake up and have to pull her back towards me, needing to keep her close - safe. 

School isn't even an option today, I'll call in later, I have an awesome 'sick' voice. I haven't been caught out once and if today turns out to be the first time...well...who cares, I have more important things on my mind.

It's really early, too early for me to be awake on a normal day, but today isn't going to be a normal day, is it? 

I don't think last night was about us making up, it was just us trying to reconnect after one of our biggest and literal fights thus far.

The sun started to rise not long ago, it's not out fully but I can make out the rest of Ashley's room, it's big. I can't help but think that because we're in a large room that the distance between us will grow when she wakes, that she'll have more room to pull away. I pull her closer to me and look up to gently brush my thumb over her still slightly bruised lips. She's frowning, I don't know if she's having a nightmare but I reach up and start tracing light patterns on her forehead in attempt to relax her.

I must have been pressing too hard or something because the next thing I know, her eyes are fluttering open. I don't say anything, I'm trying out a whole new thing of thinking before I speak. She just smiles at me before turning over and pulling my arm around her stomach, falling back asleep.

I feel like an elephant is sitting on my chest, everything is uncertain at the moment. I don't know what today has in store for us, I don't know if she's going to tell me to get the hell out when she wakes up properly but the simple act of her unconsciously smiling at me when she's half asleep... god.

I take in a deep breath to rid myself of the suffocating emotion and shift closer to her, moving my arm a little so I still have it around her stomach and hold her hand that is limp with sleep while occasionally kissing her shoulder.

I don't need a mirror to know what my lip is like today, it feels like a golf ball is underneath the skin. I know alot of it is my fault though, I was the one who couldn't stop kissing her even when I knew it would make it worse.

I feel gross, I hate sleeping in my clothes and I feel like I really need to shower but I don't think anything could move from this spot, not even a fire. 

Amidst all the uncertainty and confusion, being this close to her, being able to feel her and hear her breathing, it relaxes me far better than any ocean wave and I start to fall asleep, hoping when I wake things would have magically sorted themselves out.


-


Headache was my first thought when I woke up, the second was the small of my back feels a little bruised as I stretched in Ashley's bed, and the third was that she wasn't there, she wasn't next to me.

Before I have a chance to majorly freak out, I can hear someone downstairs making quite a lot of noise in the kitchen. I know it's Ashley, nobody else would be here at this time in the morning, it's gone eight.

After leaving the house so abruptly last night I didn't get the chance to grab my phone so I move over to Ashley's side of the bed and pick up her cell from the bedside table to call school and let them know we won't be attending due to a stomach bug.


-


They bought it and the usually cold hearted woman I always speak to at the school office told us to both feel better, I try to take that as a sign today might just be okay and not like it could be the high point of my day.

I get up and make my way to her bathroom, I walk in and switch the shower on, immediately turning the temperature up to an almost unbearable level.

The steam hasn't had a chance to accumulate yet and I look in the mirror, wincing when I see my lip. It's pretty bad, it's bruised as expected and swollen like crazy. Oh well, there's nothing we can do about it, we'll just have to wait for it to heal. It's unlikely I'll get a scar.

The word scar is ugly, isn't it? ..But when I think about them on the right person they can be hot and beautiful at the same time. I don't just mean physical scars, I mean the most prominent of scars...the emotional ones. A certain look in the eyes.

It hurts to brush my teeth and I take my time, not wanting to re-open it by rushing.

After rinsing my mouth out I strip off my clothes and step into the shower, my back arching as soon as the scalding water connects with my skin. I take in a full deep breath of steam and grit my teeth at the pain but needing it, needing to feel something else for just a few minutes. 

I look around and spot Ashley's shampoo that I love, it smells amazing. Atleast on her anyway.

After lathering up and rinsing it out I wash my body and switch off the shower, forgetting about conditioner for now, I can do that later. I don't want to miss Ashley.

I step out and open the window, shivering slightly at the temperature drop and rub a big circle on the mirror so that I can see, the window being open quickly evaporating the remaining droplets of water. 

I can see the top half of my body and I have a bite mark on my shoulder. I don't remember Ashley doing that but it's not like I'm sleeping with anybody else so it's got to be her.

I tiptoe and turn around a little and I can just about make out a small faint bruise near the small of my back. I remember that one, Ash was trying to pull me closer.

Apart from my lip because it was under different circumstances... I like seeing marks on my body that Ashley has made, I don't know why but I do.

I wrap myself up in a ridiculously large towel and make my way back to her room to borrow some clothes.

_


I love wearing her clothes, being surrounded by her scent all day, it's comforting.

I've just finished drying my hair and I see Ashley walk into the room with breakfast. I don't know if this is inappropriate but I say it anyway, ''Uh-oh, you cooked?'' 

That brings a small smile to her face, ''I cook better than you, Miss I burn toast.''

We both smile slightly, still aware of some tension and she gets on the bed with the tray of food, ''Okay, eat up.''

-

After finishing breakfast Ashley discarded the tray somewhere next to her bed and we're sharing a cup of coffee, there wasn't enough room on the tray for two cups.

I take several breaths in an attempt to regulate my rapidly beating heart, ''Ash, we need to-''

She cuts me off, ''I know, Spence.''

I nod briefly, ''Okay.''

I'm looking at her when she suddenly realizes something, reaching into the drawer next to her, ''Oh, I forgot. Here.'' 

It's that weird smelling antiseptic healing cream, she takes the lid off and squeezes a small amount onto her finger before leaning closer and carefully rubbing it over and around my cut.

''Thank you.'' I tell her for her thoughtfulness

''No problem.''

The tension is back. 

She looks back up to meet my stare, ''I don't know how to start this, do you?'' 

I think about her question and shake my head. ''No, I mean I know that I want to apologize again for...everything, but other than that I'm not sure.''

''I'm sorry too, I didn't mean to hit you, I was just trying to push your arms away.''

I don't say that it's okay, I know I don't have to, I just give her a slight smile and nod.

It's quiet for a little while and the silence isn't deafening, it's comfortable, or as comfortable as it can be in this situation. I don't press her for anything else just yet.

She is the first one to break it, ''I know we have to talk, Spencer, I really do know that and I'm not trying to be Miss Avoidance but...can we just wait for that? I'm not trying to keep anything from you but I don't want to talk about it yet, okay? Soon...just not yet.''

I have to admit to being disappointed by that, I want her to feel comfortable talking about anything with me but I have to respect her wishes and remember that she does want to tell me and she will soon.

I pass her the coffee, ''When? I'm not trying to push you, Ash. I just want to know when you think you'll be ready.''

''We can talk about it later, I'm just...tired, y'know, not physically.. and talking about everything is going to be exhausting in itself, so...later.''

I accept that and answer her, ''On one condition.''

''What's that?''

''I won't ask you to talk about it yet if you don't want to...but I do want you to show me what you got.''

I see her furrow her eyebrows in confusion, ''What?''

I stand up and grab her hand, pulling her out of the room with me.


-


She looks around the room we're currently standing in the middle of, ''And we're here because?''

We're in her gym.

Yes, hers. 

I walk over and put on the hook and jab pads, hitting them together making a loud noise, ''Put on your gloves, Tyson.''

''Why?''

''Because I'm going to turn you into a fighter.''

She doesn't look too into the idea and I reassure her, ''I know you don't like fighting but don't think of it like that, think of it as self defence, okay?''

''What if I hurt you?''

I tap the almost solid pads together, ''You won't when I have these on.''

She pulls a face at me before walking across the room to get her gloves and I smile, grateful things are...not 'okay', between us but that at least we aren't shouting at each other.

She has them on and she looks hot, I push the inappropriate thought away before holding my hands up at an angle that won't hurt me when her fist connects with them, ''Okay Ash, remember you start out with light punches, if you try and swing for a knock out you'll just miss or hurt your wrist.''

''How do you know that?''

''I have two brothers. One taught me how to fight and one made me want test out my new skills.''

She raises her eyebrows, ''You beat Clay?''

I was serious about most of it and sometimes I did feel like hitting both of them...but I never did. Unless Glen hit me first, of course.

''No. Wanted to sometimes but no.''

She smiles and nods slightly, stepping towards me.

I look at her feet, ''Open your legs, Ashley.''

I meant that in the least crude way possible.

She throws me an almost there smirk and obliges so that they're just about shoulder width apart.

''Now what?''

''Now you show me what you got.''


_


We still have to talk, she still needs to open up but I can be patient, it won't be long before things get heavy and I'm sure to fall even harder for her.

But right now....

-

Let's get sweaty. 

_ _ _ _ _ 


Chapter 47.



*



Ashley did pretty well for the most part, she has a good technique and I didn't have to remind her of much. I had to tell her to hit harder a lot of the time though, she still looked scared she would hurt me but that wasn't the case at all, it's like a certain part of your body being numb and you pinch it - you can feel the pressure but you can't feel the pain. 

She's not great at uppercuts and I was holding the pads in the right position for her, it's not like they were high in the air. It doesn't matter though, it's not like she wants to be a 'Maggie Fitzgerald' and I don't want her to be either because, 1) I thought the movie sucked, and 2) She's not dying any time soon. Plus it was mostly for fun and to show her that just because she doesn't want to hurt somebody when they hurt her, she does have it in her to fight back.

If it seems like I'm trying to change her, like I'm one of those controlling girlfriends...then I'm not, or at least I don't mean to be. I just want her to be safe when I'm not around. I mean, I want her to know that she can still depend on me to be there, but just because I'm there doesn't mean she has to be vulnerable. Instead of standing in front of her I want to stand by her side. Supporting her but not fighting for her. She's stronger than she gives herself credit for. 

She's in the shower at the moment, I had mine first. I didn't think it was really appropriate to have one together, at least not before we've talked. After that then I'm up for anything.

We're talking when she's finished upstairs, she told me she might be a while and I said that it was fine, I would wait. She looked pretty nervous when she said that, her hands were in her back pockets and she kept looking away from me. I hope her shower relaxes her a little.

I just heard the bathroom door open and her bedroom door close, I doubt she'll be much longer, she's been up there for almost two hours as it is. She didn't go into the bathroom right away, I heard a few things in Ashley's room when she first went in there, I think she dropped something. It made a loud noise anyway and I was going to go check on her but then I heard some music come on so I knew she was okay, or okay as she can be.

She's scared, I can tell. I mean apart from the obvious, there's just something in the air and it's making me a little uneasy. She always stops her music a couple of minutes before she leaves her bedroom and I just heard it stop so I get up and make my way to her kitchen to make her a drink, I'll make her tea instead of coffee.

I burned myself, when I was pouring the water into the mugs I had my thumb too close to the spoon in there. I hate steam burns. I'm such a baby with them, I always make a fuss and that's what I'm currently doing. 

I'm doing a pretty good sailor impression when I nearly jump out of my skin as Ashley is suddenly right next to me, taking my hand and inspecting the hurt digit. I stop cursing and just watch her, she brings my hand up to place her lips over the red mark, her tongue coming into contact with my skin to soothe the pain I can now barely feel.

''Baby.'' Is all she says.

I lose ability to form coherent sentences when she does that, ''I...made you some tea.'' 

''Thanks.''

She leans into me a little to reach behind me for the milk and even though her voice hasn't gave her away, her body language has. She's still nervous and with her being this close to me I can hear her breathing, it's faster than it should be. She's holding the milk, I can't see her holding it but I saw the muscles contract in her arms slightly. She stopped moving, she put the milk back down on the counter and now she's just standing a breath away from me, her head is by my shoulder and I turn my head a little, wanting to see if she's okay. My face brushes against hers and I close my eyes, keeping it there and enjoying the warmth and softness of her skin.

She starts to lean towards me more, our faces pressing together just a little harder and I copy her movements until her lips are next to mine. I open my eyes to see hers still closed, I'm still looking at her when she opens her eyes, her deep, penetrating eyes that always burn me to the core whenever she looks at me. I feel her snake her hand around the back of my neck and I close my eyes again as she gently press her lips against mine, being careful not to put much pressure on the left side of my bottom lip. Her tongue is on my lips and I open my mouth a little wider to let her in, both moaning as soon as my tongue duels with hers.

I bring my hands up to cup her face, kissing her harder and hopefully letting her know I'm not going anywhere no matter what she tells me today.

When she pulls away we're both breathing heavily. Again, I'm the first one to open my eyes and I can see her trying not to cry. I have that feeling in my chest that you get before you cry or before you want to cry, the painful sensation nearly chokes me and I wrap my arms around her, telling her that it's okay.

It's a build up of something, a lot of what I guess to be bad memories that must have resurfaced this afternoon.

-

We're in the living room, we finished our tea and now I'm just waiting for Ashley to find the courage to start talking. She's resting between my legs, leaning back into me and I'm playing with her hair. I only just notice her hands squeezed into tight fists, I put mine on top of them to hold them both, rubbing my thumbs over the skin underneath. She squeezes my hands and then lifts herself up to pull something out of her pocket and then leaning back down.

I don't look what it is straight away, I want to see it when she wants me to, when she holds it out for me to take. She's holding it on her lap and she's staring right at it, the expression on her face is almost unreadable. Almost. I can see a mixture of love and contempt.

I feel her inhale deeply and exhale the same way before passing the picture back to me.

She didn't look at me, she just held it out for me to take and once I did she leaned back into me even more.

I look at it and smile at the sight of Ashley looking to be about five years old, she's sitting on some guys lap and they're both wearing big smiles.

Ashley's smile is genuine, it reaches her eyes and it's full of five year old enthusiasm and innocence. The man in the picture isn't so convincing, he has almost perfected his smile but I know how to read people and his smile is not genuine. His eyes aren't shining bright like Ashley's, there's something else there. His hands are resting on her small knees and I just stare at them. 

Ashley is leaning back into him and he's leaning away from her, he isn't embracing her. His hands have a certain look to them, I know that sounds weird but I just know that they weren't gentle hands.

I drop the picture and let it float the short distance to the floor, I don't need Ashley to say anything, I already know and I lean forward to wrap my arms around her, to embrace her.

I don't say any of the clichés, I just let my touch speak for itself until she's ready to say more.

''I don't want you to feel sorry for me and I don't want you to act different around me, Spencer. This isn't a sob story and it's not something I like to wallow in, okay?''

I keep my hold on her, ''Okay.''

''The guy in the picture, it's my dad.'' 

That didn't surprise me at all but I don't say anything, I don't want to interrupt her. 

''I don't want you to totally hate him because there were times when he was nice, he just snapped sometimes y'know?''

Even though I already knew, it's different hearing it and I'm trying to breathe and not freak out because I know how much it's taken for her to open up.

''I have good memories with him and I have bad, sometimes I can only think of the bad and sometimes I can only think of the good. I can't stay feeling a certain way towards him for too long. I haven't seen him for almost four years and yeah, there's still times when I wish I had his number so I could hear his voice. But then there's times I want to hurt him like he hurt me and mom. I should probably hate him and I know my mom does but I can't. I don't miss him enough to find him, though.''

Instead of me holding her hands, she's holding mine and occasionally running a finger up and down one of my own. 

''Do you remember the first time I called you?''

I furrow my eyebrows, wondering why she brought that up but answer her anyway, ''Yeah, I remember.''

''That was the day before his birthday, I always get weird around that time and that's why I wasn't at school for a few days.''

I lean my head down to press a quick kiss onto her head. ''Why did you call me if you knew you weren't going to be at school?''

''Because I knew you'd make me feel better.''

I think about her reply and how rude I was to her that night and close my eyes, regretting everything. ''I'm sorry I was mean to you.''

''You weren't. Just hearing your voice, Spence..'' She trails off and I understand what she meant.

She speaks again and I can feel the vibrations on my chest, ''And the time you freaked out in the store about me picking up a Coke... that was the night when I knew I would never forget you and we would get closer than I've ever been with anybody.''

I move closer to her but stay quiet, not knowing what to say and not wanting to potentially interrupt her.

''When we had that fight at school because I didn't say anything to that guy and we got angry with each other and I walked away ... I couldn't breathe. I thought that was it, you'd had enough of me and I started crying so hard that I almost threw up. I'm not saying any of this to make you feel bad, I'm just trying to explain everything.'' 

I whisper, ''Okay.'' And wait for her to continue.

''The only time apart from last night that I've ever hit anybody was the last time I saw my Dad. I was in my room and I heard my mom shouting at him for something, I can't even remember what it was but I knew it was going to go quiet soon, it was always loud first and quiet later. I'd spent the day with my mom, we went shopping and she was so nice to me y'know? I mean she was never mean or distant but that day she was especially nice, so when I heard them shouting I got up and went downstairs.''

I feel her take a breath and pause, ''I found her on the floor, she never screamed or cried when he hurt her, not that I ever saw anyway. I thought dad had left, I couldn't see him around her. She was clutching her stomach and her lips were blue, I think he broke some ribs or something and I was scared so I ran to get the phone to call an ambulance.''

She clears her throat and carries on, ''He didn't leave, he was getting a drink. He saw me holding the phone and started to walk towards me, my mom must have seen because she tried to trip him up and he started kicking her everywhere. I didn't know what to do and I just ran over to him and started hitting him and digging my nails in his hands to make him hit me instead.''

I'm not sure I can listen to anymore but I stay anyway, still holding her and letting her know I'm listening.

''It worked. He hit me so hard that I thought he broke my neck. He didn't though, he just dislocated my jaw.''

I have so many things I want to say, most of which are inappropriate and will only make her regret telling me so I bite my tongue and let her finish.

''I don't want to be the kind of person who you have to act a certain way around. Last night when I...you know, I couldn't believe it. I knew you'd never hit me back but it was just hurting you and the thought of you never speaking to me again.'' 

''I don't think you have to worry about that, Ashley. You're the best person I know, last night was my fault, I was pushing you too hard and if I knew then I would have never done that, baby. I know I shouldn't have done it either way, but I swear I would never hurt you intentionally.''

I feel her nod, ''I know.''

I want to look at her properly, ''Turn around, Ash.''

It takes a second for her to shift around between my legs and settle down on top of them so she's facing me.

I don't say anything right away, I just brush my fingers against her jaw line before leaning in to press my lips over every spot where the pain must have been over four years ago.

I hardly know what to do or say, it's not everyday you hear this kind of thing.. or at least it's not for me. This is definitely the first and hopefully last time.

I know today has been serious and I know that boxing might not have been the best idea but it was different from a violent attack, it was purely for defence.

I know why she doesn't want to say anything to the jerks from school, she's scared they'll hit her. I'll never let that happen but if you're scared of something then sometimes words of reassurance only go so far, it's actions that speak louder.

I still have so much I need to say to her about what she's just told me and she still has things she needs to open up about. I feel nauseous but I push it back down, I can cry or throw up later, she doesn't need to see me react like that, it will only put her off telling me anything else and I can't blame her, I would do the same.

But for now, I just want her to feel safe and loved - with me.

I lean in and rest my head against the side of hers and whisper into her ear, ''I kinda have a crush on you.''

She's smiling, I can feel it. ''I love you.''

I tighten my hold on her, ''You have no idea, Ashley.''

_

More talking will come and soon the words I'm searching for will make themselves visible. 

-

Mr Davies, if we ever meet ... get ready.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 48.


*


I feel like it should be later, it’s only six o’clock. We’ve been talking for a long time, five hours to be exact. I kept quiet when she was talking and this time I made sure to be able to see her face at all times instead of last time when I could just see the side of it. She’s more comfortable looking at me, too. I mean she looked away sometimes but for the most part she was content to look into my eyes, letting me see her.

I don’t think I’ve ever loved her as much as I do today.

I asked her why she still cared about him, even if was just sometimes. I didn’t understand that and after her explanation I’m still baffled. She said that it was her good memories that kept her from hating him and that he’s not a totally evil person.

I guess I must be because I heard about her favourite memories, I heard about how sickeningly sweet he acted and I know it was all bullshit. So far we’re up to 328.

That’s how many different ways I’d like to inflict agony onto his abusive body. 

I’ve never even met him and I had to stop a disbelieving laugh escaping my lips at the thought of how much I loathe him. I’ve never felt anything like this towards another human being before, it’s a little scary. 

She just went to pee and I had to stop myself from following her, I don’t like being away from her now, not at all. I loved being pressed against her this afternoon, and now that she’s gone…I’m cold. 

456.

Yes, I have an imagination.

Even though Ashley has been telling me a lot of not so great things, terrible things, she didn’t cry once. Her voice was shaky sometimes and so was mine, it was a mix of emotions. I literally had to keep my mouth closed at times, the things she was saying were making my stomach feel weird and not in the good way, full of demonic butterflies. I got the shaky feeling inside too, I went really cold and that’s why I had to keep my mouth shut because my teeth kept starting to chatter.

It was kind of like when you stay up all night and half way through the next day you go so tired and cold. Or at least I do anyway.

We haven’t had lunch yet and we probably won’t, we’ll just have a bigger than usual dinner. I walk into the kitchen to look for something she can eat before we decide what to cook or order in. 


_


By the time I’m done Ashley is back on the couch, smiling wide when she sees me and to say it’s infectious would be the understatement of the year. I wait for her to sit up a little before sitting down and putting her head back on my lap.

She turns to lay on her back and looks up at me, ’’What’s in the bowl, Spence?’’

Yeah, I found something to tide her over.

I grabbed a spoon while I was there too, gotta remember the spoon. ’’Close your eyes.’’

She throws me a look before closing her eyes and I take just a second to smile, admiring her perfect features.

572.

’’Open your mouth.’’

’’You so have something gross in there don’t you?’’

Usually that would be a possibility…but not today.

I smile again before answering her, ’’It’s not gross.’’

She doesn’t say ‘okay’, she just opens her mouth, obliging to my request.

I dip the spoon into the bowl and stir it around for just a second, making sure to get a nice spoonful of her ‘snack’.

I make an airplane noise before I put the spoon into her mouth and she was trying not to laugh.

She chews the tiny bits that barely need chewing at all and has the biggest smile on her face which I mirror almost instantly.

’’You heated up strawberries and turned them into mush?’’

I dip the spoon back in the bowl and put it in front of Ashley’s mouth, not bothering with the sound effects this time, ’’I did.’’

’’Why?’’ She says before wrapping her lips around the spoon.

’’Because my akon, coke, glitter, glue, hot fruit loving girlfriend hasn’t had lunch, I thought she might be hungry and I didn’t know what to cook for dinner.’’

She’s finished with that spoonful and I put it back into the bowl to get her some more.

She opens her mouth as soon as I bring the spoon out of the bowl and I place it in there gently before lightly scraping it across her bottom lip which had a little bit on it.

She mumbles something with her mouth still half full but I know what she means, ’’Yeah, I’ll try some.’’

I dip the spoon into the bowl when she pulls it out of my hands and sits up slightly to put it on the coffee table. I open my mouth to say something when she changes positions, putting her legs either side of my hips and settling down on my lap, pressing down into me.
I take a breath before she puts both of her hands either side of my face and leans in for a kiss that immediately turns deep, letting me taste the strawberries.

687.

My tongue duels with hers for longer than necessary but I can’t pull away, I’m getting lost, the frequent moans escaping my lips testament to that. The sensation of her kiss, her taste, the way she presses against me and swallows each moan...it’s all making me hot. Especially after last night, getting that worked up for nothing. Well, not nothing, I know Ashley had more than a good time and I did too, just without the nice end result.

I forget about my cut lip for now and kiss her harder, leaning my head into hers more, forcing it back slightly until she does the same with me and mine connects with the back of the couch again. Repeating the cycle until Ashley’s hand slides underneath my shirt, rubbing the spot just underneath my breast that drives me crazy. I pull away, breathing heavily, “We need to stop.’’

She removes her hands and presses her chest right against mine which means I can feel every exhalation, her breasts pressing into mine and loving every second of it.

“Why?’’

That’s a pretty good question. Why?

“Dinner.’’ Is my lame excuse.

“Fuck dinner, Spencer.’’

She doesn’t curse that much...but when she does. Wow.

743.

My eyes nearly roll back in my head when she reattaches our lips and massages her tongue with mine.

“Bedroom.’’ I manage to say between trying to breathe and Ashley kissing me again.

“Here.’’ She kisses me again, this time softer and I relish her unique flavour mixed with the strawberries.

Definitely one of my better ideas.

I pull away to trail kisses down her jaw line, “Comfy bed.’’

She leans her face into mine and I start to make my way back to her lips, pressing mine against hers firmly, already missing the taste of them. 

After a few moments she pulls away again, slightly, “Comfy couch.’’ 

Her lips are creating havoc on my neck, she better not give me a hickey. If I see one she’s so getting one, too.

“Are you sure you don’t want dinner? I was thinking of making chicken.’’

I wasn’t thinking about chicken just now…that just came out of nowhere.

She stops kissing my neck to look up at me incredulously, “Jesus. Shut up.’’

I smile sheepishly and she takes off her shirt. I can’t help licking my lips slightly at the heavenly sight.

“See something you like?” She teases.

“I thought you didn’t want to talk.’’ I smirk.

She puts her hands on my shirt and I get goose bumps as her hands brush my sides, lifting the garment over my head. “You’re right, I don’t.’’

She picks up the cushions that are squished next to us and puts them at the other end of the couch making a pillow.

I don’t need her to tell me what to do, I wait for her to lift herself up off me and move down the couch, laying down and resting my head on the pillow Ashley made for me.

It takes approximately .1 second for her to crawl on top of me and rest herself down on my thigh, pushing her own between my legs. I moan at the pressure and press mine up towards her to evoke the same reaction.

She almost hisses and arches her back, lifting the top half of her body away from mine. I start up a regular rhythm and her eyes squeeze shut, she moans out my name and I groan as she starts to rock into me, I let out a small moan and pull her back down for a kiss, immediately finding her tongue pushing against my lips. I had the same idea and I’m pretty sure from a different view it looks like we’re swallowing each other whole. 

I want to know why I always seem to wear pants when we have sex, I wish I would think ahead and change into a skirt...or possibly nothing at all to save time and frustration on my part.

She pulls away from our scorching kiss and trails kisses to my chest before pressing herself into my leg to sit up slightly and reach behind my back to unclasp my bra, my back arching when her hands come into contact with the sensitive skin.

I lean up to capture her lips again, not even caring about my lip, Ashley can put some cream onto it later.

Our lips part with a wet sound and I gasp as her mouth suddenly covers a nipple, her tongue circling it before biting softly and pulling away to blow over it, creating more goose bumps and making me that much hotter.

Having a girlfriend this beautiful and this good in bed has it’s downside, I practically flat line every single time. I’ve seen the light...and it’s not pretty.

868.

I flip us over and try to relieve some of the tension by grinding down onto her thigh hard and slow.

She moulds our lips together as I continue rocking and my back arches again when I feel the faintest touch of her fingers run down my back.

I need to take these pants off. Now.

I lift myself off her, making sure to press down into her on my way up, trying to undo the button on my pants. I can’t do it and I swear I’m a breath away from crying in frustration when Ashley helps me and easily completes the seemingly difficult task.

I must have been looking at her differently because she groans and leans up to kiss me fiercely. I start to topple over and grab her for support which is pretty stupid because I know I’ll just drag her with me anyway.

We land on the floor of her living room with a slight thud. I start to laugh when Ashley stops me by forcefully pushing her tongue back inside my waiting mouth.

She kisses me over and over and over. She kisses me until I can’t breathe and I’m still left wanting more.

I stand up slightly and throw myself back on the couch to angle myself properly so I can take off my pants. 

The evil pants are now off and the only thing apart from my underwear to get off…is me.

Crude, yes. Do I, at this particular moment with a hottie practically underneath me, care about that? No.

942.

I basically throw myself onto the floor, not caring about any carpet burns, I’m sure to get them regardless of how ‘careful’ I am. 

I get on top of her and settle between her legs, loving the friction her skin tight jeans are creating.

This time I’m the one who forces a deep kiss past her full, tender lips and continue to make her squirm.

She pulls away to the side breathing heavily and I notice how red her lips are, they look a little sore and I lean to where she moved her head to, running my tongue across her lips to soothe them and then pulling back.

She liked that, her loud moan in the otherwise silent room letting me know.

She flips us over and I feel something on the side of my thigh, it’s not a pleasurable sensation, in fact it freakin’ hurt.

I look down and move my leg to the side to inspect the damage.

It’s a carpet burn. Damn it. 

I pout, “Ow.’’

Ashley looks momentarily distracted before focusing her attention to the hurt skin, kissing around it licking a path to the inside of my thigh.

Pain has gone and we’ve surpassed 1000. What can I say, you’re a dead man, Davies.

I’m really hot down there, now. In fact we’ve surpassed ’hot’ … I’m totally and completely melting. 
She tries to pull off my underwear with her teeth but I made it a little difficult. Don’t get me wrong, it felt awesome… but it was too awesome, I couldn’t wait so I gently pushed her away and took them off myself and crashed our swollen lips together yet again.

Her hand is tracing lazy eights on the inside of my thighs, now. If I didn’t love her so much I would kill her.

I make a noise of protest and breathe out, “Ashley...’’

She takes the hint and stops her teasing motions on my leg, her fingers are moving and alternating between clockwise and anti clockwise. 

I can see stars.

I feel her enter me slowly and then starting up a steady rhythm. I can barely moan… I’m in ecstasy.

Or at least I thought I was… until she lowered her head and her tongue came into contact with a certain spot her fingers were rubbing against not long ago.

I gasp loudly and can barely lift my hands to her head, all I can do is try and push myself into her more, wanting more contact and her to go faster.

My stomach is wound tight and thankfully this time it isn’t because of something bad, it’s something good.

Definitely good.

She removes her mouth and enters me again, curling her fingers to find the other place inside me that’ll make me scream.

My toes curl instantly and her name that I scream echoes off the walls as my orgasm explodes inside of me.

It takes a while for me to come down from that high, Ashley never letting me go and pressing kisses to my shoulder as she lays on top of me.

I must have been quiet for too long because she seems uncertain, “Are you okay?’’

Am I okay? Let’s see… hot sex with a mind blowing orgasm, check. Yeah.. I’m okay. 

“Mmm.’’ Is all I manage to say for the moment.

I’ll just catch my breath, baby and then return the favour.

-

Definitely a dead man walking, Mr D.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 49.


*


It's been a few weeks since she opened up, I've heard about so many of her favourite memories and I've heard about lots of bad memories. We don't talk about it everyday, it's usually just random little mentions. I told her about my memories, too.

I love finding out little things about her, like what cartoons she used to watch before school or what little bicycle she had when she was six. What age she learnt to swim, her first memory - everything.

I've made her keep up with the boxing too and not just for the selfish reason of loving how she looks in the gloves and how sweaty she gets...but just to keep up with my silent pact of making sure she'll be safe.

She isn't safe right now.

She's in the kitchen.

With Paula.

She invited her over for dinner and there's no way I would let Ashley decline the offer...not that she would.

I think they're making chicken and I smile, remembering a couple of weeks ago when I offered to cook us dinner right before I almost flat lined.

I got Ashley something earlier, just to show her how much I love her.

Paula is laughing at something Ashley just said, I think it was something about shoving an onion up the chickens ass... I can't be sure though, the sight of Ashley smiling distracts me right away.

Paula just nodded for Ashley to come and join me in the living room and I smile as soon as she emerges, her hair is clipped up today with a few curls hanging loose that she keeps putting behind her ears.

''Lazy ass.'' She greets me.

''Slave.'' I greet back.

She smiles before looking concerned, ''You okay, Spence?''

I'm a little confused by her random question, ''Yeah...I'm fine.''

''Are you sure? Because you look really tired, y'know... from doing absolutely nothing.''

I smirk, I really have been lazy today, ''Hey, I offered to help.''

She smiles before pulling her bottom lip into her mouth, ''You offered to take me upstairs and make me scream, you mentioned nothing about helping us be able to eat.''

I raise my eyebrows at her choice of words and I'm so about to say something when she laughs and tells me to shut up.

I pull a face at her before reaching down the side of the couch, ''I got you something.''

She looks surprised, but happy, ''Really? That's weird 'cause I got you something, too.''

She reaches into her overnight bag that she bought. Yeah... like she'll be going home tonight. She'll be in my bed. My small bed. Pressed together. Moaning. Mmm.

She brings me out of my less than PG thoughts, ''Spence?'' 

''Hmm? Oh!, right. Here you go, baby.'' I throw her an award winning grin and place a chaste kiss to her full lips.

She laughs when she sees the bottle of Coke with the tiny bow on it. ''Oh my god, we have got to start spending time with other people, Spencer.'' 

I'm still smiling when she pulls her arm up, showing me the bottle of Pepsi with a small bow on it. I laugh at the sight, ''Oh god.'' I stand up, ''Okay, go. Get out of my house. I'm gonna call Kat.''

She laughs before sticking her leg out and pressing her foot on the back of my knee, making me drop down a little, ''Ashley, bitch.'' I laugh and throw myself on top of her making pig snort sound effects into the crook of her neck and making her laugh.

Somebody clearing their throat interrupts us and I roll my eyes from my spot in Ashley's neck, she pokes me to tell me stop it, as if she saw me do it or something.

''Hey mom.''

''Hey girls.''

Yeah... I don't know what to say.

''...Hi mom.''

''Hi sweetheart.''

''Hi-''

Ashley cuts me off, rescuing me, ''So Paula, how's Mr Chicken coming along? You think he's dead yet?'' She teases.

She smiles, ''He's getting there.''

''Good, I'm starving.'' She points in my direction, ''This one never feeds me, she just works me to death and expects me to survive on mushed up fruit.''

Paula smiles widely and just looks at us both, I'm getting a little uncomfortable under her stare and subtly kick Ashley saying 'look what you just did.' 

She kicks back saying 'Whatever, it's your mom.'

I pick up the Pepsi Ash bought me and smile as I take the bow off, sticking it onto her shirt for her to wear and undoing the lid to take a sip.

''So, when am I going to be a grandmother?''

The aforementioned Pepsi is now all over me.

''What?!'' I half shout, half squeak.

Ashley looks like she's finally shocked by something Paula has said.

She's smiling, ''Come on sweetheart, haven't you heard about the new lesbian sperm?''

Jesus fucking Christ.

I cough again slightly, bringing up some pepsi that was stuck in my throat.

''I'm seventeen, mom. I don't want a snot nosed brat taking up all of my time.''

''You wouldn't like to see a mini Spencer and Ashley running around the place?'' She asks.

I think about a little Ashley and can't help the smile that graces my face, aww.

Paula has a grin that says a thousand words, ''I'll just go check on dinner.'' and promptly leaves the room.

As soon as I see she's gone I turn around slowly to Ashley wearing a disbelieving look on my face, ''What .. the hell was that about? Did I zone out or something or did she honestly say that?''

She's over the shock now, she's just amused, ''I'll go get the turkey baster.''

I laugh, ''Ew.''

''How many shall I shoot out?''

I smile at her choice of wording again and think about her question, ''Well, considering your height and that you will be the one carrying, I say seven. We can retire after high school and live off the tourism money that people will pay to see the real seven dwarfs.''

She rolls her eyes and pouts. It's cute. 

''Aww I'm sorry, baby. I love you.''

''Yeah, me too.'' She mocks.

I laugh at the dodge of her reply, ''I spent money on Coke for you today, Ashley.''

''I spent money on Pepsi for you.''

I'm trying to think of something to challenge her last statement with when she stops my train of thought, ''I love you too.''

I roll my eyes, joking, ''Ugh, finally.'' And lean in to kiss her, loving that I can smell her perfume. I love her perfume. 

We couldn't make out... not with Paula only a room away, so I pull out of the kiss and keep my eyes closed for a second, ''Wanna go make Barney and Barney's bitch have teddy sex?''

''No but after dinner we can have sex.'' 

''Teddy sex?'' I tease.

''Sure.'' She looks in the direction of the kitchen before leaning into my ear to whisper, ''I'll fuck you so hard your stuffing will fall out.''

It takes a second to register her attempt at a crude comment before bursting into hysterics.

''Bring it on.''

She laughs slightly before taking the bow off her bottle of Coke and puts it on my chest like I did for her.

Speaking of sex... we've been at it like rabbits lately. I swear, I couldn't walk properly for a week. What can I say? The girl's got mad skills.

I must have a smirk on my face or something because she turns to look at me again, ''What are you thinking about?''

''Rabbits.''

''Cute.''

I smile at her as she swirls the coke around in her mouth, making it froth up and making her cheeks protrude.

She shouldn't do that, she'll rot her teeth.

I lift up my hand and poke her in the cheek, hard. The coke squirting out the right side of her mouth.

She throws her head back slightly trying to speak, '''Pe'er!''

I laugh at her, ''A'ley.'' I tease.

She swallows the rest of her drink, ''You are a dead woman.'' 

''You're so cute when you try and threaten me, baby.'' I lean over for a kiss but she turns away, trying not to smile.

I kiss her cheek anyway, making a really long 'kissy' sound until she pulls away laughing, ''That tickles.''

I smile and turn my face away from her, tapping my cheek for her to kiss it so I can see if it really does tickle.

She puts her hands on my head and chin to keep it in place and presses her soft lips against my cheek, making the same long kissy sound I did. It really does tickle and I laugh and pull away, ''Yeah, that tickles.''


_


I'm so glad it was just us three for dinner, I couldn't be bothered to keep up conversation with everybody and especially with Paula talking almost non stop. 

She kept us at the table in conversation for almost two hours after dinner. I'm so totally drained right now and I'm not really in the mood to have my stuffing ripped out of me.

Maybe I'll give Ashley a nice wakeup call in the morning.

We're in my room now, I keep going to call it 'our' room.. it's because she's always here and it's just easier to say. Plus.. it sounds good. 

Our bed sounds even better, though.

She's finished in the bathroom and walks into the room with an exaggerated swagger, making me smile. ''Bathroom is all yours, babe.''

I get up off the bed and slap her on the ass, telling her to keep the bed warm.

I hurry in the bathroom, even though I'm tired, I just want to be next to her and feel her body against mine.

I walk into the bedroom and immediately sense something 'off'.

''You okay?'' I ask Ashley who is wrapped up under the covers.

''Yup, are you?''

I switch the lights off, ''I'm fine.'' And climb into bed next to her, immediately wrapping an arm around her stomach to pull her closer and intertwining our smooth legs.

Even though she said she was fine... something is different.

I feel her reach under her pillow for something and by this time my eyes have adjusted to the darkness so I can see what she's holding.

I burst out laughing and push the hand away from me, ''Ew, Ashley. Get that thing away from me.''

She's laughing too, ''I thought we were making babies.'' 

''Maybe tomorrow. I have a headache.'' I tease.

''Come on, go into the bathroom and squirt, I'll be here with my legs open.''

She's so funny.

I burst out laughing again, ''That was so gross.''

''Yeah.'' She laughs again slightly and I lean over to kiss her.

''We can make babies tomorrow, Ash.''

''Promise?'' 

I smile and lean in for another kiss, ''I promise.''

''I'll hold you to that.'' She throws the gross baster across the room somewhere so it's far away from the bed. ''Night, Spence.''

''Night, baby.''

She falls asleep quickly and I stay awake watching her for a little bit, occasionally kissing her face.

It's been a while and I'm starting to fall asleep too from listening to her deep even breaths, I lean in to her ear, ''I love you.''

-

Don't think I've forgotten about you Mr Davies, I'm not one to let go of a grudge easily and I absolutely intend to follow through.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 50.


*


Okay so we haven’t made babies yet, but we have practised the act more than a few times… just without the nasty male parts.

Me… with a penis?

Can we say gag?

Plus, I love my boobs. Probably an unhealthy amount but I can’t help it, they’re there and I love ’em.

I hate looking at pictures where I don’t have them or when they were still at the early stages of development. I feel like half a woman. Or girl, I guess. Considering I’m still only seventeen. 

I shake myself out of the irrelevant thoughts and focus my attention on the screen in front of me.

ND, huh? Interesting.

My bedroom phone is ringing, not my cell and I ignore it and wait for the machine to get it before I waste efforts getting up out of my comfy seat, the recorded message vaguely registering. “I’m not here, I have a life.” and then a beep.

“Oh please, Spencer. The only life you have is revolved around me and considering I’m not there… pick up the phone, lazy ass.”

I grin before pushing myself away from my desk, rolling the chair an impressive distance towards the phone and after nearly tipping out of the chair to stretch for it, I manage to grip it. “That goes both ways, Ashley.”

“It does.’’ She confirms

I smile with her answer, “So what did you call for? Surely not more phone sex.’’

We haven’t had phone sex, she’s a little shy and I find that totally hot. She’s definitely not shy in bed but when it’s talking about it instead of doing it, I always see her trying not to blush. The cute fucker.

She lets out a nervous laugh, “No.”

I bite my lip at the thought of her blushing, “So what’s up then, babe?” 

“Wanna hang out?”

“Sure, to do what?”

“We could go see a movie or go bowling or something.”

So not opting for bowling.

“A movie sounds good, Ash.’’

“What’s wrong with bowling?’’

I knew she’d ask me that.

“What’s right with it? And stinky used shoes for one thing.’’

“Okay, do you want me to pick you up or are you going to force Clay’s face into the floor again to make him bring you?’’

I smile at the memory, “Can you pick me up? I don’t feel like fighting today.’’

Besides, I need to ask him for the biggest favour ever, soon. Plus I was a bitch that day, I’m a monster when I’m PMSing. 

She laughs and agrees to pick me up ‘as soon as’ so make sure I’m ready.

I walk over to my laptop and delete certain parts of my history in case Ashley decides to snoop around later, she keeps trying to find porn sites on there. She won’t ever find any. Why would I download or search for porn when I have the hottest, most beautiful girlfriend in the entire world?


_


I’m waiting outside on the bench and quietly singing to Enrique’s new song, isn’t it catchy? 

Her car pulls up and she takes her sunglasses off her face to rest them on top of her head, “I thought we talked about singing in public, Barney.’’

I smile briefly before sticking my tongue out and singing louder.

“Get in the car before people start shouting out the window for you to shut up.”

I roll my eyes playfully and walk towards the car, “Spoil my fun.”

I get in and close the door, leaning over to give her a proper ‘hello’


_


Being the gentle girl that I am, I paid for Ashley’s ticket and her food. I wanted M&Ms but Ashley wanted popcorn so I paid for those too and she’s getting the drink.

I told her to get water or Sprite and that I wouldn’t drink coke so forget about it.

She dragged me out to see Shrek three.

I wanted to drool over Keira Knightley in ‘Pirates’ but Ashley apparently feels the same way about green ogres. I’ve never seen any of the Shrek films, never wanted to. But here I am…spending a fortune on tickets and wasting approximately ninety minutes of my life that I’ll never get back.

Ashley got us Sprite and we’re walking into our screen room number.

I groan as soon as I see it’s full of kids and sugary goods. Damn it, they’re going to be hyper.

Some kid sitting on his own away from his mom, trying to be cool, is in the seat I want.

I point to his seat in the far back corner, “We’re sitting there.”

“Is the lighting in here really that bad? There’s somebody there, Spencer. Let’s sit at the front, there’s a couple free seats.’’

Straining my neck and being bored out of my mind surrounded by kids? I don’t think so.

I walk over to the kid and smile at him, “Hi, how you doing?”

“Good.” His high voice replies.

“Good… that’s good.” I look back to Ashley who is looking at me like I’m crazy, “Did you know there’s free candy at the front?’’

“No there’s not.”

Ugh.

“You’re right, there’s not. You passed the retard test, congratulations dude.’’ I smile and hold my fist out for him to ‘bump’, trying not to frown when he doesn’t move his hand.

“But did you know there’s cooties on that very seat you’re sitting on?’’

He turns to look at me and rolls his eyes, “I’m fourteen.”

No fucking way! He looks and sounds about nine, or maybe related to Michael Jackson.

I sigh in frustration, “Move, that seat is mine.”

“Bite me, Barbie.”

He’s fourteen, he’s not related. Attacking wouldn’t be appropriate and you’ll end up in juvie.

The lights are about to dim and I’m so not sitting at the front. I turn to look at Ashley who looks amused and I smile before putting a finger up to say ‘one sec’

As predicted the lights dim right down and I can hardly see but I can still make out the boy near to me. I walk over to his seat and with him being related to Ashley’s hobbit family and weighing like thirty pounds I easily lift him out of his seat and put him in the aisle next to me, smacking his popcorn from underneath, making it spill onto the floor and grabbing Ashley to claim our seats.

“Spencer, that was mean.”

Eh, I guess so.

I take Ashley’s popcorn out of her hands and pass it to the still stunned boy standing in the aisle, “Here you go, dude.”

I turn back to Ashley expecting a smile for my nice gesture but she’s not smiling.

“I can’t believe you just did that, Spencer.’’

“Did what?”

“Uh...popcorn, hello.” She waves her now empty hands in the air slightly.

I see what she means, oops. “Oh, sorry, Ash.’’ I get up out of my seat and walk over to where the boy is sitting and snatch the bag back out of his hands.

“Hey!” He squeals before seeing who it is.

I don’t avert my gaze from his as I walk back to my seat, daring him to say anything.

I sit back down and pass Ashley her popcorn, smiling lovingly, “Here you go, Ash.”


_


We’ve sat through the boring previews and the movie is about to begin, it’s gone really quiet and I rustle my packet of M&Ms loudly to annoy everybody, including Ashley.

“Quiet, Spence.’’

I smile at getting a reaction from her and stop the intentionally annoying act and put my hand in the packet to get a small handful, making it rustle again.

“Spencer… be quiet.”

“Tell that to the packet, babe. I can’t help it.”

I look around and I can just make out some guy shoving handfuls of popcorn into his mouth, not taking his eyes off the screen and not picking up the mass amounts that have already dropped onto his shirt and lap.

Ew.

I try not to have popcorn at the movies because no matter what top I’m wearing, I always get pieces of popcorn down my bra.

Don’t ask me how it gets there because I honestly couldn’t tell you. 

I turn to look at Ashley who is smiling at a scene and smile at her. I would start something a little less than PG but I don’t think Ashley would agree when there’s a million kids around. They ruin everything.

I stop paying attention to Ashley and start thinking about what I was doing before Ashley called me and asked me to hang out.


_


I got so wrapped up in my thoughts I missed the entire movie, I looked up once, I think but I don’t think I remember what scene was on… guess that’s a good thing though.

I usually wait until everybody has left before leaving so I don’t have to stand for an hour for people to cram through the door, but this time I want to push past that little fucker from earlier and just get the hell out of there. I grab Ashley’s hand and make sure we’ve got everything before I start pushing past the crowd and loving how they tut at me.

We’re out of there and I can finally breathe. She turns to look at me and asks me if I liked it and what was my favourite bit.

Damnit. 

“Oh you know the bit with the...kid.”

I hope I saw the right thing and she won’t ask me to say who I mean.

“Oh! The nerd..”

I smile and repeat the words as she says them “With the...nose bleed…when ..he laughed, right!” I add a small chuckle onto the end as she’s laughing a little, too.

She bought it and I sigh in relief, not wanting to explain why I spaced out. Not yet anyway.


_


She dropped me off at home and we hung out for a while until Christine called her to invite her out to dinner as it’s her day off. They both invited me to tag along but I declined. I have bigger fish to fry…or whatever that saying is.

I knock on Clay’s bedroom door and walk in when he says it’s open.

He’s doing homework and I sit down on his bed, “Hey Clay.”

“Hey Spence, is everything okay?”

“Not really. I need your help with something.”

“Homework?” He asks.

“…Not exactly.”

I’m nervous to ask this next question because it’s a lot to ask.

“What is it, then?”

I take a breath before looking up to meet his eyes, “Can you pay for a flight ticket for me?”

His eyebrows shoot up to his basically bald head, “Whoa, why do you need flight tickets?”

“Ticket. And...it’s personal. I know I should tell you but it’s really just something I need to do alone. I’ll pay it back, every cent.”

He shakes his head, “I don’t know Spence.”

“Clay, I swear to you I’ll pay you back, you’re the only one I can trust.” And it’s true, he’s the one I trust most to keep his mouth shut.

He’s quiet for a while, deep in thought when he pulls his ATM card out of his wallet. “I want to see some money left in there, okay?”

He is my favourite brother ever.

I lean forward to hug him, “Thank you so much, I swear you’ll get this back.”


_


I’m back in my room, online. I put the piece of paper I’ve just wrote an address down onto and put it inside my purse for safe keeping.

This time is different to all the other times, this time I know what I’m doing. I know that it’s not a good idea, it’s not a safe idea. But I can’t stop myself, I need to do this.

I won’t be gone for long, this will only take a day. I told Clay to tell mom that I was hanging out with Ashley if she asked.

I’m the biggest ass for lying to her but there’s no way she would let me go if she knew the real reason.

I can’t lie to Ashley though...but at the same time I can’t tell her the truth right away.

Assuming she comes into my bedroom without me here, she’ll see a note for her.

I’m going to miss her…even for just a day. 


_


I’m boarding my plane now, hoping I don’t get stuck next to a talker. I need to be quiet and focus.


-


Mr Davies, get ready to meet your worst enemy.

_ _ _


Chapter 51.


*


I had a plan, a good plan, a dangerous plan. Now I don’t know what to do, I’m in the cab which will take me to a house not far from his, I made sure to change the house number so not to look too suspicious.

I don’t know if I just need to see him now. Too see if I can tell if he’s remorseful or living it up. I want to see if he still thinks he’s a man and not the little boy he really is.

I tried to stop this… for a month now I’ve tried to let it go but I can’t, it’s all I think about and maybe if I can just see him I’ll be able to.

The neighbourhood looks safe and ….perfect. I bet it’s not though, there’s always something lingering underneath the surface, always a secret. Sometimes I wonder what they are, like if I look at a certain person in school who either looks happy and content or somebody who looks lonely… I wonder what secrets they have, what secrets their family have.

When I used to look at Ashley I used to wonder certain things about her but now I know most of them, or the things I wondered about, anyway. Like how she has her cereal, I always wanted to know that for some reason and never got around to asking her until a couple of weeks ago. She doesn’t like a lot of milk in there and it’s something we both agree on, I hate soggy cereal.

My heart is beating fast but I’m not scared. Anxious I guess.

The cab pulls over and I pull some money out of my purse and tell him to keep the change.

I get out and grab my messenger bag from the empty seat next to me, thanking the driver, y’know for not killing us both on the way here.

The flight made me tired, really tired and I keep having to blink to keep my eyes from crossing.

I spot his house, there’s no car in the driveway and I turn around to walk a few blocks back where I saw a Starbucks to get a much needed caffeine fix.


_


I’ve been here for a couple of hours, I’m wired. I’ve had three espresso’s and one regular.

I get up and walk into the restrooms.

Except for me of course, nobody is in here. Something I’m grateful for. I put both of my hands on the sink and lean forward with my head lowered, trying to breathe. I’ve been thinking about all the stories Ashley has told me and my plan is looking pretty good, again. He needs to pay for hurting her. 

I don’t have to keep a lid on my anger like I’ve had to for the past month when I’ve been around Ashley, I’m free to express my rage.

My eyes are closed and I can just see her sleeping, looking completely innocent and peaceful, and then I think about the last time she saw him and thinking he’d broken her neck.

I feel a few tears slide down my face and let them stay there for a second before taking a breath and tensing my entire body up, wiping the tears away and putting an indifferent expression on my face.

Here we go, Spence.

I turn and walk out of the restroom, heading for the exit, needing to see if he’s back yet.


_


There’s a car in the driveway but I don’t know if it’s his, it could be somebody he lives with.

I try not to lurk around in case anybody and more importantly he notices. I’ve walked through the street twice now and I’m on my way through again.

That’s when I see him.

He hasn’t changed at all.

I mean from the picture I saw he has, obviously he’s older and he isn’t overweight, not at all, but he’s ‘thicker’ .. you know what I mean by that? 

My heart is beating furiously as I stare at the hands he lay on Ashley. The hands he squeezed into fists and bruised her skin with.

I should have bought a gun.

I swallow the bile that rose when I spotted him and walk over to him, trying not to choke on my fury.

His eyes are the same as the pictures. They’re unkind and dull. They aren’t like Ashley’s. 

I didn’t realize I’d walked right up to him and his car, stepping on his driveway. Not until he speaks to me.

“Do you want something or are you going to move out of my way?’’

His voice is already turning my stomach.

I manage to push all the different emotions cursing through my veins and answer him with an oddly calm voice, “Hi, I’m sorry but is it alright if I use your phone?’’ I point to a car down the street, “My car is dead.”

“I’m busy.”

“Come on, it’ll take five minutes tops.”

“Are you deaf, blondie? I said I’m busy. Call your boyfriend.” His tone is still unfriendly.

Not that I care at all. It just makes it easier to hate him.

“What makes you think I have a boyfriend?”

“Girls like you aren’t single too much.”

I furrow my eyebrows, my voice lowering slightly, “What makes you think you know me at all?”

“I’d love to stand here and bond but like I said before, maybe you just didn’t hear, I’m busy.”

I force these next words out, I don’t want to speak to him like this, “Come on sir, I’ll be out of your hair if you just let me use your phone. Please?”

He shakes his head and slams his car door closed, walking towards the front door. 

He twists the key in the lock and pushes the door open, gesturing for me to go in.

I take a deep breath before stepping into the house and crossing the line.

No going back, now.

“Hurry up.” He points to a phone just visible from around a corner sitting on a table.

“Okay.”

I dial an imaginary number and tell nobody on the other end of the line about my car problems, giving the street name too.

I walk to where he’s standing in the living room and sit down on the couch, not being polite and asking if it’s okay if I sit.

“They’re on their way.”

“Good.”

I look around and notice lack of pictures decorating the room.

“So, where’s your wife? At work?”

“Girlfriend and no.”

I nod slightly and carry on with my questions.

“Got any kids?”

“No.”

Bastard.

“Why not? Just never wanted them or…?”

He starts to look annoyed at my prying but it doesn’t bother me, I like it.

“What’s with the questions? You don’t know how to keep your mouth shut or something?”

“Something like that.”

He turns to pour himself a drink and I watch as the golden liquid pours into the glass.

“I bet your boyfriend has fun with you, huh?”

I like to think I keep Ashley on her toes.

“Girlfriend.” I correct him.

He almost snorts into his glass, “You’re kidding.”

I smirk, “Nope.”

He makes a ‘huh’ noise before taking another sip of his drink, “How many guys have you two had sex with, yeknow...together.”

He’s asking a seventeen year old that? What an ass.

“Yeah… we don’t exactly swing that way.”

“So?”

“So maybe you need to buy a dictionary and look up a certain word.”

I pissed him off with that, I can tell and I have to fight back a smile.

“Don’t get smart with me.”

I cross my leg over the other one, smirking, “I wouldn’t dare.”

He throws me a dirty look but surprisingly doesn’t tell me to get out of his house, “So what’s your name?”

“What’s yours?”

“Raife.”

“Spencer.”

He nods slightly and has another sip of his almost finished drink, “So Spencer, why aren’t you at the mall or the tanning salon?”

“Again I ask what makes you think you know me?”

“Girls your age are all the same.”

That pisses me off for some reason and I forget about ‘taking it slow’.

“And are all men like you the same?” I ask.

He puts down his drink and turns to look at me, “What’s that supposed to mean?”

I shrug nonchalantly, “Whatever you want it to mean.”

He’s silent and I don’t think anything could have got to me more, he won’t even answer. What a coward.

I stand up and run my fingers over his mantelpiece where pictures should be, pictures of Ashley.

“I’m not sorry.” I look up to look at his face.

“You’re not sorry for what?”

“For interrupting you when you were busy, for using your phone.” I watch as the emotions paint themselves across his face.

“Are you trying to piss me off, little girl?”

I’m not a little girl, I’m your daughters girlfriend and I want to hurt you.

I shrug again, “Maybe.”

“Then maybe you should get the fuck out of my house.” He walks towards me and my heart starts to beat faster.

I think back to earlier, “And I didn’t mean to call you ‘sir’ either, you aren’t worth that, you aren’t even a man.”

He puts his hand on my forearm and squeezes hard. It hurts but I don’t try and pull out of his grasp. The look on his face.. I can’t even describe it but Ashley and Chris are so much better off without him. I’m still not scared.

I slow my breathing down a little and lean into him to whisper, “They’re so much better off without you.”

He keeps his grip on my arm and pushes me back so I slam against the wall, “What did you say?”

That hurt but I don’t let it show.

I lower my voice again, “I said Ashley and Christine are better off without you.”

I’m staring right into his eyes, first it’s shock and then it’s rage. I can’t stop the words that are coming. I need to do this, I don’t care if I get a beating.

“You’re such a fucking loser, why were they afraid of you, huh? You’re a coward, a little boy.” I lean into him a little more, “And I want to bring you to your knees.”

He looks angry, really angry and I don’t try and hide my smirk.

He grabs my face and slams my head back into the wall, pressing down onto my skin painfully, “And how are you going to do that?”

I try to forget about the pain.

I have legs. And knees.

They come in useful at times.

I bring my knee up rapidly and connect it with his groin with such a force even I almost cringe in pain.

I didn’t see his initial reaction, I closed my eyes when his grip loosened and eventually left my head, it hurt. Not as much as that did though, he’s on the floor trying not to gasp but I can hear it anyway.

Loser.

I walk over to where he’s doubled over in agony and squeeze his face much like he did to me not long ago, “By doing that.” 

My fingers are hurting by how much pressure I’m putting onto his skin and let go, pushing his head to the side.

I walk over to his drinks stand and pour myself a drink. I’m not much of a drinker but right now I think it’ll go down nicely.

I take a sip and like the burning sensation it creates in my throat, travelling right down to my stomach.

He’s getting up, I can feel it. I turn around and I’m met with his fist to my temples, making my vision blacken and I fall to the floor, the glass shattering not far away as I try and clear my vision.

He advances to me and gets on top of me, squeezing and pressing my wrists into the rough carpet, “You shouldn’t have done that, Spencer.”

He’s going to leave bruises, Ashley is going to find out.

Thinking about her helps me, it helps to clear my vision and it fuels my rage.

“I could say the same for you.” Is all I say before bringing my forehead up to connect with the bridge of his nose. 

I didn’t think there’d be this much blood, it’s dripping down his face and onto my neck. I don’t like it and struggle to remove myself from underneath him.

He screamed a little when his nose broke and I didn’t find pleasure in it, I’m scared now. 

I can’t move from underneath him, he’s too strong for me.

I can’t think of anything else to do so I slam my forehead into his nose again, it works, he screams louder and pulls away from me, giving me enough room to push him off and scrambling away from him.

He’s taller than me, he’s got longer legs, he catches up quickly and shoves me hard, making me stumble and fall into the wall headfirst.

A cold chill runs down my spine at the pain and thought of what he’s going to do while I’m momentarily stopped.

He seems to be concentrating on one spot: my head.

I know it’s bleeding, he has a ring on and when he hit me it split the skin.

He hurries over to me and roughly drags me up, I look at him and see his nose is already a little bruised and swollen, the blood is dripping right down to his chin and into his mouth, it looks like a border for his teeth.

“Ashley deserves a whore like you.” 

I lift my arm up to hit his nose again when he pushes me the short distance back against the wall, keeping me in place with his shoulder and gripping my hand and wrist tightly, “Do you think she’ll still love you when she finds out you were here, bothering me.”

I’m looking at him like I want to kill him, exhaling rapidly, trying not to let him get the better of me again.

“I think she’ll give me a nice thank you.”

He smirks before bending my wrist back so hard and far I feel and hear the bone crack. I can’t keep my scream inside, it echoes around the room. 

I bring up my good arm and dig my nails into the skin on his face, dragging them down hard and drawing blood.

I manage to pull out of his grasp but only having one useable hand and the pain from my wrist makes it difficult to do anything other than try and get the hell out of there.


-

What have I gotten myself into?

_ _ _ 


Chapter 52.


*


I don't get very far, I make it to the small foyer before he grabs a handful of my hair and pulls me back into him. I can't get out of his tight grasp, maybe if I had use of two hands but with just one it's not possible so I wait it out, I wait to see what he's going to do next and keep my thoughts on something good.

Ashley.

Instead of thinking about when we were at the movies or another recent time, I think of the first time we met and how she couldn't speak right away, how her mouth kept opening and closing in shock at how I kissed her completely out of the blue.

He pushes his fingers in the base of my skull and it fucking hurts, I turn my head and body to try and move his fingers from that spot, it almost works when he gets bored and shoves me to the floor again.

I put my hands out to brace myself for the fall, landing on my broken wrist, hard.

Pain is shooting up my arm and tears slide down my face from both the agony and frustration as he walks over to where I'm sprawled out. He doesn't laugh, he just smirks, "You're a fire cracker aren't you? I can see why my daughter would go for you, she always had a soft spot for the violence."

I can't move yet, the pain immobilizing me for the time being, all I can do is breathe erratically and look up to him with such hatred that I'm surprised he isn't on fire, "I hate you so much."

I can't believe this man helped make one of the gentlest and nicest people on the planet.

"Good to know."

He starts to walk away from me and I block the pain out, rapidly shooting a foot out to knock him off balance, he falls ungracefully but I don't laugh, I don't care, I want to hurt him.

I quickly put my legs either side of his back and push his face into the floor with one hand twisted in his hair, what I hope to be painfully, and my elbow pressing into the base of his skull like his fingers were digging into mine and lift up to smash it against the floor to daze him, "I should do the world a favour, nobody would miss you."

A sudden shooting pain in my wrist makes me loosen my hold on him and he takes the opportunity, he lifts himself up and throws me off balance, I fall on the floor next to him.

I remember the glass not far away and try to move away from it, I don't want to be here when I'm vulnerable, we'll come back to that later.

While he did manage to throw me off him, he hasn't managed to stand up yet, he's still kneeling, apparently still dazed and I don't waste time before landing a hard kick to his already damaged face.

If he's going to try and mess with mine then I'm going to mess with his.

His face snaps back and I see more blood appear by his mouth, "Bitch."

I don't think I've ever breathed this hard, I have so much adrenaline running through my veins.

I kick him again, this time harder and he falls sideways, unmoving.

He's out cold and I don't make my way to the door.

I make my way to the kitchen.

It takes a minute to decide which one I want and then walk back into the living room to see he still hasn't moved.

I have my broken wrist held up against my chest, protecting it and holding the other object tightly in my good hand.

I know he won't be out for long and hurry over to him, pushing him onto his back roughly and putting my legs either side of his chest.

I'm shaking and I'm still breathing hard.

I lean down and press the blade onto his neck.

I think of Ashley and more tears slide down my face.

I want this. I want this so much.

But I can't do it. I'm not this kind of person, I'm in over my head. I can't kill anybody, the thought is ridiculous - no matter how much I'd love to permanently shut him up.

I can't seem to do anything right and throw the knife across the room in frustration.

I squeeze my eyes shut for a second, trying to fight back the feeling of failure that is spreading through me.

I open my eyes to move up off him and leave when I look down.

His eyes are open.

He's going to kill me.

I tried not to jump but I know my eyes widened in shock.

He knows what I just had pressed against his neck, he knows what I was just about to do and lifts his head up quickly to connect with my nose.

I feel it break and the blood run down the back of my throat.

I should have just done it. Why did I hesitate?

I don't scream at the pain, I try to swallow the blood and cringe at it's iron taste.

I hate him so much.

I lift my good hand up and squeeze it into a fist, pounding at his chest desperately trying to hurt him.

He just laughs and pushes me off him to stand up.

I felt the first kick to my ribs.

And then the second.

Then the third.

And finally on the fourth, I screamed.

I'm almost choking on my blood at the back of my throat and my breaths are shallow. 

And at least two of my ribs are broken.

He moves away from me and if I could breathe properly I would sigh in relief, but I can't. I've been in fights before but nothing like this. Everything hurts.

It's quiet apart from my shallow breaths and I manage to whisper, "I can't wait for your funeral."

He kneels down next to me with something in his hand, pressing his knee against an injured rib and I can't keep the gasp inside, it escapes my bloody lips and he smiles in satisfaction.

"It's going to be yours before mine, sweetheart."

He brings his hand up to my face and strokes it with his knuckles, tracing my skin. Tracing where only Ashley's hands should be. I let a few more tears slip out to run down my temples.

I see him lean down and briefly think he's going to kiss me when he stops right before my lips, "Get ready to scream."

My heart starts to pound when he picks up a shard of glass that I dropped earlier.

He places it where I placed the tip of the knife to his neck earlier and I close my eyes.

His face isn't going to be the last one I see.

It's hers.

It will always be hers.

I start crying again and feel the glass dig into my skin slightly before I hear a dull thud and feel him drop down next to me.

My breaths are short and rapid, I let out a loud groan of pain as my ribs shift and know he won't hear me. I keep my eyes closed, not wanting to see who it is.

I hear a sharp intake of breath and squeeze my eyes shut even further. 

Please don't let it be her, she can't see me like this.

The conscious body drops to their knees next to me and I know who it is immediately, her perfume giving her away as well as the beginning sounds of her tears.

I finally open my eyes that are dull with pain and stare right back at Ashley.

She's crying and her hands are hovering above my skin, wondering whether to touch it or not, "Spence."

I go to speak, a whimper escaping my lips instead which only makes her tears fall harder, "Oh god, baby."

I slide my good hand across the carpet to rest against hers, needing to feel her. "Are you okay?" Is all I manage to whisper. 

I see her shake her head, leaning down to rest her cheek against mine and being careful not to put it anywhere near my broken nose. I can feel her hot tears running onto my face and mine fall harder, too. I lean into her more, wanting more contact. She leans into my ear, "I'm gonna get you out of here, okay?" 

I've never heard her sound so sure of something and I nod onto her cheek before she lifts her face up off mine. 

She moves behind me, by my head and squeezes her hand underneath my shoulders and pushing me up slightly, suddenly stopping when I gasp, "Sorry." She's quick to apologize.

"Do it quick."

She still doesn't move, she's thinking about something. "Spence, if I push you up we're gonna have to stand you up after that, too."

"I know."

She leans her head down to my ear, her mouth is so close to it I can feel her lips, "Do you trust me?"

My tears are still falling, both from the pain and from Ashley's voice, finally being safe. My voice is unsteady, "You know I do."

I feel her rest her head against mine for a moment longer and then feel her move away from me briefly, walking to my side and crouching down. 

She places a gentle kiss to my forehead and looks into my eyes, "This is going to hurt, baby."

I nod my reply and keep my tears in check. 

She puts an arm underneath my legs and one under my back, quickly lifting me into the air like I weigh nothing and gently places me down on my feet.

I let out a groan at the pain and feel hot tears sliding down my face again, she's quick to brush and kiss them away, telling me she's sorry.

I have my eyes closed, leaning against her trying to breathe without feeling like I'm being stabbed.

"God, Spence. What did he do to you?" She asks quietly.

"Nothing."

I thought she would hate me for coming here, for making her come here, but she's treating me so carefully and telling me she's sorry.

She ignores my previous reply, "We need to go, okay?"

I nod and hold my wrist across my stomach, Ashley picks up my messenger bag from the couch, putting it over her shoulder.

We walk towards the door and I decide to turn around, needing to see him unconscious.

He's not.

He's standing up and staring at Ashley's turned head.

My entire body tenses up, if he tries to hurt her I won't be able to stop him.

She feels my body tense and turns around to look at me, following my gaze to her dad.

It's silent.

She isn't looking at him like she was when she was looking at the picture, she's looking at him like she hates him and will kill him if he takes a step towards me, towards us.

Raife breaks the silence, he sounds surprised. "Ashley."

She doesn't greet him back, she just stares at him with such a look of contempt that I'm glad I'm the one holding her hand and not on the receiving end.

"Aren't you going to say hello to your father?"

She still doesn't address him and I wonder what's going though her head right now, the last time she saw or spoke to him was four years ago.

He tries a different approach, walking towards me, "Maybe Spencer will talk to me."

Before I got a chance to register what happened, Ashley stepped in front of me and pulled something out from the waistband of her jeans.

It's a fucking gun.

Even I didn't bring a gun. I don't own a gun.

She points it at him, her voice is oddly calm. "Or maybe you'll fuck off."

He laughs at her, "Nice to know you've learnt a few new words, Ashley."

She lets out a sardonic laugh, shaking her head. "God, you haven't changed."

"Still the same man you know and love, huh?"

"Hardly."

He ignores her comment and gestures to the small black handgun, "And you've brought a friend, that's cute, Ashley." He smiles, "Too bad you won't use it."

He takes three steps towards her, he's not too far away now and I try to push forward to move her out of the way but she stands strong, keeping me in place behind her, safe.

I feel her take a deep breath and hold it before holding the gun up a little more, aiming it to his throat. 

He doesn't look fazed, he looks amused, "Like I said, you won't use it."

I jump as she pulls the trigger, the loud bang echoing painfully into my eardrums.



_



It was a blank.

He looks as shocked as I feel.

I can't believe Ashley just did that.

"The next one won't be a blank."

She walks us back towards the door and turns back to face the still frozen in fear, Raife. "I swear to god, if you ever come near Spencer or my family again..."

She doesn't wait for a reply, she just puts one hand gently onto the small of my back, making sure she helps me out of the house.

Her hand is warm and soft on my back, it makes me feel safe. I'm not scared anymore.


-

Don't ever let go.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 53.


*


That day was a while ago, not long enough for me to forget it because I never will, and I know I was stupid going alone but honestly? I'd do it again in a heartbeat if he or anybody else touches her again.

Clay ratted me out, that big girl crumbles under pressure and I'm sure Ashley pried hard after my vague note.

She wasn't happy about me going there but surprisingly...she was understanding about it. After just one small but more accurately, massive discussion. A heated discussion, that is.

Okay.. it was a three day fight. After we got back to LA the questions were rolling in, she asked me why the hell I would do something like that on my own and didn't I trust her enough to tell her I felt that way. I told her how sorry I was that she had to see him like that again, so out of the blue, but I didn't think she'd see my note and I just needed to give him some payback.

She didn't speak to me for a few days after that, no matter how many times I'd called her and I couldn't leave the house because Mom had me on a strict bed rest schedule...without Ashley.

We worked through it though, that's the main thing.

She wouldn't leave my side for a couple of weeks, if she wasn't with me then she was on the phone with me. We had to have another talk but it didn't turn nasty, it went fine.

And now I think about it... that gun? Totally hot. 

We should so bring it into the bedroom. 

Unloaded, of course.

Unless it's loaded with blanks and when I come I pull the trigger as a signal. 

I bet you're wondering if Paula kicked his ass.

Well... she didn't.

She doesn't know.

I mean, she knows. It was hard to hide my injuries and considering I'm a minor, they had to call my parents from the hospital.

They got the next flight out and I heard Paula approaching a mile away, demanding to see me, regardless of visiting hours.

You'd think with her being a doctor she would know better, but no. As soon as she saw me laying on the bed bruised, she rushed over to me and wrapped me up in a huge hug and knocking the side of her face against my very bruised nose and shifting my ribs.

It definitely made an impression. 

She was muttering words like 'surgeon' 'cosmetic' 'disfiguration'. 

She knows how to boost an ego, that one.

I was only there overnight and that was by Paula's request when they called her, anyway.. my point:

Ashley filled my room with balloons.

And my room at home, she bought me a mini fridge and stocked it up with Pepsi.

Isn't she the cutest thing to ever exist?

Besides me, I mean.

We had to lie to Paula, she would have killed me for just taking off like that, so recklessly. It wasn't an easy decision, believe me. I wanted him to rot just as much as you, but it would have changed Ashley and I's whole relationship if I had pressed charges and him potentially going to jail.

Ashley had no say in that by the way, she didn't try and sway my decision one way or the other, she just let me do what I thought was best.

It's changed enough as it is, but for the good.

I told my parents that I didn't see who attacked me and they still got the police involved, wanting 'justice'. I didn't tell them anything, I made up a few details not to look suspicious and they said they'd be in touch.

Paula made flyers. She put them up before we left to go home. No names on there, just describing the 'vicious homophobic attack'. She's convinced herself that's what it was and they were just jealous of Ashley and I.

It was weird and sweet at the same time.

Ash said he won't get the chance to touch me ever again, and the look on her face when she said that? I don't know if I was just high on meds but Jesus, protective Ashley is enough to send me through the roof.

I should probably stop all the sex talk, it's not like I'm getting any.

That's right, six.. SIX long, torturous weeks of Nun Spencer.

Ashley wants to wait until my ribs have fully healed and they're almost there but it's not fast enough, it's affecting everything I do. especially considering how we were before that. I mentioned rabbits, right?

Well now we're dead rabbits.

Immobile,

Paralysed,

Flaccid Rabbits.

And I should stop with the rabbit talk, in the last month and a half I've resembled a raccoon. I don't anymore, thank god. I looked so ridiculous with the splint across my face. 

Ashley thought it was cute though, and once it was removed and I was just raccoon Spencer instead of splint raccoon Spencer, she put different colours of eye makeup underneath her own eyes so I wouldn't feel stupid.

She's so cute.

And such a tease.

You should have seen her last night when she was over my house for dinner, sitting there eating her rice so erotically, where does she get off?!

Excuse the pun.

And last week with her peas? 

Oh and let's not forget two weeks ago when I stayed over here and saw her brushing her teeth before bed, the motions of her hand... 

''Spencer you perv."

I turn to look at the object of my desires and laugh carefully, "What?"

"Don't think I don't know what you're thinking about," She tells me pointedly.

"And what am I thinking about, oh psychic one?"

"You're thinking about sex again, and really..." She laughs. "You need a new hobby."

How the hell does she do that?

"How did you know I was thinking about sex?"

"Because you always go like this." She stops and pulls a dopey, wide mouthed expression, making me laugh.

"I so do not look like that."

"You're right, it's more like this.." And pulls an exaggerated shocked expression.

I roll my eyes nudge her lightly, she nudges me back a little harder and I fake a big gasp of pain, making her move so much closer to me on the bed.

I'm so smart.

MENSA here I come.

"I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry." She leans down to press her lips to my cheek and yeah...that's not working for me.

I turn to face her, looking into her eyes and still faking the pain, "It's okay."

"No it's not, I didn't mean to hurt you, Spence." 

She looks upset and I feel a little guilty so I make us both feel better and lean up slightly to press my lips against hers.

It starts out tame, rapidly progressing into something more, something deeper. My tongue practically forces itself inside of Ashley's warm mouth to meet hers and we both moan at the sensation of them sliding against each other.

I carefully bring my good hand up to tangle in Ashley's hair, not wanting to actually hurt myself. Like I said, they only have a couple weeks left but they are still painful when I move suddenly.

We've had a lot of these kisses lately with Ashley not wanting to go further, and they always leave me frustrated and wanting more.

She pushes her face into mine a little more to kiss me harder, the hand that was resting the curve of my shoulder as we lay next to each other on her bed moves lower, dragging it down my bare arm and leaving goose bumps in it's wake. I know where her hand is going and I moan into her mouth as she presses it against me.

We haven't gone this far since before my 'little trip' and I welcome the pressure, moving my hips to push into her blissful hand movements.

I seem to break whatever trance she was in and feel her pull her hand away immediately, "Sorry."

I take a moment to fully comprehend what just happened, "Sorry?"

"Yeah, didn't mean to tease you."

My tone isn't very nice. "That'll be a first." 

I don't mean to be a bitch, I'm just really frustrated. 

She's confused, "What?"

"Don't play innocent, Ashley. I saw you last night with your rice." I pause and wave my hand slightly, "And last week with the...peas."

Her eyebrows draw together in confusion, "What are you talking about?"

I ignore her question, "And don't even get me started on how you brush your teeth!"

She's trying not to laugh and I sit there breathing a little heavier than I should be when I start laughing quietly.

"Oh my god. I'm sorry."

She gets up off her bed to open her window, "My girlfriend is a crazy sex obsessed dinosaur!"

I laugh carefully from my spot on her bed, "Bitch."

The window is left open slightly and she kneels on the bed putting a knee right against my center and leans down putting her hands next to my head on the pillow, being careful not to lean on my chest. She's looking right into my darkened eyes, her voice low, "I promise, in two weeks you'll be screaming my name so hard..." She leaves the statement open and I swallow at how dark her eyes have gone.

"I want you just as much, Spence."

I needed to hear that and smile, lifting my casted arm up that she's signed over and over again, "It's the sexy cast isn't it?"

"Totally."

"I knew it."

She smiles and leans down for a chaste kiss before moving away to reach for a marker and on one of the last empty spaces on my cast, writes 'Barney <3'

"Ashley." I drag her name out, pretending to be bothered but secretly loving it.

"Well what else do you want on there?"

I think for a second, "Draw us as stick people having sex."

She laughs and starts drawing but she won't let me see until she's finished so I wait patiently, trying to keep the grin off my face at how cute she looks concentrating.

She loosens her barely there grip on my cast and lets me lift it up to see her drawing. 

It's hilarious, one hand is visible and the other isn't...for obvious reasons, her disgustingly long fingers are so far 'inside me' that they look like they'd be sticking out of my stick ass. My legs are bent at the knee, digging my heels into what I presume would be the bed…or floor, my little round head is thrown back and my face has an 'O' expression.

I burst out laughing, "I'm so taking a picture of that."


_



She's doing it again.

She's chewing her fries suggestively.

Two weeks can't come fast enough.

Pun intended.


-


Damnit.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 54.


*


It's late and we're on a secluded part of the beach, Ashley doesn't want anybody to see any part of tonight. I'm holding the blanket and she's holding a basket.

Probably has food in it but I like to think her dominatrix change of costume, handcuffs and gun are in there. Gotta remember the gun. 

I bet if we actually did use the gun with the blanks in, like five seconds after I'd have pulled the trigger, I would hear some kind of 'copy that' signal from Paula too. You just know she would hear and know it was us.

The two weeks are up and I couldn't be happier, really. Euphoric Spencer is me right now...or it will be, anyway. Soon.

Soon soon.

We're holding hands and I stop walking, making her stop too. I let go of her hand to lay the blanket out and grin, "This looks like a good spot for multiple orgasms."

That brings a smile out of her and she points to the left, "Can we do it on the rocks over there, too?" 

"I think the question should be where aren't we going to do it."

"You're right, I'm sorry. What was I thinking?" She rolls her eyes at herself.

I shrug, "You're the crazy person, I'm just the horny girlfriend."

"Do you have your list?"

"Yup." I pull a piece of paper out of my pocket to glance over one more time. "Do you have a pen on you?" 

"Why would I bring a pen to the beach?"

"To...draw…on the sand?" 

She smiles a little, "That was lame and no, I didn't think we'd be doing much 'drawing' tonight. Why?"

I look at her like she really is crazy, "To check off each position, duh."

She shrugs and practically throws herself down on the blanket, "Take me!"

I can't help my laugh and, like Ashley, practically throw myself on the blanket next to her, "No, you take me!"

"You take me."

"I don't think so, Ashley. I still have....booboo's." I lie.

I thought she would laugh at the lame word but she doesn't, she turns over on to her side and brushes back some hair that has fallen down by my eyes, looking into them lovingly, "You're full of shit, Carlin."

I pull a face at her and she just smiles at me, it's not a big smile.. I don't think she even knows she's smiling but Jesus, she's so unbelievably beautiful. I bring my hand up to run my fingers over her cheekbones down to her jaw and then lightly rubbing my thumb against her bottom lip, "Do you have any idea how beautiful you are?"

"Trying to get me into bed?"

I grin at her question, "Always."

She's trying not to smile but I see it anyway, "Don't ever change, Spence."

I don't say anything right away, I just stare back into her eyes that are burning down onto me. 

.... Until I break the moment.

"Then how are we going to have sex? I'm not having a quickie with my clothes on. I want to get sand so far up my a-" Ashley cuts me off by putting her hand over my mouth, laughing.

"Shut up."

"Make me." I mumble into her hand.

It wasn't that audible but she heard it anyway and it's not long before her lips descend down onto mine, kissing me hard.

I pull away from her. 

"Want to re-enact that Blink 182 video?" 

She runs her tongue over her lips, looking down to me, "What the hell are you talking about now Spencer? I like it when you're y'know.. 'vocal' but I don't exactly mean it like this."

I ignore her comment but store it away for future reference, "There's this bit where Travis and his whore start rolling around in the sand before they have sex, it's hilarious. I can't believe you don't know what I'm talking about."

"I don't care about Travis and his 'whore' right now, Spencer."

"Does that mean you don't want to roll?"

She makes a sound of annoyance, "God, okay fine. Let's roll." 

I grin before pushing into her hard, rolling on top of her to her other side and pulling her over my stomach to get to my other side. She does the same for me and it carries on for a little while as she starts laughing. 

"This is better than sex."

...I stop. She's on top of me.

"...What?"

"Finally, something to shut you up. You really do talk too much, Spence."

I take in what she just said and I don't reply, I just lean up so I'm a breath away from her lips to whisper "Make me scream."

My heart starts to beat faster in anticipation when I see her eyes darken and lean down to press her lips to mine.

"Spencer I'm not gonna tell you again."

I frown, "I didn't say anything."

Before Ashley has a chance to reply my surroundings change.

No.

Please no.

I almost burst into tears when I see I'm back in my bed and it's morning.

Are you kidding me, God?!

We didn't even get to the good stuff!

Why the fuck did I bring up Travis Barker? 

Ashley is here, "Finally. God you talk about me but really, you're the one who sleeps like the dead." 

I'm still lying there dumbfounded when she pulls on the blind, making the sunlight stream through onto my face causing me to flinch and pull the covers over my head.

"Come on it's a beautiful day, you don't want to waste it sleeping do you? Besides, we have to get our education today."

I think about her comment that makes her sound older than she really is and speak from underneath the covers, "Grandma is that you?"

She ignore that, "Up. Now." 

"Can't." I mumble from my warm resting spot.

"Why?"

We do this kind of a lot, it's always amusing.

"Comfy."

And she always remembers.

"Get up or I'll kick your ass."

Magic words.

Even though my dream pissed me off more than you can imagine, she makes it disappear for the time being by just being her cute self.

I smile where she can't see me and push the covers off my face, holding an arm up in the air and keeping my eyes closed, "I'm up."

"I'm not convinced you won't fall back asleep when I go downstairs."

I hold the other up in the air too, looking kind of retarded as one is in a big cast and the other is limp and just...hanging.

I hear her walk over to my bed and feel her grab my hand and elbow, pulling me up into a sitting position, "Shower."

I grunt in agreement.


_


After my lonely shower I went downstairs to see Ashley had just poured us cereal and is sitting in her PJ’s

She smiles when she sees me, "Sunshine."

"Bane of my dreams."

"Huh?"

"Nothing, sorry."

I can tell she's not pissed off, "You should watch that mouth of yours, Spencer. It's gonna get you in trouble one day."

"Well it's not getting me anything else." 

"Two days, baby. Just two days. You can do it." 

I drop my spoon into my cereal, making it splash up a little bit, "I can't! I'm going to explode. I permanently have my legs crossed, do you have any idea how difficult that makes it to walk? I look ridiculous!. And you're to blame for this, I can't believe you're making me wait an extra day just so we can have 'proper' sex without my cast on. I can manage fine with one, Ashley. Trust me."

"I'm sorry but I want to feel all of you, not your hollow plaster wrist."

I sigh in frustration, "Fine, but just so you know... if for some reason you'd ever be in a full body cast.. I wouldn't care if you sounded hollow, I'd still do you."

"Wow....aren't you sweet."

"I like to think so."

"And wait... you wouldn't be able to do me, would you? Wouldn't everything be casted up?"

I think about her question for a sec, "Well how would you pee?"

I see her shrug and we both forget about the unimportant fact.


_


We're in the last class of the day, English.

Madison has been pissing me off for the last thirty minutes.

She's not even talking but you know what state I'm in, give me a break?

My legs are crossed tightly and I dare to finally look next to me at Ashley who decided to wear the shortest skirt known to man. I frown when I see her writing.

The hot bitch.

I lean over and snatch the pencil out of her hand, throwing it across the room.

"What was that for?!"

"You know why!"

"This is getting ridiculous, Spencer."

Too right it is. I absolutely agree 100%

"You are ridiculous. And what possessed you to wear the 'skirt'?''

She looks guilty.

I knew she did that on purpose. 

Oh well, two can play at that game.

I pull my already low cut top right down and cross my arms, putting them underneath my breasts to push them out more.

She's trying not to look down but she can't help herself, she looks....and she doesn't look away.

I smile in satisfaction until she does the same and now I'm the one who can't stop staring.

No, wait. This isn't supposed to go like this. 

I lean back in my seat and pull on the button of my pants, yes pants, I figured if we aren't having sex tonight then it's okay to wear them. 

"Miss Carlin, would you mind telling me why you're undressing yourself?"

Shit.

I look towards our substitute teacher Mrs Coleman, and try and think of a reason other than I wanted to turn my girlfriend on. 

"I feel nauseous."

"Do you want to be excused and get some water?"

Oh the possibilities if Ashley tags along, too. Make out possibilities, of course.

"Yeah, please."

Ashley picks up on it, also.

"I actually need to pee, Mrs Coleman."

She isn't stupid. 

"Wait until Spencer gets back and then you can go."

Can this day get any worse?

"I think you should let her go, she has the bladder the size of a pea and considering her height and how much water she's had today... you should run for cover."

She's quiet and I'm trying not to smile at the thought of me and Ashley in the stall when she speaks again, "Ashley you can go, Spencer, you go and sit by the window and when Ashley comes back you can get a drink."

What? That is so not fair.

I frown when Ashley stands up, making sure to pick up her pencil that I threw, giving me more than a nice view of her legs and smirking when she sees me almost drooling.

And crossing my legs again.

We'll see who gets the last laugh.

_


She took forever and when she walks back into the room I'm sitting back in my seat away from the window, I make sure she's looking when I look at my watch, "Sure you were just peeing?"

"Ew, shut up."

I sigh at how her leg muscles flex as she slides back onto her seat.

"I need some water now, Mrs Coleman."

"That's fine, Spencer."

I take a look at Ashley and make sure to push my chest as far into her face as I can as I get up out of my seat and walk out of the classroom.


-


I actually was thirsty but I would never drink from the water fountain. Ever.

I had some water in my locker from lunch so I got that and halfway through my third mouthful I had an idea.


-


Mrs Coleman sees me enter the classroom first, "Spencer what happened to you?" 

I look down to my basically see through top, "I don't know.. one second I was drinking from the fountain and the next, whoosh." I brought my hands up in front of my chest with the last word.

I look over to Ashley who now has her legs crossed and is obviously trying not to look at me again.

I point to my desk, "I'm just gonna go .. dry off."

She smiles sympathetically and I sit back down in my seat, turning to look at Ashley who is looking at me through the corner of her eye.

I wipe at my wet shirt, making sure she can see me running my hands over my breasts, "I'm a little wet."

She isn't smiling but her eyes are and I smile at her, finding it amusing.

Until she starts writing again.

Damn your hotness to hell, Davies.

-

Stupid fucking cast.

_ _ _


Chapter 55.

*


For the past twenty four hours we've been teasing each other non stop.

She's nearly killed me twice.

I hope I have nine lives because tonight I'm definitely going to need them.

I showered when everybody was out last night and made sure to use the body wash Ashley loves so much.

I knew she was going to be in my room when I got out, she called me to say she was on her way and I told her to just wait in my room until I was done in the shower I was just about to go in.

I skipped the towel.

Her eyes turned almost black and she told me to put some clothes on quite forcefully.

I put some on.

Barely.

I'm gonna stop there, I'm getting worked up again.

She's here now, too. We're at her house and she has the remote so we're watching Spongebob.

I hate Spongebob, he's got such a disgusting voice.

Patrick is awesome though, he's so cute.

Ashley keeps laughing at him and it's making me...y'know.

My tone is warning, "Ashley." 

"I'm just laughing, Spencer. It's not like I'm walking around naked like somebody else I know."

"I told you, I was just unbelievably hot after my shower, I had the temperature up too high."

She finally turns to face me, "You're so full of shit."

The last time she said that.... ugh. Leg crossing time.

She sees the look on my face and rubs my hand. She's about to speak when I beat her to it.

"Stop it, I'm gonna come!"

She bursts out laughing at my shock confession, "Isn't that what you've been wanting for the last two months?"

Yes, yes it is.

"Yes but not from you rubbing my hand."

She pulls a face which says 'aww' and goes to touch me again.

I move to the other end of the couch quickly, "Don't touch me, don't come near me, don't look at me.. don't even speak to me."

"What? Why?"

"Think about it."

"We only have eight hours to wait, Spence."

I almost whimper at the comforting tone of her voice.

"Stop talking, just...be quiet and watch your cartoons."

"Yes, mom."

"I'm serious Ashley, don't you have any homework to do or something?"

"Spencer... shut up."

I frown and push my legs together again.

"I bet you've been lying to me."

She frowns at that, "About homework? I told you that I don't have any, why would I lie?"

"No, about you claiming not to have done something ..yourself."

"I haven't, and what about you, huh? I bet you have."

She's fucking crazy.

I'm sarcastic, "Oh yes, me and my broken wrist, ribs and nose have been getting plenty of hand action. Truly a party you should have been there for and is why I'm acting like a crazy person!" I scream the last word.

She opens her cute mouth to say something when I interrupt again, "And god! why do we have to wait?! I'm.all.better." With the last three words I hit my cast off the edge of her coffee table, hard. Proving it doesn't hurt and looking kind of…insane.

"You know why, I don't want to feel that."

"I'll tie it behind my back then, you can tie both of them behind my back or to the headboard. Trust me when I say it's not a problem."

I seem to have a problem interrupting as she starts to speak, "You know what? Let's just start now, I'm probably sealed shut down there anyway, it'll take a while to get inside." I pause. "I've probably forgot how to have sex."

I stop again to put a hand up to my chin, "How do lesbians have sex? I can't figure it out. Should I sit on your lap and move my ass around? Or do 7-11 sell special weiner grow seeds?"

"Stop being crazy and crude, Spencer. Eight hours, baby. That's all you have to wait."

My eyes widen and my heart beats a little faster when I hear a certain word in there. It starts with a B and it's not the first one.

"Don't call me that."

"Call you what?"

She looks confused and fucking hot.

"Stop looking at me, just...stop." I'm certain my face reflects the unbelievable amount of frustration I feel.

She just looks at me and smiles, "I love you."

What kind of *sick* person is she?!

"Ashley!"

I get up and pretty much run to her bathroom for cold shower #8536586974.


_


Paula made us go grocery shopping again. 

Like I don't have anything better to do with my Saturday.

Getting my cast off and attempting to break my ribs all over again with Ashley for one thing.

At least I haven't spotted any butt cream on the list so far.

I'm sitting inside the cart with our groceries around my body, Ashley is pushing me.

Mr Smug Fuck is hiding today...or he has a crush on Ashley. The fucker.

"Are you sure you don't want me to push it and you sit in the special seat?" 

She doesn't say anything and I can't see her, I'm facing the other way with my back to her.

I feel her tongue on my ear and almost explode. 

My eyes almost pop out of their sockets and I rapidly pull away from her, almost knocking myself out on the edge of the cart.

"Of all the things you could have done, Ashley!"

"Again I say at least I'm not walking around naked." She defends herself.

I go to get out of the cart when my foot catches on the side of it, making me head straight to the floor.

Ashley caught me.

Here we are.

On the floor.

Pressed together.

Breathing heavily.

Fully fucking clothed.

Can you tell me what's wrong with that picture?

Her eyes have gone darker and I know mine have too.. I don't think they've been their usual bright shade of blue for this entire eight weeks.

I fight back a moan as she moves from underneath me, moving her leg against the right spot for a split second. 

I'm still on the floor and she offers a hand to help me up but I decline, not knowing what I'm capable of anymore.


-


She's reading the list, now. I think we're almost done. "Deodorant for Glen."

"Why? He doesn't use it, the dirty bas-"

"Spencer."

I sigh and walk over, getting him the cheapest and worst smelling one there is. "Fine, check smelly Glen's deodorant."

She nods as she writes and I have to bite my lip and look away.

I start walking in the direction of the checkouts when somebody pushes their cart into the back of my heel, no doubt taking a chunk of skin with it.

I scream an 'Ow' pretty damn loud and turn around to see who the culprit is.

It's an old woman, she's walking away.

She didn't even fucking say sorry.

My eyes widen and I take off my earrings, throwing them to Ashley. 

Bitch is gonna pay!

I start to stamp in her direction when Ashley's hands go around my waist, picking me up off the floor slightly and twirling me back around to safety, laughing.


_



I don't think I've ever been in this good of a mood.

I'm like the Cheshire fucking Cat.

Hmm, speaking of p-

"Spencer, stop it."

"Get the hell out of my head, Ashley." My words weren't very nice...but my tone was different. I sound like I just won the lotto or something.

"And where would you like me to get into?"

I move closer to her and wrap my arms around her for a full body hug, not one of those stupid straight girls pelvic repel hugs, and lean into her ear, making sure to bite the lobe softly, "Get in your bed."

I think if she touches me anywhere below my neck later I'll come straight away.

Or pass out.

"Mmm." She leans her head into mine and I take the hint, meeting her lips with my own and deepening it immediately, not wasting any time. 

She's kissing me so slowly, her hands are at the back of my neck pulling me closer and I'm already halfway there.

Dude, it's been eight weeks. Give me a break.

I pull away breathing hard, making sure to kiss her a few more times before I stop completely, "An hour, that's it, Ash. And if I see you with any item of clothing on when I get back then there'll be hell to pay, understand?"

She does a pretty good Cheshire Cat impression too, "Got it."

I kiss her again and then pull away, "I'm going to pack a bag with everything we'll need tonight and then Paula said she'd meet me at the hospital. You go and make sure everything is set up, okay babe?"

An affirmative nod.

I hold my cast up.

"Say goodbye to stick figure sex."

She leans down and kisses the drawing of stick me. "Bye."

Now that's out of the way I move closer to her, kissing every part of her face as quick as I can and slipping her a little tongue when I get to her lips.

She pulls away laughing, "Go!"

I grin and run upstairs to pack for later.

It's going to be memorable, that's for sure.


_


It took a lot of strength not to kiss Mr also twelve syllable Last name when he cut off my cast.

I refrained.

It wouldn't have been appropriate with me being taken and him being...male.

Speaking of being taken...


_


Paula drops me off outside Ashley's and I don't know how it's possible...but her smile is almost bigger than mine.

"Got your bag, sweetheart?"

Yes I fucking do.

"I got it."

I'm in such a good mood. God... Clay could ask me to polish his shoes right now and I'd gladly do it.

"Great, so.. I'll see you tomorrow? Monday?"

Maybe next year by the time I'm done with a certain girl in the house.

"Sure, Mom." I don't give her an actual day.

She smiles and passes me some breath mints. 

I raise my eyebrows at her and she says to 'trust me' 

I guess she means for in the morning...maybe. Who knows. Paula is strange.

I forget about that and almost break my face by smiling widely, "Thanks for the ride, mom."

She smiles and shouts "Be safe!" as she drives away.


_


I'm almost laughing at how much I can't wait for this. I tripped up the stairs twice on my way up.

I can hear music and she must have lit a scented candle because something smells good.

I clear my throat and straighten my hair out, rolling my shoulders and revelling in the fact nothing hurts.

Tomorrow... tomorrow will be a different story.

I grin at the thought and push Ashley's bedroom door open.

Her clothes are at the foot of the bed and I take a deep breath before ...running and jumping onto the bed.

I'm in a good mood, I'm prone to abnormal behaviour.

"Ashleyyy." I grin.

Silence.

"Ash."

....

"Ashley." I say more forcefully.

Crickets.

My eyes widen is disbelief and look to see that she...

She has her eyes closed.

Tears spring to my eyes and I throw myself onto Ashley on top of the covers, burying my head in the crook of her neck, "Baby don't do this to me."

I blink back my tears and try a different approach, looking next to me to see a bottle of Coke half empty.

I pick it up and undo the lid, "I'm thirsty, do you mind if I have your Coke?"

Still nothing.

I bring it to my lips, "I'm just gonna finish this." 

Is she snoring?!

"Me... Spencer. I'm gonna drink it."

More tears at her lack of reply.

My voice is cracking, "Spencer Carlin, drinking Coke."

I tip the bottle up, I have nothing to live for anyway.

...I spat it back into the bottle when I tasted it's disgusting flavour and put it back where I got it from. Hopefully I'll remember to tell her before she takes a sip.

I start kissing her face, "Please wake up, baby."

My heart is heavy when I realize she's not going to wake up and roll off her, blinking back my tears.

I lean towards her ear to whisper, "If I didn't love you so much...you'd be six feet under right about now." and kiss her on her cheek before turning over.


_


It's been a couple of minutes and I'm facing away from her when I start to smile.

She's smiling.. I can tell.

That bitch tricked me!

I laugh and turn over to see her grinning at me.

"Ashley you fucking bitch!"

She starts laughing and I do too, being more than ecstatic over her being awake.

"Aww, Spence you're so cute! I love you too, do you know how hard it was not to smile when you were drinking the coke?" 

I pull a face, remembering the taste of it.

I'm about to reply when she passes the bottle back to me, "You spat back into this....drink it all in one go…and then we can go."

I laugh, finding her funny.

"I'm not kidding."

I think about it for a second and plug my nose, gulping down the remaining Coke, trying not to throw up.

I've finished and I'm doing that shuddering thing you do after you've eaten or drank something disgusting.

"God you're so fucking cute." Is all she says before pulling me on top of her and moulding our lips together.

-

I hope I don't throw up in her mouth.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 56.


*


I pull away from the kiss she just initiated, "If I start talking about Travis Barker then tell me to shut up."

"Shut up." She tells me, meeting my request.

"Or pens, or any other member of Blink 182."

Ashley is giving me her notorious 'are you serious?' look, "Do you actually want to have sex or are we just going to talk?"

Let's see, heartfelt discussion or heartfelt, mind-blowingly hot sex? Gee, that's a tough one. Especially considering for the past two months all we've been doing is 'talking'. Don't get me wrong, I love talking to Ashley, I can talk to her about anything but right at this moment...I don't want to just talk.

I lean down to run my tongue across the shell of her ear "Can we talk and have sex? Because I won't be able to keep quiet this time, John doe in Timbuktu is going to hear me scream."

"If it's related to the moment then scream your heart out, but if I hear anything else in there, like dinner suggestions, I'll leave you high and not so dry, understood?"

"So basically you'll leave me like you have for the past eight weeks?"

"Oh no, that was me being nice. I'm talking about seriously getting you hot and then leaving the room or something."

God, the thought of her doing that to me...I would die, just die.

"Whatever, you wouldn't do that to me." I pause to think, "And we're having a little bet. If I win you have to spend an entire day doing exactly what I want and if you win then I will do anything you want."

She looks intrigued, "Well what's the bet?"

"Whoever passes out first loses and the person who made the other pass out, wins. Simple as that."

She purses her lips out, apparently in thought, "No, we need rules for this sort of thing. Like...nothing other than our own body parts can be used, so no props if you have any and it doesn't matter how long you're out for…just as long as it happens."

I nod, agreeing to her reasonable rules, "And it doesn't have a time limit, like you said... just that it does happen at some point. Oh and different locations are acceptable."

I already have three other places in mind. I'm so going to win this bet.

Don't get me wrong, sex on gorgeous legs underneath me is talented beyond belief but I have some ideas for later.

"Okay, here first or?"

I get up off her bed and pull the covers with me so they're with Ashley's clothes and then look up to where she's laying totally void of clothing. My mouth almost waters at the sight and the past two months, every moment of pure torture, Ashley chewing her rice and peas, the short skirts - everything, it all comes rushing back and taking the time to go to one of our other 'locations' is so not an optional option right now.

Jesus Christ, how did I wait this long when I have that waiting for me every single minute of the day. 

It definitely does not take a long time for me to move from the foot of her bed to practically topping her, "Here."

"Here?"

I take a look into the almost annoyingly beautiful eyes of hers that are turning darker.

"Here." I confirm and lean down to her soft lips, her eyes are half closed and I know mine are, also. I stop just a breath away from them, "Do you have any idea how many times I've dreamed about doing this again? How many different ways I'm going to make you scream, every single thing, god... the sounds I know you're going to make."

She moans slightly at my promise and puts her hands around the back of my neck, pulling me the short distance to her lips. It isn't rushed, we don't have to stop tonight, only when we want to, when we're too tired to go on. I take my time to reacquaint myself with her lips, the sounds they make when they're moving against my own. 

I gently bite down on her bottom lip, tugging it back slightly and releasing it to run my tongue over the spot I just had between my teeth, this happens twice more before I feel her tongue meet mine, slowly. My heart starts to beat faster at the sensation and flavour of Ashley, my own tongue meets hers and we kiss deep with a languid pace, enjoying the closeness of each other again, the sounds involuntarily leaving us.

I cup the side of her face with one hand and push into her harder, kissing her just a little bit faster and arching my ticklish back as the soft pads of her fingers come into play underneath my shirt.

We both pull away to breathe and she opens her previously closed eyes to look into mine. They're almost black and my already fast heart rate starts to soar.

She can always read my eyes and pulls my shirt over my head, now freely caressing my bare skin. she may have unintentionally teased me during the last eight weeks but nothing like this, her touch was never this sensual, the air was never this thick.

I can't believe how ready I am, we've hardly started.

I sigh out a moan and close my eyes again to lean down and get lost in her.

My lips are all over her neck, I'm sucking hard and she's got a hickey. I'm not going to hesitate in giving her at least two more, but not now...later. Her pulse is strong underneath my lips and I can feel the vibrations of the moan that has just escaped her lips, it travels right down to my centre and makes it throb.

My mouth is back on hers, hot and insistent, our tongues duelling and fighting for dominance, our hands exploring.

Ashley's hands are tugging at the back of my thighs, trying to pull me closer to her, I pull away from her when I feel her reach down between us and apply pressure where I've needed it for the last eight weeks, "Ash." I breathe out.

Her touch becomes firmer and I press down into her hand, my eyes squeezed shut in ecstasy. When she removes her hand for the time being I waste no time in positioning myself so I'm resting on top of her thigh and grinding down onto it.

She flips me over and I don't lift up for her to remove my bra, I was more than prepared for tonight and made sure I was wearing a front clasped bra for easier access.

I nearly die when I feel her lips cover a hardened nipple and lift my hips up off the bed in search for hers that are just out of reach. She knows what I want though and pulls her lips away from my breasts so she can take off my skirt.

With that out of the way I want to kiss her again, I want her to know how good she's already made me feel and how much I love her. I pull her back up to kiss her again, they're fast and hard, and they're making me so hot. I'm breathing so heavily and Ashley is too, she's moaning almost as frequently as I am.

My head starts to spin when she touches me over my underwear that is practically soaking, "Stop." I force out.

Her movements cease immediately, "What's wrong?" Her voice is breathy and thick, and oh so hot.

I brush the hair away from her flushed face, "Nothing, you're just killing me." I smile, also trying to get air to my starving lungs.

"Suck it up, I haven't even started with you yet." She proves her point by resuming her actions and alternating between rubbing with the heel of her palm and the length of her fingers to touch me.

I let her carry on, I'm good for nothing at the moment, nothing except for verbally letting Ashley know what feels the best, what motion of her hands makes me the hottest. I think if I get any louder her neighbours will call 911. 

Not that I mind, I'd ask if I could borrow their 'cuffs.

Her hand movement have stopped but she still has her firm thigh pressing against me as she starts kissing the skin above my ribs, her tongue occasionally coming into contact and making me lift my hips up to her thigh, moaning when I feel the pressure I'm almost desperate for.

Her mouth is on my wrist now, she's kissing it gently and like before, her tongue makes contact with the skin. My eyes open, I could feel that hers were too and wanted to meet them, she's looking at me so hard and with such a look of love that I can do nothing but stare back and hope my eyes are conveying as much emotion as hers.

I see her lean down to me and I close my eyes when she places a delicate kiss to the bridge of my nose and then my temple, "I love you."

I hate these kind of moments, and I only usually have them with Ashley but it's like when someone says they love you and just saying 'I love you, too.' sounds ..weak. It doesn't even begin to describe what you really feel or what you really want to say, it's frustrating and I repeat something I told her almost three months ago, "You have no idea, Ashley. God...you really have no idea."

With that her lips crashed down onto mine and we start kissing how we first started off when it got heavy, slowly. So slowly.

Her knee is pressed against me now, and that mixed with her kiss, her scent, the frustration over the last eight weeks, I'm ready. I'm so ready.

I pull away from her heart stopping kiss, liking the sound our lips made when they broke contact, "Ash, please."

Her hand dips lower and I can't fight back my loud moan as she applies a generous amount of pressure to my centre, "Please, what?" she breathes into my ear.

I moan at that, too, finding it incredibly hot. I'm almost panting now, I need to remember to breathe more which is difficult when she's touching me like that, "Don't stop." My voice is almost unrecognisable.

"Stop?" Is all I hear her say before she stills her hand and moves off me to the other side of the bed.

God.No.

I'm going to kill her. 

"Ashley!" 

I think even the dogs heard that one. Wow.. I didn't know my voice could go that high. I thought that note was limited to men with their gross bits in a vice grip.

She turns to face me and smirks at the aghast expression of my face, "Yes, Spencer?"

You smug little...ugh. Just you wait.

I grab her and pull her back on top of me, "I swear to god if you don't fuck my brains out I'll-''

I stop there, when somebody has their tongue inside your mouth it's little difficult to speak...or threaten.

My heart is beating so hard I can feel it at the base of my throat and I moan into her mouth, letting her know how good her kiss is. She moves away from my lips and trails her hot, wet kisses from my jaw to my ear, pausing to suck my earlobe into her warm mouth and making me arch up into her, releasing a small moan.

She's breathing heavily, too, her chest is flush against mine so I can feel every exhalation and every beat of her heart, she keeps her mouth by my ear, "You have no idea how fucking hot you are, how hot you make me. How hard I want to make you come." 

I squeeze my eyes shut further and let out a small moan at that too, I can't wait much longer, "Ash..." I trail off, not being able to speak anymore.

She gets the hint and stops her teasing, dragging her hand down to my abs and scraping her nails across my toned skin, probably leaving those white marks for a second.

I feel her pull away from me and I'm about to cry again in frustration when I feel her tugging at my barely there underwear, I lift up my hips to allow her to remove them quicker and feel myself throb when they're gone.

I can't hear the music playing anymore, all I can hear is my own heartbeat that's pounding furiously and the sounds of our harsh breaths.

I almost convulse when she presses the full length of her body against mine and starts rocking into me. I can't even moan, all I can do is squeeze my eyes shut again and breathe out, "Fuck me." 

"I am." Her tone suggests amusement but I can't really address that right now.

We both let out a loud moan at the same time and she leans down to kiss me, it turns deep immediately and it's a little messy from her other movements but I don't mind, jesus... I so don't mind.

She presses down harder and I have to pull away, my eyes shooting open before slamming shut again and breathing out her name. She's almost as soaked as I am.

I feel her kiss my neck, biting it gently with her teeth and then sucking hard to give me a hickey that she must have felt me doing to her earlier, the pressure feels good but I gently push on her head for her to move it lower where I'm desperate for it.

She doesn't resist and lowers her head, kissing every patch of skin she can find on her way. She teases me a little by placing wet open mouthed kisses to the inside of my thighs and softly blowing on the spot her mouth was just occupying, bringing forth goose bumps and making my thigh muscles contract slightly before relaxing.

I don't think anything could make me open my eyes now, I feel like an elephant is sitting on each eyelid.

She suddenly stops teasing and her tongue is inside me, I was wrong, only Ashley could make me open my eyes. They shot open again and rolled back in my head when I felt the contact I've been needing.

I push up into her a little, releasing a guttural moan when I feel her tongue sliding against me slowly but surely, wanting to drag it out as long as possible.

I'm so glad we waited, nothing has ever felt this good. Nothing.

I feel her move her mouth away before slowly entering me with one finger and my breath hitches once again before lifting up to meet the slow thrust of her hand, my breaths leaving in rapid successions and my mouth opening wider when she adds a second finger and increasing her pace.

"Fuck." A shaky breath, "Ash."

She moans at hearing that and adds a third finger, completely filling me and making my head swim. I like the slight pain. My voice is thick when I breathe out another "Fuck."

Her thumb comes into contact where I need it the most, circling it before leaning down and covering it with her mouth while still thrusting into me, I scream and arch the bottom half of my body up and completely off the bed and into her.

She stops for a split second and before I have a chance to curse up a storm, she wraps one of my legs around her shoulders and fills me again, this time I really can see stars. She's so deep inside of me and I can't stay still, I rock my hips into her hand again.

I'm tight, I can feel it and I know she can, too. I'm so close it's going to take a few touches to bring my orgasm out completely.

She lowers her head again, not ceasing her other movements and wrapping her lips over that small spot just inside of me, I'm frantic, my heart has never beat this fast, I've never been this hot, I've never wanted to fuck somebody so much and I've never wanted to scream the house down as much as I do now.

I take care of the last thing, I'm not going to have a voice left by the time we're finished later.

I can feel it approaching and gasp, she knows why I did that and increases the pace of her movements.

I scream so fucking loud as I climax, my leg tightening and pressing down onto her shoulder involuntarily and this time literally convulsing.

Just when I didn't think it could get any better, she suddenly curls her fingers and rubs against the soft spot deep inside of me.

The last thing I see before I pass out is the different colours I create by squeezing my eyes shut.


_ _ _ 


Chapter 57.


*



The first thing I register is the satisfied moan that leaves my lips as I stretch slightly in Ashley’s bed. Mmm.

Oh no.

I didn’t.

Please tell me I didn’t.

She will never let me live it down.

I cringe, sucking my bruised bottom lip into my mouth before chancing a look to Ashley’s side of the bed.

She’s grinning.

And I…blush. 

“Sleeping beauty.”

I roll my head away from her, making a noise of protest at her blatant teasing and trying to cool my more than warm cheeks down.

“Have a nice nap?” She teases again.

I try and throw her a heated glare but I’m smiling so it pretty much defeats the purpose, “Shut up.”

“Did you have a nice conversation with the birdies in your head? How are Peter and Paul these days?”

“You are such a jerk.”

She laughs briefly and quietly, “And you’re good for my ego.”

“Don’t think you’ve won, Ashley.”

She pulls a face before smirking again, “But I have won, you went..” She holds her hand up in the air and does a whistle that starts off high, bringing her hand down as her octave dips lower until her hand hits off the bed.

I watch on, amused at her antics, “It’s your turn next. Don’t think this is over. Best out of three, baby"

“Baby.” Her eyes look flirtatious and I can’t help just looking at her and smiling.

She carries on, “Okay, I’m all yours.” She lies on her back with her arms held wide open.

Yeah….sure.

“I don’t think so.”

“I worked my ass off for you, Spence. You’re so returning the favour.”

Yes, I am.

But that doesn’t mean I can’t tease her at first.

“I’m good now, it doesn’t matter if you threaten me with no sex.”

“If you know what’s good for you, you’ll stop talking and start doing.”

“No.”

I’m serious about that.

“Why not?”

“Not here.”

She looks down to her bed, “Why?”

“I have a better place in mind.” I lean down to press a kiss against her lips, “Come on.” I pull on her hand and with nobody being in, make our way through it without putting our clothes back on.


_


I don’t know why I’ve always wanted to do this…but it’s a secret fantasy of mine and well…if Ashley is here and that, who am I to pass up a perfectly good opportunity?

“It’s cold in here. And wait, I thought you hated this place, Spence?”

“Not when I have you to push in front of me if anything steps out of the darkness.” I grin.

“Wow. How am I your first serious girlfriend? You’re just bursting with charm.”

“I was saving myself for you.” I smirk.

“Bet you were.”

Ashley put the light on as soon as we walked in here and I spot exactly what I want.

I walk over to her car and run my hand over the hood, looking over to her, “C’mere.”

Something finally clicks with her, “You want to have sex in my car?"

Predictable.

“No, I want to have sex on your car.”

She looks perplexed, "Why?"

I roll my eyes upon hearing her stupid question, "Because I thought it would bore us sleep."

"What?"

"Because it will be hot, Ashley. And jesus, how long was I out because from then up until now you've turned into Paris Hilton."

She tries to hide a smile and walks over to the car, running her hand over it and imitating the twig herself, "That's hot."

I slowly run my eyes over her body, taking in the heavenly sight, "You're hot."

I see her do the same for me and keeps her eyes on certain parts of my anatomy a little longer than others, "You're hot."

"You're hotter."

"Nope. You."

I inch a little closer to her, "Nuh uh."

"Yuh huh."

I move my hand closer to hers, not quite touching it, "Don't disagree with me, I have good contacts, they'll take you out."

Her face turns serious but her eyes give her away that she's joking, "Don't threaten me bitch."

"Don't call me a bitch, whore."

"Ass."

My hand makes contact with hers, "Mother fucker."

She moves her hand so she's almost holding mine, "Douchebag."

I move my hand, lightly dragging it up and down her arm, "Fuckwit."

"Fucker."

"Fucktard." I don't wait for a reply, I move my body closer to hers so I'm almost touching it and carry on, "Fuck face."

Her breathing has picked up slightly and she closes the gap between us, "Fuck me."

"I thought we were going to sleep."

I see the expression on her face and smirk, moving just in front of the car and slowly turning her body away from me, pressing against her from behind. Her sharp intake of breath makes me smile as I lean into her ear, "Where?"

She leans her head back to my shoulder, "Anywhere."

My hands have a mind of their own and start exploring Ashley's body, keeping above the waist for now and trailing over the skin just below her breasts, "I'm going to have so much fun with you tonight." 

Her hand reaches back to my neck and pulls me closer as she angles her head right, "I hope so." and meeting my lips with her own.

It's a little messier than our usual kisses but being this close to her and having to work to be able to kiss properly, it just makes it hotter.

Her tongue comes into play, pushing against my bottom lip for a second until I open my mouth wider and grant her the access she was after, moaning when I feel her slick tongue against my own and wrapping my arms around her torso to pull her closer.

Like last time, it's slow, so slow.

Not breaking the kiss my hands roam freely over her breasts and rolling her nipples between a thumb and forefinger, feeling my own harden against her back from hearing her quiet moan and feeling the slight vibration in my mouth.

She's right, it is a little cold in here but she's warm, she's so warm. This room won't be cold soon.

Her hand tightens at my neck and she presses herself back into me more, kissing me harder. I match her passion and pace before slowly pulling away to breathe.

Her breathing is heavier and she grabs the hand that has stilled on her breast, dragging it down past her toned stomach to where I know she wants it.

As much as I want to... not yet.

I pull my hand back up to rest on her stomach and force my tongue back inside her waiting mouth, it starts to heat up, she starts to move against me more and the delicious sounds escaping her lips are becoming more frequent. I lightly drag my fingers down her sides, smiling when I feel her frame tremble against my own before she pulls away, "Spence."

God... the things she does to me when she says my name like that.

She starts to kiss me roughly, it's not too rough, it's just...pleasurable.

I keep up with her and drag the pads of my fingers back up her body, making sure to brush against the side of her breast and pull away from her to take her earlobe into my warm mouth, causing her to arch up off me slightly and push her head back onto my shoulder.

It's been eight weeks for her too, I won't tease her.

Much.

I want to feel all of her so I turn her around to face me and take in the sight of her heavy lidded and arousal filled eyes, her full lips, her slightly flushed face - everything, and I can't help my slight moan as she moves closer, pressing against me and eliciting pleasure for both of us.

Upon hearing that her hands came up to my face, drawing me in for a deep kiss that I fully respond to before walking us towards the car that isn't far away and push at her shoulders lowering her down onto her expensive vehicle.

She nearly breaks my nose by shooting up off the hood, "God, that's cold!"

I move forward, standing between her open legs a little more, "Won't be for long."

I wait for her to stop arching her back as soon as it makes contact with the cold surface and to let her body get used to the temperature.

"You okay?"

She looks at my current position between her legs and I see her swallow thickly before nodding.

"Good, scooch up." I nod towards the windscreen and she moves her body up so her shoulders and head is resting against it without the wipers digging into her back.

I take a look at her and it's official.

I have the best ideas ever.

She's giving me the look she's been giving me for the past two months, it's her 'fuck me' look. I find it incredibly hot and yeah, so would you.

I climb on top of her expensive car and settle myself down so I'm almost between her legs and dragging my hand from her thigh to her breast, loving the reactions it brings forth.

She lifts herself up to kiss me but I push her back down gently, wanting to kiss my way up to her lips and lean into her ear to whisper, "Soon."

I start at her feet, lifting her leg up slightly and placing a feathery kiss on top of a foot before inching my mouth up and around to her slender ankle to mirror my previous action.

The kissing continues until I pass her kneecaps and I forget the kissing, I snake my tongue out and lick a path up her soft but firm thigh, stopping to kiss right next to where she really needs it, making her squirm and moan out my name.

I copy my actions to her other leg and when I place a kiss on the inside of it I can see how wet she is. 

I want to feel her...but just for a second. 

Her breathing is deep and fast and I push her legs open further, leaning down to taste her and brush the tip of my tongue over a certain place. I hear her breathing hitch before lifting her hips up towards my face, moaning out my name so quietly I barely hear it.

I'd love to keep going here...but it's not the time. 

I move away from her centre, kissing my way up across those to die for abs of hers and stop at her breasts, covering a nipple with my mouth and when I'm satisfied she's moaned enough I move across to the neglected one, repeating the process until she roughly pulls me up to kiss me and I have to steady myself against the windscreen, not really caring what damage we could potentially do to it.

I don't get on top of her just yet, I lie almost pressed together next to her, we're laying on our sides kissing, touching, moaning. I feel her hips try to push into me and I don't break the kiss as I reach down to her thigh, lifting it up and sliding my own between her legs before hooking it around my waist.

It isn't long before she's rocking against me and I lift my leg up to meet her movements, making her breathe out a curse word.

I love it when she curses during sex, it's so hot.

I lean in to kiss her again, running my tongue against her lips before she lets me in, meeting my tongue with her own and making my heart beat faster.

We kiss until we can't breathe and pull away, I want to taste her neck and push at her shoulder slightly to make her roll onto her back so I can settle down on top of her.

She still has her eyes closed and I lower my face to her neck, nipping and tugging in the spots that I know drive her crazy and suck the spot just left of her pulse point, leaving another hickey.

I move my thigh from it's resting place and shift around a little until I'm in the position I need to be in.

Her hips lift up to meet mine and I was going to pull away but I can't, I press down into her, setting up a slow hard rhythm that makes me squeeze my eyes shut.

I hear her moan the same time I do, both loving the sensation. One of my hands is resting on the glass of the windscreen and the other is resting underneath her ear, trying to cup her face as we kiss and slide against each other. Because of that it's a little messy but she doesn't complain, her mouth is otherwise occupied.

I hope we don't set her car alarm off. That would be such a mood breaker.

I increase my pace a little and she pulls away, quickly turning her head to the side and taking in a shaky breath, "Fuck, Spence."

My eyes won't open, even though this is just for her that doesn't mean it hasn't got me worked up too.

When I lift myself off her she grabs the hand of mine that's resting on her face and drags it down her body to cup her centre and kisses me again.

She's so ready.

I don't move my hand, I keep it still and carry on kissing her until I feel her soft hand on my own again and pushes her fingers against mine, causing two of them to slip inside and stroke over her clit, making her gasp and release a long moan into my mouth.

I moan quietly too and remove my fingers, still wanting to tease her.

She stops kissing me and we open our eyes at the same time, hers are dark, so dark. "Don't tease me."

I study her face for a moment and decide to stop teasing. I nod my agreement and make sure to give her another hot kiss before inching my hand down her taut body, leaving goose bumps in it's wake.

I don't enter her right away, I rub circles around the spot that makes her moan and gasp into the otherwise silent garage before moving them down a little, entering her with a little difficulty and leaning towards her ear, half whispering, "God, you're so tight."

Her breath hitches and she moans as I start up my rhythm, bringing my thumb into contact with her again, making sure I alternate between clockwise, anti clockwise and up and down.

I hear Ashley breathe out an "Oh fuck me." and pushes herself into my hand.

I imitate her earlier smart ass comment and lean down to her ear, not stopping my other movements, "I am."

She doesn't say anything, I don't think she can. I move right down the hood of the car so I'm almost all the way off it and lean down to run my tongue over her slowly, fighting back a moan at a sudden rush of wetness.

She's moaning loudly and breathing out my name, occasionally cursing. 

I slow my pace, almost removing my fingers completely before pushing them back inside. Her thigh muscles keep contracting and if she still has her feet in the same position, her toes are curled.

I can feel her throbbing underneath my mouth and decide to stop with my slow movements, I enter her again and pick up my pace, not being half as gentle as I was and judging by the string of words that just left her lips, she doesn't mind at all.

A sailor would be proud.

It's difficult to add a third finger, but I manage and just barely slow down so I don't hurt her.

I reach my free hand up to grasp hers, interlocking our fingers and immediately feeling her squeeze.

I pull my tongue away from her when I feel her already tight walls start to contract a little more and her already loud moans reach another level. 

Her breaths turn erratic and her movements turn even more desperate, she's so close and I lower my head again, wrapping my lips and tongue back over her clit, sucking pretty hard while not ceasing my fast thrusts.

I feel her start to stiffen, as if she was starting to shake and stop everything.

I don't think her mind could fully comprehend what happened until I resumed to my efforts and rapidly tapped my tongue against her, making her arch up off her Porsche and further into my face, screaming out my name.

She's still riding out that orgasm but I curl my fingers inside of her and suck hard again, her second orgasm comes in waves and doesn't stop for a while. 

I was expecting a loud scream.

But not that loud.

I carry on until the last aftershocks have gone and lift myself up to lay next to her when I notice that someone, I wouldn't like to say who.

Is officially KO'd.

- 


1 - 1, baby.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 58.


*


I can’t and don’t attempt to hide my more than satisfied smirk at seeing her completely passed out naked on top of her Porsche.

What a sight.

Kodak moment, for sure.

Definitely a story not to tell our Dwarfs. 

Unless they have my attitude, then I’ll be relentless in telling them some of our more exciting sex details.

I smile at the thought and press my lips against her shoulder, waiting for her to come to.

It’s a couple of minutes at most and I look up in curiosity when I hear her let out a small sigh.

Her eyes open for a second to smile at me and then drift closed again.

No way, we’ve hardly even started.

“Ash, get up.”

She lets out her notorious ‘mmm’ sleepy sound in apparent agreement.

“Ashley.” I reply a little firmer.

She throws out another half there reply.

“Ashley the house is on fire!”

“Great.” She whispers out, keeping her eyes closed.

I’ve had enough, one round is not enough to satisfy me, not tonight. I slide off the car and lean over the door to the steering wheel, honking the horn and making her jump out of her skin.

“You scared me!”

I blink exaggeratedly, “Ashley, is that you?”

“What?”

“Sleeping pill popping Beauty is what I should call you.” I get back on top of the car and move closer to her, intertwining our legs and kissing her cheekbone.

“Yeah well you wore me out.”

I grin in triumph, “I did, didn’t I?”

“Yeah yeah, don’t get cocky. You know I had the same effect on you.”

“You did.” I confirm, smiling at the smile on her face.

She wriggles her back a little, “It’s comfy on here.”

“No it’s not.”

“Yes it is.”

“It’s really not.” I challenge back, disagreeing.

“It really is.”

I go to reply to that when I realize what we’re doing.

“Uh…why exactly are we talking right now?” 

“Because you can’t keep your mouth shut.”

I throw her an almost there glare, “Get up. Location 2 here we come.”

She sits up a little, leaning her weight on the hand that’s now pressed against the windscreen, “Location 2? How many do you have in that pretty head of yours?”

“So far just three which means I lied, it's going to be best out of four and I’m open to suggestions so feel free..” I trail off.

She nods, “Four? Doesn't that take away the purpose of the bet?"

I ponder her good point for a second, "You're right, how about the next one we still have the bet in place, and the time after that it can just be us together without anything else?"

"Okay sure, the next one is yours but the other one is so mine.”

“Cool, fantastic, great, super.”

She grins in the way that makes her nose crease up and sticks her tongue out at me before moving off the car.

Uh…should that have turned me on as much as it did?

Who am I kidding, look at her. You'd be like this too.

I move off the car too and I stand next to it pondering our next location. I really can't decide if I should go with the first or second I have in mind.

Ashley seems to be impatient, "What are you doing?"

I don't look at her when I answer her question, "Thinkin'."

"About?"

I look up to her this time, "I can't decide where I want to go first." My brows crease in thought when I have an idea, "Pick number one or number two."

"Why?"

"Just do it."

Her lips purse out slightly, "Two."

"Okay we'll go with number one. Great, come on." I grab her hand and start to pull her out of the garage.


-


We made our way through the house and stopped for a little while in the living room.

She attacked me, totally jumped me. I didn't stand a chance.

Although if you we're paying enough attention then you'd know it was me that did the attacking and she didn't stand a chance.

We're standing in front of it now. 

'It' not being the clown and more accurately being our second location.

Ashley has her eyebrows raised and before she has a chance to speak I beat her to it, "Don't ask me why we're here Ashley."

She runs a finger over the surface, "No, I know why we're here. We're having dinner, right?"

I smile at her expression and choice of wording, "We'll definitely be eating."

She pulls a face before smiling and looking back towards the surface her hand is resting on, "Are you sure the table won't break?"

I know it definitely won't, you could sit an entire house on this table and it wouldn't break, or at least it looks that way. "I hope it will but the chances are that it won't."

She nods mutely and cutely and I can't help snaking a hand around her back and pulling her closer to me. I lean in to brush my cheek against hers, just breathing her in, "God, you can do the smallest thing and it makes me so hot..."

"You too." Is her shaky reply.

I lean further in, taking her soft earlobe into my mouth and gently biting down to hear her breathing pick up a little.

Her hand goes around my neck, pulling me towards her mouth for a kiss that starts off soft, barely brushing against each other until kiss after kiss gets firmer. I angle my head and run my tongue over her lip wanting to deepen it but she doesn't let me, she moves to kiss my neck, still keeping her kisses dry.

Even with that I can barely hold my head up, it rolls to the side giving her more access which she seems to appreciate.

I let her carry on for a while, enjoying the feel of her lips on my skin until I can't wait any longer, I need to kiss her again. I grab the side of her face and pull her back up where I need her, covering her mouth with my own.

It isn't long before my tongue is at her lips again and this time she lets me in, meeting her tongue with my own and in turn making me release a small moan.

Her arms hook around my shoulder and underneath my arm, pulling me closer and kissing me deeper. My heart rate picks up when she pushes us against the solid table.

A sharp edge is digging in my back but I don't let her know it's bothering me, without breaking our kiss I push her away lightly, switching our positions so she's the one with her back pressed against the table, my hands around the small of her back on the spot where the edge would be digging so she doesn't feel the uncomfortable slight pain.

I lean into her more forcefully, pushing our bare torso's together and making the top half of her body fall into contact with the table. 

She pulls away quickly to gasp when my thigh came into contact with her centre, "Spence."

This time it's me who pulls away, waiting for her to lift herself onto the table before copying her movements and hauling myself up next to her.

The table is the biggest I've ever seen, it's huge and we have more than enough room to move around if we want to.

Ashley changes our positions, flipping me underneath her and settling herself down so one of her legs is between mine. She sits up a little and we keep our gazes locked as our hands meet, interlocking fingers and Ashley pushing my arms back over my head, leaning down to press her body against mine and kiss me as though the world will end.

Don't some people say that having sex with your arms above your head makes everything more sensitive, more intense? Well, I don't know if it's 'better' but it's definitely different, and Ashley being a little domineering? Such a turn on.

The ache between my legs grows more acute and I can't help lifting up to meet her firm thigh, trying to relieve some of the tension. My eyes squeeze even further shut when I feel her move her leg up to meet the slow thrust of my hips and feel her tongue creating havoc on my neck.

My breaths are heavy and fast, and when I feel her teeth bite a little too hard on my neck I pull away, "Ash that hurt, you vampire."

She's looking down at me and smiles before making a weird hissy sound, leaning down with her mouth slightly open, lightly pressing her teeth against the skin again, opening and closing her jaw rapidly.

I laugh at her crazy behaviour and roll my head to the side a bit, "Stop making me laugh."

"You don't think I'm funny?"

Why the hell are we talking?

"You know I think you're funny baby, but right now I don't want you to be." I tap my lips, "Get back to it."

Again, she pulls a funny face before leaning the short distance back down to my lips, dragging her tongue over one of them and asking for entrance that I immediately grant, touching the tip of my tongue with hers until it's a full on deep, wet kiss that's making me throb in need.

I move my hips up to meet her thigh again, moaning into her mouth at the pleasurable sensation.

She moves away, trailing kisses down my throat kissing her way to my breasts and taking a swollen nipple into her mouth, circling it with her tongue and gently biting down. Her mouth moves away a fraction before she blows cool air over the damp spot, making my stomach muscles contract and release.

Her attention is now focused on the earlier neglected breast, her hand still on the other one, touching me just right, making me squirm and almost flood.

I push on her head, wanting her to take care of the ache between my legs. I silently thank god that she doesn't protest and makes her way down my body.

She doesn't stop where I need her, she copies my earlier action from the car session and kisses the top of my foot gently, then my ankle, making her way to my kneecaps and then trailing her hot and talented tongue up and down my thigh, kissing when she gets to the top and repeating her process all over again.

I feel her do that to the other leg and I'm unbelievably ready for her, I got worked up on the car, too.

My breaths are deep and shaky, "Please, Ash."

"Already?"

If I could speak I would ask her what she meant by that, how am I supposed to have staying power when that is on top of me doing not so PG things after two months of hell.

I nod, keeping my eyes shut.

She lays her hand palm down on the middle of my thigh, dragging it up slowly and moving it further inside as she gets higher, she repeats her frustrating ministrations until I'm about to die in need, before slowly dragging a finger over the small nub inside me, making me let out a half moan, half gasp and push up into her hand, desperate for more contact.

She gets the hint and adds a second finger, slowly circling it before dipping her fingers a little lower, keeping them at my entrance but not quite entering me.

From her teasing I decided I don't want her fingers inside, I want her tongue.

I thread my fingers through her already tousled hair, pulling her where I need her the most and like before, she doesn't resist, her tongue is inside quicker than I thought it would be and I arch up off the table further into her mouth, a guttural moan escaping past my red lips.

She keeps her hands on my hips, trying to keep them still as she moves her skilful tongue inside of me, bringing out murmurs of encouragement and feelings of bliss.

My stomach is wound tight and the only coherent thought is that I need to make her feel this good, too.

I pull on her hair again, not hard enough to hurt her but hard enough to get her attention. Her eyes look confused as I sit up to kiss her, tasting myself on her lips before pulling away, "Turn over."

"Why?"

I don't say it, I just wait for her to catch up and watch her eyes try not to widen, "Really?"

I lay back down as my confirmation and watch as she moves up the table, lifting her legs over my face and lowering herself down.

She gets so hot when I'm vocal, she's as ready as I am.

I feel her tongue back inside me a split second before mine was on her and try not to stop my movements, my thigh muscles contract involuntarily as she works.

I slide my tongue everywhere but where she really needs it, teasing her.

If I could speak I can't even imagine the words that would leave my lips. Fuck, she feels so good.

She pushes her tongue right inside, curling it and moving it in the best possible way, I reach up and grip her legs by her ankles and quicken my movements, suddenly wrapping my lips over where she needs it the most and making her moan into me. She has different types of moans and that one right there, that's the hottest one. I moan also and judging by the rush of wetness, she liked it too.

I move my tongue up a little, pushing it inside, having to stop when she swirls her tongue over my clit and sucks hard. I let out a moan quieter than I intended to and work fast, wanting to make her come as fast as I know I'm going to.

It's slower than we'd both normally go but it feels too good to not keep pausing to moan. Her legs keep shaking just like mine do and we quicken our paces again, I can tell by her obviously restrained gasps and the way she's pushing down onto me that she's close.

My jaw is starting to ache but I don't care, I carry on, feeling her throb against my tongue.

Her tongue slows down, moving in a languid pace up and down, then quickening up and slowing down again. My heart is beating out of my chest and can feel Ashley's is too.

Suddenly my feeling off bliss increases and it's so difficult not to stop, I let out a long moan and try to keep my tongue moving. Like on the car, I stop suddenly and then tap against her rapidly before wrapping my lips over her again, sucking hard.

The vibrations of her long moan and her copying my previous actions sends me over the edge first, digging my nails into her leg and releasing a seriously loud moan into her, at the same time forcing my tongue to run over her again, making sure the tip runs over and around her.

I feel her tighten and then throb in rapid successions against my mouth, letting out a loan moan.

I don't move for a second and neither does she, neither of us were KO'd this time but I don't care, that was more than worth it. 

She moves off me and turns around, shifting down my body and basically collapsing on top of me with her head buried in my shoulder breathing heavily.

My eyes are closed and I know hers are too, I'm in the calm stage, just trying to slow my breathing and trying not to get too relaxed so I fall asleep.

Ashley is awake, she just placed a kiss against my shoulder and if I could move, I'd kiss her too.

I can't speak so I silently tell her that I love her, hoping she hears me.

-

We'll just have to carry on at the next location, baby.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 59.


*


We're still on the table, we didn't fall asleep, we're just…comfortable.

I should have more stamina and it's kind of embarrassing to admit that I'm tired. Not that we'll be stopping at all.

My hands are stroking the damp skin on the small of her back and she's still occasionally kissing my shoulder. Our hearts have slowed, thank god. I thought mine was going to burst through my ribs.

I'm thinking about the last round...naturally. "You are way too good at that."

"At kissing your shoulder?"

I smile where she can't see me, "Yeah, kissing my shoulder."

"You're good at ..shoulder kisses too."

Judging by earlier, I know I am. 

"Yeah, my shoulder kisses are the best."

She moves her head so it's resting on my chest, "But mine are a close second?"

"Tie for first, baby."

She places a sideways kiss on my chest, "Awesome, want me to kiss your shoulder again?"

"Naughty, I like it."

"I thought you might."

I didn't answer her question did I? Hmm, better fix that.

"And yes, I want at least three more shoulder kisses."

She lifts her head up to look at me, she looks surprised, "Three?"

I nod.

"We've already had three rounds, and now you want three more?"

I nod again.

"You're trying to kill me aren't you?"

I grin and nod one more time.

"I knew you were evil, first time I saw you I thought you were devil spawn."

I can't help smiling at her, "Oh yeah? What about the second time you saw me?"

"Total. Hottie."

"Well you know...I try."

She's trying not to smile but I can see it anyway, "What about the first time you saw me."

"Nice rack." I grin.

She laughs a little, "And the second?"

"Nice rack." I repeat, joking and smiling when I see her do the same.

God, how can she be so cute and hot at the same time? It baffles me. "Kiss me." 

She leans down and places a light, gentle kiss to my collar bone.

"Not like you'd kiss your grandma, Ashley."

She draws her swollen bottom lip into her mouth, staring at mine.

"They miss you." I purse them out.

She surprises me by sitting up and pointing to aforementioned lips, "Here they are."

I sit up and she shifts so she's sitting in my lap with her legs around my hips and press my lips to hers, moving my hands around her back.

With her sitting on my lap I have to tilt my head upwards to kiss her. She keeps alternating her kisses from fast to slow at just the right moments, she's making my heart beat faster again.

I don't loosen my hold on her as I lower us back to the table so I can feel her against me.

I'm a little shocked to see her pull away from me, "Wait, not here. Let's go somewhere else."

"Where do you want to go?"

She looks like she's thinking, "Somewhere wet."

The shower? Perfect idea, baby.

I move my arm up a little, "Lead the way."

She smiles and leans down to place a chaste kiss against my lips before moving off the table and waiting for me to do the same.


_


We had to tear ourselves away from each other on the kitchen floor. 

I don't know how I managed it but I almost fell over when I climbed down from the table and I fell onto Ashley. Must be fate, and well, when you're naked and pressed up against a goddess...you get my point.

I was lost in thought when Ashley pulled me to location three, I didn't think she'd want to do it here.

But I'm not complaining.

So not complaining.

I poke a toe under the surface, "It's cold."

She copies my action, "No it's not."

"Yes it is."

She rolls her eyes, "Fine, it's cold."

I pull my foot back up and walk a little closer to her, "Wanna heat it up?"

Yeah, the pool. Outside. 

"Maybe."

I start to walk away from her and talk over my shoulder, "Let me know when you've decided, I'm going for a nap."

I feel both of her hands go around my wrist and spin me around before moving behind me and pushing me in the water.

I make it back to the surface just barely and move to a shallower part to stand up properly, trying to keep my dignity when coughing up a lungful of water, not succeeding.

After my coughing fit I look to where Ashley was just standing and frown.

She's not there.

When I feel hands slide around my waist I jump and almost give her a black eye. What can I say, my elbow gets jumpy when I'm startled.

I turn around pretty fast and stop when I see the look she's giving me, it's making it a little difficult to do...anything.

"Y-you scared me." I stutter out like a moron.

She walks closer to me, "Did I?"

She still has that look and her voice has lowered, all I can do is swallow thickly and nod.

She gets closer so our legs are almost touching, "Is your heart beating fast?"

I don't reply, but she doesn't want me to, she brings her hand up and traces her fingers over my breast before settling her palm over my heart.

From her smouldering stare, her lowered voice and basically just her whole demeanour, it's rocketed.

Her breathing picks up when she feels it and walks us back a little so I can feel the cool tiles against my back, "Want me to make it beat faster?"

I like this other side to Ashley.

A lot.

I snake my hand around her neck and pull her closer to me, "You better." 

I lean in for a kiss and feel her lips brush against mine softly, bringing a hand up to cup my face. 

Eventually it gets firmer and the sounds of our lips moving against each other get louder until I feel her tongue on my lips and immediately let her in, turning my head a little.

My hand falls down to her shoulder blade and I feel it move up when she puts her other hand on my face, applying more pressure and kissing me harder. 

Our lips part with a wet sound and it takes a second for me to open my eyes. When I do, I'm met with Ashley's darker ones and shiver at how she's looking at me.

Her hand slides down to my stomach and back up to just underneath my breast, her eyes almost close and mine do too, "Do you have any idea how good you feel?"

If it's half as good as her then it must be pretty good.

Ashley must have taken my tongue with her because I can't speak.

She moves closer to me again and I move my legs apart for her to stand between, biting my lip when feel her press against me and fighting back a small moan.

She leans in and has her head on my neck, keeping her voice low, "You still smell amazing."

My breathing picks up again with having her so close to me, "You too. " Is all I can whisper out.

I feel her face brush against my neck and I swallow.

"Not like you," her head lifts up a little to lean into my ear, "You smell good enough to fuck."

Did I mention how much I like it when she curses at times like this?

Her head lowers again, licking a path from my neck to my ear and biting softly. I close my eyes again, trying to regulate my breathing and stop my eyes from rolling out of their sockets.

She's so good at that.

I feel her kiss her way across and then her tongue comes into contact with my skin again, repeating her previous actions and turning me on beyond belief.

It was the cursing.

Damn her for being so hot.

Just when I feel like I can't stand anymore, her lips descend to mine and I'm the one to deepen it, feeling her suck the tip of my tongue lightly and then massage it with hers.

My legs are jello and she seems to know they are too. She doesn't stop kissing me when she reaches my thighs, easily picking me up in the water and hooking them around her waist, pushing me further against the tiles.

I moan into her mouth and feel her do the same before I have to move against her, the ache between my legs is getting acute.

She moves us away from the tiles just slightly, her hands go to my hips to help me create a rhythm while not breaking our kiss.

Our kiss gets a little messy and I'm breathing erratic moving against her and trying to kiss her at the same time. 

My mouth opens a little in silent pleasure for a second and I pull out of the kiss quickly, tilting my head back a fraction, not bothering to fight back a long moan.

Her mouth moves down my neck and she pauses to suck on a patch of skin hard, giving me another hickey.

Explaining those will be fun.

She unhooks my legs from her waist and makes sure I'm steady and moves her lips down to my chest, rolling a nipple with her fingers before covering it with her mouth, her other hand doing the same to the other breast and switching from each one, massaging and sucking, making me squirm. I'm throbbing, I need her.

It takes three attempts but I finally manage to squeak out her name.

"What?"

"Touch me." I moan out.

"Where?"

"Everywhere." 

Her breathing picks up and I feel her hand slide down my stomach and to my centre, her fingers don't quite go where I need them to, she's touching me everywhere but there.

I push my hips into her hand, squeezing my eyes shut when I finally feel her rub against me. She's moving so slow and her lips are by my ear, I can hear her breathing unsteady. 

I can't stand how slow she's going, I reach my hand down to hers, moving her fingers more and in turn getting hotter. So much hotter.

I nearly die when she suddenly pulls her hand away.

I don't get the chance to ask her what she's doing when she lifts me up to the side of the pool and moves my legs apart. Her kisses are wet and I throb again, she's so close to where I need her.

I move my hand to her head, guiding it towards me and almost convulse when her tongue is on me, no teasing, just intent on making me see stars. 

I mumble a few incoherent words between my moans and push my hips towards her more. 

She moves her mouth away and slides a finger inside, I don't think I can stay sitting up.

I feel her slide another finger in and she starts up a rhythm that's making my eyes roll. I move into her hand, wanting to drive her fingers deeper.

I can't help the loud moan when her thumb brushes over my clit, circling it.

"Don't stop." I force out.

Her voice is breathy, "Not going to."

She removes her fingers and lowers her head again, the tip of her tongue brushes against me, moving at a steady pace in different patterns until she flattens it and presses down harder. My breathing won't slow down, Jesus. Sex in the pool more often.

She wraps her lips over where her tongue is and sucks lightly.

Holy Fuck wants to leaves my lips but it doesn't, all that escapes is a guttural moan

I feel her stop and start kissing my stomach, bringing her tongue into contact with my wet skin. It doesn't help, I don't need her there right now. 

I move my legs further apart and she lowers her head again, she puts more effort in, she's working faster and harder. I can feel the almost unbearable pressure down there and my stomach is again wound tight.

I can hardly breathe.

It doesn't take long before I can feel it, my breaths turn ragged and I don't even know what words are being thrown out there, probably not something to say at church.

I almost come when she stops and pulls away. 

She's shifting around and pulls on my legs to pull her closer to her mouth and starts up again, quickly heightening my arousal.

Her tongue plunges back inside and I arch up into her, breathing out her name.

My hips push into her frantically when I feel it again and pray she doesn't stop.

She brings it back out and swirls the tip of it around me rapidly before covering it with her mouth again, this time sucking hard, her tongue pressing against me, too.

I grip her shoulder and rock into her, not at all keeping quiet until my breath hitches and she inserts two fingers without warning, making me almost scream.

Her pace slowed down when she entered me, keeping my orgasm at bay. She tries to move closer but there's no space between us anyway.

Her tongue and fingers moves faster, she's saying something to me but I can't hear her, all I can hear is my heartbeat pounding in my ears, making my head swim.

Her fingers move deeper and curl them towards herself, making me come instantly, screaming out her name.

She waits for me to stop shuddering and moves her tongue again, bringing out another powerful orgasm.

That's all I register before I feel myself start to fall back.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 60.


*


Oh god.

That was my first thought when I woke up.

For three reasons, first being we're back in Ashley's room. How the hell did that happen? I remember being back in the living room with strawberries and gross tasting wine. Two... muscles I didn't even know were there are pulled, and three, I lost.

I so lost.

I smirk to myself thinking of how I so got the better end of the deal.

"Finally, jeez, I thought I killed you."

I look towards the door where the love of my short life is standing, "You did, but I have nine lives so it's okay."

She smiles adorably as she walks over to the bed and climbs back under the covers, "Question?"

"Yeah?"

"Are you as sore as I am this morning?"

You better believe it.

I smile wide at her question, "Oh god, totally. Everything hurts." I pout.

"But in the best possible way, right?"

"Yes," I grin.

She moves closer to me and intertwines our legs, "Do you remember any of last night?"

She's kidding, right?

"Of course I remember. Kinda hard to forget."

She brings her left hand up and shows it to me.

"Still wanna get married?"

She's wearing a gummy ring.

"I proposed with a gummy ring? Wow."

She nods and she's smiling, looking too fucking cute.

I lean forward quickly and take her finger into my mouth, biting through the ring and smiling at its taste, "Mmm."

"Spencer!"

I open my eyes and turn to look at her shocked face, "Yes, Ashley?"

"You just ate the proposal. The symbol of our love."

"Isn't that the actual wedding band?"

"Whatever, you just took a shit all over this relationship."

How I didn't laugh at that.. I'll never know.

"I didn't shit on anything."

"Yeah. You did."

I open my mouth again and spit the half chewed ring out on my hand, "Want me to put it back on your finger?"

"And take sloppy seconds? Nope."

I lift my hand up and tip the chewed mass back inside my mouth.

What? I chewed it, nobody else.

"I'll buy you a better ring. I'll save up forever and ever."

I move around in the bed, trying to find a position that doesn't hurt, failing. "We should go take a bath or hot shower, it will help us relax."

She raises her eyebrows, "We? Us? Spencer, nothing in that sentence will lead to relaxation."

"I'll be good, pinkie promise." I hold out my little finger.

She holds hers out too and just before it meets mine her wrist moves, allowing her thumb and index finger to grab my pinkie and pull sideways, hard.

"Ow! okay I'm sorry, I had the worst intentions that involved a bubble bath!"

Ashley releases my pinkie and I cradle it, "Bitch." 

She laughs and I do too.

I stretch and roll sideways in her bed, breathing out a moan of pleasure, "That's better."

She starts to smile, "God, you can so tell you got laid last night, you're so pleasant this morning, usually it's.." she changes her expression to look incredibly pissed off.

"How could I possibly be in a bad mood today, Ash? After last night... I'll wake up smiling for a month."

"I hope so."

"You were amazing." I smile, cheekily.

"Well, I learned from the best."

I grin, "Well, I do try."

"Jenna Jameson."

I smack her on the arm lightly, "Whatever, Jameson's got nothin' on this." 

She leans down for a quick kiss, "No, she hasn't."


_


I look like I've been throttled, Ashley sure left her mark.

But I did too, so it's okay. We're even.

We're on our way back to my house. Why? Well you'd have to ask Ashley. The crazy cute freak wants to hang out at my small house rather than her bigger than this entire neighbourhood house.

I set my jaw, trying to fight back the urge to find out who the radio DJ is and inflict harm to him for having such an annoying voice.

"Wanna go to the movies?" 

Dark, alone, Ashley. Perfect.

"I'm tired, let's just stay in and hang out, relax, whatever."

"Definitely 'whatever'."

She throws me a look that suggests amusement before pulling up outside my house.

I have a polo shirt on today, don't think it suits me but whatever, my collar is 'popped'. i'm officially cool...or a loser, and my neck will be covered.

Ashley has her hair down and is wearing a cute scarf.

I wonder why I just didn't do the same thing...

I open the front door and smile at not hearing anybody around. 

I turn to face her, "Let's get naked."

"Again?"

"Yea-"

.....That wasn't Ashley.

I swallow thickly and turn around, trying to wipe the look off my face, "Mom."

"Spencer what are you wearing?"

I look down to my attire, "Clothes."

She puts her head to the side a little, "Well I know that, but I mean what are you wearing?"

Nice change of wording, really. Makes everything so much clearer.

"I felt like a change, right Ash?" I nudge her.

"She felt like a change."

"You felt like a change," Paula states...again.

"Yep, just a change."

She walks over to us and I nearly grab Ashley's hand in fear.

"I see," she pauses, "Aren't you a little warm with that up?" she points to my collar.

"Nope, kinda cold today," I shiver a little and rub my arms.

"Sure you are." 

Before I can stop her, she folds my collar back down, exposing Ashley's handiwork.

Shit.

She smirks and rubs her own arms, "Right, brrrr."

I'm mortified, and Ashley the cute but annoying fucker is laughing.

Don't know why, she's not exactly mark free herself.

I throw her an 'are you kidding me?' look and rip the scarf from her neck.

She stops laughing.

And I have to bite my lip to stop myself from laughing at her obvious shock and embarrassment.

"Ashley's cold too."

Paula starts laughing, "God, you guys... I love you, just love you." 


_


Paula's in the kitchen and Ash and I are on the couch, she's laying with her head in my lap and playing with my fingers while I twirl some of her hair and sip from my bottle of Pepsi.

"I'm hungry."

She looks up to me, "Go get something to eat then."

I shake my head, "You get it, I'm achy."

She smiles, "You want me to get up and make you something to eat?" 

I smile back, "Yes."

She lifts her head up and I grin at not having to move, stopping when she leans her head close to mine, "No," and throws herself back down.

"Pleeeease?"

"You're so lazy, Spencer."

"Okay, I'll go and find out my home movies and you go and make me something to eat?" 

She doesn't look convinced but I really am serious.

"Honestly, they're either in the cupboard near the stairs or they're in Paula's room, I'll go check, move." I lift my leg up, raising her head for her to move.

"Don't tell me to move."

I pull an 'aww' face and lean down to kiss her face and whisper, "Move."

She smiles and smacks my leg, "Ass."


_


I can't find them anywhere, I checked under the stairs first and I double checked Paula's room. They better not be in the attic, I don't like it up there. 

I sigh and re-open my bottle as I start to walk downstairs, taking a less than lady like mouthful and making my cheeks puff out.

Ashley just put my sandwich on the coffee table and I stop walking as she walks over to the cupboard by the stairs.

Putting her hand on an ass.

An ass that isn't mine.

It's Paula's.

I throw my head back and then forwards, spitting out my Pepsi all down the wall.

Ashley is smiling...and then stops.

She looks up to me and her mouth drops open, pulling her hand back like it was burned. 

I have Pepsi droplets dripping off my chin.

I don't know whether to laugh or cry.

Paula is the only one who can speak, "Ashley." She smiles, "Spence I'd watch out for her, she has a thing for us Carlin's."

Screw laughing or crying, throwing up…that's a good option.

Paula walks away, completely unfazed by the mistake Ashley made.

I walk down the remaining steps, my mouth still hanging open, "Well well, somebody has some explaining to d-"

She smacks my arm, "You ass! Why the hell would you tell me you'd be bent over by a cupboard and then not be?!"

"I didn't mention bending and hey... look before you touch." I look towards her hands, "And wash before you touch."

"I'm going to die. I'm never going to be able to look her in the eyes again."

I shake my head, walking back into the living room, "At least now I can call you a mother fucker and it wouldn't be far from the truth."


-

I'm never going to let her forget that. Ever.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 61.


*


We stayed at Ashley’s again last night, she couldn’t bear being in the same room as Paula for any longer, and honestly, you should have seen her trying to act nonchalant. 

So fucking funny.

She woke me up so early this morning, like seriously early. One point was good, and one point was bad.

1) She called school and fed them a big pile of crap about us being sick so we have the day off. 
2) She’s collecting in on the ‘bet’. 

No, she doesn’t want to stay in bed all day, and not that I mind her calling in, but if we keep doing that then we’re so going to catch a bug and actually get sick.

Ashley will anyway, I have an immune system of steel, haven’t been sick in years.

I’d hold her hair back for her though.

Maybe.

Probably would.

Yeah, I would, but no back rubbing, the last time I was sick Mom made Clay stay home from school to look after me and he seems to think pats on the back and big circles are helpful.

My elbow to his stomach quickly made him see sense and he left me alone.

What can I say? I don’t like people touching me when I’m throwing up, leave me alone and I’m good.

Or the ‘that’s it, let it out.’ phrase, Jesus Christ. 

Enough of that, mother fucker is around here somewhere..

“Ashley?!”

“What?!” Is her distant reply.

“Where are you?!”

“Kitchen!”

You need walkie talkies for this house and that’s so not an exaggeration.

I slowly make my way to the kitchen, dragging my feet the entire way and see her bent over looking for something in the fridge.

This is too easy.

I sneak up behind her and firmly grip her ass, “Mmm, Christine.”

She hits her head off something and turns around with shock plastered over her gorgeous face, leaving me no choice but to lean in for a quick kiss, “Morning mother fucker.”

“That’s getting old now, Spence.”

“Uh…no, it’s really not. In fact your tombstone will be Ashley mother fucker Davies.”

Her voice lacks emotion, “Stop, you’re killing me.”

“Ashley your mom Davies.”

I‘m still laughing, “One more, Ashley I laugh in the face of death, and then I touch its ass ’cause I’m a mother fucker Davies.”

She raised her eyebrows and grabbed something from the fridge, walking over to the sink.

It’s my Pepsi, my lifeline other than Ashley.

It’s open and I can’t move as she tilts the bottle up, not quite making it tip out, I scoff slightly but still don’t believe myself, “You won’t do it.” 

She smirks before tipping out a mouthful of the heavenly beverage, making it fall into the sink and down the drain.

I hear the sound of fizz against the steel and gasp, running over to her and grasping her wrist making sure it doesn’t spill out again. 

“Don’t ever do that again.”

“Why? I’m a mother fucker in all senses of the word, right?”

Before I get a chance to respond to that, she lifts the bottle up again, making us do some weird arm wrestle in midair, “Stop it! I’m sorry!”

“No you're not, as soon as I let the Pepsi go you’ll start up again.”

“I won’t I promise.” I’m still fighting one armed with her, the liquid coming dangerously close to falling out again.

She gets the upper hand, tipping some out all over the front of my shirt, making my mouth drop open. “You mother.fucker.”

I start to smile in satisfaction at the expression on her face until she quickly raises her arm pouring the Pepsi over my head.

I can’t believe she just did that.

I grab an egg that was perfectly placed on the counter and smash it over her head, watching some of it run down her shocked face and laugh.

She doesn't shout, she reaches next to her and grabs a handful of flour, throwing it on my partly wet face, making some of it stick.

I'm not angry, I reach to the flour too and grab a handful, throwing it over her. "Mother fucker."

She's trying not to laugh and I am too, I'm glad there isn't a mirror in here.

I know what she's going to do next and I don't attempt to stop her when she reaches for the butter and rubs it over my hair and down the side of my face.

She's laughing when I turn around to reach for the butter and sugar, stopping when she sees my hands are full, "No! I'm sorry!"

"Yeah you sound sorry."

She looks away from my eyes and sees the mess she made, she doesn't do a good job hiding her amusement.

I step towards her and she puts her hand up, "I'm sorry, really, don't touch me with that Spencer."

I take another step towards her and her face changes, she looks like she's in pain.

She's such a liar.

I take another step towards her when she runs out of the room in fear and I run after her, quickly catching up thanks to her hobbit legs and push her pretty hard so she stumbles forwards and falls on to the couch, leaving me enough time to slowly walk over to her.

"My how the tables have turned.."

She puts a leg in the air to stop me from walking closer, she looks serious, "I'm sorry."

I raise my more than likely flour covered eyebrows and blow air onto my face, making a small cloud of the dry flour appear in front of my face and she bursts out laughing, "Right, you're so sorry." I mock.

She looks serious again, "No baby, I really am sorry."

I'm trying not to smile at her bullshit when I blow air up onto my face once more, making another cloud appear and causing Ashley to burst out laughing again.

It takes a couple of seconds but I push past the leg that's in the air preventing me from getting to the couch and throw myself on top of her, rubbing butter in her hair and down the side of her face, sprinkling the sugar on when she's stopped moving her head to try and stop me.

She's smiling, "Spencer you bitch."

Aww, she looks cute.

I lean down for a kiss, "Mother fucker."



_


We showered.

Yes, we.

Didn't turn out like I thought it would though, Ashley kept her hands off me for the most part and she's quiet.

Quieter than usual, I mean. 

She hasn't brought up the bet again, which is weird in itself because if I were her I don't think I'd shut up about it. We're on the couch and she's asleep with her legs resting on mine.

I carefully lift her legs up so I can move off the couch and kneel on the floor next to her, her face is flushed. 

She's sick, the poor thing.

I reach a hand up to her head and feel that she's burning up. After placing a kiss onto her cheek while rubbing her hand I whisper, "Ash?"

She makes a sound that confirms she heard me.

"Come on, let's get you to bed."

Her eyes open and they're a little glassy, "I don't feel like having sex now, Spence."

I smile briefly, "I know."

She's quiet again and I wonder if she's fallen back asleep but before I can tell, she breaks the silence by speaking quietly, "I feel sick."

"I know baby, let's just get you to bed okay?"

She breathes out her agreement and attempts to stand up but she must have got dizzy because she starts to fall back when I steady her, holding her close, "You okay?"

Her head falls on to my shoulder and I feel her shake her head. 

I hear her breathing pick up and I pull back a bit, "Are you gonna throw up?"

She has her jaw set and shakes her head.

I patiently wait for the truthful answer and then feel her nod before running in the direction of the downstairs bathroom quicker than I've ever seen her move.

I hear her vomiting and cringe before hurrying to where she is and pull her hair away from her face. I don't know if she's like me, and doesn't like people touching her when she's throwing up so I awkwardly pat her back a few times.

When I don't receive an elbow to my stomach I rub big circles and wait for her to finish.

When she finished I moved my hand off her back and put a washcloth under the cold water and pressed it against her clammy forehead, her cheek and then her neck.

Her face still shows discomfort and I decide to just make sure she gets to bed, it's better than practically hugging a toilet.

"You'll feel better when you're in bed, Ash."

She nods weakly and holds her hands out for me to pull her up, which I oblige to instantly and keep hold of one of them as we walk up the stairs at her pace.


_


She sits down on her bed and I notice she's shaking a little bit, "Are you cold?"

I see her nod and I move so I'm standing in front of her and motion for her to lift her arms up and pull her shirt over her head, replacing it with a fresher one, one that she hasn't thrown up in.

I look to her legs and she takes the hint, laying back so I can unbutton her pants and then lifting up a little so I can pull them off. Once that's done I pull the covers down so she can get underneath them easily without having to pull them back herself.

I walk over to her and pull them up a little more so she's warmer, I know in two minutes she'll be really hot but it's better that she keeps warm, it might make her sweat it out.

I move away from her, fully intending to get into bed next to her when I hear her ask me something quietly, but I didn't quite catch it so I stop, "What?"

"Will you stay with me 'til I fall asleep?"

Aww.

"I'm not going anywhere." I quickly make my way to the other side of the bed and slide underneath the covers, pressing against her back but keeping my arms and hands away from her stomach.

My head is propped up with one hand and the other is gently tracing up and down Ashley's arm or brushing the hair out of her face.

-

She's asleep, her even breaths and relaxed body clueing me in.

I kiss her shoulder and whisper, "I'll be back in a bit," before getting out of bed to get her everything she'll be needing soon, a bucket, water, washcloth and if she's got any in, crackers.

I'll go and get some if she hasn't.

_


In the middle of my 'mission' I hear my phone ringing and smile, Ashley changed my ring tone again to 'Barney'.

I check the caller ID and answer, "Hey mom."

"Having fun today?"

I'm confused why she'd ask that, "Why?"

"I got a call from school saying you'd called in sick, I figured you two lovebirds would be held up in bed all day."

Ew.

"That's true and we are in bed, but Ashley really is sick, I think it's stomach flu, she doesn't look too good."

There's a moment of silence before she speaks again, "I'll be right there sweetheart, don't you worry about a thing."


_


She pulls her stethoscope away from Ashley's back and smiles, "I think Spence was right, just a touch of stomach flu. You'll live."

"Great," is Ashley's sarcastic reply.

She starts to pack everything back away, "I'll check in later and I'll leave Spencer to play nurse." She winks at me, and not so subtly.

Paula, you're in a league of your own.

I pull a face but have to smile at her, "I'll walk you out."

She puts her hand up, "I know the way, you stay and keep Ashley warm."

Good idea.

"Okay, I'll call you later."

"That's fine, I'll be there."

Even though I didn't really want her to... it was sweet she checked on Ashley.

"Thanks for checking on Ash."

She waves her hand like it was no big deal and I smile at her as she heads to the door, "Bye."

"Bye sweetheart, don't get sick!" 

I shake my head at the silly thought and get back in bed with Ashley, feeling selfish at wishing she was better so we wouldn't be laying 'still' right now.

She's asleep again and she's facing me. Even though she's sick, she still holds the crown for hottest, cutest, most perfect, beautiful girl in the world.

That bitch, huh?

I brush my thumb across one of her flushed cheeks and smile at how she doesn't stir before leaning up a bit and pressing a kiss to her forehead.

I lay back down and move a little closer to her. I don't feel like napping now, I'll just watch her sleep.

-

Feel better, baby.

_ _ _ _ _


Chapter 62.


*


Ashley's leaning over the toilet again, throwing up the water I made her drink not long ago. I hate it when people make me drink water when I'm sick because it's inevitable it's going to come right back up, but I don't want her to get dehydrated or something, so I forced her to.

"I'm dying," she croaks out, moving slowly to slump against the wall while she's sitting on the floor.

"You're not dying."

"I'm dying," she reiterates.

I kneel down next to her with mouthwash and a plastic cup. I hold out the full mouthwash cap, "Rinse."

She lifts her arm up a little to reach the cap and I lower it so she doesn't have to move too much, and then watch as she follows my instructions.

I hold out the disposable plastic cup, "Spit."

I wait for Ashley to finish and crawl to put both objects out of reach and move back so I'm sitting next to her and let her lean her head on my shoulder.

She's been throwing up on and off for close to twelve hours now, she looks so tired and I know from previous experience that her body hurts.

"You okay, baby?" I whisper.

"My head hurts." 

I nod briefly, "Anything else?"

Her voice is quiet, "I'm hot, my ribs hurt and everything smells gross."

I nod again, "Sit up for a sec."

She barely lifts her head up and I pick up a fresh towel, fold it a couple of times and place it on the floor not too far from where I was just sitting, "Lay down, okay?"

She does as she's told and I hold a washcloth under the cold water for a little while and kneel down next to her, pressing it against her head and neck, her eyes are closed and she looks like she appreciates my attempts at keeping her cool.

I unfold the cloth so the other side will touch her skin and remain cold. Lifting up her arm, I press the cool material to her wrists, copying the action to the other one.

After gently lowering her arm back down she opens her eyes again, "That felt good."

I smile, "I know."

She closes her eyes again.

"Give me five minutes, Ash."

I hear her make some sort of sound acknowledging she heard me.

I walk back into her bedroom and open the window wide, some fresh air will make the world of difference and pull the sheets off her bed, replacing them with fresh ones.

It took a while but I found some dissolvable aspirin in her medicine cabinet. I hate these so much but even if she just has a couple of sips it will make her feel better, it will help her sleep.

When I go back into the bathroom she looks like she's asleep and I hate to wake her, but I'm not letting her sleep in here.

I rub her arm, "Ash."

She mumbles something, I think she said 'what?'

"Let's go back to bed, I changed the sheets for you."

Her eyes open and she just looks at me for a second, "You can be so sweet sometimes," her voice again barely audible.

I lean down to kiss her cheek, "I'm not sweet, I'm a badass."

She sits up slowly and leans against the wall again, a half smile threatening to break out even in her sick state, "You're as badass as your grandmother."

"You're cruisin' for a bruisin'."

"You need to work past your Grease obsession."

"Never, now come on. Bed."

She shakes her head a little, "Can't get up."

I shift around so instead of kneeling down I'm crouching down on my feet and wrap my arm around her back and under her knees, lifting her up with a little difficulty and setting her down on the floor gently.

She's unsteady on her feet and I decide to just try and carry her back to bed, I pick her up again and try not to KO her by knocking her head off the doorframe or something.

How funny would that be though?

God, she's heavy.

We're in the hallway now, "Ashley you weigh a ton."

"Shut up."

I'm so gonna drop her soon if I don't hurry up.

I start walking faster, almost running and her head is kind of being thrown around.. I'm trying not to laugh.

"Walk slower, or I'll throw up on you."

She does look a little green.

I slow down just a little and stop quickly to get a better grip on her body, "It's not my fault you're a pig."

She's quiet for a second, "When I'm better, I'm so gonna kick your ass."

I smile at her threat and accidentally hit her head off her bedroom doorframe, the hollow thud echoing in my ears, "Oh my god. Baby I swear I didn't mean to do that."

Her hand comes up to rub her head, "God, even when I'm sick you don't cut me any slack."

"I'm so sorry," I walk the rest of the way and lower her to the bed.

My arms are jello and I lean down and kiss the spot where she hit her head.

"Drink that," I nod towards the cloudy liquid in the glass.

"What is it?"

I dodge the question slightly, "It's something that will make you feel better."

"I don't want to drink anything, it will just come back up."

"Please, Ash."

She's reluctant but she eventually plugs her nose and takes a few small sips.

"That tasted like shi-"

"I know," I interrupt, smiling.

"Then why did you make me drink it?"

"Because I know it will make you feel better."

She nods and I climb back underneath the covers with her, "You're tired." I state when I see her face again.

"Yeah."

I lift my arm up a bit, "C'mere."

She shifts closer to me and lays her head down on my shoulder, her voice is quiet, "Spence my head really hurts."

"Put your head on the pillow."

She moves her head off my shoulder and I wait for her to look semi comfortable before reaching up a little and lightly massaging her temples, I smile when I hear a soft sigh and move my fingers to trace around her closed eyes, tracing from her eyelids around to just underneath her eye sockets and then tracing back, repeating the motion for a couple minutes.

"Magic fingers," I hear her whisper out and I smile.

"Always."

"Perv."

She sounds like she's going to fall asleep any second so I lay back down and don't have to wait long at all to feel Ashley move closer and put her head back on my shoulder.

I wrap my arm around her but not too tight and I can already hear the sounds of her even breaths indicating her slumber. I close my eyes, enjoying her being so close and her seeking comfort from me when she's sick, it's beyond cute.

I turn my head a little and kiss her head, hoping the hit off the doorframe didn't too much. "I'm sorry." I whisper again, feeling guilty.

Her hand is on my stomach and I reach down for it, smiling at how it takes a second to push my fingers through hers due to her being asleep. I like holding her hand when she's asleep, even though she's not holding mine it just makes me feel like I can love her even when I'm asleep.

Ashley's the one who has been chucking her guts up but it's made me really tired too, worrying about her, trying to take care of her and I fall asleep thinking of her.


-


The phone screaming into the otherwise silent room at just past four a.m. wakes me up immediately and I answer it quickly and quietly so I don't wake Ashley up, "What?" I breathe into the receiver.

"Morning sweetheart."

Morning?. It's the middle of the night.

"It's four in the morning, why are you up?" 

Okay, so I could have been a little nicer but she knows what I'm like at this time of the night when I'm woken up.

"I have the five o'clock shift, thought I'd check in on Ashley before I forgot."

I turn my head and see that Ashley hasn't moved from her resting spot on my shoulder and smile, "She's sleeping and she's thrown up everything she's eaten in her entire life."

"That's good Spencer, it's all out of her now, give her a day or two and she'll be back to her usual self. Or maybe she will be in a few hours, it could just be a 24 hour thing."

"Hope so."

There's a brief silence when she speaks again, "You not feeling sick yet?"

"Mom, you know I haven't been sick in years."

"Yes, you're right I'm sorry."

"No problem," I pause, "...so, have a good day at work."

"I will, and you'll call me if you need me?"

"I'll call you if I need you," I confirm.

"Okay good."

She's been pretty sweet today.

The conversation is ending, "Bye mom, love you."

I can tell she was a little shocked by that but she recovers quickly, "I love you too, Spence."

I feel kind of awkward or embarrassed now, so I just smile and say bye again, which she echoes.


-


After putting the phone back where I got it from, I move up to Ashley a little more and smile when I feel her move closer to me, too.

My smile is quickly replaced with a look of disbelief when I feel a sharp pain in my stomach.

-

No fucking way!

_ _ _ 


Chapter 63.


*


I want to die.

I'm going to kill Ashley for passing this disease onto me. 

I don't know if she's still sick, we're both in bed, she's sleeping and I'm trying not to curse up a storm at the pain in my stomach. I've only thrown up twice but that was bad enough. 

I can hardly move but I manage to lightly smack her arm before it goes back to resembling a noodle, "Ass."

She doesn't wake up and that annoys me even more, I turn my head to the side and set my jaw at another shooting pain.

I wish Clay was here so I could hurt him.

My head hurts and to make things worse my phone rings again, the Barney ringtone blaring in my ears. I pick up my phone and manage to throw it across the room, closing my eyes at the silence that now surrounds me.

My breaths start to even out when I feel another pain, this one is worse than the last few, I know what this means.

I take a few deep breaths and swallow my saliva, trying to push the sensation back down but it just makes it worse. I sit up quickly and crawl down the bed, pulling the covers with me on my way to get reacquainted with Mr Toilet, waking Ashley in the process and getting my leg caught in the sheets.

I shake my foot in an attempt to free my tangled limb, "Fuck off!"

"Why are you telling me to fuck off?"

"I'm not telling you! I'm telling...I'm... I'm gonna be sick," I put a hand over my mouth and pull the covers with me, dragging them halfway to the bathroom and promptly chucking my guts up.

I feel Ashley pull the hair away from my face and start to rub my back, "It's okay."

It surprises me that when Ashley rubs my back it doesn't bring forth an urge for violence.

After I've finished, I shudder and make a 'eurgh' sound and I swear I saw Ashley smile.

Smile at my pain, my disease, my death.

"You think this is funny?" I ask, weakly.

"What?"

"Me dying is hilarious to you, I'd like to know why."

"You're not dying Spence, it's a 24 hour thing, I'm starting to feel better."

It takes a minute for her long and confusing sentence to sink in, "So you don't deny that you think it's funny?"

"You're being crazy, I can't talk to you when you're like this," she starts to walk out of the room.

I start crying at her leaving me and slump back against the wall, feeling more than sorry for myself when she turns back around and kneels down next to me, "Don't cry, I didn't mean to smile at you, but you did that shudder thing you do when I make you drink coke, you know how cute I think it is."

I heard what she said but none of it makes sense.

"I don't speak Latin."

She sounds confused, "I don't either."

"Good, 'cause you'd be the only person who still speaks that language, you'd have a conversation with yourself like that freak at school who has his-"

She furrows her eyebrows and interrupts my small confusing babble, "Come on, back to bed."

"But...toilet...me...vomit," I point my index finger to my mouth and then my thumb to the toilet.

She nods, "Yeah, bed...you...bucket."

My mouth tastes bitter and gross.

"I hate you," I whimper, knowing it's not the truth but whatever, I'm sick.

"No you don't, you love me."

"I love you," I whimper out again.

"And you know I love you," she says while rubbing my arm. 

Her calming voice just starts up my waterworks again, "I'm dying, Ash."

"You're not dying baby, let's just go back to bed okay? sleep it off," she suggests and I just nod, I'm in too much pain to challenge her.


-


She picks up the sheets from the doorway to her room and throws them back on her bed, pulling my corner right down so I just have to lay down.

I get under the covers and wait for her to lay down next to me, "Get me a pen and some paper."

"Why?"

My eyes are closed, "I'm writing my will."

"Baby, for the last time, you're not dying."

I feel another pain and almost manage to scoff, "I have some weird hobbit disease, of course I'm dying," I pause, "You get nothing, you killed me."

"Without your body you have nothing to offer, anyway."

On a normal day I'd have a comeback, but today? 

Today I cry.

She moves closer to me, wrapping an arm around me, "I was just kidding, Spence. I'm sorry, don't cry."

"You only want me for my body." I force out through a sob.

"No, I hate your body, I'm with you purely for your brains."

I cry even harder, "You think I'm ugly?"

"What? No, you're beautiful, just go to sleep okay?"

I nod as she wipes some of my tears away and kisses my pale face.


-


I wake up and look towards the clock, expecting to have been sleeping for hours but it's only been twenty minutes.

Ashley's looking at me smiling and I frown, "Something funny?"

Her smile drops, "You're crabby when you're sick."

I'm sarcastic, "I'm sorry, I'll get up and do a jig."

She ignores me and reaches past me for a fresh bottle of water, "Drink this."

I take the cold bottle off her and almost manage a smile, "Thanks, sorry for being a bitch."

"It's okay."

I take a sip and put it back on the table next to the bed, my eyes are half closed, "I swear to god, I'm going to find out who gave this to us and take them out."

"You and your grandmother as a tag team?"

"Nope, me and you," I breathe out.

"What will we be wearing?"

I turn to face her and try to smile, a grimace painting my face instead, "I'll be fully clothed, but you, you will be wearing absolutely nothing, and when we've kicked everybody's ass, I'll kick yours for killing me."

"You have stomach flu, Paula told us yesterday."

"Oh please, what does she know?"

"She's a doctor."

I fight back a whimper at my agony, "Is she?"

She kisses my now flushed face, "Go to sleep."

"I don't want to stay in here anymore, I've been here forever."

"We can't go downstairs, my mom will kill us if we spread it through the house."

"But it's just her and she's at work." I point out.


-


We're in the living room, Mr Bucket is next to me and I'm practically floating in mid air with the amount of blankets Ashley put on here for me.

She's not here but I know she's around, I can hear her feet making that light sound as they hit off the tiles of the floor.

I'm almost asleep when my stomach rolls and this time it's not from the pain, she's fucking cooking!

My head moves forward as I gag and put a hand over my mouth.

God, I told her me hitting her head off the doorframe was an accident and she pulls this?!

My hand is still firmly clamped over my mouth when she shoves a plate full of scrambled eggs and bacon under my nose, "Hungry?"

I'm going to kill her one of these days, I swear it. I'll bury her tiny body myself.

I gag again, also feeling someone is drilling through my skull, I can’t even answer her, I feel too sick. I just look at her, frowning.

I’m pretty sure my stare could kill her if I look long enough. 

She looks a little uncomfortable, “I’ll go get rid of this then…”

I wait for her to get a safe distance away before removing the hand that covers my mouth and take a few deep breaths, tears escaping my eyes from how utterly miserable I am.

Ashley is back and I don't attempt to hide my face.

"Spence I'm so sorry, I didn't think it would upset you this much." 

I nod, accepting her apology but still crying.

She motions for me to try and sit up, which I do, and wait for her to sit behind me, her legs either side of my body and letting me lean back on her.

She leans forward a bit and kisses the side of my wet face, "Don't cry baby, I hate it when you cry."

"Sorry," I breathe out.

I feel her lean forward again, gently resting her head on mine and whispering "Go to sleep," before reaching down and pulling the covers up a little more.

-


Three hours later and I've had thirty minutes of sleep.

What the fuck is wrong with my body that it won't let me sleep?!

I got tired of Ashley's couch and we're back in her room. She offered to carry me upstairs, I declined right away because if I couldn't carry her from the bathroom to her bedroom then there's no way she could have carried me from all the way downstairs. Especially since she's technically still sick, she still looks pale and I look dead.

We look so hot now, we should get our picture took or something so we can remember our hotness.

I'm laying on top of the covers, it's fucking hot and I have a migraine that's threatening to split my skull in two so when I hear Ashley's neighbours laughing and screaming in their backyard I'm not a happy corpse.

I stumble to her window and open it as wide as it will go, "Shut the fuck up!"

As soon as the deafeningly loud words left my lips I grabbed my head in pain and tried to stop yet more tears from falling.

"Spencer be quiet, Jesus."

"I'm going to kill them."

"You're not going to kill the innocent children."

I need to lay down, I'm gonna fall over.

"They're evil, and don't think we're ever having kids. I refuse, you'll have to find another bitch to knock you up."

She pokes me in the stomach, "But I want this bitch to knock me up."

Oh god, the pain. 

I smack her hand away and start crying again, "Stop making me cry!"

"I'm sorry!"

"Stop shouting at me!"

She's smiling.

I get another pain in my stomach and bring my legs up instinctively, my voice is strained and weak, "Want me to wipe that smile off your face?"

"Like you could in your state," she pauses to rub my arm, "I know how bad you're feeling Spence, but it won't be for much longer, okay?"

I nod pathetically and close my eyes.

"Besides, it's your own fault for being so 'I won't get sick lalala'."

Please, like I'd ever say lalala.

"I didn't say that."

"Yeah you did, like a million times."

Okay, she's right, but in my defence I haven't been sick like this in over three years. Trust you know who to bring it out of me.

I frown at her and feel yet another pain in my stomach, "I'm dying." I whimper for the thousandth time.

"You're such a loser."

Why does she keep insulting me?!

I feel my lower lip tremble and she pulls me closer to her, telling me she's sorry, I'm a rock star.

-

This rock star is dying.

_ _ _ 

Chapter 64


*


Fuck the ‘24 hour’ bug.

Fuck whoever gave this to me.

Fuck Clay.

Fuck Ashley for being better.

And god, fuck everybody.

I’m dying.

It’s been almost thirty hours now, why aren’t I feeling better? I’m a good person…to a certain degree, why am I getting sick like this? What did I do to deserve this? 

I’m sweating like a pig, I’m so hot.

Ashley is back, she went downstairs for something, she told me what it was but I didn’t hear her and I wasn’t going to waste what little energy I have by doing so.

She sits on the bed next to me and pulls some damp hair away from my face, I can feel her smiling at me.

What is that smell?

“Ash?” I ask, weakly.

“Yeah?”

Fighting back a gag, “What’s that smell?”

She sniffs the air, “I don’t smell anything.”

Oh please.

I take another cautionary whiff, “You’re wearing your perfume.”

“I know, and?”

“You’re wearing perfume, go away, you stink.”

“You love my perfume and hey, if anybody takes the crown for stinking here, it’s you.”

My voice is shaky, “Whatever.”

“Stop crying, I didn’t mean it.”

“I’m not crying and yes you did”

“You’re totally crying,” she leans down to kiss my face, “baby.”

The tears that threatened to spill over are now falling, “Where’s my sweet Ashley?”

“She’s dead, I’m here to toughen you up.”

I bring my legs up a little, curling into a ball, “I don’t want to toughen up.”

“Where’s my rock star, huh?”

“She’s dying,” I whimper out.

She moves down the bed a little to lay down and lifts her arm up, “Come here.”

I pout dumbly and move over, laying my head on her shoulder and putting my arm across her stomach. Her hand moves to rest on my forearm and the other is tangled in my hair, she’s lightly massaging scalp and it’s soothing my pounding headache.

“Magic fingers,” I breathe out, echoing her words to me yesterday.

“You know it.”

“I don’t want to die Ash, I’d miss you.”

“Spence, I know it’s not a 24 hour bug like mine but seriously, give it a couple days and you’ll be back to your usual self, okay?”

I open my mouth to comment on something she just said when she jumps in before me, “You’re beautiful, baby.”

I take another shaky breath and breathe out “Thanks.”

I can feel her trying not to laugh but I don’t comment on it, I’m too tired.

She brings her lips to my temple, “Go to sleep.”

“I can’t,” I whisper.

“Why not?”

“I keep dreaming about Clay.”

“What happened in your last dream?”

I’m crying again, just thinking about it is life altering, “He stole my Pepsi.”

I can hear her breath hitch, catching a laugh before it escaped her lips, “Aww don’t worry, if he steals it again I’ll be there to kick his ass.”

“Promise?”

“I promise, now go to sleep.”

I shift a little get comfortable without laying on my stomach and her arms wrap around me a little tighter.

“Night, Ash,” I whisper out, even though it’s early afternoon.

“Night.”

I close my eyes and I start to fall asleep right away, the last thing I hear is Ashley whispering she loves me.


_


I’m praying to the porcelain gods again.

I don’t fucking know why, there’s nothing there to throw up, it’s just… well I won’t tell you what it is, it’s not important.

Ashley remains loyal by my side, holding my hair and rubbing my back while I lean my head on my forearm, trying to breathe and stop crying.

What’s wrong with me? I don’t think I’ve cried this much...ever.

“You poisoned me,” I croak out.

She ignores my stupid accusation, “Want some water?”

Sure, let’s ingest something else and make me throw up one last time.

“No.”

“You have to drink something, Spence, you’re gonna get dehydrated.”

“I don’t care.”

“Drink it or I’ll call Paula.”

I don’t know how I put up with her.

I frown, taking the small cup of water she offered me and taking a little sip.

“Happy?”

“For now.”

I set the cup down and lay on the floor, “Ashie…” I whimper out.

“Did you just call me Ashie?”

That was out loud? Whoops.

“No.”

“Liar.”

I grunt at her reply and she kneels down next to me, “Come on, I’ll carry you.”

“You can’t carry me.”

“I can, I pumped up earlier when you were sleeping.”

I pull a face, “Pumped?”

“Shut up and lift your head up.”

I do as I’m told and she lifts me up which causes the first smile to break through in more than twenty hours, “I love you when you’re butch.”

“There’s a doorframe coming up.”

I take her warning, “Sorry.”

We’re almost to her room, “You think you could carry me downstairs? I need to get something.”

There’s no way she can do it but I’ll have fun watching her try.

“Okay.”

Wow, didn’t see that one coming. I don’t even need to get anything. I should stop her right? Let her save her energy?

Yet somehow, those words get trapped in my throat and I silently enjoy the feeling of being so close to her.


_


She sets me down on the couch, breathing heavily, “Okay, what do you need?”

I look around the room for anything I could potentially need but don’t spot anything, “Umm…”

“You don’t even need anything!”

I put my hands over my ears, the movement hurting my stomach, “Hey, sick person right here.”

“Why did you make me carry you all the way down here when there’s nothing you need?”

I lightly hit the couch with a closed fist, using up most of my strength, “I hate being in your room.”

“You are such a baby, Spencer.”

“I’m sick.”

“I know you are babe, but it’s not the end of the world, you’re gonna be fine.”

I’m about to reply when I hear a car pull up on the driveway.

“Your mom’s finished work early today.”

She looks kind of surprised too and gets up to look through the window, “Uh….it’s not my mom.”

No!

“Ashley I drank the water!”

“I didn’t do anything!”

I have no idea how I managed, but I got up off the couch and tackled Ashley so Paula wouldn’t see her through the window.

“Spencer that hurt.”

I put my hand over her mouth and put a finger to my lips, motioning her to be quiet and trying to ignore the invisible knife in my stomach.

The doorbell makes me jump and Ashley starts laughing, I mouth ‘Shut up’ to her and she pulls a stupid face, making me smile. Bitch.

Another chime and this time it didn’t make me jump, I was ready for it. That’s not to say it didn’t ring through my head a good…fifteen times.

I can hear the sound of her heels walking away and almost smile, I nod that it’s okay Ashley gets up and she holds her hands out for me to grab.

I don't take them just yet, god that wore me out and uh…should the room be spinning this much?

I stand up on my knees and turn around, my eyes half closed and I’m met with Paula’s face near the window, causing me to jump out of my skin.

I try to keep the look of horror off my face but Ashley sees it anyway and nudges me in the shoulder so Paula can’t see.

I’m too tired for this.

Ashley walks over to the door, barely unlocking it before Paula barges in and drops to her knees by my side, “Oh you poor thing, Spence.”

Aww, she sounds concerned.

“Mom,” I whimper out and catch Ashley doing an eye roll.

Before I can stop her she pushes me back and lifts my shirt up slightly, exposing my stomach. “Mom,” I say like I've said everything for the past few hours, slurred, and try to pull it back down.

“Don’t be silly Spencer, I wiped your butt when you were a baby. I‘ve seen it all before.”

I don’t get a chance to scream at her for saying that in front of Ashley when she pokes me hard in the stomach, bringing forth yet more agony.

“Ow!”

“Sorry sweetheart,” she pulls her hands away and instead of pulling my shirt back down she pokes her fingers on the other side, causing me to frown in discomfort.

She’s still prodding and I turn my head to Ashley and hold my hand out towards her “Ash,” I whimper.

She smiles at me and makes an ‘aww’ face. 

Suddenly I feel like somebody threw a bucket of cold water on me, I think I'm shaking, my breathing has picked up.

"Whoa," I whisper out.

I didn't see Ashley hurry over to me but she's kneeling by my side now, "Spence are you okay?"

I can't speak, I'm dizzy, I'm so dizzy. 

"Spencer, answer me."

I can barely feel my hand resting on her knee, I'm kinda scared, this so isn't a 24 hour bug.

I think I'm shaking harder now and I close my eyes, not helping my vertigo in the slightest. I have a pain in my stomach and groan quietly. I think it was quietly, I'm not sure.

Ashley's hands are on my face, wiping away tears that I didn't even know were there .

I arch my back slightly at another pain, I can't locate where it was but it fucking hurt. 

Paula said something quickly but I didn't catch it, I just feel Ashley's hand sliding behind my neck and down my back, then underneath my legs lifting me up, "I got you, baby."

I pass out before we leave the house.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 65.


*

The small, badly decorated room comes into view again and I tell myself to stay awake this time, not to fall back asleep. I've woken up twice already, both times for just a couple of seconds and then I fell back asleep. Damn anaesthesia, they probably used too much just to shed light on a fantastic situation. I'll sue them. Yeah...that's a good idea, since Ashley and I aren't having kids we can live off that money instead.

I can't wait to say those three important words to her.

"Spence are you awake?"

There she is...

I'm too out of it to talk just yet so I just nod my confirmation and come to the realization she's got a vice grip on my hand.

"Are you okay?"

I nod again, not really thinking about her question or any discomfort I feel.

"Do you want some water or something?" 

I mull her confusing question over for a while until she interrupts my train of thought, "Water?"

More nodding and I sit up a little, gasping at the pain a sudden tug on the side of my stomach caused. 

Oh my god. 

I'm gonna have a scar.

What if she hates scars and dumps me?

I nearly start crying at the thought and feel her lean onto the bed a little more, "Why are you crying, Spence?"

"Scar," I manage to whisper out.

Even through my vague answer she understands what I'm trying to say and brings my hand up to her lips, "I'll love any scar on you."

"Promise?"

"I promise."

Satisfied with her answer I sit up again slowly and let her practically pour it in my mouth. I think I mumbled a thank you to her but I can't be sure.


_


I fell asleep again pretty much straight after the water, I don't know how long I've been out but Ashley's clothes are more wrinkled and she looks wiped, her head is resting next to my hand on the bed.

I've never had anaesthesia before but I can safely say it's making my nose really itchy, it's like really bad allergies. Again, I'll sue.

"Hobbit?" I whisper.

She mumbles out half a what, it was like 'wha-'.

"My pillow needs fluffing." 

I'm not serious by the way, I just want to hear her voice.

She's awake now, I can feel her smiling and like always, it makes me smile too.

Her head lifts up and her tired eyes stare right back into my probably still loopy ones, "God, I missed you."

Even though I was out of it for the most part, I still feel like I've missed her, "I missed you too."

I just remembered the three words I'm bursting to tell her.

"I have three words I'm dying to tell you, Ash."

She smiles adorably, "I love you too."

Aww, cute.

"That's not what I was going to say."

"What were you gonna say?"

"Told.you.so." I smile at being right the entire time.

She laughs, "What?"

"I told you I was dying but did you listen? Noooo. 'Spencer you're such a loser', 'You'll be fine tomorrow', 'Baby'." I smile at her to show that I'm not mad, "Now, where's my apology?"

"I'm sorry, baby."

I nod, "Part two, please."

"You were right, I was wrong."

I smile at her words, "Part three?"

"Next time I won't question you."

Another smile, "And part four?"

She leans forward and kisses me, "I love you."

You know what they say about perfect moments, right?

Boys always wreck them.

"Spence you're awake!"

"Duh," I mutter.

"What?"

I plaster a fake smile on my face, "I said yeah."

Yep, it's Mr I like to steal Pepsi, he has flowers. I hate carnations the cheap fuc-

Ashley nudged me. I don't know how she always knows what I'm thinking, it's a little creepy.

"How are you feeling?"

"Like my appendix burst."

He starts laughing and I force myself to smile.

Wait, if he's here then that means...

"Glen keep up!"

No! 

I sigh at my impending doom and look to Ashley who is smiling at me, I can't help smile back at her genuinely and roll my eyes a little.

"Spencer!"

Why the hell is everybody shouting at me?

Before I get a chance to greet her she throws her arms around me awkwardly, her shoulder covering my mouth, suffocating me.

She pulls away rapidly and puts her hand on my face, "Are you okay? do you have water? are you feeling groggy? hungry?"

I try not to furrow my eyebrows at her onslaught of questions, "Uh.. yes, yes, sorta and no."

She moves away from me and starts flicking through my chart, "That's to be expected, you'll be okay in a few hours."

"Okay."

"Your father is on his way sweetheart." 

I echo my previous reply.

Clay reaches inside his backpack, why he bought it to the hospital I don't know.

"Here you go Spence."

I look towards his outstretched hands and don't fight back a scowl. 

He bought me homework.

I stare at the books and then I look up to him with a frown, silently asking what the hell has he given me those for.

There's a tension and Ashley breaks it by taking the books off him, "Thank you Clay."

"No problem," he smiles before basically skipping out of the room. 

I pick up an orange and throw it at his retreating form, and if Ashley hadn't have caught my wrist when she did, it would have got him square on the head.

One of these days, I swear...

Paula mumbles something about a second opinion and leaves Ashley and I alone. 

I take as much of a deep breath as I can with my stomach and exhale to try and get rid of some of my fury.

All of this... it's too much right now.

"Ash," I whimper for the millionth time this week.

"It's okay, we can do it together."

I know she's talking about homework but I smile anyway, "The bed is big enough."

"Huh?"

I move over a bit and pull the covers back so she could get underneath with me and my barely there gown, "Quick before someone decides to-"

"I'm not having sex with you when you've just had surgery, Spencer."

"Why?"

"You know why."

Yeah...I do.

"Is this gown not doing anything for you?" I tease.

"Oh no, it's definitely doing something."

I smile and try to stretch a little bit, "Yep, me and my bare butt."

She smiles, "You and your bare butt," she echoes.

"Want me to streak?"

Our moment is interrupted by some dickhead throwing a magazine on to my midriff. The particular dickhead being Glen and the particular magazine being one from his 'tasteful' collection.

"You're alive, yay, bye." he says unenthusiastically and leaves the room.

Prick.

I'm actually not a fan of these magazines, some of them are pretty creepy but I pick it up and start flicking through it, pulling the centre fold down, widening my eyes in faux shock and keeping my eyes glued there to get a rise out of Ashley and I don't have to wait long before she snatches it out of my hands and throws it in the trash can.

"Jealous?"

"Uh, of Miss Boob? no."

I smile at her reply and pat the space next to me, "I'll be good, I just want to be next to you."

She throws me a look but obliges to my request, carefully laying down next to me, "Is this okay? I'm not hurting you or anything, right?"

It takes a minute to get comfortable but I do, so much so I could probably fall asleep like this.

"You're not hurting me."

She's quiet for a bit, she's just playing with my fingers, "You need to stop getting admitted to the hospital, Spence."

"I'll try."

"I'm really sorry I didn't believe you."

"It's okay."

She's quiet again, but not for long, "I'm sorry I poured Pepsi over your head."

"I'm sorry I threw flour at you."

"I'm sorry I rubbed butter on your face."

"I'm sorry my appendix burst."

"I'm sorry I stopped you throwing an orange at Clay."

"I'm sorry you felt Paula's ass, mother fucker."

I hear her laugh quietly, "I love you."

I smile again and move the pads of my fingers to press against hers, "I love you too."

_


I'm getting really tired again, being this close to Ashley and that damn anaesthesia..

"Ash," I whisper from my current spot on her chest.

"Yeah?"

"Fallin' 'sleep." 

Her arm tightens around me, "It's okay baby, I've still got you."

-

I love my mother fucker.

_ _ _


Chapter 66.


*


I threw up once yesterday, I thought someone had stabbed me. How am I supposed to vomit in peace when my stitches feel like they ripped open?

The human body cannot deal with that, or at least mine can't. I can't even walk without feeling it hurt, I probably shouldn't have attempted to kill Clay with the orange, huh? I can't say it didn't hurt like a bitch.

I'm alone, everybody including Ashley is at school or work. Bored is an understatement.

I sent her a dirty text or twelve. 

One reply, 'Shut *up*!'

Whatever, she got off on it.

I blocked my cell number and sent Clay one too, 'You will die in seven days.', it wasn't even original but he replied with 'Oh my god, who is this?!', the retard.

I had fun earlier watching Rugrats, don't tell Ashley but I secretly love that cartoon. 

Recess is on now, I'm whistling along to the theme tune and have a heart attack when a hand touches my turned shoulder.

I can't exactly jump up and defend myself in the state that I'm in so I just sit there with wide eyes and a racing heart.

"Aww you watch Recess?"

I watch as the person flips over the back of the couch to sit next to me, "God, you scared me, Ashley!"

"Everything scares you."

I ignore that, "Why are you here?"

"Don't you want me to be?"

"No I do but it's eleven o'clock, school isn't out yet."

"I know," her expression turns almost grief stricken, "my dog died."

I'm just about to tell her that I'm sorry when I realize that...she doesn't have a dog. 

"You don't have a dog."

"Well yeah, not now I don't."

I think I would have noticed a smelly dog hanging around her house by now. "Your dog didn't die Ashley because you never had a dog."

She looks cute smiling at me, "No, I never had a dog."

I smile back, "So why did you tell me it died?"

"Because I got a free pass out of school. God Spencer, get with it."

"You're such a liar, Ashley. You shouldn't have said that, bad karma, missy." 

"Please, you have enough bad karma for both of us."

"You're lying and insulting me, while I am impressed...do you think we pulled a Freaky Friday?" I say partly serious.

"I'm not your mother and I don't remember sending dirty texts to you or death threats to Clay. And really Spencer, ease up on him okay? I know he stole your Pepsi but it was just a dream, shrinking all his laundry and downloading gay porn on his laptop was enough."

I sigh, "Yeah.. I guess."

She's quiet and I slowly lean towards her, "Want to make some of our own porn?"

"We've already touched on this topic, Spencer."

"No, you haven't touched anything."

Her eyebrows raise and her head turns to the side a little, she's giving me a 'don't go there' look. 

It's hot.

But damn her.

I focus my attention on the screen again, thinking how Clay would so be Randal.

"I can't believe you made fun of me for watching Spongebob and here you are, watching Recess."

"Recess owns Spongebob."

She rolls her eyes a little, "You wish."

I shrug, not wanting to talk about that anymore, "Whatever, Spinelli is cute."

"How can you crush on a cartoon character and hey, aren't I enough for you?" 

I notice her exaggerated pout, "You know you are, I didn't say I had a cartoon crush on her, I said she was cute," I pause "and let's not get into your man crush of Patrick."

"But he's all blubber, it's totally cute."

I think of it and smile, "Yeah, he's pretty cute."

"Spencer?"

"What?"

"This is a pretty strange conversation."

I have to agree.

"Yeah, uh... show me your underwear."

She ignores me and starts to walk to the kitchen as I stare longingly at the lower part of her retreating form.

She talks to me from the kitchen, "Want something to eat, babe?"

I think she says things like this on purpose...

"Yeah." 

"What do you want?"

How to explain this...

"I want a sandwich."

I see her walk across the kitchen and grab the bread, "Okay, what kind of sandwich do you want?"

"The hottest."

"Like...with jalapeno's?"

"No, hotter."

"You want hot sauce on it too?"

She's so cute, I swear.

"Yeah, I want the bread to slide together easily."

"So... salami?" 

Ew, gross, no. Never.

"Uh...no thanks."

"I'm not making you a sandwich of jalapeno's and hot sauce, Spencer."

During our 'talk' I managed to get up off the couch and stealthily walk into the kitchen, "I don't want hot sauce and jalapeno's Ashley, I want you and me...to make a 'sandwich'."

She smacks my arm, "You're such a perv! I got the bread out and everything."

I look towards her chest, "I don't see the bread."

She laughs and I look to see her look towards my chest, "Well I don't see your bread either."

My eyes widen, not believing my good luck and I start to unbutton my shirt when she puts her hand over mine, "You know I want to see your...bread, Spence, but I don't want to yeknow...make you think it's going somewhere it's not. Today at least anyway."

I'm not surprised, we've had this conversation a couple times....today.

"Okay." 

"Don't be mad at me."

"I'm not mad at you Ashley, I'm just frustrated with...stuff."

"Look on the bright side, as soon as your stitches are out, we can have another bet."

I smile at the euphoric thought, "Yeah, that would be nice."

"And hey, I haven't forgotten about the first one, I still have plans to cash in my winnings."

"Don't you think I've suffered enough?" I lift up my shirt slightly to expose the stitches when Ashley stops me.

"I don't want to see them again, they look weird," a pause "and this isn't suffering. Well I mean, you'll probably think so but it's just something I've wanted to do with you for a long time."

"A new position?"

She smiles at my question, "Uh...no."

"Slashing Clay's tires?" I ask hopefully.

"I don't want to slash his tires...so no."

"Glue his mouth shut when he's sleeping?"

"Why don't I just glue yours, huh? You're so mean Spencer."

I know she's not serious, her eyes are giving her away, "I don't think that would work out, you like my mouth too much."

She leans back against the counter, "Not that much."

"I think somebody is lying." 

"I think somebody is delusional."

"I think somebody wishes."

"I think somebody is conceited."

"I think somebody better get over here and kiss me."

"I think somebody better get over here and kiss me."

"I think somebod-" 

I stop when she's right next to me, "God, you never drop anything do you?"

A smirk later, "Nope."

She leans into me, being careful of my stitches, "So, you want a kiss huh?"

I stick out my lower lip and nod before something pops into my head, "Wait," I say before moving back to the living room and pushing the object across the floor, not being able to bend down and get it, sliding it to Ashley's feet, "Here you go baby."

She looks down to the yellow pages and then up to my face...and then back down. "I can't believe you just did that."

"I don't want to break my back when I kiss you, jeez."

I see her trying not to laugh, "You're the biggest ass in the entire world, Spencer."

"At least I'm not a short ass."

"Very original."

"I thought so."

I tap the top of the yellow pages with my foot, "Come on Ash, I want a kiss."

Her eyebrows raise, "So you insult me? Nice logic."

"You know I love your short ass...ness."

"That's not a word."

We talk too much, far too much. 

"Kiss me, god. One might think you've turned straight."

Her eyes brighten up, "Oh yeah, Orlando Bloom, break me off a piece of that."

I frown even though I know she's kidding and start walking to the living room, "I'll leave you to daydream about your man."

Her hand on my wrist stops me, "You're the only man I need, baby."

"Hey!"

"Woman."

I can't help but tense up as her fingers trace over my sensitive shoulders, I'm trying not to laugh and pull away, I really am.

"That's be...bett-, oh my god stop," I laugh out and move my shoulder away from her fingers.

She looks so cute laughing at me and this time I take her hand and start to make my way to my bedroom, I don't care if we don't have sex, I'll just kiss her forever.

-

Stitches removal is definitely being marked on the calendar.

_ _ _


Chapter 67.


*


I just woke myself up by doing that jolt thing, you know what I mean right? Where you're sort of dreaming that you're about to fall over but you kind of know you're dreaming and then you jolt awake as you 'fall'. My point to that, apart from the jolt, is that I almost got a paper cut. Ashley left a post-it on my forehead.

It was cute, she's cute.

She said good morning, she hopes I feel better and to have a nice day, she'll see me tonight. Signed with about a million 'kisses'

It's Paula's day off today, she's downstairs doing god knows what. Probably watching Desert Hearts again or something.

I can't believe I have to wait a whole nine hours to see Ashley again, she's going out for dinner with her mom at seven. I made her stay over here last night, she woke me up at like three and said that she couldn’t sleep, that I kept kicking her. My bad huh? I was probably dreaming of Clay. 

Not that I have every waking moment of hers memorized or anything, but her day consists of hell 101, errands, a nap, dinner with the mommy and then awesome time with me.

I'm comfortable and warm...but I gotta pee. Damn bodily functions.

It doesn't take quite as long for me to move around now, I mean it's still uncomfortable but I'm getting used to the pain and doing things slower.

The first thing I see when I look in the mirror is Ashley's handiwork.

Not hickey's, they're not visible above my neck...

She left lip gloss prints on my face. 

I think she's right, I must sleep like the dead because by the looks of things she kissed me three times and I didn't wake up. One is smudged but the other two aren't.

I can't help but smile as I wash my face, she's the cutest thing ever.

I'm not waiting nine hours to see her, instead of going back to bed I'll get ready and pay her a visit in hell.


_



Do you ever just watch people eat, and then laugh at them? 

Some people eat completely hilarious, they eat like their mouth is on a motor and chew really fast, some eat like they're falling asleep, some eat like they're having an orgasm, some eat gross.. and some just eat cute.

That's Ashley by the way.

I can see her sitting at a table with some girls I sort of know...I mean I've met them before and everything, been introduced to them, but their names always escape my memory so I'm waiting till they leave so I get you know who all to myself.

I don't have to wait long and Ashley is left on her own, she's been texting for the past…56 seconds, not that I counted or anything. 

My phone beeps quietly, aww she was texting me.

I don't read it yet, I walk up behind her and gently seize her by her hair, "Give me your lunch, bitch."

She doesn't turn around to see who it is, "You wish, Barney."

I try not to smile at her voice and release her hair to sit down next to her, leaning over to give her a quick kiss and making sure I set the cup down next to me so she doesn't see yet, "I missed you."

"You're at school when you aren't due back until Monday, I know you missed me."

I shrug, "Yeah well, you're miss-able sometimes."

She picks up the last half of her sandwich and slides it over to me, "Of course I'm miss-able, look at me."

I roll my eyes even though I meant what I said...can't let her think I've gone too soft.

I break off half of the half sandwich she gave me and slide it back to her. 

Yeah.. I'm a giver.

"How's your day been?"

She pulls a face, "Boring, how about you?"

I grin, "I slept in."

"Lucky girl."

I nod, agreeing. "You okay today?"

She moves her body closer to me so her leg is resting on mine, "I am now."

"Aww, you missed me."

"Nope."

I press my leg against hers a little more and put my hands on her face, turning it to the side, looking at her cute nose and running a finger down it, "Oh my god it's growing!"

She laughs and pulls her face away from my hands, "Shut up."

"You look tired, Ash."

"That's because you kept kicking me."

I pick up the cup of coffee next to me and put it on the table in front of her, "Here, I got you this. Sorry for kicking you."

She looks a little surprised I did that but I don't know why, she knows I'd do anything for her.

"Thank you."

"Pay up," I lean close to her mouth and close my eyes.

A dollar bill was shoved in there instead of what I wanted.

"Where the hell sells coffee for one dollar?"

She reaches into her purse and pulls out some more, "Where do you want me to put it?"

Oh if we weren't in public...

"Just kiss me, Ashley."

"What if I don't want to?"

I scoff, "Oh you want to."

"I do?"

"Uh huh."

"So that's why we're still talking, because I want to kiss you so much?"

I keep the smile off my face and pick up her coffee, "Okay we're going, enjoy your day."

She laughs, "Don't be an ass."

"You want my ass, too."

"Okay fine, I want your ass and I want to kiss you."

"Sorry, I don’t care, damage has been done," I wave, "see you later, Ash."

I get a few feet away when I feel her hand on my wrist, “You are such an ass, Spencer.”

I think about her insult and smile proudly, “You’re becoming more like me everyday.”

“Yeah?”

“Yeah.”

“So I’m going purple and I’m getting…tubby?”

I can’t believe she just said that, “You are such an ass, Ashley.”

She smiles, “Ditto.”

Like every waking moment her body language is screaming ‘fuck me’ and who am I to ignore that.

"Wanna skip the rest of the day and hang out at mine? Paula will cover for you if you ask her."

She's considering it, I can tell by her expression, "Tempting, but I shouldn't. I'll see you later though right?"

I sigh at the bad news, "Yeah, sure."

She smiles at my displeasure, "It'll be good for us to spend some time away from each other, prove to ourselves that we can do it, that we aren't joined at the hip."

"I like having you against my hips."

"I said hip."

Oh really? My wishful thinking again.

"So we're on two different pages?"

"That depends, is yours less than PG?"

Sure it is.

"If your less than PG is code for NC-17 then yes, we're on the same page."

She smiles in the way that's only for me, she never smiles like that to or for anybody else.

I don't smile, I'm just looking at her and yeah...if I don't go soon then having sex in public will be crossed off my location list.

"I gotta go, Ash."

Her hands slip around my waist, being careful, "No, don't go."

That's not helping my self control.

"I...have to," I stumble over my words when her face is suddenly buried in the crook of my neck.

"God, you smell."

I laugh, "Jerk."

"Amazing, you smell amazing, Spence."

I try.

And I shower unlike some of the guys at this school.

"You smell, too."

I can feel her smile against my neck, "Thanks."

"Kiss me," I whisper as near to her ear as I can.

I know she won't, not here in front of everybody and I'm not surprised as she takes my hand and leads me to a quiet spot where nobody will see.

I am however surprised when she practically tops me as soon as my ass hit the surface, putting her legs either side of mine and lowering herself down on to my lap.

Our eyes lock and hers are darker, my breaths have picked up a little and I can't wait to feel her lips again. 

Her hand reaches up and tucks some of my hair behind my ear, her eyes are scanning my face and I'm getting embarrassed.

I'm embarrassed until her thumb brushes across my cheek and she breathes out, "I love you so much."

She doesn't wait for me to reply, she leans the short distance down that her sitting on my lap has caused and presses her lips against mine.

She's careful at first, she kisses me softly, so softly.

Our soft and closed mouthed kisses evoke sighs of pleasure which fuel the wet open mouthed kisses we're now moaning into, my hands go around her waist, pulling her so much closer while not breaking our kiss and I feel her hips start to move, probably on their own accord.

I feel her suck the tip of my tongue and then massage it before pulling away breathing heavily and resting her forehead on mine.

Two things. 

One: I don't want to stop. Ever.
Two: I love her body being this close to mine.

My breaths are heavy too, "Why'd you stop?"

"The bell is gonna ring soo-" she's cut off by the bell ringing.

"You knew that how?"

"I looked at the time before we started."

I mouth 'oh' to her.

She sighs and gets up off me to stand up, "I better go."

I stand up too and my hands go around her waist, echoing her earlier comment, "No, don't go."

Her hands are playing with my hair, "I don't know why I miss you so much lately."

"I miss you too Ash, but we're spending time together tonight aren't we? I promise if you stay over again I won't kick you."

Her features brighten up. "Definitely seeing you tonight and okay," she laughs, "but if you do kick me again I won't be nice, I'll kick you back."

"And I'll kick you."

"Then I'll kick you some more."

"And then I'll tear off what little clothing you have on."

She smiles that way again, her just for me smile, "Okay, but if you do that I'll have to do the same."

"Is that supposed to discourage me?"

"Nope," she starts moving away from me, "I should go, me and my sheep pj's will see you later."

I love her sheep pyjamas. 

After leaning in for a parting kiss, "Enjoy your afternoon, learn stuff, get smart."

"Excuse you?"

"Smarter."

She smiles, "That's better, and I'll try, you do the same, look up something educational."

"Uh huh, I'll try," I mock and smile at hers, "Love you."

"Love you too, be nice to Clay today."

I pull a face, "Maybe."

She rolls her eyes, "You'll never change."

I watch her walk away, frowning at the obvious exaggerated sway of her hips to torture me.

Or add to my list of things about her to think and obsess over till I see her again.

I need a patch.

-

Nope, I don't think I'll ever change, not around Ashley, anyway.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 68.


*


I'm bored, who takes over ninety minutes to eat dinner?

I was so bored this afternoon that I took a nap. A three hour nap.

My room is spotless and I found my emergency pack of cigarettes under my bed when I was cleaning, don't ask me how long they had been there because I honestly couldn't tell you. I completely forgot about them and Ashley should consider herself lucky I put them in Clay's room for Paula to find instead of smoking them, I'm going insane waiting for her to get back from dinner with her mom.

When my phone rings the caller ID displays Ashley's name I grin and pretty much dive across the room for it, waiting a few seconds before slowly picking it up and answering calmly, "Manning residence."

"Oh, this isn't the Carlin residence?"

"No but I'm sure I could help you with anything you need."

I can hear the smile in her voice, "That's awesome because I have a stalker, she's a total bitch and clingy you know?"

A nod, "I'm familiar with the type, I have one like that too, want me to take her out?"

"That would be great, want me to take out your stalker?"

"If you're not too busy."

"I'm never too busy for you, what did you say your name was?"

"Henrietta."

She makes a 'huh' noise, "Well then Henrietta, I know this is a little sudden but do you wanna hang out tonight? I'll make sure the stalker gets the message and backs off."

I'm smiling wide now, "Bitch."

She laughs quietly, "Hey baby."

"Don't call me baby, you're in the doghouse."

"But I bought my sheep pyjamas for you."

I can't pretend to be mad at her when I have the visual of her wearing them, "Okay fine but offer to 'hang out' with strange girls that I don't know again and you'll so be in the doghouse."

"I wasn't having that conversation with myself Spencer, that goes for you too."

Aww, she's getting jealous. 

God, jealous sheep pyjama wearing Ashley.. I'm going to explode.

"You're on your way right?"

"Right."

"Are you speeding?"

I can feel her pulling a face from all the way over here, "Uh, no."

"Is there anybody around?"

"We live in LA, there's always people around."

She's right, damnit.

"Stop talking to me on the phone, you know I hate it when you drive and talk at the same time."

"Blue tooth babe."

I nod to myself even though she can't see me, "Ahh, so did I miss anything at school?"

"Madison was wearing white pants."

"...So?"

"She came on her period."

I laugh, "I always miss the good stuff."

"Yeah, and Sherry's hands were way too close to her if you know what I mean."

"What they were...?"

"No but her jacket was spread out in front of her when they were running to the bathroom and her hands definitely brushed somewhere I don't want to think about on Madison."

"Ew," I say before hearing a car pull up outside the house. I walk over to the window and see her just pulling the keys out of the ignition, "God, a total hottie just pulled up in front of my house."

I see her smile and bite her lip, "Oh yeah?"

I take another look at her, "Definitely."

Her smiling face meets mine, "Lucky for you, I just saw the ugliest purple...beast, ever."

I smile lovingly before flipping her off through the window and watching her do the same. 

It's kinda hot.

Should I flash her?

I grin and look down to undo a few buttons when she honks the horn to get my attention, I look up and see her laughing and mouthing 'No!'

I laugh too and open my window, "Get up here!"

She pulls a face and gets out of the car with her overnight bag and I don't care that it's only just past eight thirty, she's getting in her pyjamas as soon as she walks through that door.


_


I hear the stairs creek a little and she stops right outside my door, I frown and try not to smile as I walk over to the door and jump when she practically kicks it open and shoots me with her water gun.

I shield my face but I can't help laughing at her, "Ashley you bitch."

She pulls the gun up to her mouth and blows the 'smoke' away, cute loser.

"You made me all wet," I pout.

"Don't I always make you wet?"

"Ashley, I love this side to you."

She smiles, "I know you do." 

I blatantly check her out and when I finally get to her face she's raising her eyebrows and smiling, "What?"

"You're checking me out."

"You say that like I don't do it everyday."

"True, very true."

I walk over to her and pull her into the room with me, closing the door, "Take off your clothes."

"Pyjama time already?"

She's acting surprised but she knows how much I dig her pj's.

"Yes, now hurry up and get your sheep on."

She laughs, "That was so lame."

"You're lame."

"You're lamer."

"You're lamer than lame."

"You want me to strip and put clothes back on, if anybody takes the crown for being lame tonight it's you, dear Spencie."

Ever since my slip up when I was sick she calls me Spencie, not always but often enough to let me know she hasn't forgotten.

"Whatever, it's not my fault the sheep look so cute on you."

She takes off her clothes pretty fast and I keep my hands off her (for now,) and just wait until she's finished.

She's done, "So... still think she sheep are hot?"

I smile and move closer to her, wrapping my arms around her waist, "Oh yeah, baaa."

I leaned in for a kiss but she burst out laughing, "That was funny."

"Uh huh, I am funny."

"Not really."

"Whatever, back to the sheep..."

A knock interrupts us and I don't keep my giant sigh inside, "What?"

The door opens to reveal Mr I like to steal Pepsi, he's been crying. 

Haha.

"What's wrong?"

"Mom just took away my laptop and grounded me."

Ashley's eyes widen and she's giving me her 'tell me you didn't' look.

"I'm sorry Clay, why did she do that?"

He shrugs, "She mentioned something about cigarettes."

"That's crazy."

He nods and walks back out of the room, defeated.

I smile and shake my head, stopping both when I meet Ashley's glare.

Uh oh.

"Spencer, please tell me you didn't plant those in his room."

I smile sheepishly, "Okay, I didn't plant those in his room."

"Spencer you did!."

"I bought you coffee today," I say in an attempt to make her drop the subject.

"And you made Clay cry."

I brush my toes over the carpet, "I'm sorry."

"Go and tell Paula it was you."

"What? No way."

Her eyebrows raise, daring me to challenge her and I sigh in defeat before leaving the room.


_


She's watching something on TV, laughing at god knows what. 

"Hey mom."

"Hi Spence."

I smile and sit down at the other end of the couch, "So...your day off huh?"

She grins, "Has been all day."

"That's awesome," I take a deep breath, "so about Clay.."

"Don't get me started Spencer, if he only knows how bad they are for him.. and I think grounding him and taking away his laptop will make him see sense."

Damn you Ashley.

"They were mine," I cringe, waiting for her outburst.

"Yours?"

"Mine as in were, I stopped months ago I swear."

She smiles, "Okay sweetheart."

My eyes search hers unconvinced, "Okay?"

"Yeah, if you've stopped then it's fine."

"Right so.. you'll give Clay his freedom and laptop back?"

"Tomorrow, yes."

I smile and get up off the couch, "You know I bet he probably tried one-"

"Spencer."

Ashley was listening on the stairs, damn it.

I forget my Clay abuse for tonight, "Goodnight mom."

"'Night sweetheart, sleep well," she winks.


_



I walk back into the room and carefully lay down on the bed, "Where were we?"

"You were sleeping on the floor."

Oh please.

"Why would I be sleeping on the floor?"

She crosses her arms, "Maybe because you won't let anything go."

"I said it was me, what more do you want?"

"For you to leave him alone for a couple days."

But I'll be bored..

"Okay."

"Okay?"

I sigh, "Yeah, I promise."

"You can sleep next to me now."

I raise my eyebrows, "This is my room, I wouldn't have slept on the floor even if you told me to."

She raises hers and I sigh again, knowing I would have and she gets on the bed next to me, "I missed you this afternoon."

"I missed you too."

"Really?"

"Yeah but just a little bit."

She rolls her eyes, "Did you learn anything?"

I nod, "Just that it doesn't take long for a forgotten sandwich to go mouldy underneath a bed."

"You're such a pig, you never clean your room."

I gesture around it, "Hello, it's clean now isn't it?"

"Once in a blue moon."

I start to sing Blue Moon from Grease and she's trying not to smile so I lean closer and sing directly into her ear, badly.

"God, I'm sorry!"

I stop and smile at her, "Good, you should be."

"You're getting cocky, Spencer."

I pull a face, "Says you?"

"What about me?"

"You're a real cock lately," I smirk.

"Please, you're the biggest cock in this room."

"You're the biggest cock in the state."

"You're the biggest cock in the world."

I get a visual and visibly shudder, "I'm so gay," I laugh.

"That's the way I love you."

I smile and tug on the collar of her pyjama’s.

"You want Mr Sheep to tell you a story again?"

I only say yes because she looks fucking cute. I don't think her top will stay on for too long. 

-

I love Mr Sheep.


_ _ _


Chapter 69


*


Sunday mornings, no matter what time I went to bed the night before, I can never get out of bed before 2pm. There's just something about this particular day that makes me lethargic.

Ashley didn't stay over here last night, she said after Friday that she couldn't spend three nights away from home when she'd only spent two hours with her in almost a week, so she stayed there.

It was kind of sweet that she thought about her mom being on her own but I'm selfish, I wanted her to stay with me again. Plus I know that Christine had work at ten this morning.

It's eleven thirty now and I just got up to pee and brush my teeth, I'm sitting back in bed now just being lazy and trying not to swallow myself whole with a giant yawn.

I don't think I'd be able to move if the house was on fire, I'd go up in flames too.

Clay got his laptop back, Ashley was there too so I had to smile for him...

Speaking of Clay, he just shouted to ask if I was awake, I don't know why, this is the earliest I have been up on a Sunday in weeks, Ashley knows I like to sleep in.

"Spence, are you awake?" he shouts again from what I assume to be his bedroom.

I roll my eyes and keep silent, hoping he'll get the message that I'm sleeping.

I hear his elephant feet walking to my door and I quickly scooch down the bed and close my eyes, pretending to be asleep.

The door opens with a loud squeak and I try not to cringe at the sound. He whispers from the doorway, "Spencer are you awake?"

What a jerk, he can see me sleeping, why is he trying to wake me up??

He sings out "Spencer," and starts chuckling to himself.

Yes, it annoys me.

I turn over and mumble an almost incoherent 'fuck off' in my 'sleep' 

He closes the door quietly.

I smile and kick the covers off my hot legs.

I'm such a bitch.

My phone rings and I decide to finish yawning before slowly reaching across for it, nearly dropping it on my face as I see that it's Ashley calling.

I smile through my sleepy state, "Good morning, beaut-"

"Spencer please get over here."

She doesn't sound happy, she sounds scared. It wakes me up faster than a bucket of cold water.

"What's wrong?"

She's running, I can tell by her voice, "Please, he's gonna find me." 

My eyes widen when she says 'he' and I tell her I'll be right there before throwing clothes on faster than ever before. I almost skid into Clay's room.

It's empty.

"Clay!"

"What?"

I don't see him but I don't care, he can hear me and that's all that matters, "Drive me to Ashley's."

I don't ask, I pretty much demand. 

He appears from underneath his bed and I don't ask what he was doing under there, I don't even care.

"Why?"

I hurry over to him and drag him up by the sleeve of his shirt, "Hurry up!," I pull him out of his room and grab his keys off his desk on the way.

_ 


I screamed at him at least twelve times on the way, he was driving too slow, who drives at seventy miles per hour for an emergency? 

An emergency involving Ashley deserves at least a 110.

He barely gets through the gates when I tell him to stop and I forget to thank him, I'm too busy running to her front door.

I nearly burst through her front door and hear her scream from somewhere upstairs. I run up there, taking two at a time.

"Ash?!"

She doesn't answer me and it makes my heart pound harder than ever as I get to her room. 

I'm in the doorway, I can see her. She looks terrified.

I'm going to fucking kill him. 

Her gaze travels to the door I'm standing by and I turn my head, expecting to be faced with Raife.

It's not Raife.

It's the biggest spider I've ever seen in my life.

I can't even scream, my mouth hangs open and I run over to Ashley, "Oh my god! what the hell is that?!"

She grips my hand, "He found me this morning, he's chasing me Spence."

I'm about to reply when I realize she scared the shit out of me just for a spider. 

A big fat hairy assed spider, but a spider nonetheless.

My heart is still in my throat and I pull my hand out of her grasp, not wanting to touch her and walk the short distance to her bed.

She looks confused and walks over to me, her hand barely touches my shoulder when I shrug out of it, my tone is less than welcoming, "Don't touch me."

"Why?"

If I'm honest, I don't even want to hear her voice right now. 

"Just...don't speak to me."

"Why?"

"Shut up Ashley."

"Don't tell me to shut up, Spencer."

"I just did."

I know that was immature but god, she could have worded it better on the phone so I wouldn't have had a heart attack. She scared me.

"How mature."

I don't answer her, I just sigh and swallow the lump in my throat.

The bed dips as she sits down next to me and her hand reaches to put some hair behind my ears when I put my hand up, waiting a second before curling my fingers until they're in a loose fist and lowering it back to my lap, the action letting her know I definitely do not want her to touch me.

I set my jaw and try push back the choking emotions. I know she didn't mean to make me think about her dad and I know he didn't even come into her thoughts when she was telling me, it's just me being...me.

Ashley's quiet voice breaks the silence, "I'm sorry."

I take a deep breath, clearing the unbelievable pressure in my chest, "It's okay, it was just me being stupid, I'm sorry."

"Why did you freak out?"

I open my mouth to tell her the real reason...and then close it again, reaching down to trace a pattern on her comforter and then looking back up, "Clay woke me up early."

And lying to her.

She smiles adorably, "Aww I'm sorry baby."

I lick my lips and smile at her, "Yeah..."

She's still smiling when suddenly it drops off her face completely, she's looking around frantic, "Oh my god, where is he?"

I'm momentarily confused, "Who?"

"José!"

"Who the hell is José?"

She gives me a look that suggests I'm a retard, "José the spider, god Spencer you're so slow sometimes."

I scrunch my face up, "Why the hell would you name a spider José?"

She ignores that, "Oh god, what if he's on here?" she looks down to the bed we're sitting on and practically jumps onto my lap, it's a little uncomfortable but the stitches are almost gone, I keep forgetting they're the dissolvable kind, they don't actually need to be removed. I blame Ashley.

I don't want to be anywhere near the spider, I push her off me and sit on her back.

Her gasp reaches my ears, "Get off! he's gonna crawl all over me!"

I smile from my resting spot, "Good."

She struggles underneath me, making very nice sounds, "God you're such a pig, you weigh a ton."

I don't say anything, I reach my hand down and tickle her neck, making her think 'José' has found her.

She screams and sits up, throwing me off her and onto the floor.

It kinda hurt but her reaction was priceless.

When I open my eyes and get up she's just exiting her closet, she has a baseball bat in one hand and she's rubbing the back of her neck with the other, making sure he's gone.

I open my mouth to say something when she puts a finger to her lips, motioning for me to be quiet and stealthily tiptoeing her way to her bed.

I watch on amused as she beats the shit out of her bed with the bat, attempting to kill José. 

We could break the springs faster...and better.

She shouts 'die!' a few times and when she's done her breaths are heavy, "Think I got him?"

José wasn't on the bed, he's on the wall behind her TV.

"Uh...not exactly."

"Spencer come on, I totally killed him."

I smile and point to her TV.

"I hate Jackass."

I roll my eyes, "Look a little higher, smart girl."

I see her eyes almost pop out of her head, "There's two of them?!"

"No, I tickled your neck when.... I was...sitting on...." I slow my sentence down when I see her slowly walking towards me.

Confess to giving her a heart attack when she's fully armed why don't you Spencer.

She looks .. hmm.. pissed? psychotically enraged?...So many words to choose from.

I swallow thickly and attempt to smile as I step backwards, "I love you."

"It was you?"

I bump into something and turn my head to the side quickly, seeing I'm backed up against the windowsill, "I'm sorry."

She's still advancing towards me when I look towards José and shudder as his thick legs start moving, I furrow my eyebrows, somehow knowing something is gonna happen.

Ashley must have seen my expression and momentarily forgets about killing me, looking towards the TV.

We're both staring and we both scream as José jumps down onto the carpet.

Fuck this, I'm going out the window.

I turn around and open her window lifting my leg up to escape when she hurriedly pushes me, "Hurry up!"

I look down...that's so not a drop I can survive from.

I turn around quickly and see José still on the floor, unmoved from his previous position.

"Just...run okay?"

She looks confused, "What?"

I don't answer her, I run over to her beat up bed, rolling over the top of it and sprinting out of her room.

"Don't leave me!"

She didn't follow me?!

I turn back, "Ashley when somebody tells you to run before running themselves, the general consensus is that you follow them!"

I'm not going in there again, no way.

"Please come and get me, I'm scared."

I'm so torn, I can't just leave her when she tells me something like that...

I take a deep breath before retracing my steps, grabbing her hand and running back, right past José, screaming the entire way.

Once we're safely downstairs with her door closed, her window open and the gap underneath the door duct taped, I sigh. 

"God, that was the biggest spider I've ever-" I stop when I see her looking at me amused, "something funny?"

"You scream like a girl."

"I am a girl."

"Yes but you don't need to scream like a girl."

I roll my eyes and hit my hands off my chest, screaming like a caveman. Or what I assume a caveman would sound like.

"Okay you made your point, stop."

I stop my deep wail and take a sip of my drink, screaming hurts. 

She smiles at me and then makes me spill my drink over myself by suddenly grabbing onto my wrist, "Do you hear that?!"

I pull my wrist free, "I hear a crazy person, yes!"

She moves closer to me and lifts her feet off the floor, "He's chewing through the tape."

"Don't be ridiculous," I roll my eyes and wipe at my top.

She turns her head, listening intently.

Her mouth opens wide as she turns to look at me, "He's whispering my name."

"Did you eat a bowl of crazy for breakfast?"

Her head turns again and she's quiet listening to 'spider talk'

"Sp- Spencer...ki-.....kiss...Ashley?" she looks at me, pretending to be confused and then listening again, "Jump..o-..on top of her and...take..take off her clothes?!" she looks back at me, "Spencer, José is a total perv!"

I laugh at her stupid behaviour, "I love you."

"Aren't you going to do what José said?"

That's a tough question..

-

There's a possibly - but I really mean definitely - a chance for that.

_ _ _ 


_ _ _



Chapter 70.


*


I thought I was over it. When I heard her quietly apologize on the bed I thought I was over it, it was a mistake on her part but I know she didn’t mean to scare me, I know it was just me still being on edge after all these months.

But I couldn’t touch her.

I was fine just sitting with her on the couch but as soon as she mentioned losing the clothes and pulled me in for a kiss, I froze.

I don’t even know why, I mean it’s not like I haven’t thought about him coming back again, every time it has played out in my imagination it’s ended with me making sure she knows she’s loved and that I’d take care of her. He didn’t come back but I thought he had….and I pulled away. It didn’t play out like I thought it would.

Isn’t that always the case though? I mean it’s like somebody describing something to you and imagining it, but when you finally see it, it’s completely different. Or thinking how you’d react in an emergency but when the time came for it, you were the exact opposite. A coward.

She looked confused to say the least, she asked me why I stopped and I stumbled over another lie, making that painfully obvious to Ashley.

_

“Don’t lie to me Spencer.”

I try not to sigh as I move off her and back into my own separate seat, “I’m not.”

There I go again.

I feel her eyes burning into mine that are uncharacteristically avoiding hers, “I know when you’re lying and right now, you’re lying to me.”

I finally meet her stare, “I’m just…not in the mood.”

“You’re always in the mood, you tried to have sex hours after surgery.”

“Right now, I’m not in the mood.”

And that’s not a lie, I’m really not in the mood for sex.

She sighs, “What’s going on with you today?”

“Nothing is going on with me today.”

“*Stop* lying to me.”

Even though I kind of have no right to be pissed off.. . am. 

“Here’s a tip, if you stop talking to me you won’t have to listen to my lies,” I air quote the last word and feel like an ass.

“*Here’s* a tip, stop being an ass.”

“What?”

“You heard me.”

Yes I heard her, yes I know I’m being irrational.

But I can’t stop.

I don’t want her to think of him again, not ever. So I let her think I’m just being an ass without a good reason.

“Thinking of another lie?” she asks, breaking the silence.

Things are going to get ugly if I stay.

“No,” I say before standing up and putting my jacket on.

“You’re not leaving,” she tells me matter of factly.

“Yes. I am.”

“I’m sorry I called you an ass but you can’t leave Spencer, we need to talk about this.”

Wait.

We’ve had this conversation before.

It was the other way around.

It was when we *did* have sex.

I shake my head, “…Just…stop.”

“Stop *what*? I’m not doing anything.”

I ignore her and start walking towards the door. 

“Spencer will you just stop? God!”

I just need to leave, I need to breathe.

“So we’re switching roles now? You’re the quiet type who won’t speak when somebody needs you to?”

“I’ll call you later,” I say over my shoulder as I reach the door.

Her hand makes contact with my shoulder, turning me around and pressing me against the door, “You seriously need to tell me why you’re acting like this.”

I can’t, I don’t want her to think of him.

She looks hurt when I involuntarily tense up at her body touching mine and I want to tell her that I’m sorry but the words get stuck in my throat.

“So it’s me?”

“It’s not you,” I manage to get out.

“Then what is it? Did I hurt you?”

I shake my head, “No of course not.”

Her features soften, “What then? Please just tell me, Spence.”

I shouldn’t do this, I don’t know why I keep doing it.

“I’m just tired.”

She lets out a quiet disbelieving laugh while shaking her head and moves away from me, motioning to the door, “I don’t want you here if you’re just going to lie to me.”

I shake my head too and she looks like she can’t believe I did that, but I wasn’t shaking it at her telling me to leave, I expected that, I was shaking it at my apparent ability to screw up any situation.

I do as she wants, I leave.

I turn back to say sorry but take her turned back as a sign not to.

_


That was twelve hours ago, it’s past midnight.

I’m in bed now but I haven’t been able to sleep and I know I’m not going to unless I talk to Ashley.

A loud clap of thunder echoes through my otherwise silent room, making me jump slightly at it’s sudden sound and knowing Ashley would definitely not like it if she’s awake, she’s not a fan of storms.

I sigh and close my eyes, turning over and attempting to sleep for the hundredth time.

-

An hour later I give up, there’s no way in hell I’m getting to sleep before sunrise.

I hate fighting with Ashley so much.

Especially when it’s over you know who.

It’s still storming, it hasn’t died down, if anything it’s worse.

I need to fix this, anything has to be better than feeling like this, making her feel how I’m sure she’s feeling.

I get up and get dressed, not bothering to fix my hair or makeup.

You have to be careful when you’re sneaking out in the middle of the night in this house, there’s floorboards that are notorious for blowing your cover but I miss all of them having done this more than once before.

I forget about a coat, I just open and close the front door as quiet as I can, getting drenched as soon as I step out of the house, it’s raining so hard.

I don’t even know how I should start anything, ‘Hi, sorry for being an ass, I thought Raife attacked you again.’?

It takes a little over thirty minutes to reach her house and by this time there’s not a dry spot on my body, my hair is plastered to my face and I’m shaking, I‘m freezing.

I don’t knock, I don’t want to wake her mother, so I search for the spare key I know is around here somewhere.

After a painfully long search I found it and quietly open the door, closing it behind me and hearing my wet shoes squelch across the floor.

I didn’t go through the front door, I came through the back door and you’d think I wouldn’t be so stupid to walk across a tiled floor with wet shoes, wouldn’t you? 

Wrong.

I skid and grab onto the table, making a chair scrape across the floor, creating a noise louder than I would have intended.

I shiver again and carry on through Ashley’s house, not switching on a light in case I wake up Christine.

The rain is still pelting off the large windows, the thunder is still roaring and the lightening is still occasionally lighting up the room as I walk up the stairs.

I just heard a couple of hurried steps and it wasn’t me, I slow my pace before quickening it, stupidly wondering if somebody who doesn’t live here got into the house somehow.

And then realizing that applies to me.

I shake my head and reach the top of the stairs, walking forward and turning a corner, being met with a baseball bat to my arm.

I don’t even need to look. I know who the hell that is.

“Ow!” I whisper loudly.

“Spence?!” Ashley whispers back, loudly.

“In the bruised wet flesh.”

Her hand finds mine through the darkness and pulls me into the spare room we decorated months ago, switching the light on.

It takes a second for us to get used to it and her eyes scan over me, “Baby you should have called me, you’re gonna get a cold.”

“I’m defrosting now,” my chattering teeth accompanying that sentence.

She exit’s the room, quickly reappearing with a towel and pyjama’s. “Here,” her hands start to tug at my shirt when she suddenly stops and pulls her hands away, letting me do it myself.

I don’t say anything, I grab her hands and put them back where they were, waiting a second before feeling her peel the soaked material up my torso.

My bra joins the shirt on the floor and she dries the top half of my body off, I don’t smile at where her hands press against, I just let her carry on, still wondering how to fix the mess I got myself into. 

She gives me the towel to hold as she unbuckles my belt and takes off my pants, peeling them from my legs with a little effort and grabbing the towel back off me, drying my legs for me.

“Are you taking off your underwear, too?”

I am, they’re wet in the bad way. Plus they’re cold.

I nod and her palms slide down my hips, removing my underwear, her eyes never leaving mine.

I get changed pretty fast, not because I was embarrassed with her seeing me, not at all. If you only knew the kinds of things Ashley has seen on my body. I do it because I’m freezing my ass off.

Looking around the room I wonder why we’re in here, “Ash, why are we in here?”

“I’m not sleeping with José in my room.”

I smile briefly at her fear, knowing I wouldn’t either.

She walks towards the bed she’s been sleeping in and I don’t know if I should follow her so I stay put.

“Get in here with me,” she didn’t ask me to, she told me to, but it was said so innocently that I don’t hesitate in doing what she told me to.

I'm sitting next to her and I look to my hands to see that I forgot to get rid of the towel and make a move to do so when she takes it off me, "Turn around."

Our eyes lock and for a second I stay still, content with the look she's giving me. 

Again, I do as she wants and turn around, the aforementioned towel is now on my head, she's drying my dripping wet hair.

She told me once that she loves how I look when my hair has just been towel dried, she said I look, and I quote, fucking amazing.

"What are you smiling about?"

I didn't realize I was.

"You."

She doesn't say anything, she gets up off the bed and throws the towel in a hamper before switching off the light and walking back over to the bed.

She stays away from me, keeping to her side, "Spence, why are you here?"

"I couldn't sleep, I needed to see you."

"Why did you need to see me?"

"To tell you that I'm sorry."

I don't want her to feel like she can't touch me. I put my hand around her waist, pulling her closer to me and moving my foot so it's resting on hers.

The reaction I receive isn't the one I expected, she pulls away from me rapidly and before I have a chance to frown she calms my nerves, "God your feet are freezing!"

I can't help but smile at her.

"Warm them up then."

Her feet slowly slide back to mine, tensing up at their temperature but quickly getting used to it, sandwiching her two feet between one of mine, slowly warming it up.

I brush a curl back behind her ear, "I'm sorry."

"What are you sorry for?"

I didn't think she'd make this easy and I'm glad she isn't because I need to explain myself after how I acted earlier.

"I'm sorry I was an ass, for being so weird and for pulling away from you. I didn't mean to Ashley, you know how much I always want you."

I see her nod, the lightening illuminating the room on occasion, accompanying the still heavy onslaught of water, "Why did you then?" her tone was soft.

My fingers slipped underneath her beater, I'm brushing my thumb across the smooth skin of her hip, I'm quiet for a second, remembering how much she scared me, "You scared me."

She looks confused, "I've put the moves on you more times than I can count, Spence, why were you scared?"

I try not to smile at that, "On the phone, you scared me on the phone."

"Why?"

"I heard you running and you sounded really scared."

Her feet move to warm up my other foot, "So you got scared too?"

I nod, "Yeah but...not for that reason alone."

She whispers "Okay.." and waits for me to carry on.

It takes a little while because honestly, I meant it when I said I didn't want her to think of him again.

"You said he," I say, quietly

"I know..." her volume matching my previous reply.

"No, I don't think you do."

She doesn't say anything to that but I didn't think she would and I don't mind, I don't need her to.

"I thought 'he' was Raife."

I look at her face, watching her reaction, seeing if I've caused any damage. Her mouth opens a little wider, as do her eyes, and her arm goes around my waist pulling me closer, "I'm so sorry Spence, I didn't think."

"I know and that's why I got even crazier, because it was me being stupid and I knew but I couldn't stop it."

She shakes her head, "It's not stupid, I would have done the same thing."

"I'm still sorry."

"Don't be sorry Spencer, it was my fault. I really didn't mean to scare you like that."

I nod briefly, "I know."

We're quiet and I feel better, I feel so much better talking to her and explaining things, for her automatically making sure I'm warm even though we didn't leave things good the last time we saw each other.

The light coming from the alarm clock goes out, signalling a power failure.

I barely have a chance to process that when I feel Ashley move closer, her breathing has picked up a little and the hand that's resting over the material of my top is shaking slightly, her face lifts up and she gently rests some of the weight on to my face to lean into my ear, whispering "Spence?"

I swallow thickly and whisper back, "What?"

"Can I touch you now?"

My eyes close with her request and having her close to me again, especially after my earlier scare.

I don't verbally answer her and her face lifts up off mine, letting me see her. I bring both hands up to push the fallen hair back and pull her head back down to mine, meeting her soft lips with my own.

-

I hope José doesn't interrupt.

_ _ _


Chapter 71.


*


She's careful when she rests some of her weight onto me, pulling out of our kiss, "Is this okay?"

And it is. It's more than okay.

I nod my confirmation and watch her watching me, her eyes scanning over my face. I probably look like a drowned rat.

When her hand brushes over my cheek I can't help but lean into it and close my eyes.

She rests her face on to mine again, leaning in to whisper in my ear, "I still can't believe you're mine."

I can't either, sometimes I just watch her sleep or I watch her when I know she isn't looking and even after all this time I can't believe I have her, that she puts up with me.

Before I can answer her I feel her tongue graze my earlobe and suck it into her mouth, my eyes opened on their own accord before closing again in silent pleasure.

She shifts a little and don't wait long before her mouth is on my jawline, leaving soft but wet kisses along it until she reaches the other side of my face and then trailing her hot tongue to my other ear, taking it into her mouth and copying her previous actions from the other one, making me roll my head to the side to give her better access.

Instead of lying there like a jelly, I remember I can actually move and lift my hands up to her, pulling her onto me more and rubbing lazy patterns on the skin exposed from where her beater doesn't quite meet her boxers.

She releases my ear and makes her way back to my mouth, her kisses start out light, so light I can barely feel them as they brush over my top lip, and then the bottom one, repeating the same pattern until I almost tell her to kiss me harder but not needing to bother when she gets the message, firmly pressing her lips against mine, her soft kisses turning almost rough.

My hands go around her neck, keeping her close to me and running my tongue over her lips, being granted access almost immediately, hearing her moan just as quickly.

Her hands move down the side of my body, stopping at the edge of my top to slide her hand underneath the material and exploring the skin she's burned a million times over, this time being no different.

I release a small moan into her mouth when her thigh presses against me, not firmly but enough for it to feel good.

She slowly pulls away, breathing deeply and I can feel her eyes burning through my closed eyelids. I open them and confirm my suspicions that she's trying to set me on fire in the best possible way.

My chest is moving in and out at a pretty impressive rate to say we've just been kissing, but I know it's mostly due to the look she's giving me. I'm about to ask her if something is wrong when she cuts in, her voice low, "Can I say something that might offend you?"

I can‘t help it if I scream like a girl...jeez. 

She takes my silence as her cue to go on, leaning back down to my ear to again whisper, "You're my angel."

I smile at her thinking it would offend me and open my mouth to disagree when yet again, she appears to be inside my brain, "You're the furthest thing from a badass, and you can be the sweetest person in the world but still make me feel safe," her mouth presses a kiss next to my ear, "I adore you so much," another kiss, "and I'll never stop."

I can't speak at the moment, I'll tell her for the millionth time what she means to me later.

Her mouth finds mine again, kissing me with a renewed passion, re-igniting the fire within me quickly. 

I can feel the hand cupping my face start to move down my body, stopping at the bottom of the flannel shirt and pulling away, her thumb and forefinger stroking over the corner of it, "You look so hot in these," before undoing each button agonizingly slow, almost killing me with the frequent brushes against my sensitive skin, making me tremble.

The last button is being undone and I almost smile until she pulls the material apart even further and leans her head down to kiss my shoulder in the way that turns me on more than anything, only Ashley has been able to kiss me there and make me flood. Nobody else. Not once.


She removes her mouth from my shoulder, her hands stroking over them to push the material off my body and motioning for me to sit up a little so she can pull it off properly. 

You’d think if I had just took a thirty minute stroll in the pouring rain I’d be freezing, right?

Well I’m not, I’m burning up.

And it’s all Ashley’s doing.

The top of half of her body lowers itself back onto mine, “But you look better with them off.”

So do you.

I pull on her beater, pulling it up high and waiting for her to lift her arms up so I can remove it fully.

My arm doesn’t hurt anymore and I don’t bruise easy so I know I’ll be fine and bruise free in the morning. 

With her top off I pull her back down to me, closing my eyes when I feel her chest pushed against mine.

Her tongue is back inside my waiting mouth, stroking, teasing, searching.

She lowers her head, kissing my chin and throat on the way down before stopping at my breasts, covering a nipple with her hot mouth, making me throw my head back on to the pillow, exposing my neck fully and releasing a loud moan into the room.

We’ve gone over this before, when I haven’t had sex for a couple of weeks.. I get like this. Sue me.

She removes her mouth from my breast, stopping her pleasurable actions, “Shh, you’ll wake my mom.”

I don't care, I can't help it. You be quiet when she's on top of you.

Okay no, run for your life if she's on top of you. I'd hunt you down.

I'm sure you appreciate having your head attached to your body so let's just keep it that way.

Her head lowered to my other breast, taking hardly any time at all before she has me squirming beneath her, my heart already pounding against my ribs.

Her mouth presses against the skin above my pounding heart, lightly kissing it before her mouth latches back onto my neck, no doubt leaving a hickey.

I guess I’ll have a bruise after all….. 

Her name leaves my lips as a whisper and she barely stops her actions, pulling away briefly to mumble, “What?” and resuming her previous activity of killing me.

I try and speak, I really do…but her lips and tongue on my neck kind of makes it difficult so I just reach down and run my hands over her smooth thigh, bringing it much closer to where I need it and instinctively bringing my hips up to ease some of the tension.

These pants need to get off soon…and so do I, but in the other way.

We have the same idea, our hands make contact at the waistband of my pants, quickly removing them with each others help.

I feel her start to lower her body down between my legs but I stop her, running my hands palm down from her stomach, briefly making contact with her hot centre and removing her boxers. I want to feel all of her, no barriers.

She knows that’s all I needed to do and our eyes lock as she lowers her body onto mine, making me throb instantly, my eyes slamming shut and two moans meeting my ears.

I’m trying to remember how to breathe and I lift my hips up, pushing up to her and feeling her press back down into me, breathing out “Fuck,” and letting me hear her not so regulated breaths.

I pull her head down to mine, not bothering to be polite and kissing her softly, I kiss her deep, so deep. 

I start moving my hips again, not breaking our kiss but making my brain overload with all the different sensations my body is currently experiencing because of her. 

I still my hips for a moment and then throw my head back while my eyes almost roll out of their sockets as her clit brushes against mine.

She curses again, telling Jesus to fuck her. We’ll be having words in the morning.

I need her to touch me now, I can’t wait much longer, I’m gonna die. 

Her name leaves my lips as a moan, the syllables of it almost incoherent.

She stills her movements, leaning down closer to my face, “What, baby?”

Is fuck me senseless an offensive thing to say to somebody?

Who cares, she called me an angel. 

God, I love her.

Just as I attempt to speak, her mouth latches onto my neck again, trapping any words deep inside my throat.

I grab her hand and push it down my body, giving her the message that way and feeling her shift around so she’s basically straddling my thigh. I can feel how hot she is and it just makes me hotter, it makes me so much hotter, you have no idea.

She doesn’t tease me, her fingers quickly find my wetness and slowly stroke over me.

This time I tell Jesus to fuck me.

But of course I mean Jesus as in Ashley and fuck me as in, harder.

I bring my hips up to meet her hand and she moves her hand lower, entering me with two fingers and making me arch up off the bed moaning long and loud, causing her to tell me to be quiet again.

We’ll see if you’re quiet when it’s my turn to make you scream.

Her fingers carry on at a steady pace while her thumb strokes over me slowly, making me ache almost painfully.

She stops.

She stops and I nearly die.

I can’t even speak but that isn’t important right now, what’s important is that she just moved down the bed and pushed my legs further apart, lowering her head and feeling her tongue swirl around me.

If she thought I was loud before…

Her mouth covers my clit and I feel myself throb again, I throb so hard and I throw my head back, pressing it hard into the pillow as I feel her remove her lips from around me, focusing on circling it in different patterns, different pressures.

I feel my orgasm building and my eyes open, looking towards the ceiling.

My eyes widen at Ashley's lips suddenly covering my clit again, entering me with two fingers and seeing José on the ceiling right above us.

What a fucking per.. Ohhh Ashley you talented thing you.

I don’t care about him, I can’t concentrate, it’s just Ashley.

My eyes slam shut and I start pushing my hips up almost frantically, feeling her free hand try and steady me.

An endless stream of words that I’d never be able to repeat in church leaves my lips as I feel the ecstasy right before and during my climax, feeling myself clamp down on her fingers and shuddering into her.

She moves back up my body, kissing every patch of skin on her way up and falling down half on top of me, half next to me.

It takes a few minutes for me to fall off my cloud but feeling her loving kisses to my shoulder eventually brings me out of my daze.

She’s first to speak, I’m still trying to breathe.

“Are you okay, I didn’t hurt your stomach did I?”

God no.

I shake my head and remember our visitor.

“Ashley?”

She‘s busy kissing my shoulder again, “Hmm?”

“Do you remember a guy…?”

“A guy called what?”

“….A guy called Jos-”

She shoots up off the bed and grabs the baseball bat, bringing it up ready to swing for him, “Where is he?!”

I smile at point up to the ceiling, watching her look up too and copying her action, my eyes widening at him not being there anymore.

Uh oh.

- 

At least he didn’t interrupt *before* my orgasm, gotta give the guy props for that.

_ _ _



Chapter 72.


*


Needless to say as soon as I notice José no longer has front row seats to our show I jump out of bed.

I practically fly, actually. 

I hurry over to Ashley and hide behind her and her baseball bat, I'm not scared, not at all. "Where is he?" I whisper.

I can't see her face but I know she just rolled her eyes, "If I knew that Spencer, we wouldn't be standing here doing nothing."

Wait, it's dark in here... he could be anywhere, oh god he could be on me!.

I move closer to Ashley, "Can you check if he's on me?"

She doesn't take her attention away from scanning every wall, "He's not on you Spencer, you'd feel him."

I think about her point for a second and then decide to put a robe on, there's no way Ashley is going to be quiet when and if she kills José and I don't want her mom seeing 'all this'.

I get her one too, even though I'm certain Christine knows we're having sex.. I don't want her to actually see Ashley undressed. Not until after I have the chance to rock her world in let's say, .5 seconds.

I walk over to her and wrap the material around her shoulders from behind, leaning in to kiss her neck, "Let's go to your room."

My head snaps back out of the way just as she brings the bat up to swing for an apparently now located José, "There he is!"

I'm trying to put the moves on her and she's more interested holding wood.

Bad thoughts.

"Ashley forget about him, let's just go somewhere else."

"I'm not leaving this room until he's dead."

I stomp on the floor and rub my foot into the carpet, "Splat, he's dead. Let's fu-"

"I think I see him again!"

It's my turn to roll my eyes, she won't find him without a light on and considering LA is the first two letters in lame, the power is still out. 

The robe that was only over her shoulders falls off and I smile at the sight the lightening has granted me if only momentarily, and wincing when the bat hits off the wall.

She's gonna leave a dent, we should just leave and-

"Ashley is that you?"

And run!

I run over to where she's standing, whispering loudly, "Ash it's your mom! where's the robe?"

I look around frantically in the darkness, not spotting it anywhere.

"Ashley?" I hear again.

I take mine off and throw it at her before throwing myself to the floor, rolling underneath the bed out of sight.

From my spot I can hear their exchanged words.

"Yeah mom it's me, sorry I woke you."

"What are you making all that noise for?"

"There's a spider in here."

Christine walks over to the bed, sitting down and her heels come dangerously close to my bare torso so I move back a bit, still listening to them talk. 

"You've been trying to kill him for over an hour, instead of hurting yourself why don't you get a chair or something?"

An hour?

"An hour?"

"I heard noises.."

I fight back a laugh and feel Ashley blush from all the way under here, "Oh... yeah, I'm sorry about that."

"It's okay, next time you try something like that tell me, I'll help."

Ew. 

Ashley may be a mother fucker but I'm definitely not.

"Uh...okay. 'Night, I'm sorry I woke you."

I hear Christine kiss Ashley on the cheek, "It's okay, sleep well."

She starts to get up and then sits back down, "How are things with you and Spencer?"

"They're good."

"Really?"

"Really good."

I smile at her reply and feel something crawl over my foot, wiping the smile right off my face and releasing a scream so loud I practically shatter the windows.

"Mom I gotta go, thanks for the late night chat, love you."

I vaguely hear a door close and scramble my way from underneath the bed, shaking in fear, "Oh god he was on me!"

I run my hands over my feet, making sure he's gone but can still feel the ghost of him crawling all over me.

He's so dead.

I'm holding onto Ashley's arm, almost in tears, "Ash, he was on me."

"I know baby."

"We have to kill him," I say with determination. 

"We will."

I move away from her, "I'll get the blowtorch."

"Don't be stupid."

"Oh right, because you felt him violating your foot, you felt his legs tiptoeing over your perfect skin, you felt him practically get off on-"

"Dramatic much?"

I raise my eyebrows mockingly, "Says you with the baseball bat ready to strike?"

"Says you with a blowtorch?"

"Says you with-"

Her laugh reaches my ears, "God, shut up. I'm not fighting over José."

"Don't tell me to shut up."

I see her smirk and walk closer to me, whispering "Shut up," before pulling me in for a kiss.

Three cheers for José!

... Or not.

I'm still gonna kill him.

Really.

Just as soon as Ashley removes her tongue from my mouth.

She walks us back over to the bed, falling on top of me and momentarily breaking our kiss.

That was enough time to see something moving from the corner of my eye.

There he fucking is, the perv. I bet he's like 90 in spider years or something.

"Ashley?" I whisper.

"Why are you whispering?" she whispers back.

I'm still whispering, just in case he's got good hearing, "Slowly, and I mean slowly, crawl off me and get the bat."

She keeps her voice quiet too, "Then what?"

Again, I don't stop with the whisper, "Then get back on top of me, let your hands wander a little and then right when he's not expecting it, kill him. Rip every leg off and turn him into José paste."

I felt her stiffen up during that, "He's here? Again?"

I grab her hand and place it firmly over my breast, "Just making sure he doesn't think we're up to something other than each other..."

She rolls her eyes and places her free hand on my other breast, making me grin, "You think that will work?"

I nod my confirmation and she gets up off me and the bed just like I told her to, slowly.

"Ashley what are you doing?"

She turns around looking at me like I'm more than stupid, "You just told me to-"

I interrupt her, speaking very clear, "Oh, you're getting the whipped cream, okay baby."

She mouths 'what the fuck?' to me and I whisper "In case he wondered why you moved," back to her.

She shakes her head and I can just make out her trying not to laugh at me, "Uh.. okay baby, bottle of whip cream coming right up."

She picked up the bat and kept it hidden by her side for the most part, I can feel it against my side now that she's on top of me kissing me again, her knee pressed against me and I don't want to stop. 

I hate José.

90 year old Virgin.

My hands move down her body and before they can get to any interesting places she lunges for José, bat in hand.


_


She lunged.

She missed.

He lunged.

He didn't miss.

She ran.

He ran after her.

We're in a different guest bedroom now, she's lit about a hundred candles so I'm melting just as much as the wax.

"Ashley can you open a window?" 

I don't even have any clothes on so I can't exactly blame it on pyjamas or something.

"No, the wind will blow out the candles."

"But-"

Her voice cuts in not so politely, "I said no, Spencer."

"Jeez, what crawled up your ass?"

"Excuse me?"

"Jeez, I...love your ass."

She visibly shudders, "God! I can still feel him crawling all over me."

"I know, I can still feel him on my foot."

"At least he wasn't on your rack."

I set my jaw again in anger, that fucker got more action with Ashley than I have tonight.

I suddenly get a disgusting thought and get out of bed to walk over where she's currently lighting another four candles, picking one up and holding it next to her chest.

"Spencer move, that's hot!"

I don't pay attention to her, I'm inspecting her breasts with purely...mostly innocent intentions.

She blows out the candle, "Do you want me to burn? What the hell were you doing?"

"I was looking for spider eggs..."

I can tell she's still irritated, her furrowed brow giving her away, but I see a small smile too, "You're a loser."

I smile lovingly before blowing out the four candles she's just lit.

"Spencer you idiot!"

That's right, keep insulting me.

I move across and blow out three more before she pushes me away, causing me to fall into the wall.

It didn't hurt...but she doesn't need to know that.

I groan painfully, putting a hand on the back of my head and seeing her run over to me, "Oh my god, are you okay? I'm so sorry, didn't mean to push you that hard I swear."

I pretend to be unaffected by her more than concerned look and tone of voice, "Whatever."

"Spence, you know I would never hur-" 

I cut her off there, that was enough. 

Now, I believe it's her turn.

-

You better stay away from us this time José, and you will if you know what's good for you.

_ _ _



Chapter 73.


*


Would you believe me if I told you we still haven't killed José? 

It's been three weeks since he had a free show and no matter what we throw at him, how many times we move rooms, he's there following us.

Ashley got him with a shoe last week, she actually made contact.

But she was tense and because of that, the force of her hit didn't even slow him down, he just crawled away laughing.

Don't pull that face, I heard him.

I don't know if it's just because of her unwelcome house guest but Ashley has been a little different, she's still the cutest, hottest person ever and she's not acting any different but it's more of a feeling I keep getting. 

It's probably just me, I've been tired because of school and the amount of work I've had to catch up on.

School has been hell but I think that goes without saying.

Madison has been on fine form making every bad moment just that little bit worse. Kat is back from her apparent trip to Europe, I didn't know she was going but I can't say I pay that much attention to her, I hear every third word. We have a new girl, I don't know what her name is but I don't like her.

Have you ever just met somebody right away and knew they were somebody you didn't want to get to know, ever? It's different from hate because I don't know her enough to hate her.. but there's something about her that I really don't like. Maybe it's the looks she keeps giving me.

Just like the one she's giving me now.

I feel Ashley's hand slide into mine and I turn to look at her, expecting her to be looking at me but she's not, she's giving the girl a death glare.

I like that she's pissed off by it, I like seeing her jealous occasionally because it's usually me, you have no idea the amount of people who try hitting on her and they're always so obvious that she doesn't realize.

But I do, and I make sure they get the message she's taken.

I can feel the anger and tension emitting from Ashley and it's a little strange, she's usually the one to calm things down, not add fuel to the fire. 

I have to squeeze her hand to get her attention, "Ash?"

Her gaze never faltering, "What?" 

"Uh, what's the answer to number four?"

She doesn't look at me as she hands me the piece of paper she's been writing on, showing me the wrong answer to the question I'd completed ten minutes ago.

I correct it for her and pass it back, "Thanks, I had the wrong answer."

"Sure."

I have to rub her hand to make her look at me, "Do you still want me to stay over tonight?"

That works, her eyes meet mine with a smile, "I always want you to stay over."

I smile in triumph at getting her to pay attention to me and not the other girl, "Will you wear the sheep pyjama’s?" 

"I'll wear the sheep pyjama’s."

"Do you want me to wear my sexy pyjama’s, too?"

Her smile gets wider, "The ones with the puppies on?"

"Yeah."

"Wear them."

I will but not for long.

I don't answer her, I can't move my gaze from hers.


_


"Why are you so tired, Spence?"

We're in her room on the bed and instead of following through on an earlier silent promise earlier, all I can do is lie here unmoving. "School," is all I get out.

"You did nothing at school, you messaged me like a hundred times."

"Eleven and we shared one class, I'm still catching up in my others."

"Maybe if you paid attention you'd get it done faster."

I manage to open one eye, "Maybe if you shut up I would."

A smirk appears on her face, "Is that a fact?"

"Yeah, it is."

"So is you screaming like a girl if I squeeze your shoulders," she teases.

I close my eyes again and try not to smile at her, "Whatever."

She's about to touch me, I can feel that sensation right before it makes contact, the kind of sensation that makes you want to pull away 'cause it feels so weird, "Don't touch me," I say with my eyes closed, smiling.

She ignores me and gives me a weird, ticklish shoulder massage which makes me sit up and push her hands off me, "Okay I'm sorry, stop!" I scream out.

Her smile makes me smile too, "See, I told you so."

With that, me pushing her away turns into us wrestling on the bed and it wakes me up pretty damn fast to say the least.

I'm on top of her with her arms pinned above her head by the pillow and I smirk at how her chest rises and falls with her fast breaths, "Not so cocky now are you?"

"You're the cock you pig," she grunts out, sounding more like a pig than I do.

I laugh at her lame insult, "Whatever, and don't call me a cock pig or a pig cock," I pause, "and don't call me a pig or cock either."

She looks up at me with the biggest, hottest smirk, "Pig."

"Hobbit."

"Loser."

"Whore."

"Bitch face."

"Mother fucker."

She frees her hands and puts them behind my neck, pulling me down forcefully, "God I love you, you pig."

I barely get out that I kinda maybe love her too when she's kissing me, she's kissing me in the way that makes me forget my name.

Right at the last second I realize she only did that to push me off the bed and I fall over the edge of it with wide eyes, landing hard on the floor and feeling something strange.

I quickly get up and look to the floor, my wide eyes getting even wider.

Ashley sees my look and rolls over to the other side of the bed, her head peering over the edge to where my gaze is fixated. 

I didn't know her jaw could open that wide...

"Sp...you...I.."

Not getting her words out?

I'm in trouble.

"I'm sorry?"

She's crying, "How could you do that?"

"Do what, babe?"

"Murder him!"

I cringe at her screech and look towards the flattened José, "You pushed me," I say quietly.

"What?"

Digging a deeper hole.

I have no way out, she definitely heard me, "Well you did."

"So you're saying this is my fault?"

I don't want this to turn into a fight over a dead spider, "I'm saying that it was just a spider."

"So because he doesn't...didn't have a voice he didn't deserve to be treated like us?"

I keep my laugh inside, "Ashley, he was a spider, it wasn't a dog or-"

She's still crying, "I don't care, why did you have to fall on him? Pig," the last word said so quietly and full of hurt that I can't contain my smile and have to look away quickly.

"I'm sorry but you aren't innocent Ash, you attempted to kill him more times than I can even count and this was an accident, plus hey, notice he was near the bed when things were getting interesting?"

"Stop making excuses for yourself Spencer, I don't want to hear it," she thrusts a pillow towards me and my eyes widen for the third time tonight.

"You're kicking me out of bed?"

"You're not in the bed but yeah, I am."

"Are you serious?" I ask disbelievingly.

"Do I look like I'm kidding?"

Her face doesn't suggest so and I sigh.

"Just for the record, I think you're stupid for doing this."

God, even from beyond the grave José stops me 'getting any'. Bastard.

I wonder if I spider guts on my shirt...


_


I'm on the couch downstairs, I'm not sleeping on any of the comfortable beds in her endless amount of guest rooms, no, I'll make her feel bad for kicking me out of the room and having a bad back.

I can't sleep though, I can't believe she made me feel guilty over accidentally falling onto José, and I wouldn't have if she didn't push me.

I'm in the kitchen now making hot chocolate, I don't even like hot chocolate but people say it's nice when you're tired so here I am, stirring a spoon around a mug, wondering if I should add another heaped spoonful of sugar to the three I've already added.

Do you even add sugar to it or is it already added in to the powder?

Whatever.

I tap the spoon on the rim of the cup making a noisy but satisfactory 'tune'

Back on the couch I take a tentative sip of my drink, spitting it back out almost immediately.

Nope, still not a fan of you.

I hear someone walking downstairs and don't attempt to feign sleep. 

It's Christine.

Shit, I didn't mean to wake her.

"Spencer?"

"Hey, I'm sorry I woke you."

She takes a seat on the couch with me, looking kinda tired, "Don't worry about it honey."

I throw her a tight lipped smile, not quite knowing what to say.

"Why are you sleeping down here, Spencer?"

I sigh at the memory, "I accidentally fell on José, Ashley got pissed and now I'm here," I think about what I just said, "got angry," I correct myself.

A smile graces her face, brightening it up, "She kicked you out of the room?"

I smile at how stupid the situation is, "Pretty much, yeah."

She shakes her head still smiling, "Go back upstairs Spencer, she's awake. I heard her watching TV."

Aww! she's awake?

Wait.. 

No, good. She should be. 

Cute fuc... I'm still mad.

"I don't think she will want to see me."

"You're the only person she wants to see."

I'm still not convinced, "But I smushed José..."

She brings her legs up on the couch, creepily mirroring one of Ashley's earlier actions, "Do you remember when you got into trouble with that gang? I mean obviously you remember sweetheart but my point is, when you and Ashley had the fight that lasted three days, you didn't see her. I did."

We fed her the same lie as Paula and the rest of my family, Ashley didn't want to bring him up in front of her and I didn't either.

"You didn't hear some of the things she told me or how hard she cried and I don't think a dead spider will have put too much strain on your relationship," she laughs.

I smile with her and play with the corner of the pillow next to me, "So I walk right in there and say...?"

"You walk right in there, get into bed and say I'm sorry, I didn't mean to hurt him it was an accident and I'm not sleeping without you."

"She will kill me if I say that," I laugh.

Her face shows amusement but is still serious, "No she won't."

I take a deep breath and pick up my pillow, getting up off the couch, "Okay but if I die, my blood is on your hands."

Her laugh reaches my ears, "See you in the morning Spencer."

I smile at her, "Goodnight."


_


I get outside Ashley's room and take note of the TV not being on anymore before slowly opening the door and walking inside, closing it after me.

I repeat Christine's speech in my head over and over again as I walk past a now covered with a scarf José and climb into bed next to her.

She's facing away from me but she's awake, I can tell by her breathing, "I'm sorry, I didn't mean to hurt him it was an accident and I'm not sleeping without you," I manage to get that out and hold my breath for her outburst, frowning when I don't hear one.

She turns over and wraps herself around me, "I'm sorry too."

-

Thank you Christine!

_ _ _ 


Chapter 74


*


Ashley of course held a funeral for José, I had to be there, I wasn’t going to chance being banished from the bedroom again, although considering how she made it up to me…. 

I won’t go into details, I’m sure you get the gist.

He’s buried in her garden in an old shoebox and honestly, I can’t believe I went through with it, a funeral for a spider, give me a break.

“The funeral yesterday was good don’t you think, Spence?”

“It was the best baby, very intimate.”

I wasn’t talking about the funeral.

“Good, that’s really what I was going for.”

I smile at her genuinely relieved face, “You always follow through, that’s for sure.”

Her still clueless face now has a smile to it.

She’s cute.

Except she’s driving us to school. Again.

“Looking forward to school today, Spence?”

I finish my yawn before my sleepy eyes meet hers and giving her an ‘are you serious?’ look.

“You’re right, I’m sorry.”

I manage to throw her an also sleepy smile and face back to the road, closing my eyes again.

Before I closed them I saw a red light in front so when Ashley slows down and I feel her lean over to kiss me on my cheek, I don’t scream at her trying to kill us, I just lean into it.

“You smell good,” she almost whispers.

“So would you if you took more than one shower a week,” I reply, teasingly.

“You’re a bitch,” she laughs, “I was being nice and all you do is insult me.”

I’m about to answer her when she speaks again, “And hey! I shower every day thank you.”

My eyes are still closed and I’m trying not to smirk at how easily I got under her skin, “Whatever you say, babe.”

_


We’re at her locker and I can actually see inside it, mine is full of.. I don’t even know what. 

I see a new picture of me in there too and I smile at it, “Aww you put another picture up? That’s so sweet, Ash.”

“I am sweet.”

“Occasionally.”

“All the time.”

“Occasionally all the time.”

She laughs, “That doesn’t make sense.”

I sigh, “You’re sweet all the time, god, happy now?” I feign annoyance.

“Always.”

I stand there waiting for her to say something nice about me, frowning when all I hear is the gross kids around us.

“Your turn,” I prompt.

She picks up a book and closes her locker, throwing me a tight lipped smile, staying quiet.

I can’t believe she isn’t saying anything! I’m a good girlfriend, the best in fact, and I dare you to say otherwise.

I decide to help her out, “Spencer is that you? Wow I almost didn’t recognize you because you look so hot today, you smell amazing, let’s go back home and I’ll let you make me lose my voice because you’re so fucking amazing in bed.”

She rolls her eyes but meets my request, “Spencer is that you? Wow I almost didn’t recognize you because you look so hot today, you smell amazing, let’s go back home and I’ll let you make me lose my voice because you’re so fucking amazing in bed.”

I take her arm, “Lead the way princess.”

“I was kidding, we have class in like two minutes.”

I’m sorry, what? Did she just tease me like that and expect me to stay calm?

My face is blank as I stare back at her.

“Are you okay? You look kinda…off.”

I can talk now.

“I am off, I’m pissed off! why would you say something like that and not follow through?!”

She laughs at my frustration and I smile before smacking her books from her hand, sending them to the floor.

“Why the hell did you do that?!”

I raise my eyebrows and she gets the message but also raises hers, “Pick them up.”

I turn my head away, “You wish.”

“Spencer.”

My head is still turned, “That’s my name, scream it out.”

“Pick up my books that you made fall to the floor.”

“Nope.”

She doesn’t say anything and I chance a look in her direction, seeing her picking them up herself and I feel like an ass so I crouch down and help her, “I’m sorry, forgive me?”

“You wish.”

I don’t roll my eyes like I want to, “Ashley..”

Her head turns away from me, “That’s my name, scream it out.”

Instead of saying ‘you won’t let me’ I stand up and scream her name so hard my throat hurts, attracting lots of attention and a mortified Ashley grabs my arm and pulls me away from the crowd.

We get around the corner and the look of shock is still apparent on her face, “Like that, babe?”

“In front of the whole school? I can’t believe you sometimes Spencer.”

“You say jump I ask how high, you say scream.. I don’t ask how loud.”

Her face screws up in confusion, “What the hell does that mean?”

I don’t know either..

“My point is that you told me to scream, I was just following through unlike somebody else in this relationship who won’t be named, we‘ll call her hobbit.”

“I follow through.”

Not today you don’t.

I pull on her arm, taking us back to the lockers where there is still a large group of people talking about how Ashley could have made me scream so loud in such a short amount of time. 

I turn to her, “Scream.”

“What?”

“Right now, scream.”

“I don’t think so.”

“Chicken.”

Her un-amused face stares back at me, “Chicken? Are we in second grade?”

“Just do it.”

She takes a deep breath and instead of screaming my name, she just screams.

She screams so loud and high that everybody stops and stares at us, eyes wide.

God, she’s still going. Take a breath, woman.

She’s still screaming bloody murder when I grab her arm, dragging her away from the crowd, not getting far before Mr Henderson blocks my path, “Miss Carlin, remove your hand from Miss Davies’ arm please.”

Ashley stops screaming and I remove my hand from her arm.

His hand gently tugs on my forearm, “Come with me, Spencer.”

I walk with him, totally dumbfounded, and look back to Ashley who is trying not to laugh when I mouth ‘You are so fucking dead after school.’ but regretting it when I see Mr Henderson saw the entire exchange.


_


I’m in History, messaging Ashley, **I got a weeks worth of detention because of you, I swear to god if you don’t make me scream later I will make sure you get detention too and ruin your perfect record.**

I’m waiting for Ashley’s reply when I get the feeling someone is staring at me and turn around to see the girl who’s name is still unknown, staring right back at me.

She never speaks to me, she just stares and it’s - to put it nicely, - fucking annoying.

I get a reply quickly, **Haha loser. Maybe I will, maybe I won’t. What are you up to?**

I smile at her before answering, **History, and I’m being stared at again by you know who.**

It’s barely even been thirty seconds and I’m just sitting there waiting for her reply when someone bursts into the room, making me jump out of my skin at the sudden noise.

It’s Ashley.

She looks pissed…hot…and clearly not here to talk.

She’s not far away when I speak to her, “Is everything okay? Why are you-”

My desk nearly tips over at her suddenly and forcefully kissing me without restraint in front of the whole history class.

Jesus Christ.

Her tongue rubs sensually against my own and her hands are tangled in my hair, pulling me closer to her body that has just sat on top of my desk.

I’m dead.

This is heaven.

She pulls away slowly, her mouth lingering near my own and her heavy breaths mixing with mine.

“Wow,” I get out through clouded eyes.

Even though she just kissed me like that in front of everybody, she leans into my ear to whisper that she loves me so much and I do the same for her before Mr Henderson who must have arrived during our show, takes Ashley away.

There goes her perfect record.

I wish I could say I feel bad… but I’m still high on that kiss.

The reason for Ashley’s different behaviour sits down in an empty seat next to me, “Hey.”

I’m surprised to hear that she can talk.

“Wow, it speaks,” I say unenthused.

“Only when it’s necessary,” she retorts.

“And why is it necessary now?”

“Because I’m next to you.”

I throw her a look of Ashley’s that suggests she’s a retard, “Are you blind?”

“Nope, I can see you perfectly.”

“What’s your name?” I ask, purely to tell her to fuck off.

“What’s yours?”

I shake my head at her question, “My name is none of your business and maybe you should get a mirror or something to stare into all day, I’m not exactly a fan of it.”

She smiles annoyingly, “You like what you see then?”

“I see someone who can’t take a hint, I’m not really a fan of those people either.”

“So you’re a fan of whores?”

That gets my attention more than anything else that has left her lips, “What?”

Her equally as annoying laugh reaches my ears, “Come on, that girl practically fucked you on the desk.”

I’ve only ever heard one person speak bad about Ashley and we all remember how that turned out don’t we? 

I can’t help it though, I can’t control myself and quickly slide out of my desk pushing her onto the floor and grabbing the side of her face with enough force for it to hurt, “That girl is my girlfriend and if you ever talk about her like that again you will seriously regret it.”

She smirks from underneath me, “I pegged you as a top, nice to see I was right.”

I set my jaw before releasing her face and storming out of the room ignoring the teacher shouting for me to go back.


_


“I got a weeks worth of detention,” Ashley repeats and pouts from her side of the bed for the hundredth time since we got home.

I smile at her cute behaviour and her getting detention for the first time because of me, or technically anyway. “Aww, poor baby.”

“We’ll be together though, right?”

“Should be.”

“What will happen in detention, Spence?”

Oh god, how fucking cute.

“A little like what happened today, but without interruptions.”

She laughs, “No, seriously.”

“It depends but in my experience it’s mostly just quiet, you sit there and you can just doodle or maybe catch up on sleep, or you could eye fuck me across the room.”

“I think I will.”

I grin, “Awesome.”

“…catch up on my sleep.”

“Catch up on sleep after three rounds of eye fucking , you mean?”

“Of course.”

I smile and nod, “Good girl.”

I’m quiet for a bit and I turn over to face her properly, “Ash?”

“Yeah?”

“What happened today…as much as I thoroughly enjoyed myself, it doesn’t need to happen again, you don’t need to prove anything to her or to me, you know you’re the only one I want.”

It’s her turn to be quiet for a minute, “I know but she just...she just pisses me off, y’know?” 

“I know...but you’re my hobbit, I never want anybody but you so…remember that next time you get yourself detention, okay?”

Her smiling face meets mine and I pull a face to make her laugh, smiling when she does.

“You’re such an idiot.”

I shrug my shoulders in a way that tells her I know but I don’t care.

“But I love you.”

“You’ve grown on me too, it’s just a shame you haven’t grown.”

“I said I love you not that you‘ve grown on me.”

“I love you too, Ash.”

Her reply is quiet, “And okay.. I’ll remember.”

-

I swear if biggest bitch to exist makes Ashley feel like that again, I won’t be so nice.

_ _ _ _


Chapter 75.


*


I just spent the last hour with Clay.

Sixty long minutes of pure torture.

Apart from when he screamed like a girl, of course.

I made him catch Ashley a spider, I certainly wasn't going to do it and I definitely wasn't going to pay for one.

I'll let her name him.

She better like him, I don't want to sleep on the couch again.

I'm also thinking of asking her to teach me how to drive.

I'd be a good driver, I'd always put on the...blinker things and never speed unless it was an emergency involving Ashley, i.e. her being alone and naked in her house. What kind of a girlfriend would I be if I didn't get there as fast as possible?

I got up early for her today even though we have school, I'm going to nap during a couple classes so I'm functional during detention with my baby.

Clay is in the kitchen now, he's making me breakfast.

What? I didn't ask him to.

I sit down at the table and wait for him to join me, not having to wait long at all.

"Can I ask you something Spencer?"

I'm gonna be nice today because he technically didn't have to help me catch a big spider or make me breakfast.

"Sure."

"Why did you need that spider?"

I smile at the memory of Ashley kicking me out of the room, "Ashley had a spider at her house for like a month until a few days ago when I accidentally killed him and she got upset so I figured, replace him and I'll get laid."

To my surprise he laughs, "I don't want to hear about that!... but you're sweet, do you really think she wants a new one?"

I shrug, "She cried so she will either thank me in the best way possible or I'll lend her my shoulder to cry on and then I'll provide the comfort," I smirk.

His face screws up in disgust and I laugh before getting up off the chair, "You want a coffee or something?"

"Tea, please."

"But I'm making coffee..."

"I'm in the mood for tea."

I stand there staring at him when he pipes in again, "Coffee is good, thanks."

I nod before going about making us our coffee, god knows I will need it.

_


Clay offered to drive me to her house and I wasn't going to pass up the opportunity to see her sooner than if she were to pick me up like we planned.

I know that Christine has left for work already and I know it will just be Ashley so I decide to make her breakfast before waking her up.

Shall I put the spider on the tray too? It would wake her up faster.

I put the radio on but not too loud to ruin the surprise and start singing along to one of Shakira's songs, laughing at how she sounds like a goat and then stopping when I realize my voice is so not ready to be singing this early in the morning. 

Do you need a spatula for eggs?

Does Ashley even own a spatula?


_


I located the spatula and figured you need it for the eggs and bacon.

One small problem. 

The bacon, it keeps spitting at me.

It sounds like a cough you can't hold in and still try to, regardless.

I have three red marks on me. One on my wrist, one on my forearm and one on my hand.

Ashley can kiss them better.

I'm setting up her tray, I have the tiny vase with a shredded piece of paper in saying 'IOU one flower' because I don't exactly keep 'em on me you know.

During my tray mission I forgot about the bacon and at least five minutes have passed when I hear the screech of the smoke detector echoing around the room.

"Shit," I grab a towel and attempt to clear the smoke that way, accidentally catching in on the naked flame of the stove, setting the corner of the towel on fire.

All I do is try and make breakfast and this is what happens? 

I drop the towel to the floor and proceed to safely stamp out the small flame like a pro and switching the stove off to save causing more damage.

I breathe a sigh of relief and then cringe, realizing the alarm is still blaring. I turn around and I'm startled to see a more than sleepy Ashley standing in the doorway frowning at me.

Oh god.

I'm gonna jump her.

Somebody hold me back.

She blinks a few times and slowly walks across the tiles to press a button, a beep that is barely audible over the alarm sounds and not a second later the alarm stops. 

I watch her slowly drag her feet to walk over to me, grabbing my hand with a loose also sleepy grip and leading me upstairs to her room. She gets into bed and wraps herself around me, falling back asleep immediately.

I'll save the jumping for later, I'm just going to watch her sleep for the twenty minutes until she has to get up.


_


I made cereal.

I figured I didn't have the option of setting the place on fire with Cheerio’s.

We're sitting on the kitchen floor eating them, I don't know why but it's where we ended up.

"Spence?"

I mumble a 'what?' through my mouthful.

"Why did you try to burn down my house this morning?"

I swallow my mouthful quickly, wishing I hadn't when it goes down in a lump, "I was trying to make you breakfast not burn down the house."

"But you know you can't cook.."

"Practice makes perfect, bitch."

She laughs, "What?"

I get another spoonful, "You should be encouraging me not telling me that I can't do it."

"Okay, you can burn down the house any time you feel like it."

I roll my eyes and carry on chewing.

"Why were you sneaking around anyway? I thought I was coming for you."

I smirk through my mouthful and watch her try not to spit out the milk in her mouth, "You're such a perv."

I smile at her, "I was up early, I thought I'd surprise you."

"With burned bacon and eggs? Aww baby.."

"Well, that and .. this," I walk over to where I've got creepy fucker stored in a box and pass it to her, watching her start to pull the lid off, "Wait!"

She stops, "Why? It's not going to explode is it?"

"No but.. it won't stay in there if you open it."

"So it's a jack in the box?"

"Not exactly."

Her eyebrows raise.

"It's a spider."

Her eyes widen, "A spider?!"

"Yeah, José number two?"

"Spence..."

That was really sweet of you...

"That was really sweet of you but.."

I don't want him.

"I don't really want him."

"Why not? I thought you'd have a spider shrine by now with the fit you threw."

"José was special, you can't just get any spider to replace him."

I shrug and pick up the sealed box, only just realizing I didn't put air holes in there and throw the box high, making it go over her neighbours fence and walking back into the house.

"He's been disposed of and where is my thank you kiss? I got up like two hours early to get the damn thing and cook you breakfast."

She purses her lips out and kisses the air.

"Wow, what a thigh clencher that was," I say sarcastically.

"I'll kiss you at school."

If it's anything like the other day, sign me up.

"No you won't," I test out.

"Yes I will."

"What, one of your lame grandma kisses or will it be like the other day in History?"

"Grandma kisses? What the hell are you talking about now?"

I take her empty bowl off her and lift my arms above my head, barely getting on the surface and sliding it back away from the edge, "You know I love all your kisses baby, but last week you kissed me and it felt like you had no teeth."

"You'll have no teeth if you say that again."

I smile at her idle threat, "Whatever, I can take you."

"You think so?"

"I know so."

"We'll see," she smirks.

"Yeah we will."

_


I'm at Ashley's locker again, we're getting a book or something for next period which we have together.

The last time I mentioned pictures inside her locker I saw a new one of me, but today I don't see a new one, I see an old one.

"Ashley."

She's distracted with getting the right book so it takes a second for her to reply, "Yeah Spence?"

"Why do you have that picture at school?" I point to the one I gave her in Ohio with me all chubby and sporting bangs with chocolate on my mouth, I won't say anymore, I'm sure you remember.

"It's cute."

"It needs to be burnt."

"You need to be burnt."

"You need to shut up."

She laughs, "Put a sock in it Spencer, it's too early for your endless random babble."

I swear she's turning into me, she's so not the morning person she used to be. Aww.

We're busy warming up for our eye fucking later, I'm totally imagining doing her against the lockers right now.

I'm brought out of it by somebody bumping into Ashley, sending her books to the floor.

It's her.

She doesn't even say sorry, she has an annoying smirk on her face.

Fucking bitch.

Ashley crouches down to pick them up when I pull her back and address the girl, "Pick them up."

"Say please."

"What the hell is your problem?"

She shrugs, "I don't have a problem," she looks to Ashley, "but it looks like you do," and then looks to the books on the floor.

I see Ash about to say something when I cut in before her, "Pick them up," I repeat a little firmer.

She's still smirking, "Say please."

"I'm not going to ask you again."

She looks away from me to Ashley, "Are you still here?"

I'm about to kick her ass and defend Ashley when apparently, I don't need to.

She walks a little closer to her, "Are you still here?"

"Oh I'm still here sweetie, and I think I'll stick around," the last half of her sentence her gaze fixated on me.

"You need a paper towel," Ashley tells her.

"Why do I need a pa-"

My eyes widen when Ashley rams her fist into her nose and calmly turns around, grabbing my hand and leading us to class.

I stop her halfway and lead us into the bathroom which has a group of freshmen in there fussing over their lip-gloss, "Leave."

They scurry away and I turn to face Ashley, "Ash, what was that about?"

"What was what about?"

"Uh, the bloodbath out there."

"The bitch deserved it! Did you see what she did? How she spoke to us?"

Okay yeah, I'll be the first to raise my hand to doing something stupid in the heat of the moment, when you're just so angry that you can’t think about anything else but hurting the other person.. but not Ashley, this is new.

"I know but this isn't you, you don't hurt people."

"Maybe I'm changing."

I rub my thumb across her hand, "Ashley..."

She pulls out of it, "Don't say my name like that Spencer, I'm not sorry for what I did and if you're just going to defend her then whatever, just stay away from me."

What? When did I defend her? 

"I didn't defend her."

"You didn't say I did the right thing, either."

"I just said that it wasn't like you, I didn't say I thought it was wrong."

"So you thought I was right?"

I take a deep breath, "No I don't but-"

"Forget it god, just forget it."

She storms out of the bathrooms and I curse the bitch who caused the fight between us.

I want a smoke.

I'm busy thinking how to explain why I think she was wrong when I hear the door open and expect to see an apologetic Ashley.

No such luck.

"Aww my own personal nurse," she walks over to a stall to get some tissue and wipes away the blood, referring to her slightly bruised nose, "want to kiss it and make it better?"

"I'd rather kiss an Orangutan’s ass."

"That's some fantasy you got there." She looks around, "no body guard this time?"

"I can take care of myself."

Her eyes travel up and down my body, "I bet you can."

"Why aren't you at the nurses office?"

"Please, with the sissy hit that whore gave me?"

I smile and walk closer to her, forcefully thrusting the heel of my palm against her nose and roughly grabbing her hair, "She's not the whore."


_


I walk into class and see Ashley sitting there looking like she's in a fantastic mood.

Note the sarcasm.

"Hey baby," I say before sitting down.

Her reply is quiet, "Hey."

It's quiet and I turn in my seat to face her, "So, I have some amazing news."

"You finally learned how to wash your hands after the bathroom?" she teases.

I contain an eye roll, "No, better."

She smiles, "What could be better than that?"

I'm glad things aren't totally weird between us.

"You broke her nose."

Her eyes widen and she breaks out into a full grin, "Seriously?"

"Yep and there were no witnesses so it's her word against ours if she says anything."

"I can't believe I broke her nose, I've never even intentionally hit anybody before, I thought I did it wrong."

She kinda did, but I'm not going to steal her thunder.

"You did fine."

Her grin is still apparent.

"Ash, don't hit anybody else okay?"

"I can hit her though?"

"If she deserves it but ... try not to."

"Why?"

I hope this doesn't start another 'disagreement'.

"Because I still don't think it's you and you're letting her know she threatens you."

"She doesn't threaten me, she pisses me off."

"Either way..."

"I'll try."

I nod "Kay."

- 

Things are starting to change somehow, I can feel it.


_ _ _ 


Chapter 76.

*


We’re at my house, just got back from the most interesting detention I’ve ever been to.

Paula left us a note saying she’s proud of us for taking the consequences of our actions like adults…whatever that means, and that she’s ordering pizza for dinner.

Dad is at work for a few hours, Glen is probably still at practice and Clay is upstairs, I saw his car in the driveway.

Ashley walks in after me and I don’t move back to let her past, I let her body come into contact with mine and teasingly lean in for a kiss, pulling back at the last second and closing the door.

“Tease.”

“I learn from the best,” I say before taking off my jacket even though I’m kinda cold.

I can just snuggle up next to Ashley.

I meet her in the living room and her eyes travel down to my chest before raising her eyebrows, smirking, “You want me to get a gun for those bullets?”

I look down and wow she’s right, I look like I’m ready to fire.

I burst out laughing. “Ashley.”

“Yes bullet master?”

I roll my eyes and put my hands over my breasts to warm them up, “I’m just cold.”

“I can tell.”

“And yet you’re not on top of me warming me up.”

“Oh please, they’ll poke my eyes out. I like my eyes how they are thank you.”

I shake my head and catch a glimpse of her hand and walk up to her, gently taking it in my own.

“Ash your hand..”

She looks down, “Yeah I know, it’s okay,” she says dismissively - like it’s not important.

“Don’t say that, you’re hurt, it’s important.”

She’s about to speak when I cut in before she has the chance, “Does it hurt?”

“It’s purple.”

Yeah it is, god, of course it hurts. 

“Sit down and I’ll get some ice,” I say, still inspecting her bruised and swollen hand.

“Aren’t you cold though?”

I look up to meet her eyes, “You’re hurt, getting warm isn’t exactly top of my priorities now.”

I point to the couch, “Sit down, I’ll just be a second.”

I’m quick getting the ice and tea towel and hurry back to Ashley who is sitting on the couch.

I sit down on the seat next to her and move up so I’m closer and gently take her hand so I don’t hurt her, carefully placing the towel and ice on top of it, watching her try not to wince.

“I’m sorry baby.”

“It’s okay, not your fault. It’s hers."

“I know but I’m still sorry.”

“Don’t be, I’ll just kick her ass again when it’s healed.”

I move the ice to a different part of her hand, “Don’t be an idiot.”

“I’m not, she deserves it.”

“You don’t need to start fighting for no reason though, things will get out of control, fast.”

“As long as she gets her ass kicked I have no problem with things getting a little out of control for a while.”

I frown at her, “Why are you suddenly yay on violence? You hate fighting.”

“Not with her I don’t.”

“Ashley I get that she pisses you off, she pisses me off too but you need to ignore her more.”

“If it was the other way around I would like to see how you would react.”

I move the towel again, “People hit on you almost everyday, I handle it without punching them in the face.”

“She’s not hitting on you, she’s doing some weird mind game or something, it’s different from just flirting or whatever.”

“And I told you that I only ever want you.”

“I know.”

“So I still don’t totally understand why you’re acting how you’re acting.”

“What do you mean, how I’m acting?”

“Nothing, just forget it,” I lift the towel up, “how does it feel now?”

“A little better and no, if you’re brave enough to bring it up once then you can do it again.”

I shake my head and stay quiet, not quite believing we’re arguing over that girl again.

I stand up, “I’m going for a shower.”

Her good hand grabs on to mine, “No you’re not. Finish what you were saying.”

“I’m going for a shower to warm up.”

She pushes my hand away, “Whatever, go.”

I’m getting a little pissed off with this.

I‘m not so nice about it either. “What is wrong with you?”

“You are what is wrong with me.”

I can’t believe she’s blaming me for this. “You know what? Fine. Break her nose again, break her legs for all I care but don’t complain to me when you get in over your head.”

“You don’t think I can take her?”

That’s so not what this is about.

“Think about what I said, I’m going to shower and you better not leave.”

“Because we’re getting along so well?”

I ignore her last sarcastic remark, “Keep putting the ice on your hand, I’ll be able to tell if you haven’t,” I say before walking up the stairs.


_


My shower was filled with thoughts of Ashley and not in the good way, I’m so sick of these stupid fights, they’re getting worse and turning just that little bit more serious every time.

We should probably get it out of the way though even if I don’t want to, especially if she’s hurt. Her hand is really swollen and bruised so I know it must be hurting her.

I shut off the water and wrap a towel around my body before leaving the bathroom and entering my own to find something comfortable and warm to wear.

I settle on jeans and my favourite item of clothing - Ashley’s oversized hoodie.

_


I get downstairs and see she hasn’t left, she’s icing her hand like I told her to and I sit down next to her, taking her hand again, “How does it feel now?”

“Cold.”

So is your voice.

I lift up my other hand and gently place it on top of hers, sandwiching it between my own and warming it up.

“It won’t be soon.”

Her eyes scan over my face and hair and I know why she’s looking, she loves the towel dry look and it’s not totally dry, I rushed to make sure she hadn’t left me.

Her eyes look back down to her hand, “You look nice.”

“I know.”

A smile threatens to break out and I throw her an almost shy look before focusing my attention on warming her hand up.

“I’m sorry.”

I’m not going to make this too easy for her, “What are you sorry for?”

“You know why.”

“Do I?”

“You know, Spencer.”

I shift a little on the couch, “Okay I do know, but you need to say it because if this is your idea of an apology…”

I look at her and I can see she doesn’t want to say it, she keeps opening and closing her mouth.

“It’s okay..” I say reassuringly in attempt to relax her.

“No it’s not, god.. it’s not okay,” she looks confused and frustrated.

“She’s barely been around a few weeks and already she’s got to you like this, she’s making us fight and this isn’t us Ashley. What keeps happening, it isn’t us and I just wish you would wake up and smell the coffee because if it’s like this now, how are you going to be in a month, two months?”

“Don’t say it like that, I don’t have a disease, Spencer.”

“Not far off it.”

She sets her jaw, “Shut up.”

“Gonna punch me if I don’t?”

I didn’t mean to say that but I don’t know what to do, she’s not exactly acting like her usual self.

Her eyes fill with anger and hurt, “I hate you for saying that.”

I swallow thickly and set my jaw, keeping my emotions in check. She’s never said that to me before, not once and it hurt to hear it, it hurt so much.

“Oh you’re not gonna talk? I thought that was what you were best at, apparently it‘s avoiding.”

That makes me snap.

“Says you?! From the moment we got together that’s all you did and you’re still pretty good at it now, you’re turning this around on to me and I’m tired of feeling like this, I’m tired of feeling guilty when I shouldn’t be.”

She opens her mouth to interrupt but I don’t let her, “I’ve done everything for you Ashley, I stopped smoking, I got a flight to North Dakota and got the shit beat out of me, I eased up on Clay, I loved you. I changed with you - not for you, with you, by being with you. I do anything to make sure you’re happy, and I’ve done everything to make sure you know it’s you I want but you’re not listening, you're not listening to any of it, all you can see is red.”

She’s crying and I hate making her cry so much but I can’t hold her, I don’t even want to right now. 

I carry on, “You need to stop acting like this because really, I’m sick of it.”

I expect her to yell back.

I don’t expect her to start walking out of the house as if she didn’t hear a word I said.

I walk after her, hot on her trail, “I swear to god Ashley, if you leave now…”

She stops and I see her swallow thickly before carrying on to her car, ignoring me and driving off faster than she should be.

I close my eyes and my hands are balled into tight fists, I can’t believe she just did that.

I can’t believe that’s Ashley.

She’s shocked and surprised me more times than I can count, but nothing like this. 

I don’t want to be outside right now so I walk back into the house, slamming the door shut behind me and not being able to push back my tears.

What the fuck just happened? She was fine one second..

I don’t know what happens from now, usually it’s me to apologize but now it’s Ashley’s turn and she won’t do it, she can be so stubborn sometimes.

I didn’t know I was crying loud but Clay hurries downstairs asking me if I’m okay and I can’t even yell at him for asking such a stupid question, I just walk over to him and let him hold me, telling me it will be okay when he doesn’t have any idea, he doesn’t know what Ashley and I have been through, what we’re going through. He doesn’t know about the past few weeks with the bitch from school who is a major cause of our fight.

I don’t want to be anywhere near her but at the same time I need to be wrapped up in her, I need to be with her.

-

Things have definitely changed.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 77.


*


I didn't see Ashley at school or detention yesterday or today, I don't know if she ditched our one shared class or if she ditched the whole two days. It's not like her anyway, not unless I bribe her with favours of the sexual kind.

And even then I have to be creative or she won't give in.

I gave Clay my phone and told him under no circumstance is he to let me use it to call her and only give it back when she calls me. If she calls me.

I don't remember the last time he saw me cry, I don't think he's ever seen me cry before a couple of days ago. 

Have you ever scared yourself with a sound you make during a sob? Like.. it's so raw and painful that it's scary to hear.

As strange as this is to say, I liked having him there the other day, I liked him holding me and reassuring me. After my initial reaction of him not having any idea was bad, it changed to being a good thing. I started to believe him.

One fight is not going to define us, that is not going to happen. She needs time to think and I can give it to her, I can wait. I can wait for her explanation and apology, just as long as it happens. I'm not going anywhere.

I need to say sorry too, I'm not innocent, I probably - yet again - was a little too hard on her, I didn't mean to say some of the things I did but I just didn't know what to do yeknow?

You probably think I'm oddly calm about the situation, but trust me, I'm anything but calm, I just had a lot of time the past two nights when I wasn't sleeping to think about things. 

I'm doing a good spirit fingers impression on my bedspread.

I'm trying not to walk into Clay's room to find my phone.

God, it's been two days and I'm already like this. 

I lean over the side of my bed and open the door to the mini fridge Ashley bought me and sigh at the one bottle I allow of Coke that is sitting there unopened.

Stupid little things that have strangely become a part of our relationship keep popping up in the seconds I don't think about her and really, it's a little frustrating.

I can wait for her but I don't want to, I just want this to be over with and for her to go back to her old self.

It's sometimes strange how you try and help somebody change and when they do you wish you had left it alone and realized they were perfect as they were.

Damnit where's my phone?

I get up off the bed and make it to the doorway of his room when he steps out from a corner, blocking my path and looking a little...terrified.

"Sp- Spencer..."

"Clay I need my phone, it's been long enough."

"You told me not to give it to you."

That's right, I did say that.

I peer past him and look at his desk, not seeing my phone there, "I told you not to give it to me, I didn't say you couldn't let me walk right in here and get it myself."

"You said under no circumstances was I allowed to let you use your phone."

His good memory irks me.

"I changed my mind."

"Well I haven't, you're not using it."

His tone of voice made my eyebrows join my hairline, "Excuse you?"

"I-I said you're not using it."

I nod and sigh in defeat, "Okay, bye Clay," and walk back in the direction of my room.

When I'm at my doorway I turn around and see he's not blocking the entrance to his room and race back to it, needing all the time I can get. 

I bumped into him.

The ass knew what I was planning.

I struggle against the firm grip he's got around my arms and kick my legs in the air, "Clay get off of me! I need my phone!"

"No, you need to let Ashley come to you."

Midway through an eye roll I spot my phone on the window ledge.

I swing my legs around again, "Clay let go!"

"No!"

I fake the waterworks, "You're hurting me."

He lets go immediately and I grin before running over to the window, grasping my phone tightly and turning around to see him standing there looking shocked.

"Give me the phone Spencer."

"Move out of my way."

"Look Spence, I-I don't want to hurt you."

The first smile in over 48 hours graces my face, "Like you could."

He takes a step towards me and I take one to the side, dodging him.

"This is stupid."

It wouldn't be if he just let me leave. 

I'm enthusiastic, "Did you read the new edition of ScienceMag?"

"Yes! wasn't it amazing?!"

I inch forward, "God, totally. Really made me rethink my future."

He has a grin, "Did you see the article about-" 

I don't hear the rest, I made a run for it and made it safely back to my own bedroom, slamming the door and sitting on the floor in front of it so he can't get in.

He bangs on the door, "Spencer!"

"I'm not here!"

I look down to my phone and bring up her number.

Earlier I thought I'd call her straight away but now that I can.. my finger is hovering above the call button, uncertain.

This is so stupid.

I put the phone on the floor and sigh at how I feel, I feel like crap.

Last night I think I slept an hour at most and I know I won't be able to sleep tonight so I take something to help me and climb into bed hoping they knock me out soon and for the rest of the night.


_


She was here.

And she didn't leave long ago, the space next to me is still warm and I can still smell her perfume.

Stupid pills, I'm never taking them again.

It's a little earlier than I would usually get up but I don't mind, I'll to go school early to hopefully catch Ashley.

Remind me to beg Clay for a ride to school.


_


I didn't have to beg, he did it anyway.

It was sweet of him.

I'm sitting on the steps with two coffee's, waiting for her.

I know I should have let her come to me but technically she did. I wasn't imagining things this morning, I know she was there and if I wasn't doped up and knocked out on those sleeping pills, we probably would have talked by now.

My family has never really been huge on religion but I thank god when I see Ashley's car pull up in the lot.

She spots me and she looks nervous sitting there with the keys now in her hand.

I tried to hold back a yawn that threatened to take in the whole school but I couldn't and Ashley is trying hard not to smile at me.

What can I say, I'm just not a morning person. I am actually getting better though, being around Ashley so much brings out a slightly better mood.

I wave the coffee in the air and she gets out of her car to walk over to me and sits down a little further away than she usually would.

We don't talk and the tension is so thick that I believe the phrase 'you could cut it with a knife' would be appropriate.

I attempt to break it and turn to her, lifting my head up a bit, "Sup?"

She smiles through a sip of her coffee and it makes it a little easier to breathe.

It's quiet and I don't know what to say, I was kinda hoping the 'sup' would move things along. 

"Thanks for the coffee, you didn't have to."

I turn to face her a little more, "It was buy one get one free."

I'm lying.

Her eyebrows raise, "Buy one get one free, huh?"

And she knows it.

"Yup, I didn't spend any money on you."

She smiles again, "Thank you."

"You're welcome."

I look straight ahead and hear her breath catch like she's about to say something but she must have changed her mind because I don't hear her words.

I'm just glad I saw that she's okay and that we got through two minutes without a bad word said.

I want to ask her what she wanted to say when she came over last night, I want to know why she stayed long enough to warm up the bed. I want to know if she held me.

"Spence I-"

The bell interrupts her and I silently curse up a storm at the bad timing.

I face her again, "Later?"

She nods her confirmation, "Are you gonna be in English?"

"Are you?"

"If you are then I will."

"I'll be there."

She stands up and puts her half empty cup in the trash, "I'll see you later then."

I feel weird, usually we have a hug and a kiss and then she smacks away my wandering hands but today there's space between us, we aren't touching.

"Yeah.."

_


Miss likes to Stare isn't in today, she hasn't been in since the day in the bathroom. She's probably hiding her disfigured face.

I'm in English, I just saved Ashley a seat and put a smiley face sticker on her desk...to make her smile, obviously.

Or glare at me if her mood has changed.

The girl who holds my heart walks into the room and immediately spots the sticker and smiles, "You been holding out on me?"

I know she likes them.

"I just gave you one."

"But if I peel it off the desk it won't stick to me."

I get a new sticker and my hand hangs in the air. Usually I'd put it over a nipple but today I think it would cross some lines if I did that so I settle on the space just below her shoulder.

She seems calm today, she doesn't look like she wants to step into the ring with anybody.

It didn't escape my notice she looked around the class to see if the back of my head had an admirer and that she visibly relaxed even more when she didn't see one.

The class starts and after maybe ten minutes Ashley turns to face me, "Say something."

I'm confused but I humour her, "Uh... hi, I'm Spencer Carlin."

She smiles and furrows her eyebrows, "Why did you say that?"

"Cause you told me to say something?"

"I didn't mean tell me your name, I meant something else."

"Like what?"

"Something longer."

"Hi, I'm Spencer Carlin, I have a gay straight mom, an adopted annoying but sometimes sweet brother, an ass hat for another brother, an awesome dad, a tiny girlfriend, I'm addicted to Pepsi." I take a deep breath from my run on sentence, "I got my period a week before my 12th birthday, I dressed up as a vampire for Halloween when I was seven, I accidentally killed Clay's goldfish when I was nine, I hate birthday cake and my ass hurts from the seat I'm sitting on."

Ashley knows all of that already, except for my ass hurting, but you know.. who cares?

She's smiling at me and I want to ask her what she's thinking about or why she asked me to speak, but I don't because she beats me to it.

Her voice is quiet, "I missed your voice so much."

I missed hers too.

"Spence I'm so sor-"

I interrupt, "Not here okay? After school so we can talk properly."

She nods and looks down to the blank piece of paper that should be half filled with notes already and I want to hold her hand but I don't, I don't want to be the first one to do that.

I start absently scribbling down some messy notes and feel Ashley grab hold of my hand, lacing our fingers together. 

I look to her desk and she's trying to write with her only slightly bruised hand so she can still hold on to mine.

It's....cute.

Her handwriting looks like she's writing with her feet.

"Nice handwriting."

She rolls her eyes but I can see she's amused.

-

That went so much better than I thought it would, I hope it stays this way.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 78.


*


Thankfully we had detention right after English today. I wouldn't have wanted to wait any longer to talk or wait to see her again. 

I mean it's not like we spoke much, it's still a little weird which goes without saying because if I'm not talking or ..being an ass, then something has to be up.

We're on our way to her locker, I'm walking next to her and we're still not touching.

"Your place or mine?" she asks me almost suddenly.

She asked me that last week too but it wasn't for talking.

"Mine."

And we ended up at hers.

For five hours.

"Are you sure?"

"Yeah, unless you don't want to."

"No it's fine, just wondering if you were sure.."

"I'm sure."

It's pretty awkward with us just standing here and before I can say anything, I hear her stomach growl. I can't help laughing and rubbing a finger across it, "Somebody is hungry."

She laughs nervously, "Yeah.." 

I realize my hand is still on her stomach and quickly move it away, "So let's go eat.. food."

Her eyebrows raise in amusement, "Food, huh?"

"Food," I confirm.

"It depends where you're taking me."

"Where I'm taking you? You got the car, I own nothing."

"Because a car can be used just like an ATM card?"

I roll my eyes playfully, "God okay, I'll pay."

"Thank you."

"...for myself."

She doesn't call me an ass like she usually would, she just laughs and walks in the direction of her car.


_


God I'm full, I feel like it's thanksgiving or something, I'm gonna burst.

I barely make it out of the car and walk slowly to the front door, Ashley right behind.

I turn around to face her better, "So I was thinking we should just go straight ups-"

"Ashley!"

Meet my mother, queen of great timing.

She barrels out of the house and nearly knocks Ashley to the floor in a forceful hug, squeezing the life from her and swaying slightly.

"I'm so glad to see you kids have worked things out! I was honestly thinking of-"

"Mom," I interrupt.

"Sweetheart?"

"Can you let Ashley breathe?"

She turns back around to face Ashley and bursts out laughing before pulling away and letting Ashley remove her face from her chest.

If I hadn't have seen Paula hug her then I would so have called Ashley a mother fucker again.

But now is not the right time.

"Sorry Ashley, I'm just thrilled you two are-"

I interrupt again, "We're thrilled too mom, right Ash?"

"Over the moon."

"Okay so we're thrilled and over the moon, we're gonna go," I point up towards a bedroom upstairs, obviously meaning my own.

Her smile looks like it will split her face in half, "I'll put on some music."

I throw an apologetic look towards Ashley and carry on in the house with her understandably soon following after me.


_


I quickly make my bed considering I forgot to do it this morning in my rush to get ready before school and when it's made I motion for her to sit before I walk over and lock the door.

I don't want to chance anybody bursting in here right at one of her crucial points.

I go and sit down next to her on the bed and wait for her to start talking.


_


Not counting the blaring Barry White from downstairs, it's been like five minutes of silence and I decide to try and make her feel a little less nervous. I rub my stomach lightly, "God, I'm so full I swear if I breathe too deep I'll burst. Run for cover."

She smiles, more out of politeness I guess.

"Don't do that Spence."

"Burst?"

"No," a smile, "I mean don't say that, don't try and make this .. I don't know, easier? I don't deserve it."

"Why don't you think you deserve it?"

A sigh escapes her lips, "Because of how I acted the other day, because how I seemed to change, because I scared you."

I listen to her and I don't interrupt her, not until I hear the last thing she says, "You didn't scare me, why would you think that?"

"The other day you thought I was going to…you know."

I know what she's talking about, "I didn't mean to say that, I know you would never intentionally hurt me Ash."

"Do you?"

"Of course I know."

"Cause I swear Spencer.." she takes my hand, "you have no idea what things I would do before I ever did that."

"Me too, I mean I know I threaten to kick your ass practically every day but you know I would never touch it... kick it."

Her serious face breaks out into a smile at my little slip-up before changing to a thoughtful expression.

"I don't even know why I just...snapped. I mean I know but I can't believe I hurt somebody like that, I can't believe I broke her nose. I feel so bad now, even if I do think she's a bitch."

"Well.. technically you don't need to feel too bad."

"Technically?"

"In the bathroom, you know when you left, she came in there to wipe away the blood and you know what I'm like when it comes to you, so I finished the job you started."

"You broke her nose?"

I nod.

"Why?"

"Because she called you a whore."

"So?"

My eyebrows draw together at her question, "What do you mean 'so'? You hit her too."

"I know I did and I'm not saying it was right but who cares if she calls me a whore."

My hand is still in hers, "Uh.. I do."

"Why?"

"Because I love you and when I hear somebody bad mouthing you it tends to make me understandably upset."

"Okay but next time just leave it, don't touch her."

I'll do as she said but I'm curious as to why she's suddenly changed her mind, "You've changed your tune, huh?"

She nods a few times, "I had time to think, get sane again."

"What did you think about?"

"This, you, her, my Dad..."

"What about 'this'?"

She's quiet for a little while and this time I don't mention my still going to burst stomach, "You."

"Me? I thought we were talking about 'this'."

"We are."

I pull a face, "You're confusing me."

"I'm talking about you and how you..."

She's quiet again.

"How I..." I prompt.

"How you keep trying to protect me," she breathes out.

"From what?"

"Everything. It's everything Spencer."

"Aren't I supposed to? I mean it's part of me loving you.."

She nods with my response, "I know that and I love that you try, I really do but I'm not a piece of glass, Spencer. I can take care of myself now and I want to show you that I can and you don't always need to stand in front of me."

I make sure my voice is soft, "Okay..." 

"Do you understand what I'm trying to say? I don't mean that I don't need you because you know I always do but put yourself in my shoes Spencer."

"With me always sticking up for you?"

She shakes her head, "No, I mean..." 

I rub the back of her hand with my thumb, "What do you mean?"

She lowers her eyes to the bedspread, "Do you have any idea what I felt like when I saw you at my Dad's?" she let's out a shaky breath, "God Spence, do you have any idea?"

We spoke about this before, I thought she'd gotten everything out in the open.

"We talked about this, Ash."

"No we didn't, not properly."

"Why did you wait so long? You should have told me months ago."

"Because I didn't want to make you feel bad, I know you were just trying to help but things with my dad.. they were in the past, I was over it. I am over it."

I really do still feel terrible for putting her in that position, "I'm sorry and I told you that I tried to stop it but I couldn't, the thought of him hurting you..." I feel those feelings of loathing creeping back up and push them back, I don't need to start getting angry right now.

"But he hurt you, that hurt me so much more than he ever did."

"I'm sorry," I whisper out.

"I know Spence, but from now on you need to let me take care of myself okay? I can do it I promise, you don't need to worry about me."

"That's not going to stop anytime soon, Ashley."

"Trust me then."

"I do trust you."

It's quiet for a few minutes, we're just letting the words sink in, remembering them.

"Want some water?" I ask and start to move off the bed.

Her grip tightens on my hand, "No don't go, what's in the fridge?"

"The best and the worst drink ever made," I smile.

"I'll have the best."

"You're not having any of my Pepsi."

She rolls her eyes and I pass her the Coke.

"You don't want a drink?"

I shake my head and stick my tongue out in the way that suggests I'll throw up if I eat or drink anything else, leaving her to breathe out 'ahh'.

The silence is comfortable and she breaks it smoothly, quietly. "I'm sorry."

"For what?"

"For acting like I take everything you do for granted. I know what you do for me Spencer, believe me I know. I never doubted how far you would go for me, how hard you would make me fall in love with you."

I stay quiet and just let her speak.

"Our first time together when I kissed you at the door, I could tell you were kinda shocked but when I fell on you, I know it sounds weird but it felt like your kisses changed and I could just feel that whatever was happening with us .. you know besides sex.. wouldn't stop. I think we had one nice conversation before that but I knew that underneath you were the nicest person I'd ever meet and nobody would love me like you could. I know it sounds weird but it's how I felt and it's like when you meet somebody and right away you know, sometimes you don't know what you know, but you know you know something, it was like that... does that make sense?"

I nod, not wanting to potentially interrupt her.

"You know I trust you more than anything Spencer, I wouldn't have just knocked on anybody's door that night." She takes a deep breath, "With that girl at school, why I got so crazy, it's because I thought she was like you."

I'm not really sure where she's going with this, "What are you saying?"

"That I thought she was like you, like with how she has a comeback for everything, how she's confident and so sure of things."

I'm still confused and her explanation actually made things worse, "So, what? You did a comparison with us or something?"

"No," she shakes her head negatively. 

"What then?"

"I thought you were the same in a way, and sometimes even when I want to act y'know…bolder, I can't... but she can." 

I know what she means now and I can't believe she thought that, ever.

She carries on though, quietly. "I just didn't want her to take you away from me," she stops to take in a breath, "I know that's stupid now, but she kept on with whatever game she was playing and I got scared. I got stupidly scared because I know she can't touch us, now. You know how I get sometimes.."

I agree with her, "She can't Ashley, she never can. I'm not like her and I'm glad you realized that, plus why would I want to basically date myself? I don't want you to change unless it happens naturally you know, don't force something out if you think it's something I want to see from you because all I want is you, you're perfect without having to punch people in the face."

She laughs quietly and I see her breathe deeply, getting what I'm sure to be her emotions in check. "You too, you don't need to break somebody's nose or get put in the hospital to make me see how amazing you are, I see it anyway. Nobody else would do half the things you do for me."

"For you? I'm sure they would Ashley."

She's looking at me like she loves me, "Not the way you do them."

I don't say anything, I just match her look.

"I'm so sorry I walked out the other day Spence, I was just...crazy and I needed to breathe, I didn't want to stay and make things worse."

I nod in understanding, "I needed to hear that and I really do understand Ashley, it's not like we've had an uneventful relationship so far. You can go crazy but make sure you stay with me and act it, I went insane the past couple days."

"Me too," she smiles and her voice goes quiet, "I came over last night, I didn't know if you'd be awake but I couldn't stand being away from you that I didn't even care if we had a fight, just that I saw you and heard your voice."

I smile. "I know."

"You know what?"

"That you were here."

She turns her head to the side a little and throws me a confused smile, "How did you know?"

The look she's giving me makes me smile, "The bed was warm."

I see her nod, "You really do sleep like the dead, I had my arm across your stomach and you know I don't really like that one perfume you sometimes wear, the one that always makes me sneeze?" 

I nod, remembering I put some on a little before I went to bed.

"I did the biggest sneeze ever, I can't believe you slept through it."

I laugh at how stupidly cute she is, "Ew, you sneezed on me?"

"No, I nearly fell off the bed turning away from you."

"Aww, how sweet of you."

She repeats something she said a few days ago, "I am sweet."

I look at her cute face that I've looked and thought about a million times before, "I know," I take her bruised hand and lift it up to my lips, lightly kissing it not to hurt her.

I know we have more to talk about but for now this is all I need, all I want to do is lay next to her, I've missed doing that so much.

I pull on her good hand, making her lie down and I lay back with her putting my head on her chest, letting her be the one to hold me and listening to her heartbeat that's pounding hard against her ribcage.

-

Thinking about the past few weeks is kinda funny now, bitch face so can't touch us but I'd like to see her try.

_ _ _

Chapter 79.


*


Paula is in full weird mode tonight, I honestly don't remember the last time she smiled as much.

You know why, I'm sure.

It's the goddess sitting across from me with her foot sliding up and down my leg underneath the table.

We just sat down to dinner, dad is bringing in the last plate full of food from the kitchen that just so happens to be mine, I always get fed last in this house.

I smile when I see that he must have cooked it, Paula screws up almost everything in the kitchen.

That's probably where I get it from...

Speaking of Paula, she just raised her glass of wine.

"To Spencer and Ashley."

Oh god.

I nudge Ashley underneath the table and she laughs, making Paula think she's laughing at her instead.

"and the future gorgeous Grandchildren of mine."

Ashley's foot nudges my leg when she hears that and now it's my turn to laugh as I raise my glass to humour Paula, watching Ashley do the same, our eyes never leaving each other's.

"To our tiny children."

"To our purple children."

I chance a look in dad's direction and he looks pretty amused at the direction of the conversation.

"Spence what are you talking about, tiny and purple?"

My gaze travels to my mom who looks confused, "Ashley is the ti-" my speech halts when Ashley's foot moves higher.

So much higher.

In fact, it can't get much higher.. unless she takes off my pants.

She looks innocent, totally and completely innocent as she turns to face Paula, "Spencer is height challenged."

That makes her laugh into her glass, "I always thought she would be taller having Arthur and I as parents but no, stuck with a short ass."

By the look on Ashley's hot smug face, you can tell she loved that comment.

I found my voice.. or thirteen year old boys voice, "Mom," I squeak out.

"You know I love you Spencer, stop taking things so personally."

I shift in my seat, moving Ashley's foot away slightly, "So you calling me a short ass was supposed to be a loving compliment?"

"I didn't mean it in a bad way sweetheart."

"Whatever. Giant."

"Eat your dinner Spencer."

"I'm not hungry," I lie, I'm starving. 

What? I can change my mind from an hour ago when I said I was going to burst if I want to.

Her tone is light, "Ashley how do you put up with her?"

I turn to Ashley, daring her to say anything bad about me, "She has her good points."

"Like what? What is the nicest thing she has ever done for you."

"I can't really say," she breathes out nervously, laughing politely at the end.

I give her a look that says I would like to hear the answer to that question too.

She has to have an answer and I actually do really want to hear it but I can tell she's embarrassed in front of my parents, "You really know how to make a girl feel comfortable, mom."

"I'm sorry Ashley, should we talk about baby names instead? I think I want Paula as the middle name if you have a girl."

Hobbit Jr Paula DaCarl.

I like our last name merge. 

Ashley smiles at that, "Paula as a middle name? That could be cool, right Spence?" she gives me a look that only I know.

"Yeah.. cool."

Paula grins, "And if you happen to have twins, Summer Taylor Davies?"

She has an obsession with The OC lately...

"I'm not having a child with the initials STD, mom." I smile because Ashley is, "and besides...it's not going to be Davies."

The smile drops off Paula's face, "Who else will you have children with? You won't get better DNA than Ashley's," she reaches next to her and put her hands on Ashley's face, turning it to the side and inspecting it, "see Spencer, flawless skin, beautiful eyes-"

"Mom," I interrupt, "take your hands off my girlfriend."

"Afraid of the competition?" she smirks.

This conversation is heading to a place I never want to go.

"You wish."

Dad laughs beside me.

Ashley looks a little scared with Paula still holding on to her face and I mouth mother fucker to her.

Paula catches it too, "Don't speak to Ashley like that Spencer."

"I didn't say anything."

"I saw you."

"Exactly. You saw, you didn't hear."

Ashley shocks the hell out of me and meets Paula's stare, "You have nice skin too, must have been all that fresh air in Ohio."

My chair scrapes on the floor and Ashley follows me out of the dining room, stopping me at the door, "Where are you going?"

"I'm going to hit on Christine. See how you like it, mother fucker."

"I was kidding, Spence."

"Because you're known as a big joker? I don't think so Ashley."

When I'm upset and somebody laughs in my face... I don't appreciate it, and it's no different with Ashley.

Except I still think she's cute.

"Are you jealous of your mom?"

"You were having eye sex."

"Are you serious?"

"Does this face look like it's kidding?"

Her eyes unnecessarily scan over my face, "No, it looks insane. I was joking with Paula, I've been having eye sex with you all through dinner and hello," she lowers her voice, "did you not feel my foot earlier? Did that say I didn't want you or something cause I was kinda hoping for the opposite."

A few hours ago we were hardly talking and now we're having a weird discussion about eye sex.

I don't have anything to say in return, I just take off my jacket and hang it back up, throwing her a sheepish smile.

You know what? 

Besides today I haven't spoke to her in two days, I've hardly touched her, I haven't even kissed her.

That needs to change.

She reads my mind and steps forward pressing me against the door, keeping her voice low so only I hear, "I've been meaning to tell you something since I saw you with the coffee this morning."

"Y-yeah?"

She leans into me and moves her mouth so it's next to my ear, "You look like you need to be fucked."

Yes please.

"M-makeup sex?" 

I still have that stutter..

"We've passed makeup sex, we had a fight, made up and had another tiny disagreement. We definitely skipped past that one, baby."

I love being fucked as much as the next hot girl but come on.. makeup sex? 

"I want to have makeup sex first."

"But we already made up...twice."

I'm not missing out on makeup sex.

"Bitch."

Ashley raises her cute eyebrows, "Dick."

"Whore."

"Bastard."

She sounds so cute saying that.

"Mother fucker."

"Wannabe mother fucker."

"Wannabe wannabe mother fucker."

"Delusional fucker."

"Cunt."

She pulls back a little, "You know I hate that word, Spencer."

"I'm not sorry."

I don't exactly like it either, it was said purely to piss her off so we can have makeup sex.

She's wearing her less than PG smirk and I'm close to doing her against the door.

Trust me.. her smirks have necessary ratings.

Paula's voice cuts in from the dining room, "Spencer are you going to eat your hot meal any time soon?"

My eyes trail over Ashley's body.

"Absolutely."

"Hurry up then."

Who am I to disobey my mother? 

I grab Ashley's hand and open the door quietly, pushing her out of the door and whispering to get the car started.

Paula smiles when I walk back into the dining room and then frowns, "Where is Ashley?"

"Her fish died so we have to go, I hope that's okay."

Dad knows I'm lying...I can just tell. Paula surprises me though.

"I'm so sorry Spencer, you two go and spend some time together, she needs you right now."

She's never usually so easily fooled.

"We will, I'm taking these," I point to the small basket of bread rolls.

I'm still starving for food too, that hasn't changed.

"Okay Spence, see you in the morning."

"Yeah, bye mom, night dad."

_


I get into Ashley's car and smile at being away from everybody, "To the castle, princess."

"What did you tell your mom?"

"That your fish died."

She shakes her head, "You shouldn't say things like that, it's bad luck or bad karma, whatever."

"It's done now," I shrug.

"I guess... so, where were we?"

"We were fighting."

"Right, right. Uh.... Coke owns Pepsi."

What the hell, does she want a fight?

"Pepsi owns you."

"Your Pepsi is so lame diet Dr Pepper owns it."

"Your face is lame."

She smirks in her hot way again, "Your ass is lame."

I can't wait any longer, I grab her not so gently by the shirt and pull her towards me for a kiss when her hands quickly push against my chest, pushing me away.

I'm confused.

"Baby I was just kidding, you know I love your face."

"No it's not that, let's just wait ‘til we get back to mine."

"Why?"

Her hand lifts up to my face and her thumb traces over my bottom lip as she stares at my mouth, "Cause I won't be able to stop."

She's not helping my self control.

"You better drive fast."

-

We better have the house to ourselves.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 80.


*


She pushes me through the front door and I finally register nobody is in the house besides us. I didn't realize by the lack of car in the driveway because one of Ashley's hands wasn't on the steering wheel if you know what I mean.

My hands slip around her waist, pulling her against me and pushing her against the wall, "You look gross today," kissing her neck.

"You stink."

I move my mouth back towards her mouth, mumbling "You too," before she pulls my head the short distance to hers, shoving her tongue down my throat.

God I missed kissing her.

My hand is underneath her shirt feeling her unbelievably smooth skin, "Your skin feels like sandpaper."

"Your lips are dry."

I run my tongue over my smooth lips trying to breathe.

She carries on, leaning right into me to whisper, "Let's go upstairs," and placing her mouth over my rapidly beating pulse point.

"Pool," I breathe out.

"Okay."

"Table," I breathe out again.

Her lips move away from my neck and she kisses my cheek, "Where first?"

"Pool table."

"Won't it be uncomfortable?"

"When has that stopped us before?"

She doesn't answer me verbally, she peels her body away from mine and closes the front door before grabbing my hand and leading me in the direction of the games room.

_


I pick up a cue and run a finger over the edge of the table, "Want me to break?"

Her body leans against the table, eyeing me like I'm something she wants to eat.

Probably should have worded that better....

"No."

I step closer to her and hand her a cue, "Want me to chalk you up?" 

"No, I want you to feel me up."

I've died and gone to heaven, surely?

I pretend to be off put, "I don't touch people who stink, have lame faces and bad skin, sorry."

"Kiss me, now."

"Or what, your lame face will break out into a smile?"

She smiles wide and I laugh before putting the cues back, stepping into her personal space and interlacing our fingers, raising her arms above her head, "You aren't beautiful, your eyes aren't making me want to do you and you definitely aren't oozing sex appeal right now."

Her eyes are locked onto mine, making me breathe a little harder,

"Are you lying?"

"Through my teeth."

"Why are you lying, Spencer?"

It takes a minute to register what she said when her body is pressed against mine like this, "To piss you off."

"Why do you want to piss me off?"

"Sex... makeup variety.. table." 

She pulls a hand out of my grasp and runs it down my back, sliding underneath my shirt, "And so you can form proper sentences?"

I nod.

"I've missed being this close with you, Spence."

"Me too," I breathe out.

Her mouth moves next to my ear, "I've thought about doing this all day."

"Talking into my ear?" I tease

"Not exactly, baby."

"What then?" I whisper out, already knowing the answer.

"Making your heart beat faster, making you tremble, watching you come," she ends her sentence by drawing my earlobe into her mouth.

"B-big words for a tiny girl."

"Big stutter for a dinosaur."

“Lame ass for a bitch.”

The hand underneath my shirt moves up to cup a breast, “Smaller rack than last week.”

I grab her by her hair and crash our lips together, pressing her even further into the pool table and eventually tearing myself away after a couple minutes, “You’re so fucking hot.”

“Your rack isn't really smaller.”

“I know,” I move my hands to the hem of her shirt and kiss her again, tugging it upwards and having to pull away for a second to remove it properly.

Wow.

“Let’s fight at least once a week, Ash.”

She tugs at my shirt and I don’t waste time waiting for her to ask me to lift up my arms, I do it right away and watch her take in the sight of an almost half naked Spencer.

“Twice a week.”

I nod and move forward again, putting a leg between hers and wrapping my arms around her neck kissing her like I’ve wanted to for the past forty eight hours, feeling her give it right back and making my legs turn to jello.

I pull back after a while in desperate need for air, taking a moment to clear my vision and noting the look in Ashley’s eyes, the one that makes me hot no matter what. 

She knows she’s got me in the palm of her hand when she looks at me like that and I try and make it look different.

“Do you ah, need a ladder to get up onto the pool…table?”

Failing miserably.

“Shut up, Spence.”

“Okay.”

I watch as she easily lifts herself up on to the table and moves back to let me do the same except.. I still can’t move.

Damn her.

She’s looking at me a little amused, “Gonna stand there all night?” and shifts forward a little, pushing out her ‘assets’.

I practically leap up onto the table next to her.

She laughs at me and her expression changes to something else when she brushes some hair away from my face, “I know we haven’t been serious since we got back here but I want you to know that I’m still sorry for how I acted,” she leans forward and kisses my lips softly, “I love you, baby.”

I love how we can change from kidding to serious in a matter of seconds.

I trace my finger down the shell of her ear, “I love you too.”

It is uncomfortable on here, I knew it would be but soon I won’t even know where I am so..it all works out.

I can’t remember if I moved closer to her or if she moved closer to me but we’re pressed together, legs between legs, hands roaming, tongues sliding.

My hand lifts up to her face pushing her fallen hair back and keeping it there, cupping her face, loving how she briefly leans into it before pushing into me more and making me lay on my back with her leaning over me.

Her darker than usual eyes scan over my face, “You’re annoyingly beautiful.”

“You’re annoying too.”

She smiles and bites her bottom lip…driving me crazy. “I was being nice and you say that?”

“I was being nice too.. I’m trying to have makeup sex on a pool table so I’m being nice and creative where as you? Just nice.”

“Spencer?”

“Lame ass?”

“Shut the fuck up.”

I don’t have time to tell her to do the same when she leans down, pressing her soft lips to mine, our kisses changing from closed mouth almost innocent kisses to wet open mouth kisses that are anything but innocent, they’re going to set me on fire.

My back arches up off the table when she slides a leg between mine, applying a generous amount of pressure and moves her mouth to my neck making sure my eyes stay firmly shut.

I lift my leg up and I’m rewarded with a muffled gasp into my neck. I do it again, harder and she moans my name quietly into my ear.

She’s underneath me now and I’m half leaning over her, making sure to run my hands over every inch of her exposed skin, feeling her tremble underneath my hardly started fingers.

I drag my hand up onto her cheek and trace over her lips with my fingers, feeling and seeing her suck the tips into her mouth, swirling her tongue around them and releasing them not long after.

My mouth joins hers briefly before making it’s way down her neck and feeling her grab onto my sides tightly, her moan vibrating on my lips.

I can never go without it for too long and today is no exception, I kiss her again, not being able to stop myself and not even trying to.

Her tongue meets mine within seconds and our breaths are heavy. My hands go around her neck and I gently pull her up in to a sitting position not breaking our kiss as I do so and unclasping her bra. 

I forget about her unclasped bra for a second and one arm wraps around her neck pulling her impossibly close while I basically sit in her lap, the other hand resting on her ribs moves to her back, slipping around her small waist and trapping her in place as I lean in for a kiss, she meets me halfway and I pull back before our lips touch, smiling at how fast she leans back in.

“Tease.”

I smile again and don’t tease her, I kiss her, I kiss her so deep. 
She’s the one to pull away, almost tearing her bra off and moving her hand to my back, quickly unclasping my bra and taking it off.

I push her back down and close my eyes at the sensation of her skin on mine, her panting body underneath mine. My mouth focuses on her newly exposed breasts, mouth working on one, hand working on the other, her moans expressing her pleasure during the minutes of torture.

“Spence,” she moans out.

I don’t answer her, I stop what I’m doing and look up, watching her mouth already open to carry on,

“Take off my pants.”

I lean the distance up to her and press my lips to hers, lingering a little longer than necessary, moving off her slightly to undo her pants, pulling them free from her legs.

She should never wear pants, not with legs like hers.

Her eyes lock onto mine and I know what she wants already, I help her take off my pants.

I gently push her back down and we both moan when knees slip between legs. It’s so much better without jeans getting in the way.

Her hands run over my sensitive back, digging her hardly there nails into my skin clutching me as my hands run up and down her thighs, my mouth busy on her neck.

Her back arches when I press my knee into her again, a moan reaching my ears almost as soon as.

My heart pounds at hearing that and her hands move down to my legs, managing to push my leg out from between hers and pushing on the backs of my thighs.

I get the message and move up a little more, settling my legs either side of her hips and pressing down into her, hard, creating a rhythm that I know will frustrate her the most but eventually when it’s time…make her come the hardest. 

Her hands that moved to my back again, pressing into my skin, have gone almost limp, she’s just breathing heavy and releasing her moans that are making me throb.

She moans again and breathes out “Off.”

I stop what I’m doing, “Off the table?” I ask, not totally sure what she means.

“Underwear, underwear off. Now.”

I should have got that one… 

She’s cute when she’s almost begging for it.

“Are you sure?” I tease.

“Ask me that again Spencer and..” she breathes out before my hand slides underneath the waistband of her boxers, effectively shutting her the hell up.

They’re shed quickly and mine even faster, I don’t even remember how she got them off…she’s pretty good at that.

For a second as I lay half on top of her resting my weight on my arm, I’m quickly pondering what I should do first but she makes the decision for me, grasping my wrist and pushing my hand down to where she needs it the most.

I hear us both moan when I slide my fingers inside, feeling how hot she is. I don’t touch her where I know she’s desperate for it, I tease her and wait for her to almost whimper out my name before circling her with two fingers.

My foot is pressed against hers and I feel her toes starting to twitch as if to curl soon.

She starts to move into my hand as I keep up my slow pace.

I look up to her face when I enter her fully, watching her head tilt right back, releasing a guttural moan and squeezing her eyes shut. 

I feel even more wetness against my hand and lean down, kissing her chin and giving her the silent message to relax and move her head back down.

She does and I waste no time in kissing her, I kiss her top lip and then her bottom one, hearing the sounds leaving us involuntarily and running my tongue over her lips, being let in immediately.

My hand moves in and out at a steady pace and I bring my thumb up to firmly rub against her, feeling her tongue stop moving inside my mouth for a second, a moan of hers being felt inside instead.

I stop kissing her and leave my mouth buried in the crook of her neck, concentrating on making her scream.

My thumb is still circling her slow enough to prolong the pleasure but not fast enough to bring it out fully, my fingers pull out almost completely before I push them back inside slowly, curling them suddenly and feeling her already tight walls push against my fingers.

I move down the bed and her body, kissing the skin closest to my mouth on the way and lowering my head, swirling my tongue around her and hearing her moan loudly, her breaths turning erratic as her hips lift up.

I want a little more space and stop what I’m doing for a moment, lifting her leg over my shoulder and resuming my previous actions with double efforts, the volume and frequency of her moans doubling, also.

Her walls are so tight now and I hear her repeat ‘don’t stop’ and ‘oh god’ over and over again so I know she’s close.

I don’t stop, I wrap my lips over her, sucking hard and curling my fingers inside of her.

Her body convulses and her throat is going to be sore in the morning judging by her impressively loud scream that echoes around the room as she arches up off the table.

She kinda hurt my shoulder when her leg pressed down into it when she came…but she couldn’t exactly help it and it’s not like I’d ever mention it.

I lift up and she grabs my arms, pulling me up and making me fall on to her. My head is buried in her neck quickly, placing soft kisses to the soft skin underneath my lips.

I felt her hands slide off me and I heard them fall against the table limply.

“You killed me,” she whispers out.

I smile and bite her neck softly, “Good, two minutes and you can kill me, too.”

“Kay.”

-

Death never appealed to me more.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 81.


*

Ashley killed me.

Three times...just in case you wondered.

And then she expected me to be up at the crack of dawn...on Saturday of all days, crazy girl.

"Spencer get up!" I hear her shout from downstairs.

I smile at her sounding a little frustrated and keep quiet even though I resigned myself to staying awake at least to make an appearance and then maybe have a four or ... eight hour nap later.

"Don't make me come up there!"

Oh baby, how I wish.

This time I don't smile, I grin; I grin and roll over to her side of the bed, burying my face into her pillow.

Her light and quick footsteps can be heard and I shoot up off the bed, pretending to brush my hair and having been out of bed for more than two seconds.

She bursts through the door and I fight back my smirk at not getting caught, "Something wrong, Ash?"

Her expression softened, "No.. just seeing if you were okay."

I smile at her, knowing exactly why she ran up here, "I'm fine," I wave the brush a little, "just .. you know.. brushing the do."

Her cute face breaks out into a smile and she walks over to me taking the brush out of my hands, "Let me help?"

"Sure," I turn around and feel her move behind me, carefully brushing my notorious birds nest in the morning bed hair.

"Why didn't you answer me when I called you?"

"I don't know, guess I just didn't hear you."

She makes a sound that impressively mirrors one sucking their teeth as she throws the brush on her bed.

I thought maybe.. I'd get a kiss, a bit of touch.. you know, for being up and mostly coherent.

But no.

She looks a little irritated and moves her hands to my shoulders, "Want a massage, baby?"

I arch my back and try to pull away from her ticklish touch, "Uh no.. no I'm good."

Her fingers dig into my understandably now tense shoulders, "Oh I don't mind, not one bit."

I try pulling away again but she's got a damn good grip, "Okay I'm sorry!"

She continues to knead my shoulders, "What are you apologizing for?" her voice sweet.

"I stayed in bed, I was smiling at you getting worked up."

Finally she releases my tortured shoulders and I thank every god and goddess I'm familiar with... strangely including Ashley in that list.

I roll my shoulders and watch her smirk at me. "You can wipe that smirk off your face Ashley."

It's still there, "Can I?"

"Yeah, you can."

"And maybe before that, you can learn to get up when you're supposed to."

"When I'm supposed to? It's the weekend, I sleep in til whenever I want and nobody, not even you, will stop that."

I know the last part was a lie... she can make me do anything she wants. I'm putty in her hands and she knows it.

"Is that a fact?"

"As much as you never being able to reach the top shelf."

She's used to my digs by now, she got used to them pretty quickly after our first meeting and really, that's a good thing.

She rolls her eyes, "Spencer really, you're an inch taller, get over yourself."

"I'm still taller," I point out…stupidly.

"And you're still never going to be able to hold a note but I don't bring that up every chance I get."

I raise my eyebrows, "Uh...last night in the shower?.. When I did my more than fantastic serenade all you did was laugh at me."

She laughs at what I assume to be the memory, "Spencer come on, you were totally putting on that voice."

Yeah.... I wasn't.

"Whatever," I say before shoulder checking her as I walk past.

She laughs and grabs my arm pulling me against her, "You were cute, I'm sorry."

I purse my lips and avoid her eyes, signalling for her to continue, 

"You were a real... uh.. Whitney?"

"Mariah," I correct her.

"Mariah, totally couldn't tell the difference."

I grudgingly meet her gaze, "Well.. I try."

She smiles at me, "I know you do."

"Why are we up so early anyway? The birds haven't even started to squawk yet."

"Spencer it's 10:30."

I don't believe that, there's no way.. I'm too tired. "No it's not." 

"Yes it is."

"No, it's not."

She rolls her eyes and I move my hands to her waist, keeping her pressed against me.

"Do you wanna see my watch?"

Interesting.

I bite my lip and she looks back blankly until her eyes widen and she smacks my arm, "Are you ever going to grow up? Not everything is about sex you know."

I smile, "Is it really ten?"

She nods back and I sigh, "Okay, I'll be downstairs in a minute."

"Why not now?"

I rub her sides, lightly pressing my fingers into her skin, "Aww, do you need me to hold your hand?"

She laughs a little and shakes her head, "God help me if we ever have kids."

"I thought we had this discussion Ash, after my little hospital trip I decided we weren't having them."

"And you promised me once we could 'make babies' the next night and we never did so we're even," she pretends to tear up, "that poor turkey baster, how alone he must feel."

"I'm sure he's fine."

She doesn't answer that, "And don't get me wrong, it's not like I want to pop one out any time soon, but I do want kids eventually...don't you?"

I pull a face, thinking about her question properly instead of being sarcastic, "I don't know... I'm not really good with kids, they bug me."

"You were good with Kris that one time we babysat him... but I do wonder why we haven't been asked since.."

"You mean the demon that threw up on me and I had to put one of your shirts on?"

She smiles, "That's the little guy, and I really do think he liked you."

"Well sure, vomiting is just like.. demonic for I love you."

"I'll throw up on you later."

I roll my eyes, "Looking forward to it."

"I'm glad."

"Ash, why are we talking about kids?" I laugh, "I mean you're barely out of diapers and me? I'm too busy trying to survive from you."

"I dunno...came up in conversation I guess."

I nod and she kisses me before removing herself from my arms, "I'm making breakfast, hurry up okay?"

I breathe out an agreement through a wide yawn.

She leaves and I walk over to her closet, getting out a box full of pictures, a lot of them from when she was little.

Naturally I figured if she has one of my embarrassing pictures then I should have one too. I'll tell her I have it, I'm not like...a picture thief.

I shuffle through endless cute ones and smile at how fucking adorable she was when I stop at one where she's wearing pigtails and looking bored as she on a chair next to Christine, pouting.

So Taken.

And she's so getting a kiss when I get downstairs.


_


I pull back from her, our lips parting noisily, both breathing heavily and watching as she nearly slides on to the floor.

"Thank you for breakfast, baby."

It takes her a little while to find her voice, poor thing I think I stole her tongue. "Uh.. welcome.. you're welcome," she almost coughs out.

I walk away more than pleased with myself, "Let's go for a nap, I'm beat."

She's recovered, "You ate breakfast, how are you beat?"

"I have to look at your face all day.. I get tired."

"You're an ass."

"I know," I smile, "oh and I stole a picture, I hope that's okay because I'm not giving it back." 

She doesn't look too surprised, "Insulting me and admitting to theft all before noon?"

"I'm a gangster," I say, only after realizing I said it wrong.

"Yeah, you're a real gangster."

I throw myself onto the couch she just sat down on, putting my head on her legs and feeling her fingers comb through my hair.

"What a day," I yawn out.

I can hear the humour in her voice, "God, just go to sleep Grandma."

"I hope I drool on you," I mumble before sleep overtakes me.

_



My fist slams down on the horn, "Move out of the way!"

Ashley's amused face turns in my direction, "You need help."

"I *need* them to move out of my way, God I could walk faster," I honk the horn again, signalling for the car in front to drive faster or get the hell out of my way.

I see the old lady who I honked at stick her head out of the window, flicking me off and screeching, "Suck it bitch."

What a brave woman. 

I turn to face the goddess next to me, "We have insurance for accidental damages don't we Ash?"

"You're not going to crash the car Spencer...not again."

"That was an accident, he pulled out of nowhere."

Her head tilts to the side and she's giving me her 'are you serious?' look that I still find...kinda...really hot. "The car wasn't moving and you weren't even polite exchanging insurance details."

Okay I'll admit it, I get road rage to the max.

"Whatever, it's your fault for *finally* teaching me how to drive."

"What's that smell?" I hear another voice ask.

I adjust my mirror to look at the backseat, some of which occupied by yet another tiny brunette with pigtails.

Ashley answers for me, "That's manure, sweetie."

She takes a big whiff, "Smells like shit," I hear her say simply, matter of factly.

I fight back a loud laugh and drum my fingers on the steering wheel, god... she's so adorable.

I almost hear Ashley's neck snap by how fast she turns to face me, whispering loudly, "Spencer!"

"I swear... that was not me."

She doesn't believe me, "Oh, so our five year old just magically knows how to curse?"

"Ashley, I swear I did not teach her that word," I'm feeling brave and I bite on my bottom lip, mumbling out, "it was probably you."

"*Me?*"

Whoops.

"Clay, it was Clay." I turn to face the cute little brunette and stealthily hold out a dollar bill, "It was uncle Clay wasn't it?"

Her brown eyes look down to my hand and she rolls them impressively, looking to Ashley, "It was mommy."

What?! It *wasn't.*

Ashley's pissed face stares back at my slightly scared one, "So it *was* you," that wasn't a question.

"She's lying!"

A cute voice pipes up from the back, "Haha, mommy's on the couch again."

"I swear Spencer, I may have given birth but that girl...she's all you."

I smile proudly and turn to face the angel in the backseat who's sitting with her plastic lunchbox next to her, "She may act like me sometimes.. but she got the tiny gene from you."

I turn back to Ashley, her face is very much un-amused, "Swell comeback, maybe if you say it again I'll laugh."

"Maybe if you look in the mirror you'll laugh."

"Maybe if you pull that stick-"

"Get a room!"

I look to the backseat again, "Don't interrupt mommy when she's having a discussion sweetie, it's rude," and turn back to face Ashley.

"Get a room then."

I'm a little taken back as I look to the backseat once more, "Excuse me?"

"Get.a.room. Not all of us want to hear you before you start sucking each other's face."

Ashley's laugh meets my ears and my head whips around to face her again.

"You told her to say that," I accuse.

"I said nothing, I told you already... she's all you."

I sink back into my seat, pouting at them two ganging up on me and the total bitch Grandma in front who still isn't moving, "Whatever."

"God traffic is bad today," Ashley comments from the passenger seat.

I hear a seatbelt click and not a moment later little arms wrap around my neck, "You're such an idiot mommy."

I smile and bring my hand up to rub her forearm affectionately, "Takes one to know one," I tease.

"I love you."

"I love you more."

Her cute giggle can be heard, "I love you more than I love Coke."

I turn to face Ashley, "You can so tell you gave birth, you passed on your coke gene defect to her."

Ashley smiles proudly and the other much smaller brunette speaks up again sounding upset, "I'm defected?" 

"No, you're perfect baby," I reassure.

"But you said I have a defect.. what's a defect, mom?"

With her age I can easily change the topic, "What are you going to be doing at school today?"

"Hopefully nothing," she sighs and kisses my cheek.

Aww, there's my little angel.

She sits back down and fastens her seatbelt as I turn to face Ashley who is smiling.

"Got something to share with the rest of the car?"

She shakes her head, still smiling, "No."


_


I wake up slowly, remembering every detail of my dream and smiling as it plays out again.

"You awake Spence?" I hear Ashley whisper.

I haven't moved from resting my head on her lap during my sleep and I lift my head up, slowly sitting up next to her, "I'm awake."

"And you're smiling, did you have a pervy dream?"

I didn't know I was still smiling but now that she mentioned it, I can feel that I am, "The opposite, actually."

"Yeah? What was it about?"

"Stuff..."

"Well you know I love hearing about stuff, so come on, spill."

"It was your fault from this morning, I dreamed that we had a kid."

Her face breaks out into the biggest grin, "Seriously? Boy or girl?"

"Girl."

"Was she purple?" she teases.

"No, she was tiny just like you but neither of us said her name so I don't know what it was...and we weren't in LA, I don't know where we were but it definitely wasn't here."

"How old was she?"

"You said she was five so.. I guess five."

She pulls an aww face, "Who was she like?"

"You said she was like me but there was definitely some of your traits in there, it was a mix."

I take the picture of a young Ashley out of my pocket and smile at how much the girl in the dream looked like her, "You really are annoyingly cute in this picture, Ashley. You look so sweet and pissed off."

"Yeah, I was a badass once."

I smile at her, not believing that for a second.

She raises her eyebrows, "Got something to share?"

I'm still smiling and I bite my lip, "No."

_

Give me a few years, babe and I will follow through with my promise.

_ _ _ 


_ _ _


Chapter 82.


*


Ashley hasn't shut up so far today.

No...really. She takes a breath and it's go again.

Usually if we were partaking in a different activity I would be full of encouraging words. 

Silent words of course, because my tongue would be busy doing ... other things.

I'm a dirty girl.

"..job."

Half interesting...

I actually focus on her for the first time in a while, "Job? What kind of job?"

"Have you heard a word I've said?"

"Yes."

It's not a lie, I heard 'job'.

She doesn't challenge me, she just nods and carries on.

"So what do you think, Spence?"

"About what?"

She sighs, "The job."

I can't get caught technically not lying to her.. "Uh.. I think you should do whatever makes you happy, Ash," I say sincerely.

She smiles at me and leans down for a kiss.

Definitely the right answer.

But she pulls away far too quickly, "Thanks, knew I could count on you."

I lick my lips, "Anytime, so...plans for this afternoon?"

Her face shows her confusion, "My job interview is this afternoon."

"You have a job interview? Since when and why didn't I know about it sooner?"

"I've been telling you about it for thirty minutes, I knew you weren't listening."

I am kinda sorry, I mean I don't want her to think I don't care about what she has to say because I always care.

"I'm sorry, I didn't mean to space out."

She sighs again, "It's okay don't worry about it. Did you at least go anywhere nice?"

I tilt my head to the side in thought, "Mostly randomville."

"Really? Are you sure it wasn't sexville?"

"Nope, I was waiting for you."

She smiles, "Aww, how sweet."

I run my hand up her thigh and lean in to her, "Does that mean I'm getting laid?"

She looks playfully disgusted, "You're such a guy, get off me."

"You say things like that on purpose."

"Get off of me."

I smile and lean down for a quick kiss before moving off her and laying next to her on the bed.

"Uh…why did you move?" she asks confused.

"Because you just called me a dick and told me to?"

"What? I did not call you a dick, Spencer."

"You said 'you're such a guy, get off me'."

Her eyebrows raise, signalling for me to get to a point.

I raise mine, "...That's it."

Her head moves back, "That's it? Spence, how did you get me calling you a dick from saying you're such a guy?"

"Simple conclusions."

"Yeah well you shouldn't jump to your conclusions."

I think to the Buffy episode I made her watch earlier, "I didn't jump, I took a tiny step and there conclusions were."

She's trying not to smile, "Original." 

I smile too and my hands are on my breasts, scratching.

"Wow Spence.. attractive."

"I can't help it, what did you wash my stuff in? My skin has been crawling ever since."

"I think my mom changed the powder, sorry."

I continue scratching, "Not your fault."

"Why don't you just take it off?"

I lean forward and kiss her forehead, "You're so smart."

"And you're still wearing a bra... take it off."

I smirk at her order and remove my bra Jennifer Beals, Flashdance style, discarding it across the room.

"Why are you still wearing a shirt?"

"Because you didn't wash this, we only shared one load, Paula washed this without your hobbit washing powder that I'm allergic to."

She rolls her eyes, "Whatever."

She turns around a little and stretches for something on her bedside table.. I don't see what it is but my god do her abs look good today.

She turns back to face me, holding up a cookie, "Want some of my cookie?"

"Yes please," I breathe out before lowering the top half of my body onto hers, awkwardly smushing the cookie between us and getting to work on her neck.

"Spencer," I hear and feel her say a minute or so later.

I don't stop, "Mmm?"

"I'm getting cookie hand."

I stop and look down to her smiling, removing myself from her for just a second so she can pull her hand back up that has melted chocolate on it.

Ashley lifts her hand up to her mouth to lick it off and I don't stop her, I know her well enough to know what she's going to do next.

She stops and almost shyly offers her hand to me, "You wanna lick it off?"

I'm trying not to smile at her but I can't help it, I do. 

"You know I always want to lick you, Ash."

"You're a dirty girl," she laughs.

"Always," is all I say before bringing her hand up to my mouth, licking the side of her wrist and then sucking it, removing the chocolate from her skin. 

As I knew it would, it tastes good.

The heel of her palm is next and I take my time licking and sucking it off, ending it with a gentle kiss.

I inspect her hand for any more chocolate, finding some on her knuckle, I wrap my lips over it, bringing my tongue out to connect with her skin.

"Mmm," I pull back, releasing her hand. "chocolate Ashley is goo-" I stop when I see the look on her face. "Are you gonna hurl?" I ask seriously and concerned.

"No, I'm gonna fuck you."

I break out into a grin, "Ashley, since when are we so crude? It's make love." 

"Whatever baby, you're the biggest potty mouth I have ever met."

I frown, "You said you loved my potty mouth."

"I love your potty mouth when it shuts up."

"You're forward today, forcing me to take off my bra and now having your way with me. I never act like that."

She raises her eyebrows, "Every day, one of the first things that you say to me is 'let's have sex'."

"Liar."

"Really... I'm not." she looks frustrated, "and god, only you would argue your point when I'm trying to seduce you."

I smile and bite my lip, "You didn't even try, all you said was that you were going to fmove to me."

She laughs, "Got a speech impediment? What the hell is fmove?"

"Fucking make love," I say like it's obvious.

She laughs again, "You are the strangest, stupidest son of a bitch I have ever met." 

I smile, agreeing with her, "But you still totally dig me, right?"

"Always."

I have a goofy smile.

"You know, Ash.. my boobs are still feeling a little weird, maybe you should check everything is okay there."

She obliges to my request, sliding her hands underneath my shirt, up my stomach, over my ribs before firmly placing her hands over my breasts.

She's kind of turning me on....

"Spencer are you-" I hear Paula say from her sudden spot in the doorway.

Ashley's hands have never left my body so quickly and I don't think I've ever seen her that red before.

"You don't knock?" I ask as I move off Ashley.

Her tone is light...like she didn't just catch Ashley touching me, "I'm sorry sweetheart, Christine said it was okay to come up here and-" I cut her off.

"Wait wait... Christine?"

She gives me a 'you're special' look, "That's Ashley's mother."

I give her one right back, "I know that, why are you here and talking to Christine?"

"We're going out for lunch."

I give Ashley a look from the corner of my eye. This spells trouble.

"Why are you hanging out with my girlfriends mom?"

"I just wanted to celebrate you girls finally working through your silly fight."

I should have known. 

"That was like.. forever ago."

"Not quite, Spence."

"And we totally made up," I smirk at Ashley where Paula can't see, "didn't we Ash?"

She almost sets her jaw, warning me not to carry on in front of my mother, "Yes, we made up," she says purely for Paula's ears.

I smile at her reaction and stretch, "Want to play pool, Ash?"

Paula speaks again, "That's a nice idea Spencer, it will pass the afternoon nicely." 

Yes it will.

"I think you're right, Mom."

"Spencer," Ashley warns me in a tone that I know Paula won't recognize.

I address Paula again, "She's just a sore loser, last time we played pool she screamed so hard 'cause I won," I smirk back at Ashley, "didn't you, Ash?"

Her jaw makes that same warning motion, "I remember you screaming too because the cue wouldn't make the other thing go in the hole."

"Oh you girls," Paula interrupts, "I just love you."

"I love me too, don't I?" I face Ashley.

Ashley faces Paula, "Oh yeah, you won't find anybody who loves Spencer more than Spencer," she says a little sarcastically.

"Okay well I have reservations so I'll see you girls later," and with a wave of her hand, she's gone.

I turn to face the hottie next to me, "Where were we?"

She points to the floor, "You, were there."

"Huh?"

"Lately you have afternoon naps like some kind of baby, and today, you're not sleeping on here."

My face shows my confusion, "You are so bipolar."

"Your mother just caught me with my hand up your shirt, and you didn't even try to help the situation, you were talking about pool tables."

She looks frustrated and still embarrassed.

Hot?

Understatement.

"I'm not napping today, I just want to be with you," I say sincerely.

"I can't Spence, not after Paula just walked in."

I pout, already knowing she would say that and lay back down on top of her with my head resting on her chest, "Later though, we can totally fmove?"

I feel and hear her laugh, "Later we can fmove."

_


Ashley got the job.

I knew my baby had it in her.

Okay…so it's just a hostess job again but if you saw her in her uniform. Jesus.

It's her first day today and I'm full of encouraging words.

"God you look hot in that."

She looks nervous, "That's not what I need to hear right now, Spence."

"You look beautiful and you're gonna be fine, you did it before, remember?"

She nods but I still see she isn't convinced. 

"I hope so."

"You will, I promise," I pause for a second, "you never told me though...why are you getting another job? If you need something you know I'll get it for you."

She grins and I backtrack, "I mean.. if something was in it for me, of course."

"Sure, sure."

I notice she didn't answer and I don't press her for details, she'll tell me eventually I guess.

I pick up her purse, "Come on babe, you don't want to be late unless it's because we've been having sex."

_


She's been at work for six hours and already I miss her I think, an unhealthy amount.

Damnit.

"Hey Spence."

I look up from my spot on the couch, "Hi Clay," I answer sadly.

"You look thoughtful, that's never good," he jokes.

"I'm just...thinkin'"

"That's where the thoughtful part comes in," he chuckles.

And it doesn't really annoy me too much.

"I miss Ashley," I confess.

"So why are you here?"

"'Cause she's at work."

"So? Go see her," he says, simply.

Oh god he's totally right!

I jump up and kiss him on his cheek, "I love you!"

... And then feel a little awkward.

Shit.

He looks surprised and I don't know what to do.. should I punch him?

His face breaks out into a grin, "I love you too... can I have some Pepsi?"

Aww, now I want to pat his head.

So I do, "Dream on, brother."

_


I walk through the entrance and immediately spot Ashley carrying out some plates looking really hot.

And I mean literally, she's all flushed and a little sweaty and.. oh god, I need to stop, we're in public.

She sees me and nearly drops her plates.

I laugh, naturally, and wait to be seated. It's only a... fifteen minute wait?!

I can't wait that long to see her and slip her some tongue discreetly.

Shouldn't I have special privileges because I'm doing a member of staff?

No? Well change the rules.

Ashley walks over to me and pretends to be reaching for some menu's.

"What the hell are you doing here?" she whispers and looks to who I assume to be her boss, smiling. 

"I came to seduce you."

"You're gonna get me fired."

"Don't be ridiculous, I came here to eat," I smile...not so innocently.

"I swear Spencer, if you say anything in front of my boss then I will make you wait so long for our next," she air quotes, "fmove session."

"Would I do that?" I feign insult.

She grabs my hand, "Just.. be good."

"I'm always good."

_


Ashley walks over to my table with her cute little pen and paper, looking at me expectantly. 

"Say it," I laugh.

"Fuck off," she laughs with me.

"Babyyy, please. For me?"

She sighs, "Can I take your order?"

I burst out into hysterics, "Oh that was good."

She's smiling at me but I can tell she's embarrassed.

She's still hot.

"I will have..." my eyes scan over the menu, nothing taking my fancy.

Until I look over it, trailing my eyes up her body, "The hottest thing on the menu."

She rolls her eyes but I know it relaxed her, apart from her being embarrassed at me being here.. she's also nervous from the first day on the job.

"You're doing great baby, and just get me an iced tea and a burger or something, I had dinner like an hour ago."

"You had dinner an hour ago and you want a burger?"

I nod, closing the menu, "Oh and don't forget my fries."

She writes down my order...cutely.

What? She writes cute.

"Can I see that?" I point to the paper.

"Why?"

"Just...cause."

She hands me the paper and I take her pen out of her hands, changing the order and handing it back, smiling as she reads it out loud.

"One Iced Tea, one double burger, fries and .. meet me in the bathroom in ten minutes to fmove."

-

Did I say that...she looks hot?

_ _ _ 

Chapter 83.


*


She’s been at that damn place four nights a week for the past three. 

I’m bored, I miss her.

Internal sigh.

“Why are you sighing?”

I look next to me to Ashley, “Didn’t know it was out loud...sorry,” I add on sadly.

She rests her hand on mine, stroking a comforting pattern, “What’s up?”

“Nothin’”

“I don’t believe you, you know.”

I sigh again and immaturely pout, feeling her smile next to me.

“Spence come on, tell me what’s wrong.”

“I’m just due on, you know how I get.”

She nods, “Scary Spencer.”

I smile half heartedly and wonder if I could get her to skip work today.

“And sad Spencer,” she adds on and moves closer to me in my small bed, “Don’t be sad baby, it’ll pass.”

“I know..”

“What time is it?” she cranes her neck looking for my alarm clock, “Ew, I have to go soon.”

That doesn’t make me feel any better, and I don’t want to be a bitch so I keep my mouth shut.

“So….are we going to fmove, quickly?”

I can’t even be bothered to do that...apart from me being clingy, I really am due on a period...I get pretty crazy.

“No.”

“Seriously?”

I nod against her shoulder.

“Are you sure it’s just you PMSing, Spence? I mean you never decline a fmove offer.”

Again, I don’t say anything.

“Did you cut out your tongue or something?” she kind of jokes.

“Ash?” I mumble into her shoulder.

“Yeah?”

“Will you call in to work sick today?”

She shifts a little, exposing my face from my hiding spot in her shoulder, “I can’t call in sick, I’ve only been there a few weeks, it will look bad. Why?”

I shake my head, “Forget it, have fun at work.”

I didn’t say that in a tone.. I just said it.

“Spence don’t be like that, tell me what’s wrong, seriously because I’m not buying just the PMS reason.”

I sigh and reason with myself that I’m not being a baby.

“I just miss you, you’re never here.”

She moves back, wrapping her hand around my forearm, pulling me even closer to her and her eyes never leaving mine, “I’m right here.”

I don’t get like this on every period...it’s only occasionally, but on this one I’m definitely an emotional wreck, I start crying.

“For what? Five, ten minutes? Woo hoo,” I croak out through my tears that she’s wiping away.

“Don’t be like that baby, you know I’m only doing this for you.”

“What? Leaving me?” I say unreasonably.

“I’m not leaving you, I’m just going to work and it’s not going to be forever, I told you that.”

“Why are you doing it for me, anyway? I don’t need anything but you.”

She smiles at that, “I told you why, I want to buy it without using the credit card my mom gave me, I want to spend my own money on it.”

“What is it exactly? You’re being cryptic and I hate puzzles.”

Um...that was a little stupid. Whoops.

She’s doing a great job keeping her smile buried.. But it’s just not good enough for me, I can see it perfectly. It’s like a giant slap in my PMSing face.

“You can stop smiling at me Ashley, go to work if that’s really where you want to be.”

I have these moments a lot, where my mouth is saying one thing and my head is saying another.

She just told me the nicest thing and I basically took a shit over it.

I see her look at the clock again, “Spence please, I really don’t want to leave things like this.”

Half of me wants to kiss her for saying that and half of me just doesn’t want to hear it. 

The half that is rational wins out, “I’m sorry...I’m just not in a good mood today, I’ll see you later.”

She looks relieved I seemed to have calmed down but then looks apologetic, “You’ll see me tomorrow.”

That’s just… great. Icing, really.

“Why?”

“I’m working a couple extra hours today.”

I stare into her eyes, “I guess I’ll see you tomorrow then.”

She nods a little unsurely and leans down to press a chaste kiss against my lips, “I’ll call you after work, I promise.”

“No it’s okay, I know you’ll be tired,” I say in attempt to make her withdraw the offer.

I will either be in the worst mood possible or… the worst mood possible. And I don’t want to carry on being a bitch because really, I’m just a big fat crying bloated bitch right now.

“I’m never too tired to talk to you, Spence.”

I nod and she gets up off the bed, walking around the other side and touching my hand, “So, later?”

“I’ll pick up.”

“Love you,” she leaves before I get a chance to say it back and I curse myself out.

Sometimes, I really wish I was a guy.

I turn over in my bed and I can smell her where she’s been laying, kinda makes me cry again…a lot.

She can be a bitch at that time of the month too, but I always feel so much worse about it...or at least that’s what I tell myself.

She left my bedroom door open and with my good luck today, Glen is there.

“Hey sis, why was your hottie walking out of the house looking upset? Have you been playing away?”

I let out the breath I’ve been holding, “Glen, if I get up and walk over to the door, I will make sure you never get the chance to reproduce.”

“At least tell me the other girl was hot.”

My anger flares and I jump off the bed, causing him to hurry to his room. 

Prick.

And I’m a prick. God, I can’t even be nice to the person I love most.

I sigh for the millionth time and pick up my phone dialling Ashley’s number, she picks up on the third ring and I don’t let her speak.

“I love you too,” I say before hanging up so I don’t have a chance to ruin it.

_


My period has passed, thank the lord.

Since the first night I’ve visited her at work almost everyday, not staying the whole shift of course but long enough to hog a table for an hour and throw her a smile every time I saw her walk past or up to my table.

I tipped her for looking so cute, of course.

But it was at home…in bed.

The thing with us is that we’re usually a week or so apart in our cycles and I recognize the signs immediately.

First sign, she always sleeps with the covers wrapped around her and when she’s due on, she kicks them off.

Second, she curses…a lot more.

Third, she taps her foot on the floor when she wants to say something bitchy to me…and then she stops tapping and says it.

Fourth, she sets her jaw in the way that make her cheekbones more prominent. It’s really hot but I made the mistake of telling her that during the mood swings and.. it wasn’t pretty.

There’s more, but I won’t bore you with them.

I walk into the kitchen, “What are you doing?”

Her voice isn‘t welcoming, “You told me to make you a sandwich.”

“I was kidding, I’ll make it.”

I move behind her and carefully take the butter knife out of her cute hand.

She was holding a slice of bread and she throws it on the floor making a weird slap sound...it’s kinda funny.

Except for the look on her pissed face, “Fine, I get everything out for it and you take the credit by making it yourself, how very…Spencer.”

My eyes dart nervously around the room, “Um…I’m sorry? You can make it?”

“No, I don’t want to make it.”

“Then why are you throwing bread to the floor, what did it ever do to you?” 

I’m totally trying to piss her off…and I shouldn’t be.

Yep, I’m still a bitch.

“Stop trying to piss me off, it’s not working.”

It is.

“I’m not.” 

“Whatever, move. I’m making you the damn sandwich,” she moves next to me, nudging me with her hips, pushing me out of the way.

I keep my smile hidden, “I’m making the sandwich.”

“Keep dreaming, I was here first and whether you like it or not, I’m making it,” she snatches the butter knife out of my hand and gets another slice of bread out, angrily smearing peanut butter across the bread.

I bite the side of my lip trying not to laugh at her still un-amused and pissed off face.

Jeez, she’s piling on that peanut butter..

“That’s enough, Ash.”

“No it’s not.”

It’s like half an inch thick.

She sticks the knife back in the jar and pulls it back, thick with more peanut butter.

"Ashley, seriously.. I think that's enough."

She doesn't stop and I walk over to her, putting my hand over hers to stop her which just makes the situation worse.

The peanut butter that hasn't left the knife because there was nowhere for it to go on the bread flies off it and onto the floor as she brings her arm up and throws it down again in frustration, "God, why do you always have to ruin things, you can't even let me make you a damn sandwich!"

Whoa, hey there crazy.

I raise my hands in mock surrender, "Put down the knife."

She isn't giving me a very nice look, "Scared I'll butter you to death?"

I know she doesn't mean to be a bitch, just like I didn't.

"Come on, I'll make you some tea or something."

"I don't want tea."

"Well I'm making it."

She sets her jaw, "You're really pissing me off."

I ignore that for the time being, "You're the one acting crazy and I know why so you should just sit down and let me make you some tea."

She laughs sardonically, "Do not even try and tell me how I feel, Spencer."

Great, defensive phase.

"I'm not baby, I'm just trying to make you feel better."

She picks up the really full sandwich, "Fine, eat this."

For the past few days all she has done is attempt to do everything for me, but at the same time she's acting ..for the lack of a better word, bitchy.

"I can't eat that, it's too thick."

"Eat it."

"I said it's too thick," I repeat.

"I just spent time making this for you. Eat it."

"Ashley..."

She throws it onto the counter and turns away from me, "Whatever, don't eat it. I don't care."

I can't believe we're fighting over a stupid sandwich.

I walk over to her and wrap my arms around her waist, ignoring that she tensed up at my touch, "I'm sorry, I don't want us to fight over this."

I thought she would calm down, or maybe just stay silent.

But she doesn't, she pulls my hands away from her body and moves away from me, "So it's okay for us to fight when it's on your terms? Whenever you decide to be a bitch I just have to accept it but you can't with me?"

I don't really know what I'm supposed to say to that so I just reach for her hand, "Ash.."

She pulls it back, "No...don't touch me."

"Why not?"

"Because I don't want you to."

"And is there a reason for that?" I ask slowly.

She shakes her head, "I don't even want to be around you, I'm leaving."

Okay, I admit I wasn't nice last week but I wasn't like this.

"What the hell is wrong with you?"

She looks like she wants to cry and it's making me upset too.

"Ashley, just tell me okay? I'm sorry if I did something to upset you, you know I would never do it on purpose, I love you."

Her eyes close, "Stop it, I don't want to hear that right now."

That hurts me.

And I don't say anything, I just stare at her, waiting.

I see her swallow and I can't stay quiet anymore...it's not a strong point of mine, "I'm sorry, I don't know what I'm doing wrong but you've been weird for days, please just tell me what I did and I can fix it."

"I don't want you to fix it."

I don't know what that means.

"What do you mean?"

"Exactly what I said."

I let out a deep breath, trying to keep cool, if we're both pissed then nothing good will come of this.

"Please, just talk to me."

"Why did you do it?" she asks suddenly.

"Do what?"

"You know what."

I don't.

"I don't know what you're talking about, Ash."

I can hear her breathing, she's close to crying.

"You know what. Why did you have to ruin us?" 

I still don't know what she means and quickly go through a few options that would make her say that when I stop at one.

"Did Glen talk to you? You know he's full of shit, Ashley."

"No, Glen didn't talk to me," she says kind of loud.

"Okay…okay," I say softly, not wanting her to leave.

She's crying now and her voice is quiet, "Why did you make me do that?"

I move closer and she moves back, she makes a sound that indicates she was about to say something but it gets caught in her throat.

I want to ask her what she meant by that....but I can't. I can't say anything.

This morning she had a two hour break from her three day weird mood but now...now it's back in full force and I really want to know what's made her like this.

I want to know why she's blaming me for something I have no idea about.

So I do. 

"What did I make you do?" I ask calmly.

She won't say anything, she's just crying. 

I move closer again and repeat my question, watching her move back again.

"Stop asking me that."

"Answer me then."

She doesn't.

I turn around and walk away from her. I probably shouldn't but she doesn't want me anywhere near her, apparently.

I'm on my bed and I hear the front door slam shut and I close my eyes.

I want to tell her I'm sorry but half of me doesn't even know why.

_


I didn't fall asleep until past two am and I don't think it's much later than that now.

Ashley is pressed against me under the covers, I don't even know how she got in here without waking me up. 

She's crying and whispering that she's sorry.

I don't know exactly what she's apologizing for but I can never act indifferent when I know she's upset so I wrap my arms around her, holding her close.

She feels cold, she's kind of shaking and I pull the covers around her more.

I don't tell her it's okay because I don't know if it is. I don't know why she's acting like this, I don't know what I made her do.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 84.


*


Ashley moved closer when she realized I was awake and not pushing her away, she held me so tight I thought about asking her to let go.

I didn't though, I could never ask her to let go. I'd rather her hurt me than not be touching me.

We didn't speak, partly because I didn't know what to say and partly because I just didn't think we needed to, not then. Me holding her said enough.

I don't think I fell asleep again 'til sunrise and I know Ashley didn't either, I could tell by her breathing and her tears that were still running onto my shoulder, and unless she's suddenly a complete idiot, me rubbing her arm clued her in on the fact I was awake for a long time also.

I didn't mean to fall asleep but no matter how things are between us, laying so close with Ashley always relaxes me so much it's difficult not to fall asleep after a while.

She wasn't there when I woke up. 

I woke up understandably later than I would usually and everybody had left the house. 

Everybody except Ashley.

I thought she'd left, her car wasn't out front but when I went downstairs after my shower, there she was.

_




I'm sure if I looked in the mirror I'd look like a zombie or something, even after my shower I don't feel better and to make the day *that* much better, I can't find my favourite shirt.

Have you ever just known somebody was in a room without looking? 

It's like it feels fuller or something which is a little stupid considering it *is* but it's weird.. like you can sort of feel their energy?

I know Ashley is in there anyway, and when I round the corner I see her lying on the couch asleep. Wearing my favourite shirt.

She's confusing me, understatement? Definitely.

She's sleeping but she doesn't look like she's sleeping well, she's frowning.

I move closer and sit down on the floor as close to the couch as I can, directly in front of Ashley and being close enough so I can feel the warmth of her body.

My hand carefully pushes back a fallen strand of hair and I keep my hand gently resting on her face, not missing the fact her frown has gone.

I'm not smiling at her, I can't. I'm still clueless about a lot of things, I'm just...looking at her.

If I told you I haven't been thinking about what she said yesterday then I'd be lying. 

I haven't stopped.

Most of me doesn't believe it but there's a small annoying part that's saying it's a possibility.

And that part is choking me.

Minutes pass and I know during that time she's woken up. Her eyes are still closed but she's awake, she knows if she opens them I'll move my hand from her face and move away from her.

My skin is still in contact with hers for my benefit too, it makes that stupid part of me shut up for a while and all I can feel is Ashley and everything that she is. My eyes close for a moment, they don't slam shut, my eyelids sort of just drift together at the random memories playing through my mind and I know she's looking at me now, her eyes are burning through my closed ones.

I swallow thickly and slowly open my eyes to meet her unwavering stare that I give right back for the longest time, I don't know if much time has *actually* passed but it feels like it. It feels like forever.

My hand starts to withdraw from her face when her hand suddenly but gently grasps my wrist to stop me moving, and I don't know what to do, I don't know if I should keep it there or pull it back like I originally intended to do.

The look on her face quickly decides for me, I keep it there.

She looks so torn about something and I don't know what it is, for the past few days I really have just been thinking she's been different because of her period I mean, god knows there have been times when my bitch-o-meter goes off the chart, and let's face it, sometimes I don't have a good reason.

"Spence..." her whispered voice cuts through the deafening silence.

"What?" I whisper back.

Her hushed voice manages to breathe out, "You're too far away."

I want to...but I don't know if I can. 

My thumb strokes over the soft skin above her cheekbones, "I'm right here."

"I need you closer."

I don't move right away, it takes ten long seconds for me to gain control of my body and lay on the space she just created for me by shifting backwards.

I keep my hands to myself, I'm laying on my side and they're neatly folded in front of my body, a millimetre away from touching Ashley.

I let my eyes lock onto hers and I nearly drown.

She unfolds my arms and puts one of them across her waist before pulling me closer to her, so close I can feel her starting to shiver again as she almost clutches at me.

Hopefully my hand running across her back is calming her, I don't like seeing her like this no matter how she acted. She could break me and all I'd want to do if I saw her crying would be to hold her.

I'm about to ask her what this is about but her voice cuts into the silence before mine.

"Tell me you love me."

And no matter what, me loving her has not changed. Not one bit.

I keep my eyes locked onto hers, "I love you."

She sets her jaw in the way that she does when she's trying not to cry and I somehow feel the need to reassure her.

"It's okay, don't cry," I say quietly when I see her look down, avoiding my eyes.

She hears that and looks up with a look of hurt in her eyes that I don't think I've ever seen before and her eyes fill with tears as her fingers trace above my strong beating heart, "I'm so sorry."

My strong beating heart turns into my wildly thumping heart and my calm, steady breaths start to turn a little ragged.

I can't speak without my voice breaking so I whisper. 

"What are you sorry for?"

"Everything."

"What's everything?" I ask, guardedly.

"For blaming you, speaking to you like that."

I nod, confirming I heard her and I don't completely hold it against her.

Her hand is resting against my chest and I know she can feel my heart pounding as I prepare to ask her what I've been wanting to know.

It's rhythm feels like it's beating at different parts of my chest.

"What were you blaming me for?"

Her hand presses into my chest harder, "Everything."

My tone isn't harsh but it isn't totally soft either, "Stop being cryptic, Ashley. That's not what I need right now, okay? I need you to be honest with me."

"I'm sorry."

"Don't be sorry... just talk to me, you can always talk to me."

Her head moves in agreement, "I know."

My voice is soft now, "Talk to me then."

She shakes her head briefly and slowly, "I can't."

"Why?"

She makes that sound you make when you try really hard to keep your emotions in check but you can't help letting something escape.

I try again, "Ash.."

She shakes her head and I see the fresh tears soak her face, "I can't Spence, please don't make me."

"You can't tell me *what?* I'm trying really hard to be patient here Ashley but you're making me think things that I don't want to be thinking, I need you to talk to me. Please.."

"What are you thinking?" 

I'm getting conversation goose bumps…and I know how stupid that actually sounds but you know when you have to say something to somebody that you know will hurt you, or having to listen to something that tears you apart, the anticipation?...it's how my body sometimes reacts. 

"You know what I'm thinking."

"What are you thinking?" she repeats.

Even now, I'm still unsure whether I should say this or not, I mean I know it's a reasonable conclusion based on her behaviour but actually saying it out loud? It's different, it's so different. And actually forcing the words from your throat? Almost impossible.

"Spencer, tell me what I'm making you think."

"So it's okay for you to shut me out but I can't?"

"I'm not shutting you out," she disagrees.

"I have a different opinion on that."

Her frown is back, "Don't you always?"

I shake my head, "Ash don't turn this around on me, we aren't talking about me right now, we're talking about you."

Her expression changes and I know she's sorry.

"I'm sorry."

"I know."

"But.. I can't, I can't say it."

I'm crying now and I'm trying so hard not to but it's making it worse.

She tightens her hold on me, "Don't cry, god baby...please don't cry."

"Why did you do it?" I ask suddenly, my voice breaking.

"I was angry Spence.. I wasn't thinking."

She's hurting me and I know she probably doesn't mean to, that's what's making it worse.

I'm still crying, "Please just be honest with me, I've done everything you asked me to today... today when all I can think about is you sleeping with somebody else."

It hurt me to say that, it hurt me so much.

But the look on her face hurts me more.

I know I was wrong.

I was so wrong.

And now I don't know what to do...I don't know what to say.

"You think I would do that?" 

Her expression has silenced me.

"Well? *DO* you?" she raises her voice as she sits up, breaking contact with our bodies.

"What was I supposed to think, Ashley? You've been acting different, you've been like a willing slave, trying to do everything for me before I even ask, your moods have been...less than good and the things you said yesterday, what the hell was I supposed to think, that you spilt some milk?" I ask a little sarcastically.

"No."

"Then tell me what I should have thought, tell me because I'm out of ideas."

"You were supposed to think he's dead," she says without emotion.

I'm pretty sure if this was a cartoon my eyes would be hanging out of my head.

Before I can even attempt to speak, to ask her when and how and why she didn't tell me sooner, she's off the couch and into the kitchen.

She's getting out a mug, "I really need a coffee, I didn't sleep much last night."

I'm standing behind her and she doesn't turn to face me, "You want one too, right? I know you were awake last night, you're probably really tired."

She starts to get another mug out and I walk over to her, gently taking it out of her hands and keeping mine wrapped around hers.

"Ashley.."

"Don’t."

"But we should-"

"No, I don't need to talk about it and I don't want to."

She's lying.

My other hand reaches up to her arm, wrapping my fingers around it gently and rubbing my thumb across the skin nearest to it, "Ash why didn't you tell me?"

"I really need that coffee, Spence."

"I'll make it for you."

"No, I want to make it."

I don't argue with her, I stand back and watch as she tries to get the coffee in the mug, her shaking hand making that nearly impossible.

She closes her eyes and bites down on her bottom lip, probably silently cursing at what she thinks is a mistake.

I'm quick to clean it up, "It's okay, I got it."

She doesn't have milk in her coffee so I don't offer to get it from the fridge for her.

She tries again and when I see her bring her shaking hand back up, I push the mug closer to the coffee pot, letting her spill the coffee inside the cup instead.

She manages to get the sugar in without too much difficulty, the nearer proximity of the mug helping a lot.

She's a very capable person, but when she's like this there's no way I'm letting her pour the boiling water.

"Let me do this for you," I say softly.

Her voice is barely audible, "I got it, it's okay."

"Please."

She moves to the side a little, giving me just enough room to be able to pour the water without potentially spilling it and standing close enough so I can feel her side pressed against mine.

I tap the spoon against the mug and turn to her, "Uh...it's hot so don't drink it yet," I say, stupidly.

She starts smiling at me but I can't smile back, I know it's not a real smile because I can't see it in her eyes.

As quickly as it appeared, it left. And now she's just staring at me.

I feel naked.

One of her hands rest in the crook of my neck while the other threads itself through the hair behind my ear, running through it until she's grasping the back of my head, pulling my mouth against hers.

She's not gentle, she's rough, she's so rough I can almost taste blood.

I kiss her back, my lips and my tongue sliding against hers.

Her teeth tug at my bottom lip painfully before she releases it, not bothering to soothe it, just pushing her fingers against my skin harder, pulling me closer.

I don't tell her she's hurting me, not yet. 

And I don't particularly want the steaming cup of coffee in arms reach so I attempt to push her away, not wanting her to potentially get hurt.

She doesn't let me push her away, she turns us around and walks into me, walking us backwards. 

I bump into something cold and immediately recognize it as the refrigerator.

Her leg slips between mine and her hands are rough exploring my body underneath my top.

Her mouth is on my neck, she's sucking hard, harder than I've ever felt.

"Ash..."

Her tongue rubs over the painful mark and it's not long before her tongue is back inside my mouth, effectively trapping what I was going to tell her.

Her hands underneath my shirt settle on my waist and I think for a second she's going to stop when her fingers press down again, pulling me impossibly closer and moving her hands around to my back, digging her nails into my skin, hurting me.

I moan and pull out of the kiss which she mistook for pleasure as her mouth starts it's descent to mine.

They make contact and she moves her hand underneath my skirt, quickly edging towards my underwear.

I know without a doubt that she can't do anything, I'm not nearly ready enough.

This time I grab her wrist, pulling her hand away and turn my head to stop her kissing me.

She looks confused, she's frowning, "Why'd you stop?"

"You were hurting me."

I didn't want to say that but if I hadn't then she would hate herself even more.

"I'm sorry," she rushes out, "are you okay?"

"Yeah," I shake my head a little, "Ash I think we need to-"

"No."

"Ashley."

"Spencer I said I don't want to, just...let it go."

I wish I could do that. 

"It's okay, you know."

"What's okay?"

"That you're hurting, that you're trying so hard not to but you can't help it, it's okay. You can't force it back down baby, you need to let me help you."

Her hand makes a fist by her side and I know she's not going to use it, she's just trying to express *something*.

"He's your father, I get it Ashley."

She shakes her head in disagreement, "You don't get anything."

"What don't I get?"

She's crying again, "He put you in the hospital, Spence.. and I feel like this, how the fuck can I feel like this when he did that to you, what the hell is wrong with me?"

I move my hand up and down her arm, "There's nothing wrong with you, god...he's your father, it's not everyday you find out something like this, I understand Ashley and it doesn't mean anything except proving again how wrong I was that I couldn't love you anymore than I already did. I *get* it and you don't have to worry about anything right now, I don't *want* you to worry about anything right now, just let me love you and take care of you." 

_ 


We're back here again, we're laying on the floor. We haven't been here for months but it definitely brings back plenty of memories.

I missed this place.

-

I'm not going to let go.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 85.


*


We're in the same position we were when I was in her shoes all those months ago, when I was a different person. I can't say they are the exact same shoes, I mean they're probably the same colour and size but they're a different brand. 

Because it's different and it's the same for everybody. It's kind of like the most confusing and the simplest concept meshing together until you find middle ground, and even then it takes a while for you to get it, you have to think about it to understand it.

I was smart enough to bring a blanket this time, I remember the last time laying like this here, I got pretty dirty and I don't exactly object to a shower with Ashley but I was just trying to give her one less thing to worry about.

Unlike the last time, we've learned how to communicate a lot better without screwing anything up. We've talked and we've had comfortable silences in the hours we've been here.

I didn't push her for anything she wasn't ready to talk about, I asked questions and I told her it was okay if she didn't answer them, if she needed more time.

She explained a few of the things she said to me yesterday, I asked her what she meant by 'why did you make me do that?' and it was the gun issue, pulling the trigger. 

Don't think she didn't apologize because she did, probably too much. She said she didn't mean anything she said yesterday and that she was just hurt and confused which is pretty understandable.

Christine knows, Ashley said she was obviously shocked and she saw her cry, but she knows she'll be okay, he was dead to her long before now.

I'm smart but I'm no genius, I didn't bring pillows and the solid earth is not what the doctor ordered, my back hurts.

Ashley lets go of my hand and brings her arm around my shoulders pushing at my arms, making me turn on my side and move off my back.

Her face turns to mine, "Better?" 

Don't know how she always knows these things but I'm not complaining at all.

"Much."

My hand that's resting on her stomach is being played with by hers.

I want to ask her what she wants to do but I don't know if it's too soon for that and I hate that I don't know, it should be programmed into the human brain or something. When it's too soon to ask a question, what are the appropriate questions, do you ask how they died or do you wait and let them tell you even if it takes days, weeks?

I move my foot so it's pressing against her calf, "Lift up your leg."

She lifts it up without question and I slide my leg underneath hers, enjoying the slight weight of her leg on top of mine when she lowers it again.

I prop my head up, leaning on my free hand. 

"Ash?"

Her eyes move from our joined hands to my eyes, "Yeah?"

"I want to ask you something but I don't want you to feel like you have to answer, it's a big question and I understand if you need time to think about it."

She almost smiles, "Asking me to marry you?"

I do smile, "Not yet, baby."

"Okay, ask me."

I squeeze her hand a little harder, "Are we going to the funeral?"

I think she knows I was going to ask that question soon, she doesn't look too shocked, anyway.

She's quiet though, and I don't repeat my question, I know she heard me and I'll wait for her answer for as long as I have to.

"Did you mean to say that?" she asks me quietly.

"I'm sorry, it was too soon."

She shakes her head, "No, I mean you said 'are we going?'."

"I'm not letting you go by yourself Ashley, if you want to go then you know I'll be there with you."

"Really?"

"Really."

Her fingers continue to move over mine, "Why?"

"Because I know you'll need me there even if you say you can handle it alone and I would never let you do that."

She's quiet again and she stays that way for a long time.

Her eyes lock on to mine again, "Thank you."

I hold on to her hand tighter for my 'you're welcome' 

Guess that means we're going to the funeral. 

Honestly, I don't want to go, I have no desire to see the man again even if it will be in a casket but I'll do it because I know Ashley will need me there and I could never deny her anything, especially something like this.

It's early evening now, we really have been here for a long time but it doesn't seem that way. 

She shivers and I ask her if she's cold and if she wants my jacket, she says she isn't.

Her body moves into mine and I'm gently forced on to my back again.

She lets go of my hand and reaches up towards the zipper of my jacket, dragging it down slowly and moving the material apart, laying her head on my chest.

I remember doing this in my backyard before we were together. I remember what it meant to me.

_


I know it's probably lame but earlier when we were shopping I bought her this little guardian angel charm and I put it inside her purse when she wasn't looking. 

Paula knows we're going away for a couple days, I asked Ashley if it was alright I told her the real reason or did she want me to make something up and she said that she didn't want me to lie to Paula again so a few hours ago we had 'the talk' and our tickets are taken care for along with a hotel and money.

In other words, it went well. Very well.

I'm packing and to be honest I really don't know what to take for my outfit at the funeral, obviously it will be dark but I can't decide on anything I bought. 

When I thought about this before I thought I would feel different when I would find out he's dead but now that I actually have, I don't feel how I imagined I would, I don't feel relieved.

That's a terrible thing to say I know but I really did think I would be relieved. I don't know how I feel now after having 24 hours to let it sink in somewhat, just that I'm not relieved.

It's probably because of Ashley, if she wasn't hurting over this then I wouldn't be, if she was happy about this then I would be.

I think we're leaving early tomorrow morning, like.. abnormally early. 

You know I won't comment on the time to Ashley, I don't actually care about the time, I'd rather get it over with.

Ashley said that only one or two people will know who she is at the funeral because his parents died when she was little and she doubts he told any of his new friends about her, let alone shown a picture to them.

That's good though, she won't have any pressure to make some sort of speech or be noticed by everybody, we can just blend in at the back in the sea of black which comes with every funeral along with tears and tissues.

I won't be shedding any tears and I definitely won't need a tissue.

I don't know if he's being buried or cremated and again, I don't really care which it is.

Even though we're leaving early in the morning, Ashley opted to stay at home tonight, she wanted to spend time with her mom and I totally got that I mean, lose one parent and if the other is as nice as Christine, you're going to want to be closer. 

My phone is on and fully charged, everybody is forbidden to use the landline and my computer is on.

Too much? 

No, not really. 

I'm all antsy, I want to be next to her so I can see for myself that she's alright.

I decide to call her and walk over to my desk to pick up my phone, my hand makes contact and it starts ringing. 

It's Ashley.

Great minds think alike comes to mind.

"Hey baby."

Her voice is quiet, "Hey."

I don't ask her how she is, it's too soon to ask that.

"You picked up really quick.." she adds on.

I sit down on the floor instead of walking over to my bed or pulling the computer chair closer to me, "Yeah I know, I was just gonna call you."

"Yeah?"

"Yeah, I wanted to hear your voice."

"I needed to hear yours, too."

We're quiet for a little while, I'm content just listening to her breathe.

She breaks the comfortable silence, "Thank you."

"For what?"

She's almost smiling, I can tell. "You know what."

I feel kind of embarrassed.. 

"I didn't buy it, some crazy woman tried to steal your purse and you know I kicked her ass...I guess her charm fell off or something."

"Thank you," she repeats in the same tone.

"You're welcome."

She's quiet again but not for long, "Where are you?"

"On the floor."

"Why are you on the floor?"

"Because I cleaned my room, I can actually see the carpet and I decided to take full advantage."

I'm lying, I so didn't clean my room.

"Who cleaned your room?"

She's good.

"... Paula cleaned my room but I was going to."

"Oh yeah? When?"

"Right after I joined Chess Club."

I hear her laugh and it makes me smile so much you'd think I got laid. 

"Spence?"

I'm still smiling a little, "Yeah?"

"I love you."

"I know, I love you too."

"I wish you were next to me, I really don't want to sleep alone," she admits.

If I didn't have so much to do for in the morning I would already be on my way, but there's so much I haven't even done and I can't go over to hers, not yet.

I lift myself up off the floor, "Where are you?"

"I'm in my room."

"Okay, you're changed right? For bed I mean."

"Yeah I'm changed."

"Get into bed."

I walk over to my bed, "Are you under the covers?"

"Yeah."

"Which side?"

"Right."

I get into my bed on the left side, "Close your eyes." 

"Okay, they're closed."

I close mine too, "Lay on your side, Ash."

I hear her turn over, "I'm on my side and my eyes are still closed."

"I'm with you, I'm right behind you," I move my arm on to the empty space next to me, "my arm is around you, I'm holding you. Can you feel me?" I almost whisper.

It takes her a moment to answer, "Yeah I can feel you," she breathes out.

"I'm right there okay? Always. I'm not leaving you." 

Minutes have passed and I can tell she's asleep.

"Goodnight baby, sweet dreams."

_


I didn't hang up right away, I just laid there listening to her sleep.

And now it's midnight and I'm supposed to be getting up in three hours to catch a plane.

Fat chance of me getting any sleep tonight.

I'm almost done getting ready, I chose an outfit with the help of Glen.

I know right? Since when was Glen nice and when did he ever have anything useful to say, but I think mom must have told him something because he's been really nice and he came in here an hour ago, he told me the outfit in my right hand was the best one and put some money on my desk and said to buy Ashley something with it or 'whatever'

It was nice, I said thank you and he looked at me awkwardly before leaving the room.

I have no idea what possessed me to do this, but I get out Ashley's picture that I stole not long ago and scan it onto my computer, keeping only her in the picture I print it out on to the proper photograph card and make a double of the original.

_


I left Mom and Dad a note, thanking them so much for paying for this and I'm over at Ashley's, I needed to see her.

Usually it wouldn't be a good thing, but I'm a pro at getting into Ashley's house when everybody is asleep, I know the code to the front gate and I know the security alarm code for the house but they don't really use it so I never have to use it.

I place the key back in its original hiding place and set my bags down in the corner before making my way upstairs to Ashley's room.

She's in the same place she was four hours ago on the phone and she's still holding it. 

I walk over to her and carefully take it out of her hand before I take off my clothes, borrowing a beater from her and sliding into bed behind her, wrapping an arm around her stomach and closing my eyes.

One hour of sleep here I come.

_


I feel like I've been hit by a train I'm so tired but I know Ashley will probably feel worse so again, I'm not going to complain. I'm not even going to mention it.

I know she appreciated me going over, the look on her face when she saw I was there said it all. 

I was awake before her, I slept twenty minutes and then I woke up for a reason still unknown to myself and my exhausted body.

Now I have a headache the size of Texas and we're at the airport, Christine dropped us off and gave Ashley a hug, told her to call her whatever time it was, she'd pick up and that she loved her.

Ashley told me she offered to join us but Ashley knew how it would make her feel and having me there was enough so she said it was okay.

She just drove off and Ashley looks really, really nervous. 

I take her hand, "You're gonna be fine Ash, I'll be with you okay?"

She takes a breath and nods, "Okay."

I hold open the door for an old couple and I see Ashley watching me through the corner of my eye.

The old couple look sweet, he's holding her bag for her and has his hand protectively against her elbow, "Thank you."

I smile as much as my limited sleep will allow, "No problem," and take Ashley's bag from her.

She's not over 70 but she looks tired and I don't want her to hold anything.

_


The hotel is nice...nothing fancy but it's no dive and we didn't have to pay for it so we can't complain.

Christine found out the church where the funeral will take place, the old friend of theirs called to tell them the news and told them if they needed to know anything, call her and she would let them know.

I'm waiting for Ashley to finish getting ready, I'm on the bed smoothing out any wrinkles of my dress.

Ashley emerges and saying she looks amazing would be an understatement. 

I stand up and we just look at each other, this time I'm first to break the silence.

"You look amazing."

"You too."

Her heels don't make much noise on the thin hotel carpet as she makes her way over to the edge of the bed to sit down next to me.

I immediately reach for her hand and feel her squeeze it.

"Thank you so much for coming with me Spencer."

"You don't need to thank me, Ash."

She looks at me seriously, "Yes I do, you don't know what this means to me."

I nod slowly, "You're welcome," I say quietly and watch her fix her eyes on the wall across the room. "You're gonna be fine today baby, I know it. You're the strongest person I know, you can do this I promise."

"You won't leave me on my own will you?"

I shake my head, "Not unless you ask me to."

_


The church is pretty full considering he was a grade A jerk.

Ashley and I sit somewhere in the middle and I can see it's an open casket.

I turn to Ashley, keeping my voice low, "We don't have to go up there if you don't want to." 

"I think I need to."

I nod reassuringly, "Okay."

"You can stay here if you want."

"No way, I'll be with you."

Her hand hasn't left mine in almost an hour.

People have been moving along steadily, all peering inside the coffin and I find this part so morbid unless you're like.. immediate family and really close friends...and even then it's still a little weird.

It's going to be our turn soon and I can feel her hand shaking inside my own.

I put my other hand on top of hers, "Ash, you're going to be fine I promise. I'll be with you the entire time."

"I know.."

It's our turn.

I face her again, "Are you ready?"

She let's out a deep shaky breath and nods before standing up and pulling me up with her.

_


He had a heart attack apparently, he looks kind of...plastic.

Ashley hasn't took her eyes off him but she's not crying, she's just looking.

I know she's not going to speak, she told me she's going to do that later.

We haven't been here long but at the same time it feels like we have and she turns to me, silently telling me she's finished, she's seen what she needs to.

I think I surprise her by telling her I'll be there in a second, she walks away to give me some privacy and I pull out the copy of the picture I scanned last night, placing it inside his jacket pocket.

"I don't like you, not even a little bit but I want you to have that because even Satan will find that picture cute. You're still going to hell, Raife. I'm not happy you're dead, I don't exactly know what I feel yet but I know she's safe from you now, I know I can take care of her better than you ever could." I take a small breath and remember something from the first and last time I saw him. 

"I guess you were wrong, it was your funeral before mine."

_


The service was standard, they repeat the same words over and over again, they never get new.

Ashley is standing quite a distance away from me, she asked if I would stay here while she said goodbye I guess. 

I wanted to go with her but I respect her decision and I'd never force her to let me listen in, I get that this is a private moment.

I can't hear what she's saying but she's looked over here twice, kind of squinting at the sun.

I'm melting in my dress, I can't wait to take it off along with my shoes. 

One might feel bad at thinking so selfishly at a time like this but not me, not when it's his funeral. I came here, I said what I had to, I didn't make a scene.

Ashley's walking towards me now, she's been crying. 

I don't ask her if she's okay, obviously she's not and obviously it's still too soon to ask.

She just grabs my hand and leads us out of the cemetery.

-

Goodbye Raife.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 86.

*


Ashley practically crushed my hand on the way home, she didn't let go once, she just squeezed really hard.

I'm out of my dress, thank god. It looked good but after like thirty minutes it was uncomfortable because it was hot out.

We have AC in here so I'm just laying on the bed in a beater and my underwear, enjoying the cooler, bearable temperature.

Ash is in the bathroom on the phone, she's been talking for a long time. I haven't been eavesdropping but I've heard her voice.

She sounds different, I know it will change again in the next few weeks, it's just because it's so new and what she's had to go through today.

I wonder if she has a headache, I know I do. It's just lack of sleep and worrying about Ashley. Even though she hasn't exactly had a breakdown...she's still hurting and that hurts me too.

Remember I said I was smart? Well I remembered to buy aspirin to help Ashley sleep tonight, I know from personal experience when you've been crying all day it's not difficult to sleep but it's difficult to sleep well and you always wake up with a headache so, aspirin of course, will fix that. I don't want her to wake up feeling bad tomorrow.

I get up and walk across the room to find the pills, putting two next to her bottle of water.

On my way back to the bed I see the bathroom door open and Ashley is quick to emerge, looking like she's been crying the entire time she's been on the phone.

When we got back she pretty much went straight into the bathroom after asking me if it was okay...like she had to or something, so she's still in her dress and heels.

I move in front of her and with her shoes, she's finally taller than me; this time I'm hobbit.

She's worn heels when I haven't before but I usually run away from her when she tries to rub in my face how she's taller than me and then she tries to tease me with the jokes.. but it doesn't work, she can't pull them off but bless her for trying.

We're staring at each other, I'm looking up to her slightly and she's looking down. Her eyes don't stay in one place, they're moving over my face, lips, eyes, nose, ears, chin and eventually settling on my hair. 

I know there's a loose curl there but I don't move it, Ashley does. She lifts her hand up and runs her finger just below my hairline across to my hair and pushes it behind my ear.

I lean forward and kiss her cheek before leading her to the bed. 

She sits down and I kneel on the floor in front of her, removing her shoes and getting out the makeup remover wipes, taking my time gently wiping away the previously run mascara along with everything else. I just want her to forget today is today, y'know? 

She put her hair up for the funeral and I lean up, releasing the clip and letting her hair fall down. I run my fingers through it, making it look a little neater and lower my hands again, resting them on her thighs.

She looks beautiful.

"You look beautiful."

Her eyes travel to my beater where I accidentally spilled some jelly from my donut with a killer sudden sneeze and then back to my eyes, "So do you."

My hands slide off the top of her thighs, inching up the sides of them until I have a gentle hold of her hips, "What are you thinking?"

She pulls up her shoulders in a half shrug, keeping them like that and pressing her lips together tight in a sad smile that tells me she does know what she's thinking but she can't say it yet.

I move my thumbs across the material of her dress, "Well I'm thinking we should go get you something to eat, you're probably starving."

"I'm not, I wouldn't be able to eat anything so we should probably stay here and save Paula's money."

"Oh yeah?" I reach behind her and grab a small bag of grapes, pulling one off the bunch and holding it in front of her face, "not even a juicy juicy grape?"

She smiles and opens her mouth for me to place the grape into.

Ashley chews cute.

"You chew cute."

Another smile as she finishes the small piece of fruit, "People can't chew cute, it's impossible."

I smile too, "No I don't think people chew cute, I think you chew cute."

"What's the difference?"

I shrug and get another grape, this time for myself, "They're not you."

She's watching me eat and I start smacking my lips together and chewing with my mouth wide open.

"You chew cute, too."

I stop my act and finish off the remaining bits normally, "Glad you think so.”

My hands run across her sides, "Come on baby, you've been wearing this forever," I stand up and pull her with me.

She doesn't turn around right away, she just looks at me and I don't avert my eyes, I keep them with hers.

Her breaths grow a little heavier and her eyes move to my lips before slowly turning around so I can take off her dress.

I take a small step towards her and brush the pads of my fingers over the skin of her back, feeling her react and slowly dragging the zipper down as far as it will go.

It's hanging open at the back now and I can't stop myself from lifting my hand up, running the tips of my fingers through her hair and moving some of it to the side, exposing her neck a little more.

My lips press against her shoulder and linger there for a while just enjoying the softness of her skin.

Her head moves to the side, allowing me more access and my hands rest on her waist as I move closer pressing into her. 

My movements are deliberately slow, lazily sliding my hands around to her stomach, pulling her against me more and slowly kissing her neck, moving my lips up towards her perfect ear.

I kiss underneath her ear where her jaw begins, giving her a chance to tell me to stop, telling her that we don't have to do this, we can just talk or whatever she needs to do.

My lips are still pressed against her face when her head falls back onto me, resting on my collar bone. I lean my face against hers, closing my eyes.

Her hand snakes back around my neck, playing with the hair at the base of my skull, rubbing the tips of her fingers against my scalp.

I move my hands up past her ribs, slowly moving them over her breasts, guiding my fingers to the sensitive peaks.

Her quiet moan reaches my ears and I open my eyes and look up to hers, seeing them open, deeper, more intense.

We lean in, angling our heads and joining our lips together.

I make sure it's like everything else so far; slow. 

Her lips are warm moving against mine and I can feel by her kiss that she's crying, I can feel the wetness of her tears against my face, I can feel her releasing her pain on to me.

I don't mind, in a way I want her to cry, I want her to do anything to express how she feels. I don't care if she suddenly goes rough tonight, I won't stop her unless it's absolutely necessary.

Ashley is the one to deepen the kiss and of course, I don't object, I let her do anything she wants and she always tastes so good.

Her tongue is slow moving against my own. I think she's trying to drag this out, these emotions she's feeling, I think she wants to feel alive.

I feel her hand tighten at the back of my neck, pulling me closer to her.

We kiss, we kiss until my head swims from lack of oxygen and then we kiss some more. 

She's still crying and her kisses turned deeper, they aren't hard kisses, they're probably some of the softest we've ever shared.

Her lips slide over mine, sucking my bottom lip gently between hers.

I moan quietly, it was so quiet I'm surprised she heard it but she did and she stopped kissing me and opened her eyes.

They're darker than her normal shade, her lips are swollen and as I already told you, tears are running down her face.

She turns around slowly and it takes one look for me to know she wants me to remove her dress for her. 

My eyes don't leave hers as my hands move underneath the material of her dress, pulling it down her body and hearing it fall to the floor.

Those tears are still on her face and I reach to wipe them away, feeling their wetness against my fingertips and watching her eyelids drift together, her face leaning into my hand.

My other hand rests in the crook of her neck and I lean in, pressing my lips to Ashley's in what was just going to be a single, brief 'I love you' kiss but I pull back and she moves with me, wanting to keep contact for as long as possible and keeping her eyes closed even after her lips are no longer against mine.

I look at her and I know she's going to cry again, I slowly wrap my arms around her, pulling her as close as I can and joining our lips again, kissing her firmly but never crossing the line into rough.

Her hands clutch at my sides much like a few days ago in my kitchen except this time they're gentler, the action means more, it has more behind it. It has her pain. Not her pain and confusion, just her pain. And I can deal with that, I can deal with anything she needs me to tonight.

After a little while of kissing her, feeling her lips tremble against mine and the wetness of her tears against my cheek, I pull away, I pull away for air and I brush my thumb over her shaking lips, "Don't cry, baby. I'm here."

"You can't ever leave me, I'll die," she whispers out.

I lean my forehead against hers and close my eyes, "I'd die too," I take a deep shaky breath, keeping my eyes closed and whisper, "I love you so much."

She didn't reply, she tried to but her tears were choking her.

We're on the bed now, laying on our sides pressed against each other kissing and touching. We're still not rushing, our hands are delicate, barely making contact with skin as they roam bodies and bring forth moans, sighs of pleasure.

Even though it's like this.. I think this is one of our most intense moments, I can still feel her tears, I can still feel her pain but I can feel everything else too, I can feel her love, I can feel the vibrations of her moans encouraging me to repeat a previous action, I can feel everything. 

Our touches and kisses are so light and so soft they feel like the hardest and the roughest I've ever experienced.

I stop kissing her and take a much needed breath, feeling her tug at the hem of my shirt almost as soon as and lift up my arms, letting her remove it. 

I'm not wearing a bra, I took it off when she was on the phone earlier, it was bugging me.

My body moves into hers, gently forcing her on to her back and laying down half on top of her, lightly running my hands down her sides and feeling her tremble.

I kiss her neck, running my tongue up and down it, kissing her jaw line and moving to her mouth, feeling her deepen our kiss immediately.

She sucks the tip of my tongue, sending my body into riot. 

I'm trying to make tonight just about her, I don't want to get so worked up I'll have to do something about it.

Her bra is still on and I quickly take care of that, discarding it on to the floor next to the bed somewhere and lower my mouth to a swollen nipple, hearing a long breathy moan in response.

I focus my mouth's attention on the other one, leaving my hand to work on the neglected breast.

Her chest is heaving and I can feel her stomach, the muscles are contracting.

I move back up her body and hover over her lips, waiting for her to open her eyes.

It doesn’t take long and we just look, we look at each other so hard and so deep.

I move some of her hair away from her face, keeping my hand there and not closing my eyes as I lower my lips to hers again.

Her eyes stay locked with mine, lips sliding and tongues darting and duelling. 

I can feel her heart pounding, I can feel her alive and I know she feels it too, I know she feels alive.

My eyes, lips and tongue stay in the same place but I move, I move on top of her. I need to feel her.

She’s warm and soft, just like always.

I hope I feel the same for her. 

My leg slips between hers, already feeling the heat emitting from her centre 

Moving it at a steady rhythm I see her trying not to close her eyes, she’s trying so hard.

I lean down to capture her lips again, feeling her fingers press down into the skin of my back as she returns the kiss fully.

My hands move down her body, barely grazing over her skin and feeling her moan into my mouth, her eyes almost closing.

My hands skim back up, teasing the sensitive skin just below her breasts, loving how she arches into me, pulling out of our kiss, breathing out my name.

I move my body to the side, removing my leg from between hers and dragging a hand down to a thigh, caressing it with the pads of my fingers, the backs of my fingers, my palm; hearing her react to every touch, feeling her react with every touch.

Hopefully every moan of ecstasy spilling from her bruised and swollen lips is replacing every chest tightening sensation.

I trail my fingers up over her damp underwear, running the length of my fingers up and down slowly and gently, feeling her start to push her hips into my hand, increasing her pace as I increase my pressure.

We pass the minutes carrying on much the same, kissing, touching, loving, and by this point Ashley is almost begging for it.

We still haven’t closed our eyes, they’re still locked on to each other’s. We’ve both almost closed them and we both stopped each other.

Her chest is heaving into mine, her heavy exhaled breaths are puffing against my equally swollen, heavy breathing lips.

With the help of Ashley, I manage to rid her body of clothing, throwing her soaked underwear somewhere away from the bed, away from us.

I moan with her when I lower my body again, kissing her with a renewed passion, feeling her body react again.

Her hips twist a little to find mine, needing to relieve the ache I’m certain she feels.

I see her eyes search mine for an answer when I gently stop her hips from moving and continue to rub my tongue against hers.

Mirroring every other movement, I slowly drag my hand from it’s resting spot on her face to just before where she needs it, feeling her hips move up again.

I slide my fingers inside, not entering her, just exploring her, watching the reactions play themselves out across her eyes; how they keep almost closing, how amazing it feels.

I lean back down, taking her lips between my own and continuing my exploration, slowly rubbing the pads of two fingers over her with ease.

Her teeth involuntarily bite down onto my lip, not hard enough for it to bleed but hard enough for it to hurt.

I change my pattern and watch her struggle to maintain eye contact and to keep kissing me, she keeps having to stop to moan or breathe, but I don’t mind, I can still see her, I can always see her.

My fingers stop moving for a second, giving her a chance to catch her breath.

Her previously almost closed eyes are now half open, she’s giving me the most intense stare I’ve seen in months, if ever; moaning in such a way I feel myself throb.

Her breaths are still heavy as her lips descend to mine, pushing against them firmly.

She knows what I’m about to do, I’ve been telling her as we kiss.

A finger slides inside of Ashley, and I feel and hear her moan, loudly, her eyes again not winning the battle, they drift shut momentarily and shoot back open, silently telling me sorry for not being able to keep them on me.

I add another finger, telling her it’s okay, she doesn’t need to apologize for anything, keeping my eyes fixed on hers, getting so much pleasure from the look on her face.

She’s moving into my hand faster now, meeting each thrust as I kiss her neck briefly before moving back to her lips so I can see her eyes with each motion of my hand.

The tears of hers are back, I can see them filling her eyes and then spilling over to her skin, rolling down her temples, adding to the moisture already accumulated there from our current actions. 

I’m about to stop when her mouth latches back onto mine, her hands grasping at my face, kissing me deeply, lacking the softness from before but not being rough, she’s being desperate.

I bring my thumb up, firmly stroking over her and she pulls away moaning and breathing out “Harder.”

I add a third finger, significantly thrusting inside of her faster and harder, brushing a thumb across her, keeping my eyes locked onto her wet ones that keep closing and reopening to look into mine and repeating the same pattern until her mouth leaves mine. Her eyes still don‘t stray, moaning into the thick air surrounding us, her heavy breaths joining them.

The sounds she’s making, how frequent, how her body is moving underneath mine, I know she’s nearing, I’ve memorized these sounds. I memorized them the first time we were together. 

I lower my mouth to hers again, firmly but gently kissing her, deepening it immediately.

My hand is still moving in and out of her and she still keeps having to stop kissing me, she still can’t help moaning, expressing her pleasure.

With our bare chests pressed together it’s easy to feel her heart pounding again. It’s easy to nearly get lost in the sensation.

It’s easy to nearly lose myself in her.

Her kisses are shaky, they’re so shaky.

She moves into my hand again, starting up a fast rhythm and locking eyes with me, letting me see everything.

I move even faster, ignoring any pain in my hand I focus on her eyes, how expressive they are and how her walls are squeezing my fingers together, tight.

I stop for a second, re-angling my hand and sliding it in deeper than before, being able to curl my fingers repeatedly, drawing out a sudden but long, intense orgasm from Ashley, her scream echoing and her eyes slamming shut, no sign of them reopening any time soon, her heaving chest coming into contact with mine, her heavy breaths mixing with my own.

Her eyes are still closed and I move off her body a little, half laying on it with my arm around her stomach, head on her shoulder.

_

She can talk again now, she just told me she loves me, finally getting out the words that she couldn’t earlier.

-

Always be mine.


_ _ _


Chapter 87.


*


Where I left it last time definitely wasn't where we left it; I don't even remember how many times it was, just that it was no less mind-blowing than before.

I remembered to make sure she took the pills and I made sure she fell asleep first before closing my eyes, keeping our cooling bodies connected.

Even though I had a long and tiring day with basically no sleep the night before that, I'm having one of those days so far, one of those days where you go to bed so late and you get up so early feeling like you've slept forever, feeling like you could do anything.

If I could do anything then you know it would be for Ashley and I know she didn't have dinner yesterday, just a handful of grapes, so I watched her sleep for a little while noticing she looked more like the Ashley before this and wrote her a note in case she woke up wondering where I was.

I'm on my way to a coffee house, any coffee house. I know I said I wasn't tired and that's true but I know Ash will want one so I'm on a mission. Mission Coffee. 

I should have waited until the 'school run' was over, there's irritable parents and little kids roaming the streets. Most of them not even watching where they're going. 

Probably should have just got a cab to avoid it but I wanted to walk, makes me feel more useful.

There's the cutest kid walking in front, she looks like Ashley in that picture I stole, she keeps turning around to smile and against my will, I smile back every time.

Her mother is talking to what I assume is a friend of hers, completely ignoring her daughter who looks used to it or just completely oblivious to it all, I don’t know her to be able to decide on either option.

Maybe a little bit of both.

Ever since my dream I've had such a better tolerance of children, if this was happening last year I'm certain the girl in front would have gotten a different reaction from me.

Her mother turns her head a little, talking to the air next to her but not looking at the girl, "Hannah keep up," and turning back around to laugh with her friend.

She doesn't keep up, she falls behind even more and walks in step with me.

"Hannah," is heard again.

I face Hannah and see her roll her eyes, making me smile again. 

"She never gives me a break; I keep telling her, Mom, I'm six and a half years old, I know how to live my life."

I smile again and look down to face her as we continue to walk, "You don't think you need a little more time to learn how to live your life or to find out what you want?"

Her over enthusiastic voice is quick to respond, "How hard can it be? And I don't want much, just me and my best friend forever and ever."

"That's it? Just you and your friend?"

"Yep," she pauses, smiling wide, "what do you want?"

I study her innocent face, thinking about her innocent question.

"Just me and my best friend," I say simply.

"Hannah!" 

She rolls her eyes again, "She should just dress me in a jumpsuit."

That brings another smile to my lips and I pull a sympathetic face. 

"On my way, mom!" she looks up at me again, smiling, "have a nice life with your best friend."

I don't really know what to say to that except, "You too."

_


The person standing in front of me smells weird, I don't exactly know what of...but it's not nice.

There's a pretty big queue, I think it's somebody's first day so I'll cut them some slack for being a little slow.

Ashley better still be sleeping.

WSG (weird smelling guy) turns around to face me, "Hi there."

I look around a little uncertain, wondering if he was talking to me, "Uh, hi."

"How you doing?"

"I'm not very nice to talk to before a coffee so…" I hint, rather rudely.

He laughs like I said something hilarious, "Totally, I'm the same way, I'm an animal."

That's it! he smells like wet dog.

"So I see."

"Are you here alone?"

"Nope."

He opens his mouth to say something when I hear a familiar voice yell out.

My eyes go to the large window not far away, seeing Hannah's mom looking pissed and I head for the door.


_


I approach her, "Hey you're Hannah's mom, right?"

"Did you see where she went?" 

I look at my watch, "She's not at school yet? It's late."

She looks irritated, "I didn't ask you for the time."

"You don't know where she is? How can you just lose a kid?"

"Trust me, it's easy."

I start thinking as a six year old and the woman's last words are appropriate, trust me...it's easy. Ashley always tells me I'm just a big kid.

"Have you checked the park or checked back at your house or something?"

I don't know why I'm helping... I wouldn't have done this before.

She looks nervous now, I think she's gonna cry, "I checked the park but not back at the house."

Her retreating form doesn't mutter a thank you but I didn't expect her to.

My coffee can wait, I can't just leave without trying to find her.

_

I checked the block we met on, I checked three times. 

I checked the library... what? she might be a book worm. 

I checked by an ice cream shop Ashley and I walked past yesterday, what kid doesn't love ice cream? 

I checked a small toy store.

There's other places to look, I'm sure of it but I can't think of them. I don't know why I feel bad, I don't even know her.

_

On my way back to the coffee shop I see a flash of brown hair and immediately recognize the cute face. I quicken my pace, easily catching up with her, walking beside her.

"Hey there skipper."

She looks up to me and smiles, "Hi!"

I smile back, "School sure has changed since I was there."

"When did you go to school?"

"Two days ago."

Hannah smiles, not getting my hint at all. 

It's kinda cute.

"Why aren't you at school?" I ask.

She shrugs, "It's boring."

"You don't want to see your friend?" 

"My best friend...and yeah," she replies, her voice at that squeaky stage.

"Let me call your mom then and you can go, I'm sure she's worried about you."

"She's not."

She said that in a tone I didn't like hearing on her.

"I'm sure that's not true, I saw before I came to look for you, she looked pretty worried."

I see Hannah's eyes light up, "Really? Did she cry?"

"Yeah, she did," I say, referring to her first question and not the second.

"Okay," she nods, "you can call her but not yet, let's make her wait five minutes."

I sit down on a bench, watching her sit down next to me, her tiny legs hanging over the edge of the bench and holding a brown paper bag with her lunch in.

I point to it, "What's for lunch today?"

She looks inside the bag and rolls her eyes, "Feet by the smell of it."

I laugh and she puts the bag in front of my face to sniff. 

Definitely feet.

"If you promise to never do this again, never walk away from your mother even when she's not being very nice then I'll buy you whatever you want for lunch."

She moves closer, her smile widening, "Really?!"

Her enthusiasm is sweet.

"Really, but you have to promise."

She holds out her pinkie and I link mine with hers as she yells out "I promise!"

_


"You're not having a pickle sandwich, Hannah," I reply to her request.

"Why not?"

I look down to her, "Because you're not expecting."

"Expecting what?"

Not a conversation we're going to have.

"Choose another."

"Why can't we go somewhere else?"

We've had this conversation three times in three minutes.

"Because I told your mom we would be by that bench and if we're not there when she gets back I'll probably get arrested for kidnapping or something."

"You're dramatic Spally."

"Spencer."

"Sure ... can I have turkey?" her brown eyes lighting up.

I can't say no.

"Turkey it is."

_


We're back at the bench and she threw her homemade sandwich in the trash, "Thank you for lunch Spally."

I don't correct her, what would be the point?

"Just don't go running off again because this was a one time deal, I must have been hit over the head or something."

"Okay."

I briefly start thinking about Ash, wondering if she's awake yet and what I should buy her for breakfast.

It's quiet and she's looking up to me again, just looks, she doesn't speak.

"Uh... yeah?" I ask unsurely with a smile.

"Nothing Spally."

"Stop calling me Spally, that's not my name."

"Yes it is."

I roll my eyes, not being able to keep a smile inside.

A car screeches around the corner and Hannah turns to me, "That's my mom, I better go..."

I nod, "Okay."

She jumps off the bench with her paper bag and turns to face me, "I think your friend loves you too."

I know she meant that like everything else, innocently... but I still thought it was sweet..

_


I walk back inside the hotel room finding my goddess still sleeping.

Her coffee and bagel is on the table next to her and I walk over to my side of the bed, laying down on top of the covers looking at her.

My fingers brush against her cheek and I smile at the corners of her mouth turning up into a smile in her sleep.

They move over her lips, stroking back and forth.

Her hand moves, unconsciously searching for mine. I move it from it's resting spot on my stomach so it's closer to hers and feel her slide her thumb inside my palm, her fingers lightly resting across my hand.

My fingers are still on her lips, my eyes are still admiring her face.

I move my fingers away from her lips and lean over her, reaching for my coffee. 

I had most of it on the walk back here, I down it quickly and move back, looking down to see Ashley awake.

"Sorry, I didn't mean to wake you up," I'm quick to apologize.

"You didn't, I just couldn't breathe."

I'm confused and then realize I probably gave her a face full of my...assets. "Sorry, didn't think," I smile.

She shrugs, "I could think of worse ways to wake up...minus the not being able to breathe part."

"Well sure I mean, who wouldn't want a face full of my rack?"

She smiles in her 'I'm still kinda half asleep' way...it's very cute.

"One day you will float away with the size of your ego."

"And you will be the one hanging on to my ankles, floating with me."

She rolls her eyes and I bite the side of my lip as she moves on to her elbows, looking up at me.

Her voice is heard first, "I'm sorry."

"For what?"

"Last night...this morning, whatever."

I hold her hand properly, "You don't need to apologize Ashley, not for anything."

"I feel like I do.."

"You don't, I promise."

"Okay."

I reach for her coffee, "Sit up, breakfast is served."

She obliges to my request, "A cardboard cup? Spence you shouldn't have."

I smile at her and hand her the coffee and bagel, "Enjoy your cardboard."

"Thank you, you didn't have to go out and get me breakfast, I could have just got it myself."

"Yeah well...I'm a saint."

"My saint," she says before taking a sip of her coffee.

I pick up my water bottle and I see her smile at me, she always looks at me and smiles when she sees me drink a coffee and then drink some water and I always smile back, it's like a weird tradition or something.

She's chewing a piece of her bagel cutely and on the bite after the next one, she'll drop a piece.

"Did you sleep okay?" I ask.

She nods and mumbles a "Mm-hmm," through her mouthful.

"Did you?" she asks and brings the bagel back up, taking another bite.

"I slept fine, you looked cute." 

She finishes chewing and smiles at me again, "You slept fine but you noticed I looked cute? That makes sense."

"I slept fine, I just woke up early and happened to notice you looked cute, sue me," I tease.

Her eyes roll playfully and she takes another bite, dropping a small piece and I can't help but smile.

"Why are you smiling?"

I look at her eyes, still smiling, "I'm not."

She smiles too, "You're totally smiling."

"No I'm not."

She laughs, "Why are you denying you're smiling?"

"You dropped a piece of your bagel," I admit.

She looks down to the covers, "Aw damn, I thought I was doing good this time."

Every single time Ashley eats a bagel she drops a piece, like even if it's toasted, it's so weird. 

I pat her hand reassuringly, "Maybe next time baby."

She smiles again, "Don't give me that tone Miss I can't drink coffee without a bottle of water afterwards."

"That is so not comparable."

"Whatever you say."

I look to her half eaten bagel, "Can I have some?"

"Why didn't you get one for yourself?"

"I did."

Her eyebrows raise, "So why do you want some of mine?"

"I walked it off and yours looks better."

She holds it out for me and I take a huge bite, mumbling an incoherent thank you.

Through my chewing I see her staring at the shape of the bite I took, "Please, take the whole bagel," she says teasingly.

I've swallowed the bagel from heaven, "Don't tempt me."

She breaks off another piece and hands it to me before finishing the rest of hers.

I think she's okay today...or at least now anyway, I know it won't stay like this, it's gonna take time for her to get used to things but right at this moment.. she's okay.

"Oh hey, did you call Paula yet?"

"At 10am?"

"Call her, you know she's not working today."

"I'll call her later, we have things to do now."

She takes a sip of her coffee and I wait for her to swallow her current sip, "So breakfast was just your plan to get me naked and back into bed?"

I raise my eyebrows, smiling at her, "You're already naked and in bed."

"So you were just being nice? Aww Spence, you're so cute."

"I'm not cute."

"You're so cute."

"I'm adorable," I correct.

She smiles and I look at her bed hair, "I love your bed hair," I say before remembering the other bag and move off the bed.

"What are you doing?"

I don't answer her, I have the bag and I jump bag onto the bed, seeing her smile at the bounce of the bed my jump caused.

I hold it out to her, "Here, I thought we could watch it before we leave tonight."

She pulls her 'gift' and grins, "I love Hocus Pocus!" she pauses, "I can't believe you deliberately destroyed my other copy."

"It was Clay."

"Clay has never been inside my room."

I didn't destroy her other copy, she just always says that because she's watched it a million times and it was VHS, they aren't gonna last forever are they?

Her excuse is it's one of her favourite movies from when she was a kid.

I liked it too.. Alison was hot. I envied the ''virgin'' sleeping next to her.

So gay, I know.

I don't answer her and she leans forward to kiss me briefly, "Thank you for this, baby."

"No problem."

Her eyebrows draw together, "Wait."

I look at her, waiting for her to continue.

"You totally thought of this when you mentioned my bed hair you bitch."

I laugh.. cause I so did.

"I'm sorry Winnie."

"Shut up," she laughs.

I lie down on my back next to her, leaning my head next to her hips.

Her hand moves over my face, drawing the same patterns I did for her when she was asleep. 

"Spence?"

I look up to her, "Yeah?"

"You've been...amazing the past couple days and I know that sounds kinda lame 'cause it's just a word and what you've done, how you made me feel, it deserves more than that but it's kinda all we have so thank you, you really don't know what it means to me that you came here and even bought me breakfast and another copy of one of my favourite movies. I know sometimes you think you can't handle 'heavy' things.. but you can Spence, you've been perfect."

I continue looking at her and move my hand so it's resting against her covered leg, "You know it's because I love you, Ash."

She nods and I look away, enjoying the comfortable silence for a few minutes until she breaks it again.

"Spence?"

I look up to her, "Yeah?"

Her eyes don't leave mine, "If we weren't seventeen, I'd marry you."

-

And you know what my answer would be.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 88.


*


"I hope Paula doesn't crush us when we walk through the door."

We're on our way home from the airport, Christine is driving and Ashley is sitting up front with her and I'm in the back…obviously. I wouldn't be sitting on the roof would I?

Ashley turns around to face me, almost smiling, "You know she will, Spence."

I pull a face, of course she will; sometimes I only have to go to school and she squeezes the life out of me as soon as I step through the door.

Christine addresses Ashley, "I'm sorry about tonight sweetie but tomorrow we can have dinner together okay? Spencer is welcome to join us."

I continue to listen in from the back.

"Okay cool, Spence would love to join us."

I smile at her assumption, "Oh I would?"

She smiles at me through her mirror, "You know you'd love to come."

I really would.

Christine looks across to Ashley, briefly taking her eyes off the road, "Good," her hand moves across to Ashley's forearm, "I missed you."

"I missed you too, mom."

_


A banner.

Paula made a Welcome Home banner.

With balloons.

God, two days and she goes crazy.

I lean forward in my seat closer to Ashley, "Gee Ash, do you think she knows we're back?"

Her head turns to face mine a little more, "She spent time making that, it was sweet."

I did have a reply for that but I don't say anything, she's gone a lot quieter since this afternoon, I just nod in agreement.

Ashley and Christine say their goodbyes and Christine said she would call Ash on her break.

We're standing on the asphalt holding our bags and I'm unsure what to do. "Should we go in or?"

"I think you should count to three."

I smile at her request, "One, two, three." 

"Wait for it..."

The door flies open, Paula rushing towards us with an untied balloon flying around in the air erratically, making that weird sort of fart sound.

Her arms wrap around Ashley and I's necks, pulling us all together, "I missed you girls so much!"

I can't speak yet, I can't breathe.

Ashley can, "We missed you too, Paula."

Paula pulls back with a big smile attached to her lips, "Let me get your bags for you."

I don't have a chance to protest as she loads herself up with all of our bags, hurrying back into the house.

I turn to face Ashley and take her hand, "I'm sorry, I didn't think she would do anything like this.."

"It's okay, she's only trying to be nice."

I say okay and start to walk into the house, Ashley right next to me.

_


The welcome home 'celebration' was...exhausting. Paula wouldn't shut up about I don't even know what, I was paying too much attention to Ashley.

It only lasted two hours but the lack of sleep has definitely caught up with me and we have school tomorrow.

Ashley decided she would stay over here tonight, she's in the bathroom brushing her teeth. 

Her and Paula were in the kitchen for like forty minutes, I saw them but I couldn't hear what they were saying; she seemed to tell Ashley something important though and she hugged her before walking back over to Dad.

I'm in bed yawning and I must be the only person who would do that when I have Ashley getting into bed next to me soon but I can't help it, I'm probably going to sleep for a week.

"You'll catch flies, you know."

I finish my yawn and smile at her, not actually responding to her comment and I pull the covers up, "Get in, I warmed it up for you."

"Aww, my personal electric blanket."

"Always," 

She climbs under the covers and we lie facing each other, our legs already tangled.

I don't say anything, I'm in my 'Ashley daze', just tracing every part of her face with my eyes.

Her hand reaches up to my face, pushing some hair further away from my face and keeping her hand there, occasionally brushing her thumb across the skin.

My hand moves to her side, lazily throwing it around to her back, lightly scratching the skin underneath her beater, keeping my eyes locked on to hers.

Her fingers move across my face, lightly running across my lips and I kiss the pads of her gentle fingers.

My fingers are still moving underneath her shirt when she pulls me closer, her face a breath away from mine.

She leans in and closes her eyes, hovering above my lips and pulling back. I don't speak or close my eyes, I silently watch her, listening to her exhaled breaths.

She leans in again, brushing her lips over mine so light that if I didn't have my eyes open I probably wouldn't have felt it.

I stop scraping my nails across the skin of her back, changing the motion of my fingers to small circles.

Her eyes open slowly, staring back into my own and moves towards me, firmly pressing our bodies together. 

She leans in again and I meet her almost half way, stopping just short of her lips and feeling her close the remaining gap pressing our lips together.

Her kiss is soft and my eyes drift shut as her hand moves underneath my arm and around to my back keeping me in place, angling her head more and deepening the kiss.

I don't know exactly how long we've been kissing but I know it's been a long time and I know my lips are swollen.

She pulls away and rests her forehead on mine keeping her eyes closed and breathing heavily. 

The only difference with me is that my eyes are open.

I don't have to wait that long for her to remove her head from mine and pull back looking into my eyes again, probably noticing their darker shade. I notice hers.

Her hand makes contact with mine, gently lifting it from her body and turning around to face away from me, wrapping my arm back around her midriff and keeping her hand on top of mine.

I don't need her to ask me to move closer, it's only a matter of time before she does so I press right into her back tightening my hold on her stomach. I lean my head down the short distance to her shoulder, gently placing a kiss on the exposed skin my lips find, silently telling her goodnight. 

_


School was long and tiring, I slept through four classes. Definitely a new record.

Ashley seems okay again so far today and I'm trying not to stay too close to her or keep watching her, I know she's starting to notice and I don't want her to think I don't think she can't cope or something because I know she can, she can do anything.

That's why I'm at home and she's at her place; usually we would be together but we're having dinner soon so I can manage without her for a couple hours...barely.

Paula was on the early morning shift and she'll be home any minute, I'm waiting for her in the living room, I still haven't had a chance to tell her again how awesome it was for her to pay for a flight and hotel for Ashley and I.

I made her a coffee, she always looks so tired when she gets back from work.

I hear the front door open and close, I'm waiting for her to ask if I'm here.

"Spencer you there?"

"Living room, Mom."

She breezes into the room and sits down next to me wearing her hospital scrubs and it's definitely the scrubs that make me a little nauseous, not her.

Her face turns to mine, "How was your day sweetheart?"

"It was okay, tiring. How was yours?"

She smiles at my question, "Busy, had a gunshot victim this afternoon and the bullet pierced his-"

I cut her off, "Busy, wow.. here, coffee," I quickly change the direction of the conversation, I so don't want to her details, I'll never eat again.

She takes the mug off me, smiling at what I assume to be my thoughtfulness, "Thank you."

"That's what I was going to say. Thank you for paying for Ashley and I the past two days, it meant a lot 'cause I know we can't really afford it...and even if we could it was really nice so thank you."

"Thank you for saying that, Ashley already told me yesterday but it's nice of you to tell me again," she laughs a little. 

"She did?"

"She told me when we were in the kitchen."

"What else did she say?"

She looks proud, "Ashley told me how amazing you've been, how you said everything at the right time and knew the right things to say."

I blush a little, "Really?"

"Really."

I pick at a hole in my jeans, "Well…she's crazy you know."

"I'm sure she is."

I smile and see her check her watch, "Are you going to Ashley's now?"

My eyes travel to the clock, "Not yet, we can hang out if you want," I pause, "I mean we don't have to if you're ti-"

She cuts me off abruptly, "I'd love to, just let me take a quick shower and I'll be with you."

"Sure."

_


Mom and I hung out but not for long, maybe 40 minutes or something, I kinda had fun, she's funny sometimes and we were making fun of Clay sleepwalking and starting to mow the lawn. 

I was amused. 

I actually knock on the front door for some reason and Ashley is quick to open it, pulling the door open wide and smiling when she sees it's me.

"I missed you and why did you knock? I told you to always just let yourself in."

I smile at her and pull her in for a hug, wrapping my arms around her small frame and pulling her close to me, "I missed you too and I was being polite."

I can feel her smile.

"Spencer Carlin and polite? Nope, doesn't sound familiar."

"I'm polite when I want to be thank you," I pause, "see, that was totally unintentional, it just slipped out."

She pulls back, grabbing my hand and smiling, "Whatever," moving out of the way for me to walk inside.

"Thank you," I grin.

I see her trying not to smile, "Shut up."

"Sorry."

Her smile breaks through, "I get it, you can stop."

_


I throw myself down on to her bed, "I love your bed, it's so comfortable."

"It's okay."

"How can you not love this bed, Ash? It's totally lumpy in all the right places."

"That just means I need a new mattress."

I grin, "Already? Wow, we've been pretty busy, huh?"

"Only because you can't keep your hands off me."

I raise my eyebrows playfully.

"...and because I can't keep my hands off you, too," she continues.

I smile at her already known confession, "That's more like it," I say before patting the space next to me, "want to add another lump or two?"

She bites down on her bottom lip, "I want to but my mom will be home any minute.."

I don't mind, I was mostly kidding...not totally because I always want her but I knew she'd say no, I knew Christine would be getting back soon.

I open my arms a little, "C'mere."

She moves from her spot near the edge of the bed and lies her body half across mine, putting her arm across my stomach and moving her hand underneath my back, leaning her head on my shoulder. 

"You're comfy."

I smile, "I know."

_


My foot is sliding up and down Ashley's smooth calf and I'm getting too much satisfaction from her getting flustered.

She's so cute.

Christine looks to me, "Enjoying yourself Spencer?"

I think of Ashley's legs...and the rest of her body...and her voice...and her hair, basically everything and I slide my foot up higher, "Definitely."

"Good, I'm glad."

I face Ashley, "Are you enjoying yourself?"

Her eyes lock on to mine, "You know I am."

I did know that, yes.

"How is Paula?" Christine asks me.

"She's good, I saw her before I came over and I swear I nearly died from a heart attack when-" I stop when I see Ashley's smile drop and I realize what I've said. 

Shit.

I close my eyes briefly, not quite believing I said that, "I'm so sorry, I didn't mean to say that, Ashley."

Her demeanour has changed and she picks at her food with an expression I can't quite place, "I know."

My hand wraps around hers, "I swear I didn't mean to make you feel like this."

She squeezes my hand a little, "I know Spence, it's okay. I was waiting for somebody to say something like that, I guess it's out of the way now."

"I didn't want to be the one to say it though."

"I know."

"And you know I'm sorry?"

"I know you're sorry."

I release a breath I didn't know I was holding and apply more pressure to the grip of her hand, "Good."

She lets go and leaves the room, telling Christine she forgot something.

She's lying and I follow her.

_


I walk into the bedroom and find her sitting on the floor in front of the bed.

I'm quick to make my way to her and sit down beside her, "I'm sorry," I whisper out.

She nods and I can tell she's upset 'cause she isn't speaking.

My lips press against her cheek, hoping to stop the tears I can see brimming in her eyes, "I'm sorry," I whisper again.

She nods again and the tears fall down her face, "I'm sorry," she whispers back.

"Why are you sorry?"

Her hand attempts to wipe away the tears, "`Cause I'm being stupid."

I help her wipe away her tears, "You're not being stupid, baby; you're just grieving and I get that, you're not being stupid at all."

She breathes out an 'okay' and I see that she's still crying and lift my arm over her shoulders, pulling her against me, "Don't cry," I whisper, somehow thinking she will hear it more if I say it quieter.

-

Me and my stupid big mouth, note to self: think before you speak. 

_ _ _ 


Chapter 89


*


It's Ashley's birthday next week and I find it really hard to believe I've known her for almost a year, but what a year it's been.

I think I want the next one to be uneventful, totally uneventful.

Ashley is really difficult to buy gifts for sometimes, I mean she's already told me she doesn't want anything but whatever I did get she would love.

She meant that in a sweet way but it's made me worry even more. 

Did I ever tell you that the day we met is her birthday? No? Well it is.

She got checked out and kissed by me on her birthday, lucky girl.

I did threaten to kick her ass too...

The past two weeks have been good, not eventful but not uneventful either, they've been just right.

Ashley is back at work and I think she's finishing there soon, she said she just needs one more pay check and then she will probably quit.

God I hope so, I'm a selfish person, I want her with me.

I'm going over to her house soon, just to hang out or something and I should probably already be out of bed and in the shower to be there on time but I'm comfortable and warm, it's not really helping me be able to drag myself out of here.

I'm startled out of my almost state of sleep by my landline phone ringing and I pull the covers over my head trying to fall back asleep even when I know I shouldn't.

“I’m not here, I have a life.”

"Spencer pull the covers away from your cute face and answer the phone, I need to tell you something!"

It's Ashley and she doesn't sound angry at all, she sounds deliriously happy.

I smile at her knowing what I would be doing and reach for the phone, "Hey Screech."

"Sleeping beauty," she greets back.

"What was with the message? Did you have a dirty dream?"

Her cute giggle is heard, "No, better."

"Better than a dirty dream? Not possible."

"He's back!"

I frown in confusion, "Who?"

She's grinning, she's grinning so wide I can feel it through the phone.

"José!"

My eyes are still closed but I'm smiling and interested in what she has to say, "You're kidding me."

"No, he's in my room right now! I got out of the shower and was changing and when I turned around there he was! right on the wall behind me."

My smile slowly drops, "He was watching you change?"

"Whatever," she dismisses, "he's back! how great is that?!"

She hasn't been this enthused or excited about something for weeks so I play along, "That's awesome, I'm glad you're happy Ash."

"Me too and we're going shopping today, we have to buy him a little cage or a toy or something."

"No we're not."

"Spencer come on, he has to feel welcome."

He's not welcome when he stares at my naked girlfriend. "He isn't being chased with a baseball bat, I think he already feels the love."

"I guess you're right... but we're still hanging out today, right?"

"Yeah...unless you want to spend your day catching up with Mr J."

"He's going to be living here Spence, I have more than enough time to catch up so come over, I want to see you."

Aww.

"No you don't, you just want to fmove with José all afternoon."

She's quiet.

"....That is by far the most disgusting thing you have ever said."

I smile and sigh, "I'll be there, I just have to shower and you can come pick me up."

"Can I?" 

"Uh huh."

"And did I agree to this or are you just assuming?" she asks with a hint of amusement.

"You agreed," I lie.

"Sure I did."

Silence washes over us and I press my teeth into my bottom lip, "So....you're picking me up?" I ask unsurely.

"I'm picking you up," she confirms.

I smile and close my eyes, "You're so getting some when we get back to your place."

"Not until this afternoon I'm not." 

"Why not?"

She sighs, "Mom is here so we have to wait."

That's not good news.

I pout even though she can't see me, "That sucks...can't you just be quiet today?"

"Can't I be quiet? You're the one who doesn't shut up."

"I can't help a natural reaction, Ashley."

"Because screaming 'fuck me Joseph, Mary and Jesus' over and over again is a natural reaction?"

I smirk at the memory, "Good times.."

I smile at hearing her laugh, "Yeah."

"Okay I'm gonna shower real quick so be here in an hour."

"Real quick is not an hour, I'll be there in thirty minutes."

"Why do you always insist on me rushing my showers?"

"Because I don't want to hold your prune fingers."

I gasp dramatically, "Baby that's offensive, I take offence."

"I guess I have some making up to do then."

"I guess you do."

"Thirty minutes okay? no later or you can walk to my house."

My feet kick my covers down the bed, "Uh huh, I'm getting up."

"You better be."

I raise my eyebrows, "Oh yeah? What if I'm lying?"

"Then I'll have to kick your ass."

"You and your eight legged lover as a tag team? Aww, cute."

"Speaking of the little guy, I wonder where he went; he's not on the wall anymore."

I roll my eyes, "Take off your shirt, I'm sure he'll find you." 

I'm busy thinking of ways to kill that fucker and keep him dead.

"Spencer?"

I grunt in acknowledgement.

"Are you maybe a little jealous?"

"Of who?"

"You know who."

I run my tongue over my teeth, "Whatever."

She laughs, "Don't be stupid, Spence."

"So I'm jealous and stupid now?"

"What? No, I just mean-"

I cut her off, "I know what you meant, Ashley."

"Seriously, I'm not having this conversation over a spider...it's too stupid."

"He's a fucking perv! He watches you change at every given opportunity and you don't mind, you just let him."

"For the record, I don't 'let' him watch; I can't help where he goes and I didn't even know he was back until like ten seconds before I called you," she pauses, "and besides, who is he going to tell?" 

"That's not the point."

"God, this is stupid.. go and shower, I'll pick you up."

"No. You're not my mother."

Her tone is warning, "Spencer."

I sigh, "Okay...love you."

"Love you too, see you in thirty."

God I love her.

_


I'm showered, I smell good and I look hot.

What? I do.

I even managed to have a shower in ten minutes, I think that's a new record. For me at least, and now I have five minutes to spare before mother fucker gets here.

Mom is out. Shopping I think..

I open the front door ready to leave the house.

"Hey Spence, going over to Ashley's?"

I turn and walk in the direction of the voice and find my Dad in the living room, "Yeah, she'll be here soon."

"How is she doing?"

I sit down on the couch, "Better."

"Is there a 'but' in there?"

"I mean she seems better... but sometimes she's quiet and I ask her what she's thinking about and she tells me she isn't thinking of anything important but I know she's thinking of him."

"You can't expect her not to do that."

"No I know, I know she has to think about it. Who wouldn't? I just mean I want her to talk to me about it more."

Dad knows they haven't been close for a few years but I didn't tell him why, that's not my place to say. 

"It's still new to her Spence, and she talks to you about everything; let her have her time to think and to remember him and I'm sure she'll tell you what's on her mind."

"I hope so..."

I hear Ashley's car pull up and I hide my smile, I get embarrassed when everybody sees how happy I always am to see her, "Are you gonna be here tonight?"

"I will, your mother won't."

"Why, she got a date?" I tease.

He smiles, "She'll be with you."

I don't remember making plans..

"What?"

"Dinner with you, Ashley and Christine."

I blink stupidly and lean my head forward to listen harder, "I'm sorry, what?"

"Dinner. You. Ashley. Paula. Christine," he says slowly and clearly.

This isn't what I had planned for my evening.

"But..."

He puts a hand on my arm, "Ashley is waiting."

I nod and stand up, "`Kay, I'll see you later..."

"Bye Spence."

_


I gracefully jump into Ashley's car without opening the door and smirk in triumph, "I'm good."

"You're late."

"I'm not late."

She points to the bright numbers flashing on her dashboard.

"Oh wow, two whole minutes."

"Two minutes is two minutes, Spence."

I pull the seatbelt around my body, "Don't be so anal, anal face."

She grins and leans over for a kiss, mumbling she missed me.

_


I push her on to the bed and smile at her surprised laugh. 

"Spencer."

"Yes?"

"Stop pushing me around, get over here."

"Nope."

Her head tilts to the side a little, "Why not?"

"I need to pee."

"Go and pee then."

I stay where I am, "I will."

"Good."

"Yep."

"Glad you're giving into the need to pee, Spence."

"I'm glad too."

"That's awesome."

I nod and she raises her eyebrows at me, already tired of our little game. 

"I'll be right back."

I drag my feet walking to the bathroom and push the door open, seeing Christine in a towel. A small towel.

My hands fly over my already closed eyes, "I'm sorry! I didn't see anything!"

She laughs, "Hi Spencer."

My hands are still over my eyes, "Hey Christine.. Ashley's mom...the woman who gave birth to my girlfriend."

"I'm wearing a towel, don't be embarrassed sweetie."

I let out a nervous laugh, "I'm not embarrassed I'm just...looking at the inside of my eyelids.."

"The bathroom downstairs is free," she offers.

"Great, that's awesome, that's really really..."

"Awesome?"

"Exactly."

I clear my throat, "Uh.. I think if we never mention this ever again it will be too soon."

"My lips are sealed."

"Great, that's great..." I leave it there and close the door behind me, hurrying away from the room and downstairs.

_


I walk back into Ashley's room looking cool, unfazed.

"What took you?"

"I uh... I tripped."

"You tripped?"

I avoid her eyes, "Yep."

"Are you lying to me?"

"Yep."

She laughs, "Do I want to know why?"

"No.. you really really don't."

"Okay, I won't ask."

I take off my shoes and lie on the bed next to her.

She's still for all of two seconds before she lifts a leg over my hips and settles down on top of me, "Did I tell you that I think you look amazing?"

I shrug nonchalantly, "Don't remember."

"Well you do and you smell amazing too."

I bring my hand up to her face, pushing some of her hair away from her face, "Oh yeah?"

"Yeah."

"Are you gonna show me how amazing?"

"My mom is in the house..."

I think I pale at that.

Ashley notices and pulls away, "Are you okay?"

I nod.

"Are you sure? You look like Casper."

"I'm fine," I reassure and pull her back down.

Her lips slide across mine as my hands go around her back, firmly pulling her light body against mine.

Ashley is the one to deepen the kiss, running her tongue over my lips I part them more, feeling her hand cup my face.

"There he is!"

I open my eyes and blink, confused by her pulling away so abruptly.

"Huh?"

She looks down to me smiling and tells me to look before pointing to the wall by the window.

It's him.

I narrow my eyes at him and gently push her off me.

"Where are you going?"

"I'm taking care of this."

I walk over to her closet and pick up the trusty baseball bat before exiting and marching over to the window.

Ashley almost dives off the bed, stepping between me and my goal.

"What the hell are you doing?"

"I'm taking care of this, I'm already sick of him."

She looks annoyed.

"You better put the bat down, Spencer."

"Or what?"

"You'll see."

I purse out my lips and frown at her, "Oh I'm really scared."

"Just leave him alone, come back to bed."

"And have him watch us like we're on pay per view?!"

"You're overreacting."

I run a hand through my hair and sigh, "Ashley... I didn't want it to come down to this but..."

She raises her eyebrows challengingly, "But what?"

"It's me or the spider."

"Are you kidding me?"

"Do I look like I'm kidding?"

She snatches the bat off me, throwing it on to the bed a safe distance away from me so I can't kill him, "I think you look crazy, god.. do you want to repeat that and have me record it so you can hear how stupid it was?"

"It's me or him, I'm serious."

"No, I think you need to calm down."

"I am calm. Choose."

She sets her jaw and shakes her head, "I can't believe you just said that," and leaves the room, taking the bat with her.

I let out an irritated sigh and walk closer to José, "You smug fuck, one day I swear.. I'll get you." 

He smirks at me and I give him a death glare before chasing after Ashley.

_


Paula arrived an hour ago, Ashley still isn't talking to me and Christine is wearing clothes.

I lean closer to Ashley, "I said I was sorry."

She doesn't face me as she replies, "And you also gave me an ultimatum."

"And I said that I was sorry," I repeat.

Paula sitting across from us talking to Christine when Ashley suddenly asks somebody to pass the potatoes.

I look to her plate seeing she hasn't touched the ones she already has, "You already have potatoes."

This time she faces me, giving me a warning stare, "Are you part of the potato police now?"

"What?"

She turns to face my mom, "I love that skirt, Paula."

Paula smiles at her, "Thank you Ashley, it's new."

"I can see where Spencer gets her legs from."

I take a deep breath and slowly release it, trying to ignore her attempts to get under my skin.

"You're teasing me, I'm getting old now."

"No way, they're great," she reassures.

"I saw your mom in a towel this morning!" I blurt out.

Her eyes go wide and her chair scrapes on the floor with her quick exit, glaring at me before she leaves.

I stab at my broccoli, determined not to follow her.

_


I walk into Ashley's room just in time to see her sit down on her bed and I go over there, sitting down next to her.

"I didn't see anything..."

"Whatever."

"Okay I saw something but I didn't see something."

"I don't care."

I almost smile, "Alright."

"Don't give me that tone, Spencer."

I smile, "What tone?"

"That tone," she pauses, "mother fucker."

-

That better not stick..

_ _ _ _


Chapter 90.

*


Ashley seems to think my name is mother fucker. Seriously, she won't stop.

I was never this bad. I stopped when she asked me to, I didn't bring it up at every given opportunity. I didn't push her in the direction of my mom for the first few days after her embarrassment, I didn't smirk and raise my eyebrows when she challenged me to stop or ''I'll see'' 

Well I did.. but she shouldn't with me, she's supposed to be the sweet one.

The small disagreement from two days ago is completely over, we're good now.

I think it's because I haven't been to her house, I've stayed away from José, I'm trying to be the better person and leave him be. I don't think it will last much longer.

I've seen Christine once since the other day and that was when Paula asked Ashley and I to visit the place that holds Smug Fuck, we didn't know she would be there too; Ashley saw her first and pushed me right into her, laughing when my hands almost grabbed her breasts trying not to fall completely over. 

It fuelled the fire. 

I hear Ashley's background ramble stop.

"Are you with me, mother fucker?"

See, she even addresses me as that now.

I sigh and ignore her.

"Should I call my mom and have her drive over here?"

My un-amused eyes meet her beautiful, smouldering... amused eyes for a split second before I tear them away, refocusing my attention away from her.

"A mute mother fucker... has a certain quality to it, what do you think? I mean you are the star of the show."

She sounded kind of amused I'm in this position now.

And she won't shut up. 

"Having withdrawals?"

I turn to face her, "Are you? do you want me to ask Paula to bring you her ass again? I'm sure she enjoyed it as much as you did."

She's smirking, "I did enjoy it."

I let out a disbelieving laugh, "One of these days Ashley and I swear..."

She has that cute look on her face..

"You swear what?"

"You'll see."

She raises her eyebrows, complementing her smirk, "Oh I'll see?"

"Yep," I say before carefully bringing my Pepsi bottle to my lips, lifting my head up a little from the pillow so I don't spill it all over myself.

I saw Ashley bite her lip and I knew what she was going to do but before I could stop her, she grabbed the bottom end of the bottle, pulling it away from my mouth and making it spill over some of my face and my neck.

I flinched at it’s cool temperature and shot up from my spot on the bed, accidentally rolling on top of Ashley.

My hand reaches up to my face, wiping away the liquid, “You’re going to regret that,” I say calmly as I look down to her.

“Promise?” she smirks.

“Oh I promise, I swear even. I’m going to-” I stop when I see her expression, “What?” I ask, un-amused.

“You look good.”

Any frustration over her annoying name for me leaves my body, “You look good too.”

Her lips barely press against mine when Clay knocks on the door loudly, causing us both to jump and him to tell us dinner is ready.

Clay.

I must have an ‘I’m going to kill you’ look on my face because Ashley tells me to leave it, we can finish later.

_


Ashley went downstairs first, I had to pee. I enter the dining room and Paula spots me first, “Hi Spence.”

I smile at her, “Mother.”

I face Ashley, “Fucker.”

She laughs and I grin stupidly with her as I sit down at the table.

“Spencer.”

It’s Paula…she doesn’t sound happy.

I face her again, “Yeah?”

“How many times do I have to tell you not to speak to Ashley like that? I mean really...”

Ashley’s smirk is back.

“Do you want to know some of the things that come out of her mouth?”

Her arms fold over her chest, “No Spencer, I don’t.”

“Well you should, and she started this,” I point in Ashley’s direction, “Ever since that stupid dinner.”

Ashley’s smirk has gone, a frown now in place, “Now you think having dinner at my house is stupid?”

I put my hand up in surrender, “Okay fine you know what? Mom, I’m sorry I made you think I don’t speak to Ashley the way I should and Ashley…I’m sorry you think I think dinner at your house is stupid.”

Judging by her expression that didn’t help, “So you don’t deny it?”

“Deny what?”

“That you think dinner at my house is stupid?”

I keep my eye roll at bay, “This is a little crazy, stop being silly.”

“Now I’m silly?“

I think somebody should hand me a shovel, easier to dig with.

“I think we should stop saying the word silly and no.. let’s just have dinner okay? I know you’re always hungry,” I say in attempt to calm her down.

“And the insults just keep on comin’.”

I’m genuinely confused, “What did I say now?”

“You called me a fat pig!”

Paula is silent and I don’t blame her.

I move my hand to reach for hers, “Ashley,” I say calmly, “I didn’t call you a fat pig I promise. I would never call you that.”

Her features soften and she faces Paula with a grin, “Pay up.”

Paula sighs before handing Ashley a twenty, “That was just a lucky guess.”

I was played?

“Nope, I just know Spencer better than you,” Ashley says before pulling a face, letting Paula know she was joking.

I pull my hand back and glare at her before lowering my eyes to the money grasped between her fingers, “Half of that is mine,” I state.

She makes a kind of tsk sound with her tongue and teeth, “I don’t think I can do that.”

“Oh really?”

“Uh huh.”

I raise my eyebrows, “Are you gonna tell me why?” 

“Nope.”

I roll my eyes, “Whatever.”

Ashley laughs and faces Paula and holds out her hand again, “Sorry Paula.”

Mom smiles and hands Ashley another twenty, “Another lucky guess, Ashley.”

I face Paula also, “Can I have some money?”

“Do I owe you any money?”

“No…”

She gives me a tight lipped smile, “Better luck next time, Spence.”

I slowly turn in Ashley’s direction again, tilting my head to the side and giving her a not so loving glare, “I’m not your friend.”

She hides her smile well but I can still see it.

“I’m not your friend either.”

I turn away from her, “Good.”

“Great.”

“Awesome.”

“Fantastic.”

I spin around again to face her, “Fucking fantastically fabulous!”

I hear Paula sigh, “Spencer how many times have I said not to alliterate and curse at the same time?”

My reply gets caught in my throat when I feel Ashley’s foot slide up my leg and again, any frustration I feel disappears.

“I’m sorry.”

I move my foot so it rubs against hers, “Me too.”

The rest of the fam’ join the table but I don’t hear what they’re talking about, Ashley and I are eye fucking each other across the table.

It’s hot.

I’m not hungry for what’s on my dinner plate anymore.

_

Our breaths are still heavy when Ashley basically collapses on top of me, “You’re going to kill me.”

I smile even though she can’t see me, her eyes are closed, “You too.”

“You’re gonna kill me more.”

“Dead or deader?”

“Uh huh.” 

My fingers start moving up and down her arm, “So you’re gonna be like Jose?” I ask without thinking.

“What do you mean?” her tone un-amused

“What? I didn’t say anything,” I try and play it off.

“I heard you mention Jose.”

I twist a little, moving our already pressed bodies closer together, “Okay…don’t get angry..”

“Nice opening.”

I carry on, “But don’t you think it’s weird? I mean we buried him Ash… and now all of a sudden he’s back?”

“Jesus came back to life,” she points out.

“And a lot of people would argue that but that’s not the point...he isn’t Jesus, he’s a spider.”

She looks confused, “So, what? You want me to check his ass next time I see him?”

I look confused now, “What? Since when are you checking him out too?”

“I didn’t check him out, I just noticed his butt when he was on my boobs…remember that time in the spare room we decorated?”

“Is his butt better than mine?”

“Oh yeah, the hair on his is such a turn on.”

I smile and play with her fingers, “Yeah? Well I could get an ass wig if it really makes you that hot.”

She meets my eyes and smiles, “You’re gross.”

“You love me.”

A sigh escapes her perfect, swollen lips, “I guess.”

“I guess I love you too.”

“I know.”

I kiss her nose, “If you really loved me you would tell me what you’re buying me.”

“If you really loved me you would stop asking.”

“Ashley, I whine.

“Come on Spence, you don’t want to ruin the surprise this close to actually getting it do you?”

I mull the question over for a while, “No but I don’t like not knowing, can’t you just give me clues?”

She kisses my chin, “Clues like what?”

“Can it be wrapped?”

“Maybe.”

I smile at her answering my question, “I know what it is,” I grin.

She doesn’t look convinced, “Tell me.”

“It’s a rhino.”

“Spencer why would I buy you a rhino?”

I give her a look, “Because I told you I wanted one.”

She ignores that, “I didn’t get you a rhino.”

My eyes widen a little, “You’ve already got it?!”

She smiles at me in her adorable way, “I already bought it.”

I push her off me, “Show me!”

She laughs at my enthusiasm, “Tomorrow after school.”

“What? Why not now?”

“Because I said so.”

Wait a second, I know how to settle this quickly.

“If we fmove again can I see my gift?”

“Tomorrow after school,” she states again.

Maybe not..

“If we fmove another three times can I see my gift?” I ask again.

“Tomorrow.”

“Ashley! I want my gift, this is illegal.”

She laughs, “What is illegal?”

“You gift hogging.”

She smiles at me, “Guess I’m goin’ down then.”

I raise my eyebrows, “I guess you are.”

“To jail, perv.”

I open my mouth to beg her but she covers it with her hand, “No.”

“Tomorrow?” I ask.

“Absolutely.”

I nod slowly, accepting it for now until I ask again later.

“Ash?”

“Yeah?”

“Do you wanna fmove again?”

“Yeah.”

-

Less than 24 hours to go

_ _ _

Chapter 91.


*

I'm Spencer Carlin and .. I'm a spoiled brat.

"Tell me."

"Spencer shut up, I said no."

I stamp my foot on the floor, "Ashley!"

She laughs at my frustration, "You're such a brat."

Pretty much.

"I need to know, please tell me," I give her the puppy eyes.

"Babe…you can either stop asking or never even find out what the gift was. I can return it."

I turn my head a little, "You wouldn't," I say unsurely.

I see her resolve drop, "Okay I wouldn't but I would make you wait another week."

This time I'm firm, "You wouldn't."

"You know I would."

I walk closer to her and wrap my arms around her small body, "Have I told you how much I love you today?"

"Thirty three times and it's 7:30 in the morning."

My lips finish their assault against her neck, "Please tell me, baby."

"Spencer," her tone is warning.

I sigh and give up for the time being, "I haven't seen you know who yet..."

"I think he's in the kitchen."

"You think?"

"Yeah I was hungry last night after my shower so I went to get a snack....saw him around.."

"Uh huh," I say, knowing full well how little clothing she puts on to run downstairs for a snack.

"What was that for?" 

My arms are still around her midsection, holding her close, "I didn't say anything."

"You had a tone."

"A tone of love," I grin.

"No, a tone."

I sigh again, "Ash why are you so defensive over him?"

Her fingers rub the skin where my top doesn't quite reach my skirt, "I'm not defensive."

"You're like... his bitch or something."

"I'm not his bitch, I'm your bitch."

I pull an 'aww' face, "And as my bitch you have duties that need carrying out, I think I should remind you of them because you've been lacking."

"Enlighten me," she smiles.

"One, you meet my every demand. Two, you cook when I ask you to. Three, you put me before anything with eight hairy legs. Four, you tell me what my gift of the month is. Five, You're getting me a gift for each month, I'll do the same, Six, I'm allowed to change these duties and you can't complain." I pause, "And seven, the main one.. you feel me up whenever possible, no excuses." 

Her hands lie palm down on my back, pulling me closer, "You only really needed to say the first one.. but write them down just in case I forget."

"You can't forget, this is a test of how much you love me."

"But what if I forget? You're a demanding woman."

"If you forget I'll hold out for three months."

She starts laughing, "Oh yeah, that will happen."

Okay, she got me.

"I'll hold out for three days," I correct.

"Please, you couldn't hold out for three hours."

I raise my eyebrows challengingly, "Wanna bet on it?"

"Last time we had a bet I won," she pauses, "I still have to think of something for that.."

"I don't think so, that was months ago."

"I don't care, I still won..." 

I don't hear what she's saying because she looks amazing and I'm openly staring.

The bed is close.

The wall is closer.

"Put those eyes away, we have to go to school," I hear her say.

My eyes meet hers and she looks amused.

I feign innocence, "What eyes?"

"You have the 'I want to fuck' look in your eyes."

"Don't I always?"

Her teeth press down into her bottom lip before she answers, "Pretty much."

She contradicts her previous dismissal and moves her hands higher, pulling my shirt up a little and moving her hands over my revealed skin, "You feel so good," her voice has changed since her previous comment, it's thicker.

My hands tighten against her, gently pulling her body so it's firmly pressed into mine, "You feel good too," I say quietly.

She leans in and I pull away a fraction, keeping her lips a breath away from mine. 

Her hooded eyes meet mine, "Let me kiss you," she breathes out before leaning in close again.

I can't deny her that and bring a hand up to the back of her neck, rubbing the soft skin underneath my fingertips, "Hobbits have a free pass to my lips," I whisper.

"Dinosaurs have a free pass to mine, too," she whispers and presses her lips against mine.

And then I pull away.

She looks confused, "What are you doing?"

I smile and kiss her nose, "I'm holding out," I say before slapping her ass. "School time."

_


I see a new picture of me in Ashley's locker.. it's cute. 

I sign it for her.

"Why did you sign your own picture?"

"Headshot. And just in case we end up poor one day, sell it and it'll put a roof over our heads."

She pulls a face, "It's not a headshot when I'm in there too."

I look to the picture and see Ashley's cute grinning face, "Can I colour one of your teeth in black?"

"If I can draw you a moustache"

I smile, "Only if I can give you a monobrow."

She holds out her hand, "Deal."


_


Third period has just ended and the halls are full but I still manage to spot Ashley looking cute just walking to her next class.

I wonder if she'd do it in the bathroom...

No. I'm holding out. I keep forgetting.

I catch up with her and hook my foot around her ankle making her almost fall to the floor but I get a tight hold of her before she falls, "Careful, babe."

She frowns, "Spence..."

I kiss her cheek noisily, "Sorry, love you."

Her frown melts away and a smile graces her perfect face.

"Ashley?"

"Hmm?"

"What's my gift?" I ask, sweetly.

She turns around in my arms so she's facing me, "Nice try mother fucker."

I roll my eyes, "Stop calling me that."

"Or what?"

I don't have anything to threaten her with, she already thinks I'm withholding sex.

She smiles at my lack of response and wraps her arms around my neck walking us backwards to a wall, pressing me against it.

Three days?

I won't be able to last three minutes.

Her chest is pressed against mine and I can feel each exhaled breath, "Spencer."

I look her in the eyes, "Yeah?"

Her eyes travel to my lips and stay there for a few seconds before looking back up, "We're late for class."

-

I don't notice anybody in my English class except for Ashley.

She's such a cock tease.

...Or not, you know what I mean. 

"Spence what's the answer to nine?"

I don't look away from her as I pass my piece of paper over to her.

She does the sweetest little smile and looks at my notes, completely oblivious to how hot she is.

Should I show her underneath the table?

I stretch and lift my arms above my head, accidentally dropping my pen, "Whoops," I say and look to Ashley who looked up and did yet another cute but fucking hot little smile.

I slide out of my desk and kneel down next to Ashley's desk, taking a look at her legs that just won't stop.

Pen.. what pen? 

My hand makes contact with Ashley's smooth calf, sliding upwards when I get a foot in the face.

I put a hand over my cheekbone, "Ow!" I whisper loudly.

Ashley's face suddenly appears underneath the desk, she's sitting underneath here with me, "Spence? What the hell are you doing?"

"Trying not to cry," I whimper.

She looks sorry, "Let me see that," she gently pulls my hand away from my face and looks at the spot that hurts.

Her lips press against it and she pulls back, tracing the probably red mark with her thumb, "I'm sorry."

"Whatever," I say hoping to fool her that I'm pissed, my stupid goofy smile giving me away.

"Next time you want to feel me up in class, make sure I know about it first."

Next time? 

Big grin.

"Sure, Ash."

_


I don't know what class I'm in... I'm just sitting at a desk and texting Ashley, that's all I know.

**I want you.**

It doesn't take long for a reply. **Where?**

Another big grin.

**On the desk.**

I should have been more specific, I don't mean the small ones, I meant the teachers desk. 

**Only if it's the teachers desk and I'm all yours.**

**Wherever you want baby.**

I send the text and look at the time, I have ten minutes before school is over and Ashley gives me my gift. 

I'm kinda nervous now,. I know I begged her earlier but now that I hardly have to wait...I'm nervous.

But she could buy me a pair of socks and I'd love them.

**Can we have music playing?**

I reply straight away...not like I'm gonna start taking notes now, **Smack my bitch up is already queued up.**

**You're so charming, Spence.**

_


School is over, it was over an hour ago.

I'm still nervous.

Ashley tells me to open my eyes.

-

On the count of three?

_ _ _ 


Chapter 92.

*

I think I've been silent for ten minutes. I managed to blink, that's it.

"Ashley.."

Through the corner of my eye I see her face me, "Yeah Spence?"

I don't turn to face her, I keep my eyes trained on the gift, "What the hell is that?"

"It's a monkey," she says, sarcasm present.

I manage to move and lift my arm up, hopefully pointing in the right direction, "No I mean what is that?" I ask stupidly.

She laughs, "What the hell do you think it is?"

I'm quiet again and I can now shake my head, "No, you're an idiot. I don't want it."

Her body moves in front of mine, "I can't believe you just called me an idiot after I bought you-"

I cut her off, "That's why I'm calling you an idiot!"

She arches an eyebrow, "You're crazy."

"You are if you think I'm keeping it."

"You are keeping it."

"No I'm not," I challenge her.

"Yes you are," she challenges back.

"I said I'm not, Ashley."

"And I said you are."

I'm about to open my mouth to reply when she speaks again, "I can't believe you're acting like this.."

"Like what?"

"Like that."

"What?," I soften my tone, "like somebody that doesn't want their girlfriend to spend a million dollars on a gift?"

Her hand brushes some of my hair behind my ear, "It was hardly a million dollars, Spencer."

"I don't want you to think I hate it because I don't, I love it; I just.." I pull my shoulders up in a weird half shrug and keep them like that for a few seconds before dropping them again, "why did you do that?" I ask quietly.

She smiles at my calmer state, "Because you're Spencer."

I smile with her, "And that means what, exactly?" 

"It means you're an ass, but you're an ass that I love."

I try and drop my smile but I think it gets wider, "You should be certified..." 

"No, I should be kissed."

I lean forward and give her a firm chaste kiss that lingers, seeing her trying not to look confused when I pull away.

"I'm still trying to hold out..." I explain.

She doesn't try to hide her confusion this time, "Why? Not to sound like you or anything but I thought this would get me laid everyday for at least a month," she grins.

I bite my lip in thought, I really do want to 'thank' her in bed but I want to show her I can hold out too and three days can't be that difficult. Can it?

**

My legs are crossed tightly and I dare to finally look next to me at Ashley who decided to wear the shortest skirt known to man. I frown when I see her writing.

The hot bitch.

I lean over and snatch the pencil out of her hand, throwing it across the room.


**

Yes. It can.

I'll be dead this time tomorrow. 

_


I'm lying on Ashley's bed playing with the edge of her tee that she just took off and threw on to me, "You're not going," I state.

"I have to, Spence. I'm sorry."

"You told me you quit."

She turns around to look at me properly instead of through the mirror, "I said I would soon, you just hear what you want to hear, baby."

I sigh and sulk immaturely.

"You can come see me tonight if you want, I'll tell Mike to make you your usual for like...seven o'clock?"

That might work...

"And you'll spend your break with me?"

Her white blouse is being buttoned up.

Damn the universe to hell. 

She looks up and does her adorable little smile, "Yes needy, I'll spend my break with you."

I open my mouth and she cuts me off, "I'll keep the tie on."

I smile and bite my lip with a mental image, "Good girl."

_


I'm in my room getting ready for my fifteen minute date with Ashley and I'm pretty sure I have a stupid grin on my face when I think of my gift.

"Got a date with Ashley, Spence?" Clay asks from my doorway.

I arch an eyebrow, "Like I would have a date with anybody else."

A chuckle escapes his lips, "That's true," he pauses, "do you have enough money?"

Usually I would say no...I'm broke, but today?

"I have enough but thank you."

He smiles and starts to leave when I have a thought, "Clay?"

Turning back around, "Yeah?"

"Could you do me a favour for next week?"

"Uh... I'll try?" he laughs, "what is it?"

_


I walk through the doors and see Ashley talking to a customer, a female customer. 

Walking closer I'm able to hear their conversation, the bint is talking about cherries. 

"Do you like cherries, Ashley?" 'B' asks. 

"I-" she spots me and breaks out into a big smile, 'B' forgotten, "hey baby."

I smile back at her and walk the remaining distance, "Hey yourself," I look to the other girl, "Ashley doesn't really like cherries, her preferred fruit is... melons, right Ash?"

Her eyes are set on mine, "I love melons."

"Melons love you too...they're big fans."

I see 'B' leave with a frown.

I forget to say goodbye.

She smiles again and looks down to my hand, "I love finding out what melons have behind their back."

"Trust me, the view from the front is much better."

"I was being serious.."

"Oh," I say a little stupidly and pull my hand from behind my back, revealing her rose that I stole from somebody's garden on the way over, "For you, baby."

She takes it from my hands, looking at the half rose in amusement and arches her eyebrows, "Um.. thank you?" she laughs.

"I'll buy you one tomorrow, I promise."

"You stole this from that quiet old lady's garden didn't you?"

I open my mouth in shock, "She's a bitch."

"She's just quiet Spencer, stop being so mean."

"She turns on the sprinklers whenever I walk past; she's a bitch."

Her eyes travel to my hand again, "They're on timers and that happened onc-" she stops and brings my hand up, "what happened to your hand?"

I look at the small cut, "Oh, I didn't see the thorn.."

"Aww, poor stupid baby," she kisses my hand.

I smile at her and before I can start eye fucking her I get interrupted.

"Hey Spencer!"

I decide to be polite, "Hi Jake," I say distractedly.

Ashley nudges me and whispers "John." 

"John," I correct.

He smiles and walks away but before I can address Ashley, I hear my name again, louder than last time. 

I look across the room to see a group of people that work here waving, some offering a 'hey' 

I smile and wave back, my smile dropping when I turn around to have some privacy with Ashley, "Why does everybody keep speaking to me?"

"Because they see you in here all the time, they're being nice."

"If they see me all the time then why don't I know who they are?"

She smiles, "You have to take your eyes off me to notice other people."

"I notice other people, I knew who John was," I point out.

"Uh huh, and you called him Jake."

"Same thing."

She doesn't respond and I see her giving me the hottest eye fuck of my life.

"Ashley?"

"Hmm?"

"You're taking your break early."

"Okay."

_


I slam the stall door shut and my back is shoved against the hard surface before Ashley's lips cover my own.

My hands cup the side of Ashley's head, pulling her closer and kissing her harder.

She's the first to want to deepen it and I let her, immediately meeting her tongue with my own and tasting the unique flavour that is just Ashley.

Five minutes pass and all that has changed is Ashley's tie is loose, our breaths are heavy and she's giving me hickey number 2.

"Jesus," I breathe out.

She runs her tongue over the mark and before I can say 'yes please', it's back inside my waiting mouth.

My self control and I need to have a talk.

Her lips part from mine with a wet sound and I open my eyes to see her looking at me like I wish she wouldn't.

Not here, at home maybe but not when she has to leave soon. This should be an all night kind of night. I want it to be, anyway.

I don't have a chance to tell her that when she presses her body into mine again, her hand resting on my hip and her mouth latched onto my neck. I fight to keep my eyes open, "Ash..."

She pulls her mouth away for a second, "Yeah baby?" and resumes her previous actions. 

"We're-" I stop when her tongue comes out to play again.

"We're what?"

I take a much needed breath, "We're in a restroom..."

She removes her lips from my neck and kisses my chin, "You've been begging me for weeks to 'get it on' in here."

"I know but I don't want a quickie, stay at mine tonight."

"Why don't you stay at mine? Bigger bed," she places another kiss to my chin.

"I don't want an audience," I explain.

"Don't turn this around on him, Spencer."

I try not to roll my eyes, "Sometimes I wonder if you need reminding who you're going out with."

She smiles at that, "I don't need reminding," and then places a kiss underneath my bottom lip. One kiss turns into two, then into three, four and then five until her lips move higher and we're making out again.

It's gotta be the tie.

I moan into her mouth and pull her body closer, feeling her move a hand down between my legs, moving the length of her fingers across me over my underwear. 

I pull out of our kiss to get air to my starving lungs and to breathe out a moan.

Her face rests on mine, "Be quiet," she whispers into my ear before kissing the skin of my cheek nearest to her mouth, pushing my legs further apart and moving her hand underneath my underwear.

She doesn't enter me right away, she takes her time to explore me and make my back arch up off the door, pushing myself further into her hand.

"Oh god.." I moan out.

We're both breathing heavily but I hear the door to the restroom open,

"I told him to kiss my ass, if he wants to hang out with his whore of an ex girlfriend then I'm gone, we're done," I hear one of them say.

Ashley hasn't stopped.

Ashley is still fucking me in a bathroom stall when she knows people are in here.

I'm gonna come.

"You did the right thing, he was a jerk, he was such a jerk."

Her mouth covers mine just as she enters me and I immediately pull away releasing a sudden surprised gasp into her mouth, one of my feet having a mind of their own, practically shooting out, making an unfortunate sound on the floor.

"Trisha did you just fart?"

My mouth latches back onto hers, deepening our kiss immediately, my hand at the back of her neck tightening as her pace quickens.

Having sex standing up is different. Especially when there are people less than five feet away.

"No!"

Her thumb rubs over my clit and I throw my head back, just barely keeping a loud moan buried inside my throat and pushing my hips into her hand again, starting up a rhythm.

"I heard you, Trisha."

Her mouth is back on my neck and I dig my nails into her shirt covered skin trying to pull her closer.

I throb when she removes her fingers.

And I die when she rubs both of them over me in a circular motion.

"It wasn't me!"

"Fuck," I whisper to Ashley, my voice sounding strained.

She whispers for me to be quiet again and re-enters me, causing me to throw my head back against the door, the loud bang echoing.

A second later.

"Ew, who the hell is in there?!" I hear 'Trisha' ask.

Ashley still hasn't stopped and I kiss her again, wasting no time before I deepen it and feel her fingers start to move faster, causing me to whimper into her mouth. 

"Did you eat something from Subway yesterday? My boyfriend did and he's been in the bathroom ever since."

Ashley's thumb rubs over me again firmly and I moan pretty loud considering somebody is talking to me through the door.

"Oh god Trish, I think she's going to explode, lets leave."

I think I am too.

The door closes and Ashley pulls away laughing, "Idiots."

I grab her face and pull it, and in turn, her, closer to me. Her other hand is resting on the door next to me, I moan when she restarts her movements and I wrap my arms around her neck, almost resting my head on her shoulder but not quite.

"You feel good," she breathes out.

My eyes close and I concentrate on keeping myself upright, I want to tell her to go faster but I can't speak; I settle on pushing into her hand at a quicker pace and I groan when she gets the hint and moves faster.

They can probably hear me moaning outside but I don't care.

I know my face is flushed, I can feel it burning.

It felt good before but now it feels amazing and I let her know that, verbally and physically.

My already rapid breathing picks up even more and I push into her again, feeling her go a little deeper, causing me to curse.

"Don't stop," I almost beg.

"Not going to."

I feel it approach and send the fastest prayer up to whoever is up there that I don't fall over.

Just before it hits she stills her movements, keeping my release at bay.

"You said you wouldn't," I manage to get out between deep breaths.

She doesn't respond, her movements start up again, her fingers not ceasing their pace. Her thumb brushing again me pushes me over the edge quickly; my legs almost give way when Ashley's arm goes around my waist keeping me upright and my less than subtle moan probably announcing to the entire state what we've been doing in here.

Ash lets me have a minute to recover, she just holds me close. 

She kisses my ear, "Are you okay now?"

I breathe out some sort of confirmation that I'm okay and pause before continuing, "I can't believe you just took advantage of me at work, Ashley."

"I can't believe I didn't do it sooner."

"I'll be here tomorrow, baby."

She starts smiling and I ask her why she's smiling like that.

"You didn't even last a day, Spence."

I pout at her and then realize I have lasted. "I haven't touched you, I haven't done anything I'm not supposed to until a few days."

Her hot almost irresistible smirk is in place, "I can wear you down."

With her body still against mine I want her, I want her so much that I know she doesn't even have to try and wear me down.

I arch an eyebrow at her and she smiles before leaning in for a quick kiss, telling me she should get back to work.

-

I want to christen my new car. Good idea?

_ _ _ 


Chapter 93.


*


I'm dying a slow and painful death.

Reason being? Ashley of course. She's pretty intent on making me want to throw my 'holding out' plan through the window. 

I've been a good girl though, as always.

Yesterday I kept my hands away from anywhere that might incriminate me and the day before I technically didn't do anything I told myself I wouldn't.

I don't know why she's making such a big deal out of it, tomorrow is her birthday and there's no way she's going without. I'll rock her world.

What? You know I will, I know I will and she knows I will.

..Or at least I'll try.

I have some of tomorrow figured out but not all of it, I can't decide what else to do. I have her gifts and let me tell you; compared some spur of the moment car she bought me, they're lame. Can you believe her? She could have at least waited a week before throwing that on to me, she trumped me in the gifts department yet again.

But she's perfect. I mean a car? 

It's not a flashy kind of car but it's not a rusty piece of junk either, it's sort of in the middle and plus, she brought me a fucking car!

I own a car. Me. One day it will sink in.

"Spencer get out of there."

It's mother fucker number one, her voice is a little muffled from being outside.

I lock the door so she can't get in and then smirk at her arched eyebrow, "I'm bonding, leave me to it," I say a little louder so she can hear me and it carries on that way.

"How do you bond with a car?" 

"I sit here and drive?" 

She smiles and holds up the keys, "Unless you know how to hotwire, you're not driving anywhere."

I forgot to mention she's got the keys under some sort of twenty four hour watch, every moment she doesn't have them, José sits on them like some kind of chicken.

Chicken shit.

"Why won't you give me the keys?" 

"Because you don't know how to drive," she states with a smile.

"How hard can it be? I think if you can do it, I can do it."

She frowns briefly, "This isn't a joke Spence and this isn't like riding a bike and getting a grazed knee, do you have any idea how dangerous it can sometimes be to get behind the wheel? You can be the best driver in the world and it just takes one drunk driver to-"

I stop her there, "You're giving me a mom speech, Ashley."

"I just want you to be safe," she reasons.

Aww.

"I will be safe Ash, I'm not going to start street racing or something."

"You'd be safer with me in there with you," she motions towards the backseat.

She's trying to kill me.

But I stand strong. 

"Nope, I know what you're trying to do and it's not going to work."

She looks a little disappointed but recovers with a smile, "It will," she says with determination.

"Keep dreaming, baby."

_


My shower was good albeit lonely and I locked the bathroom door so Ashley couldn't try anything.

I heard her trying to pick the lock.

My shower nearly finished early but I got through it in one piece and resisted the urge to drag Ashley in there with me.

Currently I'm getting dressed, not into anything special./.I'm not going anywhere to get all dressed up for.

Ashley is lying on my bed watching me and I know it has potential to sound weird but it's not a weird kind of watching, she's just looking, she's not even smiling.

I didn't dry my legs properly and thank god the wall was there otherwise I would have done a face plant on to the floor trying to get a pair of jeans on.

I clear my throat and turn away so she doesn't see me blushing at my stupid self.

My stupid self doesn't turn away far, I face a mirror and I lock eyes with Ashley who was already looking at my reflection, smile still vacant from her face.

"I love you," she tells me simply.

I turn around and walk over to the bed so I can lie next to her. My head is propped up on my hand and she lies on her back to look up at me.

My free hand reaches up to cup her cheek, rubbing my thumb across it I tell her that I love her too, bringing a smile to her gorgeous face.

"Are you looking forward to tomorrow?" I ask her.

She kind of shrugs, "Just another year older.."

I take in what she said and wait a few moments before I find the courage to ask her something I've been wanting to all day.

"You're going to be thinking about him aren't you?" I ask before removing my hand from her face, resting it on her midsection instead.

She nods briefly, "Yeah."

I bring my lips together in understanding and she carries on, "I mean, he never remembered how old I was and on the gift tags it would always have his name signed but he would see the gift a few days later and ask who it was from but it's just....weird now. I know it probably doesn't make sense to you but it does to me."

"I get it, Ash." I tell her.

And I do understand, she just liked knowing he was out there even if he probably forgot it was her birthday there was a chance he did remember and would be thinking about her but this year he's not gonna be thinking much of anything and that's why it's weird for her. 

She attempts to kill me again with her cute smile and rests one of her hands on top of my own, "What did you get me?"

I roll my eyes playfully, "Stop asking me that, you know I won't tell you."

"Oh please, I lost count the amount of times you asked me what I got you."

"Whatever," I say with a smile of my own.

"Tell me, please."

I sigh, "I got you crayons and a colouring book."

She moves closer to me and I can feel her warm skin, "You spoil me, Carlin."

_


Ashley left to go home, Christine has some early birthday dinner thing planned and she told me I was more than welcome but I thought I would let her spend some quality time with Ashley considering tomorrow she will be with me for almost the entire day.

I hope so anyway.

That reminds me, I need to talk to Paula.

She's in her bedroom so that's where I go.

"Mom?" I ask, entering the room.

She's using her laptop but turns around to face me, "Hi Spence, everything okay?"

I sit down on the edge of the bed to face her, "Yeah everything is great," I pause, "I was just wondering if you could take everybody out tomorrow night because you know it's Ashley's birthday, and before you say anything I don't want to hear from my mother, we'll just be having dinner.. I just want to be alone."

She looks like she's thinking..

"I think I can manage that, are you ordering in because Carla from work told me about a new-"

"No," I interrupt. "I'm....cooking."

She laughs, "Do you need help?"

I suck my bottom lip in to my mouth in thought, "Actually.. I think I have it covered. I'm getting up early to do a trial run and the second and third attempts should be easier right? I have the fire extinguisher ready," I laugh.

"Okay but if you change your mind just let me know."

"I will, thanks."

_


We have school in the morning but just for half of the day and I should be sleeping but I can't, I'm thinking of Ashley and wishing midnight would hurry the fuck up because I need my full 5 hours that I planned on getting. 

I'm waiting until midnight so I can call Ashley, I know I might wake her up but I want to be the first one to tell her happy birthday.

I hope she likes what I have planned for today, it already feels like it will fall short compared to what she did for me a couple of days ago and for the past few months.

I really hope this next year goes smoother, and I guess there have been things that have happened this year that can never happen again so I don't have to worry about that so much...it's just other stuff.

I grab my phone and see that it's only 11:40, I have twenty minutes to kill and decide to wrap one of Ashley's gifts that I ran out to get when she left earlier, it's not a main gift or anything, it's just a stupid gift but I know it will make her smile.

When I wrap gifts I always use so much tape so it's really difficult to get into it and eventually you just have to get the scissors or something.

Every single corner is taped four times, there's no way she'll get into this one easily. 

It's better than some of the other little gifts though, there's one of them that I taped like... twenty times, and then there's 18 under layers to make it look bigger and mostly because I know every time she sees more gift wrapping she will laugh or smile.

It's 11:50 and I have nothing left to wrap unless she wants a pack of half eaten gum... nothing says happy birthday like fresh breath.

I decide to just get back into bed and listen to music for ten minutes.

Thankfully nothing passes the time like a couple of your favourite songs and before I know it, it's 11:59.

My body moves down the bed and I take a second to get comfortable before speed dialling Ash.

It takes her a long time to answer but after a while she picks up, her voice thick with sleep, "Hello?"

The corners of my mouth turn up into a smile and I know I don't have to speak loud for her to hear me so I whisper, "Happy birthday, hobbit."

She's quiet but I know she's smiling and it makes me smile wider. 

"Thank you," she pauses, "what time is it?"

"Late enough for it to be your birthday," I answer.

"You shouldn't have stayed up so late, you're going to be a monster all day now," she laughs, also sleepily.

It's cute.

"I'm going to be on my best behaviour, really. I'll be like Good Sandy in the day and Bad Sandy in the ni-"

"Oh god," she laughs, interrupting me, "shut up."

I smile and I'm content listening to her breathing.

"Happy birthday, baby." I tell her seriously.

_


Fucking shoot me. Five o'clock, what the hell was I thinking? Crazy bitch.

Before my crazy bitch...ed self decides to fall back asleep I kick the covers off me and roll halfway off my bed keeping my head on the pillow, one arm squished underneath myself.

I can feel the bliss that is an extra two hours sleep pulling me back but I resist and stand up, taking a moment to steady myself and try to pry my eyes open, they're heavy.

I like to torture myself and switch the bedroom light on to practically blind myself but to make sure I don't fall back asleep standing up or something.

I'm going to need an IV of caffeine today.

Mother, hook me up.

I stand in the bathroom and I yawn for at least 10 seconds straight, thought I was gonna swallow somethin'.

I blink rapidly and stretch in the way it makes me laugh. I have weird moments like that.. for example, I can be really tired and get into bed and because of said exhausted state and the comfortable nature of my bed, I laugh 'cause it feels so good. Sometimes I stretch and it feels so good I have to laugh./.there's more but I probably sound strange..

Ashley thinks they're cute though.

The water pounding against my back feels good and I can tell it's going to wake me up a little bit. Sometimes showers first thing in the morning, like before breakfast, make me really tired again.


_


I stand in front of the stove blinking rapidly and trying to stop the attack of yawns that I keep getting.

It's not really working and I decide to have my fourth cup of coffee within the hour.

Realistically it's not that difficult to throw some meat into the oven but nothing makes sense this early in the morning, I might as well be reading a riddle.

I'm sure I'll be fine though, it's just cooking.

_


Dad pulls the fire extinguisher away from the stove, "You okay, honey?"

I stand there shocked, "I don't know what happened.."

"You put the temperature up too high and fell aslee-"

I interrupt him, "I mean how the hell does it just set on fire? Cursed piece of crap." I kick the stove lightly.

"You'll do better next time Spence, I'm sure of it."

I smile weakly at his attempts to put my mind at ease but it's just not happening, I can't even make Ashley a simple dinner without almost killing everybody.

With the smoke and the well done meat ruined, I decide to leave it and just try again later.


_


I paid Clay twenty dollars to set up one of Ashley's little surprises, ten was for that and ten was for something he's doing for me next week. 

He better not have messed anything up or I'll mess his face up.

Okay I won't, I've come to find, on this long journey, that Clay is a sweetheart. Even if he does piss me off and make me want to be violent, it's all love.

Dad dropped me off at Ashley's house on his way to work, Ashley will just be getting into the shower which hey, that was accidental on my part, I just happened to arrive at the perfect time.

I let myself in through the front door this time and hurry upstairs to her room with my bag.

Just as I thought, the shower is running and Ashley's underwear and beater are on the floor at the foot of the bed.

Me and my self control are on okay terms right now but I'd by lying if I say it's not taking every ounce of self control to rush in there with her to give her an early birthday present.

I sigh at my situation and quickly make her bed for her and spread out the blanket I bought, laying out her breakfast and a cupcake.

The water turns off from her alien like quick showers and I hear the shower door squeak, announcing her body all dripping wet...in all it's glory....getting out of the shower.

I don't want to be seen right away so I hide in her closet.

Jokes are unwelcome.

I can see through a small gap and unfortunately she's wearing a towel but she spots the breakfast straight away and grins.

"Get out here, moron!"

I smile and walk out of the closet, bowing like a gentlemen when I'm standing nearer to her, "Happy birthday, Miss."

Her tongue is down my throat. 

I'm a happy girl.

And I'm the other five letter word that begins with a 'h'.

She pulls away and almost screams a 'thank you' 

I stutter out that she's welcome.

Ashley sits down on the blanket, "Spence you didn't have to do this..."

I follow her lead, "I know but I wanted to," I hold up her cupcake for her, "For you," I smile.

Her hand almost makes contact when I pull it back, "Oh sorry./.one sec." I look inside my bag to find a lighter but it's gone.

José!

Oh no...I got it. 

I light the candle poking out of the cupcake and hold it out for her to take, "Um... happy birthday," I say again.

She smiles and takes the cake off me, "Again I say thank you," she says before closing her eyes and blowing it out.

Her eyes open and the candle re-ignites, causing her to laugh and me to smile at her.

"Spence I hate these."

"I know you say you do.. but you secretly love them."

She arches an eyebrow, challenging me for a moment before she relents, "Okay I do," she says before blowing the candle out again.

And smiling when it relights.

_


She's driving us to school. One day it will be *me*

"You haven't touched the radio station today, are you feeling alright?" she asks teasingly.

I turn to face her, smiling, "One time deal, baby."

She gives me another smile and changes the station to one she knows I like.

_


Ashley got her schoolbag caught around her car seat somehow. 

More accurately I got her schoolbag caught around her car seat somehow.

What? I have important things to discuss and I don't need her listening in.

"Clay?" I ask into my phone.

"Spencer?" he asks back.

I roll my eyes, "If it says Spencer on caller ID then yes, it's me." I pause, "did you get it done?"

"Yeah, I did everything you told me to."

I nod briefly, "Okay good, thanks I owe you," I pause again, "okay no I don't, you got ten bucks," I laugh.

He does too, "See you later Spence."

"Bye," I say before hanging up.

"God, I was tempted to just carry my books all day, my strap was wrapped around the leg of the-" she stops when she sees my face, "you will forever be the biggest perv I know, Spencer."

"You walked into that one, Ash." I say before walking in the direction of her locker.

_


It's just the standard.. balloons, a banner taking up three students lockers but they’re smart enough not to complain, 

I watch Ashley as her eyes widen and her mouth opens, "Spencer!"

My attention focuses on the big 'Happy Birthday, Mother Fucker' banner before facing Ashley again, "Yeah?"

My back is now pressed against said locker with Ashley's mouth over mine. 

I think I like her birthday just as much as she does.

When a jerk tells me to take her clothes off I pull away from her and I start to walk in his direction when Ashley pulls me back and kisses me again, this time without tongue.

“Forget him,” she whispers.

And I do.

“Open your locker,” I tell her with a barely contained smile.

She tries not to smile too but I can see it, “`kay.”

I put one of her stupid gifts in there, not the important variety. I wouldn’t want her to open anything special in school.

She does what I don’t like, she asks me what it is. 

I mean come on, you get a gift and you should tear the fucker open not waste time asking questions.

It doesn’t annoy me though, not when it’s Ashley asking. 

“It’s gift wrapping, you open it,” I say with a playful eye roll and a smile still attached to my face.

She bites her bottom lip and I fight the urge to jump her as she opens her gift.

Her eyes light up and her face quickly turns to face me, “You seriously got me a colouring book and crayons?! Spence!”

I grin with her, “I got us matching books and you can share your crayons.”

“I’d love to share my crayons with you.”

I move closer to her, “I’m going to colour you in tonight.”

“Messy or keeping it inside the lines?”

“I haven’t decided yet.” I say before dragging her off to class.

_


I’ve been texting Ashley a lot today, just random messages to know I care.

Examples include, you look fucking hot today, you look cute, I like how you did your hair, I can’t wait to see you in your birthday suit again,.

Things like that.

Don’t have any classes with Ashley today but I get to spend the rest of the day with her so I don’t mind too much.

_


“So where to now, babe? Your place?”

I nod, “Yeah but you can’t come in.”

She gives me a ‘yeah right’ look, “Uh…why?”

“Because I said so, I want you to go home for exactly two hours and thirty six minutes and then meet me at Subway .”

This time it’s a ‘you’re crazy’ look, “We’re spending my birthday in Subway?”

I don’t really want to give her something not to look forward to but I can’t give anything away now. 

“We’re meeting at Subway,” I say.

“Okay,” she tells me, sounding a little disappointed.

I feel bad.

I lean over and kiss her quickly before pulling away, “Don’t forget okay? Two hours and thirty ..five minutes now.”

“Why so precise?”

“Trust me,” I tell her before briefly kissing her cheek, and getting out of the car, walking into my house.

_

I tried to cook again, it didn’t work out. 

I cursed like a sailor.

Paula heard me and berated me for cursing with alliteration again and then she told me to go and get ready, she would cook for me.

I love her.

I’ll do something nice for her soon, too. 

_

I’m waiting for Ashley, sipping my drink and I glance up to the clock; if Ashley is on time, and she better be, she should be here in like a minute. Not that I’m counting.

I fight back a yawn from being up so early and spot Ashley walking past outside.

I can’t fight back my grin and rush outside to grab her.

This time I see all of her, and I see the surprised expression covering her face before I pull her inside the coffee shop we met in exactly a year ago.

I made sure we’re sitting at the same table and today there is no demon diaper around to ruin the mood.

She’s looking at me weird but she’s smiling, “Spence why did you…” she stops and her mouth opens, “you didn’t…”

“I did.”

“Spencer!” she shouts before almost knocking me out of my seat with a bone crushing hug and placing butterfly kisses to my face.

When she’s back in her own seat I face her properly, “Long hour, huh?”

“The best hour,” she tells me.

I take a few moments to just look into her eyes, smiling like an idiot,

“Happy birthday, baby.”

-

I hope you like the rest of the day I have planned out.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 94 


*

For the past hour Ashley and I haven't moved, we've mostly been talking which in itself sounds a little boring, and with anybody else I'd probably agree with you but Ashley's lips are moving.

My point will have slapped you in the face.

"Spencer?" I see her ask.

My eyes slowly travel back up to her eyes, "Hmm?"

"Do you wanna get out of here?"

I don't smile at her question as much as I want to, "Uh huh," I say before grabbing hold of her hand and leading us out of the building.

I don't actually intend to take her home to have sex just yet, I just want to be alone with her.

We step on to the sidewalk when she stops me abruptly, "Spencer!"

I look down to my hands that aren't touching her anywhere that could get me arrested and look up to her face, "Yeah?"

"We didn't pay, we have to go back," she starts to tug on my hand, attempting to lead us back inside.

"It's done, forget it," I say, sort of liking how her eyes widen in surprise.

"Klepto Carlin get your ass back in there and pay."

I smile at her and pull her further away from the establishment we met in, "Shut up," I say playfully, "let's go."

She's thinking I didn't pay for the four drinks we ordered but maybe they slipped something in hers because I paid at the counter when I ordered them, just like everybody else.

"I'm not leaving until you pay, Spencer."

"Until I pay?" I ask, amused.

"Well," she smiles, "it is my birthday."

"I paid at the counter when I ordered, Ash," I say before widening my eyes and looking away like she's crazy.

"Oh yeah.." she laughs at her mistake, "sorry I called you a klepto."

"Sorry I thought you were a moron," I join in, sheepishly.

She almost smiles at me shortly before rolling her eyes, "What a nice thing to say on one's birthday."

"I have plenty of nice things to say."

She arches an eyebrow after a moment of silence, "Well? I'm not getting any younger."

I smirk and barely open my mouth when she tells me to shut up.

"Did I say anything?" 

"You were going to say something I don't want you to say when we're in public."

My lips form a smile, "Come on, let's go back to mine."

"To colour in?" 

"Colouring in is about the same time as dessert...so no, not yet."

She smiles and looks around discreetly before leaning into me, "What if I don't like the colour of my crayon?"

I wrap my arms around her waist, gently pulling her body against my own, "I'll change the colour for you. Whatever you want you'll get."

"Promise?"

I nod in confirmation, "Swear."

"Do you swear on Pepsi?"

"I swear on Pepsi."

She almost looks convinced, "What about Barney's bitch? Do you swear on her too?"

I love that whore of a teddy.

"I swear on Barney's bitch."

She's convinced, I can tell. Plus she just told me she believes me.

Her eyes scan over my body, "You look nice," she tells me.

"I know" 

I do know, she told me twice already.

"Really nice." 

I smile and pull away, grabbing her hand to start walking to her car that isn't far away, "If you want to tell me I look fuckable in front of people Ashley, then just do it. I won't mind."

Minus the last part, I was joking. She would never do that.

An old couple with what I hope to be their Granddaughter is approaching, Ashley notices and pulls me against her again, her hands sliding into the back pockets of my jeans. "You look fuckable," she tells me clearly.

Or maybe she would. Who knew?

Not me, that's for sure. Plus what happened to 'not in public?' 

DSC's (Decaying Senior Citizens) throw us a dirty look while the little girl merely looks up to her grandparents, "What does fuckable mean?"

Ashley opens her mouth to answer her and I put my hand over her mouth, "You're full of surprises today, aren't you?"

She nods into my hand.

"I must be rubbing off on you," I tell her.

I don't understand her response so I guardedly pull my hand away and ask her what she said.

Her gaze travels to my lips before she leans in, moving past my mouth and to my ear to whisper, "Not the way I want you to rub off on me," and briefly taking my earlobe between her teeth, releasing it shortly after.

My my. Ashley.

I find my voice again, "What's gotten into you today?" I ask quietly, and being oddly serious.

I feel her cheek press more firmly against mine as her mouth leans the short distance back to my ear, "Unfortunately, not you," a beat later, "let's change that."

I nearly choke on my own tongue.

"Spencer," she addresses me calmly.

I make some sort of noise that must have passed for a 'what?'

I can feel her smile against my face just after placing a kiss to my cheek, "I really want to fmove."

"We're in public," I manage to say, almost inaudibly.

"Let's give them a show."

I won't make it to my next birthday if she keeps this up.

"I um, I don't t-think we should..." 

I just did a face plant in the cool department.

Her body presses further into mine, "I do. Multiple times."

"Stop it," I tell her, weakly.

"Why?" she asks, and I can tell she's amused.

I figure if her body isn't pressing against mine I have a better chance of putting together a proper sentence so I gently remove her hands from my waist and move a step back, away from her. "Uh.. we need to get back to my house."

She takes a step forwards, "I agree," she says with enthusiasm.

I move back again, "We have stuff to do before we do...stuff."

She looks mildly disappointed, "Spencer, the only thing I want us to do is each other."

"Me too, but," I take a much needed breath, "we can't until we've done...other stuff."

"What's more important than us having much needed and hot sex?"

After shaking away a mental image of that I try and keep my voice steady, "We have to eat." A moment passes and I realize my choice of words, "food." I add on, quickly.

Her eyes sparkle with amusement and she grabs my hand again, "Okay, I'll be good until we've eaten food."

My knees breathe a giant sigh of relief after hearing her last words.

Yeah./.they were starting to give out a little.

"Okay," I say softly.

"After dinner though, all bets are off."

I don't know if I should eagerly anticipate that, or if I should dread swallowing the last bite of whatever Paula has cooked for us.

Maybe I could fake a lock jaw.

Or slip her a sleeping pill; nothing says I love you like intentionally drugging you.

"Are you coming?" Ashley asks me from her spot by her car, the expression covering her face letting me know bold Ashley is still present.

Or horny Ashley, take your pick.

I can't wait to bring this up tomorrow, she always gets a little embarrassed when I remind her of how hot she is when she's bolder. I find that even hotter.

I merely nod before hurrying to the car, trying not to frown when she locks the doors before I get a chance to open my door. 

I make a 'huh?' face and see her smirk before pressing a button to remove the top of the car, which I roll my eyes to.

"No," I tell her.

"Do it or your hot ass is walking home," she tells me with a smirk still on her face.

"Am I just a piece of ass to you?" I ask.

A verbal response never comes so I sigh and put my hand on the car to steady myself before jumping in, her eyes never leaving my breasts.

I can't help myself, I laugh softly. "You're such a guy," I tell her before looking away, doing a double take when I mistake a mannequin for a pasty looking stripper.

_

I can already tell nobody is home, only because I have eyes and see Paula's car is gone from the driveway. She said she would be taking her car to take everybody out.

I push open the front door and we stand in the doorway like idiots.

"So..." I say before nervously stepping inside the house.

I don't even know why I'm nervous, it's not like we haven't pounced on each other before, or had dinner together.

My face must reflect my emotions because she confidently walks forward before an imaginary force suddenly blocks her from entering the house and sends her back a little, it makes me smile.

"Invite me in?" she asks with an impish grin.

I roll my eyes and tug on her arm, pulling 'vampire Ashley' inside the house.

As soon as the door closes I get nervous again, like it's the first time I've been alone in the house with somebody. My hands find their way into my pockets and I glance over to Ashley, quickly looking away when I see her staring back at me.

"Why are you nervous?" Ashley asks me, dropping her act.

I finally look at her again, "I have a girl in my house," I say, that not being close to the reason I'm nervous.

She walks closer to me, snaking her perfect hands around my waist, "Woman," she corrects.

Surprisingly I relax with her holding me, I thought I'd faint. "Oh yeah, I keep forgetting you're a woman now."

"I'm a cradle robber," she grins.

I do too, "Officer!" I call out.

"Ask him for the handcuffs."

Nervous again.

I laugh softly and look down to cover my slight and embarrassing blush, "Uh.."

Ashley notices of course and puts her fingers underneath my chin, bringing my head back up and sweetly kissing my cheek, brushing her thumb across the other one, "It's just me," she says simply.

A quick nod, "I know."

"So...what do you want to do?"

I tell her to sit on the couch and that I'll be right back.

Paula left a note with instructions on what buttons to press on the microwave to heat up dinner, plus how long and how to hold the salt shaker so not to drown it in salt because it broke this afternoon.

Uh...whatever?

Upon further inspection I see her ''P.S'' ... 

Wine is chilling. 

Uh...score!

I don't really like wine. At all actually, but I know Ashley loves it on the rare occasion that she does drink so I love Paula right now.

Plus it makes Ashley…you know.

I go back into the living room and give her a photo album I've kept hidden from her, it's full of embarrassing pictures I know she will love, "Knock yourself out and make sure you stay in here."

"Okay mom."

"I'm serious, I don't want to be interrupted," I say, trying to keep the smile off my face.

"Hurry up then, I'm not feeling patient today."

I hear her burst out laughing at a picture before exclaiming repeatedly that I'm 'so fucking cute!'

_


I hurried, the table outside is set complete with cute candles, a nice tablecloth and of course, the wine.

Plus...gifts.

"We're keeping this for later, by the way," Ashley pipes up from behind me.

She's blindfolded. 

"Okay," I tell her distractedly.

"I have handcuffs in my bag too."

I heard what she said but I'm double checking everything so I don't have time to dwell on it, "Sure, Ash." I say much like before, distractedly.

"And I'm taking off the blindfold."

I'm suddenly not distracted. 

I throw myself into her arms, my hand keeping the blindfold in place, "Don't you dare," I almost chuckle out.

"Oh my god, she listens!"

"I always listen to you Ash ... but I'm kinda busy so if you don't mind shutting up for just a second longer that would be great," I kiss her quickly and turn back around.

"Well that's just great, it's my birthday and you're telling me to shut up and attacking me. Somehow I'm not surprised..." she quips out, making me smile and relax.

"I'll make it up to you."

"You better."

I smile and take a deep breath before turning back around to face her, "Okay Ash, you can look now."

"This isn't a trick is it? Because you know I expect colouring in no matter how I behave tonight," she grins.

"It isn't a trick, you'll ruin it if you don't hurry up stalling."

"I'm not stalling, merely asking a simple question," she says before lifting her hand up to remove her blindfold.

-

I hope she chews carefully tonight.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 95.


*


She removes her blindfold and takes a look around the patio, smiling at the possibly cute white lights that decorate the area surrounding us. I won't tell her how frustrated I got trying to unravel the tangled mess, or the amount of times I cursed.

Dinner hasn't been put out yet, I figured it would go cold by the time she's finished opening her gifts.

Ashley is just standing there looking at me and I dart my eyes away nervously. "Uh, you can sit down if you want, I didn't put a whoopee cushion on your seat," I say, remembering the last time I did that.

It was almost a month ago, I woke up in a really strange mood and I couldn't stop acting immature all day. I even got an attack of the giggles which was apparently contagious because Ashley soon joined in.

That was a fun day.

I look back to see Ashley's eyes are looking at the chair and then back to me, making me quietly clear my throat. I know what she's thinking and move out of reach to my own seat, standing behind it. 

I don't want to look rude suddenly sitting down. I used to always do that and it changed when I was 11; I was in the music class that was forced upon me and didn't think twice when I saw every student standing behind their seats waiting for the teacher to tell them it was okay to sit, I just did it. 

Never again, he was the worst teacher in the school. I got yelled at, and being so young plus starting a new school...I never forgot it. 

He was anal about his music sheets too, I remember rolling a corner up just slightly and then smoothing it back down. He saw. He asked me what I'd like written on my tombstone.

I snap out of my off topic thoughts and walk over to where Ashley is smiling at me as if she heard my thoughts.

My body moves behind her chair and I pull it out for her, being more than surprised when I'm pulled forward and pushed down on to it, Ashley's legs lifting up over mine and settling herself down on top of them, her mouth coming dangerously close to mine.

"Wait," I pull my head back rapidly, flinching when I nearly break my neck.

"I don't want to wait," she breathes out.

"It won't be for long." 

I hope she accepts that, there's no way she will stop if she so much as kisses me when she's like this, I learned that lesson a long time ago. 

That was also a fun day.

Her teeth press down slightly into her bottom lip, her thumb brushing over mine, "I really, really want you, Spence."

I want her too, so much, and if I didn't have bats in my stomach I would have probably pushed everything off the table by now.

"Soon, I promise," I before resting my hands on her thighs.

She looks down to them and slowly brings her eyes back up to me, making me remove them immediately, "Sorry."

"Don't be," she whispers, pulling my hands back to her legs.

I shift in the seat, willing myself to stand strong, "Ashley..."

She has that impish grin again and playfully rolls her eyes before she removes herself from my lap, "You're free to go," and motions to my own chair.

I swallow and take a deep breath, making sure I don't brush past her on my way to my seat.

We're both seated, safely in a seat of our own not to cause me to leave in a body bag. Cause of death: Ashley Davies. She's giving me this look...it always makes me smile or laugh, and then she asks what's so funny. She did it on our last English test, I had to retake mine.

I smile despite everything, "Stop it."

"Stop what?" she asks with a teasing smile, widening her eyes slightly.

I roll my eyes, smile still in place, "Um..." I say before placing a hand on the edge of the table, leaning down sideways to pick up one of her gifts; nearly falling off my seat when Ashley's hand moves across my thigh, rapidly approaching my centre. 

I can't let go of the table or I'll fall. 

"No!" I squeak out, laughing. She's insane. 

Her hand moves away and I hear her laugh. I stretch, reaching for her gift I dropped when her hand was on me, I have it in my grasp but I really am falling. "Ash, quick. I'm falling."

"What do you want me to do about that?" she asks

"Ashley!" I shout, letting go of the table and reaching out in midair.

She grabs onto my hand, roughly pulling me back up.

I brush my hair away from my face, "That wasn't very nice of you," I say, joking.

"You having your head underneath the table letting out a moan when you couldn't reach something wasn't very nice either."

"Perv."

"I'm with you all the time, how could I not be?"

I smile at her, cursing myself when I let my eyes travel to her perfect lips before bringing my other hand up and resting it on the table, my fingers wrapped around the small box.

I had things to say when I would give her each gift, something that I know would make her laugh...but now I can't remember any of it. 

I only manage to tell her happy birthday and kiss her cheek prior to handing her the small gift.

She grins, "What is it?"

Why do people do that? Just open it, it's much quicker that way.

"Just open it."

She pulls a stupidly cute face before tearing off the paper, smiling when she sees another layer underneath.

By the time she's got to layer seventeen she's laughing and saying, "Oh god."

It makes me smile. She makes me smile.

The last layer has gone and she repeats the last response of "Oh god," while laughing.

"I couldn't let you trump me with gifts again," I tell her, still smiling.

I got her a plane.

A toy plane that is, I'm not made of money.

"Thank you," she tells me genuinely. A beat later, "You're really making it difficult to keep my hands off you when you do things like this you know."

I think I'm cursed because I blush again and bring my hand up to the back of my neck, scratching a non existent itch. "It didn't cost much..."

And it didn't, I sometimes envy that she has so much more money than me, I can't buy her everything that I want to whenever I want to. 

She pulls my hand back down, knowing it's a nervous habit of mine and keeps hold of it, "Exactly," she says softly, "if anybody else had got me a colouring book and a toy car for my birthday I would have secretly been wondering why they would think it's okay to do that for an eighteen year old girl, but you?.." she trails off, and I know what she means.

I only manage to tell her that she's welcome.

That isn't all I got her, I have more stupid little presents next to me on the floor.

Oh and an engagement ring in her dessert.

I don't think I mentioned that.

I never spend all of my birthday or Christmas money, I had a savings account...and now I don't. Or I do but there's just hardly anything in there.

I was going to put it into her wine but I thought it was a little too obvious. Plus the risk of her choking would be that much higher.

How pathetic is this? I put some music on before I brought her out here and I have no idea what it is anymore, my heart is already pounding so loud I'm surprised she can't hear it. I have no idea how I'm going to get through dinner without throwing up at least once, I wish we had a dog, I'd give it all to him./.or her.


_



We got through the gifts, I had to fight Ashley away from me every time she opened one of her presents, causing me to completely forget about the ring for a few minutes.

I'm in the kitchen getting dinner, I told her all about my early morning mishap. She laughed and tried to initiate sex again. 

I glance to the window to see her playing with her toy plane, looking like an eight year old. I smile at her for the countless time tonight and take a deep breath before opening the small velvet box, picking up the small ring between my trembling fingers and attempt to put it inside a piece of cheesecake without, for a lack of a better word, fingering it to death. Let's be honest, who wants somebody else’s fingers in their dessert before you eat it?

I have a piece too but mine is a lot smaller so I know which piece is which and because I know I will barely be able to manage what I do have.

The dessert is back in the fridge and I grab dinner, silently thanking Paula again. I wouldn't have been able to cook with the state I appear to be in.


_


I put my own plate down on the table first because it's closest, and then I walk over to Ashley, tripping over my own feet when she pops her back and lets out a small moan.

Luckily her trusty shoulder is there for me to hold onto, and I didn't spill her dinner onto her lap or the floor.
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"Sorry," I say, quickly.

She turns around and looks at me curiously, "Spence are you okay? We've like...pulled a freaky Friday minus us being related in any way."

"Yeah I'm-I'm fine, I just didn't sleep well." 

She isn't convinced, "Are you sure?" she asks, her hand gently rubbing my side.

I nod and smile to hopefully assure her, and finally put the plate down on to the table carefully.

After sitting down in the seat nearest to her I pour us some wine, trying not to smile at the sound it makes. I hope I don't get the giggles again. Marriage and laughing at the sound of liquid in a glass doesn't exactly mesh well. It's more like little boys laughing at the word boobies.

I laughed at the word boobies.

I don't even know how I can even breathe at the moment actually, but my pounding heart assures me I'm still kickin'

Earlier I said I didn't like wine and that's still true but I really don't care, Ashley will be lucky if she gets half a glass, this bottle is mine.

You know what I hate? Birthday parties with family and halfway through after the cake or presents they start chanting speech!

Clay did that for my fifteenth when I specifically told everybody not to ask me to give a speech because I wouldn't do it.

My old vendetta against Clay wasn't completely unjust, he brought it on himself.

I bring up my glass, seeing Ashley do the same.

I tip my glass towards hers, "Um... to underage drinking?"

She smiles and damnit, I do too. 

"Happy birthday baby," I say seriously, trying to calm myself and not shatter both of our glasses by hitting them together as hard as I can imagine myself doing tonight.

She says 'thank you' dramatically, and takes a small sip of her wine.

My glass is empty.

I smack my lips together, enjoying the taste of alcohol that has calmed me down somewhat and pour another glass.

I face hot stuff next to me and motion towards her drink, "Want me to top you?"

She has that look in her eyes that lets me know exactly what kind of response I'm going to get, but stops when she sees the much emptier bottle, "Uh, no thank you?"

I shrug and place it back down onto the table. 

I hate it when people say 'dig in' before food, too. I get a mental image of crazy people eating with their hands. A handful of mashed potatoes, a handful of gravy, a handful of peas, and just shoving it into their mouth, smushing it against their face. It's gross.

"You have some interesting thoughts tonight Spence," Ashley tells me suddenly.

"What?"

She chews cutely and moves her fork in circular motions, silently telling me to wait a second.

I wait.

She's finished, "You're really expressive and I can tell you're thinking about something completely random, what was it?"

"Crazy people."

She smiles and tells me I'm crazy.

This dinner isn't strained or anything but it's...different. I don't know if it's just me because of what's in her dessert but it's making me all antsy.

Second glass of wine is almost gone and I should control myself, I might not even remember her answer. I'll be the bad husband before we've even started. Or wife, I was just making a point.

I look to Ashley again, seeing her rest one arm on the table in front of her, the other holding her fork and mushing something together with something else, bringing the fork to her lips, chewing in the way that makes me want to kiss her. I look away quickly, not wanting to get caught and give her something else to tease me with.

Ashley starts up a conversation and I join in, relieved to talk about anything other than tonight for more than two minutes, she mentioned every topic under the sun, including how she's stealing the photo album I let her look at earlier.

_


I'm in the kitchen, I've had to go pee four times within the hour and my stomach feels like I have little gremlins in there, forget bats. I finished the wine, I'm halfway through one of my dad's beers. My lips detach from the bottle loudly and I take my time to breathe, calm down and relax. Not that it works at all but you know me, I like to try.

The dessert is on the counter next to me, my hands are already shaking so much I should probably attempt to run back to the table so I don't drop it on the floor.

One last shaky breath and I walk outside, it's getting dark now, the lights look pretty. 

I'm scared. 

I'm so scared.

I know we've talked about it before, I know we've already said 'yes' but it wasn't serious then, it was just talk. This isn't just talk, this is serious and I'm terrified. 

She smiles when she sees me, it makes my heart beat so fast I can feel it in my throat.

When I sit down I move my chair closer to hers so our legs are touching, I just need to feel her.

I think I told her to 'enjoy' right before she picked up the small fork to eat, I can't be sure though. I hardly even remember my own name.

She stops chewing and looks at me before swallowing a mouthful of the dessert. 

No choking, that was a good bite.

She looks at me concerned, "Are you okay, Spencer? You look like you're gonna hurl."

I think I am.

I shake my head, "I'm just full, I'm fine," I tell her, quieter than I intended to.

I thought she would give me an 'okay' look and go back to her cheesecake, but she doesn't, she twists around in her seat, one of her hands rubbing my arm, "Baby you're shaking."

I didn't know I was.

I exhale and tell her that I'm just cold.

"I'll be right back then," she says before hurrying into the house, reappearing moments later with her jacket and puts it around me. 

I feel like such an idiot, I didn't think I'd act like this at all. 

"Ash?" I ask when she sits down again.

"Yeah?"

I almost choke.

"Can we switch desserts?"

"Sure."

I look down and push back my frustration, anger and tears. I'll do it, I'll ask her; I just can't do it now.

-

The night is still young.

_ _ _


Chapter 96.


*


I wanted to ask her, I wanted her to say yes. 

This isn't something I haven't thought about and through a million times over. I've had the ring for a while now, I've just been waiting for the right moment. 

Paula doesn't know, and as much as I love my mom I know she would sooner ask Ashley for me than wait as long as I have so far.

Surprisingly, the only person that knows is my Grandma.

I told her a couple of weeks ago when we were on the phone, apparently I wasn't being very subtle with questions about her and Grandpa's proposal/acceptance. Who is she kidding? I could pass for a ninja.

She was happy for me, gave me some pointers of what words to leave out, i.e. cuss words. She knows me so well. I got a warning too, she told me that things don't always work out the way we expect them to and to be careful.

I didn't take offence to that, I know she doesn't think Ashley will necessarily say no, she's just looking out for me. 

More than half of the world's population will say I'm too young for this, to even think about this. I might agree with them if it wasn't the fact we're talking about me. As self centered as that comes across, it's the truth. I know my relationship with Ashley is twisted at times, I know I call her a mother fucker at any given chance, I know I make fun of her for being an inch shorter and I know I make fun of her bed hair every morning that we wake up together but I love her. I love everything I make fun of her for and sometimes when I'm sappy, I tell her just that. She tells me she knows.

I've never cheated, I've never thought about cheating on her. 

I just want her. That's all I need.

We don't have stupid drama surrounding us, this isn't me proposing because we suddenly found out she's pregnant and is dropping out of school to raise a baby, it's just...real.

At least for me.

We can talk, argue and tease each other for hours but the times I love best are the times where we don't say anything at all, when it's just silent. The times when she falls asleep next to me. 

I love that she can, that she feels safe enough to. 

And obviously it's not like I'd ever axe murder her or smother her with a pillow but it's just something I love, so much. That she can be completely vulnerable and open around me.

I woke up in the middle of the night a few days after we got back from her dad's funeral, Ashley was breathing heavy and I was going to reach out and touch her to wake her up but she reached for me first.

She hardly ever whimpers or moans when she's having a bad dream, it's usually her breathing heavier and her whole body being tense. 

That's how I knew she was still asleep before I saw that her eyes were closed. 

Her fingers wrapped around my closed hand made me move closer to her so I could hold her. She relaxed almost straight away, turning into me a little more and resting her head on my chest. 

I can still feel the ghost of her lips brushing against the skin.

That was the night I knew I wanted to ask her to marry me.

"Earth to Spencer."

I shake away my thoughts and focus my attention on Ashley again, "Sorry."

"You should be," she teases me.

I still have the cheesecake, Ashley hasn't asked why I haven't eaten it yet but she did tell me if she ever ate again in this lifetime it would be too soon.

I smile at her and lean back in my seat, resting my hands on my legs, "I should start cleaning up.."

"It can wait."

She's right but I don't want to chance Paula coming back and throwing out the half eaten dessert or worse, somebody eating it. 

"Let me at least take the dishes to the kitchen." I say, having already stood up.

"You have ten seconds."

I almost drop the plates when Ashley's hand grabs my ass on my way past her.


_


I put the dessert back in the fridge with four post its. 'Eat this and I swear to God I will kill you. Love Spencer, xx'

Ashley's eyes never leave mine as I make my way back outside and sit back down in my seat.

Her breath is warm against my ear when she whispers, "I think it's time to work off dinner."

I turn to face her, darting my eyes away from hers when I see their intensity, "We um.. could watch Hocus Pocus first if you want to..."

Her teeth graze my earlobe briefly, "The only thing I want to watch is you undressing yourself."

I try to move away, "I-I think I left the stove on," I say in a hurry.

She doesn't let me though, her arm traps me in place, "I think it's hot in here, too," her lips press against my face, "we should take off our clothes."

"I'm cold," I whisper.

"I'll warm you up."

"I'm on my period," I whisper again.

"No you're not."

Her lips are almost on mine, "I'm a virgin," I say almost desperately.

Her eyes set on mine, showing her amusement, "Looks like I have a few things to teach you."

"I'm a slow learner," I breathe out, watching her face move closer to mine.

"We have all night."

My protests stop when Ashley's lips cover my own, I can taste chocolate on hers. She can probably taste alcohol on mine.

"Delicious," I hear her say when she pulls back.

"W-wine?"

"You."

I must have spaced out because the zipper to the jacket Ashley put around me earlier is halfway undone, "You-" I start to say.

"Are wearing way too many clothes," she tells me before unzipping the jacket and pushing it off my shoulders.

I should be the one saying all those things to her, it's her birthday and she's making it like my birthday and Christmas all in one. I sound hesitant to be with her tonight but I'm not completely, some part of me really wants to make love to her.

The other just wants to fuck her.

And the other wants to scream out 'marry me'.

I hope I don't do that in the heat of the moment, I really hope I don't.

I'm going to forget about that for now, I've been acting weird all night and I'm not going to wreck today for her.

My gaze locks onto hers, unwavering. Her eyes are telling me exactly what she wants to do to me. I hope mine are too.

This time it's me that leans into her, being met more than halfway on Ashley's part. She's looks like she wants to jump on to my lap.

I think that wine worked well.

Her hands rest on my knee and the back of my head pulling me closer, sliding her still chocolate flavoured lips over my still wine flavoured lips.

When her tongue comes into contact with my bottom lip I don't make her wait, I grant access, immediately meeting her tongue with my own.

At least this way it's too busy to form those four words.

The hand resting on my knee starts inching its way up and I blindly reach for it, stopping her from touching me any higher when I know we have nosey neighbours. 

It makes her gently slow the deep kiss down to a full stop, brushing her lips over mine once more before she pulls away far enough so I can't feel the heat of her body.

I know I'm breathing heavier than I should be and I know I'm hornier than I should be but it must have been something in the wine. 

Or possibly Ashley's kisses and advances on me for the past six hours.

The wine is hitting me too, I'm really really buzzed.

I look at Ashley through hooded eyes and hear her let out a small moan before she stands up from her chair and taking the half step to my own.

My hand hooks around her thigh that lifts up to settle down on to my lap, roughly pulling her onto me. I forget where we are and thread my fingers through her hair pulling her close and moulding our lips together again.

How she's kissing me back convinces me she won't stop anytime soon and my hand travels to her hip, the other running down the curve of her back.

She moans and leans into me a little too forcefully, causing the chair to tip over.

Being underneath I soften her fall and groan when my body connects with the floor.

Ashley blinks and a sudden realization of us being on the floor dawns upon her face. "Oh god...I'm sorry."

I think I want to laugh.

She's looking at me concerned, and also like she wants to fuck my brains out. "Are you okay?" she asks.

I think I want to have sex here.

"Uh huh," I say reaching up to push some of her straight hair back.

"But you just-"

"Uh huh," I interrupt.

"And you're sure you're-"

"Lift your arms up," I tell her.

She obliges to my request and my hands tug at the hem of her shirt, pulling it up over her taut body, discarding it behind us. 

I think it's in the flower bed.

From our sudden fall Ashley doesn't have to move at all, she fell into place between my legs.

We aren't kissing and she's still sitting up but our eyes are locked on to each others, her hips start to undulate against my own, making my eyes close and my head press harder against the floor beneath it.

I feel her lean down a little, her arms either side of my head and I open my eyes to see hers trained on me, devouring me. 

She leans her head down and I lift mine up wanting to kiss her sooner, feel her tongue against mine sooner. 

A gentle hand moves from the space next to my head and lightly pushes against my chest, making my body connect with the floor again. 

I see her looking at me, a smile hinted at her lips. She's looking at me like I'm the most precious thing in the world.

The hand on my chest moves to my lips, her fingers moving over them repeatedly, "You're so beautiful," escaping from her lips in a whisper.

I lean up on my elbows bringing my face that much closer to hers and before I get a chance to speak; to ask her something, she kisses me, killing any words that were on the tip of my tongue.

She sighs into our kiss, her hips starting to move again. I lift mine up to meet hers quickly starting a rhythm.

The top half of her body softly presses against my own, one arm resting next to my head and the other resting on my chest, her hand on top of my collarbone as she shifts around to kiss me better.

My fingernails press into the skin of her back, eliciting a moan from deep within her throat.

As much as I'm enjoying myself, I want tonight to just be about her. Or at least her first.

I slow our fast kiss down and slowly pull out of it trying to slow my heart down. 

Ashley does the same, resting her head in the crook of my neck, exhaling onto the skin. 

I changed my mind, I don't want pervy neighbours seeing this.

She presses a soft kiss to my neck and it makes me want to ask her again.

"Ash?"

My heart is pounding.

She can probably feel it, she's close enough.

"Yeah?" she whispers, still breathless.

"Will you...."

My heart has stopped beating.

"Will I what, baby?" she asks, placing another kiss to the skin beneath her lips.

I attempt to speak, to ask her again, the words get stuck in my throat causing me to make a sound that resembles a moan and Ashley taking it as just that. I feel her smile before doing it again.

I have tears in my eyes again.

"Will you get up?" I close my eyes and whisper, not trusting my voice too much in the first place.

She lifts her head up and looks into my eyes, "Please don't tell me you want to stop," she says disappointedly.

I shake my head in the negative, "No I don't want to stop, I just.. I don't want anybody to see....us."

My hands lightly run up and down her back waiting for her answer. I wonder if I'd be this calm if I did just ask her to marry me.

I can already hear the defibrillators.

When I don't get an answer I focus my attention back on her and see her eyes staring at my lips, her breaths picking up.

My hands stop moving, knowing they're the reason for her current state. I can't blame her, sometimes she only has to brush past me and I pounce on her.

"Let's go inside," I tell her.

She doesn't answer me, she just removes her body from mine and I miss her weight instantly. Her hand is quickly offered, helping me up off the floor.

Once I'm upright again I brush more of her hair away from her eyes and behind her ear, trailing my fingers down her neck and resting them on her shoulder.

I'm quickly backed up against the table, Ashley's lips attached to my neck.

"Inside," I breathe out again.

"I can't stop," she says before kissing me again.

I wrap my arms around her, loving the warmth of her skin underneath my own, "I'm not going anywhere, Ash. It'll take fifteen seconds tops, to get to my room."

She moves back, letting me move from my position of being bent over a table. "Okay...I can wait," she says, looking to the floor.

I smile at her, "Okay....great," I mock.

She looks up to me, "Inside. Preferably ten seconds ago."

I grab her hand and lead us into the house, barely making it into kitchen before she pushes me up against the refrigerator, her hands roaming.

A laugh almost escapes from my lips, she's never been this bad before. 

I like it though.

I freeze when her hand slips underneath my shirt.

Not because she's touching me but because we're groping next to a piece of cheesecake with an engagement ring inside it.

Her ring.

Her hand stills, "What's wrong?"

"It's cold against my back," I say, not completely lying.

She takes a step back, pulling my body with hers.

"I want a birthday kiss," she requests.

My hands move down her back, briefly stopping at the waistband of her jeans before slipping underneath just slightly, teasing. I pull her closer and meet her lips with my own starting out slow until her hand moves back underneath my shirt, inching it up with her movements.

I don't break our kiss as I lead us out of the kitchen, it's getting late and my family walking in would throw me off. 

We knock over some bar stools, they make a loud noise. 

We don't pick them up.

My fingers press into her revealed skin pulling her closer. Our kisses are faster, deeper.

I can't taste chocolate anymore, I can just taste...us.

This time it's me who purposefully stops the seemingly never ending journey to the bedroom, I push her against the wall and hear that old photo frame with an ugly picture of Glen and Clay inside it fall to the floor and shatter. I don't pick it up, I just move us away from the glass and push into Ashley more, feeling the vibrations of her moan inside my mouth.

Her fingers tug at my shirt and I don't think twice in letting her lift it over my head throwing it across the room.

I lean back into her closing my eyes at the sensation of her skin against mine and brush my cheek against hers, taking in everything that she is.

"Ash," I breathe out, not intending to say anything more than that. I just needed to say her name.

My leg slides between hers and her soft gasp meets my ears. 

She pushes herself off the wall and pulls us towards the stairs but I can't wait, I push her against the nearest wall, knocking over the small table which holds the house phone, sending both toppling to the floor.

Ashley's teeth tug at my lip, soothing the non existent pain with her tongue moments later.

"Upstairs," I try and reason, mostly to myself.

We don't stop kissing the few feet distance separating us from the stairs, knocking over the umbrella stand.

We don't pick those up either.

I forgot there would be stairs to climb to actually get to my room, Ashley half naked can do that to a girl, and I topple over, taking Ashley with me.

That didn't hurt, I think the wine played a huge factor in that.

I'll probably have a bruise tomorrow.

I take a moment to breathe and see Ashley smile at me, "What are you smiling for?"

"Remember the first time this happened?"

I smile too.

"How could I forget?"

She reaches behind me and I stop her, knowing what she was about to do, "Not yet."

I kiss her softly, "Up."

She pushes herself up and grabs my hand, pulling me upstairs.

We're kissing again, we didn't make it to the top of the staircase, almost though, two steps and we would have done it.

My legs are either side of hers, my hands on the floor next to her body. Her tongue duels with mine and I want to rock into her, the ache between my legs is getting acute. Not yet though.

I need to be inside her.

I move out of our kiss, our lips parting wetly. 

"Bed," is all I say with a voice I don't recognize, keeping one hand on the banister to steady myself and using the other to help pull her upright.

She's a dishevelled mess.

I'm sure I am too.

We make it the two steps to the top of the stairs and I take one look at Ashley trying to compose herself before I almost pounce on her, pushing her against the wall next to my bedroom door. 

Her breath leaves her lips in deep pants, our eye contact never wavering as I unbutton her pants, quickly sliding them down her legs and feeling her kick them off.

I feel her stomach muscles contracting against my own in anticipation when I lean in for another fast deep kiss.

Her hand pushes mine down to her centre, quickly working their way underneath her soaked underwear.

They're quickly discarded also and the only sounds I can hear are our harsh breaths and the pounding of my heart.

I still want to ask her.

I keep my hand on her thigh tracing small patterns and open my eyes, I see hers closed, her brow furrowed.

If it wasn't inside Ashley's mouth right now I would bite my tongue. 

I won't ask her when we're about to or during sex, I don't want to ask her like that.

My hand inches up towards her centre and her hips buck towards it. 

Her head tilts back when I slide my fingers inside, her back arching off the wall, "Jesus," she moans out after pulling out of our kiss.

"Spencer," I correct, not stilling my fingers.

"Christ," she breathes out.

"Carlin."

I lift up her leg, hooking it around my waist. 

Maybe I could ask her right before she comes, that way her "Oh god, yes!" could be taken both ways.

I don't complain when her mouth latches onto mine, her hips pushing against my almost stilled hand.

I thrust into her harder, deeper. But I don't go faster, she won't need much this time.

Plus it's been too long since I've been inside her with our bet and all.

Which I won.

I should force her to marry me as punishment…or something.

Her mouth leaves mine as her strangled moans echo off the empty walls around us, getting louder when I focus attention onto her clit, the circular motion of my thumb making her tighter.

"Spence," she whispers to me, strained.

I take that as my cue to increase the pace of my thrusts and move faster, feeling her fingers gripping my shoulder painfully.

I feel her getting tighter and hear her breaths turning ragged before I quickly take a look at her face. I have to initiate another kiss, she's so hot when she's like this.

She kisses me back, her tongue sliding against my own before the rhythm of her hips falter as her release approaches, her breaths hitch and her grip loosens before she shudders, screams and grips my shoulder painfully, riding out her orgasm.

Our breaths slow together and our eyes open at the same time, her face is flushed and her eyes almost black. 

I can feel her heart returning to it's normal rate.

Mine is still pounding.

"Bedroom," is all she tells me.


_


It's almost sunrise, Ashley's breaths evened out two minutes ago.

I didn't ask her when we were having sex, as amusing as that would be to tell people...I don't want to ask her like that. 

Even the sheets are damp. We've had lots of sex in one night before but tonight felt different. Again, maybe it's just me.

She looks adorable when she sleeps, I'm sure I've told you before and I'm sure I'll tell you again. 

I see what time it is and groan, everybody will be back soon. I want it to stay like this, just Ashley and I.

One day it will be.

With one last look at her slumbering form I kiss her cheek softly, not wanting to wake her up, and whisper, "Marry me," into her ear, finishing my question from in the garden hours ago; before moving closer to her, falling asleep with our cooling bodies pressed together.

_ _ _ 


Chapter 97.


*


"We've been robbed!"

I blink slowly and repeatedly, Clay's screech echoing in my sensitive ears.

The clock reads 7:48 and I've been asleep for nearly three hours. I didn't think I'd get that much, I thought I'd never be able to relax enough to fall asleep or that I would have lots of dreams.

I didn't have any, or at least I don't remember any right now.

"Oh my god!" I hear Paula shout, and a beat later, "the girls!"

Her hammering footsteps racing up the stairs makes me dive to the bottom of the bed, pulling the sheets up and covering Ashley and I. 

My door is almost ripped off its' hinges, "Girls!"

Ashley jolts awake and I have a slight smile on my face from both Ashley's expression and Paula's immediate concern.

I'm kind of embarrassed about her being in here when I only have a sheet covering my naked body. "Uh...hey mom," I say with a slight wave, avoiding her eyes.

"Spencer, thank god you're both okay." Her hand moves away from it's previous position over her heart, still breathing faster than usual, "you had me worried."

"Why?" I say without thinking.

"We were robbed. Clay's on the phone with the police right now, don't worry. We'll catch him."

"God," Ashley drawls out next to me. "Thanks for the wake up call."

"I'm sorry Ashley, I was just concerned." Paula tells her.

"I know, I'm sorry. You just kinda...scared the crap outta me."

I look next to me at Ashley, "Wimp."

"Ass."

Paula sighs happily, "It's wonderful to see such love first thing in the morning," a smile for us both, "see you girls later."

"Bye," I say softly, smiling too.

My smile drops when I remember last night, replacing it with a frown.

Ashley's hand touches my arm, "Hey," she says, moving her thumb across the skin, "where'd you go?"

I look her right in the eyes for the first time this morning and I can tell she's woken up in a good mood. She's concerned but there's always this sparkle she has when she's happy.

"Nowhere," I assure her before changing the topic, "What are we gonna say about...downstairs?"

She smirks and pretends to think, "Uh, that we couldn't wait fifteen seconds to get to your room?"

I smile and roll my eyes, "Yeah right," I dismiss playfully.

"We could tell them how many times we had sex," she suggests.

Maybe this is a new Ashley, eighteen year old Ashley is different to seventeen year old Ashley.

"I don't think so," I laugh.

"Positions?" she asks with an arched brow, smirking.

I shake my head, still smiling at her. 

We lie there in content silence for a while, some part of her body always touching mine. Every time I move away she pulls me back. 

"We should get up," she tells me.

"Why?"

"Because there's a piece of cheesecake with my name on it."

I'm gonna throw up.

"What? No. That's mine, you can't have it." I rush out.

"But I want it."

I know with her last response she won't actually eat it, and that's only because I said it was mine. 

I look at her incredulously, "For breakfast?"

She just shrugs.

_


We've been downstairs for an hour, Everybody is out except for Paula which means it's just the three of us.

Ashley's in a strange mood, she keeps looking at me.

I even told her to stop it.

She just laughed.

"Hey Spencer?" Ashley asks me from her position on the couch.

I just went to get us a drink, two glasses are in my hand.

"Yeah?" I say, pouring Pepsi into both glasses, hoping she doesn't notice.

"Um..."

"Yeah?" I say again softly, putting the empty soda cans into the trash.

"I've been wanting to ask you something for a while now..."

My eyes widen and my heart is almost cracking my ribs, "Yeah?" I squeak out.

"Will you...."

I stamp into the living room in front of the couch angrily, "Will I what?" I demand of her.

She better not ask me, I was gonna ask her!

Her serious expression turns playful, "Will you go to the mall with me?" she asks innocently, popping her bubble gum.

Mother fucker. 

Who the hell does she think she is?

"Well," she continues, "I'm waiting for my answer."

"Yes," I pause for few long moments, "I'll go to the mall with you."

She looks happy at my answer, very happy. 

"Good."

I finally pull my eyes away from hers and I try not to smile the grin I know is covering her face; failing almost before I begin.

"Mom we're going out!" I shout to her on my way to the front door after grabbing Ashley's hand and pulling her to her feet, keeping hold of her hand.

"Stay safe, honey!"

I turn to Ashley and smile at Paula's words, her pulling a stupid face at me.

"Got your keys, babe?" I ask, closing the door.

"I do."

My smile falters, "Um...that's great." I say, clearing my throat afterwards and hurrying towards the car.

Her hand on my wrist stops me and I turn around to face her, a serious expression in place. "Aren't you going to ask me again?"

Thump...thump...thump............thump thump thump thump.

"A-ask you?" I stutter out.

She smiles, "Yeah," a hand waves towards the car, "to drive?"

"Oh," I let out a nervous laugh, "of course. Uhm, can I drive?" I ask already knowing the answer.

She rubs my arm, "Aww baby, maybe next time?"

I smile at her and thank god I knew she was kidding, even if she'd started teaching me to drive there's no way I'd be able to, not this morning.

We'd crash before I got to the end of the road.

I throw myself into the car, pulling my sunglasses over my eyes and resting my head on my propped up arm.

I'm pouting.

I need to grow some hypothetical balls and just ask her.

She looks hot. Just sitting there about to start the car.

"Ashley?"

"Hmm?" she replies, not turning in my direction.

"Will you...." I pause, "give me a kiss?"

She smiles a smile that reaches her gorgeous eyes, "You don't have to ask, Spence."


_


One thing about Ashley is that she knows how to shop and somehow I'm holding all of her bags.

I don't know how that happened.

Lazy bitch.

I love her.

"Spence can you put my bags down over there?"

I frown, "Do I look like your slave?"

She looks to my full arms and smiles before planting one on my lips, making me grin like...a mother fucker.

I comply to her request and set her bags down at the table she wanted, sitting down next to them and watching Ashley sit opposite me.

To the outside world we would appear to be gazing into each other's eyes lovingly.

To me?

Her foot is slowly sliding up and down my leg.

Eye fucking is taking place. 

She breaks the silence, "You know the motorcycle we saw outside?"

"Mmm..."

"I think we should use it."

I draw my eyebrows together, "You have a motorcycle license?"

"Catch up, Spence."

My eyes widen and I blush, "Ashley!"

She smiles at my flustered state, "You're cute when you blush you know."

I pour a small pile of salt and move my finger around over it, spreading it out, "I wasn't blushing."

"You were."

"I'm just hot, carrying all those bags can really take it out of a girl. Not all of us have arms of steel like you." I look up to her, "Freak."

She looks at me for a long time, she's smiling softly.

"What?" I ask, bringing a hand up my face. "Do I have something on my face?" I ask dramatically, hating when people do that.

I love it when she looks at me like she is now.

"No Spence, you don't have anything on your face."

I look back down to the salt trying to hide another smile, looking back up when I've controlled myself, "Where do you want to go when we've got you your six burgers?"

She ignores my last remark, "We could go to the jewellers if you want to."

I choke on my spit.

"W-why?"

"I need to pick up my mom's watch, she was getting it fixed remember?"

No, I really fucking don't.

"Oh yeah," I almost laugh out.

I think it sounded like a sob.


_


"Spencer," Paula greets me politely...or rudely, when we pull up into the driveway.

I think she was watching from the window.

I look up to her, mildly surprised she got out here as fast as she did, Ashley hasn't even took off her seatbelt yet.

She smiles widely, "Hi Ashley, lovely to see you again."

"Nice to see you too Paula," she smiles too, "hey, do you wanna hang out later? I could order Chinese or something."

Excuse her?

"What?" I pipe in.

"I'd love to, what time is good for you?"

"Seven?" Ashley suggests.

"Seven is perfect, I'll see you then," she says, hurrying back into the house.

I grab the bags by my feet, tripping over one I didn't see when I attempt to get out of the car. I catch myself before I fall and slam the door shut, hurrying into the house myself.


_


I slam my bedroom door immaturely but not caring in the slightest.

I almost ask her to marry me and she's going on a date with my mom?!

Mother fucker.

My door opens, it's Ashley. "What is wrong with you?" she asks me.

"You're going on a date with my mom!" I blurt out.

I don't like it when she laughs at me when I'm upset, however silly I'm being. 

She knows that and she's keeping her laughter inside.

"It's just dinner and we'll be downstairs with you."

"I didn't sign up for date night with Paula, Ashley." I say, throwing my one small bag onto my bed.

I have my back to her.

"Why are you getting upset?"

I shouldn't be upset, I'm being immature and I should stop but damnit, I'm frustrated.

"I'm not, forgive me if I want just one night with you."

"We spend almost every night of the week together and I already told you," she pauses, "you'll be there too."

"You can't tell me what to do." I say, unpacking my bag. I didn't really buy anything, I have enough money for a packet of gum, that's about it.

"Okay you got me, it's a date."

I turn around with raised eyebrows.

"I'm going on a date with your mom."

I look away, breathing out a disbelieving laugh. She's got some nerve...

"We're going to have sex."

I rapidly turn my head in her direction again, "Good!"

"We'll have better sex than you and I have ever had."

"I'll be sure to wear earplugs," I get out through gritted teeth.

She moves closer to me, a smirk playing on her lips. "Dental dams?"

That's it.

I move towards her, "You're really asking for it Ashley..." I trail off.

She's still smirking, "What am I asking for?"

I throw my hand up in the air, "God!"

The smirk is permanent.

"We'll probably just go to a hotel..."

"The only hotel you'll be going to Ashley, will be with me."

She raises her eyebrows, "Oh yeah? When will that be?"

"Not anytime soon if you keep this up."

She rolls her eyes, "Another three day wait? Aww baby that's such a long time."

I don't know if she's being sarcastic or not...

I hope she's not mad at me.

My body moves even closer to hers, "We're not fighting are we?" I ask, seriously and concerned.

"You're being difficult," she pauses to smile at me, "but I wouldn't call it a fight."

I suddenly but not surprisingly get lost in her eyes.

"Ash..."

"Girls!" Paula interrupts.

I sigh and move away from Ashley, opening my door, "What?!" I yell downstairs to her.

"I'm going out for a little while, I'll be back in time for dinner, Ashley!"


_


After Paula left we took a shower.

Together.

It's not like we've never taken a shower together without having sex before, but today? Today was different.

She kissed me so thoroughly she left me breathless.

She kissed me for the sake of kissing me, neither of us wanted to have sex.

I wouldn't have said no...but it wasn't a necessity. 

Just the feel of her lips on mine, her wet body against mine, her tongue against mine. That's all I need.


_


We're sat around the coffee table on the floor in the living room and I'm about to eat some noodles like I haven't eaten anything in a week.

I'm hungry, sue me.

Before I get a chance, Paula stops me.

"Spencer would you say grace?"

She keeps a straight face for all of two seconds until she cracks up, laughing hysterically. "I don't know where I get this stuff from."

I roll my eyes and face Ashley, not being able to help myself. She looks cute.


_


I ate too much. I'm going to burst.

Paula is cleaning up and Ashley and I are on the floor, my head is resting on her legs.

"I think I'm going to burst."

Her fingers play with my hair, "You better not."

My eyes are closed, "Why? Will you miss me?"

"No, I just won't have anybody to get me my cheesecake."

My eyes are open.

Wide open.

I was hoping she'd forgotten about that.

I don't answer her.


_


My reflection stares back at me, the twin form copying every move my body makes.

I feel different, really different.

I'm so tired from being nervous and tense for the past two days especially, and last night understandably took a lot of out of me. I feel like I've been awake for a week.

My eyes want to cry but I don't let them. Ashley will be able to tell if I've been crying. 

I enter my bedroom, Ashley just finishing her conversation on the phone with Christine.

She tells me to hurry up and get into bed and I do, switching the light off before I get under the covers.

I move on top of Ashley immediately.

For nothing other than the reason I need to feel her.

I have my ear over her heart, I love hearing it beat.

I lift my head up and press my lips against the skin over it, "I love you," is whispered from my lips.

My head lowers back to her chest, being able to feel and hear her heart rate accelerating, "I love you, too," is whispered from hers.

I close my eyes and let us be silent, letting it speak for itself.

I thought Ashley was going to fall asleep any second but her heart is pounding and before I can ask her if she's okay I'm almost blinded with her suddenly switching a lamp on.

I let my eyes slowly adjust to the brightness and look up to her.

She's looking right at me.

I can still feel her heartbeat, it's getting faster and I can feel that mine is too.

So much faster.

I know what this means, her stare, her silence, her racing heart.

I know she can feel my heart too.

I can't do it yet, I need her to start.

She slowly brings her hand up to my face, running her fingers over my lips and looking up into my eyes. "Ask me again," leaves her lips, barely audible to most.

Deafening to me.

I look back at her. 

For the longest time.


**


''You're my girlfriend for the next hour, make a scene and I'll kick your ass'' 

-

Ashley cuts in, her voice low ''You're not what I expected you to be, you know,'' her eyes remaining shut.


-

''I think I can sleep now, Spencer."

-

I know who it is immediately, the shape of her body and the taste of her lips already having been permanently stored away in the back of my mind. 


-

Nothing matters now. Nothing except for the body that has just silently lay down beside me, interlacing our fingers together and squeezing.

I squeeze back, finally feeling something.


-

I don't know how many times I almost fell but Ashley held onto me each time, pulling me closer to her.

-

I lift my hands up towards the zipper on her jacket and look up to see if she opened her eyes in curiosity - she hasn't. I pull the material apart a little more and lean my head down on her chest, closing my eyes, listening to her heartbeat. Wanting reassurance she's still here, still alive.

Her heart is beating faster than mine.

-

"And I'm not supposed to love you.... but I do, I can't help it.''

-

She looks like she'll break if I speak at a normal volume so I keep it quiet and whisper, ''I'm sorry.''

She looks like she's going to cry again, ''I'm sorry, too.''

I reach up and pull her face so it's facing mine, wiping away her earlier tears and gently brushing my lips over hers. That's what sets her off again, she's not sobbing, she's crying silently, the tears are running down her face and I catch each one.

-


My eyes are closed now and I know hers are too. ''Spence?''

''Yeah?''

Her voice almost seems to float away with the breeze. ''I love you.''

I have to repeat that over and over in my head, making sure I really did hear it.

I don't open my eyes, I can't. If I look at her I know I'll cry. I clear my throat a little, knowing my voice will break if I don't and match her earlier volume, ''I love you, too.''

-

I'm still holding her hand, still giving her that rope to hold onto. To pull her back up if she falls.

The same one she gave me.

The same one I know she'll always give me.

The same one I know I'll always give to her.

-

I don't think I know how to do that, I don't think I know how to save a life.

-

I don't know if she was originally trying to listen to my heartbeat, or just trying to get comfortable. But I do know that my heart is racing and I know she can hear it, feel it.

I know it's just another rope for her.

Pulling her up.

Saving her life.

-

''Ashley, please tell me what I'm doing that's upsetting you so much, I don't know what it is. I don't know how to stop it.''

Her eyes are still closed, her voice is barely audible. ''Stop making me fall in love with you.''

-

Her touch still almost incinerates me.

I know I'll feel this for the rest of my life, I know I'll never forget her, that she'll always be a part of me - should we ever lose each other. My invisible scars will never fade, not to me. Every time I look into a mirror they'll be staring right back at me as prominent as the rest of my reflection.

They'll pull me up.

And they'll save my life.


**

I lean down and press my lips to hers, nothing more than a soft brush of my lips against her own.

I take a deep breath.

And I jump right over the edge.

"Will you marry me?"

_ _ _


Chapter 98.


*


I lean down and press my lips to hers, nothing more than a soft brush of my lips against her own.

I take a deep breath.

And I jump right over the edge.

"Will you marry me?"

-

I think I love her eyes so much because they're so unbelievably expressive, they say so much without her having to utter a single word.

Which is why my racing heart drops when she closes them.

I need her to open them, I need her to tell me what she's thinking. 

The pounding of her heart tells me she's not even close to being tired now and neither am I, I don't think I've ever been this wide awake in my life.

I never want to sleep again.

I'm studying every inch of her face looking for any inclination of what she's thinking, how she's feeling and what she's going to tell me.

She's torturing me being quiet, I don't care if she yells at me and tells me I'm crazy and asks me what the hell was I thinking. 

With every second that passes my heart somehow beats faster. I didn't know my heart could beat like this. 

I didn't know I could feel so alive.

At the time most people don't notice or just don't acknowledge that the moments your heart is pounding, your hands are shaking and you can hardly breathe through fear, ecstasy or apprehension; those are the moments you're living. Really living.

You don't feel your heart beating every second of the day, moments with others make you feel it. Make it skip a beat, speed up, race, pound.

I've had countless moments like that with Ashley.

She's the only one who can make me feel like that.

Her eyes open. Agonizingly slow.

I involuntarily hold my breath and stare into her eyes, stopping much needed oxygen to rhythmically enter and expel from my lungs. 

I search so deep inside of her, so deep I don't know if I'll ever be able to drag myself back out.

My body is still on top of hers and I shift, putting my hands on the bed either side of her body, my hair falling down as I search even deeper.

I barely feel the movement of her arms and the soft touch of her hands brushing my hair back behind my ears, keeping them cupping my face.

"Say it again," she whispers to me.

I'm thrown back into reality.

This time it's me, it's me who closes her eyes.

This time it's me who understands why Ashley closed hers before.

I'm savouring this moment, I'm wrapping it up so carefully inside the depths of my memory and I'll never forget it. 

My eyes open again, staring back into those I love.

"Marry me," I whisper, though louder than last time.

A hint of a smile plays at her lips, driving me crazy. "Say it again," she whispers.

"Marry me," I say again, quietly. Still nervous.

She looks like she's remembering something, something important. 

I don't interrupt, I let her do whatever she needs to do and I wait. For her.

I think she feels my heart skip a beat.

"Again," she says softly.

I can't help the smile that graces my lips, however small it is. 

She's going to be the death of me.

My voice becomes surer, less wavering. "Marry me."

She notices, she always notices.

Her teeth settle on her bottom lip briefly, softly pressing down into the perfect full rise covered with perfect skin. 

A deep breath, filled with excitement and fear enters and escapes from her lips. "Say it again, Spencer."

I mirror Ashley's previous action and breathe, I just breathe. 

My lips find hers again, both of us applying pressure but neither of us moving them; not needing to right now. 

"Will you marry me?" I ask, clearly. Finally lacking any sign of nerves.

She finally breaks out into a grin I know that's been wanting to escape for a while now. It covers her face. 

And it's beautiful.

"Okay."

I'm alive.

I feel like I have two hearts, both respectively sitting inside each side of my ribcage, both pounding, both soaring.

One belongs to the body underneath mine.

My grin matches hers, "Okay?"

Her eyes sparkle as she nods, "Yeah," she takes a breath, still staring into my eyes, "Yes."

My smile is nearly splitting my face.

"Say it again."

She laughs softly, "Yes."

I'm so painfully alive.

"Say it again."

"Yes."

I close my eyes again, wanting to hear it louder, clearer. Something I think closing my eyes will help with, something I know is only meant for my ears. "Again," I say gently.

"Yes." Her voice is clearer and drives into me deeper. 

I open my eyes, seeing hers filled with more intensity than I've ever seen.

One last breath.

**

"Spence?"

I look up to her, "Yeah?"

Her eyes don't leave mine, "If we weren't seventeen, I'd marry you."

**

My hand reaches up to her face, my fingers skating over the smoothness of her lips, "Say it again, Ashley."

"Yes, I'll marry you," she tells me, giving me the exact words I needed to hear.

I'm so alive I think I'm going to die.

I'm so alive I hardly know what to do with myself.

Ashley is looking at me like she was last night in the garden, like I'm the most precious thing in the world. 

"I want my cheesecake now," she decides, out loud.

I guess I wasn't very subtle with switching desserts and getting irritated any time I heard her mention it.

I still have a wide smile covering my face but her stare is making me fumble for my words, "Um..."

Her arms move around my back, crossing over each other and pulling me impossibly closer to her, no space being there to begin with.

"Remember once I told you that you weren't what I expected?" she asks softly.

I nod mutely, remembering, reliving that short memory.

"If I said that again now, I'd be lying."

My voice remains unused, letting her continue.

"You're exactly what I expect," she states. "You're everything. I can't even tell you, Spence..."

I kiss her softly, our lips sliding together briefly until I pull back, "You're my everything too," I whisper.

I lean in again and she meets my lips with hers for the shortest time, "Soon," is all she says.

Her word is understood and I nod to let her know that, "I need to get something of yours."

I gaze at her, adoring her. "I'll be right back."

"I'll go with you," she tells me.

I smile at her and I'm beginning to wonder if it will ever leave my face. "I promise I won't eat any."

She smiles too and I think she's wondering the same thing. "I'm not worried about that," she kisses me again, briefly. I feel it everywhere. "Get dressed, let's get out of here."

The clock reads 11pm.

"And go where?"

"Anywhere."

**

She looks like she's thinking about something. ''Let's get out of here.''

Curious, ''And go where?''

''Anywhere.'' she tells me simply before walking over to her car.

**

We giggle and shush each other on the way downstairs, hands clasped together.

I pull her into the kitchen and we walk over to the fridge, pulling out the cheesecake.

When I face her again she looks amused. "What?" I ask, still smiling.

"Eat this and I swear to god I will kill you. Love Spencer. Really?"

I laugh quietly and shrug.

"If I wasn't already in love with you.." she trails off, sighing dramatically.

"Tell me about it," I tease.

Her hand finds its' way to the nape of my neck, her fingers dancing over it, "Let's go, Spence."

"Okay, " I say, getting lost in her perfect eyes.

"Now..."

"Okay..."

"After we've kissed..."

"Okay..."

The cheesecake is momentarily forgotten as her toned body presses against mine, the soft material of her jacket felt on the bare skin of my uncovered arms.

Her lips aren't even on mine and I already can't wait to do this for the rest of my life.

To be kissed against the counter in the kitchen, to hold her so close to me.

Someday I'll grasp the fact that this is happening to me.

One day I'll figure out why this is happening to me.

Someday I'll know.

One day she'll figure out exactly what she's let herself in for.

Someday we're going to find out what it's like to come home from work to each other.

Today I can't wait for the journey to begin.

_

We pulled ourselves away from the kitchen, we were getting carried away and Ashley said she wants to wait until later for that.

I hope to god she doesn't mean after the wedding because I don't want to rush into a ceremony and I can barely wait three days before I go insane.

Those two months of pure torture...thinking about it, remembering it, reliving it; I wouldn't be able to do that again, no way on this earth would I be able to wait that long.

I'd do myself.

Rather have Ashley do it though..

She leaves the radio off and we don't talk, we're content to sit in silence and hold hands whenever we can.

-

The engine dies down and I know where we are instantly.

"Come on," she says, tugging my hand.

What else can I do but follow her?

It takes a while to reach the entrance of what Ashley still calls my 'fortress', but we got there, hand in hand.

I climbed first and I nearly fell because Ashley said she was going to bite my butt.

I got to the bottom first and Ashley jumped the last little bit, right into my waiting arms.

_

She empties the small bag we carried with us containing the most important item of all; the cheesecake. Plus a blanket and Coke for Ashley, Pepsi for me.

I picked up some more wine but Ash and I agreed we wanted to remember everything about tonight.

She spreads the blanket out and sits down, quickly patting her legs and looking up at me expectantly.

I watch her with a mixed feeling of love and adoration before sitting down Indian style, right in front of her.

We aren't close enough.

My legs uncross and I move Ashley's apart, shifting close enough for her to put her hands on the small of my back helping me move closer to her. 

I shift right between her legs, hooking mine around her tiny waist, her hands staying on my back.

I reach behind her and pull out the cheesecake, "Dearest Ashley I do believe this is yours," I say in an accent even I can't place.

She smiles a smile that I love, one that you would be able to feel a thousand miles away.

My smile falters, "Shit.."

Hers gets wider, "Spencer don't curse now."

"I forgot a fork," I laugh.

She rolls her eyes playfully, not looking surprised at all.

I hold up two fingers, "Clean fingers?" I ask.

"Mine are clean," she shrugs.

"Shall we-" Ashley cuts my soon to be crude response off.

"Don't ruin it by saying something like that," she laughs, "we'll search with our fingers."

I laugh, "Oh and that's better?" I look to her face, "on the count of three?"

A nod, "Uh huh. One.."

"Two.."

We don't make it past two, we have cheesecake everywhere. Ashley rubbed some on my face.

She got an eyeful

Almost literally, she has cheesecake tear tracks.

I can feel it and I smile widely, pulling my dessert covered fingers away with a dessert covered ring.

"Looks like somebody's gonna have to suck it off," I raise my eyebrows playfully.

She laughs softly and I carelessly wipe my fingers across the material covering my legs before wrapping the edge of my shirt around the ring, cleaning it the best I can under the circumstances.

The ring isn't anything special, she'll probably wonder when the rock is being put in.

It's all I could afford though, as much as I wanted to get her a nicer one.

I bring it from it's position underneath the edge of my shirt and inspect it, internally giving my approval of cheesecake cleanliness.

She's trying not to smile and so am I.

We're not doing very well.

We just start laughing.

"God shut up, I'm trying to be smooth," I tell her.

She raises her hands in mock surrender.

I take another deep breath, "Wanna get hitched, hobbit?"

Her still sparkling eyes gaze back into my own, "Sure, Barney."

I lean back slightly to reach down for Ashley's hand and then lean forward again so I'm face to face with her and her ring finger is surprisingly cheesecake free.

I kiss her.

And we both jump over the edge together as I slide the white gold ring over her slender finger.

I just stare at it, my hand still holding hers, the fingers of my other hand tracing over the ring.

Her ring from me.

Another way to permanently remind her that I love her.

-

I'm fucking engaged!
_ _ _


Chapter 99.


“I think I want to stay here forever.”

Ashley’s whispered voice pulls me from the slumber I’m sure I need. “What if you need to pee?” I mumble

“I’ll pee on you.”

My eyes open slowly, focusing on Ashley’s form next to me. “I’m the guy,” I slur out, a little disappointed. 

She looks wide awake as she answers seriously “Are you talking in your sleep again?”

I give her forearm a brief squeeze, “No, it’s just.. I’m all sleepy from sex and you’re wide awake ready for a conversation.”

My eyes close again but I‘m still listening to her. 

“I still don’t know how to describe how I feel.” I feel Ashley angle her head to look at me properly, “do you?”

My eyes open and I silently study her for a moment, “I feel different.”

“Yeah me too,” she whispers, causing me to smile lazily. “You know it’s almost seven..” Ashley trails off.

“Mmm..?” I murmur, eyes having closed again.

“Breakfast sounds pretty good,” she hints.

I smile again and move closer to her, putting my head on her shoulder and throwing my arm across her stomach, “Mmm.” I agree.

“You know what I could really eat?”

I’m falling asleep again.

“Mmm?”

“Pancakes.”

“Mmm.”

“Spencer?”

“Mmm?”

“You’re falling asleep aren’t you?”

** 

I don’t remember answering her, I just remember waking up with Ashley kisses.

I didn’t get enough sleep but I can’t say I’m particularly bothered, we decided to have a lazy day today.

“What did you dress up as on Halloween when you were little?” Ashley asks, letting me play with her fingers as I lie against her on the couch.

“I don’t remember,” I lie, “what did Ashley Davies dress up as on Halloween when she was a little kid?”

“I was a vampire once.”

I smile, picturing her as a little bloodsucker, “Aww, how come I haven’t seen the pictures?”

“Because you never asked.”

“I’m asking.”

“You can see them if I can see yours,” she bargains. 

“How do you know I have any?”

I feel her smile before she answers, “I think it has something to do with you being a terrible liar.”

I open my mouth in shock, “I’m insulted you think so.”

“You’re not denying it,” she points out, sounding halfway amused.

“Denying what?” Paula asks, almost appearing from thin air. I didn’t hear the car pull up.

I apply pressure to the tip of Ashley’s index finger signalling her not to answer.

“That she’s a terrible liar. I asked her about Halloween costumes from when she was a kid but she said she doesn’t remember them.”

I look up at her, frowning. 

“Right, baby?” she asks me, smiling.

“The pressure was a hint.”

Paula smacks my feet lightly and I move them for her to sit down, putting them on her lap once she’s seated. “Spencer you remember begging me to make you a pumpkin costume don’t you?”

I shrug in response, remembering perfectly.

“Aww,” Ashley remarks, nudging me, “pumpkin.”

The look on her face makes me smile and she starts moving her thumb over my knuckles.

“I forget how quickly time goes” Paula tells us.

“Time flew last night.” I say to nobody.

“Soon you’ll be off to college,” she says, looking proud.

I decided a long time ago I wasn’t going to college and that hasn’t changed, I’ve always managed to quickly avoid any in depth college discussions with my parents. My decision isn’t a lifelong decision, it’s just something I wanted to do when I was more mature, when I knew what I wanted to do.

“And getting a job, moving out; I don’t know what I’ll do without you around.”

I smile at that.

“You’re quiet,” Paula tells me.

“I’m fine,” I reassure her.

“Something isn’t…”

Ashley stays quiet during the exchange and I don’t blame her, I’d be silent. 

“Mom, I’m good I promise.”

“How come we don’t talk about your college plans, Spence?”

I close my eyes, my head leaning against Ashley’s side, and I don’t answer her, I need to think about what I’m going to say.

They re-open and I look her directly in the eyes, “College….isn’t in my near future.”

“Of course it is, don’t be silly.”

I shake my head a little, “I’m not being silly, Mom, it’s my decision.”

“Your decision? Spencer this isn’t up for discussion, you’re going to college.”

“I hear the phone ringing,” Ashley announces suddenly before making a beeline to any place that isn’t here.

I have to sit up now that Ashley isn’t supporting my body and I’m met with Pissed Paula.

I hardly ever see Pissed Paula.

I don’t like it.

“You don’t get to make that choice for me, Mom. I said in my near future, I didn’t say I was never going.”

“If you don’t go next year Spencer then you never will, and I’m not going to stand by and let you ruin your life.”

I frown at her words, “Why is this being made into such a big deal, Mom? I’ve told you things in the past that have been so much bigger than this and you’ve dealt with them great bu-”

She cuts me off, “I want what’s best for you, that’s why this is a big deal. College is important.”

“I know it is.”

“What about Ashley, is Ashley going to college?”

“Hello, Carlin residence.” I hear Ashley say, clearly not on the phone to anybody.

“Don’t do that, Mom.“ I tell her, picking at the hole in my jeans.

“Don’t do what, care?“

I shake my head, looking up at her again, “No it’s just… Ashley’s plans aren’t really your business.”

She looks a little insulted, “Nothing is my business lately.”

“What do you mean?”

“You’ve been avoiding me for the past week, Spencer. Both of you have.” she says, sounding a little hurt.

We have been avoiding her, we’ve been avoiding most people. Ashley and I just wanted to keep our news private for a little while before being overwhelmed by over enthusiastic mothers. 

“I’m sorry,” I tell her, genuinely. 

“What’s been going on?” she asks softly, deciding to forget the college discussion for the time being.

For a second I think about telling her the truth, but this isn’t the time. I don’t want to tell her something this big about Ashley and I’s relationship just to get her not to hate me.

“Nothing,” I say with a shake of my head.

She studies my face for a few moments, making me uncomfortable.

“You’re lying.”

I can’t read her expression but I don’t insult her by lying again, “It’s just…not something I want to share. Not yet.” I say softly.

She looks disappointed, “Why not?”

“I don’t feel like it’s the right time.”

“You’re my best friend, Spencer, you know you can tell me anything.”

I’m surprised at her words and I move closer to her, reaching my hand to her arm, “Mom…” I begin softly.

She moves it away, ”No. No...it’s okay, it’s fine. Forget I said anything, Spencer.” She tells me before standing up and walking right past Ashley who still has the phone pressed against her ear, talking to no-one. 

I sigh and fall back against the couch, miserable.

I hate fighting with my mom, I hate hurting her. 

“You okay?” Ashley asks now sitting where Paula was and takes my foot in her hands, rubbing in gently.

“No.”

“It’s just a fight, you’ll make up, Spence.”

“I hate fighting with her,” 

“I know you do.”

“I hate making her sad and hurting her.”

“I know that, too.” 

Things have changed lately and I’ve loved it but I have this feeling they aren’t going to stop anytime soon. I hope I’m ready for them.

Ashley lifts my foot up to press a kiss to the top of it, “Your feet smell, pumpkin.”

**

The worst part of our fight was that we didn’t yell at each other, voices were raised a little but it wasn’t a screaming match, not even close, so there’s an unbelievable amount of tension at the dinner table, Glen even just asked me what was wrong with Mom.

I didn’t answer him.

“Spencer, pass your glass please,” Paula says, without emotion in her voice.

I hand her my glass without any words, waiting for her to pour the water inside before taking it back, “Thanks.”

I don’t get a reply.

Everybody, including my little vampire is sitting at the table, all looking equally uncomfortable.

Paula doesn’t even tell us to enjoy, she just starts eating and I look to Ashley, unsure of what to do, if I should say anything. 

She shrugs, unsure herself.

I decide to wait a little and start eating, no point in wasting a meal I’m sure I’ll work off later. Ashley has been insatiable recently.

I hope you don’t think I’m bothered by that.

Ashley clears her throat and looks to Clay, “Man, I had the weirdest dream about you a couple days ago, you had hair down to your butt.” 

Clay laughs, slapping his bald head.

I frown, “You have dreams about my brothers butt often?”

“You know it.”

“Speaking of butts,” I blurt out, “I had the strangest dream about Melissa’s from your P.E class last night.”

“You dreamt about Melissa’s butt?” Glen asks me.

I face him, “Only once, she was-” I stop at his expression, “what?”

“Melissa’s hot, does she have a nice ass?”

I open my mouth and feel Ashley’s eyes burning into me, “Ashley’s is better.” I shrug and look over to her.

She smiles and I grin stupidly.

“You know….” Dad starts, “I had the most vivid dream about George Bush’s butt last week, completely put me off breakfast.”

Ashley laughs at him and he smiles at her.

He continues, “It was so fa-” he’s cut off by Paula.

“Arthur that’s enough,” she interrupts sighing, poking at her broccoli with her fork, “we don’t need butt talk when we’re trying to eat dinner. Spencer, pass the gravy.”

I work hard to contain my laughter and reach in front of me to the gravy dish, silently handing it across the table to her.

She looks directly at me and sees me trying hard not to smile before smiling at me.

“I would hate to dream about his butt,” she adds on.

I pull a disgusted face, nodding.

“I had a dream about Freddie Prinze Jr’s butt once,” Clay confesses.

I spin around in his direction, “What?”

“It was huge!”

“You had a dream about a boy’s butt?”

“Leave him alone,” Ashley tells me, laughing.

I decide to leave Clay alone for the time being and keep my attention on my goddess, “Okay then Ashley, who else’s butt do you remember dreaming about?” I ask.

“Nobody’s,” she tells me. A little too quickly.

I raise my eyebrows, smirking. “Now who’s the terrible liar.”

She laughs quietly, eating her food in a lame attempt to stop talking.

“Who’s was it?” I ask again.

She shakes her head, “I don’t know, nobody’s, just Clay and it was covered, he was wearing jeans but his hair was just really long…”

I get a fork full of potatoes before replying, “Baby you’re lying…and you’re not even doing a good job,” I laugh.

She laughs quietly too, and looks at Paula quickly.

I choke on my potatoes.

Glen pats me on the back and after a quick sip of my water, “Ashley Davies!”

“I’m sorry?” she offers sheepishly.

“Why are you sorry?” Clay asks her.

I smile at his question and straighten up, ready for her answer. 

“I….don’t know.” she finishes.

Lame.

“She’s been having naughty dreams, haven’t you Ash?”

She gives me a look, telling me not to go there.

“About who?” Glen asks, loudly.

Ashley leans closer to me from across the table, “It was your fault!” she yells in a whisper though I’m positive everybody can hear, it’s a small table.

“How do you figure?”

“You kept calling me a mother fucker, it was just on my mind!”

I smile at her flustered state, “Did you like it?” I tease.

“Stop it,” she says, sinking back into her seat.

“Spencer stop teasing her,” Mom tells me.

I sit back in my seat, stabbing a baby carrot onto my fork, “I think she’d like it more if you did.”

“Spencer,” Ashley warns me.

“What?” I laugh, “it’s one thing to dream about George Bush’s ass, but to dream about your soon to be mother in law’s?” I ask with a shake of my head, popping the carrot into my mouth.

I chew thoughtfully until I suddenly feel like I’m under a spotlight. Naked.

I lift my head up to see four people with their mouth’s hung open.

One with their face in their plate.

Someone should wake Paula up while Ashley kills me.

-

Whoops?

_ _ _ _
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“Spencer, in the bedroom. Now.”

I don’t meet Ashley’s eyes, my half eaten food is suddenly much more interesting “Yeah, I think I’m gonna pass on that.”

Glen’s arm nudges mine with surprising force, “Dude, are you pregnant?”

Before I can answer him, Ashley gets up from the table and makes a beeline for the stairs.

We’re already headed to divorce.

I look at my dad and point in the direction of the stairs, “I’m just..” I trail off at his faintly amused expression.

“Sure, honey.”

“Do you think Mom’s going to be okay?” I ask him after remembering her current state.

“More than” he assures.

I shake my head, a little confused all of a sudden. “Okay,” I mumble and get up from my chair, fast approaching the stairs.

“Spence?” Clay’s voice calls from behind me, making me turn to face him.

“Yeah?” I ask softly.

“Don’t kill me” he says uncertainly.

“Have the Pepsi, Clay, I don’t care.”

He steps closer to me and awkwardly puts his arms around me for a hug, patting my back gently. “Congratulations,” is all he says before letting go and stepping back.

I wait until his eyes meet mine and smile genuinely. “Thank you,” I say and let a serious expression cover my face “about what you just did…”

“It won’t happen again?” he offers.

“No,” I smile again “you didn’t do it properly” I inform him and step forward, standing up on my toes a little to wrap my arms around him.



-


“Is this about the Halloween costumes? Because I already told you that I was a vampire too.” I tell Ashley, seeing her sat on the edge of my bed.

I’m already in trouble, I don’t know why I decided to play dumb and make it worse.

She looks up at me and I can tell my words are unappreciated by her less than amused expression.

I walk over to the bed and sit down next to her. “I’m sorry” I tell her sincerely, “I didn’t mean to blurt it out like that.”

Ashley threads her fingers through mine, “God, your mom is going to kill me.”

“Are you kidding?”

“She fainted, Spencer.”

I squeeze her hand in support, “She was just sleepy.”

“Spence..”

“No seriously, anytime somebody mentioned George Bush she zones out, she can’t stand the guy.”

“Then why did she wait like five minutes?”

“Delayed response.”

She seems to accept that and I have a minute to recover from the past few.

“They’re gonna know we’re having sex,” Ashley says with a sigh.

“Unless they’re deaf, they heard us last night.”

“They could have been bad dreams for all your parents know.”

I roll my eyes, “The worst.”

“Are you sure about Paula?” Ashley asks after a few minutes.

“Definitely. The worst she’ll do is offer to take me out for wedding night lingerie.”

Ashley smiles, “It’s scary that I can imagine that.” A beat, “I don’t want you to wear anything underneath your dress, Spencer.”

“Wasn’t planning to” I assure her.

“Me neither.”

I picture that and force myself to stand up, pulling her with me. “Come on baby” I give her a soft kiss, “staying up here is only going to make it harder.”

We leave my bedroom and Ashley stops, “I’m scared” she whispers with a grin, but I can tell she’s not totally kidding.

“The worst is over, Ash” I tell her, rubbing my thumb across the skin of her hand, “They probably won’t say much anyway.”

“To their only daughter getting married? You’re on crack, they’re gonna sit us down for the talk.”

“No they won’t,” I pull on her hand. “Come on, I don’t want to miss my mom waking up.”


_


We missed it. 

I had to push Ashley down the stairs and by the time we got back to the dining room Clay was helping my dad clean Paula’s face. 

She didn’t even look at me.

But that was then, now she’s staring at Ashley and I making us both a little uncomfortable.

Clay and Glen make themselves scarce, leaving the four of us sitting in an uncomfortable silence in the living room.

I smile at Paula, “Hi.”

Ashley’s foot nudges mine and I stay quiet.

“So the uh, the place looks great, did you hire somebody to clean up around here or-” I shut her up with an elbow to her side.

I can hear the clock ticking. I never hear the clock ticking, only when I occasionally sleep down here.

I pick at some lint on my sleeve and flick it onto the floor, Ashley watching my every move with interest.

“We’re not having sex,” Ashley blurts out suddenly.

I look at her incredulously; my parents aren’t stupid.

“Oh please!” a voice shouts from the stairs.

“Glen! Get lost!” I yell.

“Lame!” he shouts, climbing the stairs once more.

“Hardly any,” Ashley corrects herself, stupidly.

I point my thumb in her direction, “Prude.”

She’s amused, “Me? How about last night when I asked you to-”

I furrow my brows and shake my head, the action telling her so not the place to be discussing this.

She clears her throat, “The place really does look great.”

I smile at her, “Stop doing that.”

“Doing what?”

“Kissing ass. It’s just my parents, you don’t have to impress anybody.”

“I’m not kissing anybody’s ass, Spencer.”

I roll my eyes and watch her pick up her glass of iced tea, a drop of condensation dangling from the bottom of her glass. I reach my hand out in time to catch it before it had a chance to drip on to her top.

At her curious glance I show her the small drop of water in the palm of my hand, making her smile.

“Want some?” she offers the half full glass to me.

“Thanks,” I say quietly, starting to smile at her.

Dad has finished being quiet, “When did you decide all of this?”

“We haven’t been hiding anything, it’s pretty new, right?” I direct my question to Ashley.

“Spencer asked me,” she rushes out.

“What has that got to do with anything? They aren’t going to kill us, baby. Relax.”

“Spencer’s right” Dad starts, “we just have a few questions, that’s understandable, right?”

Ashley and I look to Paula who is writing something down, the rest of us forgotten.

“Ask away” I tell him.

“You’re young.”

“That wasn’t a question.”

He rubs his chin briefly, “Weddings are expensive.”

“Again, not a question.”

“Stressful…” he trails off.

“Dad,” I try.

“Seating arrangements will kill you.”

Ashley’s had enough, too. “We’re having lots of sex.”

“The music…”

I smirk at Ashley, ‘cause it’s true.

“The invitations…”

“Spencer barely comes up for air” Ashley says, clear as day.

I burst out laughing, entirely shocked that she would say something like that in front of my parents, especially after how nervous she was.

My dad opens his mouth to say something else when Paula smacks his chest, “Arthur, shut up.”

All laughter ceases and I wonder if she heard Ashley’s last comment.

“I hope I didn’t just see your arm Glen!” I shout to the top of the stairs where I just saw him trying to hide.

Ashley smacks my chest, “Spencer, shut up.”

“Take a hike, wife.”

“Ashley,” Paula starts.

“Paula.”

“Pack your bags,” she says calmly.

I jump in, “Why? She’s not leaving.”

The piece of paper is folded and put into her pocket.

“All of you can pack,” she says hurriedly.

“Why?” I ask with emphasis.

“Road trip!” Paula squeals.

“But we have school tomorrow…” Ashley starts.

“Don’t be a geek,” I say cutely.

“Sweet!” Glen shouts.

“This is going to be so awesome, Ash.” I lean into her ear, “Motels.”

I smile to myself, already picturing the bed.

“Where are we going?” Clay directs his question to everybody and I realize that I don’t know either.

“Ohio,” is the answer we get.

“You were listening too?” I ask him, wondering how he got downstairs so fast.

“Woo!” Paula screams, startling me. 

Ashley and I don’t get a chance to move as she pulls us into a tight hug.

-

This should be fun. 
 
_ _ _ _
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“What are you wearing?”

I smile, pleasantly surprised at the new direction our phone call is headed. “Are you getting fresh with me?” I ask, lowering my voice.

“I meant to travel in,” she clarifies. 

“You should have stayed here tonight,” I tell her, ignoring her question.

“How am I supposed to pack when I’m at your house? Besides, I think we can handle one night apart.”

“Speak for yourself, my feet are cold.”

“Aww, poor baby. But hey, on the plus side I’ll get some of the covers tonight.”

I smile, remembering yesterday morning when I woke up with the covers wrapped around and underneath me, Ashley curled up next to me with none. 

“How’s Paula?” she asks after a comfortable silence.

“Dad had to sedate her.”

“What?”

I wasn‘t serious. “After her water works with us and when you were leaving, she went upstairs to call my grandma and pack. I think we leave at 7am or something stupid like that.”

“That’s early.”

“I know. Be here for 5.” 

“Why do I have to be there so early?”

“I want a nice wake up call.”

“Forget about it, I’m catching up on sleep I’ve lost the past couple days.”

Following my six failed attempts to make the phone call one to remember, we said our goodnight’s and hung up.

Ashley called back to tell me she wasn’t wearing any underwear.

It’s a start.

_


“Spencer do you have your bags?” Dad asks me as he loads up the trunk.

I nod and push at them with my feet, not even attempting to pick them up this early in the morning, my arms are likely to snap.

“Good morning family,” Clay cheerfully greets everybody, his arm going around my shoulders.

I’m too tired to move it.

“How’s my niece or nephew?” Glen asks, suddenly appearing in front of me, poking my stomach.

“I’m not pregnant, Glen” I tell him tiredly.

“Whatever.” a shrug, “what’s for breakfast?” he yells, disappearing back into the house with Clay.

I look around and notice Dad putting some bags into Clay’s car. “Why are you putting those bags in there?”

He turns to face me. “We’re letting them drive there.”

I’m shocked, “You’re letting Glen drive to Ohio?”

“Clay will be driving, too,” he reasons.

“They can’t be trusted to drive to the store and now you’re trusting them to drive across the country?” I ask, frowning slightly with confusion.

“We all have our cell phones, we will be checking in every couple hours and making sure we stay at the same motels.”

I shake my head, this isn’t something I should get involved in and as soon as Ashley gets her cute butt here, I won’t have to worry about anything.

“You should call Ashley’s cell when you want us, I don’t think mine is charged, I’ll do it later or something.”

He looks to the house and then back at me, swallowing nervously, “Your mother has something to tell you…”

“Mom’s busy, you tell me.”

“Spence, your mom doesn’t want all of you out there alone so..”

“So?” I ask tiredly.

“So you and Ashley will be with your mother and me.”

I laugh. I’m dreaming, I have to be.

“Pinch me.”

He looks torn, “Spencer, don’t make me go up against your mother. Please.”


_


I’m lying down on the couch waiting for Ashley and wondering how she’s going to take the news that we’re going to be stuck in a car with Paula, for days.

Maybe we can drive ourselves back.

Or hopefully Clay will get pulled over by the cops.

“Good morning!” I hear Paula shout to somebody.

My eyes close, she’s going to get us all into so much trouble, I can feel it.

“Morning, beautiful” Ashley tells me, making me smile.

“Morning, turd.” I say with my eyes still closed.

“Gonna move from that couch anytime soon?” 

I shake my head and open my arms, letting her climb on top of me and wrapping them back around her small body.

She kisses my face, “Your mom is talking to mine.”

“Your mom’s here?” I ask her, opening my eyes.

She looks perky, it’s cute.

“Yeah, she drove me.”

I think about that.

“You knew, didn’t you?” 

“No,” she tells me, guilt covering her face.

“You can’t lie to save your life, Ash, you know that. Why didn’t you tell me?”

She kisses my face again. “I’m sorry, baby, I just didn’t want to disappoint you, I know how much you wanted us to drive alone.”

“It’s alright,” I tell her, knowing she’s not to blame for being perfect.

“I’m comfortable,” Ashley whispers, resting her head on my shoulder.

“This is nice,” I agree as I bring her closer, enjoying her slight weight on top of me.

It’s not long before my eyes close and sleep claims me.


_


“Spencer.” I vaguely hear, moving my hand up Ashley’s back.

“Quiet, sleeping here.”

“Your parents are making out, tell them to stop.”

I open my eyes slowly, “My parents don’t engage in anything intimate or sexual, Ashley. They’re virgins.”

“They’re tonguing.”

“You’re crazy.”

She smiles and moves to the right, giving me full view to my parents.

“Stop it!” I yell to them, making them break apart. “Ashley’s just had breakfast, I’d like it to stay down.”

Paula just laughs, giving my Dad a weird smile and a slap on the ass.

I turn to Ashley, “I can’t believe you woke me up for that.”

“They’re your parents” she states before she leans down and kisses my nose. “Time to leave, pumpkin.”

I pull a face, “I have aspirin in my purse, tell me if you need some on the way, I’ll be popping them.”

“It won’t be that bad.”

I smile sympathetically, the poor girl really has no idea what Paula is capable of.

She’ll find out soon enough.

“Let’s get this over with,” I sigh out, looking around the living room longingly. 


_


“Call us every hour, we love you.”

My parents are saying goodbye to Clay and Glen.

I waved. 

I catch Ashley’s eye and she laughs opening her door to get in the car, “You look like you’re on death row.”

I roll my eyes, already fastening my seatbelt, “Welcome to road trip: Carlin style.”

“What does that mean?”

I hold my hand up, each finger going down with counted seconds until Paula lets out an excited scream, almost ripping her door off its hinges to get into the car.

“Woo!”

I laugh at Ashley’s semi frightened expression and look out my window.

God is thanked when Dad gets in the car, I hope he can handle Paula for the next couple days.

Paula puts on a Bon Jovi CD and passes some mints around the car, the kind with the wrappers.

The wrappers that annoy me this time of the morning.

“Ohio here we come!” Paula shouts.

I link my arm through Ashley’s and lean my head on her shoulder, “Wake me when we get there.”


_


It’s a hot day and I had to move back over to sit by the window, Ashley was making me melt.

We’ve been driving for almost three hours, Paula is still driving and playing music too loud, she’s listening to Peaches.

Dad looks tired.

Ashley just looks cute, sitting there moving her head along to the beat of the song playing on her iPod. 

I start to slowly slide my hand over to Ashley’s seat not to bring any attention to myself when I hear a sudden buzzing and feel something touch my ear.

My eyes widen to the point of popping out and I undo my seatbelt, quickly throwing myself over on to Ashley’s lap. “Wasp!”

“Don’t try and kill it, Spence, it’ll sting you.” Dad tells me.

Kill it? I don’t want to look at it, never mind touching it.

Ashley pulls out her earplugs, “What’s up?”

I scan my eyes around the car frantically trying to find out where the wasp has gone, “We’re under attack.”

“What?”

“Spencer is scared of a little wasp,” my mom laughs.

Ashley looks like she’s heard the cutest thing as she turns to look at me, “Aww.” 

“Shh!” I tell everybody, trying to listen.

Ashley turns around, “Oh hey, Clay has finally caught up.” she looks to me, “let’s wave.”

“Lets not.”

She smiles, “You’re so mean.”

I ignore her, spotting the wasp on the edge of my opened window. I pick up Ashley’s magazine and roll it up, hitting the wasp and diving across the backseat to close my window.

“Oh my god,” Ashley says, making me turn to her.

“What?”

“Look,” she points out the back window, Clay’s fighting with an angry wasp.

My bad.


_


I swallow my pills with a gulp of water and offer Ashley two that she politely declines.

The next five minutes go by slowly, Ashley’s fingers are slowly sliding over mine.

I hope we stop for lunch soon, I’m starving.

Cop sirens are approaching and Paula turns off the music, “Are they getting closer?”

I crane my neck and look out my window, “Yeah.”

“I wonder where they’re going,” she says.

“Yeah…” 

The car speeds past us and I laugh at her, “Do it.”

“Do what?” Ashley asks me, pulling out her earplugs again.

I make sure her seatbelt is in and Paula accelerates, heading in the same direction as the police car.

“Paula this is ridiculous,” I hear dad say.

She goes faster and I laugh, we’re catching up.

“Maybe it’s a drug raid.” I suggest.

Ashley nods, “Or a murder.”

“Or an accident.”

Ashley opens her mouth when more sirens are heard, and a request for us to pull over.

“I’ll handle this,” Paula announces, slowing down and pulling over.

A middle aged officer walks up to the window, asking for license and registration, the usual.

“Mrs Carlin, were you aware that you were driving 28 miles over the speed limit?”

She acts shocked, “No officer, I wasn’t.” she smiles, “my daughter is engaged you see, I’m a little-” she screams and laughs.

His stony expression tells me he doesn’t care.

I pull my top down exposing a generous cleavage, and lean forward to talk out of Paula’s window. “Officer, we’re very sorry, it won’t happen ag-” 

Ashley pulls me back forcefully, covering me up.

“What?” I ask her.

“You're both high.” she says without thinking. 

He heard. “Ma’am?” my mom is asked by the officer.

“No, not me, Sir. No. Never touched the ‘Wacky Baccy’,” she laughs.

I look at Ashley and she quickly avoids my eyes, “Mr C?”

“I got it,” he assures, stepping outside of the car to talk with the police.

-

I think I'll sleep now. 

_ _ _ _ _
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I think I’m going to die in this car, surely we’ve been on the road for weeks now. I don’t know how much longer I can last being in a confined space with Ashley and not being able to do anything about it. Watching her sit there looking hot and mighty reading her magazine is driving me insane.

“Mom?”

Paula switched to the passenger seat a while ago and turns her body around to face me. “Yeah, Spence?”

“Can we stop for another bathroom break soon? I’m gonna burst.”

“Sure we can” she assures, turning back around in her seat to do…whatever she was doing beforehand.

An empty Coke bottle is shoved in front of my face from Ashley’s outstretched arm. “What am I supposed to do with that?”

“You need to pee, it’s empty. Perfect match.”

I study her and realise she isn’t joking. “You seriously expect me to pee in a bottle?”

“Beggars can’t be choosers, Spencer.” 

“I don’t remember begging for anything.”

She pushes the bottle towards my hands, “Spence come on, I saw it done in Dumb and Dumber.”

“You expect me to imitate anything from that movie? Plus hello, I’m missing one essential body part to do that without peeing all over the seat.”

“Fine, jeez, forget I said anything,” Ashley spits out, putting the empty bottle back in the side of the door.

“Though it would be the best thing that’s ever been inside that bottle,” I mumble.

“What?”

“Nothing.”

“Whatever.”

We so need to get out of this car, we’re both getting cranky.

Ashley’s flicking through the pages of her magazine, almost tearing out every page. 

I cast a subtle glance to her face, her perfectly perfect face. “You look good,” I tell her shyly, hoping to get back in her good books.

“Shut up.”

Perhaps not. 

“I’m just saying...”

“Well don’t,” she cuts me off.

Fine, I won’t. 


* *


I resist the urge to kiss the floor when my wobbly legs meet earth again, after what felt like an eternity and take in a deep breath. Fresh air, nothing like a million cars to pollute it.

“Spence?” My dad calls out to me.

“Yeah?”

He nods his head over to the line up of take out restaurants, “Meet us over there okay? Glen and Clay will be here any second, your mother just got off the phone with Clay.”

“Super,” I drawl as he walks away.

I’m thirsty.

I wonder if Ashley will snap out of her mood soon. 

The sound of Ashley’s heels connecting with the floor attracts my attention and causes me to turn around to the car, only to get picked up in the air with a hug from Glen. “Sis! I’ve missed you!”

“Put me down!” I yell, squirming.

“No, I’ve missed you.”

Glen proves his point, squeezing me harder. 

“Glen!” I thump his back and laugh when he does.

“You hit like a girl,” he says, twirling me around. He knows I hate that.

I manage to grab a handful of his hair and pull hard, causing him to stop immediately. “Ow!”


I push my way out of his arms causing my feet to come into contact with the solid ground once more. Something I am grateful for.

When I turn to Ashley a smile quickly drops from her face. “Need the bathroom?” I ask her.

“No.”

“Good” I say while grabbing her hand. Facing Clay, “We’re going to pee, nice to see you didn’t crash the car.”


* *


“I told you I didn’t need to use the bathroom.”

I drop her hand once the door to the restrooms close and make sure I’m the one closest to it. “Why are you being like that? I didn’t even need to pee, I just needed to be with you, it was a cover.”

“I don’t know, I’m sorry. I just got a headache from being in the car I guess.”

I lean forward and pull her towards me, holding her waist. “What was that? I didn’t hear you,” I say, pursing my lips out and closing my eyes.

Her lips press against mine but before I have a chance to kiss her back we’re pushed forward by a woman barging through the doors in her haste to make it to a stall on time.

Bad burrito, maybe?

I won’t stick around to find out.


* *


We scan the crowd of people in the surrounding area and Ashley tugs on my hand when Paula is spotted standing up waving her arms to get our attention.

I would have spotted her anywhere, she doesn’t need to make people stare.

“Alone time later?” I ask Ashley, getting an affirmative nod in response. 

“Spencer we’re over here!” Paula yells, getting the attention of at least 20 people.

“Mother of god” I mutter under my breath, heading over to her.

Paula practically throws herself back in her seat and I should clear space on the table for her boobs. 

Mine are mosquito bites compared to hers, it makes me sad. Sometimes. 

I’m over it.

“Are you going to sit?” Ashley asks me, already seated.

There isn’t a chair left for me and while I can easily grab one off the table next to us, I decide to sit down on Ashley’s lap as an early Christmas present to myself.

“Comfy?” she inquires with a raised brow.

I rest my entire weight onto her legs. “I am now.”

“Good,” she says, bringing a hand around to rest on my stomach.

Attempting to kill me.

“So what are we ordering, Spence?”

“A hotel room.”

“What?”

I shake my head, not meaning to say that out loud and especially in front of Paula, she doesn’t need any help embarrassing me as it is. “A…spoon.”

“Why the hell do you want a spoon?” Glen asks me.

“For my pudding.”

Ashley is my pudding.

“Well you can have your ‘pudding’ later, babe. Choose something hot.”

I did.

Honestly, I can’t think straight right now. “Surprise me.”

“Are you sure?” 

I nod, leaning back into her.

“But no sea food and make sure it’s a burger with fries.”

I feel her smile on my shoulder. “Oh the suspense, how ever will you wait?”

“My thoughts are good company, fantastic company even.”

“I’m sure they are, Spence. I’m sure they are.”

She has no idea.

I think back to the time we were visiting a friend of my grandma’s when I was 15, Paula, my grandmother and ..Edna? Ethel? Maud.. Her friend were talking about who’s dying of what and how many times each of them had visited the doctors, you know how it is, I zoned out and was thinking about lesbian sex.

It wasn’t until Edna/Ethel/Maud waved a banana in front of my face that I snapped out of it.

The irony.

Clay has a puffy little lump on his face. 

“Clay what’s on your face?”

“A wasp!” he shrieks. “It came out of nowhere and stung me.”

I laugh and cover it up with a cough.

“We saw there was a bit of a commotion in your car, what happened?”

I wave my hand dismissively, “You know Ashley, one little wasp and it’s screaming and hysterics. I guess it flew out of our window and into yours, I’m so sorry Clay.”

“I’m just glad nobody else was hurt.”

I nod along understandingly.

Paula is at least 20 ft away and I hear her loud laugh all the way from here like she’s sitting next to me, Ashley is making her laugh with some animated story.

They better not be sharing embarrassing stories.

“So how was the drive so far?” I ask Clay

“It’s good, nice to be trusted to drive you know?”

No, I wouldn’t know. Nobody lets me drive anywhere, they won’t even teach me.

“Spencer!” Paula yells from the queue. I snap my head in her direction and see her just shouting me so she can wave.

I wave back and laugh when I see Ashley laughing behind Paula’s back.

She’s bad.

_

Hope she stays that way.

_ _ _ _
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“You know what I think?” I ask suddenly from atop Ashley’s very comfortable lap.

“What?” Paula asks opposite me, drinking Pepsi. Score one for Paula. 

“I think that we,” gesturing to myself and Ashley, “deserve to drive all day tomorrow.” I flash them a winning smile.

“Forget about it.”

I frown at my mothers words, “Mom,” I whine. “Come on, please.”

“I’m sorry Spencer, but I said no.”

My finger points in my brothers‘ direction “You let these two goons drive but you won’t let Ashley?” I ask, incredulous. 

“Hey!” Glen shouts, throwing a half eaten fry at me.

“It’s not about who I trust more driving, Spencer, I just want to spend time with you both” Paula tells me.

She’s making me feel bad, “But..”

Ashley interrupts me, “Spencer maybe you should just-”

Paula cuts Ashley off, “We’ll be in Ohio before you know it, I even called Aunt Sasha to meet us as soon as we arrive.”

Aunt Sasha is just one of my mom’s friends from college, no relation what so ever. She’s amusing from what I remember, always high. I haven’t seen her in years. Glen said she’s got a face only a mother could love but she’s nice enough.

I slouch back into Ashley’s warm body. “We’re driving back.”

My dad’s smiling at me and I’m trying so hard not to look at him properly because I know I’ll smile too. 

Ashley kisses the side of my head awkwardly and I lean into her touch, smiling when she whispers “Love you.”


* *


Clay and Glen are getting into their car to drive to a nearby motel. When I say nearby I mean at least 30 minutes away. 

My parents are giving them directions and I casually walk away from them to Ashley who’s reaching for something out of the trunk. 

If my hands could make noises they would sigh in pleasure at the feel of Ashley’s otherworldly body. 

When I say body, I mean ass. 

They quickly lose contact when Ashley spins around to see who’s groping her in a parking lot. “Spencer! God, you scared me.”

I put a hand on her arm and peer into the trunk “Sorry. What are you looking for?” 

“A blanket, it’s getting cold.”

I know where the blanket is, it’s under one of my bags. 

“It’s not in the trunk, I put it on the backseat earlier in case you got cold.”

She smiles in the most adorable way “Aww” and gestures for me to move so she can close the trunk and not knock my head off. 

I grin when she opens her door and climbs in, being directly behind her I have the best view.

“Spence, I don’t see a blanket in here.”

“Really?” I fake confusion. “I could have sworn I saw something to keep you warm back there.”

She moves some things around, “Well maybe it’s hidden…”

“Do you want to move in a little more so I can help you look?” I suggest. 

As soon as she moves I jump in the car, immediately closing the doors and throwing myself on top of Ashley.

I hear laughter. “Get off of me you goof, your parents will be here any minute.”

I shift around to get comfortable, smiling down to her, “I’m dying to get to that motel.”

No use lying.

“Me too,” she concurs, running her hands over my thighs.

“Do you want to kiss?” I ask with a grin.

Ashley kisses my nose. “You’re such a loser.”

“Should we make the car move? Paula will think we’re having sex.”

“If you rock this car I’ll never forgive you,” she says with a smile on her face, it’s making it hard for me to believe her.

“Promise?” I ask with a raised brow.

“If this was reversed you know you’d hate it. If my mom walked in when I was on top of you.”

She’s cute when she gets worried. 

I put my hands either side of her face and look down to her, admiring her flawless complexion. I almost forget to breathe when her fingers trace across my face, coming to a stop on my lips. I press a kiss to the tips of the two fingers closest to me and watch her eyes lingering on my mouth.

Her hand travels around to the back of my neck stroking the skin softly with the pads of her fingers.

Hearing Paula’s loud voice getting nearer makes Ashley’s fingers halt suddenly. I take the hint and press a chaste kiss to her face before moving off her and sitting up properly.

“Thirty minutes” Ashley tells me and I nod affirmatively in response.

“Are we interrupting?” Paula asks as she slides onto her seat.

I’m about to say yes when Ashley laughs at Paula as if she made a joke. She wasn’t joking, Ashley, how many times do I have to tell you she’s never going to stop prying?

Dad starts the car and Ashley slides her hand across the empty seat to reach for mine, threading her fingers through my own. They’re cold.

“Stop the car for a sec” I say to dad who’s barely even driving 10 miles per hour across the lot.

Paula asks me why I want to stop. 

“Just getting something.”

I open the trunk and reach for the edge of a blanket I can see underneath my bag and close it just as fast as it was opened, making my way back to the car.

I close my door and unfold the large piece of material, leaning over and draping it over Ashley making sure to cover her hands. 

“Better?” I ask.

“You are so cute” she states.

“Uh…we can go now” I say to my parents, ignoring Ashley’s absurd comment. 

“Stop staring at me” I demand of Ashley when I see her gawking through the corner of my eyes.

I don’t complain when she moves to the seat next to me linking her arm through my own and uses it as a pillow, covering us both with aforementioned blanket. 

I wonder if I’d be pushing my luck if I felt her up underneath the blanket.

When my fingers brush against the ring on her left hand I smile and kiss her head, whispering “Love you” near her ear.


* *


“Baby?” I try.

I don’t get a response.

“Ashley.”

A sigh of sorts can be heard.

“Are you gonna wake up?” I ask, stroking her wrist with my thumb.

“No.”

“We’re two minutes from a motel” 

“Wake me in two minutes then” she mumbles quietly, moving her head to get comfortable again. 


* *


We arrived at the motel five minutes ago, trying to wake Ashley sometimes is like trying to wake the dead. 

“Ashley” I say for the twelfth time.

I get a grunt.

My eyes roll and I lean across and open the window. 

“Can you move over?” I ask her, smiling when she shakes her head and moves even closer.

“Please?”

Her brows crease as she obliges to my request, moving over to her own seat, her elbow propped up on the open window with her head resting on the palm of her hand. 

I exit the car and leave my door open not wanting to wake her with the loud noise.

I smirk at her from my place by her car door. She looks so cute sleeping with her mouth open a tiny bit.

My body presses against the door and I carefully reach in to open her door, cringing when I hear the lock mechanism. 

Breathing a sigh of relief at her still slumbering state I step away from the door and pull against the window frame, Ashley’s body falling out of the open door.

I laugh at her wide eyes, catching her before she hit’s the floor. “Wakey wakey, beautiful.”

Her stunned face is more than cute and I have to resist leaning down for a kiss, I don’t know if she wants to kill me.

The ground is cold underneath my body and I shift, pulling Ashley further onto my lap.

“Spence.”

“Yeah?” I ask, brushing some hair away from her bedroom eyes.

They aren’t really her bedroom eyes.

“Run.”

“Don’t hurt me baby, I was just trying to wake you up.” I defend myself.

“I could have fractured my skull.”

I kiss her head. “Nothing in there anyway.”

“I’m tired now,” she almost pouts.

“Let’s go get you some coffee then, everybody else is ordering rooms.”

Ashley starts to stand and I help to push her up, accepting her hand when she helps me. 

On our way inside I hear Paula ordering Ashley and I a double room.

I’ll have to buy her some flowers or something for being so sweet.

Ashley blinks slowly and attempts to find the right change for her coffee, she looks exhausted.

“I’ll get you some coffee in the morning, Ash, let’s just go to sleep.”

I’m rewarded with a kiss to the lips.

I don’t tell her I’m not tired in the slightest.


_


I’ll be up at dawn to get coffee.

_ _ _ _ _ 
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By the time we got to our room and got changed for bed Ashley was ready to drop, I think she fell asleep before her head hit the pillow. I can’t say I was so lucky, weirdly an insomnia attack was in full force and despite my efforts, Ashley would not wake for the world. My lip is still tender, she struck me during the night. Unconsciously. 

It didn’t hurt but that’s just between us, Ashley keeps apologizing and giving me soft kisses whenever my parents aren’t looking or if they‘re inside a gas station. There isn’t even a mark. 

I fell asleep around 5 and was woken by Glen knocking unnecessarily loud at our door at just after 6:30, it was time to get up. 

I wanted to cry I was so tired, Ashley kissed my cheek and told me she was taking a quick shower. I couldn’t have opened my eyes even if I wanted to but Ashley’s footsteps were fast paced, she already seemed in good spirits.

The next coherent moment I had was an hour ago when I realized we were back in the car with my parents. 

“You look pale.”

I cast my eyes to the source of the voice, “I’ve been inside an incubator for over 24 hours Mom, of course I’m going to look like this.” I brush my hand over Ashley’s, “I never look pale when I’m in Ashley’s car and she’s got the top off. Of the car,” I add on, just in case.

“Ashley’s car is in a different state, Spence.” 

I relent, not expecting any other outcome.

Paula turns around in her seat suddenly, causing my dad to swerve slightly, “Have you taken your vitamin this morning?”

“I had to help Spencer brush her teeth this morning Paula,” Ashley answers for me, almost smirking. “I doubt she would have been pill popping unless I held the bottle of water for her.”

“She didn’t help me,” I argue lightly

“Oh please,” Ashley says turning to face me “You were two seconds away from choking on your toothbrush. I saved your life,” she adds on.

I roll my eyes at her dramatic recount of events that I don’t actually remember. 

Paula smiles at Ashley and turns back around in her seat, forgetting about the pill I forgot to take this morning.

I lean in close, “Allow me to say thank you.”

An adorable laugh escapes her lips, “Not with an audience,” she says quietly, meaning my parents. 

A subtle glance to both parents puts a smile on my face, “they’re not paying attention.” 

Paula is reading some kind of magazine and my dad looks content driving. 

The last time Ashley kissed me was an hour ago when I woke up, I heard her drawl out ‘finally’ and my eyes barely fluttered open to see that both front seats were empty before she attacked my lips. Her hand was cold when she moved it underneath the hem of my shirt.

Two minutes later she pulled away suddenly and opened a book, looking out the window and leaving me breathless and more than confused. It wasn’t until five seconds later when my parents got back in the car did I forgive her.

Ashley looks to the front and sees for herself that neither adult is paying any attention to us and doesn’t stop me moving closer to her, “Where should I start?” I whisper to her, feeling giddy.

The coat that was previously resting next to me is draped over her legs and my hand is quickly placed on her thigh, “About there is good.”

My eyebrows raise but I don’t remove my hand, I lift my free hand and place a finger on the skin of her neck, dragging it around in different patterns but looking at her mouth. I don’t mention how uncomfortable this position is to my back. 

Ashley leans in and I smile when her eyes close, I’m about to copy her actions when I see something from the corner of my eye that causes me to pull back.

“You’ve got some nerve,” I seethe

“Huh?” she asks, confused.

“Not you,” I point behind her.

José. 

“Spence, just-” Ashley begins.

“No. It’s bad enough my mom almost stopped for a hitchhiker yesterday but now we have a perv crasher?”

“He’s not going to kill us,” she tries to reason.

“I don’t care, I’m so tired of him Ashley.”

He walks closer to Ashley and I roll down her window, reaching for the book she was reading earlier to flick him out of the car. Ashley snatches it out of my hands, “If he ends up on the highway Spencer…” she trails off.

“Why would you bring him on a road trip?”

“Why not?”

I look at her like she’s crazy, “I can think of seventeen reasons off the top of my head why you shouldn’t have brought him. Want me to list them?”

“No.” She sighs and turns around picking José up with her bare hands.

My jaw drops and I scramble away from her “Put him away, Ashley.”

“Why? Are you scared?” She’s smug. 

“Of the ‘road kill in about ten minutes’ spider?”

Ashley brings her hands closer to me and I try not to flinch, “No, of this cute friendly little spider.”

I press my back further against the door, “I swear if you don’t move him away from me I will spray raid all over his ass the next time we hit a gas station.”

I frown at the smirk covering her lips as she puts José back where he came from, she turns back with empty hands and reaches for mine like nothing happened.

I rapidly draw it to my chest causing her to frown. 

“You just touched a tarantula with your bare hands Ashley, wash them and then we’ll talk.”

She smiles at me and reaches for my hand again, I flail it around until she grabs my face with both of her tainted hands. My head turns away from her and my hair falls onto her wrist and forearm, “Ashley stop it” I raise my voice but laugh when she does.

I quickly stop, “I’m serious!” 

They start inching towards my mouth and I screw my face up in disgust, shivering at the thought of the hairy creature actually being so close to me. I quickly feel her lips on my own before she moves them and her hands away.

I sit up properly and clear my throat, fixing my unruly hair. “You’ll pay for that,” I say weakly.

Paula asks us if everything is okay and after my fast reassurance she’s back to facing the right way with a piece of paper in her hand.

“Mom why do you still have that piece of paper?”

She lifts it up and shows me both sides that are full of her tiny print, I can’t read it from this far back. “What does it say?”

“It’s who will be at the party tomorrow night.”

I worriedly glance to Ashley and then back to the back of my mothers head, “Party?”

“It’s not a formal engagement party, I’ll leave that to you two, but I thought a small gathering with all our old friends and family would be nice, something to show off.”

“Mom,” I groan. “Cancel it, we just want to tell Grandma and she can pass it around.”

“Look at Ashley, Spencer. Who wouldn’t want to show her off?”

I glance to Ashley and immediately agree to it, “Maybe just a small…gathering.”

-

It couldn’t hurt, right?


_ _ _ _ _
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Late afternoon puts this particular state in darkness as we drive through familiar neighbourhoods and over familiar roads. I wind down my window in an attempt to lessen the headache I’ve had for the last day and a half, ironically since she touched me with those spider hands, coincidence? We’ll see.

Ashley leans over me and closes me window as soon as I pull my hand away. “It’s cold, Spence.”

I close my eyes and leave the window shut, not wanting Ashley to be cold and not really in the mood to start a petty argument that would only end with the window closed and me getting the silent treatment for a couple hours.

Mom switches off whichever CD she was playing when we reach the street my Grandma lives on and I silently thank god.

“Oh my god” Ashley mumbles

I lethargically loll my head to the side and open my eyes, seeing her eyebrows raised high. “What?” I ask quietly.

She lowers her eyes to meet mine and tells me to look at the house now in view.

There’s a banner on the front door with balloons surrounding it. ‘Congratulations’ is all it reads, I’m thankful our names aren’t on there. 

I take off my seatbelt and lean forward, resting an arm on my mom‘s shoulder. “Why do I suddenly get the feeling this small gathering of yours is going to be the biggest event this town has seen since millennium?” 

“Paranoia, you get it from your father,” is her reply.

I put both of my hands on her face and tap my fingers against her cheeks, “Just make sure the cops don’t show up like last time,” I say lightly before I kiss the top of her head and move back to my seat.

Screeching tires make me look out the window, Clay’s car speeds past us and reaches Grandma’s house first, Glen gets out of the car looking smug.

“Drive past and knock off the side mirror, Dad.”

His eyes meet mine through the rear-view mirror, he’s smiling.

The car comes to a stop behind Clay’s car and I quickly get out of the vehicle, my legs feeling like jello. I hold onto the car for support, “I left my legs in LA,” I say to nobody in particular.

Everybody but Ashley is out of the car and stretching their legs. “Ash” I lean into the car a little, “You okay?”

She’s zipping up her coat, “I’m good now.”

I smile at her and walk around to her side of the car to open her door, “Come on, lets get you inside and a blanket to cover your knees,” I joke

She rolls her eyes and gets out of the car, I wrap my arms around her when I see her stumble. 

“My legs are jello.”

“Mine were too. Here, just do this…” I hit my fists off the sides of her thighs carefully, “but harder, I don’t want to bruise you.”

She raises an eyebrow “Like you could”

“Want to feel my bicep?” I ask seriously, wanting to prove a point.

She gives me a sly smile, “No thanks.”

We both look up when we hear squeals from inside the house. “Looks like Aunt Sasha is already here.”

Ashley looks reluctant to go inside.

“She’s fine, Ash, a little hyper maybe but she’s nice.”

“I know but…” she takes a deep breath “two Paula’s?”

I grimace, “It will be…memorable, at least.”

“That’s one word for it.” She smiles and grabs her purse from the car. “Lets go.”

I nod and start walking towards the house, hearing more screams and some laughter. “How’s my hair?” I run my fingers through it, “is it flat? Do I have car hair?”

“What is car hair?”

“Never mind.” I try and get some more body into it. “Do you have my lip gloss?”

“Spencer.” She stops, “You look amazing, stop worrying and get in there.”

“Are you sure?” I ask.

“Positive.”




As soon as we enter the house my name is yelled from fifteen feet away, I try not to cringe. “Aunt Sasha, hey.” I chuckle because she’s already in hysterics hurrying over here.

“Look at you! You’re gorgeous, Paula she’s gorgeous!”

“Takes after her motherm” is the cliché reply from my mom. 

She still dresses like a hippie, it’s oddly comforting to know some things never change. “Come here and give me a hug!”

I don’t get a chance to move before I’m picked up by the woman, getting the life squeezed out of me. “I missed you, sweetie.”

“I missed you,” I echo, meaning it. 

My feet are back on the floor. “Still smoking that pot?” I ask coyly causing her to laugh and smack my shoulder, sending me back a step. “I haven’t done that in an age”

“You want to?” I ask in jest.

“Woman after my own heart,” she replies. “But I will have to decline,” she says loudly for everybody to hear and leans in for another hug. “Maybe later,” she whispers. 

I’m still smiling when she pushes me to the side. “And who is this beautiful young lady?!”

I nearly laugh at Ashley edging towards the door. 

“Her name is Ashley, this is Spencer’s fiancé,” Paula answers for me, sounding pleased with herself.

Unlike myself, Ashley gets spun around by Sasha. “It’s so lovely to meet you honey, we’ll have to do some story swapping, I have plenty of these two.” Paula and I are looked at.

Ashley’s legs look cute dangling, “It’s really nice to meet you too.” she pats her back awkwardly and stumbles a little when she’s put back down. 

Sasha is close to six foot so when I get picked up my feet always leave the floor.

I hear Clay and Grandma talking in the kitchen and as soon as Paula and Sasha sit down on the couch to catch up I grab Ashley’s hand and lead us towards the kitchen, snatching the half eaten snickers Glen is eating out of his hands and quickly taking a bite.

“Mmm, thank you,” I tell him sarcastically.

“Hey!” he yells

“You stole mine the last time we were here,” I remind him, never forgetting anything concerning food. 

“Whatever.” He sulks off.

I give Ashley the rest and swallow my mouthful before entering the kitchen that is full of decorations to be put up, my grandma has her back to us. 

I walk up behind her and put my hands over her eyes, “If you can guess who” I snatch the last bite of snickers out of Ashley’s hands. “You can have a bite of my snickers.”

“Sweetheart you know I can’t eat those, they get stuck underneath my pal-”

“I forgot,” I interrupt, smiling. “Come on, who is it?”

“Don’t be silly, give me a hug.” I can tell she’s smiling.

I pull my hands back and let her turn around before embracing her carefully, inhaling the familiar scent that is just her. “I missed you so much,” I whisper.

“I missed you too, dear,” she replies warmly.

I kiss her cheek and move back so she can see Ashley. 

“Ashley.” she drawls her name out a little and opens her arms.

“Hi.” She smiles wide and wraps her arms around the smaller body in front of her, “You look awesome, are you sure you’re a Grandma?”

An old laugh reaches my ears. “Hey now, none of that,” she jokes. “You’re taken.”

I finally notice Clay sitting at the table, “Hey”

He closes his phone, “Hey Spence.” He smiles, “how was the rest of the drive?”

“Long.”

“Glen drives like a madman!” he screeches.

I open my mouth to respond when I’m cut off by Paula, “Spencer, get in here for a picture! Bring Ashley!”




Ashley and I are in the spare bedroom freshening up from the drive and for the gathering later, I’m beat, a party is the last thing I want to attend.

“Is it just me…” I begin.

“I’m tired too,” Ashley finishes.

“Freak, and god do I want to just go to bed and sleep.”

“I know.” She turns around, “Do you want to take nap?”

My naps are at least two hours, we don’t have that much time to spare. “No” I say reluctantly, “I won’t get up again.”

She turns back and focuses on her leg that’s propped up on the edge of the bed that she’s putting lotion on. 

“Want some help?” I offer shyly.

The look I receive clues me in that she knows exactly what I was offering, “I’m finished now.” She stands up, wearing only her underwear. “But help me find something to wear.”

“Wear whatever you’re comfortable in Ash, I’m wearing sweats.”

“You are not wearing sweats, Spencer.”

“Why not?”

Her tone is light “You really need me to answer that?” 

I stare dumbly at my case, not wanting to sort through all the clothes I packed. Ashley rubs the back of her hand over my stomach “Come on, you help me and I’ll help you.”


Ninety minutes later we exit the bedroom looking amazing and stand at the top of the stairs looking down. I have never seen so many people in the living room before, Ashley voices her eloquent thought, “Whoa.”

I can spot Sasha towering above the rest of the women, she already looks more than buzzed. 

“After you.” I stand to the side for Ashley to go first.

“I’m not going first, Spence. You go.” she shoves me.

“I’m by stairs, genius,” I say after nearly going headfirst down them.

She mouths ‘sorry’ and I take a deep breath before holding her hand tight and creeping down the stairs.

“Keep your head low,” is all I hear myself say until the noise from the main room overpowers my voice.

-

Perfect time for a drink I’d say.

_ _ _  _
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“Spence we can’t stay in here all night.” I hear Ashley say, not being able to see her in the darkness that surrounds us. “Why not? Clay’s coat is in here, he always has mints.”

Ashley makes a low grunt sound attempting to shift to a more comfortable position inside the small cupboard underneath the stairs we‘re currently hiding in. “I’m getting cramp, and why would I need mints? I brushed my teeth twenty minutes ago.”

I blindly reach out for Clay’s coat and pull my hand back with a small tin of Altoids, knowing he never has anything else. “In case you get hungry.”

Her fingers wrap around my small arm as she pulls herself closer to me, “I’m so uncomfortable.”

“Why are you complaining? We’re in a dark confined space for the foreseeable future, what‘s the problem?”

I can feel the look she’s giving me. “That I’m uncomfortable” she enunciates.

“With those tiny legs? Please.”

I pop open the tin of mints at the tense silence, “Altoid, my lady?” I offer. 

“Don’t ‘my lady’ me.”

My hand touches hers, “You know I’m kidding, right? And that I’m so in love with your tiny legs that I could just…I love them” I finish.

“I know, I was just kidding” she kisses my face. “But we both look hot, why are we hiding when we could be out there making people jealous?”

“You did see the amount of people out there, right?” I ask her.

“Hard to miss them, Spence.”

“And I know every single one of them, and they’re all going to be asking questions.”

“Let them ask, we can make up some excuse to leave if things get really bad.”

I nod in the dark, “Don’t say I didn’t warn you,” I tell her lightly before carefully opening the small door and peeking out, I’m spotted immediately by Sasha who smiles and raises her glass to me. I turn subtly to Ashley, “Hurry up, we’ve been targeted.”

Ashley quickly moves from inside the cupboard and Sasha’s eyebrows raise upon seeing her emerge, before we get a chance to be bombarded by those kind of questions Ashley takes my hand and leads us towards the kitchen, gently pushing our way through the mass of people. 

I easily spot Clay through the crowd, “Ashley, 2 o’clock” I mumble.

“My 2o’clock or your 2o’clock?”

I furrow a brow, “Our 2o’clock” I say clearly.

“Oh I see Clay!” she points.

Her obvious comment earns her a wry smile. “Let’s go say hi.”

Ashley and I seem to be stuck, too many people being in the kitchen at one time, “Clay!” I yell, hoping to get his attention.

It doesn’t work. 

I tug on Ashley’s arm. “Let me sit on your shoulders.”

“I’m not falling for that again,” she tells me. 

“I’m just trying to get his attention but okay, we’ll do it your way.” I grab a handful of peanuts and aim one over to Clay, it plops into a bowl of punch. On the third attempt it sails past his head but catches his attention, he casts his eyes over to our direction and I curse the fact we’re standing behind tall people. 

“Don’t scream,” I say to Ashley before quickly wrapping my arms around her waist and hoisting her up in the air. 

“You better not drop me, Spencer,” she warns softly and raises her arm. “Clay…up here,” she jokes.

I vaguely hear her laugh after a minute, probably at something Clay said. “You’re getting heavy, can I put you down now?”

“Just a sec, Spence.”

“I haven’t had sugar in at least four hours, I’m wasting away,” I inform her sadly. 

“I like you carrying me.”

My head tiredly leans forward to rest on her chest, I smile against her skin and kiss the patch underneath my lips, when she doesn’t tell me to stop I kiss her again and bring my tongue into contact with soft skin. 

A second later I pull back and make a face. “Ew” I smack my lips together upon getting a mouthful of perfume. 

Her hand rubs my shoulder gently, telling me I can put her down which I am only so happy to oblige. 

“Spencer Carlin,” I hear a female voice drawl out, terrifying me. “You devil! Where have you been hiding?”

“Under the stairs,” I reply, a little confused.

Ashley elbows me softly. “Around,” I correct myself, sounding cheerful. 

“I’m Ashley.” She sticks her hand out to Jean, an old friend of Paula’s, but gets pulled into a hug instead. 

“Great to meet you Ashley, I’m Jean.”

A few minutes later we exchange polite farewells and promises to talk later on. I have Clay clear us a small path to leave the kitchen and go outside for some much needed fresh air. 

As soon as we sit down at the surprisingly unoccupied table Ashley tells me again that it’s freezing. 

I catch her obvious looks to my arm and lift it up, wrapping it around her shoulders and pull her body against mine. “Better, ice cube?”

“Much, furnace.”

We enjoy a comfortable silence with Ashley occasionally pressing small kisses to my jaw line. 

Her phone vibrating makes her jump and I can’t help laughing at her. It isn’t long until she lightly tells me to shut up and reads a text. 

“It’s just my mom”

“Everything okay?” I ask.

“Yeah, she was just passing on a message” she says dismissively.

“What was it?”

“It was…nothing important.”

“Ash” I smile.

“You remember Kris, my uh, my cousins really cute kid, and how much fun we had looking after him that ti-”

“No” I interrupt. “he ruined my favourite shirt.”

“Please help me baby-sit when we get back.”

I take note of the painfully adorable look she’s giving me right now. “Okay” I give in somewhat reluctantly. “but he’s going to bed early and so are we.”

“Really?” she looks happy.

“Oh yeah, 7o’clock and that baby monitor will be switched off-”

“You can’t turn a baby monitor off, Spence.”

“Down” I correct myself for the second time this evening.

“Both nights?”

I frown, “What?”

“Here’s the funny thing, it’s for the weekend” she laughs falsely.

“Over my dead body.”

Ashley turns around to face me properly, “Come on, Spence, don’t be like that. He’s family.”

“Family who threw up on me” I point out. 

“We’ll talk about this later” she says sounding not at all worried of the outcome. 

I don’t dwell on it, “You want something to drink?”

“Uh” she thinks for a second, “sure.”

“Great. I’ll have a Pepsi if you’re already up.”

She smiles, calls me an ass and stands up making her way to the overcrowded kitchen for our drinks. 

I hope she doesn’t get stepped on.

“Thought I’d never find you,” I hear someone say next to me and quickly turn to face them. 

“Rachel,” I say, shocked at seeing her again.

“How’ve you been?” 

“Great actually, you?” 

“Oh I’m good, trust me,” she says, sitting down next to me.

I point to the chair she’s sitting in. “That seat is kind of taken.”

“I don’t feel anybody underneath me.”

Her cocky attitude is quickly getting to me, “Did you want something?”

“To talk.” She looks around, “I can’t believe my brother dragged me here, he said that Glen was getting married and he had to see it.”

“Glen, huh?”

“Yeah, so what’s she like? Is she hot?”

“She’s beautiful,” I answer sincerely.

“I can’t believe it’s Glen though, I mean no offence, I know he’s your brother but…honestly?” she laughs. 

“There’s nothing wrong with Glen” I defend him.

She raises her eyebrows but doesn’t dare to challenge me on it.

“Do you want to hang out?” she asks me suddenly.

“Isn’t that what we’re doing?” I answer a little sarcastically.

“No.” She leans closer, “I mean hang out”

“Hang out,” I repeat, bopping my head out slowly. “I’ve seen you for the first time in over a year and that’s one of the first things out of your mouth?”

“You look good.” She shrugs, meaning it to be a valid reason, I’m sure. “I look good, I don’t see a problem.”

“Ashley looks better.”

Rachel looks confused, “Who’s that?”

“Fiancé.”

“You’re into Glen’s other half? Wow Spence.”

“Don’t call me Spence, and she isn’t Glen’s fiancé.” I look up to see Ashley pushing her way through a small group by the door, drinks in hand. I smile as soon as she meets my gaze and kiss her lightly when she holds out my drink. 

I turn to face Rachel, “She’s mine.”

Her face falters a little, genuinely shocked. “Wow,” is all she says.

“Uh, hi,” Ashley says before holding out her hand. “Ashley.”

Rachel takes the hand offered to her, “Rachel. I’m a …close friend of Spencer’s.”

Ashley faces me and gives me a look that I recognise. “…Yeah, Spencer has told me a lot about you.”

“Good things I hope” she tries to joke. 

Ashley doesn’t take her eyes off her as she brings the glass to her lips and takes a small sip. 

I haven’t seen Rachel since before we moved, she was the first girl I slept with. It only happened once, it was a mistake. Ashley knows about her of course, and she knows what kind of girl she is.

She looks a little off put by the lack of a reply from Ashley. “So, enjoying the party?” Rachel asks her.

“Yeah” Ashley nods. “I was.”

I can feel the tension looming over us, the kind of tension only a group of people lacking testosterone can have.

“I’ll find you later, Spence” Rachel tells me and stands up. 

“Nice meeting you Ashley,” she says unconvincingly.

“You too,” Ashley replies in the same manner.

We both watch as she enters the house and Ashley takes the seat next to me. “How’s your drink?”

I take a sip, “Perfect.”

“Good.”

“Yeah…”

“So that was Rachel, huh?” she says.

I make some kind of face. “Yeah, that was her.”

Ashley nods. “Don’t take this personally&” she trails off.

“Alright.”

“She’s kind of a bitch.”

I laugh, “I know.”

“And I kind of want to bitch slap her.”

“Get in line,” is my reply.

Ten minutes later I’m surprised that we’re still alone and Paula hasn’t come looking for us just yet. Ashley has been quiet.

“Are you okay?”

“Yeah.”

“You’re not thinking about her are you?”

I don’t get a verbal response, just a look. 

“Ash, you and the rest of my family, you mean everything to me. There could never be anyone else, okay? It‘s you.” I lift my hand to touch the soft skin of her cheek. “It’s always been you.”

My eyes close when I feel her lips press against my own. 

“I know,” she says softly. “But I wasn’t being quiet because of Rachel.” She continues at my confused expression. “Paula wants you to make some kind of speech in the living room, or she’s going to do a speech herself I didn’t really hear her properly but I knew either way you wouldn’t want to do it.”

This time I don’t give her a verbal response, just a look.

“I love you,” she says sheepishly. 

My silent treatment lasts just 30 seconds. “I love you too, but there’s no way in hell I’m going back in that house. Thank god she won‘t find us here.” I bring the glass to my lips.

“There you are!” Paula shouts from the doorway. 

My eyes slowly move to meet Ashley’s guilty face. 

“Unless of course somebody happened to mention it when they went to get the drinks.”

-

I think it’s time for something a little stronger.

- - -
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Ashley and I know each other well enough to be able to communicate through facial expressions and subtle widening of the eyes, just like she’s doing now. 

I’m not dense, I know exactly what she means and I press my hand flat against my stomach, wincing as I look to Paula. 

“Mom,” I start weakly, “my stomach hurts.”

She doesn‘t look convinced. “You’re lying.”

I keep my face contorted in pain. “I’m not, it really hurts.”

“Swear to me,” she says as she steps closer.

“What?” I take my hand away. “No, I can’t believe you think I’m lying to you.”

“I can’t believe you’re still doing it.” Her face showing no signs of anger.

“I’m sorry.” I stop for a second and take her hand, making sure to keep my tone gentle. “But please don’t make Ashley go in there with all of those people, they scare her.”

I’m not facing Ashley but I see her turn to face me, and she doesn’t look away. “Me, they scare me,” I correct.

Paula squeezes my hand in reassurance, “Don’t be silly, everybody in there loves you and they want to be here to celebrate.”

“Exactly,” I reply quickly. “This is Ohio not San Fran, what gives?”

“Spence,” she starts

“Mrs Baker!” I interrupt, “Mrs Baker is here, didn’t she used to baby-sit Grandma?"

“Stop being overdramatic.” She shakes her head. “And get inside the house, come on.” She tugs on my hand. “Up, both of you.”

I’m being pulled back into the house by my mother with Ashley following behind sporting a smirk, I‘m sure. I speak frantically. “But I hate speeches Mom, please don’t make me do one, I‘ll make you breakfast in bed; anything.”

She stops walking and looks the short distance down to me, “The car needs washing,” she hints.

I nod eagerly “First thing tomorrow afternoon, it’s done.”

“Afternoon?”

“Morning?” I guess.

She nods and nearly smiles, “Better.”

“Thank you, thank you, thank you,” I repeat. “Did I tell you that I loved you today?”

“You can say it again.”

I lean forward and kiss her cheek, “I love you. Please don’t embarrass me when you do the speech.” 

“Where would you get that idea?”

“Mom,” I deadpan.

“I’m a mother, it’s my job.”

I smile and roll my eyes playfully, catching Ashley who appears to be in a staring competition with Rachel who is across the garden. 

“Ash,” I say

“Why is she still here?” Ashley asks me, sounding bothered.

Paula hears, “Why is who still here?” she looks around.

“Rachel,” I answer begrudgingly. 

“Rachel,” she echoes sounding surprised. 

I see her finally spot the girl and watch her eyes narrow. “Is she making you uncomfortable Ashley?”

“She’s a bitch,” Ashley answers.

I finally let go of Paula’s hand when she sets of in Rachel’s direction. “Mom” I call after her, not wanting a big scene to be made.

It falls on deaf ears as she walks up to her, I don’t hear what is said but I see Paula saying ‘I’m sorry’ and ten seconds later escorts Rachel to the gate at the far end of the garden, locking it after her.

Ashley and I watch her cross the yard to us and puts her arm around Ashley’s shoulder, “If anybody makes you uncomfortable here Ashley, you just tell me and I’ll take care of it.”

“What did you say to her?” I ask.

“That I was sorry but she wasn’t invited and we needed the extra room.”

The tone to her voice almost made it sound like a question and for some strange reason I don’t believe that’s all she said to a person who was bothering Ashley.

From my lack of a reply she carries on, quickly squeezing Ashley’s shoulder. “Speech in five minutes, girls” and disappears inside the overflowing house.

Ashley glances to the gate.

“Did I do something wrong?” I ask.

“Why do you ask?”

“You’re throwing off the vibe.”

“What vibe?”

“The ‘you’ve pissed me off but I’m not going to say anything, I’m just going to wait until you ask me and then you’ll make yourself look guilty’ vibe.”

Ashley frowns, “Why didn’t you tell her to leave as soon as you saw her?”

“What good would that have done? I know she’s a bitch but she doesn’t threaten me and she shouldn’t threaten you.”

“I don’t like seeing the girl you lost your virginity to flirt with you right in front of me, Spence” she pauses and makes a face. “Oh I’m close friend of Spencer’s,” she mocks in a stupid voice, batting her eyelashes.

“Can I get your number?” I mock, sounding ridiculous. 

“What?”

“The girl at the airport the last time we left here,” I remind her, “and Paula saying I was disfigured….”

“I didn’t even know her, this is different.”

I shake my head, “Do we have to talk about this?” I point to her left hand, “What’s on your finger?”

“A ring,” she answers.

“What kind of ring?”

She waits a minute, “An engagement ring.”

“And engagement rings say what?”

Ashley doesn’t answer me, so I answer for her. “They say that somebody is in love with you and they plan on sticking around until after they can’t eat solids anymore.”

“I know that, but-”

“No buts, I love you and I don’t want to be having a stupid fight at our engagement party. How ridiculous does that sound?”

“Yeah it does sound pretty stupid,” she agrees.

“Spencer!” a voice I recognise to be Sasha’s yells. “Your mother wants you and Ashley to be in the living room in two minutes, okay?”

I nod to her.

Ashley holds my hand, “It’s going to take that long to get there so we should go now…”

She’s right, I think even more people have arrived. 

Glen and Clay aren’t far away. “Glen!” I yell, getting his attention.

He mouths ‘what?’ to me.

“Come here, bring Clay!” I think for a second, “and a beer!”

Glen rudely pushes his way through and Clay is left sending apologetic looks to those whose drinks are no longer in their glasses. 

“Yeah?” Glen asks, sans beer.

“Mom wants us in the living room.”

“So?”

“So. You see what it’s like in there, carry us.”

“I’m not carrying you, what do you think I am?”

“I’ll carry you, Spence,” Clay says. 

I smile at Clay before looking back to Glen, “Why can’t you just be nice?”

“Fine,” he relents. “I’ll carry Ashley.”

“You can carry me, Clay can carry Ashley.”

He pulls a face, “Why can’t I do it?”

“Because you’re looking at her like she’s a piece of meat, and she’s my meat.”

“Meat or not, lets go.” She opens her arms for Clay and smiles when he easily lifts her off the ground. 

“I’m watching your hands, brother,” I say to him in jest and then look to Glen. “I hope you’re wearing deodorant.”

“I hope you don’t look even uglier close up,” he replies, putting an arm underneath my legs and around my back and lifting me up. 

I like the way people move out of the way when he carries me through the house. 

He doesn’t smell terrible, I have to admit. 

“Thanks.” I kiss his cheek quickly as he sets me down. I’m full of affection lately. I notice there was no stubble, “Aww, are you finally shaving?”

“Kiss my ass.”

We both know we were only joking.

I give Ashley the once over and look over to Clay. “Nothing is broken I see, nice job.”

The sound of a spoon tapping against a glass shuts everybody up, including myself.

Ashley and I both move closer together. “You think this will be pain free?” she whispers.

“Family and friends,” Paula begins.

“Not a chance,” I whisper back. 

“I would like to thank you all for joining us here tonight, it means so much to us to have you here.” She pauses and looks around the crowd, “as you know, my beautiful daughter has found the love of her life.” A chorus of aww’s is causing Paula to beam. “And we wanted to share that with all of you, the people close to our hearts.”

I look to Ashley and smirk, she quietly tells me to shut up with a smile on her face. 

Ten minutes have easily passed, she’s telling everybody about a fight Ashley and I had earlier this week about me stealing one of her socks. It was as ridiculous as it sounds. 

“You think she’s going to leave any stories for my dad to bring up at the reception?” I joke to Ashley.

“Doubt it.”

Paula keeps her eyes on mine “I don’t know if this is appropriate to mention at a time like this but I just want you to know that I was listening even when you thought I wasn’t.”

I don’t know what she’s talking about but the look on her face is more than enough for me not to ask any questions right now, I just smile back at her.

“And that I couldn’t love you more than I already do, Ashley the same goes for you too. I couldn’t imagine seeing either of you with anybody else and now I know why.”

She picks up her glass, “I hope I don’t need to say this out loud but just in case I haven’t made it clear, welcome to the family Ashley.”

“Mom this isn’t the reception,” I joke. 

“The rest is just paperwork and the honeymoon, sweetheart.” she replies over the laughter.

“She’s making it sound so appealing,” Ashley jokes next to me, loud enough so only I hear her.

I laugh quietly, “I know, right?”

She‘s getting teary, “If everybody could raise their glasses, I would like to propose a toast.” 

I feel a little stupid because I don’t have a glass but then I wonder if I even need one, do I toast myself? 

“To Spencer and Ashley.”




_




“I hope there isn’t going to be another party in LA,” I say to Ashley after a little while, partly joking.

“I don’t know Spence, I think Paula is going to wait until the wedding for anything completely memorable.”

“You’re right,” I agree. “I tried to find her when you went to the bathroom but I couldn’t see her anywhere. She’s probably with Sasha getting high.”

“There’s no way Paula would smoke pot, Spencer.”

There’s not, no. 

“You mind if I look for her again in a bit? I just wanted to talk to her for a minute.” I ask.

“You don’t need to ask.”

I pull her closer to me and kiss her temple.

“I can’t wait for the paperwork to be done,” I say mockingly, remembering Paula’s words from earlier.

“I can’t wait for the honeymoon.”

I look away from her, “If we have one,” I joke.

“Oh trust me Spence, there will definitely be a honeymoon.”


-


Can I wait? What do you think?

_ _ _ _ _
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Paula’s ‘small gathering’ came to an end at approximately 1:18 this morning. Various people started to leave at around 11pm and others followed, leaving a nice big gap on the couch for Ashley and I to fall back into and rest for a few minutes. I was close to succumbing to the exhaustion I felt when Ashley lightly smacked my face and told me not to fall asleep.

It’s only 1:30 now and the guests, along with a vase, I’m sure, have left. Glen is telling somebody to hurry up and get out of the living room. He and Clay have to take turns on sleeping on the couch or the floor. 

“There she is,” I whisper to Ashley upon entering our bedroom for the next couple of days. 

She laughs at the silly look spread across my face and lifts her foot up to lightly massage it. “Remind me... to never wear those heels again.”

I take a seat next to her and inspect her foot, I can see where it’s hurting, there isn’t quite a blister there yet but it’s tender looking. “Turn around,” I bring my index finger up in the air and move it in a circular motion.

She scoots back from me and lifts her foot up into my waiting hands, moaning appreciatively as soon as they make contact with her overheated skin. “Your hands are freezing.”

I nod to let her know I heard. 

“But they feel so good,” Ashley breathes out.

A small smile plays on the corner of my lips and when I’m satisfied my hands are no longer cold I move them up to gently hold onto her ankles and press a kiss to the still red area of her foot. “All better?”

“For now.”

I pat the skin underneath my fingers, “Do you think-” I notice her smirk, “what?”

“You just kissed my foot.”

“I know” I reply. “you want me to kiss the other one?” I ask, feeling a little bewildered.

She shakes her head and tugs on my hand. “C’mere.”

I let go of her foot and lean towards her until she pulls me forward and lowers us both to the bed with me on top. I rest some of my weight on my arms and push the top half of my body up to look at her before she pulls me back down and rests a hand on the back of my head, keeping it in place in the crook of her neck and lightly scraping her nails against my scalp. 

I know she wasn’t trying to start anything, I know she’s tired and has had more than her fair share of champagne. Sasha, Paula and my grandmother fall under that category also. They’re tanked. 

My lips press against her rapid pulse point, “You’re tired, baby.”

Ashley takes a deep breath. “You‘re so pretty”

I smile and kiss her again, “And you’re so drunk.”

“I’m tanked” she laughs a little. “But I always think that you’re like….the prettiest girl in the world, you know?”

After smiling into her hair I lift my head up to look at Ashley and find her sleeping somewhat peacefully. Paula’s hysterical laughter brings me out of my thoughts a short while later and I cover Ashley with a blanket, wanting to let her rest a little before I wake her up to get into bed. 

I can’t help smiling at Ashley passed out on the bed and of the hangover she will have in the morning. It doesn’t take long to reach the bottom of the stairs and I look around at the state the house is currently in.

Sasha, Paula and my grandmother are all in the living room laughing loudly.

I’m the only sober person within a five mile radius.

“Hey Spence.”

To my right stands Clay with a half full garbage bag.

Correction, one of the two sober people within a five mile radius. 

I take the bag out of his hands when he leans down to pick up an empty beer can, “You don’t have to do that Clay, go to bed.”

“I can’t, they’re on my bed,” he points to the couch.

“Where’s Glen?” I ask.

Clay smiles and points to the couch again and I almost repeat my question until I see him sleeping on the floor.

“He’s sleeping through that?” I ask, meaning the noise Paula and Sasha are making. 

“He’s crazy.”

I nod my agreement and we walk into the living room together, my eyebrows raise when I see my dad sitting straight up on the couch; asleep. His mouth is hanging open. 

“No, you do it!” Paula raises her voice to Sasha, though I’m sure she’s unaware. 

“Paula, I can’t!”

“Oh don’t be so silly.” She takes the marker out of Sasha’s hand, “give me that” she says unnecessarily. 

“Mom,” Clay begins to interject.

I elbow him softly and continue to watch as Paula clumsily leans into my dad. I don’t know how he didn’t wake up with that.

Grandma and Sasha are leaning against each other laughing already and I’m laughing because it’s contagious.

A loud howl of laughter makes Paula lean her head on dad’s shoulder and both of their bodies shake from the force of it. 

She drew a penis on his cheek.

My eyes widen when she lifts the marker back up to his face. “Okay, okay.” I walk forward, concealing my laughter for now and take the pen out of her hand. “I think that’s enough.”

I shush their loud laughter. “I think it’s time for bed,” I say and pull her to a standing position.

I’m pulled into a tight hug and after recovering from the shock I return the embrace and rest my hands on her back, occasionally rubbing soothing motions. “Come on, I’ll bring you some water in a bit.”

Paula starts to sway and I’m quickly twirled around. “Stop it.” I laugh at the look in her eyes, she’s going to be so sick. “Thanks for tonight,” I tell her sincerely. 

For a second she appears sober. “You’re welcome.”

I know she’s not when she makes a start for the marker again. I retrieve the pen before she does and throw it to Clay who only just catches it.

“Here.” I guide my mother to Clay. “Make sure she doesn’t go anywhere.”


After thirty minutes everyone was in their respectable bedrooms and I’d placed bottles of water next to those I was sure would need them come morning. 

When I enter Ashley and I’s bedroom she’s sitting on the edge of the bed and her breaths are rapid with her eyes screwed shut and her shaky arms holding her upright. Walking closer I notice the paleness to her face. 

“Ash?” I whisper.

Her eyes open and they’re glassy, she doesn’t answer me but she doesn’t have to, I know she’s not feeling good. They quickly close again.

I contemplate getting a bucket but the sound of her crying stops me leaving her. 

Her head stays low, “’Don’t wanna be sick, don’t wanna be sick, don’t wanna be sick,” she whispers repeatedly. 

I sit down next to her and place a hand on her back, “It’s okay, don‘t cry,” I whisper back.

She tells me I’m a baby when I get sick and complain but she’s just as bad. I say that like I don’t love taking care of her.

For a minute all that can be heard is her deep breaths and me rubbing soothing motions on her back. She stands up quickly and I see her throat swallow, “I think I’m going to…” she swallows again and takes another deep breath. 

Oh yeah, she’s going to. 

I don’t waste time in hurrying her to the bathroom and lifting the seat up as she kneels on the floor.

I cringe and turn away when I see her vomiting, but I keep hold of her hair and leave my other hand on her back to let her know I’m still there. 

Seeing or hearing other people throw up always makes me feel like I need to. 

I chance a quick glance to Ashley who is leaning her head against her forearm and trying to clear her throat. “You all right?” I ask, feeling sorry for her.

She nods but I know she’s bending the truth. 

“Come on, let’s brush your teeth and we’ll go to bed, okay? Sleep it off?” I suggest.

I receive a nod and she allows me to help her up, her face is white and she has moisture around her eyes. I wipe her tears away and flush the toilet while she brushes her teeth. 



I tuck her in bed ignoring her smile when I tickle her sides during so. “God, I feel better,” she comments.

One look to her pale face with her drunk smile I know that she’s going to get real familiar during the toilet tonight. 

I can’t help but return her smile and lean down to kiss her cheek. “Good,” I reply softly. 

Ashley looks to the empty side of the bed and attempts to raise an eyebrow, “Going to join me?”

I’m about to when I hear Paula’s quiet but near laughter. “Mother, you better be in bed!” I raise my voice.

“Shh!” Ashley says loudly, smiling like an idiot. 

I roll my eyes and turn away to smile. 

The floorboards in the hallway creak.

“I’ll be right back, Ashley. My mom is acting like a teenager.”

“I’ll be waiting, sweet cheeks!” 



The bedroom door is pulled open and I see Paula attempting to creep downstairs. “Mom,” I say firmly. 

Paula stops in her tracks and holds a hand to her chest. “Spencer, you scared me.”

I point to her room, “Get to your room, you’re grounded,” I tease. 

She steps down onto the first stair, “I just want to tell your aunt Sasha about that time-”

I walk closer and interrupt, “It can wait until morning, come on, go to bed. If you go down there you’ll open another bottle of gin and Clay is trying to sleep. You’ll thank me in the morning.” I add on. 

“Okay but tomorrow? Tomorrow we’ll have another party and…”

I don’t hear what she’s saying but I agree enthusiastically, leading her back to her bedroom. 

“’Night, Mom.”

“Goodnight sweetheart.”

I turn around when I hear the door opening again, “Tell Ashley I said goodnight.”

Smiling, “I will, now go to bed.”

When I’m satisfied she won’t be exiting the room I make my way back to our room and I’m literally knocked off my feet by a running Ashley, she takes her hand away from her mouth long enough to mumble an apology before bursting into the bathroom. 

I rub my back and wince at the pain I’m positive will subside within minutes. 

I yawn tiredly just as she begins to vomit and quickly move to my feet to hold her hair back.

In between Ashley’s dry heaves I hear Paula singing to herself.
-

Never again.

_ _ _ _


-----
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The bathroom door swings open and immediately clears some of the steam accumulated inside caused by my shower. I carefully peer at each end of the hall and exit the room upon my solitude. 

One has to be careful of those things. At Ashley’s house last week I was on my way back to her room wearing nothing but a towel after a steaming shower when it was suddenly ripped away from my body. 

My bare butt on show for the world to see.

Thank god it was just Ashley messing around. 

Once I’m safely inside my room I pull the towel away from my body and throw it on my side of the bed before searching through my suitcase for a clean outfit. 

Ten minutes later I’m standing by the bed drying my hair with a small hand towel and I have to smile at a still sleeping Ashley. She was still throwing up at 6am. 

Thankfully her hangovers only seem to last a couple hours so she won’t be sick all day. The same goes for Paula, and my dad? He could drink you under the table and still wake up fresh the next day.

I kneel on the bed and lean down to kiss her on the cheek. “Love you.”


The house is quiet so I know there’s no way my mother is awake yet, I think I was the first up. 

The stairs are quickly descended and as I round the corner to the kitchen I see Clay sitting at the table reading the newspaper and eating an apple.

He looks shocked when he notices somebody else is awake. “Wow, I didn’t expect to see you until this afternoon.”

I greet him with a smile. “What can I say? I’m full of surprises.”

“As always.”

As I look around I notice it’s much cleaner than last night, you couldn’t tell there was a party taking place here less than ten hours ago. “Did you do this?” I gesture around.

He shrugs, “I was up, it was there.”

“I told you that you didn’t have to do that Clay, but thank you.”

He smiles in response and takes a large bite of his apple. I can’t eat apples like that, I have to use a knife.

My purse is on the other side of the table and I lean across to look inside my wallet. “Clay?”

He focuses his attention back on me instead of the newspaper.

“If I give you” I count the bills, “six dollars, will you drive me to the car wash? I have to clean mom’s car today but I don’t want to do it myself.” Why not be honest with the guy?

He appears to think for a second, “Sure. You want to grab something to eat first?”

I shake my head. “I was around vomit all night, I’m still not in the mood for food.”

He folds the newspaper and begins to stand, “Yeah I heard Ashley during the night, is she going to be okay?”

“Ash? Oh, yeah. She’s as tough as old boots…or something.”

We walk through the house and he waits for me to remember where I left my shoes. On my way out I notice Glen in the living room still sleeping like a baby and aunt Sasha slumbering on the other couch with smudged makeup. 

As soon as we reach the car I unlock the doors and toss the keys over to the designated driver. “Shotgun” I try to joke and get into the car.

I look to my empty lap. “Oh wait” I say quickly, putting my hand on Clay’s arm. “I forgot my purse.”

He smiles, “Keep the six dollars, Spencer.”

“Are you sure?” I ask seriously.

He starts the car and pulls out, apparently not caring about the money.



We don’t talk much but I’m content looking out the window and remembering how I’ve travelled the route to the gas station countless times before and how the only thing that has changed is the staff working there.

Clay caught me smiling when a song came on that reminded me of Ashley and how she burst out laughing once when I suddenly burst into song. 

We pull up to a free spot and he decides to fill up the tank while we’re here. I wait in the car, no need for my assistance in this area.

I unbuckle my seatbelt and lean over to his empty seat, peering out the window, “You want me to go in and pay?”

“Yeah sure, thanks. Money’s in my wallet, get whatever you want out of there.”

I don’t want his money, instead I ask him how much gas he’s putting in. 


He gave me twenty dollars the sweet little bastard, after insisting I didn’t want his money he told me we weren’t leaving until I took it. 

I bought flowers for my three top ladies, a Pepsi for myself and a Twix for Clay.

On the way home with a shiny car we decided to stop for donuts and pulled over to a park to talk for a little while, nobody would be awake at home.

“So” I begin, sipping my beverage. “Did you have fun last night?”

He pulls a face, “When Grandma’s friends weren’t saying how cute I was, yeah.”

I smile and tilt my head in sympathy, “Poor brother.”

“Did you?” he asks.

I think about it for a second, “Yeah I did. Did you see Ashley trying to dance?” I smile at the memory, “she was so gone.”

We sit there for almost an hour talking and remembering how things used to be and even though I wouldn’t change my childhood in the least, I can’t help but think moving away was the best thing that ever happened to our family.


Clay removes the keys from the ignition and looks over to me, silently asking if I’m ready to face the hung over club. 

I’m armed with flowers, I’m more than ready. 

We get out of the car and as soon as he’s near enough I step in front of him, “Give me a hug” I nearly demand, still not used to embracing him but wanting to after this morning. “Thanks for this morning” I speak into his hard chest.

“You’re welcome” he replies sincerely and releases me a minute afterwards.

“No really, I owe you” I point to the flowers and shake the almost empty bottle of Pepsi. 

I enter the house first and I’m not surprised to see Paula nursing a cup of coffee with bags under her eyes that are barely open. The clock says 12:24.

“Afternoon Mom” I raise my voice slightly, loving how she winces.

“Not so loud” she whispers with a hand pressed to her forehead.

She hasn’t looked in my direction yet so I walk forward with the flowers I bought her. “For you” I say quietly, mindful of her throbbing head.

Paula looks a little surprised but pleasantly so, “You didn’t have to do that…”

“I wanted to” I shrug. 

As expected I got a hug from grandma and a kiss on the cheek for ‘being an angel’. 

I heard from Paula that Ashley was just finishing up in the shower ten minutes before I got back so I head upstairs.

I knock on the door, “It’s just me,” I say before entering, knowing if I had walked straight in when she was changing I’d give her a heart attack thinking it would have been Glen or another member of the family.

Ashley’s sitting on the bed with her eyes closed, wearing just a pair of jeans and a bra, a hand resting across her stomach. I know she’s not asleep.

“Headache?” I whisper.

She nods with her eyes closed and I walk over to her and brush some hair away from her face. Pursing my lips, “Aww, poor baby.”

“I can’t believe you let me drink so much.”

“Sure, sure.” I nod briefly. “Blame me” I say lightly.

“I plan to,” she replies with a hint of a smile.

“Oh,” I say playfully and lean forward to press my lips to hers, “Cute morning smile mixed with ‘holy shit I’m hung over like a bitch smile’, irresistible.” 

That gets a full smile from Ashley and she opens her eyes to see me still leaning close. “Got something behind there?” 

I pull the flowers from behind my back, “Oh yeah…” I hand them to her. “Here,” I give her a quick kiss. “Feel better.”

She thanks me by pulling me down for something more than a quick kiss, a couple of minutes later I pull back slightly dazed and breathing heavily, “You’re welcome” I choke out, one of my hands still threaded through her hair, the other on her ribcage.

A loud knock to the door makes Ashley scramble off the bed in search for a top to cover herself with. 

“Who is it?” I ask.

“It’s me.”

It’s Glen. 

I look to Ashley and see she’s covered. “Come in.”

“Hey,” he says to me with a lethargic smile and looks to Ashley, “Hey Ash.”

“Hi,” she greets him warmly, “what’s up?”

Scratching the back of his neck, “Uh, Mom said we’re going out tonight-”

“No,” Ashley interrupts. “Not more alcohol. Please.”

He looks dangerously close to smirking, “No it’s just like, dinner or something like that.” He shakes his head.

I furrow my brows, “Are you okay?”

“Yeah man, I just feel like I’ve been kicked by a horse.”

“Take a hot shower,” I suggest. “Mom’s feeling better now, huh?”

He confirms my suspicions, “She’s already made reservations. So be ready for 7.”

Ashley and I walk downstairs and I stop halfway down, “You want to go see your house?”

She knows what house I’m talking about. “Yeah, we have some time to kill before tonight.”

“Fresh air will do you good anyway.”

I nearly fall when Ashley suddenly pinches my butt, luckily she had a good hold of me.

Once we reach the bottom I grab her hands and pull her against my back, wrapping her arms around my waist. “You’re going to be the death of me.”

She mumbles her agreement against my shoulder blades.

Paula and my grandmother stop talking as soon as they notice me, causing me to raise an eyebrow. “Am I interrupting?”

“Of course not,” Paula dismisses. “Going out?” she asks.

I go along with her topic change, “Yeah, we’ll see you later okay?”

Paula picks up a magazine and flicks through just as her mother gives her one last glance before leaving the room. I look to Ashley and raise a brow, silently saying ‘what the hell?’, she gives me a tight smile and a shrug of her shoulders, obviously saying ‘don’t ask me’.

Ashley and I don’t waste time getting out of the house, not wanting to get caught in the middle of a disagreement between my mother and my grandmother.



We spent a couple of minutes looking at Ashley’s hobbit house and now I’m lying on top of my coat with Ashley resting half of her body on top of mine.

I flinch slightly when she sprinkles some blades of grass she was just playing with onto my forehead.

“That’s nasty” I grumble.

“Don’t be such a baby,” she replies with a smile before removing each blade by hand. She keeps her eyes set on my forehead, occasionally sweeping her thumb over the area. “There, all better.”

“Almost.”

My eyes close for the short duration that her lips are on my skin. “Now it’s all better.”

I agree with a smile. “Lean down some more and close your eyes,” I request quietly.

Ashley obliges to my request and purses her lips close to mine, I kiss them briefly before moving to her eyelids and gently kissing the skin underneath my lips. 

I drop my head back to the makeshift blanket underneath my body and feel Ashley rest her head on my chest. I lift both arms up to wrap around her small body and interlock my fingers so I don’t lose hold of her. 

We don’t talk much after that, we don’t really need to.





We arrived at the restaurant a little while ago and I’m happy to report it’s not the same one as last time, no children’s parties equals no clown, and no clown equals a thrilled Spencer which in turn will equal a very satisfied Ashley later on tonight. 

And people say I never think ahead…

The food is ordered, I found a five dollar bill on the way in here and I’m poking Ashley with a breadstick, life can‘t get any better.

“Spence,” Paula begins with trepidation, looking to my grandmother for support. “There’s something we need to talk to you about.”

“The broken glass?”

“No this isn’t about a glass, honey,” my father joins in.

I hide my slight fear. “Okay, so what’s going on?”

“Well your birthday is coming up,” Paula begins, calming my nerves instantly. “and it’s your 18th, as you know”

“Yeah… I remember,” I say with a slight smile.

Grandma takes my hand in both of hers, “You see, sweetheart…” 

“For god’s sake,” Glen interrupts. “To cut a long story short: Spencer, Grandpa left us all a ton of money, you get it on your birthday.” He finishes by tipping his glass of Dr Pepper towards me.

The breadstick I’ve been holding is suddenly snapped in half.

-

Excuse me?
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I’m still holding on tightly to half a breadstick and I’m still wondering if I heard Glen wrong, I mean, I did get some water in my ears during my shower this morning after all. 

I feel Ashley’s soft hand pull the breadstick from my own to a napkin and covers it again moments later, holding it supportively. “At least now we have a different topic to discuss” she throws out there sheepishly in an attempt to break the tension.

“Um” I begin and look to Paula, “I think I left something…in the car. I’m gonna go get it.” I push myself away from the table.

I see Ashley getting up to follow me but I don’t wait for her, she knows where I’ll be.

I exit the restaurant and round the corner to the parking lot when I feel a strong hand wrap around my bicep to stop me going any further. “Where are you going?”

“Glen,” I frown, “you scared the shit out of me. You don’t just grab someone at night in a parking lot.”

He lets go and stands back a little, letting a couple walk through the space between us. He waits until they’re out of earshot. “Why are you storming off anyway? The news you just heard in there? It’s called good news, Spencer.”

“I wasn’t storming off, I just needed some air” I correct him. 

“Wh-”

I cut him off, “Because this morning I had six dollars in my purse and now suddenly I have a secret bank account?”

He looks at me strangely “It’s not exactly like that, Spence.”

“Stop looking at me like that, Glen. I’m not angry, I’m just a little shocked okay? I think I have the right to be.”

My words get through to him and he nods slowly. “Yeah… You know, when I first found out I went out to buy these.” He pulls out a sealed packet of cigarettes, “And I thought I’d wait for you; figured you’d need one.”

I smile at him, “You’re seriously telling me you waited…however long you’ve known, just so you could smoke with me?”

His smirk tells me he didn’t. 

“You want one?” he holds out the pack to me.

I think about it for a few seconds and eventually shake my head, “Ashley won’t come near me if she knows I’ve been smoking.”

“I’ll save you one just in case.”

My body leans against an unfamiliar car, “Since when do you smoke, anyway?”

“I don’t, I got them for you. Besides, never know when you need a bribe.”

My eyes roll slightly, “Pathetic,” I joke. 

“What?” he asks.

I open my mouth to answer when an arm suddenly wraps around Glen’s shoulders. “Glen Carlin,” he drawls out. I don’t comment on Glen’s slight flinch before who he knew it was.

“Scott,” he rolls his eyes towards mine and shrugs his arm off. 

Scott is Rachel’s older brother…

“Spencer.” His eyes roam over my body and eventually come to a stop at my breasts, “my my, all grown up.”

..And he’s a dick.

I wait until he makes eye contact with me before lowering my eyes to his crotch, “And I see you haven’t.” I look back up with a sweet smile and see him fuming.

He removes his arm from Glen‘s shoulder and steps forward, “What’d you say, bitch?”

He got a step closer before Glen shoved him to the floor. “I wouldn’t try that again if I were you,” I suggest. “My brothers are protective, I’m sure you understand.”

Scott hauls himself to his feet and glares at me one more time before walking away muttering obscenities.

“Thank you,” I tell my brother.

He shrugs it off. 

“Didn’t I see Ashley about to follow me?”

“Yeah,” he confirms, “I told her I’d go…”

I link my arm through his. “We should get back in there, I’m starving.”


*


Upon arriving back at the table Paula’s head shot up in our direction. “Everything okay?”

“More than” I assure, sitting down next to Ashley and taking a sip of water. “Dinner’s on me?” I suggest with a small smile.

“Not just yet, Spence” my dad answers, “it isn’t your birthday for another month.”

“Next month, then,” I reply. “You’re all getting a happy meal, I won’t take no for an answer.”

“Well gee Spence, how could we refuse?” Glen replies somewhat sarcastically.

I roll my eyes at him and try not to smile as I lean into Ashley. “You don’t even want to know what I’m buying you,” I whisper into her ear and pull back after a kiss.

I feel smug when a hint of a blush covers her face.


*


Later that night I sit alone on the porch holding a now lukewarm cup of coffee and I try to stop shivering, it’s a cold night.

“I hope you don’t make a habit of sitting out in subzero degree weather, Spencer.” Ashley says from behind me.

I see she’s brought a blanket out with her and watch as she sits down next to me, wrapping the material around both of us and leaning her head on my shoulder. 

After putting the mug on the floor a safe distance away from us I rest my head on top of hers and close my eyes.

“It’s different here, isn’t it?” she asks quietly.

“Very,” I answer back honestly.

“Do you think you’d ever move back?”

“I dunno,” I reply with my eyes closed. “I guess I wouldn’t rule it out.”

“Oh by the way, Glen wanted me to ask you if we were going with him and Clay to some guy’s party tomorrow night, I think he said his name was Aaron or something.”

“Do you want to go?” I mumble into her hair.

“If you want to, sure.”

“I’ll go if you want to go, Ash.”

I feel her smiling. “To save so much time, we’ll go.”

“You only want to go so you can get me drunk and bed me.”

“I’m so transparent.” She feigns sadness.

“Uh huh” I lift my head up. “You should be ashamed of yourself.”

She leans away and then back in, bumping her shoulder into mine, “Whatever.”

I bump her back, “Yeah, whatever.”

Her bump is harder this time, “Rich brat.”

Mine is too, “Spoiled brat.”

Ashley quickly leans her body into mine and grabs both of my wrists, pushing me onto my back and covering my body with her own. “Kiss me, twerp” she demands, smiling. 

How can I not?


*


After an entire day spent mostly with Ashley in bed we decide to get up and start getting ready for what I’m almost sure is going to be a boring night. 

With everybody else downstairs I don’t hesitate in walking into the bathroom where Ashley is taking a bubble bath. For a second she looks like stunned until she sees that it’s just me. 

I smile in her direction, “Don’t mind me, I just need to shave my legs.”

Ashley rolls her eyes and I walk over and kneel next to the tub, my arms resting on the edge. “Want some company?” I ask. 

“No.” She lifts her hand out of the water quickly and rubs bubbles on my face. “I’m good.”

“Ashley” I grumble, wiping at my face. “You know they make my face itch.”

“And you know that I don’t like you bursting in here unannounced,” she replies.

I dip a finger underneath the surface of the water and move it around a little, “Let me make it up to you?”

She grabs the tip of my finger and guides it across to her abs, “Keep dreaming” she says a moment later and lets go.

“Ash.” I pout.

“No, I thought you were Paula.” she frowns.

“Aww.” I smile. “But all your good bits are covered,” I point to the bubbles.

“I’m still naked under here, you want to take a bath with my mom in the room?”

“Not particularly,” I answer with a slight shake of the head.

She settles down further into the water and closes her eyes. “Rest my case.”

I kiss her face noisily and walk back over to the sink, I catch her trying not to smile. 


* 


“Glen, man! What’s up?!” Aaron yells over the music as soon as he sees we have arrived.

They do a silly complicated handshake before they do the guy hug/back slap. 

We introduce Ashley and he doesn’t try to undress her with his eyes, Aaron is actually a really nice guy from what I remember.

“Where are your parents?” Clay asks.

Aaron finishes the mouthful of cheap beer in his mouth, “Colorado, visiting family.”

Ashley is watching a group of people who are taking turns with a joint.
“Nice party” I say to the host.

He doesn’t detect my hint of sarcasm, “Thanks, hey listen, I have to play host for a little while longer but we’ll hang later, yeah?”

I don’t think any of us are sure who exactly it is he’s addressing, so we all answer. “Sure.” 

He’s quickly lost in the sea of bodies who are practically dry humping and trying not to spill their drinks. 

Clay and Glen quickly leave Ashley and I alone, telling us they’ll be around and to have fun. 

“You want a beer or something stronger?” she asks me.

“Something stronger” I reply, looking around to see if I know anybody here.

“Much stronger” I correct, spotting Rachel and Scott arrive.

Ashley hands me a shot glass and tells me to down it, something I do easily. 

It burns my throat but it feels good. 

She takes the glass off me and refills it before leading us to the living room, apparently wanting to dance.


*


Three shots later Ashley is buzzed and leans into me to tell me she’ll be right back. 

I watch her leave and turn around to walk over to the couch. A minute or so later I see Glen trying to pick up an attractive brunette and I laugh when her expression turns to disgust and her palm connects sharply with his face before storming off. His eyes find mine through the crowd and he shrugs, obviously not knowing what he did wrong.

“We gotta stop meeting like this.”

I look up to Rachel and don’t even bother to roll my eyes, she takes it as a good sign and squeezes in next to me. “Enjoying yourself?”

“I was,” I mimic Ashley’s answer from the other night.

“You cut deep, Carlin.”

“Look.” I turn to face her, “I don’t mean to be rude but why are you talking to me? Can’t you take a hint?”

“I’m not here for me.”

“Well you’re not exactly here for me, Rachel.”

Her eyes travel to where I know my brother is still standing with his bruised ego. “You care about your brother, right? I mean, family is important to you?”

I frown, confused. “Yeah, of course.”

“Well that’s the thing, mine is too.”

I‘m bored. “Why are you telling me this?” 

“Because you hurt my brother the other day and he asked for my assistance tonight.”

I shift forward and turn to face her, “What are you talking about?”

“Scott said he can’t hurt you because of your brothers…” she trails off.

My patience is fast wearing thin, “Whatever your point is, get to it.”

“He seems to think that your cute little fiancé of yours is the easiest way to hurt you.” She shrugs, “Guys, huh?” she says flippantly.

I feel my heart beating a little faster, “What’d you say?”

She puts a hand over her mouth, “Oh no, I’ve said too much already.”

I’m already at the bottom of the stairs, “Glen!” I yell, racing up them.

Once again I don’t hesitate in bursting into the bathroom but the locked door throws me back a step. 

Glen is next to me, “What the hell’s going on?” 

“Kick the door open.” I move out of the way.

“What? Why?”

“Kick the door open!”

Three attempts later the offending door makes contact with the wall behind it, showing a flustered Scott sharply turning around to see who it is and Ashley straightening out her top. 

She takes one look at us before crossing the distance. 

My hands rub up her arms as I momentarily fight the urge to strangle Scott, “you okay?”

Before her answer leaves her lips Glen has landed a right hook to Scott’s chin and pushes him roughly against the wall. 

“Are you guys okay?” Clay asks from behind us. “What’s going….” he spots Glen punching Scott, “on?”

“Glen!” he rushes past us and blocks another of Glen’s punches and keeps his arm in place, “what the hell are you doing?”

“Did you see how he was touching her?!”

Clay looks to Ashley and slowly turns back around. “Glen, move away from him” he says calmly.

“Are you kidding?” he asks, stunned.

Clay pushes Glen aside and shoves Scott back against the wall, his fingers painfully gripping his throat. He keeps his voice smooth. “You come near my family again and I promise you you’ll regret it, you understand?”

Scott is released a second later, for his reply I assume.

“You think you scare me?” he answers, looking as smug as one can with a bloody face.

Before Clay can react Jose falls from the ceiling onto Scott’s face, a loud scream emitting from his throat. He swipes it from his face and I store the horrified look on his face to memory. 

“Get the fuck out of this house” Glen says, already pushing him out of the room and making sure he stays a safe distance away from Ashley and I. 

“Are you all right?” I ask Ashley once again.

She nods, “Yeah, I’m okay” 

My arms wrap around her shoulders and pull her against me, “I am going to kick his ass,” I get out through gritted teeth.

“Spencer…”

“When I’m through with him no-one will want to go near him, I’m serious. Who does he think he is? And her? I laugh sardonically, “Oh baby, payback’s a bitch.”

“I think your brothers took care of it,” she nearly laughs.

Her hands are rubbing my back and I wonder why she’s trying to calm me down and why it’s not the other way around. “You promise you’re okay?” I ask, concerned. 

“I’m okay, Spence.” she assures.

“Good,” I whisper, copying her actions on her back.

“Your brothers are totally my heroes now, by the way,” she comments.

I smile, silently agreeing with her until I think of someone else.


-


I wonder what an appropriate gift for a spider is, mice guts?
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My arms tighten their hold on Ashley when her breaths close to my ear begin to even out. “Ash?” I say gently.

“What?” she sighs out.

“Are you drunk?” 

“Yep” she replies simply. 

“Okay” I say quietly, mostly to myself when Clay walks up to us and puts a hand on Ashley’s shoulder. “Are you okay?” he asks her.

Ashley nods her reply into the crook of my neck.

I look up to meet Clay‘s eyes, “Will you look after her for me? I’ll be five minutes, okay?” 

“Sure,” he assures, taking her off me. “We’ll be in the car.”

When Clay leads her in the opposite direction she grabs my hand in a tight grip and pulls me towards her. 

“I’m just going to get your purse,” I lie, “José is probably hiding in there.”

Her grip loosens until she’s loosely holding on and allows Clay to continue walking with her. I wait until I’m positive they’re out of the house before taking a much needed deep breath to calm my nerves and to slow my racing heart.

When I reach the bottom of the stairs I have to look around for Rachel but eventually spot her in the kitchen by the keg with her back to me. 

When I’m close enough I grab a handful of her hair and pull it back forcefully, leaning in to her ear, “Do you have a death wish?” I ask lowly.

“That’s quite a grip you got there,” she says, bringing her hand to the back of her head to pry open my fingers.

I pull harder, “I asked you a question.”

“And I was avoiding it.”

Not liking her tone I pull even harder, loving her pain filled gasp. “The only reason I’m not beating the shit out of you right now is because Ashley wouldn’t want me to, you know why that is? Because she’s a good person.” I loosen my hold on her hair, “I like to think I’m a good person too, Rachel.” My grip tightens so much my knuckles turn white and I see the side of her face contort, “but I swear, if you so much as look at her again? They’ll never find your body, same goes for Scott. I really hope you’re understanding me.”

Her silence gives me my answer and I lean back in to her ear. “Give this to your brother for me” I whisper.

“Wh-”

Before she has a chance to finish her question I shove her head forward into the beer keg hard enough for her to see stars.

On my way out I pick up Ashley’s purse and close the front door after me, taking another deep breath when Clay pulls up to the sidewalk, Glen is sitting next to him holding ice to his hand and Ashley is sitting in the back looking a little more sober.

I get in the car and as soon as I close the door Ashley’s hand finds mine.


*


Glen walks through the door first and the run of bad luck continues when Paula is still up and notices the icepack held to his hand immediately. 

She gingerly holds his hand with both of hers, “Glen, what happened?”

“Nothin’, it’s cool,” he dismisses.

“It’s cool?” Paula asks. “It certainly is not. Who were you fighting with?” she asks.

“I was drinking and then some guy was shooting his mouth off,” he shrugs, “things got out of hand.”

She frowns, looking angry. “You don’t just go around punching people because they say something you don’t like.”

“Actually,” I cut in, “Glen was just sticking up for me.”

Paula looks sceptical, “Is that true?” she directs her question to Glen.

For a second he looks unsure but a subtle raise of my eyebrows tells him it’s okay. “Yeah…”

She softens slightly “Oh, well don’t let it happen again okay? I’m glad you stuck up for your sister but you still don’t go around beating people up.”

“Sure,” he says quietly, obviously wanting the conversation to be over with.

“We’re pretty beat” I say, questioning my choice of words a second later. “So we’re probably just gonna head up, you mind?”

She eyes us all warily, “Of course…. No need to ask.” Her eyes settle on Ashley, “You okay, sweetheart?”

“I’m uh,” she holds onto my arm tighter, “I’m a little bit drunk to be honest with you Paula,” she almost slurs out.

“Well…I hope you sleep well,” Paula tells her, sounding sincere. “Spencer, tomorrow we’ll talk, okay?” 

I don’t dare to argue with the tone she used. “First thing,” I offer.

“Come on,” I say to Ashley and begin ascending the stairs with one final glance to Glen to thank him for covering for us.


*


Ashley enters the room first and walks over to the window and taps the tip of her finger against the windowsill. I close the door and put a light on before walking over to her.

“It rains a lot here,” she comments, looking at the patterns on the glass caused by the falling rain.

“Do you want some coffee or some water, or something?” I ask, not bothering to reply to her.

She turns to face me and shakes her head, “I just want to go sleep, Spencer.”

“Okay,” I say softly, “We can do that.” 

I watch her walk over to the middle of the room and slip her heels off, nudging them underneath the bed with her feet and wait for her to take off her necklace before walking up behind her. She turns around when she feels my hand at the small of her back.

My fingers slip just underneath the hem of her top and she raises her arms to allow me to pull the material from her body, she has her eyes closed when I throw the item of clothing to the hamper. “Ash?” I rest my hand on her side.

She flinches and I move my hand away, “Sorry.”

“Your hands are cold.”

“I’m sorry,” I repeat and scan over her upper body, spotting a faint purple bruise stretching across the skin covering her collarbone that I must have missed earlier.

I press a gentle kiss to the offended skin and feel the heat radiating off it before lowering my hands to the button of her pants and dragging her zipper down. I lean down a little to tug them down her legs. I don’t need to tell her to step out of them.

From my lowered position I notice her hand.

“Ash, you have blood underneath your nails.”

“The jerk tried to put his hand underneath my shirt, I didn’t say he could.”

“So you….scratched him?” I ask, wanting to understand.

“I think it’ll scar,” she says hopefully.

One can only hope.

“The only hand I want underneath my shirt is yours,” Ashley carries on. “I swear.”

I get to my feet again, eye level with her. “I know that, you don‘t have to tell me,” I assure. 

“Are you sleeping in your clothes?” she asks after a minute.

“No.” I shake my head, getting to work on removing my shirt. Ashley doesn’t help me, she just watches intently as I remove each item of clothing until I’m standing in my underwear, much like her.

Before I make the decision of what to sleep in Ashley gets into bed and pulls the covers down on my side of the bed. “I want to feel your body” is all she says.

I sit on the bed and reach over to her hand, cleaning the blood away with a wet wipe I took from the restaurant yesterday. I hold onto her thumb as I lean away from the bed to throw the used wipe into the trash can.

We shift so we’re lying down and she moves over and eases her body on top of my own with her head resting on my shoulder. Her body is warm. 

I know she’s sobering up now.

I pull the covers up to cover her body and wrap my arms around her.

“He scared me,” she whispers against me after a while.

“I know,” I whisper back and feel the rapid beat of her heart. I kiss the top of her head, telling her it’s okay. 

Her tears run onto my chest and I tighten my hold of her, pulling her even closer, hopefully comforting her with my touch alone.


*


Eventually her tears come to a stop and my thumbs brush the skin underneath them, attempting to soothe her until she falls asleep. When I apologised to her earlier I was apologising for causing this, for running my mouth off when maybe I shouldn’t have.

Ashley brings me out of my guilty thoughts by moving further up my body and catching my gaze. She doesn’t speak and neither do I, content on just moving my hands over her back. 

Without a word she leans down and covers my lips with her own. I hesitate for just a second before responding fully, moving a hand up to cradle her neck. Ashley is the one to deepen it, running her tongue across my lips until I slant my head and grant her access. My tongue meets hers quickly and my hand moves from her neck to hold the side of her face.

Minutes later she finally pulls back long enough for either of us to get more than a lungful of air. Our heavy breaths expelled to the air around us. Ashley leans down for a series of short gentle kisses before resting her head in the crook of my neck, warming the skin there.

“I love you so much,” she whispers. 

I wrap my arms around her body once more. “I love you too,” I reply easily.

The light is still on but I don’t move to switch it off, not wanting to move from my current position. 

“Go to sleep,” I say quietly and turn my head to kiss her temple.

Ashley gets into a more comfortable position to sleep in, one that won’t give her a stiff neck and wraps an arm across my midriff, essentially keeping us together. 


*


Despite being exhausted my mind is very much active and nothing I have done for the past two hours has helped me wind down and relax. Even the ticking of the clock on the wall hasn’t helped, I’m almost sure it’s made things worse.

Part of me wants to get out of bed and pay Scott a visit. I have enough money for a good lawyer, I could do anything to him.

I won’t though, not because I don’t want to but because Ashley wouldn’t want me to. 

When Ashley turns over and faces away from me I take that as my opportunity to get out of bed and leave the room wearing a robe and switching off the light in the process, knowing eventually she would wake back up from it. 

I press my feet nearest to the wall on the way down the stairs to minimise creaks. 

“…Jesus!” I whisper loudly in a delayed reaction to seeing Paula sitting at the kitchen table with the light off. “Mom, you scared me.”

She apologises quietly, not wanting to wake Glen and Clay and I sit on the seat next to her, stretching out an arm across the table and laying my head down on it, closing my eyes a second later. With it being dark in the room I face away from my mother, not seeing the point of facing her when I wouldn’t be able to see her clearly.

“If you’re tired why aren’t you in bed?”

“Can’t sleep” is my short reply. “Why are you still up?”

“Can’t sleep” she echoes and mimics my position.

A few minutes later I almost think she’s asleep when she speaks again. “You’re upset,” she states.

“How can you tell?” I ask with my eyes still closed.

“Because you’re quiet.”

“Just tired,” I whisper, feeling my throat beginning to constrict.

Paula doesn’t attempt to disagree with me, she quietly brings her chair closer to mine and rests her arm and head against my own; making me feel better without even trying.

It’s only when I hear the sounds of her steady breaths do I dare to open my eyes again, now being able to see much better and having the perfect view of a full moon. 


*


I stay awake long enough to give myself a headache and before heading back upstairs I retrieve a spare blanket from the living room and cover her with it.

Ashley is lying on the side of the bed I vacated earlier and I pull the warm material away from my body before I quietly slip underneath the covers and press my body against her back, positive sleep will claim me within a matter of seconds.

-

I can’t wait to go home.


_ _ _ _ _
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“I miss your face,” I say suddenly, unsteady on one leg while holding my cell phone up to my ear and attempting to pull off a sock.

There’s a slight pause. “Um, thanks?”

“You’re welcome,” I chirp, my foot finally free of the constricting material. 

“As I was saying-”

I lightly scrape my nails back and forth over a small patch of skin near the back of my neck and interrupt, “Though I am starting to forget what you look like, you know.”

Ashley laughs, “Whatever, you have a hundred pictures of me on your phone and over half of them I’m indecent.”

“Those are the decent ones,” I smile, only half kidding.

I haven’t seen Ashley since we got back from Ohio. 

Yesterday morning.

Paula let us drive home alone and Clay’s old car was vastly different from Ashley’s Porsche but I didn’t really mind as long as we could spend time alone together. Even though I was stiff from sitting down for most of the journey, I still thought it was awesome. I’m always so content when it’s just the two of us. We kept each other awake when we were tired, each using different methods of course and most of them were innocent. At one point I was randomly telling her about the first time I did a belly flop and how much it hurt and at another she was describing in disgusting detail how much she used to love llamas more than puppies. 

I told her she was crazy and that was the end of that.

“Speaking of photo’s, I swapped like… an entire album with your grandma before we left” Ashley says flippantly.

“Right,” I roll my eyes towards the ceiling.

“Hang on,” she murmurs, sounding strained. 

I grunt a polite response and look around my room, frowning slightly when I see a family photo on my dresser. A second later when I realise nobody can see me I smile at the picture and remember when it was took two months ago. I insisted on taking it so I didn’t actually have to have my picture taken and snapped one with my finger in front of the lens, blocking Clay’s head. 

Even though I was technically in the picture Paula still made me put it on automatic and stand next to Glen.

“Okay.” Ashley speaks on the other end of the line. “I’m holding a picture of you in the tub.”

“Oh?” I ask seductively. “When were you spying on me taking a bath?”

“And you have bubbles on your chin,” she carries on.

I know now that it’s not a recent picture, ever since I could fill a bra I’ve had some weird reaction whenever the bubbles touch any part of my body, most noticeably to my face.

“Do you think I look cute?” I ask, genuinely interested.

“Baby Spencer is adorable, yes.”

Almost frowning, “What kind of adorable?” There’s adorable in the ugly way, too. Look at Sean Spears.

“The ‘I want to smother you in kisses’ kind of adorable.”

“That’s what I like to hear,” I say light-heartedly. “So, you comin’ over?” I change the topic.

“Can’t, I have plans.”

“Without me?” I feign shock.

“I’m going to take a ridiculously hot shower and go to bed early,” she answers.

“Why can’t you do that here?”

“The other kind of early night,” she clarifies. “And you know that if I come over we’ll have the other kind of hot shower and the other kind of early night.”

“I’m not seeing the problem,” I reply honestly.

“Spencer.” 

I can tell from her voice she’s smiling.

“Please? We can cuddle,” I grin even though I know she can’t see it.

“And your fingers will creep across my stomach and before I know it you’ll be on top of me…” she trails off, obviously still smiling.

I laugh, knowing she’s right. “Okay,” I concede. 

After a brief comfortable silence, “I should go, my body’s not going to get naked and wet by itself.”

“Mine either.” I fake a sigh. “Okay so I’ll call you whenever I feel like it…”

“And I’ll pick up whenever I feel like it…”

“Kiss?” I request. 

Ashley makes a kissing sound over the phone and I smile despite myself. 

“I don’t hear you reciprocating, Barney.”

“Yeah well I don’t hear you telling me you’re coming over tonight,” I say good-naturedly.

“’Night Spence,” she tells me after a second.

“Love you,” I reply.



*


I’m just stumbling downstairs at almost 11am, I would have been up at least an hour earlier if Ashley hadn’t have woken me up at almost 3 to tell me about a dream she had. It was one of her crazy dreams, Clay was a transsexual. I couldn’t help but smile, even if I was woken up from a deep sleep.

“Morning,” I offer whoever is in the living room as I walk past, not even looking.

“Barely.”

It’s Paula.

I walk back and enter the living room, throwing myself down onto the couch, “Where is everyone?”

“At the movies I think.”

“Are you going out?” I point to her purse resting next to her, something she always does when she’s waiting for her friends to pick her up.

She confirms my suspicions and leaves the house ten minutes later.

An hour later I’ve almost finished the housework that I felt like doing and the plate I used for breakfast is being cleaned into a squeaky state. When I feel a hand on my lower back I drop the plate back into the water and quickly spin around looking horrified, I’m sure.

I visibly relax when I see it’s just Ashley.

My hand is against my heart, “You scared the shit out of me, ass.”

She raises an eyebrow, looking a little amused at my current state.

“Hi,” I say, completely forgetting about my terror and leaning in for a short hello kiss which Ashley responds to more than I anticipated.

“My own little housewife, how cute. Where’s your apron?” she asks, tugging on my white beater.

I give her a look she’s seen many times before and watch as she raises her hands in the air, the action telling me she’ll stop there.

“Not that I’m not happy to see you but why are you here?” I ask, feeling her thumb and forefinger lightly tugging on my earlobe. 

“I thought I’d take you to the beach so that I could bury you up to your neck in sand,” she says sweetly, pulling me in for a hug.

With my roaming hands I feel her bikini underneath her shirt, “I don’t think so.”

“And then afterwards we can take that hot shower you were babbling on about last night,” she coaxes. 

“I don’t know…” I reply falsely. Already sold.

“Please?” she kisses my neck.

“If you really want to… sure.” I give in, sounding like I won’t benefit from this afternoon.

I feel her smile against my skin. “Get changed, I’ll finish up in here.”


*


Ashley has been digging the hole for a few minutes and she hasn’t caught me looking at her like the loveable idiot she really is. “Ash, why can’t you just rub lotion on me and then sprinkle some sand over it? I don’t want to get into that” I refer to the cold sand I know is awaiting me.

She doesn‘t turn to look at me, “Why not?”

“It’s cold and people are starting to stare” this time I refer to her plastic spade. “Why do you even have one of those?” I lean forward and kiss her sun kissed shoulder once, then twice.

“But it’s almost deep enough” she replies, throwing a spade full of sloppy sand over her shoulder, splattering over the cheerleaders sunbathing a short distance away. 

I laugh at their shocked and then angry expressions, waving when they look over to me. 

“You get into it then.”

“Spence,” she whines, “you said you would.”

In my defence I didn’t know half the school would be here to witness it. “Tomorrow.” I kiss her shoulder again and leave my lips pressed lightly against her skin. “When no-one is here.” I mumble against it.

“You promise me?” she asks seriously.

“Swear.”


*


Ashley is lying next to me on the towel she brought along with her. We aren’t really talking much but even with my eyes closed I can see her smiling when I brush my fingers against her thighs and hear it in her voice when she tells me to ‘cool it’.

She let me have my fun with the sun block though, so it’s fine. 

“Want something to drink?” I ask her.

“No, I’m good.”

I roll my head towards Ashley and wait for my eyes to adjust to the bright light again, everything looking different. “Want to go home and take that shower?” I sound hopeful.

“No, I’m good.”

“Ash! You promised.” I’m heartbroken. 

“Hey, you don’t hold up your end of the deal, I don’t hold up mine.”

I was about to sulk when she started playing with my hand.

“You want to go out with me sometime?” I ask after a while.

A small laugh reaches my ears, “What?”

“Don’t laugh at me” I pout, “I’m trying to be suave.”

She laughs again, “Spencer, stop being a dick.”

“Hey” I defend myself, although laughing with her. “I was trying to ask you out to dinner before you rudely interrupted.”

“Just us?” she asks seriously.

“Yeah” I squeeze her thumb that I’m holding. “We don’t really go out to dinner much, on our own I mean. And we could get pretty for each other and then practise making mini Ashley’s.”

“When?”

“Wednesday?” I suggest.

“Okay,” she agrees easily. 

“I’m totally going to shave my legs for you, you know.”

“I’ll consider washing my hair.”

I move my fingers so they thread through hers, “Maybe I’ll wear mascara.”

“I might brush my teeth.”


-

I might lean over and kiss her.

_ _ _ _ 
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“Call me if you need anything, Spence” I hear as I exit the car.

I smile hearing my fathers familiar words and lean down to look through the open window, “Anything as in ‘I’m hungry and the pizza is downstairs’, or anything as in ‘no-one will teach me how to drive, can you come pick me up’?” 

The corners of his mouth turn up, “Why are all of my children lazy, huh?” he asks in jest. “When do they ever do anything nice for an old man?”

I open my purse and reach inside, pulling out a stick of gum and handing to him through the window, “Don’t say I never do anything nice for you, old man.”

“Wouldn’t dare,” he assures.

I smile, “I’ll see you tomorrow, thanks for the ride” I look down briefly to close my purse, “Love you.”

He echoes my last two words and eventually disappears back down the driveway. 

Making my way to the front door I nearly run into Ms Davies, literally. Within three seconds I can tell she’s upset or pissed off. Possibly both. “Are you okay?” I ask.

She sighs irritably, “Thank god you’re here.”

“Why’s that?” 

“Ashley, god love her but I want to strangle her today.”

My disappointment is evident, “She’s in a bad mood?”

“Put it this way sweetheart, if she hasn’t snapped out of it by tomorrow I’m calling a priest.”

I laugh at her words and then turn a little more serious, “I’m sure she didn’t mean to upset you.”

“Oh I know that” she assures, pulling the sunglasses from atop her head to cover her eyes from the bright light. “I’ve got to get going but stay for dinner tonight honey, we’ll catch up.”

“I’ll be at the table,” I nod, smiling when she does.

“Good luck” are her parting words.

Taking a second to brace myself I walk into the house and close the door behind me, “Honey,” I raise my voice a little, cringing when I hear the sound of cutlery forcefully hitting the steel sink, “I’m home,” I add on.

My feet carry me to the kitchen at her lack of a response and I find her standing with her back to me, slamming a drawer shut with more force than is necessary. I wince at the sound. “Hi” I dare to say.

Ashley turns around to face me. “Hi,” she says, sounding a little sad.

I walk closer to her and give her a quick hello kiss. “Are you okay?”

“No,” she says sharply.

“What’s wrong?” I ask lightly, hoping my good mood is contagious.

“My mom,” she emphasises the last word. “I want to strangle her today.”

I hide my smile, knowing Christine said those exact words to me.

“She’s in a bad mood?” 

She scoffs at my question and turns around to pick up a mug and put it inside the cupboard, “I’m calling a priest this afternoon.”

With her back turned I’m free to smile and do so easily. Ashley slams the cupboard door shut and turns back around, my smile slides off my face instantly. “I’m sure she didn’t mean to upset you.” I repeat my words to the younger Davies.

“Whatever.” She sighs. “I don’t care.”

With that it’s clear to me Christine didn’t have the problem this morning, Ashley did. 

I know how much she loves and cares about her mother and how all of this is just a result of a terrible mood. I rest my hands against her hips. “Well I think your mom does, call her an-”

“What?” she asks sharply.

“What, what?” I answer quickly, looking around.

“Did you talk to her?” she demands, her face flushed slightly, obviously still riled from her fight with Christine. If I wanted a slap to the face I’d tell her how great she looks right now.

“She….said hello?”

“That’s great.”

I ignore her tone of voice, “What?”

“My mom bitching about me to my girlfriend.”

“She wasn’t bitching, Ashley,” I defend her. “Why are you being like this?” I ask and remove my hands from her body.

“Like…?”

I raise my eyebrows in response.

“Like what?” she raises her voice a little. 

“Why are you in a bad mood?” I ask gently, not wanting her to be like this anymore.

Her expression softens slightly and I carry on, “I mean your period isn’t even due for another two weeks…” I trail off at her hardened stare.

“So I have to be hormonally imbalanced to be in a bad mood?” she asks loudly.

“No, of course not, but that’s usually the reason for any…colourful personality changes.” I choose my words carefully.

“And god knows you always have that excuse for your ‘colourful changes’, right?” she air quotes, throwing me a hateful glare. “Why are you trying to piss me off?”

I stare back at her for a few seconds and raise my hands, “You know what I’m going to do? I’m going to stay out of your way for a while until you’ve cooled off because I really didn’t come here to fight, Ashley.”

She continues to glare and I turn around and walk back through the kitchen and dining room to the living room.



*


As soon as I got comfortable on Ashley’s couch I heard her sigh and flounce off upstairs. I repressed an eye roll at her immaturity and then thought of some of the things I have done when in a bad mood and tried not to cringe.

Whilst waiting for Ashley I switched on the TV and flicked through countless stations, eventually coming to a stop at some pet rescue show, making me eternally grateful I don’t have any. 

If I could tear up at something on the television I don’t want to think about what I’d be like if I actually owned a dog and anything happened to it. 

I take a sip of water and wonder what Ashley is doing upstairs, she’s been up there for roughly two hours, not like I kept my eye on the clock. My fingers tap against my thighs as I attempt to stay still. 

Not being known for my patience I stand and make my way to the stairs, getting halfway up when I hear Ashley’s bedroom door open. I freeze before turning around and bolting back down, throwing myself onto the couch and picking up a random magazine feigning interest over an article concerning botox. 

I hear Ashley nearing the bottom of the stairs more than see it and it doesn’t take long for her to be standing behind me. She leans down and kisses my cheek before jumping over the back of couch to occupy the space my partially stretched out legs are not.

She lifts up my legs and places them in her lap, her fingers gently rub over the skin of my ankle. She knows how I like that.

“Hey” she says softly after a few minutes.

I wait a couple of seconds and look up from my magazine to see that she’s written ‘Ass’ on her forehead. “Yes, you are.” I agree before looking back down.

I read the same paragraph three times over before I look up at the sound of Ashley clearing her throat. Her hands are in front of her face, palm faced outwards, ‘I’m sorry’ is written across them.

I scoff and look down to my reading material, starting to think she’s a little cute.

My leg is nudged by Ashley lifting up her knee quickly to get my attention again. Her hands have been turned around so the backs of them are facing me, ‘Very sorry’ is marked across the skin.

I shake my head and return my gaze to the article awaiting me.

Ashley sighs and removes my legs from her lap gaining my attention and stands in front of me. I look up expectantly and she removes her shirt, ’Incredibly sorry’ written across the swell of her breasts and a white gauze covering her heart. 

I look down to hide my smile and harshly flick through the pages of the magazine.

The sound of her zipper being dragged down forces my attention back to her and I watch as she pulls the material of her pants down her legs and steps out of them, kicking them away from her. She’s written ‘Very’ over and over again down each leg. 

I allow myself the privilege of roaming her legs with my eyes for a little while until I feign nonchalance and lift the magazine in front of my face.

Ashley snatches it away and lifts her left foot in the air, ‘VERY’ marked over the sole of her foot.

I raise an eyebrow and she lowers her foot back to the floor before lifting her right foot up, showing me in shaky handwriting: ‘SORRY’

I read the word over a few times and slowly trail my eyes up her incredible body, coming to a stop at her solemn looking face before she pulls off the gauze. ‘I love you’ with a tiny smiley face is written in red ink.

My eyes look up and lock with Ashley’s and this time I can’t help the smile that breaks out on my face, a smile that is reflected back at me within the second. 

After allowing myself to smile for a short time I wipe it off my face and watch on as Ashley’s falls, too.

When I look away from her I hear a disappointed sigh and she walks away from me, heading back upstairs. 


*


It only takes a minute or so for me to find a pen and to finish using it, already knowing exactly what I wanted to say and hope Ashley understands me clearly.

I walk up the stairs slowly and knock on her bedroom door unnecessarily.

“You don’t have to knock” is her reply.

I open the door and stand in the doorway looking at Ashley who is sitting across the room on her bed wearing what she was when she walked away downstairs, her underwear. Thankfully she washed off what was written on her forehead, I don’t think I’d be able to keep a straight face otherwise.

She looks up when I’m in front of her and reads the post-it on my face which reads ‘Kiss these’ and an arrow pointing to my lips. Not being able to look in the mirror and write clearly I decided on a more practical solution.

Relief washes over her features and I step closer putting my hands against her shoulders and lowering us down to the bed before I rest my weight on one arm and tap against my note. 

“You’re not still mad at me?” she asks.

“I’m enraged” I inform her, smiling. 

“Thank god. I thought you were going to sulk all day” she grins stupidly.

I raise my eyebrows and she gets the hint, lifting her hand up to the back of my neck pulling me down to cover her half naked body and capturing my lips with her own. 

After nothing more than a few short pecks she gently bites my bottom lip and tugs it back before releasing it and running her tongue over the spot she just had between her teeth. 

Minutes pass and we’re still kissing, my heart beating furiously. She brushes her tongue against my own and I hear her release a sound suggesting she’s enjoying herself. 

I cup the side of her face and kiss her harder, loving the feel of the soft skin underneath my fingers.

The hands underneath my top are tightening their hold of me. 

Our lips part loudly as we catch our breath and Ashley drags her nails down my back until they reach the hem and tugging on it. 

I take the hint and sit up, removing the material from my body and exposing my torso to Ashley who finally has her eyes open. She spots the words written on my midriff: ‘Do as you please with the rest of me’ arrows pointing to various parts of my body she knows I like attention to.

She laughs and I vaguely hear her call me an idiot before I’m pulled back down and flipped over so she’s on top.

-

Long afternoon? I think so.

_ _ _

114.

I hear the bell ringing, signalling the end of the class I was drowning out with Ashley’s iPod and gather my unopened books to meet her before my next class. I have Math and Ashley has PE, figured I could copy her English homework that’s due in just over an hour. 

A locker stop later I smile when I feel a fingernail lightly scraping against the small of my back and turn around to meet the back predator. “Hey,” I greet lightly.

“Thank god,” she blurts out suddenly and snatches her iPod from between my fingers. “I thought it was stolen.”

“Sorry, I didn’t think you’d mind.” My fingers find their way into her belt hoops and I pull her against me. “Besides, what’s yours is mine and what’s mine is yours. Right?”

“You didn’t upload any more of your music on this did you?” 

“Like I said, what’s mine is yours.” I lazily kiss her face, just because I can. 

“Uh huh” she smiles, turning her head to kiss me properly. 

“Speaking of English homework” I mumble against her lips and pull back. “You know last night when we were on the phone and you were giving me a running commentary on some Katherine Hepburn movie you were watching?”

Ashley raises her eyebrows, “Sure?”

“And you know how much attention I pay to you, and how I can’t listen to your voice and do anything else at the same time?”

She chuckles, “Since when?”

“Since always.”

“Carry on,” she tells me.

“I forgot to do my English homework.” I grimace for effect. “Please let me look at yours, I’ll change words and make lots of typo’s, I swear.”

“What’s in it for me?”

“An Eskimo kiss?” I offer.

Papers are pulled from her bag into my hands and I spot her cute handwriting immediately. “Thank you.” I wrap my arms around her and place a noisy kiss to the skin at the crook of her neck. “you’re my favourite fiancé.”


*


After finding out we had a few minutes before class and I decided to walk Ashley to the changing rooms. On the way she brings up Amber, an acquaintance of hers. It’s teetering on the edge of an unnecessary fight. Again.

I sigh quietly, “All I’m saying is that if she’s old enough to have sex, she should be old enough to take care of a baby.” 

“You think it’s that simple?”

“I just think it’s selfish and irresponsible for her to even consider abortion as an option, I mean come on you know what they say, no glove, no love.”

“So you’re saying you’d rather a rise in the number of teenage pregnancies than destroy something which is only the size of a peanut right now and doesn‘t even know what‘s going on?”

“Well…yeah.”

She stops walking and lightly grasps my arm to stop me from walking ahead. “And if I had a penis? What then?”

Holding back a small chuckle, “What do you mean ‘what then’? That’s not a question I’m going to answer.”

“Okay, say I was a guy and it was one of those days where I couldn’t keep my hands off you and we ended up in bed without thinking to use a condom, then you found out you were pregnant, what then?”

“Why are we talking about this? I just wanted a nice simple conversation to see if I could copy your English homework and then walk you t-”

“Just answer the question, Spencer.”

Raising an eyebrow, “I think that even my bed sheets are lesbians, there’s no way this side of Canada your hypothetical situation would happen.”

“Pretend we’re in magical lesbo land and I could get you pregnant, no extra body parts you’re not attracted to, just me.”

“You know I’d keep it.” 

She softens a little, “Really?”

I take the small window of opportunity given to me and take her hand, threading my fingers through hers, “Yes. But to be clear, I’m not a slut.”

“There you go again,” she mutters irritably, still holding onto my hand.

“What?” I ask confused.

“Shooting your mouth off about things you obviously don’t understand.”

“I know it doesn’t make you a slut if you get knocked up, I didn’t even mean it like that.” I lower my voice when I hear footsteps approaching. “Why are you getting so defensive about this? You hang out with the girl like once a month.”

Ashley drops my hand and glares hotly, “I just have an opinion about something that concerns a friend of mine, forgive me for being a little defensive.”

“God.. Why are you doing this now?” I ask loudly, so over this conversation.

“Aww,” Madison coos, suddenly behind us. “Front row seats to a lesbian break up, how exciting” she smiles widely before looking directly at Ashley. “So, did you finally get bored of the loser?”

I sigh faintly at Madison’s attempt to piss me off. 

“What did you say?” Ashley asks loudly and suddenly, turning around to face her.

“Excuse you?” she says with a hand on her hip, unperturbed.

Ashley takes a step closer, squaring up to the latina, “Talking about Spencer like that in front of me is a really bad idea, especially with the mood I’m in so why don’t you do us all a favour and-”

Deciding to step in, “Ash, come on,” I interrupt. “Forget her, she’s not even worth it.”

“I don’t see why you’re acting so offended, Ashley. I’ve seen you talk to her worse than that.”

“Hello” she lifts up her left hand, showing off her ring. “We talk to each other like shit sometimes and then we make up real good, it’s what couples do. Speaking of couples, I hear your Anthony is a free man, what happened, wasn’t he a fan of those flotation devices?” she gestures to her breasts. 

“They’re not fake!” she yells.

Ashley opens her mouth to retort when I place my hand firmly over her lips. “You’re late for class” I whisper into her ear, knowing she will drop this conversation. “and I have homework to copy, I can’t waste valuable time cleaning up blood so please…” I kiss the side of her head, “keep it in your pants.” 

I feel her smile and that alone is enough to cause me to do the same.

“What are you freaks saying about me?” Madison demands irately.

I smile sweetly in her direction before linking my arm through Ashley’s and continuing on our way to her class. 

When we arrive I steal her iPod from her open messenger bag and slip it into my pack pocket without her noticing, just like this morning. “Later, Rocky.” I give her a curt nod.

Ashley rolls her eyes, “All I was going to do was give her a verbal smack down, I’ve been training with you for the past year after all.”

“Cute” I quip and lean in for a goodbye kiss.

Before I reach her lips she pulls away, “Don’t even think about it, Spencer. I’m still mad at you.”

“What?” I ask incredulously. “You can’t be serious.”

“Oh I am, and I’m going to stay mad at you until we get back to my empty house.”

I see where she’s going with this and fight the urge to grin. “See you in English, hurdle girl.” I say and turn slightly.

“Save me a seat, klepto” her eyes travel to where I stashed her iPod and back up again. 


*


I release a sigh of annoyance and attempt to write faster, the past period I was distracted by one of Ashley’s parting comments and have to finish writing my essay by the time our teacher asks for it. I drop my pencil in frustration after the lead snapped. Again. 

Ashley leans over to my desk, “This is painful to watch, Jesus. Here” she hands me a pen. “Unless you’re in a rage, these don’t snap. And why are you writing it in pencil anyway? I thought you were typing it up.”

“I was. I…” my head shakes, “got distracted.”

I’m handed a pencil. “Here, she’s gotten me at least a B+ on everything I’ve been graded on this year.”

I look at her ‘lucky pencil’ “Gee, does she have a name?”

“I’m thinking ungrateful…”

“I’m sorry” I apologise quickly. “Thank you.”


*


We head to the parking lot after a hard Tuesday at school and I tap the pencil she let me borrow against my palm. “I predict an A-.”

Ashley raises an eyebrow, “For my work?” emphasis on the second word.

“Yeah…” I admit regretfully. “Next week’s homework is on me.” I offer.

“That’s okay.”

“Okay, how about tonight, you me and a dark room?”

“Movies?” she asks.

“Absolutely.” I confirm. “We can see whatever you want as long as it’s Jumper.”

She pulls a face which tells me we’ll end up seeing what she wants, instead.

I take Ashley’s bag from her shoulder once we reach her car and place it on the floor in the back, soon making sure to pack the temporarily stolen iPod inside it. 

I see her about to unlock the doors and quickly raise my hand causing her to stop and allowing me to jump into the expensive vehicle, easily sliding my legs over the leather and pulling my seatbelt around my body. “Second time this week I haven’t tripped” I inform Ashley proudly as she unlocks the door and enters the car properly.

“Score” she replies, sounding mildly amused.

“So, movies now or tonight?” I change the subject quickly.


*


On our way to the movies we stop off at my house so I can pick up my purse, wanting to pay for Ashley’s ticket and anything else she needs. I’m in and out of the house within the minute. I jump into the car without any injuries and tell Ashley to put the top back on, not wanting to ruin my hair.

“I told you I’d pay, Spencer, it’s no big deal.”

“I know you did but I want to pay, take advantage of this rare occasion.” I say before switching on the radio.

We both look down to it when a song we both hate blares through the speakers.

“This song is so over played.”

“I know, right? It’s not even worthy of radio play.” I throw my opinion out there.

“It sucks.”

I nod, silently agreeing with her. 

“Get my iPod from my bag, Spence, get some real music playing.”

“I’m choosing the first song” I tell her before unbuckling my seatbelt and leaning over to give her exposed arm a quick kiss and reaching around to pull the small music device free. “What am I in the mood for?” I ask myself aloud and turn back around in my seat. “Olivia, old school Celine…”

Ashley pulls a face, “If you’re going to play either then play Celine, I don’t think I need to remind you of the play count for the first.”

“Celine it is” I announce and lean forward to the dock.

“What the fuck is he doing?” Ashley asks suddenly, causing me to sit up properly.

“Who?” I ask, seeing her looking through the rear-view mirror and a second later I turn around to see a middle aged man swerving across the lanes, clearly intoxicated. 

“What a dick” I turn back around to face Ashley. “we should call the cops on his stupid drunk ass. Where’s your phone?” I hold my hand out.

Ashley lifts up her hand and wraps her fingers around my pointer finger, pulling my hand back down, her eyes never meeting mine. “Don’t do anything ‘til he’s gone, just look at me or straight ahead.”

“Why? He probably can’t even see us.”

“He’s looking right at us” she says, somewhat calmly. “Just don’t look at him, it’s fine.”

The black Mercedes I remember him driving picks up speed and has almost passed and I breathe a sigh of relief until I accidentally meet his eyes and he drops acceleration falling into line with us. 

He gestures for me to roll down my window.

I sit back in my seat stiffly. “Heineken wants us to roll down the window.” 

Ashley takes her eyes off the road and fixes her gaze to my torso, “Put your seatbelt on, Spencer. God.” 

I follow her instructions. “What a mood killer. Here we were, minding our own business and about to listen to some classics when-”

“Quiet,” Ashley snaps, frowning. 

“Where’s that water gun of yours? I’ll roll down my window and tell him to pull over.”

“Spencer, Jesus. This really isn’t the time, be serious.”

I ignore her tone. “He doesn’t exactly have a clear head, Ash. Pull over.”

“Have you lost your mind? I’m not pulling over.” Her eyes widen at my request.

“Pull over and when he’s out of his car, drive. I know how fast these can go, we’ll be dust.”

Ashley’s eyes leave the road for just a second when Heineken honks the horn repeatedly. “I know but-”

“But nothing, I trust you,” I assure her.

He drifts over to our lane and Ashley has to swerve quickly to avoid any kind of collision. 

She looks unsure about my suggestion. 

“You know, this wouldn’t be a problem if you’d just teach me how to drive instead of putting it off every week.”

Ashley breaks suddenly and we’re both thrown forward a little, our seatbelts keeping us in place. Her eyes are fixated on the rear-view mirror, Mr Mercedes pulled over behind us, leaving a good distance between our car and his and exits, smirking to himself and straightening out his flannel shirt. 

“He walks like a penguin,” she remarks.

I angle my head even more and look out of my side mirror again, seeing him in between both cars. 

“Now?” I ask. 

Ashley waits another second and I’m forced back in my seat when she accelerates suddenly, we’re halfway down the road before he’s even registered we’ve gone. Minutes later when Ashley slows the car down to a stop I quickly unbuckle my seatbelt and launch myself over to hug her, “My little Paul Walker in the Fast and Furious wannabe, you’re a genius!” 

_ _ _
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We didn’t let the strange occurrence on the road affect the rest of our afternoon and went to the movies as planned, Ashley didn’t want to watch Jumper and promised me we could see it next week instead. Soon after I found myself watching the opening scene to Step Up 2 the Streets. 

By the time we reached her house Christine’s car was in the driveway, putting an end to the early evening activities we had planned on. When I saw Ashley’s crestfallen face I knew she hadn’t expected her mother back until late.

We had dinner with Christine who had already started dinner when we forced ourselves to enter the house. I called my mom afterwards to see how she was, having not seen her this morning with her early shift. 

I was looking forward to the night when Ashley told me to wait until her mother had gone to sleep and we could make up properly. 

She was asleep before Christine even walked up the stairs.

An hour later I’m still awake, stuck with my thoughts and wondering why anybody who drives a Mercedes would wear a flannel shirt anywhere outside of gardening.

I suck in a quick breath when Ashley’s cold hand moves underneath the covers and comes into contact with the warm skin of my midriff. She launched herself over to me a while ago and for a second I thought she’d woken up and remembered our plans but she was just getting comfortable, practically topping me in the process.

My hand covers Ashley’s and I wait until I’m satisfied it’s warm enough before carefully moving out from underneath her, not wanting to wake her up. As soon as I leave the bed she shifts around and settles on an uncomfortable looking position on her back.


*


The tiles of the kitchen floor are cool underneath my feet and I jump up to sit on the counter before reaching inside the cereal box and pulling out a small handful of Cheerios and letting my mind wander to what I could spend my inheritance money on. 

Glen and Clay decided to take a year off after graduation and travel, I’m thinking over the summer Ashley and I could join them for a couple weeks. I’ll bring it up.

I take one last handful of cereal and jump down off the counter putting the box back where I found it and heading back upstairs. 

I open the door as quietly as I can manage and spot Ashley in the same position, causing a smile to tug at the corner of my lips. 

The door closes in the same manner and I walk to the foot of her bed before kneeling onto the mattress and crawling my way up her body, settling down on top of her with my legs either side of her hips. 

I drop the handful of cereal onto the empty side of the bed to pick up a cheerio and place it onto her closed mouth. I take a second to notice how cute she looks and move both of my hands either side of her head to rest my weight on.

I lower my head and kiss her chin first before letting the tip of my tongue touch the breakfast cereal and giving Ashley a soft kiss as I pull it into my mouth. 


*


Down to the last Cheerio I place it onto her lips and repeat the same process and pull back slightly to crunch in thought.

I’m thinking of buying Ashley a submarine.

“Is there a reason for you topping me and chewing whatever it is that you’re chewing?” Ashley mumbles tiredly.

I smile and lean down to capture her lips.

“Hmm” Ashley runs her tongue over her lips, “Cheerios?”

I sit up and settle down on her hips. “In one, nice.”

“Why are you on top of me eating cereal in the middle of the night?” 

“It’s barely midnight, and are you calling me a freak?” I ask as Ashley’s hand finds mine and starts playing with my fingers. 

“Absolutely.”

I squeeze the tip of one of her fingers for her reply. “Do you want me to buy you a submarine?” I ask randomly. 

“A submarine?”

“Yeah, those things that go underwater” I explain.

“I know what a submarine is, Spencer. Why would I need one?”

“I don’t know” I shrug in the process. 

“Do you even know how much they cost? It’s not like buying a car.”

I sigh, dropping that particular subject. “Want me to take you up to the stars?”

Smiling at my question, “Are you trying to initiate sex?”

“No” I answer honestly, though smirking. “We could go to space and do it on the moon.”

“With those space suits on?”

“We’d figure it out” I shrug. “worst case scenario we dry hump our way back to-”

“Do not say Uranus” Ashley interrupts. 

“Earth” I finish. 

Ashley rolls her eyes playfully. “Are you cold?” she asks suddenly.

“Freezing” I reply, knowing what her solution will be. 

“Get underneath here with me.” she pushes the comforter down as far as my knees and waits for me to lift myself up, eventually settling into the same position as before but being able to feel the warmth of her body and the comforter around me.

“Better?”

“Toasty.”

Her hands find my thighs and hold onto the sides. “Well it’s midnight, we’re both awake and you’re on top of me…what’s to do?” she feigns ignorance

“Prank call Clay again?” I ask in jest.

She looks puzzled, “Again?”

“Or you could save us so much time and just kiss me, get it over with, you know?”

She looks up to me, “You’re the one all the way up there.”

I continue to look down to her, “And you’re the one all the way down there…”

Her nails lightly scrape across my skin, “C’mere.”

I shake my head in the negative, “You come here.”

Knowing she wouldn’t win, Ashley sits up and wraps her arms around my legs and keeps hold of my hips. Face to face we stare at each other, waiting to see who will give in first. 

I press my forehead against hers. “Your face just morphed” I say quietly and laugh. 

“Morphed? Into what?” she sounds a little amused. 

“Yeah, you know when you look at someone when it’s mostly dark and their face changes?” I begin to explain.

“Sort of… I guess. Maybe.”

“You’re being difficult.” I state.

“Kiss” she says as she leans in.

I close my mouth and let her kiss my unresponsive lips. 

“Hey, kiss me” she repeats as she pulls back. “It’s time for me to fake some orgasms.”

“Ass” I reply, laughing. 

She’s smiling when she lifts up her hand to brush back some of my hair and takes my earlobe between her forefinger and thumb for a second, amusing herself, I’m sure. My hand finds hers and I guide it to my mouth, gently kissing her palm. 

Ashley lifts up her other hand to the back of my neck to keep me in place and brings her lips back to mine causing my eyes to close almost instantly. My arms wrap around her neck, pulling her against me.

I’m the first to deepen it and taste the unique flavour that is Ashley. Her hands tighten their hold of me and she kisses me harder. 

Minutes later we break apart for more than a couple of seconds to get air to our starving lungs before Ashley connects her lips with my neck, occasionally biting the skin, hard enough for it to hurt but gentle enough for it to feel good.

I know she can feel the rapid succession of beats near my pulse point. She places an open mouthed kiss to the particular spot and joins our lips back together, gently but firmly pushing into me and forcing me onto my back with her on top of me.

“Wait” I stop it from going any further and lean up on my elbows to look up at Ashley’s full from kissing lips. 

“What is it?” 

“Do you have a condom?” 

“Shut up” she groans irritably yet full of love. A trait I’ve only ever seen on Ashley. 

I pull her back down and let her deepen the kiss she initiated, immediately meeting her tongue with my own and hearing a soft moan escape her throat soon after.

My hands move down her back and I move my fingers underneath the hem of her beater, pulling it up her torso and momentarily breaking away to pull it over her head and discard it across the room.

Ashley quickly reclaims my lips and wastes no time in deepening the kiss. I push into her forcing her onto her back and ease out of it, moving my lips to her jaw line trailing kisses across her soft skin. 

When my lips eventually reach her pulse point I feel its rapid beat and press a hot open mouthed kiss over it, a quiet moan telling me to do it again.

I spend long minutes paying her neck attention before gently taking her earlobe between my teeth and tugging back. I soothe any irritation I potentially caused with a swipe of my tongue. 

I take my time kissing my way back to her lips when Ashley’s hands thread themselves through my hair and turns her head to meet my lips once more. 

We mutually shift our positions and I hold back a moan when I’m between her legs. I can’t help moving my hips down into hers and hear Ashley’s breath hitch before she rolls her hips back into mine.

“Off” she breathes out, holding fist fulls of my top.

It’s quickly removed and discarded in the same manner as hers.

I move down her body and pay special attention to the places I’ve learned she likes attention to the most, the places that will make her ache the deepest.

My tongue sweeps across her hipbone when she lifts up and grasps my face, kissing me harder than she has since we began. One hand moves to my back and pulls me closer against her, feeling her thundering heart.

After lowering her back to the bed I help her remove her underwear and slide a leg between our bodies feeling her wetness and hear her moan as she pushes her head back into the mattress, exposing her neck to me. 

I hold her face, my fingers splayed across her skin as my lips and tongue move over her neck. 

Eventually I move down her body and scrape my nails up and down the side of one thigh while I press hot open mouth kisses to the other, feeling Ashley squirming underneath me.

“Spence,” she moans.

I stop teasing and lean back to rest my weight on my knees, dragging my slender fingers from her delicate ankle up her smooth legs to her near quivering thighs and inside her heat, feeling her throb. I stroke over her with two fingers and quickly feel more wetness coat my fingers.

Ashley moans and arches her back, pushing her hips up to meet the deliberately slow motions of my hand. 

I continue the stimulation until her hand suddenly covering mine causes me to still my actions. 

Before I can open my mouth she pushes my hand down further and I get her silent message when I look up to see her with her eyes squeezed shut breathing heavily and covered in a light sheen of sweat.

I enter her easily and feel her walls clamp down on my fingers the same time a sharp but pleasurable gasp reaches my ears. 

My fingers start up a steady pace that her hips match perfectly, her breaths grow more ragged and she gets louder. 

She releases a guttural moan when I lean down and cover her clit with my mouth.

I feel her getting tighter and slow my actions down considerably, warding off her impending climax.

Her hands wind in my hair, her short nails pressing into my scalp. “Don’t” she whispers between heavy breaths.

Quickening up the pace of my fingers and rubbing over her clit with the heel of my palm and then my thumb causes the rhythm of Ashley’s hips to speed up, her breaths short and choppy. 

Her body tenses before she arches her back and moans loudly, shuddering into me for the duration of her orgasm.

After a while I crawl back up her body and lie down on top of her, feeling my own heart pounding as much as hers and spend minutes lazily kissing her equally swollen lips. 


- 

I love this girl.
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“Ashley, come on! You said you’d get up before 10” I yell from the bottom of the stairs. After not hearing any response I shout her name again, hoping to rouse her from the current deep slumber she appears to be in.

The only reason I’m awake this early on the weekend is because Paula called my cell to remind me that her and Dad are going to Santa Barbara for the weekend and to call if there’s any problem.

I walk upstairs bored of waiting for Ashley and find her still sleeping, lying diagonal across the bed with her foot poking out from underneath the covers. I tickle the sole of her foot and nearly lose an eye in the process. I stored that she hates her feet being tickled early in the morning to my ‘Ashley Memory’ a long time ago for future reference and use it to my advantage frequently. 

“Baby” I say firmly. “Wake up.”

“No” she grumbles back.

“It’s nine forty” I reply, sounding like somebody who has never slept until three in the afternoon.

“So?” she breathes out.

“So, get up and entertain me. You’re usually up by now.”

“Yeah well most nights you don’t wake me up at four in the morning to ask me the lyrics to ‘Just a Girl’.” Her eyes open slowly, “I couldn’t get back to sleep.”

“I can’t help my dreams.” I defend myself.

Last night I dreamt that Gwen Stefani and I were grocery shopping and she started singing to me in the poultry section. I woke up soon after and for the life of me couldn’t place the song. That’s where Ashley came in. 

Her response is incoherent and she’s falling back asleep.

“Don’t go back to sleep, Ash” I whine and join her on the bed, putting my head on her perfect stomach. “I’ll blow a raspberry..” I warn.

Two minutes later I’m amusing myself by following through with my warning, blowing the most incredible raspberries on her stomach. Ashley hasn’t even cracked a smile, I checked when I looked up laughing.

“Get up” I murmur against her skin knowing she’s not faking being asleep. “Mofo,” I whisper sadly in an attempt to rouse her.

Ten minutes pass and sleeping beauty is still dead to the world. I crawl off the bed and grasp both of her ankles, pulling her across the mattress to me where I stand at the side of the bed.

“Spence, no,” Ashley complains quietly with an adorable crease to her forehead signalling she’s getting irritated.

“Stay awake, then.”

“No,” she replies with her eyes now closed, rolling her body away from me and attempting to get back underneath the covers.

I place my hands on her hip and push her back against the mattress before pulling her the short distance back to me at the edge of the bed. “Where do you think you’re going, huh?” I ask lightly, getting a smile in response.

“Back to sleep.”

“Don’t wanna close my eyes, I don’t wanna fall asleep ‘cause I’d miss you, babe,” I sing quietly and off key. 

Ashley grimaces, “Ahh, the voice of an angel.”

“Correct answer.” I smile and lean down to her, wrapping my arms underneath hers and pushing them around to her back before lifting up her dead weight body off the bed.

“I’m not helping you,” she informs me, trying to sound as if she doesn’t enjoy having her body pressed against mine. 

What can I say? She’s an open book.

“You’re such a-” I fall back to the mattress with her, “Pig.”

Ashley’s arms wrap loosely around my body for a hug. I return her embrace and take a minute to enjoy it before huffing and lifting her body back up. We’re almost upright when she throws herself backwards to the bed, dragging me down with her. 


*


Eventually I hauled her ass out of bed and told her she smelled like a camel. 

She didn’t but I wanted her to take a shower so I could make her breakfast. 

Ashley walks into the kitchen and looks mildly surprised. “You cooked?”

"I did."

“Food?”

“No, the couch.” I deadpan. “Of course food.”

She peers closely at the bacon and eggs that were proudly slapped onto her plate beforehand, “But nothing is burnt to a crisp.”

“Dad’s been teaching me for a while” I explain. “Two weeks later who’s learned how to scramble an egg?” I hold my hand up. 

“I’m so proud of you,” she replies, sounding thoroughly amused.

“I know, right?”

I tell her to sit down and try the eggs before the pig. 

“Well?” I ask after watching her chew, praying I got all of the shell out. 

She shrugs to herself and gets another forkful. “I don’t predict any stomach cramps” she smiles, raising her eyebrows to last month when I had a small glitch on a recipe. 

I sit back in my chair in relief and feel Ashley’s eyes on me.

“God, you’re disgustingly beautiful.”

“You too, Kruger,” I reply, her sudden compliment making my face a little warmer.


*


Ashley and I had an arm wrestle to determine who’s movie we were going to watch. Ashley won; unfairly. She has the strength of ten hobbits in her right arm, I was no match for her.

“I had the biggest crush on Allison when I was a kid,” Ashley tells me, something she does most times we watch this. 

My eyes roll. “I was hot for the witch.”

She stops rubbing lotion onto my hand and takes her eyes off the television screen. “Which witch?” she asks quickly. 

I point to the TV with my free hand, “Oh look, your favourite part.”

Binx just got run over by the bus; she hates that part.


*


Ever since the witch comment Ashley has been practising silly magic tricks, I now have almost twenty dollars in quarters that were hidden behind my ear.

Who knew?

“Are you awake?” Ashley asks me from her sun lounger.

“Yeah.” I open my eyes and turn my head to look at her.

“You know how my grandparents live across the country?”

“Yeah.”

“And you know how our plans of going to visit them always fall through?”

“Yeah.”

“My mom invited them to stay with us next weekend” she smiles brightly in excitement, “you’re finally going to meet them, I can’t believe you haven’t already.”

I try not to grimace. “They know what I look like. Plus, I spoke to your grandfather on the phone plenty of times.” I point out, looking towards the blue sky. 

She scoffs, “Twice, and the first time you hung up on him in shock.”

“I was nervous, god give me a break. Not all of us can kiss ass as easily as you” I cast a sideways glance to her to let her know I was kidding. “I spoke the second time.”

“You told him you were my maid and to call back when you’d finished the laundry.”

I’m praying he doesn’t remember my voice. “Looking forward to meeting them” I stop her from going any further.

I’m dreading next weekend.


*


“Want a drink?” I ask Ashley after a while.

“Water.”

“Me too” I muse aloud with my eyes firmly shut, content to bake in the heat. 

“You’re a pain in the ass” she responds light heartedly.

“Want me to go get you some water?”

“Yes.”

I smile at the tone she used and go into the kitchen to retrieve a bottle of water for Ashley and stop for a second to take a sip. She has a small bladder anyway, I’m doing her a favour. 

When I walk back outside Ashley is leaning over the side of her lounger reaching something I can’t see. When she hears me approaching she quickly turns to face me.

“Here’s your water, Ariel.”

She takes the bottle off me. “Thanks, schmuck.” 

I walk around her to my own chair and suddenly find myself underneath water. Seconds later I resurface Ashley’s pool and take a deep breath. “Ashley, you ass.” I grumble, upset my hair is wet. I was having an awesome hair day.

“Strong language” Ashley’s voice answers from beside me, her eyes dancing from pushing me into the pool. She’s been trying to for the past week when I accidentally knocked her into it. 

I raise my eyebrows and turn to swim away when her hand grasps my wrist lightly, turning me back around. “I’m sorry, I couldn’t resist.” she looks unapologetic.

“You will be sorry” I tell her seriously. Already planning a foam goatee to be put on her face the next time she lets me shave her legs.

Ashley’s eyes focus on my right ear and her expression turns serious. “Spencer, you have something behind your ear.”

I keep telling her that I don’t think that’s the way the trick is performed but I humour her anyway and let her have her fun. 

She reaches her hand up to my ear and lightly gasps in surprise. “What do we have here?” she asks like I’m a child.

I play along, “What could it be?!” I ask in a loud whisper.

Her eyes lock with mine and she smiles, drawing her hand back slowly.

“I’m buying us dinner with all these quarters.”

Ashley takes her eyes away from me for a second to look at the object being held between her slender fingers.

It’s an expensive looking ring.

My eyes widen in reaction, totally expecting another quarter. “Oh my god” I mutter. “Ashley” I drawl her name out excitedly, my happiness evident on my face.

“I thought you deserved a ring too.”

“You romantic son of a bitch” I mumble onto her lips.

She pulls back first, “Yeah, so when I found this on the sidewalk-”

“Shut it” I warn her, pulling her even closer. “Ask me.” I run my fingers through my wet hair in attempt to make myself look a little more presentable.

“We’re already engaged.”

“Come on.” I hit the back of her calf with the heel of my foot.

“Get grey and saggy with me?”

I give her the only answer I could and let her slide the ring onto my finger.
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“Are you done yet?” I talk into the receiver being held up to my face by my shoulder, my hands busy peeling an orange.

It’s Friday evening and Ashley’s grandparents will be arriving first thing in the morning which is why she is getting any homework of hers out of the way now so that she will have the weekend free to catch up with her loved ones. 

“I’m still on the same paragraph I was on the last time you called and interrupted my creativity flow” she replies. 

“Sassy,” I remark with a raised eyebrow, still peeling the fruit. “Wait, same paragraph? It’s been like three hours.”

“It’s been less than five minutes.” She stops to sigh lightly. “This paper is kicking my ass.”

“Want me to help?”

“No, it’s okay.” I hear the amusement in her tone.

“You ever notice how weird oranges look when they’ve been peeled?” I change the subject quickly, looking down to my peeled fruit. 

“Uh, no, I can’t say that I have..”

“I’ll peel you one later,” I state, sounding like I’ll be doing her a big favour. “And then I’ll heat it up for you,” I add on and wait for her reaction, biting into a segment of the peeled fruit. 

“So funny,” she dryly remarks.

“Hilarious. So, when are you going to be done?”

“I don’t know, another hour or two, maybe?”

“Are you cheating on me?” I ask, being a pain in the ass and knowing full well what the answer is. 

“What?”

“Simple enough question, Davies.”

“Right now, you’re in the living room..”

I smile, pulling off another segment of fruit. “Uh huh.”

“And right now I’m in my bedroom with the door open and I can hear you watching Fillmore on low so I won’t hear you. If I had a personality transplant and by some chance was cheating on you, do you think I’d do it with the door open?”

I hold back my amused chuckle. “I’m not watching Fillmore.” I nearly scoff in disgust. “It’s Recess.” 

I know she‘s smiling. “My mistake.”

“Yes, it was,” I joke. 

“And stop calling me, okay? Yell, it’s cheaper.”

I hang up. 

“Hurry up!” I yell upstairs to her.


*


The paper was completed and now Ashley is free for the weekend, I’d be happy about it if I didn’t have to go through with tomorrow. I’m unimaginably nervous for the big meeting. 

I push the thought to the back of my mind and turn to look at Ashley who has just broke the seal to her bottle of coke. 

I cross the distance between us and take the bottle out of her hands, replacing it with a Pepsi instead. “Start as you mean to go on.”

Ashley shoves the Pepsi into my chest and reclaims her beverage of choice. “Okay.”

The corners of my mouth turn upwards because hers are. “You’ll come around eventually.”

“You’re sure?”

“Positive.”


*


Per Ashley’s request we’re sitting on the floor of her room instead of the bed, she doesn’t trust me with pizza and her expensive sheets anymore. 

I save all the pieces of pineapple to feed to Ashley when I’m done, something to pass the time. 

I move my arms backwards to reach underneath her bed and pull the back a photo album she was telling me about at lunch today, it’s new. 

“Are your hands clean?” Ashley asks me quickly.

“I…haven’t been playing in the dirt?” 

She gives me a look and I wipe my hands on the material of my pants. “Okay?”

“If they’re not greasy, sure.”

I push the pizza box away from me as Ashley is reaching for another piece, it’s just out of reach for her. 

“We’re gonna have to get you some longer arms” I tease condescendingly and pull the box closer to her cute arms. 

When she doesn’t reply I lean over and kiss her cheek before opening the album. If my memory serves correct it’s mostly pictures of us. 

I smile lovingly when I see a picture of Ashley from last month, taken by yours truly when she was lying on a beach towel, unsuspecting. 

“You’re cute” I say aloud.

My eyes bug out when I see another picture of Ashley which was taken when we first got together. “You look like…14” I squeak out. 

Ashley leans over to look at the picture and looks up to my face smiling, “Not quite.”

“I’m a cradle robber.”

“I’m older than you.”

I flip the page over and I see another picture of Ashley from last year with me standing with my arms around her. “We look so young” I nearly laugh. 

“You have the cutest baby face in this picture, hang on” she takes the album off me and sets it down onto her lap. 


*


Ashley had me up at the crack of dawn to get ready for when her family arrives. I couldn’t even eat breakfast I was so nervous.

“Ashley!” Christine yells from downstairs. “They’ll be here in two minutes.”

She yells back that we’ll be right down.

“I can’t go down there, Ash.”

“You know they’re gonna love you.”

“I know I’m going to throw up.” I hold my hand against my stomach and take a deep breath. “I’m this close to asking Clay to hang out, Ashley.” I push my thumb and forefinger close together.

“Why are you worrying? You could charm the pants off anyone, my grandparents will be no problem for you.” She gives me a chaste kiss. “You’re gonna be fine.”

The butterflies in my stomach say otherwise. “I’m so nervous,” I admit. 

“Want me to make you laugh?”

“You can’t,” I challenge.

“Ashley they’re here!” Christine yells from downstairs.

I grab her arm, “Tell them I had a stroke.”

“What? No.”

“Ashley” I whine. “Please.”

“No.”

I sigh. “Make me laugh.”


*


She’s pushing me down the stairs. “I can not meet your Grandmother right now, Ashley. I’ll laugh in her face.”

“She’ll like it.”

“I swear I won’t touch you for a month if you make me do this.”

She laughs quietly at my empty threat. “You told me to make you laugh.”

“Yeah but I didn’t think you’d actually do it!” I say in a loud whisper, pushing back into her. 

“Why not? You know I can always make you laugh.”

I don’t answer her, not wanting to talk about how she can make me laugh any time she likes right now. “My life is flashing before my eyes.”

“At a good part yet?”

“We’re having sex.”

“Get downstairs, Spencer. If they see me pushing you like this you know you’ll be embarrassed.”

She’s right. 

“Do I look okay” I tug on my clothes self consciously. “I should change, right?”

“You look beautiful, okay? Trust me.”

“Are you a doctor?”

“No, I’m just biased.”

I sigh. “Ashley,” I whine. 

“You look amazing, Spencer, just relax okay? I’ll be right next to you.”

I stop pushing back into her and tug her down onto the same step. “You go first, okay?”

She holds out her hand so that I can’t run back upstairs to her room and I don’t think twice before reaching out to hold it. 


*


My heart is beating rapidly and my palms are sweaty. I know that if her grandparents are anything like Ashley I’ll love them right away but the possibility of that not being the case is unnerving me to no end.

Christine is outside helping them with their bags and I’m holding Ashley’s hand in a vice grip while we wait in the living room. She wants to introduce me properly. 

“Any do’s and don’ts?” I ask quickly. 

“I told you already, be yourself.”

“What if I forget my name?” I whisper desperately. 

“You won’t.”

“What if she asks if I’m sexually active?”

Ashley laughs, “She will not ask you that, Spencer.”

Before I have a chance to respond Christine walks into the house carrying a small case and I squeeze Ashley’s hand to say ‘Oh shit’.

Just before I turn to bolt back upstairs Ashley leans into me. 

“You have no idea how much you’re turning me on by being so nervous,” she whispers into my ear. 

My wide smile gets wiped off my face when two old people finally walk into the house and I can feel my heart pounding. 

Ashley wraps them both into a hug and inside I’m smiling at how happy she looks but on the outside I’m pretty sure I look like someone who was thrown into the lions den.

“Okay.” Ashley begins after a minute, pulling away from them slightly. “Try not to get sidetracked by her stunning looks and gorgeous smile.” That gets a polite laugh from her relatives and she steps to the side to allow them to see me. “This, is Spencer.”

I quickly lock eyes with her to calm myself. 

“It’s lovely to meet you, dear,” her grandmother says. “We’ve heard a lot about you.”

“All lies, I swear,” I attempt to joke and break the ice, so to speak. 

More polite laughter ensues and I shake my head, “I’m sorry, it’s nice to meet you too,” I remember my manners. 

We share a mildly awkward but unavoidable first hug. First hugs with people are always a little strange. 

Her grandfather hands his bags out for me to take. “Would you mind taking these to my room?”

I hesitate for just a second and reach out to take them when Ashley’s amused voice calling my name makes me look over to her. 

“He’s kidding.” 

“Oh.” I laugh nervously and scratch underneath my ear. “You remember, huh?” I ask, referring to our phone conversation where I told him I was a maid. 

He smiles warmly, “I may be old but my memory is still intact.”

“It was Ashley’s idea...”

“Please,” Ashley drawls out playfully and faces the older man, “and can I just say.. this is Spencer.”

My apprehension begins to fade and I playfully raise an eyebrow to Ashley before facing the old woman who is a few inches shorter than Ashley and remind myself to comment on that to Ash later. 


*

Christine is cooking dinner with her father, leaving Ashley and I with Audrey, her Grandmother. After three hours I have loosened up considerably and found that both of her grandparents seemed completely harmless thus far. 

“Pepsi or Coke?” I ask Audrey. 

“Oh, um” she stops to think for a moment. “I don’t drink soda these days, honey…”

“Wild guess?” I try. 

“Pepsi?” 

I smile widely and throw a pointed look in Ashley’s direction, “You have so much to learn from this woman, Ashley.”

Ashley smiles despite her cute self. “Gramps!” she yells.

Seconds later her grandfather is in the doorway. “Yes?”

“Pepsi or Coke?”

“Coke, unquestionably.”

Ashley turns to look at me with one a pointed look of her own. 

“You planned that,” I accuse.

“Whatever,” she plays it off, a small smile threatening to break free.

I turn my attention back to the tiny old lady and try to remember every single manner Paula ever tried to teach me as a child. 

- 

No personal questions so far. Thank god. 


_ _ _  _ _


118.


Bites of an early dinner were ate between the conversation that had been flowing steadily since we sat down, one thing I had noticed about her grandparents was that they seemed completely in sync with each other. I saw looks passed across a full table and the barely there blush that coated Audrey's cheeks moments later. I saw how they didn't think twice to help each other carry the empty dinner plates to the sink to be cleaned, lightly arguing over how each shouldn't carry too much and to hand another plate over. 

I could smell Ashley's scent with her sitting so close next to me and I didn't wait to hold her hand, caressing her soft skin within seconds.

Sometimes it seemed to me that I picked the worst moments to zone out into my own world but I couldn't help it, after watching her grandparents through the day and listening intently as they talked about Ashley specifically. I learned a few new things about her and saw a different kind of happiness reflecting in her eyes, clearly ecstatic to see them again after so long.

She didn't notice Audrey eye her ring as she took a sip of water and she didn't notice how no questions were asked before eyes averted. 

"There you are, I thought you'd left without saying anything" Ashley greets me. 

I've been sitting by the pool for a while now, leaving Christine and Ashley to catch up with Audrey and John a little better without me around. 

I watch Ashley remove her footwear and sit down next to me before lowering her feet into the cool water of her pool. "Never" I reply sincerely. 

"Everything okay?"

"Yeah" I reply, reaching for her hand absentmindedly.

"So, what's the verdict?"

I smile a little, mostly because she looks beautiful just sitting there holding my hand. "They're nice."

"Really?" she sounds unsure.

"Really" I assure. They haven't been directly rude to me and I recognised their efforts to make me feel less awkward and nervous. 

I'm not sure about her grandmother's unasked questions yet. "I actually kind of like your grandfather more than you." I add on nonchalantly.

"Oh yeah?"

"Yeah, so, beat it."

Her quiet laugh meets my ears and she squeezes my hand briefly, "Whatever."

I swirl my foot around in the water and move it underneath Ashley's so I can lift the light weight of her leg up higher, "Are they in love with me?" I ask.

"Not a bad word was said" she assures me. 

"Really?"

"Really."

"You swear on José?"

"I swear on José."

After a few minutes of comfortable silence Christine calls Ashley inside for something and I opt to stay out here and enjoy the warmth of the sun on my skin before the moon takes its place. 

Seeing Ashley's grandfather has naturally made me think about my own and I let myself relive some memories of him, smiling at most of them.


*


A little later I lift my legs out of the swimming pool and notice Audrey sitting on one of the garden chairs as I dry off my feet. "Hi" I say, surprised at her presence. "Is everything okay?" I add on, beginning to feel nervous now that Ashley isn't next to me.

"Everything is fine, I was just being nosey wanting to see how much they had changed the place since I was last here."

I smile out of politeness, "And has it? Changed much, I mean."

"Lots of things are different" she replies. 

"Is that a good thing?"

"I'm not sure yet."

Not knowing what else to say, "When were you last here?" I ask.

"Eighteen months ago, we were here for Christine's birthday."

"That's nice" I offer. 

She studies my face so much I think I'm blushing. "What do you know about this family?" she asks a little randomly. 

Part of me wonders if she's being serious or if she expects a funny answer. I go with my gut instinct. "I like to think I know everything."

"You like to think or you do think?"

"Uh.." I begin, uncomfortable. 

"It's just a question, honey" she reminds me in a tone that lacks malice. 

I'm trying to keep my tone friendly, not wanting to be rude to a member of Ashley's family. "I know whatever Ashley has told me. Sometimes I ask, sometimes I don't have to."

"Do you know about her father?"

"I know everything about that man." Picturing his face makes me a little angry and I'm positive it shines through on my tone of voice.

"Yes well, my daughter never did have any sense when it came to men." 

I'm not sure I'm allowed to comment on that, I don't think it's my business. My hands wring together and her eyes scan down to them, spotting the ring Ashley gave me a week ago.

She doesn't comment on it. 

"You want a closer look?" I ask, attempting to be friendly and already walking over to her. 

"It's very nice" she supplies after a long look at the piece of jewellery.

I move the fingers of my right hand over the ring, barely registering the smile I'm wearing. "Did you see Ashley's?"

"I caught a peek earlier, yes."

When Audrey doesn't elaborate on whether or not she likes it I strangely feel the need to explain myself. "I know it's not as nice as mine but I just... I didn't have hoards of cash hidden away anywhere so I got the nicest one I could afford. I'm going to buy her a better one, she doesn't know yet but..."

"When is your birthday, Spencer?"

"Next month."

She nods, "And how old will you be?" 

"I'll be eighteen."

Audrey nods once again, "May I ask who asked who?"

That question throws me a little, I know for a fact Ashley has already shared the story with her.

"I asked Ashley. Eventually." I add on, a small smile tugging at my lips from how long it actually took for me to ask.

"You're very young, Spencer."

"I know that" I reply seriously.

"And perhaps a little naive?

"Excuse me?"

Audrey puts her hand up, apparently expecting an outburst approaching. "I don't mean to be rude, you seem like a nice girl."

"But?" I ask, cutting her off.

"But you're young. Too young to be thinking about something as serious as marriage, you don't know the work it takes."

My eyebrows are raised and I let out a small disbelieving laugh, shaking my head. "I know what I'm doing." I say clearly. "We know what we're doing" I correct myself afterwards. "We're not stupid. We know we're young, and we haven't set a date yet. It's not going to be for a few years."

"What about when the honeymoon period wears off? It's not always good, honey."

"I know what Ashley and I are capable of" I say determinedly. 

"Are you sure? Do you know everything about my granddaughter?"

"What kind of question is that?" I reply as nicely as I can manage right now, my tone still conveying defensiveness. "Of course I know her, I know her better than anyone."

"Do you?"

I raise my voice a little, "Yes" and regret it immediately. I lower my voice, "And honeymoon period? We've been together for a long time, trust me when I say that has passed."

Audrey throws me an I told you so look. 

"What we have now is better. We're happy, you know? I love her, is that what you need to hear to be able to trust me? Because I do, I love her so much."

She opens her mouth to respond but I cut in first.

"And I don't mean to be rude, but I don't appreciate you assuming things about me or my relationship with Ashley. You don't know what I would do for her." I stop for a second, "She makes me happy and I know I make her happy, that should be all you need to know."

Her eyes are unreadable but before she has a chance to say anything I speak again, "Ask me anything about Ashley" I half shrug, "anything at all, I know for an absolute fact I could answer any question." When I don't receive anything of the sort I carry on. "I know her first memory, I know how she sleeps and how sometimes she scares me in the middle of the night by talking in her sleep, I know her favourite place in the city, I know how she wants to travel around Europe. I know she would rather shove her head down a toilet than be anywhere near geese, she really hates their fee-"

"Lots of people could know those things, are they asking her to marry them?" she challenges me. 

"I know that when her father put her in the hospital when she was fourteen she wouldn't press charges and I know that when he died she was more angry at herself because she still cared."

Audrey cuts in, "It's natural to care, your parents are always in your heart whether they deserve to be or not."

I shrug, not having any experience with terrible parents, I'm fortunate enough to have great parents. "He deserved what he got" I let my opinion out, "he wasn't even a man, let alone a father."

"Ashley told you everything about him, I assume?" 

"Some things I found out by myself, but yeah."

She looks perplexed, "What do you mean, yourself?"

"Nothing" I dismiss it, nobody other than Ashley and I know about my run-in with him. Paula still blames the gang. 

"I know her, okay? Do you want me to keep going and tell you what else I know? 'Cause I didn't even get started before."

"No" she shakes her head, "you don't need to say anything more."

"No? You believe me now?"

"No" she replies simply. 

"What?" I ask loudly. "How can you-"

I stop when I hear Ashley shouting for her grandmother to go inside the house for a second and she doesn't verbalise her goodbye, she just looks at me and I can tell she will want to carry this discussion on later.

When she's out of earshot I release a deep breath and close my eyes, hurt that the old lady doesn't trust me. I don't want to sit in the same room as her yet so I take my phone out of my pocket and text Ashley on my way out round the back, telling her where I'll be and that I wanted to give them some time alone to catch up properly. Only half lying.


*


My eyes are closed when I listen to the waves crashing close by and my fingers are tracing undecipherable patterns into the sand.

Even with my eyes closed I can see the sunset. 

When a body sits down behind me and legs part either side of my own I know who it is immediately. I blindly reach for Ashley's hands and pull them around my body, hers shifting closer.

"Are you okay?" she asks, putting her head on my shoulder and kissing the side of my face. 

"I am now that you're here" I reply honestly.

She presses another kiss to my face and the side of hers remains against my own. "I love you so much" she murmurs quietly.

_ _ _

119.

“Morning, Spencer.”

I walk into the living room and find Clay moving around various magazines that are strewn over the coffee table. “How’d you know it was me?”

“Because Mom and Dad are out and out of you and Glen, you’re the one who doesn’t stomp down the stairs.”

I nod absentmindedly, accepting his explanation. “What are you looking for?”

“My wallet, I‘ve looked everywhere and I still can‘t find it.”

I lift up the magazine closest to my hand and find his wallet underneath. “Why don’t men ever look properly?” I tease lightly and hand it over to him. A year ago I would have taken out a twenty before handing it over. 

He looks sheepish. “That wasn’t there before.”

“Of course it wasn’t” I reply in a condescending tone. “I wish you had hair so I could ruffle it.”

He raises an eyebrow, trying not to smile. 

“So, why’d you need your wallet?” I ask.

“Barnes and Noble have a sale on” he answers happily. 

“Sweet.” I look around the room before meeting Clay’s eyes, “So, considering Barnes and Noble is in the opposite direction to Ashley’s house…mind giving me a ride?” I ask hopefully.


*


“You met some of Ashley’s family yesterday, didn’t you?” Clay asks me as we stop at a red light. 

“Her grandparents, yeah.”

“Were you nervous?”

“Cool as a cucumber” I answer, bending the truth some. 

“Are they nice?”

I shrug. “I don’t hate them” I answer truthfully. “I’m convinced her grandmother is the president to Ashley’s hobbit club, you should see how tiny she is.”

“You’re barely an inch taller than her, Spencer” he reminds me as we approach Ashley’s street.

I decide to ignore his deluded comment. 

“Will she be awake?” 

I hold his wrist lightly and study the upside down face to his watch, “She should be, she always wakes me up first…”

“Call her and check.”

On a normal day I would wake her up myself but I don’t want to chance running into Audrey just yet. For her height she’s oddly intimidating. 

Clay pulls into Ashley’s driveway as I call her cell. 

“She’s not answering,” I almost pout. 

The car comes to a stop near the front door and I sit still, debating whether or not I should go in. 

“Maybe she’s showering,” Clay suggests.

“Maybe” I agree, “she does like to smell good...”

The front door being pulled open catches my attention immediately and for a second my heart speeds up a fraction thinking it’ll be Ashley.

“Mother of god,” I groan underneath my breath, Audrey standing in the open doorway. “You think she sees us?” I ask Clay in jest. 

“She looks so sweet,” he answers. 

Looks can be deceiving, brother. 

“She’s a…sweetheart.” 

Clay holds his finger down on a button and his window is disappearing. “Hi, I’m Clay, Spencer’s brother.” he greets her kindly. “It’s nice to meet you, ma’am.”

“You are such a kiss ass, I don’t know where you get it from,” I whisper to him, making sure Audrey doesn’t hear. 

I come to the conclusion I look a little silly sitting here saying or doing nothing, so I look past Clay to the old lady, “Hi” I begin a little awkwardly and barely meeting her eyes, “is Ashley home?”

She looks to Clay first, “It‘s nice to meet you too“ she replies before addressing me, “She’s gone shopping with Chrissy and her grandfather.”

“Oh, uh…” I clear my throat, “do you know when she’ll be back?”

“No later than one.”

I look at Clay’s watch again. It’s only eleven thirty. 

“Okay.. Thanks.”

She nods her reply and excuses herself back inside the house. 

Clay nudges me with his elbow.

“What?”

“Aren’t you going in?”

“Alone?” 

“You won’t be alone,” he replies, obviously referring to Audrey. 

I mull it over and finish my thoughts with a sigh. “I probably should go in, it’ll look rude if I don’t,” I say, pretending that’s the only reason. 

“Have a good day”, he tells me as I step out of his car. 

“Enjoy your books.” I smile. “Thanks for the ride, genius.”


*


I wait for Clay to get out of sight before walking the short distance to the front door. Usually I would walk straight in but with just Audrey here I don’t know if I should knock first. 

Walking straight in has the potential to look discourteous but knocking has the potential to make her feel superior than me. 

A throat clearing snaps me out of my thoughts and I find that Audrey has already opened the door and is looking at me with an expression I’m not sure I can place. 

“Hi….again. I wasn’t sure if I should knock or...”

“Do you usually?”

“No.”

“Then you should have walked right in,” she answers neutrally before turning around and moving back to the couch. 

I frown, confused with her behaviour. 

It takes me a second to walk into the house and close the door. I decide to sit on the armchair and avoid any eye contact between myself and Ashley’s grandmother. Their annoying clock mounted on the wall is ticking loudly. 

“I hate that clock,” I comment, just wanting something to say to the woman. I hate uncomfortable silences. 

“I bought Christine that clock.”

“Sorry,” I offer sincerely. 

She shrugs, “It’s your opinion.”

I point to the mantelpiece where I can also see Ashley's cell phone, “I like that vase, did you buy that too?”

“No.”

We fall back into the uncomfortable silence and I’m pretty sure I could tell Ashley in vivid detail every piece of furniture she has in her living room and how whoever last dusted in here did a fair enough job but missed the corner of the coffee table.

“So…” I begin, “yesterday was fun, huh?” getting straight to the point. 

“I imagine you hate me.”

“No,” I disagree. “I just don’t understand.”

“Spencer-”

“No, it’s just.. You don’t even know me.” I keep my tone light. “And you were attacking me. I was polite to you all day so I don’t understand why you would do that. I‘m not trying to be confrontational here and I don‘t want to make you uncomfortable or start a fight, I just want you to explain.”

“I told you yesterday that I don’t dislike you, you seem like a very nice girl. I have my reasons for being cautious about your relationship with my granddaughter,” she finishes.

“What are they?”

“They’re personal.”

“Is it because I’m a girl?” I ask.

She looks put off. “Give me a little more credit than that.”

“I can’t do that unless you tell me.”

Audrey stays quiet, so I carry on. “Please?”

“This stays between us, okay? Ashley doesn’t know.”

“Okay,” I agree. 

“Raife wasn’t my daughter’s first husband.”

My eyebrows raise, “Really?”

She nods her answer. “She met Vincent in her junior year of high school and they married right after graduation.”

“What happened?”

“Vince had an affair and broke my daughter’s heart. By the time the divorce was finalised she was a completely different woman and that’s when she met Ashley’s father.”

I keep eye contact, “What does that have to do with Ashley and I?”

“Vince seemed like a very nice boy…and look how that turned out. If you know about Raife you know about his temper, but you don’t know what that man did to Christine. He broke her completely.”

“I would never cheat on Ashley, ever. If you knew how much I thought about her during the day you’d think I was crazy. I don’t get tired of talking to her or looking at her when she doesn’t know I’m looking.” I try and get my feelings across. 

“When you’re with someone for a long time other people come along, Spencer, and they make you rethink things. It’s only natural.”

“Ashley being the person I trust most is natural, that’s never going to change no matter who could come along in, what? A few years?” I shake my head at the absurdity. “I’d do anything for her, I hope you know that. I’d die for her and I’d kill anyone who ever hurt her.”

“I’m sure people don’t plan to hurt the one they love the most, things just happen.”

My voice remains calm, “Well maybe you shouldn’t judge me until I’ve done something wrong. I mean, I’ve done nothing to be ashamed of and you’re acting like I got caught red handed.”

She opens her mouth to respond when I cut in. “Christine must have thought about this before, if she thought I was anything like her first husband don’t you think she would have said something to Ashley? She trusts me and I want you to trust me, too.”

“Raife” she begins.

“Was a dick” I interrupt. “excuse the language but I’m just going to assume you agree with me.” I stop and wait for her answer, receiving an agreeing nod shortly after. “You told me something Christine probably wouldn’t want me knowing so I’ll tell you something Ashley probably wouldn’t want you knowing, is that fair?”

She furrows her brows, probably wondering what I could have to tell her.

“I don’t mind if you talk to Ashley about it but you can’t tell Christine, for obvious reasons.”

“You have my word.”

“I don’t blame you for not wanting Ashley to end up like her mom did but I assure you I’m nothing like Vince. I’d never betray Ashley like that,” I say with conviction. 

Audrey nods faintly, signalling me to carry on. 

“I met him once,” I say after a minute. “Only Ashley knows that, and well, now you do too.”

“You met her father?” she asks, shocked. “When? Why?”

“Yeah.” I clear my throat, “I um, I found out about him and what he used to do, Ash spent an entire day talking about him” I meet her eyes again, “I held her all day and every time she would tell me something new I’d hold her tighter.. I don’t know how she could even breathe..”

She gives me a sympathetic smile. 

“I hated him so much,” I take a deep breath. “I remember going to bed that night and like most nights, she fell asleep before me. I was awake for hours, just looking at her and thinking about what she’d told me. I thought I was going to wake her up because I was shaking so hard, and I couldn’t stop. For weeks I tried to move past it but I couldn’t, it was all I could think about.” 

“You didn’t tell Ashley about it?”

“I mentioned it a few times but only briefly, it didn’t help. I wanted to hurt him so I got on a plane and went to his house.” I say easily. “It uh… it didn’t go as expected.” I press my lips together, remembering what happened at his house. “I was stupid, I know that. I saw red, you know? He hurt the person I love most and I wanted to hurt him.”

I stand and walk over to sit next to her before moving my hair away from my temple, revealing a small scar. “He gave me a parting gift.” 

“Oh, honey..” she starts softly, her little hand coming to rest on my forearm. 

“That wasn’t the worst of it, he uh..” I bite my bottom lip briefly, “he broke my nose, my wrist and a couple ribs and I was on the floor with him on top of me, and I really thought he was gonna kill me. I remember closing my eyes and thinking about Ashley, hoping she’d forgive me for being so stupid. But then I heard this sound and he just fell on the ground.” I take a deep breath and release it slowly. “Ash had found a note I left her in my room and my brother Clay… the guy you saw earlier, he told her where I was and she came to get me. I really believe she saved my life that day…”

Audrey’s hand rubs up and down on my arm in an attempt to soothe me.

I carry on, “He got up and he was just staring at her and she wouldn’t even talk to him, she didn’t yell or scream, she was just looking at him with this look in her eyes that I’d never seen on her before and haven’t seen since. He was trying to make her talk to him but she wouldn’t and he moved towards me, that’s when she pulled out a gun.” I stop to smile at the stunned look on her face, “He was saying things and she fired a blank, it really shut him up.” I manage a small laugh. 

Even though she tries, she doesn’t quite manage a smile. I don’t blame her, I couldn’t smile about it for a long time. 

“So…after all of that, please don’t doubt how much I love her and what I wouldn’t do for her. I give you a free pass to treat me like dirt if I ever do anything to contradict what I just said, but until then treat me like the person that I am, the person that’s always going to take care of your granddaughter.”

The old woman shakes her head, “I’m so sorry, I didn’t-”

“It’s okay,” I interrupt. 

“It’s not, I should have-”

This time it’s not me who interrupts, it’s Ashley who’s practically falls through the door with how many bags she’s carrying. 

When she sees me her eyes brighten, “Hey,” she says, surprised. 

I’m sure my face is lit up too. “Hi.” I get caught up staring at her for a minute until Christine barrels through the door, bumping into Ashley who was staring back at me. 

Ashley tells us she won’t be a second and disappears in the same direction Christine left in. I turn back to Audrey and before I open my mouth she puts her hand on top of my own, “Christine will never find out,” she assures. 

I nod my thanks seeing as John has just entered the house carrying a few bags. He walks straight over to Audrey and gives her a kiss on the cheek before sitting down next to his wife. “Spencer, good to see you.”

“Nice to see you too,” I reply, “how are your feet feeling? Ashley and Christine know how to shop, huh?”

He makes a face, “We were originally just going to the grocery store” his head shakes. 

I smile because he’s sweet. 

“And I was asking Ashley ‘what does Spencer like?’ because I wanted to buy you a little something-”

“Oh you didn’t have to do that,” I cut in. 

“I wanted to,” he replies kindly. “Keep in mind it was Ashley’s choice…” he trails off, pulling out a bottle of Pepsi from a bag at his feet. 

She knows me so well. 

I smile and politely take it from him, “Thank you.”

Ashley walks back into the room and makes a beeline for the couch I’m sitting on with her grandparents before squeezing in next to me and kissing my cheek. “How’re the feet, soldier?” she directs her question to John. 

Her hand finds its way to mine and I thread our fingers together, relieved the issue with her grandmother is solved.

_ _ _


Chapter 120.


“Do that again, Spencer, and I swear you’ll regret it,” Ashley forces out feebly.

I look down to her body trapped underneath mine with my legs locked either side of her torso. “You’re in no position to threaten me,” I point out, tipping more talcum powder onto an upturned palm. 

I open my mouth unnecessarily wide and take in a deep breath.

“Spencer, no!” Ashley yells, causing me to laugh and blow the powder onto her face anyway.

I vaguely hear her call me a bitch before she starts wriggling underneath me again. Another feeble attempt. “Albino’s are in this season. You’ll fit right in.”

“I’m gonna kick your ass, you evil whore!” 

“Get over it, hag.” I finish the scene quote from Bring It On. 

Ashley resumes her writhing underneath me while I smile on in victory. “Spencer.” she warns again. 

“How long have you been stuck there, huh? If your wriggling didn’t help the last thirty minutes it’s not going to help now.” I say before looking around the room and remembering my cell phone in my beside drawer. 


* * *


Sixty seconds later a heavy breathing Ashley and I are conversing lovingly. 

“Take a picture of me like this and I’ll cut off your three good fingers!”

“You’re lucky I even want to take a picture of you looking like that.”

“Stop being such a bitch!”

“Stop being such a girl.” 

“You’ll regret it, Spencer, you know you will.”

“Oh yeah?” I ask, unconvinced due to the amount of times she’s been smiling.

“Spencer!” she yells again, making me laugh as she attempts to push my body away from hers. “I swear I’ll make you watch Grease 2 if you take that picture!”

My smile falls off my face. “You wouldn’t.”

“Oh yeah?” she mocks. 

“You don’t even own the DVD.” I point out.

“How would you know?”

I smile at the white faced Ashley trapped beneath me. “Because I like to borrow your movies without asking and if I saw that abomination in there you know I’d have said something before I burned it.”

“My mom has it.”

I study her silly face for a moment trying to figure out if I should call her bluff. “Ow!” I scream. She pinched my thigh. “You pinched me” I say disbelievingly.

“And as much as I love you, I’ll do it again if you don’t get off me.”

It’s hard to take her seriously when she’s covered in powder. “Knock, knock.” I begin.

“What?”

“Knock, knock.” I repeat. 

She rolls her eyes. “Who’s there?”

“Hobbit.” 

“Spencer,” she warns. 

“Let me finish.”

“No.”

“Ashley.”

“Spencer.”

“Humour me,” I request.

She pulls a face. “I am!” 

I laugh at the state of Ashley’s face before wiping my hands clean on her top. “Let’s see that face again,” I say, now lightly brushing the powder off her face the best I can. “Beautiful!” I bellow before planting one on her. 



* * *



Ashley and I are watching Mad TV and while I’m busy laughing at an old sketch Ashley thinks I can’t feel her hand inching up my thigh. Silly girl.

“I’m home!” being yelled from the doorway sadly causes Ashley’s hand to retreat. 

I smile at Paula’s voice. “Living room,” I call back.

She greets us both with a kiss to the head. “How are my favourite girls?”

“We’re good” Ashley answers for us. “How are you?”

“Exhausted,” she says as she collapses down on the other couch. “But good.”

“Yeah, you look like you could use a coffee” I say, figuring it more polite than saying ‘you look like shit’. 

Ashley turns to face me and I see a frown placed on her forehead. 

‘What?’ I mouth to her.

She shakes her head. “Do you want some coffee, Paula?” she asks, emphasis on want.

I follow Ashley into the kitchen when we receive a positive response and despite Ashley’s initial offering, I’m the one to make the drink. 

“I love the smell of coffee,” I tell Ashley, knowing I’ve told her before. Repeatedly.

“I know you do.”

“Do you want one?” I ask, referring to the hot drink.

“No, I’m good.”

I nod acknowledging her response. “Who’s going to be the housewife?”

“What?”

“You know, like, later; who’s going to be the housewife?” 

“We don’t wear costumes in bed,” she replies looking confused.

“No. Later-later. As in, ten years later.” I clarify.

“Oh of course, that later” she mocks with a smile. “I don’t know, Spence. Me, I guess. Or maybe you.. I don’t know.”

“Or maybe we could hire Madison as the help.” I suggest. 

“If she plans to move to a different state, sure.”

“You don’t want to stay in California?” I ask seriously. 

“What?”

“You just said a different state. Who’s moving?”

Ashley picks up the mug of coffee. “Let’s not talk about this now, being a housewife is a long way off.”

“And a long way off always gets there faster than you think. I didn’t know you were unhappy living here.” I say.

“I’m not, I like living here, but personally I wouldn’t want my kids to grow up here. You know, years from now when we know how to cook properly and you know how to do the laundry without shrinking everything or making the colours run.”

I can’t help smiling. “I’m getting better, I’m learning how to make some fancy Italian dish next week.”

“Really?” Ashley asks, pleasantly surprised. 

“Yeah, it’s called spaghetti, or something.” I shake my head in false bewilderment. “Should be a kick.”



* * *



“Do you ever think about the world ending?” Ashley asks me suddenly and out of nowhere as I throw another book into my locker.

“No,” I reply.

“No, seriously, I’m being serious.”

“Seriously?” I tease and get a cute smile from Ashley in response. “I guess, sometimes, maybe, why?” 

“Do you think I could save it?”

The bell rings and I make sure Ashley’s pretty face isn’t in the way before slamming my locker shut and heading to my next class with her next to me. “With a yellow crayon story?”

“Humour me,” she requests as I struggle with my arms full of books.

“I think you could do anything, Ash.” I reply.

My dad taught me that one.

“Aw,” she coos and steps in front of me, walking backward. “That’s exactly why I love you.”

I smile and trip over a freshman. 

Within three seconds I’m on my knees with my hands lightly grasping Ashley’s hips. It takes me a second to find my voice. “My hero,” I gush. 

My head is almost in the perfect place. 

Ashley’s snort of laughter makes me look up. “Are you okay?” she asks.

“Yeah,” I grumble and get back on my feet as Ashley kneels down to pick up my fallen books. 

“Bitch, you stepped on my hand,” the scrawny freshman complains, obviously in pain. 

“Then don’t get under my feet.” I snap.

“Here,” Ashley says as she hands me some of my books while she carries the rest. 

“Thank you,” I say gratefully. 

“Hey, what’s your name?” she asks scrawny freshman boy.

“Malcolm.” he responds, glaring at me. 

“Is anything broken Malcolm?” Ashley asks. 

Freaky freshman Malcolm winces and holds his hand to his pathetic chest. “I think so.” he answers weakly. 

I roll my eyes. 

“Wanna touch my rack?” Ashley asks him brightly.

His beady eyes light up before his hand shoots out toward her chest. Luckily I shot my hand out first and manage to wrap my fingers around his barely injured hand before squeezing hard. “Don’t even think about it.” I stress each word carefully. 

The boy winces and scampers off as soon as I release his hand. 

“I can’t believe we were ever that little.” Ashley comments.

“Like you’ve grown much.”

“Whatever.” Is her eloquent reply.

“And don’t offer your breasts for freshman to grope again.”

“I knew he was lying, and I knew you’d get there before him. You always do.”

“That’s true.” I reply as I pick up a book I dropped when I was protecting Ashley’s breasts. 

When I re-stand I notice Ashley is looking around at the empty halls. 

“We’re late.” she offers.

“So it seems.”

“Wanna skip?”

I raise my eyebrows, “To class?”

“No, ass. The rest of the day” she insults and clarifies.

It’s very rare for Ashley to skip a class, let alone suggest it. “You’re so good to me” I sigh out contentedly before linking my arm through hers.

She turns her head slightly and throws me a cute smirk. 



* * *



“You know the other day when I said I was learning how to cook Italian?” I ask Ashley with my head on her stomach. 

“You mean the spaghetti?”

“No, I mean the Italian,” I respond tiredly.

“I remember” she answers, smiling, I’m sure.

“Yeah, well, I’m so close to mastering that dish.”

She squeezes the tips of my fingers that she’s holding. “What do you want me to do for you?”

“What?” 

“Well, you’re learning to cook for me, so I should be doing something for you too.”

I move up her body and give her a brief kiss. “You just did. Four times.”

“Something that doesn’t take an afternoon,” she clarifies, wrapping her arms around my back.

“I’ll think about it.” I say, closing my eyes.

“Are you falling asleep on me, she-male?”

I smile sleepily. “My eyes are fat.”

“Heavy.”

“Yeah, heavy.” 

Ashley doesn’t say anything, I just feel her press her lips to my head and pull the covers up to keep me warm. 

_ _ _


Chapter 121


“I don’t want to go.” I tell Paula honestly, albeit a little rudely. 

The past few days have been great, I’ve been great, Ashley’s been great, TV has been great, it’s been a great fest. But this morning I woke up and I wanted to kill someone. I don’t know why I’m so irritable. 

Paula didn’t help suggesting a short camping trip this weekend. I pointed out that these things take time to organise so Clay and Dad offered to plan everything as Clay had the afternoon free and Dad was off work for the day, anyway. 

“You’re being lame,” Ashley says, quietly enough so only I hear it. 

I don’t bother to reply, I leave the room in search of my messenger bag that must have sprouted legs over night. 

Ashley has apparently followed, I know those footsteps. 

I reach the room before she does and begin to look around for my lost bag. 

“Hey,” she says upon entry.

“Hi,” I respond curtly, stopping my search.

“What are we in here for?” she asks, looking around the room.

“I don’t know why you’re in here, but I’m looking for my bag.” I busy myself looking for the still lost item. When I glance back over to a silent Ashley I see her eyebrows raised. “What?” I ask shortly. “I’m just looking for my bag.”

“Did you look up your ass?”

“What?”

“You know, you’ve been off ever since you woke up, maybe going away for a night or two will make you feel better,” she suggests.

Her words were delivered nicer than I would have managed in her position but I’m crossing over from irritable to pissed and I’m not sure why. “I’m not going camping, Ashley.”

“Stop being so boring.”

“Excuse you?”

“I get it, okay? You’re PMSing, but get over it.”

I laugh sardonically at her absurd accusation. “Oh, I’m sorry Mary Sunshine.”

“I think we should go. We can pack after school.”

“I’m not packing anything because I’m not going. Why are you so intent on picking a fight today?”

“I’m not,” she disagrees. “But you’ve been an ass about everything so far today.”

I finally find my lost bag and walk forward to pick it up. “Just because I don’t want to get malaria from a mosquito bite?”

“Stop being so melodramatic, Jesus. Take bug spray.”

“Oh, I forget, Spider Whisperer isn’t afraid of anything. God forbid I actually have a phobia and express concern over a disease.”

Ashley’s stare hardens. “Fine, stay here. I’ll be with your family for the weekend if you want me, have fun being by yourself,” she says before leaving the room. 

“I hope you get eaten by a bear!” I yell to her retreating form. 


* * *


Ashley doesn’t like my family to know when we’re fighting so I hurry down the stairs after her and we both yell goodbye to whoever is in the living room, I didn’t look. 

We reach her car and she throws her overnight bag into the trunk before slamming it shut with more force than necessary. 

I roll my eyes and then watch Ashley jump into the car without using the door. I stand there expectantly. 

“What?” she asks, looking angry with me still.

“Unlock the door.”

“Say please.”

“I have a skirt on,” I point out. “So, unless you want Larry from across the street seeing what kind of underwear I have on you’ll stop being immature and let me in.”

Ashley’s eyebrows raise and she hardens her stare, I have my answer.

“Fine,” I spit out. “Look the other way,” I demand. 

“Whatever, Spencer,” Ashley responds heatedly, fulfilling my request anyway.

I climb over the door as fast as I can and settle down into the comfortable chair as Ashley starts the engine. I roll my eyes when she revs the engine more than necessary, and when the radio station starts to blast out of the speakers situated by my legs, I sigh. 


* * *



Fifteen minutes later, filled with unbearable mainstream music and all kinds of weather announcements I am ready to tear my hair out. 

I move my hand to the tuner and lurch forward in my seat when Ashley slams on the breaks without warning. 

“Did you finally see how ridiculous you look in that hat?” I ask after recovering from the shock.

“Touch my radio or talk to me again and you can walk to school.”

I challenge her glare for a little while before becoming bored and showing her the ‘whatever’ sign with my hand and looking out of the window. I vaguely hear her sigh and I soon echo it, louder.


* * *


We pull up into a free space in the parking lot and Ashley kills the engine while I check my appearance in the mirror. 

“Hurry up,” Ashley demands a minute or so later.

I oblige and watch her lock the door and slide the keys into her purse. “Well?” she says.

“Well?” 

“An apology, maybe?”

My eyebrows shoot up. “Me? You’re the one who nearly gave me a concussion by breaking so damn fast.”

Ashley gives me another annoyed glare and shakes her head before turning and walking away. 

“See you in English, darling!” I yell sarcastically to her back and watch as her hand quickly raises up into the air.


* * *


I haven’t seen Ashley much today except for lunch where we sat and ate in a surprisingly loud silence. She didn’t ask to have half of my water and I didn’t ask to finish her always unfinished fries.

On our way out of the cafeteria we saw Malcolm who sent Ashley a bashful smile. When I glared at him and grabbed Ashley’s hand she shrugged out of it and left for her next class without even a kiss goodbye. Apparently she wasn’t over it.

She still doesn’t look over it sitting next to me in our English class. 

“Did you forget how to talk?” I ask her.

“Did you forget how to say sorry?”

“For what?” I almost scoff. “You’re the sensitive hormone bomb, not me.”

She looks toward the teacher, “When you’re ready to apologise, I’m ready to talk.”

I sigh audibly, “Fine,” I deadpan. “I’m sorry,” I breathe out between an eye roll. 

Ashley turns to look at me with her eyebrows raised.

“What?” I ask irritably. “I said sorry.”

“Uh huh, now, once more with feeling.”

I’m not apologising twice for a problem she has.


* * *


“Hon, you almost packed?” Paula asks me from behind my bedroom door.

“Yes,” I manage through gritted teeth, having just stepped onto an adaptor. 

I decided that I didn’t want to be left alone for the weekend and to join everyone else on the boring nature trip. Through the haze of pain I hear Ashley’s car pull into the driveway and I finish zipping up my ridiculously large backpack. I barely manage to pick it up and put it on. I nearly fall back with the weight of it.


* * *


Much like the trip to Ohio, Clay and Glen are allowed to drive alone and Ashley and I are stuck with my parents. 

During the entire journey Ashley has been Miss Silent and throwing me the occasional glance. 

“Everything okay back there?” Paula asks concerned. 

I move right over to Ashley and give her a kiss on the cheek; Paula smiles, convinced. 

As soon as she looks away I move back onto my own seat.


* * *


The car comes to a stop and I look at our surroundings in disdain. I see Ashley smirk. 

“Here’s Glen,” Paula announces unnecessarily as I’m sure we all heard him honking the horn repeatedly, adding to my headache. 

Glen parks too close to our car and Ashley will have to get out from my side. 

When my parents have left the car I sigh again. “Yay, we’re here,” I say unenthusiastically. 

“Yay, your eyes still work,” she replies in the same tone.


* * *


Paula, Clay, and my dad are setting up the tents leaving Ashley and I stuck with Glen who seems to be more annoying than usual. He won’t shut up about himself. 

“Oh, yeah so, Spence, did you hear about my game last week?” 

“I don’t care about your game, Glen,” I reply, still wondering what Ashley’s problem is. 

“God, you’re crabby. That time of the month?” he asks with a smirk. 

I hurl my untouched apple at him and feel bad when it connects with his eye socket and he yells in pain. Before I can apologise my mother is by him, prodding around his eye. 

“Bitch,” he shouts to me. “If I get a black eye then I’m giving you one, too.”

“What is wrong with you today, Spencer?” Paula asks, a little shortly. Obviously upset with me. 

I notice that Ashley hasn’t spoken up yet and I turn to face her. “Why aren’t you saying anything?”

“Why would I?”

“People are threatening me, usually you say something.”

“Yeah well, usually you don’t try and trip me up getting out of the car. Usually you don’t get offended by the sound of my breathing. Usually-”

“Whatever,” I interrupt. “Don’t turn this around on me, I was just asking you a question but apparently I can’t even do that now.”

Ashley sighs and Paula leaves with Glen in tow. 

“You’re not sharing my tent tonight,” she informs me.

I scoff. “And where am I going to sleep?”

She shrugs indifferently. “I don’t care. Sleep out here for all I care,” she says before getting up and leaving to find Paula, I assume. 

“You’d like that, wouldn’t you?” I retort to her retreating form. “You know what? I would rather sleep out here than in that tent with you, maybe some hottie will walk past and be instantly smitten with me!”

Ashley snorts, “Yeah, good look with that,” she calls back.


* * *


For the last three hours I’ve been swatting countless amounts of bugs away from my body and listening to my family talk amongst themselves over a boring dinner. It’s getting late.

“It’s getting late,” I interrupt their discussion, loudly. 

“You’re right, honey,” Dad replies. “We’ll turn in soon.”

I sigh quietly, disappointed, before following Ashley to brush my teeth. 

When I get back my parents are heading to their tent and asking if anyone needs anything, nobody does. We all mutter out a good night. 

“Goodnight, Spence,” Clay says on his way to his shared tent with Glen. 

“’Night,” I manage, only getting the cold shoulder from Glen. “Hey,” I grab Ashley’s arm as she walks past and cling to it. “Are you seriously expecting me to stay out here all night in the dark with nothing to do? I won’t be able to sleep.”

“No,” she sighs.

I smile, a little in relief and a little in victory. It drops when she hands me a book and a torch. 

“I dog-eared my favourite pages, it’s a good book.”

“Ash,” I whine. “Come on.”

“Are you going to apologise and mean it?”

My pride is in the way. “I didn’t do anything wrong, it was an accident,” I say, referring to Glen’s puffy eye.

“I don’t just mean that.”

I stay silent.


* * *


I lost count the amount of times I’ve jumped in terror from every single sound this place makes. I can’t concentrate on that stupid book and I’m tired, and I’m crabby. 

They were right, I’ve been terrible today. I picked fights with every person I met and I think I got detention from my Math teacher. 

I jump up into a standing position when I feel it starting to drizzle and march right over to Ashley’s tent. I scratch on the material. “Hey,” I whisper loudly. 

“What?” comes her sleepy reply. 

“You were sleeping?” I ask, shocked. “What if I was kidnapped out here?”

“Do you want something?”

“It’s raining,” I inform her. 

The zip to the tent is being undone and I smile happily until she thrusts an umbrella into my hand. 

“Okay,” I give in. “I was an ass today, I’m really sorry.” My apology was sincere.

She eyes me warily. “You mean it?”

“I do… Baby,” I add on sheepishly.

“Don’t push it,” she warns, though I can see a faint smile in the darkness. 

“Sorry,” I say again, getting inside the tent and zipping it back up. “It’s cosy in here,” I comment. 

“I guess,” she replies, settling back down into the double sleeping bag.

I follow suit. “Sleeping on the floor, just what the doctor ordered,” I say, unhappy at the discomfort. 

“Be quiet,” she requests, trying to sleep. 

“Sorry,” I repeat and turn over to pull her against me. I kiss her exposed shoulder. “Goodnight.”

She lifts my hand up to her lips and presses a kiss to the skin she finds there. “Goodnight.”

-

I hope Glen’s eye isn’t black tomorrow.

_ _ _

122

“Are you awake?” Ashley whispers. 

I’ve been awake ever since she started with her incessant whispering but I’m far too tired to open my eyes, they may even be glued shut, I wouldn’t put it past Ashley to pull a stunt like that. 

She sighs quietly and hooks her leg over my hip. “I’m so bored, I can’t get back to sleep.”

I can tell that it’s still very much dark outside so there’s no logical reason for her to be awake, talking. To me, who’s sleeping. Or trying to. 

Ashley kisses the side of my face while moving her arm around my body. “I had this dream where my arms got blown off during this huge explosion and I didn’t know, I thought I was fine,  so when I lifted my arm to say ‘hey pain in my ass, also known as Spencer, over here’ there was just this little stump, and I was like ‘what the fuck?’ you know? Imagine finding something like that. So I tried to lift the other arm to pinch myself or something, and it was the same, I was stumped, literally. And I started crying because hello, lesbian, and I thought you’d leave me and then I started crying harder because I wouldn’t even be able to do myself.” She stops there for a second and rubs her fingers over my cheek and I try to keep my smile from breaking free. “So yeah, there’s my night in a nutshell. That’s why I can’t sleep. I had the momma of all nightmares.”

There are so many ways around that nightmare of hers that aren’t even worth mentioning. 

“And I know you’re awake, I can hear you trying not to laugh,” Ashley carries on. 

This time I can smile because her hand has dropped to my neck. “Hmm?” I murmur through a stretch, pretending to have just woken up. 

“Hmm?” She mocks and it makes me smile again. 

“Your night in a nutshell,” I scoff. “You were in here sleeping peacefully while I was outside in the jungle. If anyone wins the worst night award, it’s me.” 

“Whatever Spence, I was barely able to manage a nap with all the loud sighing you were doing.”

“You’d sigh too if your body was being feasted upon by insects.”

“Whatever helps you sleep.”

“So,” I start, and reach for her fingers, “these were gone in your dream?”

“I wouldn’t call it a dream.”

“Nightmare, then,” I correct. 

“Yeah, it was so weird.”

I guide her hand down my body to where her leg is already resting. “We should check they’re as talented as ever.”

“You wish.”

“Well then what did you wake me up for?” I ask seriously. 

“I don’t know, we could talk, maybe?”

“You were hinting for sex, all that talk about your fingers being blown off was obviously an innuendo for an orgasm.”

“It wasn’t.” she sounds firm. 

“Okay,” I relent. “Can we pretend it was?”

“Surrounded by your family? I think not,” she replies, shattering my hope. “It’s weird being out here, isn’t it?”

My hand comes to rest on her thigh wrapped around my body. “I guess so. I do like the double sleeping bag though, I’m completely comfortable.” It’s true, I am. I always complain at first but as soon as I’m actually lying down somewhere, I’m comfortable.

“You sleep like a statue, you’d find anything comfortable. I miss my bed.”

“Then allow me,” I pull her on top of me, “to be your mattress.”

There isn’t any spare room now, I can’t even get my hand under her shirt.

“Would you take care of me if my hands do actually get blown off at some point?” she asks.

“Yeah,” I answer sincerely. “That was a stupid question” I muse. “What if my nose got amputated?” 

“Then maybe I wouldn’t hear you asking what that smell is every ten seconds.”

I smile in the dark at her reply and let her rest her head on my chest. “What if I didn’t have eyelashes?”

“I’d buy you fake ones, Medusa.”

“What if I accidentally shot off one of my little toes?”

“I’d shoot off the other.”
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I would guess that maybe a half hour has passed and Ashley is still on top of me and we’ve gone through every possible body part to blow off. 

We’re onto compensation money now and what we’d spend it on. 

“Beach house, a private jet, your college tuition fees, a personal assistant,” I list off randomly. If it actually came down to it, I’d probably only pay for the third. 

“You wouldn’t give any to charity?”

“No, I would,” I clarify, kissing her cute face.

“I-” Ashley begins until giggling from the tent across from us causes her to stop. “What is that?”

“Shh.” I move my head away from Ashley to get a better listen at who it actually is. “Stop breathing,” I request. 

“Shut up.”

I pull her head forward to the crook of my neck and hold it there, listening hard. 

“I can’t breathe, you ass,” Ashley mumbles out, attempting to pull away. 

I keep my hold on her, “Quiet,” I almost hiss. 

She bites me and I let her breathe. 

“Come on,” she whispers, rolling off of me and out of the sleeping bag. 

“What are you doing?” I ask before she drags the zipper to the tent down and pokes her head through the hole. 

I smile at how she must look from the outside. “You moron,” I comment lightly, crawling over to her. “Move your big ass out of the way.”

She sticks it out and I push her away from me with a quiet chuckle before ducking my head underneath her arm and poking my head through the material of the tent. My head is just below Ashley’s, “I can’t hear anything,” I say, kind of loud, and on purpose. 

She presses her chin of steel down onto my head to tell me to shut up. 

The giggling starts up again and my eyes widen. “Say something, quickly.”

“What?” Ashley whispers back.

“Talk, say anything, just make sure it’s loud.” 

“Why?” she whispers again. 

My parents are getting close to losing their v-cards. I reach one hand back and pinch Ashley’s amazing ass, hard. 

“Ow!” 

The silly giggling ceases and I hear Paula saying “hurry up” right before the zipper to their tent starts to open. I don’t think before pushing Ashley out of our tent. 

“What is it?” Paula asks in a whisper.

I see a flashlight beam around our tent. “It’s Ashley,” dad replies, bewildered. “Ashley, honey, why are you sleeping outside?”

I finally poke my head outside of the tent and my eyes fall to Ashley who is still spread out on the ground. “She just has these night terrors,” I explain. “Y’okay now, Ash?” I ask, helping her up. 

“Damn those terrors,” she throws me a look that tells me I’m going to pay for what I’ve just done. “Sorry I woke you Mr C.”

“It’s fine Ashley, no bother at all,” Paula says, suddenly next to us. “We were up anyway.”

I curl up a lip in disgust. “Well it’s late,” I begin, “and we should all get some sleep, it’s been a long day.”

“Certainly has,” Paula agrees. 

“See you in the morning,” they both offer before heading back to the tent. 

“I am so sorry,” I rush out as soon as my parents have left. 

“You will be.”

“Knee jerk reaction?” I try. 

She smacks me around the head, “You’re pushing your luck today, Spencer. You were moody all day and now you shove me to the floor in the middle of the night.”

“I know, I’m sorry,” I reply, checking her over for any bugs she may have landed on. “You look fine, come on,” I nod toward the tent,  “let’s spoon.”

“Spoon yourself, Romeo.”


* * *


Ashley is being stubborn about her spooning ban but my back is pressed against hers and being as wide awake as I now seem to be, I’m reading the book she gave me earlier. 

“You’re doing that on purpose.”

“Doing what?” I ask, actually enjoying the book. 

“Keeping that stupid flashlight on so I’ll stay awake with you.”

“Put away your gun, I’m just trying to read, there’s no ulterior motive.”

“Well stop it, I’m tired.”

“It’ll be light within an hour, you might as well stay up,” I point out.

“I didn’t ask for the time.” 

She’s crabby because she’s tired and it’s making me smile a little bit. “Why don’t you put that pillow over your face?” I ask, teasing. 

“Turn off that flashlight, Spencer,” she repeats. 

“I’m reading,” I reply, shifting back further into her. 

“Turn it off.”

“In a minute.”

I hear her sigh before rolling over and attempting to grab the flashlight from my hand, effectively spooning me. I throw the book away from us and switch off the flashlight. 

She doesn’t move away. 

_ _ _


Chapter 123



“I’m so hungry,” I whine aloud. “I swear I could seriously eat my lip balm.”

Ashley looks up from her book. “We had breakfast like, an hour ago, how can you be hungry already?”

“An hour my ass, try four. And I don’t know, maybe it’s the hunger talking but those freaks from Wrong Turn? Not so much of a stretch in these types of situations.” I could eat a cow, really. “You hear that?” I ask Ashley who looks up but doesn’t answer me. I carry on. “Feed me, asshole. That’s my stomach talking.”

“For the love of Ellen Page,” Ashley mutters quietly and leans over to her left. “Here, have a banana.”

“I’m sick of fruit,” I tell her nicely. “I’m so due on my period it’s almost depressing.”

“Says the girl who argued that fact for a full hour last night?”

“That was then, now all I can think about is food and the next time we’re alone.” 

“That won’t be any time soon.”

“What?” I ask.

“Well tonight is out for the same reason last reason was out, tomorrow we’ll get home by, what? Six o’clock? I have homework to do. Monday should be good, though,” she finishes.

That won’t work. “I’ll be bloody mary by then.”

Ashley rolls her eyes, “You won’t.”

“I will.”

“You won’t.”

“I will.”

She shakes her head and looks around. “There, go rub up against that tree.”

I move my slender hand towards her cute little face, “I want to rub up against you.”

“Tough shit, sweet cheeks.”

“Ashley, as my lover it is your duty to see that I am never under-sexed.”

Ashley smiles but doesn’t lift her head from the book she’s speeding through, “Why don’t you take a walk? Maybe you’ll meet Alice Cullen and she can tend to all of your needs.”

“Who is Alice Cullen when she’s at home?”

Ashley’s hand reaches out to cup the side of my face before she smacks it lightly in jest. “You really should read more.”



* * *


An hour later the rest of my family came back from whatever morning activity they had planned and I had the chance to finally see the extent of the damage I caused to Glen’s face yesterday. It’s bruised, undoubtedly, but it’s not anywhere near as bad as I thought it would be, which is good. 

Now we’re eating lunch and I’m seated in between Ashley and Clay. Glen is discussing his travelling plans for summer and Clay looks a little bored just sitting there. 

“Everything okay?” I ask him.

“Yeah, great,” he smiles genuinely and I find that it’s contagious.

“You really caught the sun today, didn’t you?” I ask in jest, nudging him.

He laughs and I remember the first time I said something like that to him in front of Ashley, she nearly had a stroke. 

Speaking of Ashley, I notice half of her sandwich lies uneaten on her plate. “Are you gonna eat that?” I ask, already shooting my hand out to retrieve it.

It gets smacked away just before I make contact. “Yes.”

“Don’t be so greedy.”

“Take your own advice,” she replies, almost smiling. 

“Under-sexed and under-fed. What am I going to do with you?”

“Anything you want on Monday.”

“Come on,” I nod toward the sandwich, “you know you want to give it to me.”

“Why are you looking so smug?” she asks with a chuckle. “You’re not having it.”

I roll my eyes and turn back to Clay. “Tell Ashley to share.”

Ashley loves Clay, she’ll listen to him. 

“Leave me out of it,” he replies. 

“Say it and I will.”

“Spencer,” Ashley interrupts. “Stop harassing your brother, he said no.”

She looks smug and I raise my eyebrows. “Sorry Ashley, but nobody hit your buzzer.” 

“You’re an ass,” she says through a smile. “Here, have it,” she hands me the uneaten half of her sandwich, “just shut your mouth.”

“No I don’t want all of it,” I disagree and pull it in half again. “You have this, I don’t want you wasting away.”

“Of course you don’t want it all, you just kicked up a fuss for absolutely nothing,” she responds sarcastically.

“I’d feel bad if I left you with nothing.”

Ashley relents and accepts it with a look of mild disbelief. “How thoughtful of you.”

“I’m a very thoughtful person.”




* * *



I’m finally full and I’m sitting at the bench watching everybody clean up after lunch, including Ashley. If everything wasn’t already being done I’d have offered to help. I catch some of Glen and Ashley’s conversation.

“Ten dollars says you can’t burp up to ‘L’,” Glen says, holding his hand out for Ashley to shake.

“I have no desire to burp the alphabet right now, Glen,” she replies, looking gorgeous. 

“Come on, Ash, Spence can do it.”

Damn right I can. 

“Why am I not surprised?” she asks Glen, sending a smile in my direction. 

I bow, which is difficult to do whilst sitting at a bench. I don’t pull it off very well. Ashley stands there looking amused before making a disgusting hand gesture that causes me to burst out laughing. “You’re disgusting.”

“Hey, do you want to go for a hike this afternoon?” Glen asks suddenly. “It’s not like there’s anything else to do, unless you want to sing campfire songs. Mom’s been dying to do ‘If I Had a Hammer’.”

“A hike is an awesome idea,” I reply enthusiastically. “Ask everyone else if they want to go.”




* * *



“Are you guys ready?” Glen asks Ashley and I. “We’ll only be gone a couple of hours so just grab a bottle of water or something.”

“I just need to get something, hang on,” Ashley replies before standing up.

I grasp her wrist to prevent her from going any further. “Ashley feels a broken leg coming on, tell Mom and Dad we’ll see them later.”

“I do?” she asks, bemused.

“In three places,” I confirm. 

Her eyes roll a little. “Then I guess I should stay here with you.”

“I think it’s for the best.” I look to Glen. “Have fun, though. Take your time. I’ll make sure no-one takes off with the tents.”

“Who in their right mind would steal our tents? They aren’t worth shit.”

“Beggars can’t be choosers,” I point out. “Right, Ash?” I tease. 

She shoves my head to the side playfully, “Whatever.”

“Yeah, whatever,” Glen says. “So, Ashley feels a broken leg coming on and you’re just being a lazy bitch?” 

“No, I’m being a fantastic girlfriend.”

“Whatever.”

“What? I am. And if I got any better I think I’d want to marry myself.”

He sighs, “I’m not telling Mom that bullshit excuse, Ashley feels a broken leg coming on? Give me a break. I’ll tell her you just want to fuck.”

“Do that and I’ll tell her you had sex with that slutty girlfriend of yours last year.”

“Me not being a virgin will hardly come as a surprise to them.”

“In their bed,” I finish. 

“You wouldn’t.”

“Try me.”



* * *



Everyone left fifteen minutes ago and I figure that enough time has passed for them to return for a forgotten item and I reach a hand up to tiptoe my fingers up from the small of Ashley’s back to the nape of her neck. I keep it there. “How’s your leg?” I tease.

“Excruciating.”

“Oh no,” I reply with a hint of a smile and lightly scrape my short nails across the skin underneath my hand, an action that never fails to give her goose bumps. “You should be in bed.”

“I know.”

“With me.” I lean to the side and rest my head on her shoulder. 

“How long is everyone gone for?” 

I quickly press my lips to her neck. “Three or four hours, at least.”

“Are you sure?” she asks, turning her head toward mine.

“Does two plus two equal four?” I ask as I begin to stand and gently tug on a lock of her hair. “I like your hair today.”

“I like yours too,” she says as she gets up to sit on the bench and holds her arms out to me. “Let’s mess it up.”

“We’ll get splinters,” I tell her, referring to the bench. “Come inside.”

-

Pun intended

_ _ _
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“Make sure you don’t bring dirt in with you like last time,” I say to Ashley as I throw myself down on to our sleeping bag. It hurt a little.

She kicks off her shoes just outside of the tent and crouches down to arrange them neatly. “You say that like you haven’t done it before. I stepped on a rock in there earlier.”

I smile sweetly. “Watch where you’re walking, then.”

“One of these days I’m going to make you kiss my ass, you know,” she retorts as she moves inside the tent and closes the zipper. 

“I look forward to that day.”

Ashley allows a smile to grace her face as she begins to crawl over to me, “Sure you do.”

“I do. In fact, as of now my euphoric list is, number one, kissing Ashley’s ass, number two, honeymoon, number three…undecided.”

“Undecided, huh?”

“Undecided,” I clarify.

Ashley’s hands are resting on my knees now and I wait expectantly for her to kiss me. I wonder if she brought her glasses. I love her glasses.

Ashley’s attention is captured by something at the corner of the tent. “Oh look, Jose tagged along.”

She’s lying, her voice has gone higher, it always goes higher when she’s lying. I grasp her chin and guide her face back to mine. “If he’s here I’ll put him on the end of a stick and roast him like a marshmallow. You can eat him, you look like the type that ate spiders as a kid.”

“And then I’ll put you on the end of a stick and roast you like a marshmallow.”

“Did you bring your glasses?” I ask her.

“No, they still have to be fixed. I had to squint my way through a page of a book earlier.”

Last week she wore them to bed so she could read me an article in a magazine. She read just over a paragraph before I pounced on her and flung her glasses across the room, everything is hazy after that, I just know I woke up naked and satisfied. 

I smile. “Aw.” 

“I’ll send you the bill.”

“Please do,” I respond playfully. “And hurry up, they’ll be back before we‘ve even started.” I fall backward onto the sleeping bag. 

“What’s in it for me?”

“The satisfaction of doing it.”

Ashley moves her hands away from my knees allowing me to stretch my legs out before she shifts upward and lifts her leg over my hips. “What else?”

“A lap dance.”

She breaks out into a smile and lowers herself down to rest on top of me. I don’t tell her that her bony elbows are hurting my stomach. “How can I resist?” 

“You hate my lap dances, you always laugh.”

Her smile is bigger and she moves an arm to rub my shoulder lovingly. “Yeah but…that doesn’t mean I don’t enjoy them, I just enjoy them in a different way.”

She tells me I shuffle like a penguin when I’m dancing. 

It was part of my act.

“It’s still a stupendous blow to my ego, say sorry.”

“Sorry.”

“Like you mean it.”

“You know I don‘t say things I don‘t mean,” she responds as she moves further up my body so her face is above mine. I stay quiet while her eyes travel over my face and stay focused at the corner of my eye. She traces over the skin with her finger, “You’re getting really cute laugh lines.”

I lift my hand to the other eye and touch the skin next to it self consciously. “I’m too young for any kind of wrinkle, you’re seeing things.”

“So I’m not topping a hot natural blonde?”

She trains well. Once I asked her to always remember to add on the natural part because I feel like one of Hef’s whores otherwise. She never forgets.

“No, you are. But I think you see a sign above her head that’s telling you to use your mouth for speech.”

“What does it really say?” 

“It says that Spencer Carlin is a goddess and that you should get to worshipping her or suffer the dire consequences.”

Ashley smiles. “You think you’re being cute, don’t you?”

“I think you’re cuter. Kiss me.”

Her head descends to my ear where she whispers, “Where?”

“Wherever you want.” 

She pulls back smiling and kisses the tip of my nose. “There?”

I shrug, prompting her to continue. 

Ashley leans forward and I instinctively close my eyes as her lips touch each eyelid. “How about there?”

“How about you just carry on and I’ll let you know when you’ve hit the spot…so to speak.” I doubt I will, my mouth will be too busy. Because she’s so cute I lift my head up a fraction and kiss her chin quickly. 

Her lips touch my forehead and I don’t fight a smile. 

She pulls back and rubs the back of her finger across my cheek before lowering her head once more and kissing the warmest part of my face. Her lips ghost over mine when she moves to kiss the other side of my face. 

I wait patiently and enjoy the feel of her lips on my skin until she draws back and rests her arms either side of my head to push her fingers through my hair that is spread out on the pillow, her lips coming perilously close to my own. “Can guess what I’m thinking?”

“Well,” I rest my hands at her hips, “I’m thinking that I love you, so my MENSA-esque mind can only conclude that you’re thinking the same.”

She finally presses her lips to my own. “I do love you, smart girl.”

“I’m a catch,” I reply, moving my hands upward from her hips and dragging the material of her shirt with me. I lightly scratch my nails down her sensitive sides and as I predicted, Ashley smiles and tells me that it tickles. 

“You’re beautiful,” she says quietly before lowering her head a fraction and kissing me softly. 

My arms hold her that little bit tighter and I respond fully, tasting a hint of the strawberry candy she was eating earlier. “You taste good,” I murmur against her lips and receive a small noise of acknowledgement before she resumes her kisses and I feel her tongue caress my bottom lip. 

My mouth instinctively opens further to allow Ashley to deepen the kiss and moments later she tightens her hold of my hair, the two different sensations feeling good. My fingernails digging into her hips causes her to kiss me harder.

When Ashley pulls back for air I push us both up into a sitting position, Ashley’s legs falling either side of my small lap. Her forehead rests on mine and I see her eyes close, concentrating on slowing her heart down. 

I find the bunched material of her shirt and tug it upward until she raises her arms for me to pull it away from her body. 

Ashley’s hands move to the back of my neck and pull my lips back to hers, immediately deepening it before her fingers are suddenly inching their way underneath my top and tugging it up my torso. 

Our lips part for seconds until I cup the side of her face and reclaim them in a soft kiss. 

I barely notice Ashley unhook my bra until her slender fingers wrap around my own and guide my arms down so that she can remove it fully. 

My breaths become shallower when her fingers graze over my breasts and she leans down, placing open mouthed kisses to the side of my neck. I lean my head back to give her better access and feel her tongue brush against the sensitive skin above my pulse point.

I blindly search for the clasp of Ashley’s bra and waste no time unhooking it and guiding it down her tanned arms. 

Ashley pushes back into me and gently guides us back to the floor before kissing her way down to my chest and covering a hardened nipple with her lips. 

Through a moan I feel her slip a leg between my own and apply pressure where I need it. 

Her hand moves to the neglected breast and I know she can feel my heart pounding. 

I lift my hips to meet her leg and squeeze my eyes shut tighter at the sensation. 

Minutes of blissful torture later I tug on Ashley’s hair and pull her lips back to my own, wanting to feel her tongue again. My hand finds slightly damp hair at the base of her skull and I know mine is, too. 

“Take off my pants,” I say hoarsely, half whispering. 

She needs no further encouragement and is suddenly lifting herself off from me to help pull the constricting material from my legs. 

Moving back onto me I move my legs apart enough for her to fit in between and release a soft moan at the pressure she’s putting on me. 

Her mouth reattaches itself to my neck and my heart rate increases with every press of lips and swipe of tongue. 

I feel her nails lightly scratching the soft skin of my sides and cover her hand with my own. “Ash,” I murmur through my haze of arousal and finally succeed in forcing my eyes open.

My insides clench when her darkened eyes meet my own. Sometimes I think they could set me on fire.

“Yeah?”

“Touch me.”

They drift shut when her lips touch mine briefly before kissing their way down to my abdomen. 

I feel myself throb when she rubs the length of her fingers over me. I raise my hips to help her remove my underwear and she shifts her position, moving further down my body and connecting her tongue to the inside of my thigh, eliciting a throaty moan. 

The fingers of her right hand run up and down the outside of my right thigh before her nails dig in the skin and drag down, leaving a pleasant burning sensation in their wake. 

Her tongue moves higher and she places a hot kiss to the skin underneath. 

The fingers still moving the length of my thigh begins to work its way inside and strokes a patch of equally sensitive skin. “Ash,” I moan, enjoying the sensations but needing her inside me. 

Ashley takes the hint and I feel two fingers at my entrance. My breath hitches when she slowly enters me and my hips raise on their own accord, a throaty moan accompanies my heavy breaths.

Her fingers withdraw and move up to my clit rubbing them in circular motions, increasing and decreasing in speed until I can barely breathe.

Ashley enters me with no resistance and begins to start up a steady pace which my hips match almost perfectly. 

I open my eyes briefly and immediately close them again, the salt causing them to sting.

While working her fingers in and out, her mouth covers me and I can almost see stars. Using the flat, and then the tip of her tongue to bring me higher. 

My heartbeat is beginning to deafen me and my chest heaves trying to get air to my lungs. 

Her hand moves faster and I feel myself getting tighter until she stills her fingers and slows her tongue to build me up. 

If her tongue wasn’t still moving I could slow my breaths down. 

My face is flushed pink when I lick my lips and feel my chest moving with each heartbeat. 

I gasp when Ashley unexpectedly resumes the fast pace of her fingers and well practised roll of her tongue. My hands find their way to her head and thread their way through her partly damp hair to scrape against her scalp. 

My body begins to tense and my breaths are laboured when Ashley’s pace increases, causing me to gasp and moan loudly while shuddering into her from the impending orgasm suddenly vibrating through every nerve in my body. 

A minute later Ashley’s head is resting on my chest and we’re both concentrating on getting air to our starved lungs. 

* * *


Later Ashley and I emerged from the tent and went to freshen up before everybody came back and found us in compromising positions. We’re on our way back to our campsite now and Ashley has just reached for my hand, easily threading her fingers through my own. I bring up her hand for a brief kiss to one of her knuckles.

“They’ll be back soon,” Ashley says as soon as we notice the lack of Paula & Co. 

“Yeah,” I agree. “We should spray ketchup all over our tent and hide behind a tree or something,” I say, pulling Ashley onto my lap as soon as I sit down at the bench. 

“And leave a knife on the floor?” she almost snorts. “Paula would kill you if we did that.”

“She’d kill us both.”

“I’d save you,” she tells me before giving me a short kiss. 

“I’d save your cute butt, too.”

“Really?”

“Absolutely,” I confirm. “I kinda like having you permanently attached to my hip.”

“I like being here.”

I smile and squeeze her hips briefly. “Good, ’cause you’re not leaving any time soon.”

Her smile falters slightly and her expression turns curious when we hear singing. It’s Paula, they’re back. 

I lean up for a quick kiss. “They’re back.”

“That’s Paula?” she asks and I nod my confirmation. “What is she butchering?”

“Tegan and Sara, I think, I don‘t know. Help me find the ketchup.”

“No,” she laughs. “I like being alive.”

I roll my eyes but I’m not that bothered. 

Ashley moves off of me and I pull her ’injured’ leg up to rest on my lap, gently massaging her ankles. I quickly lift up her foot to kiss her ankle and Ashley gasps and grabs for my arm as she falls backward. 

I grab her just in time. 

“Sorry,” I’m quick to say. “I didn’t think.”

She opens her mouth to reply when we hear our names being yelled across the site. 

Ashley, as always, laughs at Paula and nudges me to turn around and wave or shout obnoxiously loud in return. I settle for a wave and a smile at Paula’s sunburned cheeks. 

* * *

“So how was your afternoon, girls?”

I quickly turn away from Paula to look at Ashley, “It was awesome, right?”

“Better than awesome,” she corrects me. “Besides the pain in my leg at first,” she slips in. 

I’m tired from this afternoon and stifle a yawn. 

“Oh please, no-one has said that since like, ‘96!” Glen blurts out to Dad. 

“Said what?” I ask quickly, being nosey. 

“Sike.”

I chuckle. “He’s right, Dad.”

Ashley’s leg nudges mine, “You know all about using out of date words, don’t you, Spencer?”

“I don’t think it’s out of date, it’s out of style,” I say unimportantly. “And no, I don’t. What are you talking about?”

“You know what word I’m talking about.”

“What word?” Glen asks loudly. 

“No word,” I insist and watch Ashley develop a smirk. “Ashley still says tubular,” I rush out.

She laughs at the false statement. “That’s you.”

“Loser,” Glen says, to who, I’m not sure. We’ll go with Ashley. 

“Shut up,” I defend her. 

“You shut up.”

“Glen,” Paula pipes up, warning him. I smile immaturely at my victory. 

“You’re so gonna pay for that,” Ashley whispers in my ear and I smile. 

_ _ _

I’m hungry. 

_ _ _ _ _ _
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“Why was your tent left open? You complain about the insects but you hardly discourage them.”

I move my eyes from Ashley who’s standing across the relatively small site talking to Clay, and focus them on my mother. “Ashley…cut the cheese. It’s airing out.”

From the corner of my eye I see Ashley’s head whip around in my direction. “What?” she demands, frowning. She excuses herself from Clay and walks over until she’s standing next to me. “I hope you know she’s lying, Paula.”

“It’s a perfectly normal bodily function Ashley, there’s no need to be embarrassed.”

I was teasing. I just forgot to zip it back up. 

Ashley blinks dumbly and smacks my arm gently. “Tell her you’re just screwing around.”

I chuckle at Ashley’s facial expression and snake my hand around her waist to pull her onto my lap. “I was screwing around,” I confirm. “Your beautiful singing must have just distracted me,” I bend the truth some.

“American Idol two thousand and nine, here I come,” Paula announces excitedly. 

“We’ll duet!”

Ashley snorts. “I’d pay to see that.”

Paula smiles in her direction. “Admit it, Ashley. You love Spencer’s singing.”

Ashley lifts her head from my shoulder to look at my face and I lean back slightly to see hers more clearly, she’s trying not to smile. “It‘s…unique.”

Mom leaves when Dad shouts for her to help him with something and I wrap both arms securely around Ashley’s small frame, burying my face in the nape of her neck to breathe in her scent. “I’m glad you’re here.”

She rests her hands over mine. “Me too.” 

I lean down a fraction and kiss her shoulder. 

“I love you, Spence.”

I smile against her skin before placing another small kiss to her shoulder and pulling back. “I love you, too.”



* * *


I’m inside the tent alone. I’ve been napping for a little over an hour, Ashley tired me out earlier this afternoon. I blindly search for my phone and compose a text message to Ashley, asking her to make me a coffee and bring it in here because I was too comfortable to move. 

I hear her phone alert her to the message and turn over to lie on her side of our ‘bed‘. 

I don’t receive a message back but I don’t care, Ashley’s pillow smells good. It’s getting dark outside which means she’ll be coming to bed soon. It causes me to smile. 


* * *


“You lazy ass,” Ashley states, startling me out of sleep. 

I arch my back through a long stretch and smile sleepily in her direction. She bought me coffee. “Angel. Come here,” I lift up the other end of the sleeping bag for her to join me.

Ashley sets the coffee away from us and crawls in next to me. She’s a little cold. “You wanna switch places? It’s warmer here.”

She shakes her head and moves closer. “Just hold me.”

Once she’s settled in my arms I pull my pillow down to rest against Ashley, it helps keep her warm. “Did I miss anything tonight?”

Her voice is quiet, I think her eyes are closed. “Just some stories I’m sure you’ve heard before, and strip poker.”

“I miss all the fun,” I say in jest, lightly scratching her back. 

“You know if you drink that coffee you won’t be able to sleep tonight, right?” she asks. 

“I’ll be fine,” I assure her, knowing I’ll be up all night. “Are you falling asleep?”

“No,” she murmurs. 

“Sure about that?” 

“Yeah, just comfortable.”

She’s using my breast as a pillow, of course she’s comfortable. 

“Okay,” I whisper, my nails still lightly scratching underneath her beater.

“I like this,” Ashley whispers, minutes later. 

“What?”

“Being quiet with you, laying here, feeling you breathe. Everything.”

My fingers cease movement and I rest my palm against her skin. “I like it, too,” I agree. Always loving these moments.

Ashley moves her head over a fraction and lifts her free hand to rest it next to her face on my breast. “Your heart is beating fast.”

“I was thinking of Pennywise,” I reply and feel Ashley smile at my blatant lie.

The hand resting on my chest travels up to my face as her thumb brushes across my smooth cheek repeatedly. “Sometimes I can’t wait to marry you.”

“Sometimes?” I tease.

“You know what I mean.”

“Yeah, I do.”

She keeps her hand on my face. “I can’t wait to take care of you.”

I reach up and find Ashley’s hand before bringing it to my mouth and kissing her palm. 

“I can’t wait to eat the cake, either,” she adds on less seriously. 

“And Spencer, too?”

“Especially Spencer.”

The coffee remains untouched. 


* * *


“It feels like a Blair Witch scene out here,” I state shakily, gripping Ashley’s arm and squeezing her hand as we make our way further into the woods, guided by the light of Ashley’s cell phone. 

“Don’t be such a baby.”

“Two hot lesbians alone in the woods at night. Does that sound like a horror movie to you? ‘Cause it does to me.”

“Or really bad porn.”

I continue walking awkwardly as I all but climb Ashley’s back at every noise. I do manage a smile, though. “Or really good porn.”

Ashley stops in her tracks and wraps her other arm around me. “Did you hear that?”

“Hear what?” I demand in a hushed whisper. “A chainsaw?” 

Oh, God. 

Leather face. 

“Shh,” Ashley requests as I grab a fistful of her shirt. 

I willingly follow her simple instructions and notice her cell phone is being pushed into my arm, blocking all light. 

“You don’t hear that?” she whispers. “It’s getting closer.”

I fight against Ashley’s annoyingly strong arms to wrap mine around her. “Stop it,” I demand quietly, trying to throw my arms around her but she‘s resisting. 

“What are you doing?”

“Come here!” I yell in a whisper, starting to circle Ashley in an attempt to throw her off guard and grab her. She follows my steps and I almost feel like we’re dancing. If we were high. The light of her cell phone is shining around with each motion of her arm. I manage to grab both of her hands and I turn around, darting my eyes through the darkness surrounding us. 

Ashley screams. 

I spin around screaming and stop when I see Ashley’s fine, she’s flashing me a grin. “No, I’m totally kidding, there’s nothing here. Come on.” She moves her hand in mine to hold it properly as she steps forward. 

“You ass,” I smack her with my free hand. “You scared me.”

“I told you that you’d pay for the tubular thing.”

I sigh and feel my heart rate returning to a somewhat normal pace. “Why are you dragging me through the creepy woods late at night, anyway? You said we were going for a walk.”

“Perfect place to dump your body. And, this is a walk.”

I scoff, “Please. I could take you.” A second later I sigh, still scared. “Why didn’t you bring a flashlight instead of your stupid phone?”

“Because my stupid phone is lighter to carry.”

“How thoughtful of you,” I roll my eyes. 

Ashley soon begins to slow down. “We’re here.”

I look around to the almost bare space surrounding us. “Are you talking to me?” I ask. 

“Who else would I be talking to?”

“Where is…here?”

“Look up.”

I’m still holding her hand. “No, you’ll pull my pants down, or something.”

She smiles a confused smile. “Why the hell would I do that?”

I stealthily keep a grip of my waistband at my hips, just in case Ashley tries to be funny before looking up. At the campsite I told her that I loved actually seeing some stars, it’s so rare that I see them since I left Ohio. Out here the sky is filled with them. 

“Ashley,” I drawl excitedly and look back down to her. “You’re so sweet.” I lean forward to give her a kiss. “Thank you. I‘m sorry I hit you earlier.” 

She’s amused. “You’re welcome. And it’s cool, I would have hit you, too,” she teases.

“Look up,” I request.

Ashley’s head tilts toward the sky and I make sure we’re both looking in the same direction before pointing. “You see that really bright star over there?”

“The north star?”

“No, it’s blue.”

“I don’t see it.” I wait a second. “Oh, wait. I do. It’s pretty.”

“That’s your star,” I state. “Well, the closest we’ll probably ever see to it. It’s called white dwarf.”

She smiles. “I thought you were being serious.”

“I am,” I insist. “There’s a star called white dwarf.”

Ashley looks back up, “That’s a pretty cool name.” 

“Thank you for bringing me here,” I say again. She squeezes my hand in return. 


* * *


“It’s your fault,” Ashley replies. 

“I just wanted to remember tonight, it’s not my fault your phone sucks.” I used up all the battery taking pictures of the sky. I squeezed a few in of Ashley getting blinded by the sudden flash, too. 

Ashley’s hand squeezes mine in reassurance as we make our way back to camp. “Don’t be scared, I’m here.”

“I don’t think you’re a match for leather face, Ash.”

“Spencer, will you shut up talking about leather face?”

“I’m sorry,” I manage to get out before I almost bite off the end of my tongue. “What was that?”

“It was just an owl.”

“I hate owls.”

Ashley stops walking, causing me to do the same, and turns so that she’s standing in front of me. I can just see her face. “Close your eyes.”

“Here? No way.”

“Spencer, come on. I’m right here.”

I look around for any psychopaths before allowing my eyes to drift shut. “Why am I closing my eyes?” I whisper.

“What do you hear?”

“Creepy owls, and you.” I listen properly. “You,” I correct. 

“And what do you see?”

“The backs of my eyelids,” I reply.

“Spencer.”

I smile. “Okay.” I stop to think. Around me there are nothing but trees, darkness, and Ashley. “You,” I finally answer. 

Her body is suddenly pressing against my own. “Good. Now shut up,” she whispers in my ear.

“Is this the part where you tell me I’m going to know the taste of my own intestines?” 

“No. Be quiet,” she says before her hands are at the back of my neck. 

My reply is cut off when Ashley’s mouth finds mine in the darkness.

_


Ashley kicked leather face’s ass.

_ _ _ 
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“You’re kidding me,” I mumble to myself. I can’t find any of my disposable razors and I have foam smothered over my legs. I eye Glen’s razor and purse my lips in thought. 

The last time I used his razor he found out about it and kicked my ass. 

I got a fracture from the encounter. 

Only because I roughly pulled my wrist from his grasp and hit my hand against the wall like a complete idiot. 

I told Paula it was Glen. 

I dismiss Glen’s razor and stand up from the toilet where I was sitting and walk over to my pants that are lying in a heap on the floor. I bend down in a less than ladylike manner so that I don’t get foam on anything or ruin what’s on my legs. I smile in relief when I feel my cell phone in my pocket. 

I press speed dial one and wait patiently for Ashley to pick up. 

I haven’t seen her since school. Three full hours ago. We figured we needed to spend some time alone after being together so much during the weekend. Three hours is enough.

She takes longer than I expected and I walk back to the toilet and sit down. “Come on,” I prompt impatiently. 

“Hello?”

I feel my face light up pathetically at hearing her voice. “Hola.”

“Hola? That’s new,” she remarks.

“Guess where I am.”

“Uh, your house?”

“I’m on the toilet.” 

“I really needed to know that,” she drawls sarcastically. 

“I’m not on it on it, the lid is down. But I do have a dilemma of the hugest kind.”

“Okay?” Ashley asks after a long pause. I guess she thought I was just going to tell her straight away.

“I’m out of razors and I’m all foamed up ready to go,” I confess. 

“So?”

“So, can you come over and bring me one of yours? Unused, preferably.”

“Can’t you use one of Paula’s?”

I haven’t checked my parents’ bathroom but I’m not going to. My mom waxes and I don’t want to use my dad’s razor. 

“She’s one of those wax freaks, so no. Come over, Ash. Please.”

“I’m watching TV.”

I scoff. “So? Hurry up, I’m starting to crust up like your…my…someone else’s grandma.”

“You’re not crusting up. Nice analogy and save, by the way.”

I thought so, too. “I’m drying, then. What does it matter which word I used? Just hurry up, okay? Please.”

“Is it an emergency?” she asks. 

“Teen wolf.” 

It’s not, but I didn’t go to all this trouble for nothing. 

Ashley makes a noise of reluctance over the phone and I smile. “You can wipe that smile off your face. I’ll be there in an hour.”

My smile drops. She’s a freak. “An hour? What? No, fifteen minutes.”

“That’s what I said, fifteen minutes.”

“You live to torment me, don’t you?”

“Always.”

I look to my drying legs. “You think you could make it ten minutes?”

“What?”

I shake my head. “Nothing, it doesn’t matter. Love you, drive safe.”

“I’ll be there in thirteen.”



* * *


I washed off the old foam because it dried up and have just finished applying the new layer when I hear Ashley enter through the front door. 

“Scott Howard, you home?” she yells, already walking up the stairs.

“Bathroom!” I yell back unnecessarily.

I hear the sound of Ashley’s heels right outside the door. “Is it safe to come in?”

“I don’t know, I can’t promise I won’t bite you.”

Ashley bursts through the door and we both smile stupidly at each other. “Hey.”

“Say it a little closer.”

She closes the door and walks over to me before leaning down and giving me an enthusiastic hello kiss. 

“Mmm. Now that the pleasantries are out of the way, did you bring them?” I ask. 

“I did.” She reaches inside her purse and pulls out red vines. “Want some?” she asks and bites down into the candy. 

I roll my eyes briefly and then pull it out of her hands, quickly taking a bite. “Ash.”

Ashley waves the life saving disposable razor in my face. “Tada.”

I take it off her. “Okay, thanks. You can leave now, I don’t need you for anything else,” I tease. 

She gives me a wry smile and snatches the razor back. I watch her remove the cap and dip it into the basin full of water. “I’d be nice to me if I were you. Unless you want me to cut your legs on purpose.”

I chew the candy loudly. “You wouldn’t do it, you love me too much.”

I lift my leg up to the edge of the basin and watch on fearless as Ashley leans down and puts one hand on my thigh while lowering the sharp razor to my foamy leg. 

“So, did you miss me?” Ashley asks, dragging the razor up my leg as I take another bite of the red vine. 

“I did,” I confirm. “Did you miss me?”

Ashley swishes the razor around in the sink. “Not really.”

“Yeah right,” I scoff and watch her lift the razor back up.

She smiles to let me know she was kidding and drags the razor back up my leg. 


* * *


I’ve had the house to myself since I got home from school, Glen and Clay are god knows where and my parents were working. They called thirty minutes ago to say they were going out to dinner and a movie and they wouldn’t be back until late. 

I sent a text to Clay telling him I’d give him twenty dollars if he and Glen stayed out until late. 

His reply made me smile. 

“Scotty, I’m home,” Ashley says from the foyer. 

I sent her for take out and a DVD. 

She leans over the back of the couch and kisses my cheek. “I got the Blair Witch Project.”

I pull her forward and she falls over the back and into my lap. “You did not.”

She’s smiling. “I got the Japanese version of the Grudge.”

Great. I’ve seen this version, Ashley hasn’t. I know for a fact it’s going to scare the shit out of her. Luckily for her, I don’t mind snuggling or her digging her nails into me. “Sweet. What did you order for dinner?” I ask, looking around for the takeout bag that’s somewhere close by. I can’t see it but I can smell it. 

“Salad.”

“Fuck it salad?” I ask with a barely concealed immature smile, referring to Phuket salad.

“It’s not pronounced like that,” she laughs. “And no, I was kidding.” Ashley holds up a Wendy’s bag. 

“Pepsi or water?”

“I got you both.”

“You take such good care of me.” I lean forward for a kiss.

“I’ll get the plates,” Ashley offers.

I dismiss her suggestion with a shake of my head. “We don’t need to pretend like we’re civilised human beings.” 



* * *


Through the corner of my eye I can see Ashley frowning at the scene on the screen. The door upstairs is creaking open. 

“Run, you stupid bitch!” 

“She can’t hear you, Ashley.”

Ashley doesn’t turn to face me, her hand just moves toward my face and settles over my mouth. “Shh.”

I move her hand and entwine our fingers, wincing immediately at the pressure. 

The creepy girl is crawling down the stairs making that weird sound with her throat. 

“Oh fuck,” Ashley squeaks out, squeezing my hand harder.

“Yeah, fuck.” I pull a face at the pain. “You know, you’re kind of hur-”

“Why aren’t you running?!” she yells at the screen. 

I pick up my bottle of water. “Ash, I need my hand back.”

Ashley quickly lets go of my hand and attempts to move closer, gripping my t-shirt. I take a mouthful of water and refasten the lid onto the bottle. 

The dead girl is still crawling down the stairs and as I swallow the cold liquid Ashley’s face is twisted up, obviously disgusted. 

“Oh my god, that is so messed up. Look at her eyes!”

I keep my mouth shut, content just watching her and smiling. 

Ashley moves her hands underneath my arms and pulls me awkwardly onto her lap and peers over my shoulder to the screen. Her arms are wrapped around me, squeezing. 

“She’s getting closer, that woman is so toast.” 

She’s bruising my ribs. 

Suddenly Ashley let’s go and switches off the TV. 

I turn on my back and look up to her, raising an eyebrow. 

“What? It was scaring you.”

“Sure it was,” I roll my eyes. 

The first time Glen forced me to watch this I gorged holes in his arm from how hard my nails were digging in. I think he still has the scars. I’ll ask him later. 

I reach up and place my hand over her heart. It’s pounding. “Wuss.” 



* * *


“Still scared?” I pull away and ask a little breathlessly from on top of Ashley. 

“Yeah,” she replies, pulling me back down and sliding her hand back up my top. 

I deepen the kiss and without breaking it, reach down to the button of her tight jeans and fumble trying to undo it. 

Ashley’s hands bump against mine and easily undo the button. 

I hear something and frown before pulling back. My hair is falling on to Ashley’s face. “Did you hear something?”

“I moaned.”

“No, it wasn’t that.”

Her hands move over my skin to the small of my back and pulls further against her. “I really don’t want you to talk unless it’s to say something dirty,” she whispers and pushes the hair away from my face before gently pulling me back down for a searing kiss. 

A throat clears.

Ashley and I freeze mid kiss and quickly pull away from each other. 

I push the top half of my body up and look over the back of the couch to see my parents standing there. 

My eyes widen and I scramble off Ashley, quickly straightening my bunched up shirt and smoothing out my hair. I look to Ashley who is buttoning up her pants and then to Paula who is wearing an expectant expression on her face. “Um, Ashley was…choking.”

“With your tongue that far down her throat, I’m sure she was.”

I have the decency to blush and lower my eyes back to the couch where Ashley is sitting wiping a thumb across her lips and looking like she wants to couch to swallow her whole. 

“We’re going to turn in,” dad says, amused. He guides a smiling Paula to the stairs. “Goodnight.”

“Goodnight, Ashley,” Paula says, her voice raised.

Ashley face palms and I smile. “’night,” I answer for us both. 

-

Told you I heard something.

_ _ _ 
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It’s exactly a week today until I turn eighteen. 

I have roughly six hundred and four thousand eight hundred seconds left to act irresponsibly without any dire repercussions. 

Six hundred thousand seconds is nothing. 


* * *


“Spencer, did you get lost?” Ashley yells from downstairs. 

She’s taking me to the movies. 

“Each time you ask me that I’m going to stay up here another thirty seconds.” 

I’m trying to find some earrings she bought me last year. I found one of them, I’m just trying to locate the other. I’m terrible for losing earrings, really. I don’t know how the hell I do it. 

“And each second longer you stay up there I add on another snack at the movies.”

Ashley’s buying the tickets and I’m buying whatever she can fit in that bottomless pit she calls a stomach. 

I restand and manage to put in the one earring I did manage to find while stumbling into my shoes. I fix my hair on the left side to cover my earring-less ear. I doubt anyone will notice but if Ashley does then at least this way I can say I lost it at the movies. She’s always telling me I need to keep all my jewellery in the same place. 

I slam my bedroom door shut and hurry across the hallway. I was right, she’s standing at the bottom of the stairs looking impatient. And hot. “I’m coming, Jesus.”

“What were you doing in there?”

I‘m careful walking down the stairs. “I was trying to make myself look as beautiful as you.” 

I’m laying it on thick tonight because she’s been miserable all day. I think it’s a case of PMS. I wouldn’t say that out loud though. Not unless I wanted a fight. 

She was expecting a different answer. “Just…hurry up, okay? I know you’ll bitch if we miss the trailers.”

I so caught that little smile, Ashley. “I just have to get my purse and take a quick picture, and we can go.” I notice she hasn’t got a jacket. “Why don’t you have a jacket, it’s like seventy out there tonight.”

She freezes at anything under seventy five. 

Ashley shrugs. “I think it’s hot.”

I lift my hand to her forehead, it doesn’t feel warm. It’s probably just because of her period.

“Did you say a picture?”

I nod. “My mom hasn’t put the camera down in two days, she’s making some kind of photo album from my last week as a kid.” I shake my head in bewilderment. “Though technically it will be the last nine days. Anyway, she said she wants you in a whole bunch of them so come with me,” I say and grab her wrist, leading her to the kitchen where I hear Paula talking to someone. 

“I don’t want my picture taken.”

“At least you were warned. She woke me up this morning at six am. One picture with the flash and one without.” I almost wince at the memory.

“She’s insane.”

“I think I was drooling on the first one.”

“Of course you were.”

I squeeze her wrist a little tighter for her comment and see Paula put down the phone just as we enter the kitchen. 

“We’re going to the movies so if you need to take another picture, you should do it now because I’m staying over at Ash’s tonight.”

Paula smiles at us both and moves off her chair to find the camera. It’s found quickly and she’s soon in front of us with her silver camera. “One with the flash and one without?” 

It isn’t completely dark yet and the light in here is on, we don‘t need the flash. “We don’t need the flash on, Mom.” 

Ashley turns to face me and frets over where to put her hands. She’s still shy over getting caught making out last week. 

Her hips are nowhere near mine and I almost smile at how ridiculous she’s being, this is Paula we’re talking about. “I don’t have cooties, come here.” I pull her against me and wrap my arms around her neck tightly. “Just face my mom and relax.” 

Paula clears her throat. 

“Face your soon to be mother in law, and relax,” I correct. 

Ashley does just that and even manages a natural smile as I quickly give her cheek an exaggerated kiss just as the camera bleeps. 

“Oh, that’s perfect!” Paula exclaims. 

“Glad we could be of service. We should get going before we miss the movie, though.”

Paula waves her hand at us and begins looking back through the other photographs she’s taken this week. 


* * *


“Your mom is crazy, Spencer,” Ashley says as we both enter her car. 

“She must be, she didn’t even catch on to your bad mood.” I smile to let her know I’m partly kidding and in no way trying to start a fight. She always wins when she’s like this. 

“What bad mood?” 

“You’re probably just tired, it’s okay. Forget it.”

Never mention those three letters to Ashley. She’ll have your head. 

She turns in her seat to face me a little better. “Are you talking about lunch? Because you deserved that.”

At lunch today Ashley insisted I share her Mac and cheese. I said no. Tears were shed. I moved on. Ashley didn’t. 

She ate my brownie. 

That wasn’t a euphemism. 

“Let’s just go,” I suggest. 

“Smile.”

“Why?”

“Your mom is standing at the door with the camera.”



* * *

Ten minutes into the drive I lean over to Ashley and peer behind the steering wheel. 

“Are you trying to kill us both?” Ashley asks. 

I quickly lean back to my own seat. “You’re low on gas.”

“It’s enough for tonight. We’re only going to the movies.”

“And if there’s bad traffic or an emergency?”

“We walk.”

“Ash,” I sigh. “Just get some gas, what’s the big deal? We can get all your food from there, too. I’m not paying those ridiculous prices at the theatre.”

“God, you’re like my Grandfather.”

I don’t think that was a compliment. 

“There’s a station two minutes away. Take the next right and follow the-”

Ashley interrupts rudely. “I know where the next station is, Spencer.”

I stare at the side of her face long enough that she feels my annoyance before I turn away and look out of the window. 

So much for laying it on thick tonight. 

Her bad moods always eventually affect me, too. 

“What? A cat got your tongue all of a sudden?”

She’s trying to pick a fight now, and before she knows it she’ll be saying sorry and admitting she was wrong. That’s what usually happens. “Why do you care? It’s not like you’ll be getting it tonight.”

“Assuming I even wanted it.”

“You always want it.”



* * *

When we reach the gas station Ashley breaks with an unnecessary force, sending us both forward in our seats. Our seatbelts protect us. 

“Now who’s trying to kill us both?” I murmur. 

“Stop being dramatic. I’d never hurt you.”

Her words were nice but her voice wasn’t.

I’ve calmed down in the last minute but I know Ashley is still not in the best of moods. I also know it’s not her fault. I was a bitch the day we went camping and she managed to keep her cool for the most part. “Ash, if you want to just go home and take a hot bath or something, that’s cool. We can watch the movie some other time.”

“We’re here now,” is her reply. It wasn’t harsh. I think I’m safe for now.

“Then I’ll go inside. I’ll pay and get all kinds of junk food. We can have a movie night at your place. You can wear comfortable clothes and we can go to bed early.”

Her eyes are much softer. “Are you expecting anything?”

I flash her a grin. “Nothing but a sparkling conversation, I swear.” 

“And if I’m expecting something?”

“Providing you’re nice to me, I’ll see what I can do.”

She unbuckles her seatbelt. “I’ll go with you, just let me fill her up.”

I wonder why it’s never him. Let me just fill him up. It’s just as good. Right? 

“If you come in you’re paying for your Coke.”

She’s looking up concentrating on the amount she has to pay. “Okay.”

I don’t think she heard me properly. Her loss. 

I hear her mumble something about the absurdity of the gas prices these days and I nod and agree like I have some kind of clue what she’s talking about. I never pay for gas so it doesn’t affect me. 

“All right,” she murmurs, double checking the amount and which number we are. We’re two. Nice wholesome number. 

I get out of the car and, like anyone with a brain, quickly check no cars are moving in our direction before heading inside to pay.

Just before we reach the door Ashley reaches for my hand and pushes the door open with her free one. “This is going to be expensive, isn’t it?”

You’d never be able to tell by her body but she can seriously put it away. She eats for twelve, never mind two. “It always is,” I reply, walking completely inside and down to the far corner to the Pepsi machine. I slide the door open and grab a bottle. 

We round the corner and Ashley stops and picks up some ugly sunglasses from a stand. “Would you buy these?”

Because she’s still holding my hand I stop, too. “Sure. If I were blind.”

“You think I’d get carded here?”

“I think you’ll still be getting carded when you’re twenty five.”

“Is that a compliment?” she asks unsurely.

“Yeah.”

Ashley smiles. “Good. Hey, do these look good on me?” 

She’s wearing those ugly sunglasses. 

I pick up another pair. An uglier pair. “No. Try these on.” 

When they’re on we both laugh at how completely moronic she looks. Her words, not mine. 

I stop laughing when I hear raised voices and peer around the corner. My smile drops as soon as my eyes make contact with the backs of two men, one has a gun pointed to the employee while the other makes his way over the desk and pushes him out of the way. 

Ashley has apparently tried on another pair and laughs loudly. “I’m so buying a pair of these.”

I quickly duck back behind the stand and cover Ashley’s mouth with my hand. I lean close to her ear. “If you never listen to me again, listen to me now. Be quiet, okay? Be really, really quiet,” I whisper. 

I pull us both down so that we’re kneeling and less noticeable. Trust us to be the only ones in here besides the guy that works here. 

Ashley looks at me as if I’m crazy. 

“Open the lock!” 

Through one of the gaps I can see them somewhat well. The cash register is locked and the scrawny employee is being held from behind while the handgun is pointed at his chest. I wonder if he managed to push the button that is supposed to be behind every counter. The one that calls the police. 

I wonder if they locked the door. 

“Are you deaf, moron? You know I’ll blow your fucking brains out. Open the goddamn lock!”

Ashley pulls me back down so that I’m level with her and puts both of her hands on my face and leans forward to my ear. “I’m so sorry I was a bitch today,” she whispers. 

I shake my head to say ‘don’t even mention it’ because that’s the farthest thing from my mind right now. She holds my hand tighter and her breaths are getting faster. 

I keep hold of her hand and look around. We’re right next to the store room door but if we open it we’ll be seen. 

The ring tone I have set for Paula begins to blare and my heartbeat halts before thumping almost painfully against my ribs.

-

Fuck.

_ _ _ _
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The ring tone continues to blare but I can’t move to silence the call. I can’t do anything. I feel like I’m having one of those dreams where you’re standing in the middle of the road and there’s a car headed right for you but you can’t move, your legs just stop working. 

“What the fuck is that?” I hear one of them ask the other. 

“It’s a phone, faggot.” 

“I thought this place was empty!”

“Well we obviously have company. Come on, don’t be shy.”

“I don’t want company. I want this moron to open the damn register.”

I hear footsteps and pull my hand free of Ashley’s tight grasp and push her further back. I mouth for her to stay there and I stand quickly. I feel my heart beating so hard that I feel it everywhere. I wonder if they can hear it. “It’s just me,” I force out, barely above a whisper. 

They aren’t even wearing anything to cover their faces. I prefer to at least have a conversation with someone before I find out they don’t have a brain. 

“Well look at that,” the one closest to me exclaims with wide eyes in fake astonishment. “What’s your name, babe?”

I don’t want him to know my name. 

He lets out a small laugh and steps closer. He’s holding the gun loosely. “I’m not the kind of guy that likes to repeat himself.”

“You’re holding a gun, man. She’s probably scared,” the shorter guy behind the counter says. 

If he gets any closer he’ll see Ashley. I step forward. “Sarah,” I say the name off the top of my head. 

“Want to say it a little closer?”

I open my mouth to reply. 

“No, she doesn’t.” That was Ashley. She’s behind me. “And she’s not your babe.”

I turn to look at her incredulously. Now really isn’t the time to get territorial and challenge the nice man with the gun.

His stare hardens toward me. “Just you, huh?” 

“Lee!” the shorter guy yells. “Wanna play get-to-know-you a little later? We’re not here for them.”

He points the gun to us and motions for us to get over in the corner while he walks back to the counter. 

“You’re an idiot,” I whisper to Ashley. 

“You’re an idiot if you think I’m just going to sit and hide when some guy could kill you.”

“Did you call 911?”

“No.”

“You were alone with a cell phone and you didn’t call the police?” I whisper with wide eyes. 

“I forgot, okay? Give me a break. I couldn’t think, I was worried about you.”

I don’t want to argue with her at a time like this. “It’s okay. My mom has probably already got the FBI out looking for us. She worries when I don’t answer my phone.”

“Where is it?” The shorter guy behind the counter yells to the employee. “There’s nothing here.”

The register is open and he’s holding less than a handful of notes in his hand. 

I can see the employees nametag from here. His name is Rick. He looks as nervous as I feel. 

“We cashed up like forty minutes ago, man. There’s nothing here.”

Glen and I have been here enough times for me to know that it’s closing in five minutes. That’s why I suggested this place, I thought it would be empty. I hate queues. 

“You didn’t just go to the bank. Now, where the hell is it? In the back?” the shorter guy asks.

“Just take the money you got, all right?” Rick sputters out. 

He’s grabbed roughly and pushed over the counter on to the floor. Lee kneels down to more or less eye level and pushes the barrel of the gun to his forehead. “Stop fucking with me, kid. I’m in no mood.”

“Maybe you should point that thing somewhere else,” Ashley suggests. 

He restands, swinging around in our direction. “And maybe you should shut the fuck up! Unless you want me to-”

“She’s sorry,” I interrupt. “She doesn’t know what she’s saying, she didn’t take her medication.”

He waves his gun at me. “You better keep her quiet.”

I nod in response. If she gets herself hurt, I’ll kill her. 

The guy behind the counter pockets the small time money he managed to get and hops over the counter to his accomplice. “I didn’t come here for less than ninety bucks, Lee.”

Lee pulls Rick up and motions to the back where Ashley and I were messing around with the sunglasses. “The office is back there, right?” He takes silence as a positive reply. “Great. Let’s go. Jesse, work your nice guy magic,” he addresses the shorter guy. 

Jesse and Lee. I bet they’re their real names, too. Morons. The cops are going to have a field day with descriptions and first names. 

Jesse grabs Rick and leads him over to the door to press the security code in and Lee walks over to Ashley and I. His hand barely makes contact with my arm when Ashley pulls me further back. “Don’t touch her.”

He stares long and hard at Ashley before shoving me forward. “Get the fuck in there,” he orders. 

I walk past my purse and wish more than anything I could pick it up and get my cell phone. I’m going to carry it in my pocket from now on. Or maybe Ashley’s mouth. It certainly seems to be big enough tonight. 

We’re lead into a medium sized room that doesn’t even look like an office. Though I suppose it’s only a gas station and not a bank. Lee closes and locks the door behind us.

The safe isn’t overly huge. It’s black. 

“What’s the hold up, Jesse?” Lee asks when he sees Jesse and Rick standing in front of it. Rick looks like he’s beginning to sweat. 

Funny, I’m cold. 

“He doesn’t know the code.”

Lee shakes his head. “Bullshit.”

“I don’t know the code, man. I swear. My manager put it in there.”

He aims his gun in Rick’s direction. “Then I suggest you think real hard.”

“I don’t know it!”

“Think harder!”

“Lee?” I say quietly, gaining his attention. “Don’t you think he would open it if he knew the code? He opened the cash register for you.”

“What?”

“Look at him, he doesn’t know it,” Ashley cuts in. “Why don’t you just leave now before the cops come?”

“The cops aren’t gonna come, sweetheart.”

Ashley shrugs. “I don’t know, you rob a gas station…” she pretends she’s thinking, “I’m pretty sure the cops will be called sooner or later.”

His body tenses. “You’re getting on my last nerve, smart-ass.”

Ashley’s eyes meet my own and I mouth for her to shut the hell up. 


* * *


Ashley and I were shoved onto the floor in the corner farthest away from the only door in here. Jesse and Lee are out of earshot with Rick, still trying to get the safe open. Some how I don’t think they’re going to have much luck.

“I lost my earrings,” I whisper to Ashley next to me. “Earlier when I was in my bedroom and you kept shouting up to see what I was doing, I was looking for the other one.” I let go of Ashley’s hand to move my hair out of the way, showing her. 

“I’ll buy you new ones.”

I reach for her hand again, holding it between our bodies away from Jesse and Lee’s eyes. I hope Ashley and I have passed for just close friends so far. I don’t want them to know how much power they have over me. I’m sure it goes both ways but I’d do anything to keep her safe.

“I’ll probably lose those, too.”

“Then I’ll buy you more.”

I know she can feel my hand shaking, her thumb has started to rub soothing motions across the top of it. “Ash, are you scared?” I ask quietly. 

“I’d feel a lot better if you were safe at home.”

“I know, but are you scared?”

“No.”

“They have a gun, Ashley.” I remind her. 

“They aren’t going to use it. If they were going to they would have by now.”

I sigh, unsure. “The last time I was this scared, I was…” I stop there, I don’t want to tell her the last time I was this scared was when I was with her father. 

“Hey,” Ashley says firmly. “They aren’t going to touch you, okay? I promise.”

I nod, knowing she would do anything to keep me safe. “I’d feel a lot better if Bonnie and Clyde over there would hurry up.”

“Bonnie was a woman.”

That’s right. “Johnnie, then. You know what I mean.”

“Damnit!” Lee yells, facing Rick. “Fucking remember!”

“Remember what?! I told you I don’t know it!”

“You’re lying!”

“Why the hell would I lie, man?!” 

They’re getting way too angry. Someone is going to get hurt and some how I don’t think it’s going to be Lee. I don’t want to see Rick get hurt, he didn’t ask for this just like Ashley and I didn’t ask for this.

Lee pushes the barrel of the gun firmly against Rick’s chest. 

“Hey,” I rush out as I stand, positive my heartbeat is louder than my voice. “Come on, let’s just calm down.”

Ashley is quickly at my side. 

“Lee, man, she’s right,” Jesse agrees. “Stop being such a dick. We didn’t come here to kill anyone.”

“I didn’t come here for, what, ninety bucks?! No, he’s going to talk, he just needs a little persuasion.”

“Persuasion?” Ashley asks. “You have a gun at his chest and he still isn’t talking. He obviously doesn’t know the combination, leave him alone.”

“Why won’t you shut the fuck up?!” Lee explodes, pushing Rick out of the way and stepping closer to us. “Do you want me to put a bullet through your fucking skull?”

“No, but you’re acting like we asked for this.” She points a hand in Rick‘s direction, “he was just at work. He was just doing his job and then you come barging in and put a fucking gun to his chest. Does that seem fair to you?”

“Ashley, shut up,” I say quickly with my heart threatening to burst free any second. I face Lee. “She doesn’t know what she’s saying,” I rush out.

He’s almost in front of us. “I think she does.”

“She doesn’t,” I insist, stepping forward and putting my hand on his forearm to partly block his view of Ashley. “She’s crazy, and she’s sorry.” 

Lee looks down to my hand and raises his eyebrows. It’s my left hand. I withdraw my hand from his arm and he grabs me roughly, pulling me closer to him. He’s looking at my ring. His fingers touch the diamond before Ashley pulls me away from him with so much force I nearly fall over. 

“I told you not to touch her.”

I tug on her arm to make her look at me but she doesn’t budge. “Damnit, Ashley. Stop,” I say quietly, though I’m sure Lee can hear. 

His gun is now aimed at her. “Are you scared now, Ashley?”

Ashley stands her ground and if I didn’t know her as well as I do, I’d think she was perfectly fine. I’d think she wasn’t terrified. 

“No?” he asks, and with a slight jerk of his wrist, the gun is aimed at me. “How about now?”

I try not to focus on the steel barrel that is in level with my heart. The last time a gun was aimed at me was a long time ago, and it was a water gun. Ashley’s water gun. 

“You hurt her and I swear I’ll kill you,” she whispers. 

“Finally!” he yells, lowering his gun. “A way to shut you up!”

“You’re an asshole, Lee.” Jesse comments from by the desk in the room. “Leave them alone, let’s get out of here. The guy doesn’t know anything. ”

As soon as Lee turns around I reach for Ashley’s shaking hand and squeeze reassuringly. 

“You’re the one who asked me to do this with you!” Lee yells to Jesse. 

“To get some quick money, I don’t want anyone to get hurt! You’re taking it too damn far. Back off.”

“I’ll back off when I get more than ninety fucking dollars!” 

“Hey,” Ashley interrupts. “The black purse outside the door, I have money in there. Take it, okay? And then leave.”

Lee walks over to the door and is quick to tuck the gun in his waistband before he picks up Ashley’s purse and drop the unnecessary items onto the floor. He drops her empty purse onto the floor and holds her wallet in his hands. He pockets the cash and pulls out her drivers licence.

“I’m sorry, okay?” Jesse says, rather suddenly. “Lee doesn’t know when to stop. I’m sorry if we scared you, we’re leaving now.”

“Hey,” Lee raises his voice and hurries back into the room. He’s holding his gun again. “You own the Porsche out front.” It wasn’t a question. “Give me the keys.”

“What?”

Ashley loves her car, she’s not going to just hand over the keys. 

Jesse steps forward shaking his head. “No, man, we have her money, let’s go.”

I see the look in Lee’s eyes before his body tenses and before I can open my mouth his arm raises and his body turns, swinging around and stopping on Jesse. 

His blood coats the wall before I can even speak. 

My ears are still deaf when I feel Ashley pull me behind her and I see Rick move to help Jesse. He won’t be able to help, his limp body equals a certain death. 

Rick stands back up, his face must have been sprayed with blood when Jesse was hit. “What the fuck, man?!” I see more than hear him yell, the vein in his neck bulging. 

Little by little my hearing is coming back. I can hear my thunderous heartbeat now. I think it’s louder than the gunshot. 

“The pussy deserved it!” He turns back to Ashley and I. “Keys,” he demands. His eyes are wild. 

Ashley is shaking harder than I am and I hate him for doing that to her. 

Lee steps forward and draws his arm back before swinging it back around with unimaginable speed. Ashley is on the floor before I can even blink. 

I’m at her side instantly. Blood is seeping from a wound near to her temple. “Ash, baby, get up,” I whisper to her unconscious body. “Ashley,” I try again. 

“Give me her keys!”

“What the hell is your problem?!” I yell to Lee, quickly standing to full height. He doesn’t appear affected by his actions. I’m shaking and my voice wavers. “I’m five foot three and you’re over six foot but I swear you’re going to pay for that. You have no idea what you’ve just done.”

A smile tugs at the corner of his lips before he raises his gun once more and once again I can see the steel barrel perfectly. 

I feel my heart beat so hard it almost hurts. 

I jump when the thunder of another gunshot rings out and I feel bile rising to my throat when I see blood spreading across Lee’s chest. I don’t hear a sound, not even my heartbeat that threatens to send me into a cardiac arrest. Lee falls to the floor and behind him Rick stands with his arm stretched out. He’s holding the smoking gun. 

_ _ _
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“What’s your name?” I ask Ashley

She’s sitting on the counter with an icepack pressed gingerly to her temple. I insist on holding it for her.

“Spencer,” she groans quietly with her eyes closed.

“That’s my name.”

“I know it is, I know my name.”

“Okay, great. Say it for me,” I request gently, standing between her legs with my hand resting on her thigh.

“Ashley.”

I hold up three fingers. “Open your eyes. How many fingers?”

“You’re probably flipping me off.”

I smile and tiptoe to kiss the tip of her nose. “Open your eyes.”

Her eyes open and it’s a few seconds before she breaks eye contact to look at my hand. “Three.”

I nod unnecessarily. “Who’s president?”

“A monkey.”

“Three out of three.” I adjust the icepack. “I think you’re going to live. I suggest lots of bed rest, fluids, bad daytime television, naked Spencer, Tylenol, and a king size bed.”

Ashley’s eyes drift shut, a small smile is on her lips. “Thank you, Doctor Carlin.”

I reach up and brush my thumb over her uninjured temple. “Is it any better?”

“Not really.”

Before I had even picked Ashley up, police stormed the office. Somebody had seen the cash register empty and open in the empty store and Ashley’s car out front. Rick is outside giving his statement to the police, they’re coming to interview Ashley and I tomorrow. 

They called my parents. They put the phone down five minutes ago and I’m willing to bet the fifteen minute journey from my house to here will be shortened considerably. Christine wasn’t called, Ashley didn’t want her mother to get a phone call from some stranger to tell her that her daughter was caught up in a robbery. She’s been away for two days on business, I think Ashley plans on calling her tomorrow but I’m not sure, my head is swimming. 

I never did get a chance to thank Rick, I couldn’t even speak. I didn’t ask him where he found that gun. 

As soon as my parents arrive we’ll be going to the hospital. The medics just checked Ashley over and she has to get fully checked over by a doctor. A four year old could tell she’s concussed. 

When she’s better, we’ll talk about what she did tonight. 

The medics have just gone into the office with two stretchers, one of the cops are in there with them.

Screeching tyres cause me to look out of the window. My father’s car is skidding to a halt and before it’s fully stopped Paula’s door flies open.

“Oh god,” I murmur, mindful of Ashley’s migraine.

“What?”

“Hurricane Paula.”

“Arthur, hurry up!” I hear her yell through the closed door.

She nearly takes it off its hinges.

“Sweetheart, are you all right?” she asks loudly, pulling me into a fierce hug. I drop the icepack on the counter next to our purses. “Did those bastards hurt you?”

She never curses, she’s pissed. 

I wince at the pressure but return the embrace, regardless. “I’m fine, I promise.” As fine as I can be, anyway.

“Are you sure?” She pulls back to examine my face. “We’ll get you some x-rays just in case, you‘re probably in shock, you don’t know up from down right now.”

I look over her shoulder to my dad who asks me—calmly—if I’m okay. I nod sincerely, relieved they’re both here. 

“Oh my god,” Paula exclaims and quickly pushes me into my dad arms before stepping closer to Ashley. “Ashley, honey, it’s Paula. Can you hear me?” she asks slowly.

“Mom,” I admonish. “She’s not retarded, she just has a concussion.”

Her hands touch Ashley’s face gently, and like the freakishly tall creature that she is, she’s practically eye level with Ashley. “How are you feeling, sweetheart? Are you all right?”

“I’m just dizzy and really, really nauseous,” Ashley replies as Paula picks up the fallen icepack and carefully presses it over the cut on Ashley’s temple.

“I’ll make sure you’re seen first, okay? We’ll patch you up in no time. Arthur, honey, carry Ashley to the car.”

Before Ashley can protest, the medics rush out of the office with Lee on a stretcher, he’s wearing an oxygen mask. 

“He’s alive?” I ask, stunned. 

“Alive?” Paula’s head nearly does a one eighty. “You!” she hisses and grabs the stretcher, bringing it to a halt before slapping the shit out of Lee. “You son of a bitch!”

“Paula!” dad yells, grabbing her swinging fist in his hand and dragging her away. 

“You better hope I don’t get assigned your case in the morning!” she yells to his unconscious form that’s back on it’s way to the ambulance. 

I walk back over to Ashley and help her down off the counter. I don’t want to be in here anymore. 

“Arthur, give me your cell phone, Sheila’s on duty, she owes me a favour.”

Sheila is one of the top surgeons in the hospital my mother works in. She’s also one of her closest friends. 

“She’ll make sure he never walks again!”

“Paula!” dad yells once more. “Calm down, this isn’t the way.”

Paula begins to pace, her breaths are rapid. “What is the right way, Arthur? He hurt our daughters!”

I always want to tell her to add on the in law. I don’t want Ashley as a sister. 

Definitely don’t want her as a sister. 

I know she means well, though. 

“If he survives, he’ll be brought to justice. The proper way.”

“Oh please, Arthur. The police in this city are morons! Spencer, call your brothers. They’ll finish him off.” 

Which one? The one with the subscription to ScienceMag or the one drooling over Michael Jordan. Sorry, ‘studying’ Michael Jordan.

“We aren’t the mafia, Mom. Ashley and I will wait in the car, I think you both have to talk to the cops.”

“If I get my hands on that man I won’t be held responsible for my actions, I just won’t!”

I shake my head. She already got her hands on him. “Do you need to be sedated?”

“I knew something was wrong when you didn’t answer your phone. I knew!”

I leave her to it. “When you’re finished, can you bring our purses? They’re on the counter. Come on, Ash.”

If I wasn’t so concerned about Ashley I would have tag teamed with Paula. 


* * *


“Are you comfortable?” I ask Ashley who looks tiny in the huge hospital bed. 

“I feel stupid. I don’t want to stay here tonight.”

After hours of test after test, it was concluded that Ashley has a mild concussion. Paula sent for a wheelchair and everything, and she was a pro when Ashley was vomiting. I can’t stand seeing people be sick. 

“I know, but you’re safer here.” 

And I insisted.

Paula backed me up one hundred percent.

“I hope the Tylenol kicks in soon.”

I move closer up the bed so that I’m sitting on the edge and brush some of her hair back to kiss her forehead. “It will,” I assure, cupping her face with my right hand. “Can I do anything?”

Paula made sure Ashley had a private wing all to herself to make her more comfortable. It’s on the new extension of the hospital, it only has four beds and it has its own private bathroom that is decent in size and immaculate. It’s like a hotel in here.

“Lie with me.”

I remove my shoes and pull back some of the covers to slide in next to her. She rests her head on my shoulder and my arm that isn’t around her is resting on top of the covers next to her hand. I tug at the clip she has attached to the end of her finger that reads her heartbeat. “Does this annoy you?”

They annoy me. I took mine off the last time I was here. Paula had a fit. 

“I don’t know.”

She’s still whispering. I guess her head really does hurt. 

“You can’t go to sleep, Ash.” I remind her quietly. 

“I’m tired.”

She can sleep for a little while, but I don’t want her to. I want to keep hearing her voice, I don’t want to see her still body and closed eyes. Tonight could have been so much worse. 

“You looked cute in that gown,” I whisper, bringing her closer.

“Thank you,” she murmurs. 

She’s still a little out of it. 

I kiss the top of her head and make sure her hand is underneath the covers before I pull them up to her shoulders. “Go to sleep, I’ll wake you up in a little while.”

“Okay.”

“I love you.”

She’s already asleep. 


* * *

I lay with Ashley for a while, the only sound in the room was the obnoxious ticking of a clock, the hum of the machines next to us and the sound of Ashley and I breathing. The moonlight was shining through the windows and onto the blinds casting their shadows over the white spread of the sheets and over my uncovered arm. 

A nurse opened the door so quietly that if the light from the hallway didn’t pour into the room I wouldn’t have known she entered. I whispered that she’d only been asleep for forty minutes. She checked a few things and left us alone once more.

I don’t know why she didn’t suggest I moved off the bed. I was expecting her to. 

Before my parents left for the night they went back home to get Ashley and I a change of clothes, and because I knew we had a private bathroom I asked her to bring everything I needed to take a shower. 

I knew Ashley couldn’t take one but I thought just in case for me. 

It was a good call. A hot shower sounds like heaven right now. 

I carefully move off the bed and make sure Ashley looks comfortable and warm before I walk across the small ward to one of the other beds that has my bags on. 

I lock the door behind me and make sure I’m about to pull on the light switch and not the emergency call before tugging downward and switching on the bright light. It takes me a little while to get used to it. 

The shower is tricky to get going but I suppose my mind isn’t at its best right now at almost three a.m. and what happened tonight. 

Or last night, whichever. 

I make sure it’s hot and almost wince when I feel the waters temperature on my back. After a minute my body adjusts to the heat and I let the water soothe the knots in my neck and back, relaxing the muscles. 

My head is tilted back and my eyes are closed as I work the shampoo free from my hair and with each breath I feel the steam and water creating a blanket around my body and it’s helping. I can feel parts of tonight running down the drain with the suds. 

“Give me her keys!”

My eyes shoot open and dart around the empty room. 

The lock is still in place and my bag is still open with my dirty clothes draped over the top of it. 

I make sure my hair is clean of shampoo before stopping the water. It’s only then that I realise I’m crying. 


* * *


I got dressed and towel dried my hair the best I could before getting back into bed with Ashley. 

I’ve just settled down comfortably and pulled her into me so that her head is once again resting on my shoulder and her arm is draped over my stomach with my hand over hers, needing to feel her skin. 

My heart is still beating faster than usual and I curse myself for being so stupid. Angry for being scared. 

I gently rub the back of Ashley’s hand with my thumb. “Ash?” I whisper. 

It’s another hour before she has to be woken up but she doesn’t know that. 

“Hmm?”

“Tell me you love me.”

“I love you,” she whispers before falling asleep again. 

-

I don’t sleep. 

_ _ _
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Ashley was released from the hospital yesterday. A nurse came into the room at almost ten a.m. to tell us the good news and that she just had to get the paperwork in order. Almost three hours later we were still there. Just waiting. I was tempted to seek out my mother but I knew others in the hospital needed her more than I did. 

I didn’t sleep. Not even for a minute.

Each time my heavy lids drooped shut I’d hear something. A yell, a scream, my thundering heart.

A gunshot. 

Ashley and I were both interviewed in my house, though separately, I felt better that she was close by. My officer was nice, not too pushy, allowed me to take my time and didn’t appear irritated as I kept remembering small details that he had to go back and squeeze into his notes. He had a nice smile.

She’s bruised, Ashley is. A mix of blue and purple spreads from her temple across to her eyebrow and the skin below. Her eyelid is swollen, but just slightly. It’s not as terrible as I’d been dreading all through the night while laying next to her in that lumpy hospital bed. That being said, it’s bad enough.

I told myself that’s all it was, that I was worried for Ashley and the bed was terrible, that’s why I couldn’t sleep. And I knew that it wasn’t a complete lie. 

Last night in my own bed, however, I couldn’t say the same thing. Granted I was—am—still worried about Ashley, and the fact we weren’t sharing a bed bothered me, it wasn’t the sole reason for my sudden attack of insomnia. 

I couldn’t even count the amount of hours I’d been awake I was so tired.

He’s still alive. In an apparent stable condition.

With the security tapes and our statements I know Lee won’t get to me, at least not physically anyway, for a very long time.

“Spencer,” Ashley says, bringing me out of my time consuming thoughts. 

I cast my eyes sideways to her, she’s perched on the edge of the couch. “Sorry. What were you saying?”

We didn’t see each other yesterday but she called me right before bed. She fell asleep on the phone. 

Ashley’s eyes are studying me carefully and her hand slips into my own before she sighs lightly. “You didn’t sleep again, did you?”

An all out lie would be pointless, my eyes are bloodshot to hell. I dread to think what I must look like. 

“I got a few hours.”

“Don’t lie to me,” she says softly. 

“I’m sorry,” I whisper, barely having the energy to do that.

“Come here.”

We both shift our positions until I’m laying on top of her. Underneath my throbbing head I can hear her steady heartbeat, and through sheer exhaustion, my eyes fill with hot tears. Her hands tangle themselves in my hair, the pads of her fingers are lightly rubbing against my scalp. “Go to sleep,” she whispers. “I’ve got you.”



* * *


I jolt awake from a deep sleep and quickly look down to Ashley who is beginning to stir awake. I lie my head back on her chest and wait a minute until I’m positive she’s rejoined her dreams, hoping they’re better than mine before carefully moving off of her. 

I walk across the living room to the window and note that neither of my parents are home, and if the driveway is anything to go by, neither are my brothers.

My feet carry me to the kitchen and I let the cold water run while I trudge over to the cupboard which holds our glassware. I fill it halfway and bring the glass to my thirsty lips.

The light shining from in here casts a glow at the window that reflects back a part view of our relatively large back yard and the breakfast bar behind me. 

There, in the bottom right corner is where I see him. See his angry eyes blazing into me.

I feel shards of glass bite my feet and barely register that I’m no longer holding a glass. My fingers are still curled as if it were there.

With only a pane of glass separating us I can barely move. “Ash,” I force out as strongly as I can.

It isn’t more than a whisper. 

My heart rate increases tenfold when he raises the silver gun he used at the gas station. 

I open my mouth to yell Ashley’s name but nothing comes out, not even a whisper.

He’s smiling at my frightened face and I watch his finger tighten around the trigger before slamming my eyes shut. 

Nothing happens. 

I’m going to open my eyes and he’s still going to be there with a smirk attached to his lips.

When I finally dare to open them I find no gun pointed toward me and nobody staring at me through the window. No sign of Lee anywhere.

The glass remains on the floor and I hurry back to the couch, quickly laying on top of Ashley and feel her arms go around my body, holding me close and slowing my racing heart. 

I soon feel moisture underneath my face and I lift my head in confusion, I haven’t been crying. I look down and a horrified gasp quickly works its way from my throat. Blood coats my face. 

I’m laying on top of Lee. 

With one swift movement his body is on top of mine with his hands painfully wrapped around my throat.


* * *


I jolt awake once more and this time Ashley isn’t sleeping, she’s wide awake and rubbing circular motions on my back. “It’s okay, it’s okay,” she repeats.

I concentrate on slowing my erratic breaths and feel angry tears fill my eyes. 

Ashley gathers me into her arms and pushes us both into a sitting position. She still has her arms firmly wrapped around my back. “You’re okay. Just breathe, you’re safe, I promise.”

More likely than not she can feel my heart beating next to hers, feel it pounding.

My arms are wrapped just as tightly, hooked around her neck and pulling her closer. I clench my jaw and close my eyes.

Damnit. 

Damn him.

What has he done to me?


* * *


A little while later I pulled back from a concerned Ashley, feeling a little embarrassed. I told her that I was going to take a shower.

I’ve just finished pulling out some clean clothes when I feel Ashley’s presence in the room. I turn around to see her leaning against the doorframe.

“Are we going to talk about this?” she asks gently.

“My clothes?”

“You know what, Spencer.” My voice always sounds so different when she says it. I’m still exhausted and for a reason unknown, hearing her say my name is causing me to have to blink away tears.

I clear my throat before speaking. “Not now.”

“I was trying to wake you for like, five minutes, Spence. You were dreaming about him, weren’t you?”

“I would hardly call it dreaming.”

Seeing him has never been anything but a nightmare.

Ashley moves further into the room, toward me. “Spencer…”

“Stop saying my name,” I request tiredly. “I’m going to shower, so…”

I walk past her and into the bathroom. She follows, standing in the open doorway, studying me. Waiting for answers. 

Knowing nobody is due home for another hour, I remove my shirt and toss it across the room, away from me. “I don’t think Pennywise is in the drain this time, so you can wait downstairs or wherever. I won’t be long.” I unclasp my bra and add it to the pile forming on the floor.

“Why do you do this?” she asks. 

I sigh. Her voice was soft. “I’m tired. I’m so tired Ashley, you have no idea. And I just can’t…do this now.” I slide my jeans down my legs and lean over to switch the shower on. 

“Why won’t you talk to me? You’ve taken care of me and you keep up with long phone calls late at night, but you won’t talk to me, not really. Please just tell me what’s going on.”

My underwear lands on the pile. “You’re not an idiot, Ash. You know what’s going on.”

“Tell me how I can help you.”

“It’ll go away.”

Ashley gives me a look Paula gives me sometimes and I sigh. “It will,” I assure. “I’m fine and…I really do need to shower. I look like a monster.”

“You look fine, Spence.”

I’ve seen better days.

“You have to say that,” I respond somewhat lightly, though I’m not even close to smiling. 

“You look fine,” she reiterates. 

I don’t ask her to leave as I step inside the relatively small shower cubicle and underneath the hot spray of water. I’ve been aching for days. My body feels like I’ve had the crap beaten out of me. I’ve just been tense, I suppose. 

I don’t hear Ashley remove her clothes because of the water, but I see it. Where the steam has yet to obscure my view to the rest of the bathroom, I see it.

And I don’t protest when she steps inside here with me and quickly captures my suspecting lips in a gentle, loving kiss. A healing kiss.

Ashley’s lips are soft and wet against my own and I feel her pull me flush against her, never breaking her gentle assault on my mouth.

Her hand rests in the crook of my neck while the other travels down my back, stopping at the small, holding me against her. 

I feel one last brush of her tongue across my own before her kisses slow to small pecks, barely lips brushing against lips, and then I pull away before she has another chance to deepen it. 

The water cascades over my back and Ashley leans her forehead against my own. Her eyes are closed.

She keeps her hands on me. “Let me take care of you,” she murmurs. 

I wait until she lifts her head up before I nod and lean forward, wanting to feel her lips again. I’m glad she’s here. I can barely stand by myself, let alone shower.

Ashley isn’t supposed to get her stitches wet. I blindly reach behind me and adjust the pressure of the water so that it’s much lower and less likely to reach her and feel her tip my head back to the spray of water.

* * *


“Are you comfortable?”

I nod, feeling the comforting pressure of Ashley’s body pressed against my back and her arm across my waist. We’re in bed and it’s barely eight p.m.

This isn’t one of our usual early nights. I’ll actually be sleeping. Very soon.

She kisses my exposed shoulder. “Spencer?”

“Mmm?” I mumble out with my eyes closed.

“I’m really sorry.”

What she’s referring to is not her fault. This isn’t her fault, it’s his. “It’s not your fault, Ash. Don’t say sorry.” I had to force that long sentence out.

“I love you, you know.”

I pull her arm firmly around me and reach to hold her hand. “Do I even have to reply to that?”

I think Ashley put sandbags on my eyelids. Or an elephant.

“No.” I hear the slight smile in her voice.

I know I don’t have to, but I want to. “I love you, too, Ash.”


_ _ _ _
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I laugh into the receiver at the random story Grandma is telling me. I’ve heard it before, more times than I can count. “I think you’re on your own there, man eater.”

She’s telling me about the first time she and my Grandpa went out to dinner and he was so nervous he spilled his wine all over his pants. She said a man always looks dashing in a suit. 

Three months have passed since the incident at the gas station. I’ve been nightmare free for an entire month. They weren’t every night. Two times a week was average. Three if I was stressed over something. They stopped when he was locked away.

For my birthday Ashley took me out to dinner and brought me a new pair of earrings and a jewellery box. 

And a plane ticket. 

In a week we’ll be on our way to the airport to spend two weeks with Clay and Glen who will be in Amsterdam by then. They left a month and a half ago. They send tasteful postcards. Tasteful as in half naked women on the front. I think Glen picks them out but I’d like to think Clay at least has it in him. If he doesn’t then I’ve failed as a sister. 

I admit it, I miss them both. I don’t have to fight for the bathroom anymore and it’s quiet in the house. As quiet as it could be with Paula and I both still living here, that is.

Grandma just asked how Ashley is doing today. 

I look down on the bed to see her taking a nap. Her hair is in disarray. It’s all very cute. “She’s good. She’s being lazy,” I reply, twirling some of her hair between my fingers. 

I smile when she says “Tell her I said hello and send my love.”

“I will,” I assure. “So, I better be seeing your butt here when I get back from Europe, okay? Stay in Glen’s room.”

I say Glen’s because it’s bigger than Clay’s. 

I’m paying for her ticket. You can’t imagine how loaded I am these days. 

“I’ll be there, honey. You don’t have to worry.”

“I’ll bake you some brownies when I get back.” Special brownies.

I’ve spent a lot of time in the kitchen lately. I’m steadily getting better and better. I love it when things don’t burn to a crisp. Maybe I’ll become a chef someday. 

“Make it a cupcake.”

“I’ll try and work something out.”

Her sweet laugh fills the line and I smile with her. “By the way, honey. I have those papers you asked me for. I’ll send them to you tomorrow, okay?”

“They’re there? Already?”

“Sitting right in front of me.”

“Seriously?” I squeak. 

She chuckles. “Yes.”



* * *


Ashley has been asleep for almost two hours. Perfect nap. I’ve squeezed in a phone call, a snack, and a long shower. 

I throw my damp towel into the hamper and kneel on the mattress at the foot of the bed, admiring Ashley’s legs. She has fantastic legs. I wonder if I tell her that enough. 

I crawl up the bed and gently turn her on her back. She didn’t look comfortable on her side. I lift my legs either side of her hips and lean down and press my lips to each closed eyelid. Before long her eyes are fluttering open, blinking and pushing back the last remnants of her sleep. I kiss the tip of her nose. “Hey.”

Her hands move from by her sides to my hips. “You woke me from a really good dream, you know,” she mumbles, stretching.

“Yeah? Did I have a special appearance?”

“No.”

“Oh,” I pout. 

“You were the star.”

“Aw,” I flash her my best smile and kiss her cheek. “So, while you were busy snoring the house down, I had a very important phone call.”

“Did you order pizza?”

“I was talking to my Grandma. She picked up something really important for us this morning.”

She furrows her brows. “Okay…What is it?”

“Papers.”

“The newspaper?”

I rest more of my weight against her. “Yeah, ‘cause I’d really ask her to pick up the local newspaper for me.” I’m just a little sarcastic. She knows that. 

She flexes her fingers against my hips while smiling. “What papers?”

“I’ll tell you later.”

And I will. I could even promise if she asks nice enough.

She shrugs. “I’m intrigued.”

I lean down for a brief kiss. “You always are.”

Ashley kisses the edge of my chin. “Won’t deny it.”

I feel her tongue come into contact with my skin and pull back quickly. She’s given me a hickey there before. I had to wear a scarf over my chin for almost a week. “Don’t even think about it,” I warn with a smile. 

It’s a pathetic warning. 

She looks at my through still sleepy eyes and smiles at being caught. “Sorry.”

One of these days I’ll give her matching hickey’s on each side of her face. Then we’ll see who’s smiling. 

Ashley cranes her neck to be able to see the clock on the bedside table and I see the pulse in her neck. I quickly cover it with my lips. “Your heart is beating fast.”

She turns her head back, my head rests in the crook of her neck. “Because you’re on top of me,” she replies, raising her knee up. 

I feel it press firmly against me but I don’t move. “I just took a shower, I don’t want to take another one.”

I’m really, really kidding. 

With one look she can tell I’m not serious. “Of course you don’t.”

“It’s Wednesday, you know my parents both have half days at work. They came home when you were sleeping.” 

Ashley‘s lips connect with my neck. “Did they see you?”

I nod. “Mom asked me if we wanted to watch Bring It On.” 

“She didn’t ask why you weren’t at school?”

“She doesn’t know my schedule,” I shrug. “What she doesn’t know won’t hurt her.” 

Ashley slides her hands up my body and moves some of my fallen hair back. “Are you going to stop talking anytime soon?” she mumbles onto my neck.

I smile even though she can’t see it. “My parents are home,” I say again. Usually she likes to wait until we’re alone and she can scream as loud as she likes. 

Or maybe that’s just me. 

“Are they in this room?”

I pretend to be thinking. “I don’t believe so.”

“Then maybe you should use your mouth for something else.”

“Like what?” I tease. Smiling when her soft lips rest against my own. Unmoving. I give in quickly, giving her a chaste kiss. I pull back and look down to her with amused eyes. She’s on the verge of being frustrated.

Ashley moves her hand to the back of my neck and pushes down, bringing my lips mere millimetres from hers. The look in her eyes has changed, it causes me to swallow thickly. “Um,” I begin, causing my lips to brush, just barely, against Ashley’s. “The…door isn’t locked.” I practically dive away from her to lock it and get halfway down the bed before she tackles me and pushes me onto my back. My arms are above my head, pinned to the bed by Ashley’s hands.

“I’ll get the door,” she whispers and leans down, taking my innocent earlobe into the warm cavern of her mouth. 

My eyes drift shut and my chest is moving in and out at a slightly increased rate. I doubt I’ll be able to keep quiet. 

Before my brain can register that Ashley has moved off the bed, she’s back on it. She’s by the pillows at the top and I lean up on my elbows to look at her. Her eyes are fixated at my mouth and I realise I’m biting my bottom lip. 

Ashley begins moves toward me and gently moves my legs apart, easily lowering herself down to rest on my hips. She moves her mouth to my ear. “Spencer?” 

“What?” I whisper back with my fingers moving underneath the white belt she has fastened tightly around her small waist.

“Try not to scream.”

If she wasn’t so busy with her mouth once again attached to my earlobe, she would see the goose bumps on my arms. 

Ashley’s lips move to my jaw line, lightly brushing them across my suddenly sensitive skin before she moves lower, bringing her tongue into contact with my neck and settling over my quickening pulse. 

Wanting her mouth on mine, I thread my fingers through her hair and turn my head to the side blocking any further advances from her talented tongue. Quickly getting the message Ashley covers my mouth with her own. After minutes our soft kisses soon turn deep and wet, causing my hips to rise and press against hers.

Ashley pulls back, drawing in deep breaths and tugging on the hem of my shirt. I bring both of my hands to the hem and arch my back, quickly removing the material from my body and dropping it to the floor. Ashley’s soon follows and she stares down at me with darker lips and hooded eyes. 

My fingers wrap around hers and I pull her back down, her warm skin resting against my own. I moan softly when she scratches her blunt nails against the skin below my breast and trails her tongue from my neck to my earlobe. Taking it into her mouth she lightly scrapes her teeth against it once before tugging down hard. Hearing my slight hiss of pain her tongue quickly soothes it away.

I guide her face back to mine and kiss her in a way that could never be described as delicate. I keep one hand on her face and snake the other around her back, deftly undoing the clasp of her bra with a practised ease. 

Without the previous barrier, I move both hands underneath her arms and rest them on her back, pulling her closer to me. I feel the muscles flex as she strains against me, kissing me deeper. I feel her moan just as much as I hear it when I drag my nails down her back, ending at her still covered hips that roll deliciously into mine, bringing forth a moan of my own. 

Through necessity we break apart for air and I take the opportunity to remove her bra completely, flinging it across the room.

Resting one arm on her forearm, I reverse our positions and settle down on top of her, quickly tasting her neck and feeling the rapid pulse underneath my swollen lips. Satisfied I’ve paid enough attention to her neck I kiss my way down to her chest, brushing my tongue against the dip at the base of her throat on the way. 

I kiss over her heart just like always and continue down the short distance to the swell of her breast, kissing her delicate skin softly until my lips wrap around her hardened nipple and she’s breathing out a moan. 

I feel her fingers undoing the clasp of my bra and suddenly I’m on my back again with Ashley pulling my bra from my body and dropping it onto the floor next to the bed. She lowers herself down onto my thigh and presses a knee firmly against my centre. 

Our lips slide and press against each others before I feel her tongue brush against the roof of my mouth. Her hips rock against me attempting to alleviate some of the pressure building and as she breaks contact with our lips I open my eyes to see hers still firmly shut. My insides clench when I see her flushed face and slightly parted lips, her shallow breaths cease momentarily and a soft moan escapes from her throat. 

The palms of my hands slide down her taught stomach and get to work undoing the buckle to her belt. Her eyes flutter open to reveal an even darker shade of brown and I shudder when they stare deep into my own.

I move my hands to her button and her head shakes before she shifts backward and moves her own hands to my pants. Within seconds we’re working together, pulling them from my body and discarding them. 

My heart pounds inside my chest underneath Ashley’s lips. Her mouth covers a nipple and I feel the flat of her tongue rub against it as her fingers move to the neglected breast. I hold her head in place and exhale through a moan, tugging her closer, feeling my centre throb. 

She kisses between the valley of my breasts and down to my firm abs. She brushes her tongue against the soft and incredibly sensitive skin next to my hipbone and I clutch at her shoulders, digging my nails into the skin and moaning. 

Ashley says something to me but I don’t hear her exact words. She was probably telling me to be quiet. 

I feel the pads of her fingers move across the skin at my hips, underneath my underwear. My hands join hers, frantically trying to rid myself of the last article of clothing until she gently but firmly grasps both of my wrists and lays her body back against mine. 

Our mouths connect hastily and gone are soft kisses, replaced with deep, wet kisses that cause my hips to search for hers and obscenities to fill my thoughts.

Moaning, I pull one hand free and guide hers down between our bodies. 

This time Ashley doesn’t resist. I feel my underwear leave my body and move up onto my knees. Ashley is pushed back so that her back is resting against my headboard and I lift my legs either side of her lap, quickly guiding her hand between my legs to relieve the pressure that’s wound tightly in my stomach with the throbbing that hasn’t ceased. 

Ashley wraps an arm around the small of my back to support me before I feel two long fingers enter me easily. 

Moaning loudly I roll my hips, pushing myself against her fingers before moving back and repeating the motion. “Fuck,” I breathe out, my eyes squeezed shut as her thumb brushes against me. Breaths growing heavier.

I move faster against Ashley’s hand and barely register the headboard connecting with the wall before Ashley removes her fingers completely. “No,” I groan. “Please don’t.”

Ashley doesn’t speak as she moves around me and it doesn’t take long for me to get the picture. I manoeuvre myself down the bed properly and rest my head against the pillows just before I feel Ashley’s hands on the inside of my thigh, stroking. 

I don’t get a chance to say anything before she’s back inside me. A loud moan works its way from my throat and my hips move with cadence against Ashley’s hand. 

My chest heaves with heavy breathes through swollen lips when I feel my right leg being lifted over Ashley’s shoulder and her mouth covers my throbbing clit. 

I grab the unused pillow and drag it closer to me, covering my face and moaning loudly, rolling my hips into Ashley. 

Her free hand steadies my hips and moves her tongue faster, alternating between circular motions to the flat of her tongue and then the tip, all the while keeping up the pace of her fingers. 

I breathe heavily against the pillow and when Ashley’s fingers curl inside me I feel my hand shoot out and connect with something, a loud smash resonates through the room and Ashley looks up, eyeing something on the floor and stilling her hand.

I hold my breath and soon enough, I hear Paula ask me if I’m okay. 

I pull the pillow away from my flushed face and take a quick second to try and find my voice. “Yes!” I scream. 

I don’t get a reply but I’m positive she’s gone back to her movie. 

Ashley kisses my hipbone. “Scream like that for me,” she whispers, lowering her head again. 

As soon as I feel her tongue back against me I pull the pillow back over my face and feel the muscles in my thighs tightening, my heel digging into Ashley’s back. 

My eyes all but roll back in my head when her tongue begins to roll and her fingers again curl. Guttural moans are swallowed by the pillow covering my face and I move faster, feeling myself getting tighter. 

Ashley feels it, too. She quickens her pace and my breaths come in short pants as I get closer to the edge. One heel digs into the mattress while the other pushes harder against Ashley’s back, every muscle straining, working for release.

My toes curl and I scream into the pillow when my orgasm hits, stunning me with its force as I shudder into Ashley. 

When I can do something more than try to breathe I lazily pull the pillow away from my slightly sweaty face and lethargically drop it to the floor, my arm resting limply against the mattress. 

Ashley’s mouth is pressing kisses to my abdomen that’s covered in a light sheen of sweat. 

“You killed me,” I force out in a whisper. 

I feel her smile against my skin. “Sorry.”

“That is the last word you should be saying.” I take another much needed deep breath, “god,” I breathe out. 

“You broke the lamp.” 

So that’s what that smash was. 

“Uh huh.”

“You don’t believe me?” she questions. 

I do believe her. I just don’t care. 

I reverse our positions and lay on top of her, kissing her deeply and tasting myself instantly. It isn’t long until we’re working together pulling her tight jeans from her body. I don’t waste time, I remove her soaked underwear before lowering my mouth to her quaking thighs, trailing my tongue to the inside teasingly and dragging it back. I scratch down from the curve of her hip to her knees and hear her breathe out my name. 

I stop teasing, she’s more than ready. 

I move up Ashley’s body just slightly and kiss the skin in the dip to the right of her hipbone while trailing the pads of my fingers upward and to the inside of her thigh. 

My fingers move through her wetness and enter her with slight resistance. She’s tight. 

“Fuck.”

I smile. “Shh.”

Her hips roll to meet the thrusts of my fingers and I feel her walls tightening against them. 

The motion of my hand remains steady as I lower my head and bring my tongue into contact with Ashley’s throbbing sex. 

I hear her heavy breaths over my own and speed up the pace of my tongue, loving how her breath hitches. I keep the rhythm of my fingers steady and gentle. 

“Spence,” she almost pants. “Harder.”

I lose the gentle pace and my fingers work double time. My tongue rolls against her clit and I withdraw my fingers so that just the tips rest at her entrance. Before she has a chance to scream or rip my head off, I enter her with three fingers, mindful not to hurt her. 

Her deep inhalation and the way her heels are now digging into the mattress pushing her hips further into me makes me positive I’m not hurting her. 

A rush of wetness allows my fingers to slide in and out of her easier and I fasten the pace of both my tongue and my fingers, all the while hearing Ashley gasping beneath me, her hips moving faster.

When Ashley’s orgasm hits her walls clench against my fingers almost painfully as she screams silently, her shuddering body arching off the bed.

Removing my fingers draws a short gasp from her and I smile before moving up her body and resting my head against her chest. 

I’m quiet, letting her recover and listening to her still rapid heart rate. 

It slows to a steady, normal beat and I lift my head up to look at her. She looks beautiful. 

I move up slightly and press my lips to Ashley’s, kissing her gently. “I love you.”

“I love you, too.” Her voice is thicker than usual. 

“Can you move yet?” I tease, bringing forth a lazy but genuine smile from Ashley.

“Ask me in a minute.”

I do just that. 

“Can you move yet?” I ask sixty-one seconds later. 

“Not much.”

I sit up and pull her with me. “Good. Let’s take a shower.”



* * *


After our bedroom activities Ashley and I took a long shower and I nearly concussed myself against the tiles on the wall as I suddenly threw my head back as my third orgasm hit.

My parents went to the store to pick up something for dinner and Ashley and I sit next to each other on the couch watching Grease. I look at the scene on the screen and mimic Danny’s actions. My arm is draped loosely around her perfect shoulders and I spread out my fingers and lower my hand to her breast. 

In perfect sync to the movie, Ashley grabs my hand before it can make contact and I push her onto her back. “Spencer,” she groans, her eyes showing amusement. 

I’ve so done this before. 

“Oh, Ashley.” I lower my head to her neck and feel as much as I hear her laugh. 

“Spencer, seriously, get off me.”

There’s no ‘seriously’ in there. 

Before I open my mouth to reply I hear the key in the front door and roll off of Ashley, falling to the floor. 

I spring to my feet before they round the corner and hold out an earring while Ashley sits back up. “Found it.”

“Hi guys," Dad says, oblivious. 

"Ashley, are you staying for dinner?”

“I never say no to free food, Paula.”



* * *

I’ve just finished changing the sheets when Ashley walks into the room smelling minty fresh as she leans in to kiss my cheek. “I told you I’d help with that.”

“I don’t mind,” I shrug. “You’ve exhausted me,” I admit as I fight to keep a yawn away. 

Before long we’re both under the covers and Ashley’s arms are holding me close. I feel her press a kiss to my forehead. 

“What were you talking about earlier? Something about papers.”

I’m falling asleep.

“Spence,” she says a little louder. 

“I bought you that hobbit house in Ohio,” I whisper back. 


* * *


I watch Paula at the counter ordering our coffee’s from our table and I think about last night when I fell asleep on Ashley after dropping that bombshell. Trust me when I say she woke me right up with an onslaught of questions for my tired, confused brain. 

I don’t want to move away after graduation that is mere months away, but I want us to have some place to stay during the summer. My grandmother mentioned it during a phone call and after mulling it over, I asked her to get me the papers. 

We’ll be renting it in the months we don’t use it. I may be loaded but you can’t imagine the tourists who have paid a small fortune to stay in there in the past. It’s a neat little investment. 

And trust me when I say I got a nice wake up call this morning.

I see Paula on her way back and I take my iced coffee out of her hands as soon as she’s close enough, smiling my thanks. “So, how was your Thursday?” I ask her. 

“Passing on the street or a real conversation over coffee?” 

I don’t want the exact details of any stabbings or serious injuries. “Passing on the street.”

She blows the steam away from her regular coffee she always orders and smiles. “Busy, but fine.”

“Good,” I nod my head and take a sip of my coffee, chewing the tiny bites of ice. “I don’t know how you ever eat when you’re around blood all day.”

“My first week in the ER I barely ate a bite at dinner. Lunch was out of the question. If I was lucky I held onto my breakfast. But, you get used to it.”

I pull a face. I don’t think I could do that. 

Paula excuses herself for a phone call and just as I take a rather large mouthful of my beverage my phone vibrates against my leg causing me to jump slightly in shock. 

No shock as to who’s calling. 

“Hobbit,” I answer. 

“Hilarious.”

I smile. “What’s up?”

“What are you doing tomorrow night? You don’t have anything planned, right?”

“Uhh.” I rack my brain and come up with absolutely nothing. “Nothing I can’t get out of, why?”

“Because we’re going out to dinner.”

I smile. “McDonald’s?” I tease. 

“Gross.”

I chuckle quietly. “That sounds good. So, I’ll see you, when? At six?”

“You’ll see me during first period,” she reminds me. 

I wasn’t planning on attending school tomorrow, either. But I can make an appearance for Ashley. 

“Right,” I confirm. “I’ll see you tomorrow, Ash.”

“See you at school, Barney.”

I’m still smiling when Paula sits back down the table. 

_ _ _


